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ABSTRACT:     This book is a monograph devoted to one  of the 
important questions  of modern aviation and  rocket  techniques - 
the theory of the working process taking 1 lace in the 
combustion chambers of air-jet  engines.    The book deals  in 
detail with the working process  of combustion chambers  of 
straight-flow air-Jet engines.     Various questions  treated   in 
the book refer to combustion chambers  ol   turbo-jet  engines  and 

The.  first  scientific to boiler furnaces.    This book  Is  one  of 
monographs  on this  question  in  the  USSR.     The book consists 
of nine chapters   in which the most   important questions  of  the 
physical principles and the  calculation of  the working 
process  of the combustion chambers  are elaborated.     In the 
brief introduction a  schematic  description of the working 
process  is  given  for a simplified  combustion chamber  of a 
straight-flow engine.     Chapter  1   is   devoted  to the  general 
thermodynamlc  analysis  of the combustion fhamber.     Here we 
must bear  In mind  the consideration   of questions  of   the  supply 
of heat   to a moving gas  in tubes   of  constant and  variable 
cross  section,   the  analysis  of  the   effect  of the  various 
parameters  on the  characteristics  of  the combustion  chamber, 
the calculation of  the  temperature  and  composition of  the 
products of combustion,  and   questions  of flic hydraulic- 
resistance  of  the  straight-flow  chamber and   its elements.     In 
Chapter  2,  which  takes up   121   pages   of texl,   authors  consider 
questions  of  the  preparation  of  the  combustion mixture 
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(questions of forming a mixture). Unlike the first chapter, 
the material of Chapter 2, which Is richer in content, is 
based to a large extent on the work of Soviet researchers, in 
particular on the investigations of the authors themselves. 
After a general analysis of the processes of forming the 
mixture, the elementary processes are considered which 
coriGtitute the process of mixing in chambers into which the 
fuel is fed in liquid form and is atomized in a stream of 
air. In the analysis of the processes of atomlzatlon of the 
liquid, a general physical picture is given of the breakdown 
processes of films and drops, and quantitative characteristics 
of these processes are quoted (criterlal formulas, 
distribution curves of the drops with respect to size). 
Unfortunately there are no data for Jet injectors, for which 
only the theory of deformation of a Jet Injected into the 
flow at some angle is developed. The material on an 
atomlzatlon torch In a supersonic flow of air Is of especial 
interest. At the end of the chapter, some material is cited 
on the distribution of the liquid phase of fuel In the 
airstream, and also on questions of the vaporization of drops 
and clusters of drops.  In Chapter 3 a beginning is made on 
the consideration of the processes of ignition and combustion. 
In this chapter are studied forced ignitions and the combustion 
of homogeneous mixtures, i.e. this chapter Is a preparation 
for the study of subsequent material. The size of the chapter, 
evidently, is not very large (34 pp), since the material Is, 
generally speaking, known from o:',her sources.  In Chapter 4, 
which Is also of a preparatory nature, questions of the • 
turbulence of flows of air are studied.  In spite of the fact 
that the material of this chapter is, generally speaking, 
known from other sources, the analysis in the chapter is 
sufficiently clear and at a modern level. Data are cited 
which relate directly to the elements of the working process 
taking place in the combustion chamber (turbulence of a flow 
beyond cascades, turbulence in the case of deformation of the 
flow, etc). Chapter 5 gives further material on the combustion 
of homogeneous mixtures in a turbulent flow. These occupy a 
good deal of space (90 pp).  Here authors consider existing 
theories of turbulent combustion and also the experimental 
data of many researchers. The treatment of turbulent 
combustion proposed by the authors occupies a good deal of 
space (analysis of the one-dimensional combustion zone, of a • 
turbulent torch in "an open channel and In a tube, analysis 
of the statistical distribution of the scales of temperature, 
nonhomogeneities in the macrozone). A separate paragraph 
contains a consideration of the hydrodynamlc peculiarities of . 
turbulent combustion In the wake behind a stabilizer.  In 
the last paragraph, data are given on the dependence of the 
velocity of turbulent combustion on various parameters.  In 
Chapter 6, which is small in bulk but Important In significance, > 
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authors consider questions of vlbrational combustion In the 
chambers  of air-Jet engines.     Here the general physical 
mechanism of the phenomenon is explained, and a scheme Is 
given for the theoretical analysis.    The possible  special 
feedback mechanisms are calculated.    At the end of the 
chapter there are some general recommendations about, how to 
overcome vibratlonal combustion.     In Chapter 7,  they consider 
the stabilization of a flame in a flow of fuel mixture. 
After, studying the effect of the form of the stabilizer on 
the papuaeters of the wake,  authors proceed to analyze the 
effecv\pf the various parameters  on the characteristics of 
stable oötabustlon.    At the end of the chapter the theory and 
calculation of the stabilization of a flame by a poorly 
streamlined body Is given.    Chapter 8 is devoted to questions 
of the combustion of a mixture in the wake behind a stabilizer. 
First of all the combustion in the wake of a homogeneous 
mixture is  studied,   taking into account the effect  of the walls 
of the tube.     The effect of the two-phase nature on the 
characteristics of combustion  is  then demonstrated.     Finally, 
some material  is given on the generalization of the data of 
the investigation of combustion  in the wake behind a 
stabilizer.     In Chapter 9 (the final chapter),   the authors 
deal with questions of the cooling of the combustion chamber 
walls and of the nozzle of straight-flow air-jet  engines.    Some 
different methods of the air-cooling of combustion chambers 
are given,   and formulas  for calculating the external cooling 
of the walls are cited.    The calculation of barrage and 
combined cooling is treated  in fairly extensive detail.    The 
limits of applicability of the air-cooling of the combustion 
chamber and the nozzle are indicated.    At the end of each 
chapter there  is a bibliography of the questions  dealt with. 
The book contains a number of misprints,  including some in 
the formulas.     English translation;    ^90 pages. 
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In this book there are expounded the physical principles 
of fuel combustion processes in air flows and methods of cal- 
culation of combustion chambers of Jet engines. 

r . ..        ,        . 
There are considered thermodynamic and aerodynamic char- 

acteristics of combustion chambers,  processes of atomizatlon 
and carburetlon of fuels,  ignition and combustion of gas mix- 
tures in laminar and turbulent flows, methods of flame sta- 
bilization, vibrational combustion, combustion in the wake 
behind a bluff body,  processes of heat exchange and thermal 
protection of chambers.^     - 

This book is intended for scientists and engineers in 
aviation, as well as nonaviation specialists; furthermore, 
it will be useful for students of technical colleges. 
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PREFACE 

In this book there are presented the physical principles of the working process 

of straight-through-flow combustion chambers. 

In Chapter I there are considered certain questions of thermodynamics of com- 

bustion chambers. There is given a qualitative analysis of ideal and real thermo- 

dynamlc cycles of an air-breathing Jet engine. There is shown the Influence of 

pressure and flow velocity in the combustion chamber and of hydraulic losses on the 

degree of conversion of heat fed into the chamber into effective work of the cycle 

(I.e., thermal efficiency of the cycle). There is given a method of approximate 

calculation of flow friction of the combustion chamber.  In this same chapter, there 

is briefly discussed the known method of calculation of specific pressure losses 

caused by heat addition to a moving gas. 

In Chapter II there are given criterial dependences for determination of the 

spectrum of atomlzation of fuel by swirl injectors, which were obtained on the basis 

of generalization of a large number of experimental data on atomlzation of liquids, 

the results of theoretical and experimental investigation of the motion of a liquid 

during its atomlzation into the flow of a direct-spray injector. There are presented 

certain experimental materials on atomlzation of liquid in a supersonic flow. There 

are given new materials on the distrltatlon of vapor and liquid phases of fuel, on 

the influence of deformation of drops on the trajectory of their motion, on disper- 

sion drops on area of section of fuel on the influence of preheating of fuel on the 

character of its distribution in the flow. 

In Chapter III there are assembled the most interesting for practice experi- 

mental materials on ignition and laminar burning of homogeneous mixtures in reference 
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to straight-through-flow combustion chambers. These materials are especially Impor- 

tant, since In works having an applied character, the physical essence of the In- 

fluence of turbulence on the above mentioned processes still has not been considered. 

Chapter IV is dedicated to fundamentals of the statistical theory of turbulence. 

Experimental material in this chapter is selected in reference to conditions of 

operation of a straight-through-flow combustion chamber. 

In Chapter V there are considered processes of turbulent combustion of homo- 

geneous mixtures. Until recently, in the technical literature there could not be 

found a clear account of a model of the process of turbulent combustion. The ex- 

perimental investigation of N. V. Kokushkln and other investigators made it possible 

to deepen our concepts of the mechanism of turbulent burning, and at the same time 

confirmed the accuracy of the known model of surface combustion. On the basis of 

this model, it was possible to simplify hydrodynamic equations of flow in which 

burning occurs, and to solve them for a series of simple cases: for a turbulent 

flame Jet after burners in open flow, after a linear burner in a pipe, and so forth. 

Analysis and generalization of extensive experimental material on the basis of the 

given theory show that burning is basically Influenced by turbulent characteristics 

of the fresh mixture. 

Fundamentals of the theory of vibratlonal combustion are presented in Chapter VI. 

Such burning is characterized by powerful regular oscillations of pressure and flow 

rate, which not infrequently lead to damage of the combustion chamber, strong vibra- 

tions of the construction and other undesirable phenomena (incomplete burning of 

fuel, etc.). 

In distinction from the conventional theory of vlbrational burning, which con- 

sists of composition of equations of acoustics taking into account boundary condi- 

tions, the authors applied the energy method, which made it possible to obtain all 

basic conclusions by use of a very simple mathematical apparatus. 

Results obtained by this method at the same time permit us to give certain 

recommendations on methods of suppression of vibracional burning. 

In Chapter VII there are considered hydrodynamics of flow in the wake after a 

bluff body and conditions of stability of burning in dependence on dimensions and 

relative location of stabilizers.  In this chapter there is described a method of 

calculation of a stabilizer for assigned parameters of the fuel mixture. 

Reaults of experimental investigations of burning of homogeneous and 
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heterogeneous mixtures In the wake after a single stabilizer and an array of sta- 

bllizerc; arc cilscussed In Chapter VIII.  In It there are given basic features of 

the process of burning and Its dependence on physlcochemlcal characteristics of the 

fuel mixture, dimensions, geometric shape and relative location of stabilizers. 

The last chapter is dedicated to one of the important problems — to the problem 

of thermal protection of a combustion chamber, on the successful solution of which 

the possibility of creation of a high-speed engine to a considerable degree depends. 

The authors describe diverse variants of the simplest (structurally) methods of air 

cooling (convection, barrage, combined) and consider the Influence of radiation 

from combustion products on temperature of the chamber walls. 

During writing of this book, the authors widely used fioviet and foreign litera- 

ture.  Examples of calculations given In the book are based on hypothetical data. 

Chapters of book are written by:  I, VII, VIII -I.V. Bespalov; II (§ 1-8) - 

M. S. Volynskly; II (§ 8-18) - S. A. Belyy; III, IV, V - A. G. Prudnlkov; VI - 

B. V. Raushenbakh; IX — V. Ya. Borodachev. 

The authors are grateful to Corresponding Member of the Academy of Sciences of 
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SYMBOLS AND DESIGNATIONS 

1.  DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS 

coefficient of friction; 

drag coefficient; 

lift coefficient; 

thrust coefficient; 

Mach number; 

Nusselt number; 

diffusion Nusselt number; 

Prandtl number; 

diffusion Prandtl number; 

probability of appearance of fresh mixture at point x; 

probability of appearance of combustion products at point x; 

Lagrange correlation coefficient; 

Reynolds number; 

Stanton number; 

volume fraction of drops in atomization spectrum with diameter 
less than a; 

AV(a) — volume fraction of drops in the spectrum with diameter a; 

degree of vaporizatior of liquid; 

dimenslonless concentration of fuel vapors; 

on surface of drop; 

in the surrounding medium; 

relative area; f  — in nozzle throat; 
Kp 

at nozzle edge; f^, — stream of air in front of uhc  enfine (at 

"R 

M 

Nu 

Nu' 

Fr 
i 

Pr 

?!(*) 

P2(x) 

R(T) 

Re 

St 

V(a) 

z 

c 

co 

ca)- 

f 
f.  - 

infinity); 
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q.,  r, — weight, volume component of 1-th gas In a mixture; 

q(X), z(X) — gas-dynamic function for determination of flow rate, momentum; 

m — ratio of velocities of mixing flows; 

k — adlabatic coefficient; 

n — polytroplc coefficient; 

p(x) — frequency distribution function; 

n — completeness of burning; i] — softening coefficient of Inlet; 

n   — chemical completeness of burning; TI0 — total efficiency of engine; 

T| — effective efficiency of tinglne; 

X — reduced velocity; thermal conductivity coefficient; 

U — discharge coefficient of injector; coefficient of dynamic 
viscosity; 

e — intensity of turbulence of flow (in %);  degree of blackness; 

£ — temperature recovery factor; 

5 — coefficient flow friction of the chamber; 

o — pressure recovery factor. 

2.  GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS IN m, TIME IN sec 

D — diameter of pipe; 

D   — eaulvalent diameter; 
3KB ' 

D  — throat diameter of nozzle; 
KP 2 
F — area In m ; 

L — length of platn,  coordinate of drop In relative motion (see 
Chapter III); 

Yn — characteristic width of the zone of molecular mixing of two v0 chemically  Inactive media; 

Y   — charactcrittic width of  zone of turbulent mixing of two chemically 
inactive media; 

a — diameter of drop; a0 — initial; aM — median diameter In atomlza- 
tlon spectrum;  coefficient  of thermal dlffuslvlty; 

b — width of  none of  turbulent  mixing; 

h — height  of cooling channel; 

I — length of pipe,  heat  of evaporation of liquid; 

lp — h'uler scale of turbulence; 

Ij.  — Lagrange  scale of turbulence; 

r    — reJius  of nozzle; 

x» y.   z — coordinates  in orthogonal  system; 

&1.-X 
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& — thickness of hydrodynamic boundary layer; 

e — thickness of vortex sheet of liquid flowing from injector; 

o0 — characteristic width of burning front during turbulent mixing 
of two chemically active media; 

on — characteristic width of laminar flame front; 0 

* - 

a — 

ß - 

T — 

characteristic width of zone of turbulent burning (zone of 
mixing of two chemically active media); 

momentum thickness; 

half of atomi^ation angle of injector; 

angle at vertex of stabilizer; 

angle of slope of relative velocity of blowoff of drops to 
axis Ox; 

Euler time scale; 

Lagrange time scale; 

time, degree of preheating of working substance (air). 

h-- 

3.  PARAMETERS OF WORKING SUBSTANCE 

G — flow rate of gas in kg/sec; 

G — fuel flow rate through injector in kg/sec; 

Q — heat flux In kcal/sec; 

L0„ -— work of adiabatlc expansion of gases in the norzle in kg-m; afl» p 

L    — work of adiabatlc compression in kg-m; 
8 Ä J  Cm 

L — effective work of cycle in kg-m; 

L+ — network of cycle in kg-m; 

J — specific Impulse of engine in sec; 

T — absolute temperature in 0K; 

T0 — stagnation temperature in 
0K; 

T — wall temperature in 0K; 

T — equilibrium temperature in 0K; 

T. — temperature at nozzle exit in 0K; 

T0 — temperature of wake in 
0K; 

U, V - speed of flight in m/sec; 

a — speed of sound in m/sec; 

a  — speed of sound in ' -oat in ny'sec; 
KP 
c — mass concentration in kg/nr; 

o 
cT — specific flow of fuel in f^cm^-sec; CJJ — specific flow of 

liquid phase; c — specific flow of vaporized fuel; 

• 
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p-rl In kg/m''; 
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2 
p — static pressure In kg/ra ; 

p 
PQ — stagnation pressure in kg/m j 

A|L — fuel feed pressure in kg/m j 
o 

JL — saturated vapor pressure of fuel in kg/m j 

t — temperature of drop in 0C; t0 — initial; t- — equilibrium 

vaporization temperature of drop; t — air temperature; 
B 

u — component of flow velocity along the axis Ox;  air velocity 
relative to the drop in lysec; 

u^ — velocity of main flow in n/sec; 

Up — speed of barrage flow in m/sec; 

w — flow velocity in m/eec; 

w   — pulsational flow velocity in n/sec; 

v — velocity of drop in n^sec; 

a — heat transfer coefficient in kcal/m »hr^deg; 

ß — coefficient of mass transfer in m/sec; 
2 

T    — coefficient of friction in kg/m  . , 

k.     PHYSICAL PROPERTIES   OF MATERIALS 

A — thermal equivalent of work  (426.4  kg-n/kcal); • 
2 

D — coefficient of molecular diffusion in m /sec; 
p . 

D    — coefficient of turbulent diffusion in m/sec; 
T 2 

D        — coefficient of accelerated molecular diffusion in m /sec; 

E — heat of reaction in kcal/kg«mole; 

EQJ.- — heat  of formation in kcal/kg.mole; 

H    — calorific value of fuel  (lowest)  in kcal/kg; 

Hj — highest calorific value of fuel in kcal/kg; 

L0 — stoichiometric coefficient,   theoretically the quantity of air 
necessary for burning 1  kg of fuel; 

2 
a — coefficient of thermal diffusivlty in m /hr; 

c    — heat capacity of gas at constant pressure in kcal/kg-deg; 

g — gravitational constant   {9.Ö1 m/sec   ); * 

1 — enthalpy in kcal/kg; 

s — entropy  In kcal/kg-deg; 

I — heat  of vaporization In kcal/kg; 

'•IS 
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7 — specific gravity in kg/nr; 

M. — dynamic coefficient of viscosity in kg'sec/m ; 

v — kinematic coefficient of viscosity in m/eec; 

e — degree of blackness; 

2 2 
p — density in kg«sec /m ; 

X — coefficient of thermal conductivity in kcal/m»hr.deg; 

o — coefficient of surface tension of liquid in kg/m; 

* — heating efficiency of a hot mixture in kcal/kg. 

5. SUBSCRIPTS 

B - air; 

Kp — critical; 

X — liquid; 

n — vapor; 

T — fuel, turbulently; 

p — equilibrium; 

H — normal; 

JI — laminar; 

0 — Initial value; 

r — (products of) combustion;* 

X — cold (fresh) mixture;* 

Ä — deformed. 

I 

*In certain chapters, instead of subscripts "x" and "r" there are used respec- 
tively subscripts "1" and "?." 
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INTRODUCTION 

In spite  of the   structural variety of combustion chambers,   processes  occurring 

in them have» many common features and  frequently obey the same  laws.    Therefore, 

the authors  limited  their account to Investigations  of one of the simplest chambers. 

This monograph is dedicated  to the study of  physics  of processes in combustion 

chambers of  ramjet engines. 

A number of elementary processes common  to many chambers occur in the  ramjet 

chamber under relatively simple conditions,  which allows us to conduct necessary 

observations and measurements.    These  processes   (carburetlon,  flame stabilization, 

etc.)  in chambers of turbojet engines with swirling flow are more complicated and 

difficult  to observe. 

It is necessary  to note  that the method and many results  of investigations of 

these  processes  in ramjet chambers can be applied  in industrial boiler  Installation.", 

and  furnaces,   in internal-combustion engines,  apparatuses of chemical technology, 

etc.    At present,  considerable attention is allotted  in the power and  fuel Industry 

of our country to combustion processes of petroleum,   black oil and natural gas.    Duo 

to this,   there appears  the necessity of rational organization of the  process  of 

combustion of gas  in boiler  furnaces  of thermoelectric  power stations,   of achievement 

of stability of the burning process,   carburetlon and  several other processes. 

From the history of development  of many brandies  of technology,   it   is  known 

that at the  Initial  stage  of their development   theory  insufficiently reinforces the 

rapidly developing practical activity of the designer.     In the  beginning designers 

developing new systems  can use an idea only in  its most general  thermodynamlc  or 

aerodynamic  formulation.     Concrete development,   for instance of a system of  organiza- 

tion of combustion in  the  chamber,  estimate  of  its  main dimensions,  etc.,   is  conducted 

-11- 
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with the help of so-calie'l  "^ntioral  phyr-leal L-ojit'ef Lr.," 

Now the   requirement  of high efficiency,  ;uH altjo  vnu-  ol'   ralluuHl  nnii   l'ar.1 

methods  of creation of combustion  charaliers  hae aiivanced   to   "IrDt   place.    This  posoc 

the problem of deeper study of physics  of  the working process.     Results of efforts 

of numerous  investigations  permit us  to  ( rocefH   to creation  of a   scientifically 

proven met^xi   of deve.lopment of chamber:'  an'i design of  Its  elements,   source  of  igni- 

tion,   stabilizers,  cooling system,   etc. 

The authors have tried  to describe  the working process  of preparation and  com- 

bustion of  fuel on the whol-',  and   t.o  breakdown Into separate  elementary processes 

according to  their Internal nature.     Where   possible  and  expedient,   they  hav<'  con- 

structed  a graphic  model of  the  thonomenon ami given  theoretical  or experimental 

dependences  determining its basic   parameters.    These  dependences   aerve as  the   founda- 

tion of the method or system of methods  of approximate calculation of elementary 

processes. 

We will briefly consider stages  of  the working  ( rocess  in a   chamber of straight- 

flow-through   type   (see   the  diagram).     Thus,   for clarity  we  will   follow along  the  chain 

of interconnected elementary  processes  occurring In  the   flow of air'  from the   Inlei 

section  of   the  chamber  to   its   outlet.     Immediately   let   us  note   that   such a   sequence 

is  more  methodological than  space-time.     In  reality separate   processes overlap one 

another and   flow  simultaneously. 

Pitl mBDlIül I of  3ii]rl 
i'i.|«(!tors Flam*1  hoMe 

Fr,comiust io 
chauiher 

Cart ur-i * 1 cr zii 

Zone  i r enemlc'i 1 
react! or,3 

Vi ait. It» : ■ 1' JariL z 
of I'ianv 

Hurnirt^ ZJI § 

lU'Bt  Jackfttn 

Tyi  i en 1    schiMiie   o', 
a    rai;i,it',t   t'nrit!". 

1 ' on   ot   wut K1nr 
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The  initial  process which  Is developed   in  the  Inlet  section  of  the chamber is 

carburotion.     Its  purpose is   to create  a   fuel mixture with approprinte  distribution 

of liquid  and  vapor phases over the cross  section of the chamber.    For this purpose 

there  Is usually used  a system of collectors  with swirler or direct-spray Injectors, 

which atomi/e  the  liquid  fuel in  the air flow and create a  set  of mutually inter- 

secting;  I'lemes. 

Drops  entrained   in  the flow should   Insofar as  possible be  uniformly distributed 

ov^r tin;  fT,lven volume  of the chamber  (sometimes  it is attempted   to create higher 

enrichment or impoverishment of fuel of  individual 7,ones of the  flow).     Processes 

of carburetion are  developed  in the  "cold"   section of the chamber,   which has an 

extent  of 100-600 mm   (for various  systems  of  organization of combustion).    The time 

the mixture  remains  in the  "cold"   section usually Is small  (5-20 msec)  and  insuffl- 

clnet   for completion of  full vaporization of the drops and  mixing of  fuel with air. 

Further on the   two-phase mixture  enters   the  zone of ignition and   stabilization, 

where  carburetion and  burning flow in parallel.     Here the mixture  is   ignited by an 

electrical  spark  in a   special device — a  precombustion chamber,   and   the appearing 

flame   front  is  held   in a steady state with  the  help of stabilizers   [flame-holders] 

(see  the diagram).     Hence  there  begins  the  "hot"  section of the  chamber. 

The  precombustion chamber  is a miniature  cylindrical or annular chamber with ; 

"pinched"   inlet,   which creates  inside  its vortex flow with  low velocities   (10 to 

1'j m/sec).     This  ensures  inside   the  precombustion chamber favorable conditions  for 

Ignition and  burning  of the mixture with high completeness and  a  stable   "pilot flame" 

at its  outlet  independently of variation of  parameters of the basic   flow in the 

chamber. 

The  fuel mixture  moves along the  chamber with sufficiently high  speed   (60 to 

r'OO m/sec).     For stabilization of the   flame   front with respect  to walls  of the cham- 

ber it  is  necessary  to satisfy a  series  of conditions which have an p.ercdynamic and 

thermal nature  and  basically reduce  to observartfce of equality between  velocity of 

flame  propagation and   the component  of velocity of the Incident   flow along the 

normal   to  the  flame  front. 

For creation of  these conditions  there are applied  stabilisers,   which consist 

of a  body  of  bluff  form (cone,   ring with V-shaped  radial cross  section,   etc.).     In 

the  stem  region  of  the  stabilizer there appears a vortex  zone with counter currents. 

The  fuel mixture entering this  zone  is   ignited  by the  precombustion chamber flame. 

■ ", 
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burns with high compl^tenoss,   »tvi  i'ombur.tlon fi'O'luctf-   IrnHc  (.he inlvtur"  ■II'I.T  the 

nenrer.t  stablli/er.     Thur.   tli"C"  aro   •[■■li'i  I'OH'.I I tluru'   for stabil!   at,Ion  01'   Ihc   I'lHinn 

front  over the entire  cross   section of  the  chamber. 

Fresh fuel mixture  passing through the  flame  front   ignites,  but (ioeK  not  com- 

pletely burn It;   tho nxtent  of  the combu."tlon  .-one after   the  front, can be consider- 

able.     Individual combustion  i.onrr. of ^ofarato  ."t-ablll  ern   (which are echeloned   In 

the cyiamber-) overlap,   forming a  common combustion  /ono,   where combustion of  the   fuel, 

is  completed.    In   the   "hot"   section of  the  cirniu-.T  crocpst-es of CHrburction   (vapor1- 

i/'ation and mixinr:)  of vaporl .cd   fuel with air-,  chemical  combustion  reactions,  and 

turbulent diffusion and  iiilylnc  of   fuel mixture  with combuctlon products  occur'  In 

complicated  interaction. 

The  presence  of very hi;di  temp era tare of combUi'tion  products   Leads   to  the 

necessity of creation of Rystems  of thermal  protection and  coollnr of element,;;  of 

the engine.    These   .^yc tcnii:   inn/t   ] rovlJ'?  iioaf    i-eiilr.tance  and   thermal ntabill t.y   of  th" 

construction during the  ..-ntlf-   time  of operation  of  the  engine. 

With air cooling,   part   of  tdie air not  nartlcipating   in  burnlnc  is  used   for 

cooling of the combustion  chnrnn^r and no:;. Lc.     ALr cüolant    I;;   removed   Into  tho 

external  loop of the chamber,   and   then  Ihrourh  .'lot:-   !'lov;s   Into  the eoml.Mir.tion  cham- 

ber,   forming an air- curtain  between combustion  product;;   and  chamber walls.     Thur., 

the  stagnation temperature   of air'  u.-.-i   for' cooling  should   be  lens  than  the  maximum 

permissible temperature of  th^  material, which are  bortie  element;; of the engine  are 

ma de. 

Such basically   l.'   the    iivu;lon ui'  (.he  workltii'  firoeess   in  tli" chamber  into ■ Lo- 

mento.     Accordlnr   to   this   arMtra r.v    iivlslon,   ih^  material   of  Lbc   followinr  chnf'tcrr 

1;:   j resented. 
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CHAPTER  I 

CERTAIN PROBLEMS OF THERMODYNAMICS OF THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

§ 1.  THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE OF A RAMJET ENGINE 

The complexity of working process in an air-breathing Jet engine (pP/C hampers 

its general analysis with tae help of the usual equations and formulas of engineering 

thermodynamics. For analysis and graphic description of the most Important factors 

determining the basic quality Indices of the cycle of an air-breathing Jet engine, 

there is usually considered the thermodynamlc cycle of an ideal engine. 

By an ideal air-breathing engine there is understood an engine in which internal 

losses are absent; the working substance is air; heat capacity of air is constant, 

i.e., does not depend on temperature; the flow Is completely decelerated in the 

diffuser and completely expanded in the exit nozzle. 

Thus, the ideal cycle consists of a simplified (arbitrary) scheme of combination 

of real processes occurring In a real engine. All parameters of the working sub- 

stance determining the operation of the engine cycle take limiting values in the 

in the ideal, and the degree of approximation of param- 

eters of a real engine to them characterizes the degree 

of perfection of the real engine. 

As an example we will consider the thermodynamlc 

cycle of a ramjet engine (TIBP/I).  At the basis of the 

working process of a ramjet engine there lies an ideal 

thermodynamlc cycle with adiabatic compression and ex- 

pansion of air and heat additon at constant pressure. 

Variation of parameters of the gas along the length 

or the ideal ramjet engine is shown In Fig. 1.1.  Change 

Fig. 1.1. Variation of 
parameter:-, of gas along 
the length of a ramjet 
engine. 

2lf 
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Pig.   1.2,    Ideal gas  cycle  of EI   ram- 
Jet engine during nonühocK comprey- 
r. Ion of air. 

] $, tjf i-'ttilt;  dt' r.ar-  fiasf.ing throu/'h  the   Meal 

"ii('ii,      ! .■   ;-liouri   In   I- Ir.   I .   :      Line   i '- 

eorreapoiKis  to adlabatlc  compiesslon of 

air in  the diffuser;  line  2-3 corresponds 

*    5        to heat-  addition  In the combustion chamberj 

Line   ■'-'I   eocn'sponds  to  the  proceor   uf ex- 

paniilon  of  ira;'   In  the norKlej   the   Irolmr' 

of heat  removal Jt-0  reproüuJit:;   ''.•   ai'l Praj-y   | roci.?.'..;   which i'lose.".   the  cyelo;   in 

ideality it occur;;  outside   the  engine. 

The total vifork of expani'lo'i o." , a:;e.;  in  the  tio"L:le   (referred   to  1   kg of  air) 

It,,, _   and  p-V-dlagram is  dei I :ted  by  ehe area  of n-t -'.-4;  work expended   In  adlabatlc 

compression of air  in   the  dJ.i'u.er  b 8_ c^   is  depicted   by  the area a-b-l'-Oj   net  work 

of  the cycle is determined  by   'lie difference  L.   -  I. „_ ,   - L_ „™  and area o-:1-?—'I. 

In a   ramjet engine; ne i   wurK ol' th-  eyele   1a  Uf-ed   for   Inctn'aso  of  kinetic   energy 

of   the  flow of air  pa-.-l n, ■  thr'üu/ii  the engine: 

i,= A-y* 
(i.i) 

where WL — exhaust  veloclt f  ;'Hr,c-,r   fi'om   the   no • 'le   in  vx/v*-*-; 

V — velocity   of   flight   in ni/.-'_(:. 

The basic  charaetrrirtle  ' f tti.;  tb- rinodyrrunle   e.v'le   Is  thermal   efficiency,   I.e. 

the degree of  conversion  o!'  .■ .; i Lied  heat  '.;  imo  useful woi'k  of the cycle,     'f'hermal 

efficiency   'n   is  e ;ua]   lc   ' !,••   (■■"'tie ■'■■  fient   converted   Into ureful  work   I,     to   the 

heat  ij supplied   from without : 

'''-     Q      -—^-' (1.    ) 

wliei'c  Q,  — heat  su] i He i   on   thi'    ■■'.■i J t.'i,     - ■;■   (area  a-; -3-b on tin»  l-.s dlagrain); 

Q^ — heat  removed   In   the  eye LO on   the  section  ;!-0  (area a-ü-4-b) 

i\el'err:in:r,  heat:-'   '.';-   and   .;     le   I  k;"  of air,   it   is   possible   to write 

öt-^(7Vj-rC2), 

'I'tien« 

(I.-) 
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From the equations  of adlabats 3-4 and 0-2 we have 

(1.5) 

Since 

then 

Whence r4     r, 
LL-JI. 
'ot 

I-^--I 
TH 

1 

m* • (i.fi) 

The degree of Increase  of  pressure at the end  of the diffuser for an Ideal 

le   (without losses)  can be 

complete  adiabatlc  deceleration 

engine   (without losses)  can be  expressed In terms  of velocity of flight MH.     With 

(fp-^Ml 
For air k = 1.4,  and  then 

1 

MH 

(1.7) 

Expressions (1.6) and (1.7) show that thermtl efficiency of an ideal engine 

depends only on the degree of Increase of pressure it  the end of the diffuser and 

continuously Increases with Increase of velocity of fll,^<- (Fig. 1.3).  This Is ex- 

plained by the fact that with Increase of the degree 

of pressure Increase there occurs higher expansion 

of air when heat Q. Is supplied to it; a larger 

quantity of this heat Is used for increase of kinetic 

energy of gases exhausted from the engine, which lead: 

to decrease of the heat Q2 lost from the cycle Into 

the atmosphere. 

If with Increase of velocity of flight .^ is 

kept constant, then net work of the cycle will con- 

tinuously increase, since 

1. 
1.0 

1» 

it 

a i * t t        Mm 
Fig.   1.5.     Change of thermal 
efficiency depending upon 
MH,  during nonshock compres- 

sion of air. 
i.-a-v 

The  obtained  relationships   (1.6) and  (1.7) are valid  for an engine with  nonshock 

compression of air.    Shock compression,  due to losses  in shock waves,   leads  to 

decrease  of f reswure  p      and   to worsonlng of all parameters  of the engine.     in 
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Fig.  1.4,     Ideal cycle of a ramjet 
engine with shock compression of air. 

Kir..   ! .Ji  the solid   Lines  show variation 

of  parameter;; of en;;  on  p-V-  ■ml  i-s-ilia- 

grams during shock compr'esslon of air in 

the  diffuser.    On the  same  graph,   for com- 

parison,  by  the dotted   lines  shows varia- 

tion of parameters  of air during nonshock 

compression.     Due   to   losses   of  otierry of 

the   flow of air in  shock wave : at  the  same   speed  of  flight M,,,   ."•hock compression 
i 

leads  to lower  pressure (p0p at  the end  of  the diffuser and  consequently   to decrease 

of  thermal efficiency,  and with constant  heat addition CL   also  to  decrease  of net 

work L.   as compared   to the case of nonshock  compression. 

Change  of  state  of gas  in a  real engine,   taking into account   losses-  existing 

in it,   is   illustrated   in Fig.  l.'j.     For comparison,   on these graphs   the  dotted   lines 

denote curves  eorrespondlng to an 

ideal engine  with  shock   compression 

of air. 

In  Fig.  l.H   it.   is  clear that at 

the  end  of  compression,   t tic  air has 
ii i 

lower pressure   (l(,.,  < Pnp)  anl,  ■■ome- 

what  lower thermodynamlc   temperature 

I ressure  at   point       decreases  as  a   result   uf 

hy Inulic   losses   in   the  diffuser  and   the   i resence   of  residual  velocity  at   ttie  iH.'gln- 

nlti;' of  the combustion chamber   (w    /   : ).     Toirij erature ijeci-eases  also due   to the 

fact  that w,, / 0,   since the  followiru'  rflntlonship  is always  valid: 

r -r — 
ti     it 

i ressure  on  the   line  of heat   a tuition   '    - •"      irops due   to  flow friction in  the 

coiuliustlon chamber,   and  due  to heat   a I lit,ion   to  the moving air during combustion of 

tlv   fuel.     The   higher   the   flow   friction  of   Lin.'   comLustion  chambet'  and   the   higher 
II     II 

the   flow velocity are,   the  birger  the   iro|    of  pressure  1;:  on  section  '■'  -}   . 
ii     II 

-•'I   ,   which  due   to hydraulic   losses   in  the 
i     i 

i -ii 

das.   is  expanded   alone;   trie   llm 

no •  le  1 :■  more   rently   slot inf  than adlaliatlc   curv 
it      n     n 

Work   of  tue   real  cycle  on   the   f-V-dlaf.ram   i:     letermlned   by   area   O-i1  -7-  -'l .    Ttii: 

woi'k   !.'  c'-illed   thenei   i.ork arid   in  ■'   nw/.^t   ..j-i.-in..  ]:-  ...•unlly  expended   in   Increase of 

-lo- 
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the  klnotlc energy of gasea, I.e., In creation of jet thrust. For the same supply 
ii ii 

of heat CL net work L decreases with decrease of pressure on the Line 2 -3 , 

Efficiency of the ramjet engine as a heat engine Is equal to the ratio of heat 

converted Into net work AL to the heat Introduced Into the engine In the form of 

chemical enerpy of the fuel G «H,,! 
T  U 

^ _ A{a*t-a,v) 
M. UOtHm 

(1.8) 

where     Gp — flow rate of gas (flow rate of air CL + flow rate of fuel G ) 
through the engine In kg/sec; 

w^ and V — flow velocity of gases at the nozzle edge and velocity of flight 
of the engine in m/sec; 

H - lowest calorific value of fuel In kcal/kg; 

A = jrm —  thermal equivalent of work In kcal/kg-m; 

g = 9.81 — acceleration due to gravity In m/sec . 

Expression (1.8) shows that other conditions being equal, the net efficiency 

of the engine depends on w^, — the exhaust velocity of gases from the nozzle, which 

depends on temperature T0, and pressure p0, of the gas before the nozzle, since 

with full expansion, without taking Into account losses In the nozzle. 

^ViiW'-tel-J- (i.o) 

In turn, temperature of gases before the nozzle, other conditions being equal, 

depends on combustion efficiency of the fuel 

*- 
(1.10) 

Ot-tf. 

where (L — quantity of actually released  heat during combustion of fuel and expended 

in heating the gases: 

Qi-GsSv-QfJ-«. (l.ll) 

Thus, not  efficiency of the engine depends on combustion efficiency of the 

fuel n (i.e., on the perfection of the process of burning of fuel in the combustion 

chamber) and on flow friction 1 the combustion chamber, with increase of which 

pressure before the nozzle p0, decreases. 
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Klg, 1,6. For cal- 
culation of flow 
during heat addition 
to a moving gas in a 
pipe of uniform 
cross section. 

§ 2. SUPPLY OF H'CAT TO MÜVINO CAS IN A PIPE AT F » const 

Heat addition to a moving gas In pipe of uniform cross section (Flp;. 1.6) Is 

typical for combustion chambers of the ramjet engine and afterburners of turbojet 

engines (IPÄ). 

The problem of thermodynamic analysis of a combustion 

chamber is reduced to determination of: 

a) parameters of flow along the length of the combustion 

chamber. If parameters of flow at the inlet pXl wx, ^,  Tx 

and the law of heat addition are known; 

b) maximum heating of the work substance (air). 

Parameters of flow at the inlet Into the chamber are determined during calcula- 

tion of optimum thrust and efficiency characteristics of the engine, taking Into 

account its arrangement In the aircraft, and are taken Initial data for designing. 

Following [1], \e will consld9r variation of parameters of gas along the length 

of the combustion chamber. From the equation of continuity 

it is easy to note that during heat addition to moving air In a pipe of uniform 

cross section, its velocity increases, consequently static pressure drops. 

According to the momentum equation. 

Increase of velocity causes a drop of pressure. From the equation of state we have 

-*_•_*_ (1.14) 

Hut since  p    < p , density of gas along the length of the  pipe drops somewhat 

faster than l/T;   therefore,  gas velocity is  increased  faster than temperature.    Speed 

of sound,  which is  proportional to the  square root of absolute  temperature,  is in- 

creased along the pipe considerably more slowly than flow velocity.     Therefore,  Mach 

number M = w/a along the length of the  pipe   Increases consequently,   with appropriate 

heating,  a flow having any Initial velocity can be accelerated   to critical velocity 

(Mr-=   1,0), 

Hut no heating can cause  the  flow of gas  In a cylindrical  pipe  to  reach super- 

sonic  speed.     This  phenomenon is  called  thermal crisis. 

The enthalpy  equation of the   flow can be written In the  following way; 
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Fig, 1.7. Average heat capacity of combustion 
products of kerosene In air. 

where Q is the heat, introduced into the gas.  Values of c   are given In Fig. 1.7, 
Pr 

With help of four equations (1.12)-(1.15), we can determine four parameters 

of the gas at the end of the pipe p , p , Tr and w., if there are known the same 

parameters at the beginning of the pipe.  The considered system of four equations 

with four unknowns is reduced to one quadratic equation. 

The momentum equation (1.13) can be rewritten as 

/»r(-*--l)-PA(Wr-«0- 

We will substitute in this equation the value of px/Pr  from the equation of 

state  (1.14): 

But 

whence 

9r      T, *        'X HI 
(1.16) 

Consequently,   formula  (1.16) will take the  form 

Values of k are given In Fig.  1.8.    Rat1-  of temperature in the flow 

r -I*]     TS.J-**-] 

(1.17) 

r. 
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Fig. 1.8. Average adlabatlc index of combustlci! 
products of kerosene in air. 

Introducing the critical speed 

'•r"|/ *+l «w-» 

and using the continuity equation  (1.12)  and dlmensionless coefficient of velocity 

Xr" -S- , we will obtain 

Tl   ._     Tor        »r+>U,/    r 

r. 

"sing the knovm relationship of gas dynamics 

M? *r + l r 

and substituting values of NT and T /T  in equation (1.17), we will obtain the 
r    x  r 

liouf'.ht quadratic equation 

£!-+-^ -^-.-o. 
\h / l + Xj   H ?■„ ' l+^ 

I'y solving which, we will find 

H 

Arm lurour.iy we will obtain 

(1.18) 

(1.18') 

WILli   'ho  hel|   of equation;;   (1.14),   (1.15) and  (1.18),  we will determine param- 

■ter:1  of   'he gas  at  the  end  of the combustion chamber. 
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If at tho eii'l ol' the pipe there occurs thermal crisis (X = 1), then equation 

\\ .IB) will take the form 

or in dimensions form i-jei(i-/Tr^) 
(1.19) 

•'ut X = 1.0, and the ratio 

whence 

»•-/fO-/11^)-/^-/^- (1.;'0) 

This equation shows that at thermal crisis, a completely determined value of A 

at the beginning of the combustion chamber corresponds to a given quantity of supplied 

boat.  At T, /T  = 1, the coefficient of velocity at the beginning of the pipe also 

is equal to unity; for infinitely large heating X = 0, 

Critical heating of gas Is possible with appropriate pressure at the beginning 

of the pipe — more correctly, with appropriate pressure ration Px/ft. . 

According to the momentum equation, pressure drop in the pipe us equal to 

But Pr Pr    \ »r / ' 

Pr 
ft 

4 
k 

-L___*±1_L 
*        2 

C. 

therefore. 
2k 

Pi 

PT 

1+*+'/   (t-JEl). (1.:-'1) 
\    "r / 

Consequently, to every value of flow velocity at the beginning of the pipe atid 

degree of heating, there corresponds a definite value of pressure drop (L/p • 
A     r 

The   limiting value  of pressure drop  is  obtained upon achievement  of thermal 

crisis   (X    =1).     In this  case,   on  the  basis  of  (1.19) 

I Pt im» y        Tu 

{1.22) 

With  vo cry strong heating    f-t'-vO)    pressure drop can reach the  largest magnitude: 
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If pressure cirof) is less than required according to formula (1.2c'), then for 

the given preheating 1Vw/Tüx through the combustion chamber air will pass with 

lower flow rate, coefficient of velocity X will be less than unity, and the ratio 

of velocities W^/w will be established to be such, that It satisfies equality (1,?1) 

By increasing pressure at the beginning of the pipe, we willincrease flow 

rate of air and speed w until, for the given preheating Tor/Tüx' ^r 1:>ef-'omes ß'iual 

to 1 

be accordingly increased, and the ratio of speeds and pressures at the beginning 

With further increase of pressure p flow rate of air through the pipe will 

r 1 V 

^ s^ r«-i 
fl» 

^ 
^ s fi ' 
> < 

N ̂
_ _ 

g- ? L 
N 

V 
\ \ 

'" > s^ 
tu \\ v u X n" 

L y* 
u ^ i- *' 
V 

v> 4 i i t 4 *    i i. 

and at the end of the pipe will remain 

constant. 

Let us determine the drop of total 

pressure in a cylindrical pipe.  According 

to the equations of gas dynamics, we have 

accordingly 

Mr. 1.9.  Pitot losses in a combus- 
tion chamber during heat addition 
(P -= const, k = 1.4). Dividing the first equation by the 

second, we will obtain 

•«.e (1.23) 

Pressure coeff'''-lent o   decreases with Increase of X for constant degrees 
K«C A 

oi' preheating,  and with increase of  preheating at constant velocity at the Inlet. 

This   situation is graphically Illustrated by the  curve   Oke^W A«,;=*j   In Fig.  1.9, 

which  was  calculated on the  basis  of  equations  (1.18'),   (1.21)  and   (1.23)  on  the 

fls^umptlon of constant value of k =  1.4. 

The  biggest drop of  total  pressure Is  obtained  under the  conditions of thermal 

crlrd;-   (A     =   1).     Substituting expressions   (1.20)  and   (1.22)   Into equality  (l.?3), 

wo  „i 1L  express  the  total drop  of total pressure as a  function of the  ratio of 

.■i,l
,"'n't tlon   temperatures 
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The dependence of o  on the ratio of stagnation temperatures during thermal 

"ißl!:, calculated for k = 1.4, by formula {1,2k),  Is given In Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 

TtJTu I i.s 2.0 4 6 8 OS 

%f I 0.89 0.86 0,82 0.81 0.80 0,79 

i 

lä 

■   I 

Conse((uently, for preheating Top/Tfw5 J+«0' litot losses almost attain their 

maximum magnitude and compose ~20^ of the total pressure at the beginning of Viv 

combustion chamber.  Pressure drop on the heat addition line, as follows from analy- 

sls of the thermodynamic cycle, leads to decrease of net work (thrust) and net 

efficiency of the engine. Thermal losses can be lowered by means of decrease of 

the coefficient of flow velocity at the beginning of the combustion chamber X  but 

this leads to increase of dimensions of the engine, its weight and external drar. 

§ 3.  HEAT ADDITION TO A MOVING GAS IN A PIPE WITH VARYING CROSS SECTION 

Heat Addition at p = const 

Such a process can be realized in a divergent pipe, the area of cross section 

of which is selected in accordance with the law of heat heat addition, so that pres- 

sure in the flow remains constant along the length of the pipe. 

Let us consider the variation of parameters of the gas along the length of the 

pipa when heat added to the moving gas at n = const. 

From the Bernoulli equation written in differential form 

we have 
P 

'T 

•r-W.+J-^.-O. (1. ?', 

But  since  p    = p   ,   then w    - w  ,   i.e.,   flow velocity along pipe  remain constant. 

Tolal pressure  of flow at  the  end   of  the  pipe 

--'5- 
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and 

Let us express X in terms of Xx. Since wp - w , then 

^Vi. 
Placing value X. from (1.16) in (1.26), we will obtain 

Ar" (-m^ 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

Ratio of temperatures of decelerated flow Tox/T0    is found by means of equation 

of enthalpy (1,15). 

Replacing in  (1.28) magnitude p    by pressure of decelerated  flow 

*-M'-5f^. 
at constant va?.ue of k, we will have 

> r 'da* F (1.29) 

Thus, during heat addition to moving gas at p = const, total pressure in flow 

also drops, and more, the higher X„ and degree of preheating of gas T—ZT—, are. 

Change of cross section of pipe, necessary for heat addition to moving gas at 

p - const, on the assumption of absence of hydraulic losses. Is determined only by 

the law of heat addition. From continuity equation 

taking Into account the fact that pressure and speed along length of pipe remain 

constant, we will obtain 

II   JL 

Here subscript "l" denotes values In the considered cross section. 

(1.30) 

'.>■-•■. 
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Fig. 1,10. Analysis of flow 
during heat addition to a 
movlnr gas In a conical 
convergent ripe. 

Heat AtiilUon to a Moving Pas In a Pipe with Arbitrarily Varying 
Aroa of CroGg Section 

l'low of gas with heat addition In a pipe with arbitrarily varying area of cross 

section can be calculated approximately by the method of numerical integration pro- 

posed by V. G. Zuyev. 

Let us assume that the gas flows through a pipe 

of arbitrary cross section with a given law of heat 

addition (Fig. 1.10), Let us replace this channel 

by circumscribed and inscribed step contours con- 

sisting of n cylindrical sections. 

Calculation of parameters of flow is conducted 

consecutively from first to subsequent sections along 

both contours, with use of relationships obtained In 

§ ? of the present chapter for the case of heat addi- 

tion to a moving gas at F = const. 

Transition form one cylindrical step to another is considered to be adlabatlc. 

Results obtained along both contours are averaged, and the aritmetic mean Is taken 

as the true result. The larger the number of sections n into which the channel is 

divided, the higher the accuracy of the calculation. 

The method expounded below is useful for analysis of flow in a channel of any 

arbitrary geometric form, but two cases may be of practical interest - heat addition 

to a moving gas in divergent and convergent conical channels. As an example we will 

consider the latter case. Parameters of the gas at the channel inlet w., p., T-, p., 

areas of Inlet and outlet cross sections and the law of heat addition along the 

length of the channel are given. 

It is required to determine: parameters of flow at the end of the channel, 

pressure coefficient o  , permissible (critical) heating of the gas for which X 
A* 0 

will be equal to 1,0 at the end of the channel. 

The formulated problem is solved In the following way. We divide the channel 

Into n (in Fig. 1.10, into six) sections and perform successive calculation of change 

of parameters of the flow along the outer (circumscribed) step contour. 

The quantity of heat added in each section will be 

(1.31) 
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We will determine the temperature of the I low at the end of each 1-th section 

by the heat balance equation 

Flow velocity at the end of the first section of the outer step contour will 

be found according to the relationships 

t + l] 

■k h        »? a-vs^Ha 
and 

(1.^) 

With transition to second section, coefficient of velocity is determined by 

the formula 

•.(-irf^-tM'-m^ (1.35) 

Ratio of velocities at  the end and at the beginning of i-th section will be 

obtained by means of an expression analogous to (1.53); 

•hm m WI»I) 

"U-U 

Then we make adiabatic recalculation of velocity at the end of this section: 

».('-^^-VM'-irf^- 
We will take X. as velocity at the beginning of the section, etc., up to the 

last section. We will complete calculation of the outer step contour by adiabatic 

recalculation of velocity XgHaT) for the ratio of areas Fj-ZF/- by means of the formula 

(1.35), and will determine XgHar). 

We will start calculation of flow along outer contour with determination of 

coefl'lcient of velocity at beginning of first section by means of relationship 

analogous to (1.35): 

Then we will find coefficient of velocity at the end of the first section of 

inner countour \p, recalculate velocity at beginning of second, third sections, etc., 

until determination of ^g-«; this Is analogous to calculation according to the outer 

contour. 
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CoGfi'lcient of velocity at the end of the channel will be determined by the 

relationship 

^--^(W + ^J. (1.36) 

Pressure at the end of channel will be found by means of expression (1,?1) 

and | ressure coefficient — by (1.23) 

<%.c 
- J5L 

i 

• ■ & p 

If X, < l.ü, then this completes solution of the first problem — determination 

of parameters of flow at the end of the channel and the pressure coefficient.  If 

at the end of some section (Including the last one), as a result of calculation 

coefficient of velocity is obtained to be larger than unity, then the given heat 

addition Is above limiting. 

Limiting heating can be determined by the above method, by successively taking 

total value of supplied heat Q until there is obtained convergence, I.e., until given 

quantity of heat corresponds to transonic speed at the end of the channel. 

Calculation of flow of gas with heat addition in a channel of variable croas 

section by method of numerical integration is cumbersome and labor-consuming, but 

division of channel into a sufficiently large number of sections gives very high 

accuracy. It is necessary to indicate, however, that in motors heat addition along 

the length of combustion chamber (i.e., burnup) depends on many factors — organiza- 

tion of carburetlon and burning of fuel, parameters of flow of air, geometric form 

of chamber, etc. Therefore, during calculation of flow in combustion chamber of 

variable cross section, it Is impossible practically to assign in advance a law of 

heat addition, although total amount of supplied heat is usually known. 

§ 4.  Influence of Flow Velocity on Characteristics 
of the Combustion Chamber 

Above it was indicated that thermal efficiency of the engine is increased with 

increase of air pressure at the end of compression.  For increase of p0 (see Fig. 1.2) 

at f.iven speed of flight. It is necessary to try to decelerate air at the end of the 
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diffuser as much as possible — w?. Decrease of speed Wp Is possible by means of 

Increase of area ratio FO/FQ, I.e., the cross-sectional area of the combustion 

chamber Fp.  However, considerable Increase of area ratio F^O  leadE to impermis- 

sible increase of dimensions, weight and external drag of the engine. 

In a ramjet engine, total pressure of air at the end of compression p02 depends 

on work of the diffuser and is determined by the relationship 

where o_ — pressure recovery factor in diffuser; 

p00 — total pressure during adiabatlc deceleration of flow. 

In engines of usual design, flow velocity at the end of the diffuser Is always 

subsonic (Xp « 1.0) and usually is equal to X2 = 0.15 to 0.25, in rare cases 

attaining X2 = 0.4 to 0.5. With such values of X2, the ratio of static pressure at 

the end of the diffuser to total pressure of the decelerated flow Po/Pog ^s accord" 

Ingly equal to O.985 to O.855. Thus, change of flow velocity at the beginning of 

the combustion chamber, even within such a wide range as X^ = 0.15 to 0.5, does not 

in practice directly affect the magnitude of thermal efficiency of the cycle. 

Increase of velocity at the beginning of the combustion chamber is not desirable 

for other reasons: with increase of Xg proportionally to the square of velocity, 

hydraulic losses increase and, furthermore, thermal losses are increased. 

Decrease of the ratio of total pressure at the end of the chamber p0, to 

total pressure at the beginning of the champer for p0p, which is caused only by 

hydraulic losses, lr shown in Fig. .1.11 In dependence 

upon coefficient of flow friction L^      and velocity 

and coefficient at the end of the diffuser Xp. Prom 

this graph It is clear that if, for instance, i. c = 

= 3.0, then with change of Xp from 0.15 to 0,5 losses 

of total pressure at the end of the combustion 

chamber as a result of hydraulic losses will compose 

accordingly in first case only «4^, and in the second 

will increase to 40^ of the total pressure at the 

beginning of the combustion chamber. Due to this, at 

^■o = 0»5 net efficiency and thrust of the engine will 

worse. 

k 
41 

- 
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V 
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t fl / < 2 q j 4 * A, 

Fig. 1.11. Change of total 
pressure at the end of the 
ccmbustlon chamber, depend- 
ing on ^K#c and A^. 

The discussed example shows how important it is during creation of a combustion 

chamber to try to its flow friction as much as possible, especially for high flow 

velocities at the end of the diffuser.  High flow velocities at the beginning of the 

combustion chamber are also not desirable from the point of view of organization of 
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the process of burning, of fuel, since they cau;:e stabilisation of the flame to 

become worse, and for enourln/' Ktable burning It is necessary to increase dimenelonr. 

of the flame-holders; but this, in turn, leads to increase of flow friction of the 

flame front devices with all of the above-indicated negative consequences. 

Furthermore, with increase of flow velocity, burning of two-phase fuel-air 

mixture becomes worse, since time of stay of fuel in the combustion chamber decreases, 

ac a result of which in a number of cases (at relatively low temperatures of flow 

for insufficiently fine atomizing of liquid fuel, during burning of solid fuel, 

etc.) combustion efficiency of the fuel t) decreases. For increase of combustion 

elTlclency in this case, it is necessary to increase length of combustion chamber, 

and consequently also weight of the engine. 

§ 5.  Dependence of Engine Characteristic on Combustion 
Efficiency of FueT 

CombustioT efficiency of fuel Tjr is one of the basic parameters characterizing 

perfection of the oorabustion chamber. 

Analysis of thermodynamic cycle of an air-breathing Jet engine shows that at 

constant net efficiency, net work, and consequently also engine thrust are propor- 

tional to the quantity of heat Q, added to the gas.  Heat is introduced into the 

combustion chamber in the form of chemical energy of fuel. In the process of burning 

there is not released all chemical energy of the fuel, but only part of it: 

t> - ft (1.37) 

i 

where G-, — fuel consumption in kg/sec; 

H — lowest calorific value of fuel in kcal/kg. 

It is obvious that at a given value of Q*, which provides a given engine thrust, 

fuel consumption G will be greater, than less n is. Consequently, fuel combustion 

efficiency in all cases directly affects magnitude of engine specific impulses: 

specific impulse J is changed proportionally to i]   . 

In turn magnitude of engine specific impulse determines range of powered flight 

of an aircraft with engine working.  By the formula of Tciolkovsky 

L-kJVln 

where k — lift-drag  ratio of the aircraft; 

J — engine  specific   impulse; 

V- speed  of  flight  in m/sec; 

r^c"* 
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IN TT — relative fuel weight. 

At constant fuel consumption,  engine thrust naturally decreases with decrease 

of  rj  .    However, at certain values of a > 1,0 and not very low combustion efficiency, 

decrease of T\    as compared to Its design value can be compensated by increase of 

fuel consumption. 

On the basis of (1,37), total quantity of heat added to gas, will be 

Q.-O./Z.v (1.58) 

Quantity of heat added to 1 kg of gas; 

But fuel consumption is equal to 

ft  ,  C> f,9 

0.4 Or   C + O,"'*" 

0.--4.. 
"• «r,' 

(1.39) 

(1.10) 

where a — excess air ratio; 

L0 — stolchlometric coefficient — theoretically necessary quantity of air for 
full combustion of 1 kg of fuel. 

Consequently, it is possible to write 

f|-".T +•*• 
(1.41) 

To provide the given thrust it is required that for any values of T) , magnitude 

of q. be constant. It follows from this (if we disregard the insignificant change 

of mass of combustion products during small change of a) that the magnitude of 

TI,./(1 + aL0) must be constant. Compensation for Incompleteness of combustion of 

fuel by Increase of its flow rate Is possible as long as a » 0.9-1.0. With further 

decrease of a, temperature of gas, aad consequently also engine thrust will decrease. 

§ 6. Peculiarities of Thermodynamlc Processes 
at ^Ilgh Temperatures* 

At high speeds of flight of aircraft or use of high energy propellants, tempera- 

ture in engine combustion chamber can be higher than 2000-2500oK. At such high 

temperatures, there starts to noticeably appear dissociation of combustion products. 

Since the dissociation reactions are accompanied by absorption of heat, then as a 

result gas temperature will be considerably lower than in the absence of dissocia- 

tion , 

»§§6 and 7 were written Jointly with V. A. Chernov. 
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Fig.  1.12.    Theoretical 
temperature of combustion 
products of kerosene  in 
air both without taking 
into account,  and taking 
into account dissociation 
(a = 1.1;  p ss atm (abs.)). 

0 1000 J5S0 2ÖÖÖ       igfkcal/ki 
Fig.   1.15.     Change of composition of combustion 
products of kerosene in air iepemiing upon en- 
thalpy  of mixture (a= 1.1;   p =  1.0 atm (abs.)). 

In Figs.   1.12 and 1.13 there are given graphs of change of temperature of com- 

bustion products  of kerosene in air at a = 1.1 and weight fractions of components 

depending upon magnitude of enthalpy of  the mixture  !„  .    In Fig.   1.12 the dotted 

line illustrates  the temperature change  curve in the  case of absence of dissociation. 

From the graphs  it is  clear that process  of dissociation starts  to noticeably LIIOW 

up approximately at T = 20000K.    To a temperature of ?300oYi the Influence of dissocia- 

tion is weak,  and in certain approximate  calculations it is possible to disregard It. 

At T > 2500oK in all calculations we should consider influence of dissociation on 

thermodynamic  properties of components of combustion products. 

Errors appearing when influence of dissociation reactions is disregarded  can 

be estimated by examining F^.  1.14.    Curve a on this  figure corresponds  to process 

of isoentroplc  compression ut  air to full deceleration in the absence of dissociation 

of the air components.    Curve b corresponds  to the same process,   but  taking im o 

account influence  of dissociation;  curve  c  corresponds to the process  of combuutlon 

of hydrocarbon fuel in "decelerated" air in the absence of dissociation of combustion 

products,  and  curve d — to the process  of combustion taking Into account dissociation. 
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Fig. 1.14.    Theoretical change 
oi' air temperature and combus- 
tion products of kerosene 
burnod  In air both taking Into 
account and without taking Into 
account dissociation, depending 
upon Mach number of flight  (a = 
=  .1.1;  p = 1.0 atm (abs.)). 
a,  b)    air;  c,  d)    combustion 
[iroilucts, 

Thus,  curvet', b and d correspond  to real processes. 

At very high speeds of flight,   temperature of 

gases after "combustion"  of fuel can be even 

less than initial temperature of air.    This is 

explained by great expenditure of heat on dis- 

sociation. 

At high temperatures,  the value of tempera- 

ture itself cannot completely characterize energy 

state of systeu.    Really,  in the last example 

temperature of combustion products turned out 

to be lower than temperature of air in which the 

fuel burned, but enthalpy,  the total energy of 

the system, will of course be much higher than 

the enthalpy of the air.     This energy can be 

realized in the supersonic nozzle of the engine, 

where during expansion of gas its temperature 

will decrease and there will occur a recombination 

reaction with liberation of heat.    It is true that 

the quantity of returned  energy will depend on 

degree of equilibrium of the process of recombi- 

nation occurring in time,   i.e.,  on to what degree 

the recombination reaction will have time to 

occur during flow of the gas in the nozzle. 

To avoid impermisslbly large errors during 

calculations of pr .cesses accompanying noticeable 

dissociation of components,  it is  impossible to use thermodynamic  relationships  for 

a cas of coni tant composition.    For instance,    Mayer's equation for reacting mixtures 

takes the  form 

''-VMfll- 
Tn this expression the term Tl—-J  under certain conditions becomes close in order 

of magnitude to R. 

Chnmlcal processes also Influence adiabatic index k, which in the case when 

composition of the gases varies during the given process is determined by the ratio 
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§ 7.     Calculation of Compos ItJon of Combustion Products 
at Hl^li Tem| eraturos 

The  rate  of chemical reactions  Is  measured   by change  of concentration of reac- 

tants  per unit  of  time.     On the  basis  of  the  law of mass action,   the  proof of which 

is ^iven in courses   in chemical thermodynamics,   rate of  reaction at every given 

moment  is  proportional  to the  product  ox"  concentrations  of reactants at  this given 

time.     For reactions  cf the type 

oA + bB^ZcC + dD 

reaction rate  is  equal to 

v-kcA<*B, 

where k — rate  constant  of the   reaction; 

c. and  CQ — are  respectively concentrations of substances  A and  R. 

They ar^  expressed usually  either by   the number of moles  or  the number of 

molecule:    ie ■  unit  volume  (usually per 1  cm  ). 

Fc.   iiiotance,  for the reaction H0 + 0,50,, = Ho0,  rate of water formation 

Vt - ***<?' 

All  reactions  are  chemically reversible,   I.e.,   they can go forward  ar  well a." 

in the  opposite  direction.    For  instance,   for the  reaction HM + 0.'30M «^ il  0  l,he 

resultant  rate  of  formation of water  is 

Upon the  expiration of a  certain  time,   rate  of formation of water  V and  rate 

of its  decomposition  V^ will be  equal  to  each other.    Then  there  will exist  chemical 

c luilibrlum of  the  system,  which   for  the   considered  example gives 

(i." ) 

or 

k *• CHt 
cO, 

The  iiuant.ity  k  ,, n  Is  railed  the  chemical  equilibrium constant  for  formation 1 pHo0 ' 

of water  from oxygen and  hydrogiin.     Kquilibrium constant are determined   by 
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experimental means, are functions  of only temperature and   do not depend  either on 

pressure at which the mixture is  reacting or on the presence  of other impurities. 

According to the Avogadro's  law,   partial pressure of every component of gas 

mixture is proportional to the number of gram molecules  of considered substance  in 

the given volume.    Consequently,  eq.iillhrium constant can be expressed in terms  of 

partial pressures; 

*ßti/i' hlfi (1.45) 

Let us note that the numerical values of the equilibrium constant expressed  in 

terms  of concentrations and in terms  of partial pressures are different  (k    / k  ). 

They  turn out  to be identical only in that case when concentrations are expressed 

in moles,  and  the number of moles before and after the  reaction remains Identical. 

Depending upon temperature,  equilibrium shifts in one direction or another. 

At a   temperature below 1700oC,   dissociation of H^O,  C02  ind  ether combustion product: 

is   Insignificantly small;   the  reaction of formation of these  substances  is practi- 

cally   irreversible; at a  temperature over 4000 C combustion products are practically 

completely dissociated.    Degree  of dissociation increases with decrease of pressure. 

Dissociated combustion products  of hydrocarbon fuels in air contain COp,  CO, 

H..0,   OH,  H?,   H,  Op,  0,  Np,   NO,   N.    Analysis of the composition of dissociated com- 

bustion products is carried  out by means of simultaneous  E.olution of equations of 

equilibrium and material balance. 

Equatlcj» of material balence during burning of hydrocarbons  in air can be 

written  in the following form: 

C,H. + «L,O..N)1I, - «C + wH + a£vi,0 + «^N. (lM) 

Thin  equatioi'i shows  that  the number of atoms of each of  the  four elements   (C,  H,   0 

and  N)   is not changed during burning.     Ratios of weight  fractions of these elements 

will   also  remain constant: 

«c      ** 

to m ly** _ a 

**. —   ESSte   mit 

(1.45) 

where u — molecular weight of components, 
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On the other hand, ratios of weight fractions of elements can be expressed in 

terms of partial pressures of substanpos containing the given elements. Thus, carbon 

is contained in C02 and CO; hydrogen - In H^O,  OH, Hg, H; oxygen - in C02, CO, H^O, 

OH, 02, 0, NO; nitrogen in N2, NO, N. 

In one gram mole C0? contains 12 g of carbon; the same quantity of carbon is 

contained in one gram mole of CO. The total amount of carbon will be equal to 

^-(l2Moo1+12Moo)kg, 
1000 

where M — number of moles of the given substance '    _ of  comuusc±on products. 

But according to Avogadro's law partial pressure of the given substance is propor- 

tional to the number of gram moles in this substance in the given volume. Then the 

last expression can be rewritten in the following form: 

-£-£-(*». +to) kg, 
1000 Pt 

where M,. — number of gram moles of all substances composing combustion 
products; 

pv — total pressure  in combustion products; 

Pco    and   p      — partial pressures  of C0„ and  CO. 

Analogously to this,   the  quantity of  hydrogen in 1  kg of combustion products 

Is equal  to 

luuu  />{ 

Then equation (1.45) can be written in the following form: 

*c  fc   Poo, + Poo 

bmiOm ^Pp tPO0. + PO0+PHfi + l>OH+2l>O.+l>O + PtfO 

tc       •'C. Patt + PCD 

tc       •*€   PCOt"'" PCO 

(1, •') 

The fourth will be equation 

3A (1.47) 

which shows that the sum of all partial pressures is equal to the pressure in the 

chamber. 
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(1.48) 

But in dissociated combustion products there can be contained eleven substancen 

The total number of equations should be equal to the number of unknowns. Therefore, 

we will write seven more equations of chemical equilibrium! 

By  solving this  system of eleven equations and  determining partial pressures 

of every component of the mixture, we find  the weight and volume fractions  of these 

components, and then by the  same relationships as  for undlssoclated gasos we find 

thermodynamic parameters  of the dissociated  combustion products of — u,  R,   1,   s,  c   , 

cv.   k. 

There exist many methods  of solution of this  system of equations  based  on the 

method of successive approximations.    Let us consider the most convenient method, 

proposed by Vanlchev   [2], 

We will consider the  chemical reaction equation 

aA + bB^cC + dD 
or 

i»+-*-Ä^—C+—Z). 
» a a 

We will  find  the  time  derivative of concentration of the first  substance 

d[cA1/dt,    Let us assume  that with the appeamnce of substances  in the  right  side, 

they are removed;  i.e.,   the  formation reaction flows  irreversibly,  and  the  reverse 

reaction does not occur.     Then change of concentration of first substance A depends 

on number of collisions  of its molecules with molecules of substance B per unit of 

time,  which decreases  with consumption of  substances  A and B.    According  to  the   law 

of mass action, 
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Under real conditions,  along with the forward  reaction of formation there also 

occurs  the reverse reaction,  which Increases concentration of substances A and  M. 

Thus,   total rate of reaction will be 

Expressing concentrations  In  terms  of partial pressures,  we will obtain 

rfPl     _ _ *' B   .11»'« 4. *' tf^.tfl* 

Replacing the derivative by the ratio of finite differences, we will obtain 

u 
whence 

PW+M - Pu + *; A/ V—ppptf-Pu/tf I 

Inasmuch as the magnitude of At is arbitrarily chosen, we will replace k. At 

by an arbitrarily selected magnitude i.    Then, taking into account (1.42) it is pos- 

ülble to represent system of equations (1.48) In the following form: 

Poo 

Po'Po+l[^-Poh 

(1.49) 

Usually there is  taken  the  magnitude  f, < 0.5.     Let  us note that with  lncrea;-.e 

of  4>   the necessary number of afiproxlmations decreases;  at  the  same time  this  can 

lead   to divergence of  the equations.     The obtained   system of equations can be  con- 

veniently   solved  In the  following way: 

First approximation.     Take   partial pressures   (usually  zeroes)  of substance:; 

expressed   in terms of chemical  equilibrium constants,   i.e.,   p--,  p..,  p0,   p,,,   p  .,, 
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p., , pN0. We put these values In equations (1.46) and (1.JI7) and solve them ex- 

plicitly for the remaining partial pressures pco , p., 0, p» , pN . These four found 

values of partial pressures we put in equations (1.49)i replace in these equations 
.11 

the partial pressures marked with primes (pco p„,  etc.) by the initially given 

values (usually .".eroes), and find new values of the seven partial pressures pco, 

PH, p0, etc. 

Second approximation.    The new found values of seven partial pressures we put 

In equations  (1.46)  and  (1.47),  find new values  of pco ,  pH 0,  p0    and  p«   , put them 

in (1.49) and find new values of pco,  pH,   PQH'  
etc •    Calculation is continued until 

results of the last two approximations differ by a magnitude  less than the  given one. 

Thus,  calculation of composition of dissociated combustion products  is a very 

labor-consuming task.    At present these calculations are conducted  on high  speed 

electronic computers.     By the obtained data  there are constructed diagrams  for the 

given mixture ratio a and  fuel combustion efficiency rj , which are used  during analy- 

sis of thermodynamic  processes. 

§  8.     LOSSES  OF PRESSURE  IN  COMBUSTION CHAMBERS 

Flow of air through the combustion chamber is accompanied by losses of energy 

and losses of total pressure of flow  [Pitot  losses].    These  losses appear due to 

flow friction of the gas-air channel and due  to heat addition to the moving gas. 

Hydraulic losses and heat addition cause variation of parameters of the flow — 

prescure, density, velocity — along the length of the combustion chamber and a cor- 

responding distribution of flow rates of air along its contours. 

Hydraulic losses are composed of losses due to friction of air against walls 

of the combustion chamber and local losses — losses due to eddy formation, appearing 

during flow around the flame-holders, fuel manifold, precombustlon chamber and other 

bodies installed in the chamber, and also from losses appearing during mixing of air 

coolant with combution products during air-boundary cooling of walls of the combus- 

tion chamber. 

FLOW FRICTION OF BLUFF  BODIES   (FLAME-HOLDERS) 

Losses  of pressure due  to eddy formation appear mainly during flow around flame 

front devices — fuel manifold,  precombustlon chamber,  flame-holders,  mounts  of these 

elements  to walls  of  the  chamber,  etc.    Drop of total pressure by the   formula 
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where  % - coefficient of local flow friction; 

w - flow velocity to which coefficient  of 
local friction Is referred. 

' '."   1.2   iß   />   l,i   'fi   Kf   ',* « 
Flg.   1.15.    Dependence  of 
drag coefficient on a and  Re 
for V-chaped  flame-holder 

with vortex angle 0 = 60° In 
half-open flow.    O — Re  = 

=   G-ICT;   A - Re  =  9-104; 

Re 15-10\ 

To the Investigation of  "low friction of bluff 

bodies In fluid  flow are dedicated many theoretical 

and experimental works; however up to now this  ques- 

tion has not been  finally solved. 

It is known   [3]   that during turbulent flow of 

a real liquid,  drag coefficient of a bluff body c 

depends on its geometric form,  the degree  of obstruc- 

tion of the Pipe  by bluff bodies,  relative  location of bluff bodies to one another 

and   to the wall of  the   pipe. 

Under conditions  of  infinite or half-open flow  (bounded by two walls), drag co- 

efficient of a bluff body with combustion in  the  wake behind it considerably decrease 

as  compared  to flow without  combustion and depends  on air-fuel ratio a.     Thus,  accord 

ing to experimental data obtained in half-open isothermal 

flow at Re = 5-lüJt  to ll-io4, drag coefficient  of a 

V-shaped flame-holder with vertex angle ß = 60° Is equal 

to ~1.12,  and with combustion in the range a =  1.15  to    .( 

is  correspondingly lowered  to 0,75 to O.85  (Fig.  1.1'}), 

and thus decreases  somewhat with increase of Reynolds 

number. 

Decrease of drag of flame-holder during burning  in 

its wake in an infinite  or half-open flow is explained by 

the  fact that due  to heat  emission there is  increased 

pressure in the  stern  region,  the flame-holder to be con- 

slderable degree  loses  the  properties of "bluffness"  and 

expenditures of energy of  the flow on eddy formation 

decrease. 

In Fig,  l.i6  there  is  shown the  pressure distribution 

of  front and  rear surfaces  of a stabilizer placed   in an 

isothermal flow,  and  during combustion.    In this  figure 

along the axis of abscissas  there is plotted  the dimensionless length of the 

generatrix of the stabilizer 

Hr- 

Pig.  1.16.    Change of 
dimensionless pressure 

~ =   ^ " PCD)/%U 
on 

front and rear surface 
of a   flame-holder dur- 
ing combustion and 
without fombustlon in 
half-open flow. 
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Fig,  1.17.    Determina- 
tion of flow friction 
coefficient of flame- 
holders . 

and along the axle of ordlnates — the dimenslonless  pressure 

P-Pm 

where p and p — static pressure on surface of a flame-holder 
'  at a given point I and in an undisturbed 

p 
flow In kg/m j 

q^ — Impact pressure of undisturbed flow in 

kg/m2. 

In pipes, drag of bluff bodies during combustion and 

without combustion depends on degree of obstruction of the 

area of cross section of the pipe by these bodies 7 = 

OT 
?—■ Tp 

With Increase of degree of obstruction of the pipe 

there is increased drag of the flame-holders  in a cold flow,  and,   to still a higher 

decree,  their drag during combustion.    Thus drag during combustion can become equal 

to or even higher than drag In the cold  flow.    There are known experimental data, 

according to which drag coefficient of a flat disk d = 47 mm,   fixed  in a pipe d = 

= 57 mm,  during flow around it by a cold  flow,  is equal to ~1.5,  and during combus- 

tion  (c< =  1.7)   increases to 3.0. 

During flow in closed channels of uniform cross section,   the  relation between 

drag coefficient of the bluff body 

c   ._*«_ (1.50) 

where R — drag force in kg/m , and the local flow friction coefficient 

can be found from consideration of the momentum equation and Bernoulli's equation. 

According to the momentum equation, the resultant of aerodynamic forces, acting 

on the bluff body (Fig. 1.17c) is 

(1.51) 
R - LpF,,—p,»! (v2 - w,) f„, 

p 
whore Ap = p - p _ drop of static pressures caused by local friction, in l^g/m ; 

w^ and Wg — respectively average flow velocity in cross sections 1 and 2 — 
before and after the bluff body — in m/sec; 

p^ — air density in cross section 1-1 in kg'sec /m ; 
? 

F__ — area of transverse cross section of the pipe in m . 
Tp 
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According to the Bernoulli equation, for sections 1-1 and 2-2  It Is possible 

to write 

4P-Pl'-/«|-V» + 
M»?   N»? 
2 2 (1.52) 

Placing In (1.51) the value of R from (1.50) and of Ap from (1.52), we obtain 

'■  . ^.T 

2 ft,  ^,, + "l 2 Pl»l(%-«l) 

or after certain transformations with the use  of the continuity equation 

'^ 

whence 

S 

(1.55) 

Aft-^f^. 

For an Incompressible liquid  (p,  =  p2) we will have 

As  Kuptsov  showed,   losses of total  pressure during flow around  flame-holders 

in a pipe can be  considered as  losses due to sudden expansion.    During flow of an 

Incompressible  liquid in a channel with sudden expansion  (Fig.  1.17a),   losses of 

pressure are determined   by the  formula of Borda 

(i.r'r0 

It  Is  obvious  that the relationship will also be valid  In the  case of the  flow 

shown In Fig.  1.17b.     For this case F.   is  the area of the ring between walls of the 

pipe and  the  central body.    It Is possible  to expect that such a  relationship will 

also determine   losses  of pressure and during flow around a flame-holder  fixed  In 

the center of a  pipe  (Fig.  U/c),  but in formula  (1.55)  instead  of velocity w   — 

in the narrowest  section of the stream,  which is  located at a certain distance  from 

the flame-holder.    Magnitude of compression of  the stream, which we will estimate 

by contraction coefficient of the stream 

basically depends  on geometric  form of the body  in the flow.     If the  front part of 

the body ends  in a  section whose walls are  parallel to the walls  of the  pipe,   then 

the fluid  flow is not subjected to additional compression and a = 1.0.     During flow 

around a flat obstacle   (disk or plate  fixed  perpendicularly to the axis  of the pipe), 

there  occurs  maximum comprcsBlon of  the   stream and coefficient a has maximum value. 
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In work [5] It Is shovm that during flow through a hole In a diaphragm from 

one channel Into another or Into free space, the contraction coefficient of the 

stream is dutermlned by the formula 

t 

,",+/'(—*)' 

(1.56) 

where T\ — damping coefficient of the inlet depends on viscosity of the liquid, 

geometric form of the body, rounding of edges of the hole in the diaphragm, etc. 

Thus, during flow around a flame-holder, expression (1.55) will be written in 

the following form; 

Whence, referring loss factor to Impact pressure In section 1-1 and disregarding 

change of density on section 1-2, we will have 

«-{^•(-tr- (1.57) 

For an incompressible liquid, in (1.57) the velocity ratio can be replaced by 

the area ratio; then 

Ht-i)1 

If we take into account (I.56), we can write the last expression In the following 

form:   

or finally 

«-(/TW,)'- (1.58) 

If the drag coefficient is  referred not to impact pressure  in section 1-1,  but 

to Impact  pressure of the incident flow,  then for incompressible liquid we will have 

H/^-UVrg» (1.59) 

For V-shaped and conical flame-holders .'ocated in an air flow, damping coeffi- 

cient of the inlet depends only on the vertex angle of these flame-nolders ß0. Ex- 

perimental dependences T] = f(ß)  are shown in Fig.  1.18. 

Relationships (1.58) and (1.59) may also be used for calculation of flow fric- 

tion of an array of flame-holders  located in one  plane or echeloned along the  length 
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of the combustion chamber.     In the  first case TTt)  la 

r 
Fig.   1.18.     Damping coef- 
ficient  of  inlet   Ti = f(ß) 
for flame-holders:     1 — 
conical,   2 — V-shaped. 

determined by the total area of all flame-holders, 

but  i Is  calculated by  (1.59).     With echeloned place- 

ment of  flame-holders in the  pipe,   if the dlstancf 

between then (along axis of pipe)  is equal to or larger 

then length of the zone of counter currents  (with cold 

flows the length of the  zone of counter currents  la 

equal to 1.5-2.0 heights of  the flame-holders),  draR 

coefficient of the array will be equal to the sum    of 

drag coefficients of each flame-holder.     If axial dis- 

tance between flame-holders is  less than length of 

zone of counter currents,  drag of the array will be increased. 

As was  shown,   flow friction of stabilizers during combustion can be smaller 

than,  equal  to or  larger than friction  flow during cold flow due to change of the 

contraction coefficient of the stream,  which depends basically on degree of blockade 

of the  pipe  and,   to a smaller degree  on relative increase of the  temperature of  the 

flow 1 ^ Tor/TCX*     Functional dependence of  5 on T      and  T at  present has not boen 

established.     However,  experience  shows   that at 7      s 0.5,   coefficient of  flow frlr- Tp 
tlon of flame-holders during cold  flow and during combustion remains practically 

the  same. 

Flow Friction of Fuel Manifold and Mounting Elei-.^nts 
Flame Front Devices  to Walls  of Co;nbustlon Chamber 

In combustion chambers of  ramjet engines and afterburners  of  turbojet engine.., 

fuel manifold  is usally made from pipes  of round or elliptic  shape, which in the 

form of  ."ings  or radial branches are  located  in the same plane or echeloned alon/- 

the  length of  the  combustion chamber at  certain distances ahead  of the flane-holders. 

Irecombustion chamber,  flame-holders and  fuel manifold are fastened to walls of 

combustion chamber with help of braces   or pylons. 

It  is  possible  to calculate  losses  of pressure on these elements by means of 

the formula 

Resistance of  such bodies during external flowing around  them is usually esti- 

mated by the  drag coefficient c   .     The  relation between ? and  c     is established  bv 
A X "^ 
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relationships (1.53) or (1.54). Values of cx for certain bodies are given in 

Table 1.2 (plane-parallel flow) [1], 

■ ■- 

Table 1.2. Values of Drag Coefficients for Different 
Bodies 

Type Diagram Bt ** Parameters 

Circular, 
cylinder 

-"-^O 
>8W 
<5I0» ••W4 

Wire I.i 

Plate with 
edges 
rounded 
along the 
arc of a 
circle. 

-~£SSSSZiX 

8101 
MO* 

0.78 
0.68 -J--0.0333 

Profiles of 
MO* 0.103 y -0.083 

different 
thickness 0.006 y-0.128 

. 0.060 •J--0.107 

Profiled wire, 
pipe, and so 
forth .■aer 10« 

0.3-0.4 

Profiled steel 
pipe (drop- 

810* 0.« i .... 
shaped 
profile). 0.1 *      - — 

T" ' 

Taking into account (1.54), it is possible to estimate hydraulic losses on 

fuel manifold, mounting braces, and so forth, by the formula 

^-'Jif? 

Total Pressure Losses In Combustion Chamber 

Total coefficient of flow friction of combustion chamber 
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where •-^PorHun "" sum of a11 hydraulic losses on friction of gas against walls and 

local losses on flame-holders, precombustlon chamber, fuel manifold, etc.; Pl
wl 

average Impact pressure of flow of air at entrance to combustion chamber. 

The "specific weights" of different components in the total sum of hydraulic 

losses are unequal. 

The main fraction of the total hydraulic losses is composed of losses on the 

flame-holders. Friction losses, local losses on the fuel manifold and structural 

elements are so insignificant that in engineering calculations it is possible to 

disregard them. However, we should emphasize that losses due to friction of air 

against the walls in an annular channel, in spite of their relatively small magni- 

tude in the total balance of losses, very significantly affect the distribution of 

flow rates of air along the contours of the combustion chambers when they are 

referred to the entire flow rate of air through the chamber, and therefore have to 

be carefully determined. 

Pltot losses in the combustion chamber are expressed by the pressure coefficient 

Oj. c. Pitot losses caused by flow friction of the combustion chamber are determined 

by the relationship 

V e, rMf-~ ' '"' 

• WS 

A* 

In § 2, Chapter I, it was shown that heat addition to a moving gas is also accompanied 

by Pitot losses, which are increased with increase of flow velocity and degree of 

preheating of the gas. These losses are determined by the formula 

* 
FT 

Overall hydraulic and thermal losses of total pressure can be evaluated by the 

total pressure coefficient 

"«. c. ■ > c. nup •t.e. ft« 
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CHAPTER  II 

CARBURETION 

§ 1.  GENEÜ^AL CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBURETION TROCESSES 

Carburetion Is the primary preparatory process in combustion chambers in air- 

breathing Jet engines (BPfl). As a result of this process liquid and vapor fuel 

are distributed over a given volume of the chamber in definite concentrations, which 

are able to support the chemical reaction of burning. Range of stable operation of 

the chamber and rate of combustion, as well as other factors (temperature of the 

medium, turbulence in the flow and others), depend on the quality of the mixturo on 

local air-fuel ratios, relationship between vapor ad liquid phase, dimensions and 

velocity of the drops, etc. Atomization by injectors is the most wide-spread method 

of introduction of fuel into the chamber. Along with swirl injectors, which give 

a comparatively wide cone of fuel, there are successfully applied direct-spray 

atomizers, the axis of -'hich is set at a certain angle to the flow, 

Carburetion represents a complicated complex of separate elementary processes 

interacting with each other. Let us trace the sequence of these processes in the 

Jet of a single atomizer. 

Fuel in the form of cylindrical stream or the sheet of a swirl in,,'ector enters 

the flow passing through the chamber. Usually at a small distance frow the plane 

of injection (0.5-10 mm) disintegration of the stream is completed. From this moment, 

drops start to move along definite trajectories as a system of separate material 

particles.  Simultaneously with entrainment of drops by the flow, they are heated 

by the heat of the surrounding medium (or are cooled, for instance, for heated fuel) 

and are vaporized. 

The system of moving particles determines the profile of concentrations or 
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specific flows of liquid fuel, and vapor mixed with air creates a distribution of 

concentrations of gaseous fuel mixture. Vaporized drops upon approach to the flame- 

holders partially settle on their surfaces, and partially penetrate into the zone 

of burning. 

Experience shows that a sta  • and intense process of burning in the chamber 

of an air-breathing Jet engine . . be organized for a mixture which is close to 

homogeneous (with small contents or complete absence of liquid phase), as well as 

for a mixture proceeding into the flame zone with a large percentage of vaporized 

fuel (30 to 60^). In the latter case there appear local regions of fuel concentra- 

tions, and drops in the flame are quickly vaporized, supporting the process of com- 

bustion. When speeds of the drops are low and the level of turbulence of the flow 

is low, sometimes diffusion burning of liquid particles or burning of vapor in the 

stern zone after the drop is possible. In the flame front and behind it, liquid 

particles, already losing their relative speed, again fall Into the zone of high 

relative speeds (flow of hot gases is accelerated with combustion of the mixture) 

and can be subjected to a further process of splitting. 

The method of calculation proposed in the present work permits rational choice 

of type and location of injectors in the chamber, type of fuel and its initial 

temperature and also allows estimation of necessary length of the section of prepara- 

tion of the mixture. Certain results on analysis of elementary processes (as already 

has been said) can appear useful in other regions of technology (boiler and gas 

turbine installations, devices for cooling of hot flows of gas, apparatus of the 

chemical industry and others). 

m 

§ 2.  DISINTEGRATION OF A JET OF LIQUID, SPLITTING UP 
AND DEFORMATION OF DROPS IN A FLOW OF AIR 

The task of atomization is distribution of fuel by a certain method in the 

volume of a combustion chamber and increase of the surface area of liquid for the 

purpose of intensification of vaporization. The process )f disintegration of liquid 

streams is very complicated. In spite of numerous works, there still is absent a 

theory of atomization useful for determination of the spectrum of drops in the 

combustion chamber of an air-breathing jet engine. However, observation and 

theoretical analysis permit representation of this phenomenon in broad terms. Dis- 

integration of a stream in its initial phase occurs due to instability of motion 

of the liquid due to the influence of small perturbations. As their source serves 
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First group 
of waves 

.Second group 
of waves 

Fig. 2.1. Diagram of disintegration during outflow 
of a liquid Jet. 1 — development of symmetric per- 
turbations; 2 — development of antisymmetric pertur- 
bations; 5 — cylindrical Jet, superposition of sym- 
metric and antisymmetric perturbations; antisymmet- 
ric perturbations increase faster, Ap = 7 atm (abs,); 
4 — liquid sheet  (long-wave perturbations), 

roughness of the nozzle surface,  deviation of the outlet contour from a perfect 

circle,  vibrations,  turbulent pulsation in the  liquid  and  environment,  etc. 

Amplitudes  of waves  of small oscillations appearing in  the liquid  rapidly  in- 

crease,  causing considerable deflection of flow lines of perturbed motion from 

initial flow lines.    This causes  sharp change of the configuration of the stream 

and  disintegration of it  into  separate parts.     The  Initial  phase of the  process   has 

cortain features  in common with the  phenomenon of the arising of turbulent  flow from 

laminar flow.    Intermediate formations 'and drops obtained after disintegration can 

be   subjected  to further disintegration and  splitting. 

For explanation of the mechanism of the process  of atomlzatlon, we will at  first 

consider the case of a cylindrical Jet. 

For the first time  the  problem of disintegration of a motionless infinitely 

extended  liquid cylinder without  the  influence of an external medium was  solved  by 

Rayleigh In 10/8  [1],       Let us  give  the basic  physical premises of this  solution: 

1) wave of Increasing amplitude constitutes a  future drop,  i,e,,   the developlnr 

wave  is  separated  from the  stream in the form of a  particle   (Fig,  ?,1);   thus,   the 

order of magnitude of the drop  is determined by the  wavelength of the unstable 

oscillaLlon; 

2) of all possible waves  of perturbations  superimpored   on the  stream,   there 

is developed only one,   the rato  of incr-pase of perturbations  of which has a maximum 
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(maximum of increment of increase).    Such a wave of length X.        is called  "optimumj" 

3)    during solution of the problem (by the method of small perturbations),  the 

optimum wave X        is in the linear region corresponding to the initial moment of 

motion, when amplitudes of oscillations are still small as compared to diameter of 

the stream.    Further, it is assumed that In the nonlinear region, where developing 

amplitudes of oscillations no longer can be considered to be small,  length of the 

optimum wave is retained.    This assumption sometimes is called the Raylelgh hypoth- 

esis.    It is used in hydrodynamics during solution of analogous problems of stability. 

Raylelgh found that long-wave oscillations X i 2ira    (a   — 

radius of the stream) are unstable, and X onT 4.508'2a . 
c 

Pig. 2.2, Form of 
surface of stream 
near the nozzle of 
a swirl injector. 
Water. Ap ■ 
= 3 atm (gage). 

Results of further theoretical analysis [2] and investi- 

gation with the help of spark photography showed that the 

form of development of Instability is changed with increase 

of outflow velocity relative to the surrounding medium. 

Symmetric perturbations 1 (Fig. 2.1) are gradually re- 

placed by antisymmetric perturbations 2 (deformations of 

stream axis). Then there appears an intermediate regime of 

flow 3# when there simultaneously exist both types of waves 

(there are developed more complicated forms, helically sym- 

metric, tangential, etc.). Subsequently there occurs the atomization regime, in 

which perturbations of shorter and shorter waves become unstable and start to in- 

crease, their crests break off from the liquid surface in the form of a great number 

of tiny particles. 

Thus there is created a whole spectrum in drops of different fineness. Optimum 

wavelength of oscillations characterizing the most probable dimension of drops in 

the spectrum shifts to the region of small waves (fineness of drops increases with 

Increase of outflow velocity). Let us now turn to disintegration of the sheet of 

liquid ensuing for a swirl injector.* It is known that the boundaries of the liquid 

sheet after leaving the nozzle of the injector (Fig. 2.2) are close to the surfaces 

of hyperbololds of one sheet. In approximate consideration, they can be considered 

conical; their vertex angle Is close to the angle of atomization (spray anr,le). 

•Here there is not considered the mathematical solution of the problem of dis- 
integration. It, as is known, consists of application of the method of small per- 
turbations to hydrodynamic equations of motion of a stream or sheet (for instance, 
the Buler equation) and boundary conditions on the liquid — gas boundary (taking 
into account surface tension). 
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Flg. 2.3. Outflow form swirl Injector (spark photographs). Water. 
a) Ap = 2.8 atm (gage); b) Ap = 3.0 atm (gage); c) Ap - 
= 10 atm (gage) x 2, (1= 3 mm; d) Ap = 1 atm (gage); e) Ap » 

= 3 atm (gage); f) Ap - 5 atm (gage); g) Ap » 30 atm (gage), dc = 

= 0.83 mm. 

Numerous spark photographs show that there always exists a certain small Initial 

section of nondlslntegrated and little perturbed stream. With outflow, on the shoot 

there are developed waves of perturbations whose amplitudes rapidly Increase 

(Fig. 2.3). 

On the sheet. In general, it is possible to reveal two groups of wav(;s (see 

Fig. 2.1). Contours of crests of the first group, travelling downstream, are seen 

on the external boundary of the stream. These waves tend to divide the sheet into 

a system of rings, as if strung on the axis of the injector. The second group of 

waves goes in the tangential direction, i.e., transverse motion of the stream (per- 

pendicular to the first group); waves tend to divide the sheet into a sheet of 

streams diverging in a fan-like manner from the center of the nozzle. The tendency 

to formation of waves of both groups can be seen, for instance, in Fig. 2.3c; here 

there predominates the annular form of disintegration, i.e., rate of increase of 

amplitude of waves of the first group exceeds the rate of growth of the second. 

In the place of disintegration of the sheet (there are excluded smallest feed 

pressures, at which the sheet after outflow is again closed, the so-called "bubble" 

regime — Fig. 2.3d), there are usually discovered liquid rings with a wavy outline, 
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surrounding the axis of the Injector.    Consequently, ring constitutes a separated 

crest of en annular wave of an antisymmetric perturbation (see Fig. 2.1).    As it is 

known, a liquid ring, similarly to a liquid cylinder is an unstable form and is again 

broken up Into drops.       « 

With Increase of relative outflow velocity (Fig. 2.3d and g), the wavelength 

of unstable perturbation (analogously to what was said for the cylindrical stream) 

decreases.    This corresponds to decrease of thickness of the liquid ring and, con- 

sequently, of dimensions of the obtained drops.* 

Finally,  at sufficiently high speea,  there occurs the atomlzation regime; from 

the surface of the stream break off crests of the smallest waves in the form of a 

swarm of drops,  before the ring has time to be completely formed  (Fig.  2.5g).    This 

is especially characteristic during atomization in a flow of air.    As already has 

been said, drops can then be formed during disintegration split up as a result of 

influunce of the surrounding flow. 

Let us consider separately the process of splitting up of an isolated drop. 

On the surface of the liquid particle with the flow passing around it,  there is 

created a distribution of pressures  (close to the distribution on a sphere) which 

jieferm the drop.    For a definite relationship between parameters,  external forces 

overcome the force of surface tension,  causing splitting up of the drop.    The process 

of disintegration of drops has been studied by a number of the authors. Experimentally 

there was established a simple criterial relation^ j.  [3], which determines the 

range of regxines corresponding to splitting up.    It Is valid for comparatively 

large drops  (a = 1.5 to 2 mm) of different liquids  (mercury, water, alcohol) in a 

flow of gas: 

.cowt-D. i2-1) 

where a and o — diameter and coefficient of surface tension of the drop; 

p — density of surrounding gas; 
r 
w — flow rate. 

Parameter D is called the deformation criterion, splitting criterion or Weber 

number and consitutes the ratio of quantities proportional to the aerodynamic 

♦The considered scheme is, of courso, ideal. In reality the sheet of the still 
Incompletely separated ring are broken at the "weak" point, and there are frequently 
observed segments of distorted liquid filaments. 
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presrure of flow on the drop and pressure of Rurface tension. 

Experiment has shown that at D < 10.7, the drop Is deformed, but still does 

not disintegrate In the flow; at D = 10.7 there Is attained the power limit of 

splitting and the drop it  split (of the total number of particles 10-20$ decay). 

With Increase of D In the Interval 10.7 s D < 14, the drop divides into 3, 4, 5, 

etc., small drops, and the percentage of split-up drops Increases. For D close to 

or equal to Ik,  there is attained the upper limit of splitting, 100$ of the drops 

are split into a great number of small particles (regime of atomlzation of the 

drop). The formed spectrum of drops will be smaller, the larger the magnitude of 

D. The regime of splitting is maintained at all D > 14. 

In the literature sometimes there are also given other values of the experimen- 

tal constant D which are close in order of magnitude to the above-indicated values. 

With cinematographic study of the process of 

disintegration of drops in a flow (with deter- 

mination of the speed of entralnment of the 

drop), there is obtained a minimum value of 

D « 9. The physical cause of disintegration 

of the drop is that, its deformation attains 

a so-called critical phase [4], when the shape 

of the drop sharply changes and becomes unstable 

relative to small perturbations. A spherical 

drop under the action of pressures on its sur- 

face is turned into a body close to an ellipsoid 

(with major axis perpendicular to the flow), 

which is more and more flattened. At a definite 

critical ratio of semiaxis, the ellipsoid starts 

to be punched through in its center and rapidly 

becomes a liquid ring, which is, as it is 

known, an unstable form, which disintegrates 

into drops. 

In Fig. 2.4 there are given consecutive 

phases cf deformation of a drop, formation of 

the ring, and its disintegration. Thus, D - 

- TL    - 10.7; 14 corresponds to values of the 

0 I        2 
I....I....I....i....I j 

Fig.  2.h.    Consecutive phases of 
destruction of a drop  [28]. 
1-11 — phases;   the arrow indi- 
cates direction of flow. 
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critical phase of deformation at the lower and upper limits of stability. 

When the drop falls Into a flow, aerodynamic forces deform anl simultaneously 

entrain It; relative speed and parameter D thus decrease. If time of achelvement 

of the critical phase of deformation Is less than the time of its entralnment to 

level D , then there will occur splitting. If the time of achievement of critical 
Kp 

phase is longer than the time of entralnment of the drop to level D , deformation, 
Kp 

after attaining a certain maximum, will start to gradually decrease and the drop 

will again, as relative speed decreases, near the shape of a sphere. Time of achlve- 

ment of critical phase can be approximately estimated by the formula 

(2.2) 

which is obtained on the assumption of small change of relative speed of the drop; 

■y j y are specific gravities of liquid and gas (u0 — Initial relative velocity of 

the drop). 

Let us consider characteristics of splitting of a drop entrained in a gas flow 

[4]. We will determine speed of the uniform flow w around the drop, which does not 

have an initial velocity, and deforms it up to the phase of disintegration; if the 

drop possesses initial velocity V0 along the flow, then it is necessary to determine 

the initial relative velocity u0 = (w = Y^). 

During flow around the drop drag coefficient c and its middle section f change 

due to deformation. We will replace these variable parameters by unknown average 

constants c"; T for simplification of the problem: 

m* 

where a  — average middle diameter of deformed drop, 
op 

The equation of the motion of center of mass of the drop projected on the flow 

axis has the form 

or f-^ (2.3) 

• at 
fs=y£.-a*~ 

where e = ■» = -^c- — can be called the center section coefficient of the drop; 
a 

u — relative velocity. 
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Finally the equation of motion will be written in the form 

*    •  fm 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

After integration of equation (2.4) for boundary conditions T ■ 0; V ■ 0 and 

n = const, we will obtain 

K- 
»+l 

(2.6) 

We will compose an approximate expression for average rate of deformation of 

the drop.    The drop in its critical phase of deformation takes a certain fully 

definite form, which depends on the diameter of the initial spherical drop. 

Let us aj&nvae that > is the displacement of some characteristic point of the 

surface of the deformed drop in fractions of its initial radius in the system of 

coordinates connected with the center of mass of the drop.    As such a characteristic 

point it is possible to take, for instance,  the stagnation point of the drop in the 

flow.    If T^ — time from beginning motion of drop in the flow to the critical phase, 

then average rate of deformation will be 

where the unknown quantity y lies within the interval 

0 < 7  < 1. (2.8) 

In this state the drop acquires the form of a body which is unstable with 

respect to small perturbations, as a result of development of which it disintegrates, 

Let us write the system of equations for the critical phase of deformation: 

-6^ -Dt» 

«*■+! * 

'--£• 
(2.9) 

where u — relative flow velocity in the critical stage of deformation. Eliminating 

from system (2.9) quantities T^ and u, we will obtain the following dependence for 

the unknown parameter: 

•We assume that the particular relationship (2.1) turns out to be universal for 
the critical stage of deformation of any drop. In the case of large drops u "> w. 
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In the formula there is contained the complex of unknown quantities cVy/V    ., 

which are difficult to determine within the framework of elementary theory. 

In work [^] there Is given a description of the method and results of experi- 

ments In determination of regimes of splitting up of quite small drops entrained in 

a flow of air.    Comparison of expression (2.10) with the empirical curve w = (p(a), 

given in work [4] shows that the unknown complex of quantities can be found and 

taken to be approximately constant for a given kind of liquid within quite a wide 

range of values of diameters a,  250 s a § 2500 u.    Consequently, 

(2.11) -i/B-^lZ-T3--const 

The obtained constant has two values for regimes of splitting and atomizatlon. 

oo. Let us designate the constant in expression (2.11) by Va  j then as a -* a . ^ 

Thus, for every liquid there exists a particle of such small diameter a . that a 

drop of equal or smaller dimension no longer can be split-up by any gas flow. It 

is natural that determination of a^ will be correct only insofar as formula (2.11) 

is valid for the entire region of small values of diameters of the drops. This means 

that the smaller the diameter of a drop landing in the flow, the greater its accelera- 

tion and the less its deformation under the Influence of the flow. It is obvious 

that at a s anHn the particle will be entrained in the flow before the critical 

phase of deformation can be attained. In this case, the time in which the drop 

entrained in the flow will lose its relative velocity will become less than the 

time passing before the phase of deformation.* Equation (2.10) in diraenslonless 

parameters will take the form 

• (-/^r (2.12) 

where D = 10.7 — at the lower limit of stability; 

D = 14  - at the upper limit of stability. 

*The assumption about the existence of a limiting small value of diameter of the 
drop a . may, of course, be incorrect for the case of motion of a drop in a flow 

which is variable in velocity (for Instance, in accelerated flows). 

,,■'-5! 
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At a s 1.5-2 mm,  the denominator In the right 

side of the equation in practice Is close to unity; 

therefore, we obtain a particular form of the rela- 

tionship — formula (2.1), which is valid for large 

drops.    For Instance, for drops of alcohol in a flow 

of air amln » 59; 104 p. (respectively regimes of split- 

ting and atomization).    The quantity a  .    within itself 

does not determine minimum diameters In atomization 

spectra of liquids.    In the process of splitting of 

a drop, besides the main secondary drops, there are 

formed very small particles — this is the result of 

disintegration of the liquid film appearing during 

destruction of the initial drop.     Particles into which 

the drop is split-up in regimes lying above the upper 

boundary of stability (at D > 14) may also be less 

than amln- 
In Fig. 2.5 there is shown disintegration of drops 

of mercury introduced into a flow of air. Photography 

was conducted in a darkened room with objectiva lens 

open and side illumination. A beam of light from the 

illuminator, reflected by the drop, passed through the 

objective and traced the trajectory of motion on a 

photographic plate, giving an image of the point of disintegration.* 

For large drops, 1.5 to 3 mm, the velocity corresponding to critical phase and 

entering into criterion D, is close to the initial velocity of the flowing gas w, 

since deformation attains critical phase before the drop starts to be noticeably 

entrained by the flow. During investigation of splitting of the smaller particles 

with which it is necessary to deal in straight-through-flow combustion chambers, it 

is necessary to consider the process of entrainment of a drop by a flow (see formula 

Fig. 2.5. Splitting up of 
a flow of air. Mercury, 
a = 5.17 mm. a) splitting 
is absent, w = 35 m/sec; 
b) regime of splitting, 
w = 37 m/sec; c) regime is 
of atomization, w = 
= 40 m/sec;  d) formation 
of lift, w = 60 m/sec. 

2.12), 

In Fig.   ..6  there are  compared maximum diameters of drops in atomization Jets 

* The unstable  form of the drop appears a little before Its disintegration is 
recorded  on  the  photograph.     By this moment,  the drop is already carried slightly 
further along by  the flow. 
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Pig.  2.6.    Comparison of 
limiting diameters of drops 
with their maximum diameters 
in the atomization spectra. 
1 — upper limit of stability; 
2 — water, 0- t *  0.072nu.i, 
O- e = 0.150nun,(i# — e - 
■ 0.22 to 0.25 mm. 

of the injectors with different thickness of sheet 

e with limiting diameters of drops according to the 

theory of splitting at D = 14 (taking into account 

entrainment of the drops). The graphs shows that 

limiting dimensions of drops noticeably exceed a,,,,,,, 
IHclX 

in spectra of injectors with comparatively low flow 

rate. 

In the monograph [5]. Longwell giving results 

of experiments of Lane, makes the assumption that 

a dependence of type (2.1) is valid within a wide 

range of small diameters of drops. On this basis 

there are estimated dimensions of small particles 

of hydrocarbon fuel, which retain their stability 

at flow velocities of the order of 60 m/sec. 

In light of what has been said about the inter- 

action of processes of entrainment and  deformation 

of small drops [see formula (2.28)], it is clear 

that results of estimates of Longwell cannot be con- 

sidered to be sufficiently well founded. 

The entire process of deformation and motion of drops at D = 10.7 occurs In 

the following manner (see Pigs. 2.28 and 2.29): the initial spherical drop is 

maximally deformed in a very short interval, corresponding to AC (as compared to the 

total time of its stay in the chamber):* This state depends on the initial value 
p 

of the criterion D0 = p a^u^o and conditions of entrainment of the drop.    Then there 

occurs slower decrease of deformation of the drop with its entrainment by the flow. 

The given process can be considered as a quasi-static process, in which the 

drag coefficient of the deformed drop c and its middle F are simply determined by 

current values of the diminishing quantity D. 

A more detailed description of motion of the drop during variable deformation 

will be given below. The influence of deformation of the drop on increase of its 

center section and drag coefficient should be considered subsequently intoductlon 

of the special function V'(D). 

♦Tne drop moving in the flow experiences oscillations due to altenuate separation 
of vortices from different sections of Its surface (formation of a turbulent wake). 
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Let us expound briefly certain results of theoretical investigation of develop- 

ment of instability of a drop located in a flow. 

The process of disintegration itself, without taking into account entrainment 

of the particle by a flow, is analytically discussed in work [6]. The liquid of 

the drop and the surrounding gas are taken to be ideal, and there are considered only 

perturbations which are axially symmetric relative to the flow axis. Solution by 

the method of small perturbations makes it possible to determine the critical value 

of the Weber number. At large magnitudes of this number there occurs instability 

and disintegration of the drop. 

An important result of the work is the determination of forms of perturbations 

of the liquid surface corresponding to the equation of nodal lines. Nodal line is 

the locus of points on the drop at which the speed of rise of the surface is equal 

to 0.  In sketching different pictures of deformation, it is possible to assume that 

independence upon values of the deformation or Weber numbers, disintegration of the 

initial drop will lead to formation of drops or tori. 

In the particular case of equality of the Weber number to zero, (absence of 

flow around the drop), is obtained the well-known result of Rayleigh about stability 

of a spherical drop. General conclusions about the critical Weber number as needed, 

apparently, in subsequent refinement, since this solution was conducted with disre- 

gard of dissipation of energy and with replacement of the real distribution of 

pressures on the drop by pressures corresponding to ideal flow around it. 

Probably, in the general case, development of the real process of Instability 

leading to disintegration can start either on a spherical drop or on a deformed 

drop (for instance, an ellipsoid, a liquid ring with a film, etc.). 

§ 3.  APPLICATION OP SIMILARITY THEORY TO TIE PROBLEM OP ATOMIZATION 
OP A LIQUID BY SWIRL INJECTORS 

With the help of a series of well-known experimentell methods (the capture 

method, method of paraffin separation, spark photography) there has been accumulated 

considerable material on the fineness of atomizatlon by swirl Injectors. 

For the purpose of obtaining dependences, possessing certain generality, results 

of experiment have to be processed in dimensionless parameters. This problem can be 

solved either with the help of consideration of equations defining the process, or 

by means of general methods of the theory of similarity. For finding the number 

and structure of dimensionless criteria, we will use an alternate path based on the 
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Fig.  2.7.    Atomlzatlon Jet  from a  swirl injector during 
fuel feed  upstream,    1 — zone  of phtography;  the arrow 
indicates direction of the  flow. 

well-known "Il-theorem"   [7].    Use of equations  of stability of a film of liquid 

(method of small perturbations) gives  In principle  the same result. 

The system of basic dimensional parameters characterizing the process  Includes 

eight quantities:    a,  u,   e,   o, u  ,  p  , n  ,  p   .     The  quantity a Is a definite average 

diameter,  for Instance  the median diameter of the spectrum aM,  corresponding to the 

ordinate "0.5"  on the  statistical curve of total relative volumes.    By maximum diam- 

eter a»,-,, we will understand the diameter corresponding to ordinate "0.95"  on the 

curve of total relative  volumes,  i.e.,   the  largest  diameter for the mass  of drops 

constituting 955^ of the  entire volume of atomized  liquid  (see more about curves  of 

the spectrum below).     Quantity u is  the  Initial outflow velocity of  liquid   relative 

to the system of coordinates connected with the  surround flow. 

As theoretical and  experimental  investigations  have shown,   the  process  of 

atomlzatlon is determined  by velocity of liquid  relative to air at  the place  of 

disintegration of the  stream.    For the  case  of atomlzatlon in motionless air this 

speed coincides with outflow velocity.    For an injector aimed upstream relative  to 

the flow, it is equal  to the geometric difference  between velocity vectors of outflow 

velocity and  the oncoming flow velocity. 

In straight-through-flow chambers,   Khere can be  used  this centraflow system of 

fuel supply,  sirce it provides  sufficient  fineness  of atomlzatlon and a good  quality 

of carburetlon.    In Fig.   ^.7  there Is shown a spark photograph of a section of the 

atomlzatlon Jet of a swirl injector set against  th :   flow.    Many (especially the 

larpe) drops on it are deformed and hav.j elllt ;-oldal  shape, with major axis  oriented 
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perpendicularly to the oncoming flow velocity (in accordance with the character of 

distribution of pressure on the sphere located in the  flow).    For an injector aimed 

downstream,  this relative velocity is close to the outflow velocity since the body 

of the injector protects the root section of the stream from the action of the flow. 

Quantity E is the thickness of the sheet of liquid ensuing from the swirl in- 

jector, measured along the normal to the sheet  (along the normal to the average 

velocity of the liquid V).    This quantity characterizes the quality of the injector 

as an atomizer.    The smaller the e of a given injector is, the smaller (other things 

being equal) are the drops which are formed.    Using the expression of volumetric 

flow rate Q through the injector (Fig. 2.8), we can obtain a dependence for calcula- 

tion of e: 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

where    f - area of normal cross section of liquid  sheet with thickness e  (surface 
area of frustum of a cone with generatrix AB); 

v — average outflow speed through cross section f; 

u - flow coefficient of injector,  taking into account filling of the nozzle 
section by the stream, turn of the stream by the angle of atomization, 
losses of pressure and velocity profile in  the  liquid; 

M    - coeffieclent taking into account losses of pressure and the velocity 
profile of the  liquid; 

Ap — pressure drop on liquid  feed, 
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Equating the  right sides of equations  (2.15) and  (2.14)  and  soferlng the 

quadratic equation,  we find 

-«—^l1*/1-^} (2.15) 

Prom Pig. 2.8 it follows that E < r /COB a,  and therefore the square root cor- 

responding to the plus sign does not have physical meaning. At present in the 

literature there is not contained sufficiently complete materials for estimate of 

u , which depends on regime of flow and type of Injector. Order of magnitude of 

nv 
m  0.8 to 0.9.  Omitting coefficient u in the first approximation, we will write 

equation (2.15) in the form 

•--Ml-Vl-iicasa). 
CM« r    ' 

(2.16) 

Curves expressing dependence of e/r on a and u are shown In Fig. 2.8. Quantity 

n is easy to determine experimentally after tests of the injector, or to calculate 

theoretically.  The graph of the dependence for e/r shows that over a considerable c 
Interval of change,  quantity e depends  little on angle of atomization a.    Thus, 

during measurement of angle 2a  (for determination of e)  there  Is not required high 

accuracy.    This permits us to be limited to usual phonography of the atomlzatlon Jet. 

Quantity e can be  calculated  the same way with the help of the  theory of the swirl 

Injector:* 

«-(r, —rjcos«, (2.17) 

where a and  r    — functions of parameter A: m 
r_ — radius of air vortex of  injector. m 

In Fig.  2.9 there is given a corresponding graph for function  e/rc  = f(A) ac- 

cording to the  theory of Abramovlch  [8] .     Quantity o Is the capillary constant of 

liquid in air  (or another medium)  and  is determined by the nature  of the liquid 

and its temperature.    Finally quantities  p   ;  u   ;  p_; u» are density and dynamic vis- 

cosity of the gas and  liquid. 

The majority of available experimental data for such liquids as water, gasoline, 

kerosene,  alcohol,   indicate the  fact  that  the change of surfac?  tension Is more 

important during the process of disintegration of streams  than change of other 

physical constants.     Applying the  "IT-thoorem"  of similarity theory  to the considered 

•The question about the form of the  liquid  sheet ensuing from the  swirl Injec- 
tor is considered  in more detail,   for Instance  in work  [9]. 
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Fig.  2.9.    Dependenca 
of thickness of 
11quid sheet on the 
geometric character- 
istic of Injector. 

rc'R 
A = —m  Is the geo- 

rBX-n 

metric characteristic 
of the injector ac- 
cording to data of 
Abramovich. 

problem, we will write a dependence between 5 dimension- 

less parameters  (8 dimensional magnitudes and  3 basic units 

of measure — kg,  m,  sec)  in the following form 

!&_.   _!M.   Jt.    9^\ (2.18) 
« \   l*r ff Ihi KB/ 

In the right side, the first complex is Reynolds 

number for the liquid sheet (I.e., a quantity proportional 

to the ratio of forces of dynamic pressure during flow of 

the sheet to viscosity forces. The second complex is a 

ratio of the form 

sometimes in the literature it is called the Onezorge 

number. This number is obtained as the ratio of the square 

of Reynolds number to the Weber number pru e/o. As laready was said, the Weber 

number has a simple physical meaning and is a magnitude proportional to the ratio 

of dynamic pressure of the air flow to pressure of surface tension. 

It is also possible to consider other dimensionless combinations, 'mt equation 

(2.18) is more convenient in the processing and analysis of experimental materials. 

However, it is quite complicated, since it contains four independent paramters. For 

decrease of their number we will Introduce certain simplifying assumptions. We will 

consider that the Influence of change of number Mn/Uji on the process of atomlzatlon 

is small compared with other factors. This is indicated by experimental data. 

Theoretical solution of Weber [2] for disintegration of acylindrical stream of vis- 

cous liquid and experiments on splitting of drops show the comparatively small in- 

fluence of change of ^a on the process of atomlzatlon. 

Thus, it is possible to expect that the stipulation which was made will be valid 

for the not very viscous liquids enumerated above (at temperatures of the liquid not 

too much differing from room temperature). Viscosity affects thickness of the sheet 

e (fineness of drops) due to influence on the flow coefficient and angle of atomlza- 

tlon of the injector. This is taken into account by formula (2.16), 

Let us consider at first the case of the small influence of ratio of densities 

of liquid and gas (ft,/pÄ
!a const), for instance atomlzatlon under atmospheric condi- 

tions or the surrounding air. 

After the above made assumptions, the dependence between numbers determining the 
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phenomenon of atomizatlon will acquire the form 

(2.19) 

For determination of the form of the functional dependence F, experimental data on 

atomizatlon obtained by us and other researchers were processed in the corresponding 

dimensloniess numbers. 

Oraphs shown In Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 illustrating results of this processing 

show that points are located approximately on a certain family of averaging curve.s. 

Number IL = uep /u was taken as the argument, and \\n =  et o/p  was taken an the 

parameter of the curve. For convenience of review of results, every curve was 
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constructed not for one constant value of the parameter, but for points correspondlhR 

to a comparatively small interval of its change. Thus, every curve corresponds to 

a definite value of epro/|ir, equal to the average magnitude on the given Interval 

of change (values of Units of change of this parameter are shown on the graphs). 

Let us analyze the character of the obtained dependences. Experimental curves 

show that relative fineness is less, the larger the Reynolds number Re given at 

eppO/Vj,. Thus, for a given injector and liquid coarseness of drops is less, the 

larger the relative velocity of the liquid u. Starting at a definite value of 

uep /u , further increase of the dimenslonless number little affects decrease of 

coarseness. This value is attained fatter, the less the corresponding magnitude of 

epro/(ir. 
0 

In every specific case, according to Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, it is possible for a 

given flow velcoity w to determine the limiting value of u and the pressure drop Ap 

for the fuel feed which it is inexpedient to increase further for production of 

finer atomlzation. uep /u = const, relative coarseness will be less, the less 

eppo/u-, is. At constant u for a given liquid, coarseness of stomizatlon under 

standard atmospheric conditions will be less, the less the thickness of the liquid 

sheet e. 

Using logarithmic coordinates, we can obtain a form of function approximating 

the curves in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. These functions will be written in the followinn; 

way: 

Ä- - (135 + 3,87.10-»«i)«7*»; 

ÄB.^ («7 + 3,44.10-3«^ «7*', 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

where 

«l- and 9-wm—EZ- 

In experiments whose results are generalized by formulas   (2,20) and   (2.21), 

parameters u,  E and  o changed within the following limits: 

27<«<120  n/secj 

7D<«<290 n; 
a002<«<a0073  kg/m; 

30<all<7Q0ui 

In the given formulas, dimenslonless  parameters vary within the limits 
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120 <«,< 1200; 
7000<«t'<60000. 

As the  subsequent check*  showed,  formulas  (2.20) and  (2.21),   in which parameters 

of the environment are taken at standard atmospheric conditions, give results satis- 

factory in practice for the following range of change of magnitudes of pressures p, 

temperature of the medium t_j and temperature of the liquid t: 

Q9<p<3 atm(tech) 
vr<tm<v*rci 
50</<400C. 

Further, based on dependences (2.20) and (2.21), it is possible to obtain 

formulas determining the atomization spectrum. In the literature, for problems of 

atomlzation and carburetion [10] there is widely used an empirical equation for 

representation of the curve of the volume (or mass) atomlzation spectrum in coordi- 

nates y, a and V , a (Rozin-Ramler formulas): 

a" 
(2.22) 

AV 
where y = g- « relative volume of the drops. I.e., the volume of all drops AV. 

occurring OP a given (small) Interval of the spectrum which have 
dimensions (a.; a, + Aa.), referred to the volume of all drops V0 

and the length of the Interval Aa.; 

diameter of drops in the atomlzation spectrum (diameter on small 
Interval Aa^ 

V~  — total relative volume. I.e., the sum of relative volumes of all 
drops with diameter smaller than or equal to the given drop a.; 

a;  n — constants, called respectively dimension constant and distribution 
constant. 

Equation (2.22) expresses the probability density curve for volumes of liquid 

with respect to dimensions of drops in the atomlzation spectra of swirl injectors. 

Functions y, V are defined on the whole interval a; at a = uu , V = 1.  Experi- 

ence shows that their application for a finite interval (a . : a   ) does not lead rr v min  max' 

•The check consisted of comparison of results of calculation of the distribution 
of concentrations of atomized liquid In a flow of air (see § 11, Chapter II) with 
data on experimental determination of those concentrations. 
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to  large errors.     As  it was earlier agreed,   V = 0.95 * 1 at a ■ a       .♦    It is 
S    ITlcLX lucl-X 

easy to note that 

ä-—2a—. (?.24) 

(ta2)T 

The larger the dimension constant a, the bigger the drop; the larger the distribution 

constant n (at given a), the more uniformly they are distributed over dimensions, 

i.e., the steeper the slope of the curve constructed according to equation (2.22). 

Quantities n and "a change n dependence upon the injector and the regime of its 

operation; I.e., they depend on all measured parameters determlng the process of 

atomlzatlon of the liquid. 

§ 4.  FORMULA OF THE ATOMIZATION SPECTRUM 

Using the above materials, we can make an attempt to deriveaapproximate dlmen- 

sionless relationships for determination of parameters n and &.    From relationship 

(2.23) we find 

Substituting a from equation (2.24) into equation (2.25), we find the ratio 

a. max- /v 
•-   (T^)^ (2.26) 

(hD* 
Hence we determine quantity n: 

i2^-) 
'   «I« 

Finding ratio a^^^a    with help of term by term division of equations  (2.20) 

and   (2.21),  and  remembering that V = 0.95,  we derive from expression  (2.27) a 

formula for calculation of n: 

0.638 
/l+5.4.IO-mt   ..M\ 

•\2 + 5.4.IO-»n,     »      / 

(2.28) 

♦a ,     is usually a minute magnitude  of the  order of 1 to 5 i^;  the volume  (or 

mass)  of auch drops  turns  out  to be  practically   insignificant   in the  total spectrum. 
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Substituting  ehe value of aM from (2.20)  in equation (2.24),  we will obtain a 

formula for calculation of a: 

- •(i35 + 3.«r.io-»nt)n: 
a ■• ^^——^——^— 

-•.# 
(2.29) 

(hi)' 
Thus, formulas (2.28) and (2.29) make it possible according to given parameters 

of the flow, feed pressure, dimensions of injector and parameters of liquid air, to 

construct the atomization spectrum. For convenience of calculation, these formulas 

can be represented in the form of the corresponding graphs shown in Figs. 2.12 and 

2.13, For more exact description of the empirical curves of the atomization spectra, 

there can be constructed more complicated formulas, containing not two, but three 

or more constants. 

In work [11], of the three constants of the distribution curve, there is con- 

sidered the maximum diameter of a drop in the spectrum. Use of equations of form 

(2.23) is the first approximation In the solution of the complicated problem of the 

relation between distribution of drops in atomization spectra and regime parameters 

characterizing disintegration of the stream of liquid. 

In Fig. 2,14, spectra obtained according to formulas (2.28) and (2.29) are 

compared hlth experimental spectra. 

Calculations conducuted for conditions of atomization in a flow of air show th&l 

distribution constant n usually varies within the limits 2 s n s 4. 

We will consider as an example the calculation of the distribution spectrum of 

drops for a specific regime of atomization by a swirl injector in a flow of air. 

Initial Data of Calculation 

1. Location of injector — against flow. 

2. Fuel — kerosene. 

3. Velocity of air flow w = 86 m/sec. 

4. Temperature and pressure in flow of air tB = 20
oC, pB ■ 1 atm (abs.). 

5. Pressure drop during fuel feed and fuel flow rate through injector ^pT = 

= 2 atm (gage); G = 8.73 g/sec. 

6. Temperature, specific gravity and surface tension of fuel t =» 430C; y    - 

= 806 kg/m5; 0 = 2.48'10'3 kg/m. 

7. Diameter of nozzle opening and atomization angle of injector d =1.2  mm; 
c 

2a  = 820C. 
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Calculations start with determination of parameters of fuel supply, discharge 

(flow) coefficient of injector \i, thickness of liquid sheet e and outflow velocity 

of liquid V. 

Discharge coefficient through injector is equal to 
g,       8.73-10-»  

The formula for thickness of the liquid sheet gives 

. 0.134. 

|-f t-licot. I-/I-0.4340.756 ft 
««i rc — —TZ •0,8 «0,143m«. 

«ets 0,755 

b) 
•        X 

f to      *0       M      to       100     no   aU 
Fig, 2.15,  Calculation of atomi^atlon spectrum. 
a) graphic determination of u, b) atomization 
spectrum. 

Outflow velocity (we will take velocity coefficient u., = 1) Is equal to 

-/T-l/m-^- 
Knowing the quantities V, a, w, we find the value of Initial relative velocity 

u0. For this, it is most convenient to use the graphic method of the velocity tri- 

angle (Fig. 2.15). It gives the value Uy = 103 m/sec. 

Having at out disposal all necessary dimensional parameters, we calculate dlmen- 

sionless numbers of the atomization process. Magnitudes of viscosity u = u and 

density p are taken from tables for physical constants of air: 

0,- 
I43-IO--O.I2-I03 

1,7»-10-« 
990  n _ W  14310-^ 0.«»,48I0-« 
990, nt" Jt   - (1.7910-)*    J,3300• 

\>$fy*£***:i~> a 
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The median and maximum diameter of drops and characteristics of the atomizatlon 

spectrum, we determine by the formulas given In §§ 3 and 4 of the present chapter: 

q,«(fSt+ 3>CM0-*J ■?■'••-57,5 Hj 

«-Ä-(«y+s.«io-%g«7,,,t = i« u. 

Distribution constant 

«a 
0,6» 

'«['-t + M.lU.J^] 
1.84. 

Dimension constant 

(tat) jjr-n u. 

Curve of the atomizatlon spectrum 

M« 

In Fig, 2.15 there is given the calculated curve of the atomizatlon spectrum. 

Magnitude of the ratio max = •?->r « 2 is characteristic for the majority of 
aM    a50# 

types of swirl injectors. Coarseness of atomizatlon obtained In the example may lie 

acknowledged from the point of view of quality of carburetion in the air flow 

(volatility, etc.) to be fully satisfactory. Presence of an injector system in 

the combustion chamber (fuel manifold) will not change coarseness of atomizatlon 

obtained above a single injector noticeably. The density of distribution of Injec- 

tors in usual straight-through-flow chambers turns out to be not too great, and the 

mutual interference of atomizatlon Jets will not be very significant from this point 

of view. 

We noe touch the question of influence of parameters of the environment and 

liquid p , a , p , \i    on  the process of atomizatlon. Materials available at present 

do not permit us to answer it with sufficient completeness. Here it is possible to 

give only individual experimental data. 

Let us note systematically the obtained, but strange at first glance result: 

wJth fall of pressure and density of the surrounding medium, coarseness of atomiza- 

tlon of the swirl injector decreases. This can be explained by the presence of two 

contradicting tendencies manifested in the process of atomizatlon. With decrease 

of external forces acting on the liquid sheet, (decrease of density of the medium), 

the Intensity of disintegration should decrease, i.e., the optimum wave of unstable 
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Pig.  2.16.     Influence of density of medium on 
coarseness of atomizatlon  (the fuel  Is kerosene). 

oscillation should  increase  (which is  indicated by experiments with direct-spray 

injectors).    Forces splitting up the already formed  drops also decrease.    Conse- 

quently,  there can be formed and retained  bigger drops which will not be  subjected 

to splitting. 

On the other hand,  decrease of intensity of the  process of disintegration  leads 

to essential lengthening of the nondisintegrated  section of the sheet and,  conse- 

quently,  to its thinning in the zone of disintegration  (due to considerations of 

constancy of flow rate of liquid through the annular cross sections of the sheet). 

This should lead to considerable decrease of coarseness of the drops  into which the 

thin sheet disintegrates. 

As experiments show,   (in the range of lowered  pressures) the second  tendency 

predominates, which explains  the given result.     Processing data for pressure  of the 

medium 0.2 s P s l atm (abs.) and temperature  t =  20oC in the similarity criteria 

offered above and taking  into account the parameter Pp/p«, we can generalize  the 

earlier obtained  formula for the range of changing pressures of the surroundlnp 

medium.     In Fig.   2.16  there  is  shown the  influence  of factor p /p    on the coarseneft; 
r' r« 

of atomizatlon. 

Corresponding analysis shows that the sought iependence 

(2.30) 

has the form 
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where 

'"IT)1 

m - const «O.© to 0,9. 

On the basis o:' this  there  can be obtained  the approximate formula 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

I36 + S.MO-«      • 
-5L^720i.  ^ mM (2.33) 

which   is  valid   In the  same  ranfie  of change of dimensional parameters as  formula 

(^.20): 

0,286-!0-»<-fe<if4. lo-«. 
tm 

For the case  of atmospheric  conditions,  equation   (2.33)  becomes  (2.20).     During 

rough estimate of magnitude  of a       ,   it  is  possible   to use   relationship 

lJäL\*M 

«y    ^      0,23       V P« / 
(2.3-4 

The question about the Influence of parameters \i     and M_ on the procer.s of 

atomlzation has been studied to a still lesser degree than the Influence of faci-ors 

t'n mci P»' However, the majority of data testify to their small influence.  Consid- 

eration of change of u_ may be needed when heated fuel is atomized. 

According to data of Giffen and Murashov [10], 

Thus, it is possible to consider approximately the Influence of M-g/Mp for such 

liquids as water, gasoline, kerosene ar.d alcohol, multiplying results obtained by the 

formulas (2.20), (2.21) and (2.3?) by the factor 
f*j£\M 

,  where M°:  VZ are data r     M 

corresponding to the temperature   15 C. 

According to data of Lon^well   [3]$  the  influence  of viscosity of liquid  on 

coarseness of drops  starts  to appear at quite  large values  of u»10 0.13 poise.     This 

value   Is   lower than parameters   for conventional  propellants  of air-breathing Jet 

i.'nrines   under normal condition:'. 
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§ 5.  SCHEME OF ANALYSIS OP A CENTRIFUGAL INJECTOR WITH CONSIDERATION 
OF COARSENESS OF ATOMIMTION 

Using the given formulas. It is possible to r;ive a basic scheme of calculation 

of parameters of an injector providing a definite fuel flow rati at a given average 

Mift 

tt 

*i 

t 
coarseness of atomization.    F'or the purpose of simplifi- 

cation we will use  the  theory of a swirl  injector devel- 

oped by Abramovich   [8]   for an 1'ieal liquid.     Results of 

calculation will be nearer to reality,   the less  the 

viscosity of the given  liquid. 

The problem of calculation Is  formulated  in the 

following way:    There  is given flow rate  of liquid r; 

which is atomized  in a flow of air of velocity w, where 

average coarseness of drops should be equal to EU .    We 

want to determine  basic  structural parameters  of such 

an injector  r  ,   R,   r     ,   n* and  feed  pressure  Ap   (see 

Figs.  2.9,   2.17 and  2.18). 

if 

* ff fr 4* 4* «*•» 
Fig. 2.17. Analysis of a 
swirl injector taking 
into account coarseness 
of atomization. For so- 
lution of the transcen- 
dental equation x = y; 
» - «j! y- (Vc + 

Let us derive relationships for determination of such unknown magnitudes as 

^«•/l35 + 3.67.10-»^UJ^p,
( (i) 

flow rate of liquid through the injector 

0-13.92^/4^. (> 

outflow velocity of liquid (for simplification we again take |i » 1) 

/F- 
thickness of liquid sheet of swirl injector 

.-rt./M)»re./. 
t _    ft* 

(5) 

CO 

Formula   (A) determines  thickness  of liquid   .sheet of injector  In terms  of its 

geometric characteristic.     Function f(A)   is  more conveniently represented  graphically 

(see Fig.  2.9).    Further calculation can bo  conducted   In the following way.     Take the 

arbitrary quantity A according to which e/r     is  determined,  and  also u  and a accordinr 

»n — number of  feed  channels of swirl   Injectoi 
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Pig.   2.18.    Depen- 
dence of discharge 
coeffJclenc and 
atomizatlon angle on 
geometric character- 
istic of Injector. 

to the curves shown In Fig.   2.18.    Selection of quantity A 

can be subjected  to the additional requirement of obtaining 

the given atomizatlon angle  2a.    Let us express  quantity UQ 

in relationship  (Ujrjjt terms  of Ap and r  .    If the  Injector 

is directed along the flow,  then u0 = v (according to what 

was  stated above);  for an injector directed against the flow, 

quantity u0 is determined by w, v (for Instance,  with help 

of construction of a velocity triangle u0 =» v - w). 

For simplicity we will assume that the injector  Is 

directed along the flow.    We will substitute  in formula  (5) 

the value of Ap from equation  (2); 

y $ i3.9v*: (5) 

p,--I=-:   g-9.8lm/sec2 

We will substitute  in equation (1)  values of u from relationship  (5)  and  E  from 

relationship  (4).    After transformations, we will obtain an equation for determination 

of the value of r    of the injector c 

where 

Pi 

(C) 

•I-I35; 

Coefficients in formula (6) are calculated by the initial parameters given In 

the calculation. This equation is transcendental and must be solved graphically 

(see Fig 2,17). After determinlnß r from formula (2), we find Ap. 

Example of calculation. 

Given: G = 9 g/secj au =» 60 p; the fuel is gasoline; surround medium is air 

under normal conditions. 

Constants of air and fuel are the following; 
? , k p    = 0.12 kg'sec /m ; 

I M = 77 kg-sec
2/11/*; 

Mr, * 1.79'10'°  kg-sec/m ; 

o = 0,002 kg/m. 
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Determine; basic structural parameters of the Injector and feed pressure of 

the fuel. We take quantity A = 1; then from the given graphs we will obtain f = 0.24, 

M^ - 0.^4 (angle of atomization of the injector will be equal to 78°). 

We calculate coefficients of equation (6) 

•1-6.61. UK l/u; 

lb-43.M6-««,'a. 

For convenience of graphical solution, we write equation (6) in the form 

(7) 

(8) 

(B) 

In Pig. 2.17 there is shown the method of graphical solution of equation (6). 

Ordinate of the point of intersection of curves (x) and (y) gives the unlmown value 

of r " 0.35 nm. From structural considerations we will determine values of R, r 

and n satisfying the relationship 

4-1. 

By equation  (2) we find Ap = 18.2 atm  (gage);  thickness of the  liquid  sheet of 

such an injector is equal to 84 \i.    According to calculation,  parameters of the 

Injector will be the following: 

A 
fe" 

* Sri* re MM C MM RUM rnMM n 
Ap 

atm (gage) 

1 6.« 6.44 78 0.36 0.084 3.6 0.8 2 18.2 

*t 

( 

§ 6. DIRECT-SPRAY ATOMIZATION 

As has already been said, along with the use of swirl injectors, in combustion 

chambers there can be used the simpler direct-spray fuel feed (Fig. 2.19). Usually 

the axis of fuel streams is set at an angle to the flow; this permits the obtalnlne 

of quite a wide atomization Jet. Combustion chambers of direct-spray Injector mani- 

folds have shown fully satisfactory results. 

On the surface of the still und Is Integrated section of the cylindrical stream 

fed into the gas flow there act the arodynamlc forces of the gas flow. The stream 1 

resisted by the external Influence; this is expressed In Increase of the Internal 

pressure of the liquid. Pressure grows due to the appearance of centrifugal forces 
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Fig. 2.19. Diagram of an experiment In photographing 
the Jet of a direct-spray atomizer In an airflow. 
1 — spark Illuminator; 2 — condenser; 3 — air conduit; 
4 — camera; 5, 6 — atomlzatlon Jets (sprays) during 
photographing in profile and vertical projections. 

f? 

i 

1 r<~ 

in inertia during distortion of flow lines (bending of the stream), which remained 

rectilinear while the liquid was Inside the channel of the atomizer. Simultaneously, 

external forces flatten the round 

stream, transforming it into a 

liquid sheet (Figs. 2.20 and 2.21). 

Thus, not the stream disin- 

tegrates but the sheet, which is 

Jet like an element of the sheet 

of a swirl injector. Correspond- 

ing calculations and experiments 

confirm the possibility of use of 

this analogy for approximate deter- 

mination of coarseness of drops. 

It turns out that coarseness of 

the drops of a direct-spray atomizer has, other things being equal, the order of 

magnitude of drops of a swirl injector with thickness of sheet E equal to the average 

thickness of the sheet 6  into which the cylindrical stream is flattened. This permits cp 
us to apply the formulas presented above for coarseness of atomlzatlon to the given 

case. 

Let us briefly expound certain indeas  of the elementary theory of deformation 

of a cylindrical stream of liquid  in a flow of gas.    The theory makes  it possible 

to determine  approximately the form of the  stream and parameters  influencing coarse- 

ness of atomlzatlon. 
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Fig. 2.20. Position of axis of deformed stream 
of liquid (white line) in a flow of air. Pro- 
file projection. Water. dc = 1,3 mm; pr = 

= 0.12 kg'sec2/m ; ß0 = 90°; a) w = 90 n/sec, 

v = 11.7 n/sec; b) w = 72 rr/sec; v = 11.7 ny^sec; 
c) w = 49.3 n/sec; v ■ 12,4 n/sec. 
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Flg. 2.21.    Deformed stream In verti- 
cal projection.    Water,    p    - 

Basic assumptions on which the theory 

Is based consist of the following: 

1.    Flow around the stream is considered 

as flow around a solid body.    For estimate 

of distribution of pressures on different 

sections of the surface of the stream there 

are used corresponding data on the distribu- 

tion of pressures on solid bodies of similar 

shape.    Such a formulation of problem, 

strictly speaking.  Is equivalent to the 

problem of flow of a stream inside an in- 

finitely long elastic tube which does not 

render additional resistance.    The stream 
= 0.12 kg «sec /m ;  d = 2 nun; w = 
=. 47.5 nyW; v = 5.7 «/sec,    a) spark      in this case wil1 not disintegrate, and on 
photograph of liquid sheet;  b)  usual ...  „„„-„„„ ^a,^ „in  „„<■  -„„oo^ „Q».<-„,.v„. 
photo|raph of liquid sheet. its surface there wil1 not aPPear Perturba- 

tions with increasing amplitudes. 

At Reynolds numbers of the gas flow around the stream equal approximately to 

1000 and larger,  which are of practical interest, the role of tangents of frictional 

forces on the liquid surface is small as compared 

to that of the normal pressures  (form drag pre- 

dominates over frictional resistance). 

The transition from liquid  surface to solid 

surface will reflect mainly on the magnitude of 

tangential stresses.    On a liquid surface,   tan- 

gential stresses must be less due to the fact 

that tangential velocities on the interface due 

to circulation inside the  liquid are not equal 

to zero. 

2.    Curvature of the  stream in the plane 

of symmetry are taken to be  small as compared 

to its  thickness;  this permits use in corres- 

ponding cases  of data obtained for flow around a flat plate.    Experiment confirms 

v.his assumption. 

5.    Let us disregard viscosity of the liquid and not consider circulation in 

Fig.   2.22.     Derivation of ""hu 
equation of a  liquid   lire. 
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cross sections of the stream. This assumption also permits us not to consider non- 

uniformity of velocities In the initial section of the stream and decrease of speed 

along its axis. 

4.    Let us disregard weight of the stream, which Is small compared to other 

acting forces. 

Let us select the origin of coordinates of the absolute system to be in the 

center of the nozzle opening.    Axis Ox will be directed parallel to vecotr w, and 

axis Oy will be vertical.    Outflow velocity of liquid v will be directed at angle 

ß0 to axis Ox (Fig.  2.22).    The modulus of vector v, «is already was said,  in a certain 

range is taken to be constant.    Experiment  show that there exists a fully definite 

section of undisturbed stream where the process of disintegration has only begun. 

On this section the amplitude of perturbations waves is comparatively small, and the 

liquid surface can be considered to be smooth. 

Considering the motions of the center of mass of an element of the sheet and 

applying to it D'Alembert's principle  (in projections on the normal to the axis of 

the stream),  we will obtain 

'•■'?-*-?*■• (^■56, 

where R is the radius of curvature of the trajectory of the center of mass of the 

element of the sheet. 

In the left side of equation (2.56) there is written the expression for external 

force acting on the surface of element df (normal component); in the right side - 

force of inertia applied to center of mass of element dm. 

Applying to the stream the "solidification principle," we take magnitude c as 

the drag coefficient of an inclined plate of small aspect ratio 

e.-c^sinp. (2-37) 

where cn0 is the drag coefficient of an infinitely long plate Installed transverse 

to the flow. Corresponding estimates for the conditions of our problem show that 

1 < cn0 < 2, and that it is possible to take approximately c 0 - 1.2. 

The sine of angle ß (angle of slope of the tangent to the axis of the distorted 

stream) is expressed in terms of derivatives of the trajectory of the center of mass 

^"TrlW'li+y^ (2.?8) 

For tne radius of curvature R we use the well-known formula of differential 

peometry 
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«.SLtftL, (2.39) 
Putting the value of sin ß and R from relation (2.38) and (2.39) Into equality 

(2.36) and carrying out appropriate transformations, we will obtain 

ft-kWVT+T1. (2.4o) 

where 

Here 6 is  thickness of the liquid  sheet  into which the cylindrical stream is deformed, 

Relation (2.40) is the differential equation of the axis of the liquid stream 

deformed by the flow y = f(x).    This curve will be called the  liquid line  (by analogy 

with an elastic line).    Boundary conditions have the form 

x =  0;   y  =  0;  y    «  tg PQ. 

Simplifying the problem, we will take the quantity 6,  which varies with x.  In 

the expression for parameter k as a certain average, constant thickness of the ■  soet 

6    j  then k « const and differential equation (2.40) can easily be  Integrated, cp 
Solving the equation and using the boundary conditions,  we will obtain the 

equation of the liquid line In the form 

fi+-*(»«+r/w+^+dfU.)] -H—  ^  —^J (2.42) 

Expression  (2.42)  Is  the equation of a family of affine  curves;  i.e.,  for given 

ß0 all curves are obtained from one  similarity transformation with coefficient k. 

The  larger parameter k is.  I.e.,   the higher the impact pressure of the gas and  lower 

the  Impact pressure of the liquid,  the  smaller ordlnate y is and  the more strongly 

the stream will be deformed. 

Radius of curvature of the stream can be expressed  In terms  of the Instantaneous 

angle of slope  of the liquid  line 

(2.43) 

From the given relationship (..'.43), It is clear that curvature of the stream 

decreases with its "deflection."  In the particular case of supply of liquid trans- 

verse to the flow. Initial angle ß0 Is equal to 90°; under this condition we will 

obtain a simpler expression for the equation of the liquid line: 

f - -j-ln [l + *x + V*x(»x-f- (2.44) 
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Carrying out analysis of deformation of the stream under the  Influence of the 

force of the gas flow,  It is possible to derive approximate dormulas describing the 

process of its transition to a liquid sheet.    They permit us to determine average 

thickness of the deformed stream 6      over the section from the nozzle opening of 

the channel to the zone of disintegration,  and the average thickness "B^- of the 

liquid sheet itself, on coarseness of the drops formed during disintegration depends: 

^-T(I+U^)' -3'l4: ^) 

V^' 

M 

(2.47) 

For the case ß« = 90 

4,- l.2*n*%. (2.48) 

Parameter Dw is the deformation criterion of the sheet. In the process of 

deformation, deforming forces of the external flow and resisting forces of surface 

tension oppose each other. The factor Ag expresses the influence of initial slope 
p0 

of the stream on thickness of the sheet. 

In Fig.  2.20 there is shown a liquid stream ejected from a cylindrical atomizer 

into a flow of air at an angle ß0 ■ 90°.    Curves drawn on the photograph constitute 

liquid lines constructed according to the formula (2.44).    Curves follow the axis 

of the deformed stream in the first approximation.    The given conformity is maintained 

on a certain interval of the stream which is strongly disturbed and disintegrates into 

drops;  i.e.,  the center of mass of the stream continues for a certain time to move by 

inertia along a curve, which is close to the liquid line.    This can be explained by 

the fact that after disintegration,  liquid particles form a quite dense cluster of 

drops,  the main mass of which moves as a single whole.    Results of experimental in- 

vestigations also indicate the validity of the more complicated formula (2,42) for 

initial angle of the stream ß0 = 45°;  60°. 

Applying the above-described method, we can construct an elementary theory of 

deformation for a cylindrical stream of diameter i , which is not flattened, but Is 

only bent in the flow, preserving circular shaped cross section (or little changing 

cross  sections).     Physically this corresponds  to the case of outflow of a very viscous 

liquid,  or of a liquid with high surface  tension, 
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By corresponding reasoning and transformations, we will obtain the same differ- 

ential equation as (2,40), but parameter It^ contained in it will have the following 

form: 

•^(fr-s- (2.49) 

where c    * 1 to 1.13 (for usual regimes of flow in an engine combustion chamber). 

Thus, during estimate of the upper boundary of possible positions of the real 

liquid line, which corresponds to a stream flattened by the gas flow,  it is possible 

to use expression (2.42) or  (2.44), which contain the complex k,.    It is easier to 

find than the analogous parameter k, inasmuch as the latter is determined by the 

entire complicated process of deformation of the stream. 

Example of determination of coarseness of atomization for a direct-spray system 

of fuel supply. 

Initial data;    diameter of atomizer opening 

dc - 0.4 mm;  w = 54 m/sec;  Ap = 1.3 atm (gage);  v0 = 18 m/sec; ß0 = 90°. 

Fuel is kerosene; surrounding medium is air under normal conditions. 

Let us determine the average thickness of the sheet and the initial relative 

outflow velocity u.    Let us find the diameter of the stream: 

d ■ ^c^v' w*iere ^v ^s **ie con*ractlon ratio of the  stream, equal in our case  to 

approximately 0.87;  then, d • 0.36 mm.    The value of Tj^p according to formula  (3.46) 

at Dw =   t6 will be 0.073 mm; T      = 73 ii.    The quantity u0 after subtraction of vectors 

according to UQ =» v - w (rule of the velocity triangle)  is obtained to be equal to 

53 m/aec.    Corresponding criteria in equations  (2.20)  and  (2.21) will be 

*«fe-367:      ?a^-73«o. 

After the calculations we will obtain a    = 63 u and 107 |j..    A specially conducted 

experiment in determination of the coarseness drops  for this case gives values  which 

are close in order of magnitude a    = 70 n. and am„v =  135 U. 

Results of this calculation show that a cylindrical stream durinc disintegration 

in a gas flow will form drops  of considerably smaller dimensions than its diameter. 

Thus,  during atomization of fuel by direct-spray injectors  located at an angle  to 

the  flow,  there can be obtained  the same spectra drops as during the operation of 

swirl injectors. 

During calculation of trajectories of motion of drops  of an atomization Jet, 
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it   is  necessary to determine  the  coordinates of the  point  of beginning c^ motion of 

the drops and  the slope of the   initial velocity veclor VQ.     Corresponding formulas 

of elementary theory permit us   to conduct the necessary calculations and  to deter- 

mine  the  rotation of the velocity vector during deformation of a cylindrical stream. 

§ 7.     ATOMIZATION  JET IN A SUPERSONIC  FLOK 

Below we will consider certain questions connected with supply of liquid   into 

a  supersonic  flow  [12]. 

Let  us assume that an aircraft moves with high supersonic  speed.    Then,  as  it 

is  known,   retardation of flow in the  system of shocks of the  Intake diffuser to the 

level of subsonic velocities will lead  to a very considerable  Increase of air tempera- 

tare  in  the combustion chamber.     In this case,  along with a series of unfavorable 

factors   (dissociation and others),   the process of additional heat supply from combus- 

tion of fuel In the chamber will be  little effective.    Therefore, it is more expedient 

to create  in the engine  incomplete deceleration of flow,  and  to carry out the  process 

of burning in supersonic flow.     In work [13] It  is assumed,  for Instance,  that com- 

bustion of a preliminarily prepared  mixture will occur in a stabilized detonation 

wave. 

High temperature  In the flow  (or In the   Shockwave)   will ensure small periods  of 

induction and high chemical reaction rate.    It  is possible,   therefore,  to expect  that 

development of the process  of burning  In a supersonic  flow will be determined by the 

rate and  quality of carburetion — atomizatlon,  vaporization and mixing.    Processes  of 

atomization and carburetion can be used for organization of combustion on stabillzlnr. 

surfaces  or control surfaces  of aircraft for increase of forces acting along the 

normals  to them (problem of  increase of life and effectiveness of control,  for In- 

stance,   in  rarefied air). 

The  low Intensity of turbulent diffusion in a supersonic  flow (concerning vhlch 

there are definite data) may predetermine the use of liquid  fuel, and not fuel   In 

gaseous  form.    Since components  of the mixture  remain in the chamber with superr'.nic 

flow for an  Insignificant  time,   there  is required  rational organization of carbure- 

tion,  which is capable of limiting the whole working process  of the engine.    First 

of all,   it  is necessary to establish the shape of the atomization Jet and   its exiernal 

boundaries.     It is further  important  to estimate wave  losses  connected with the  fuel 

injection. 

For the  purpose of establishing basic physical characteristics of this  little 

studied   phenomenon and  determination  of the shaie  of  the  atomization Jet.   there  have 
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been conducted corresponding experiments  [12],     For carrying out basic experiments 

there was used an  installation with supersonic  flow.    Air was fed from a pressure 

chamber into a supersonic nozzle adjoining to a  rectangular chamber 120 x 120 mm, 

with windows.    The atomizer was a cylindrical tube with conical tip,  which ensured 

the absence of shocks on the atomizer tube.    The tip of the atomizer end atomlzatlon 

cone were In the   rhombus    equal velocities.    From a cylindrical channel in the wall 

of the tube at an angle of 90° to the axis of the chamber there was injected  liquid 

(flow coefficient \i "* 0.7 to 0.75).    Parameters of the incident flow changed within 

the following range:    Mach number M = 2,902 to 2.0,  total pressure p0 = 15-5 to 

7.7 atm (abs.);  stagnation temperature TQ = 2550K.    Shapes of the atomlzatlon Jet 

and   Shockwave  were studied with the help of photography by the Toepler method and 

spark photography.    Photographs were made in profile and vertical projections.    Analy- 

sis of obtained photographs showed the following features of the studied phenomenon:* 

1.    Before the atomlzation Jet there appears a    Shockwave.    The element of the 

wave adjoining the root of the fuel stream is obviously a   Shockwave   which is close 

to normal  (Fig.  2,23).    On certain pho- 

tographs,  especially at small feed  pres- 

sures,   in this zone before  the normal 

shock there is seen a small — shaped or 

oblique  shock. 

2.    The initial section of the shock 

wave has large slope, which rapidly de- 

creases.    For the most part  the wave  ]s 

quite gently sloping and has  in both pro- 

jections almost rectilinear outlines. 

Fig. 2.23.    Atomlzatlon Jet in a super- 
sonic flow.    M » 2.9;   d_  =  1 mm; Ap ■ 
ho at.m (gage);  p0 = 16 atm  (abs,); T0 = 
2530K.    Alcohol, 

On this section the wave  rapidly approaches  the charcterlstic  (Mach line), 

3.    The range of the atomlzation Jet in the profile projection turns out  to he 

greater,  the higher the feed  pressure of liquid Ap and  the larger the diameter of 

the nozzle opening of the atomizer dc  other things  being equal  (Fig.  2.24),     In verti- 

cal projection,  the width of the Jet changes  little  (although It also Increases  some- 

wha*   with increase of  the  indicated parameters), 
J*.    The outer boundary of the atomlzation Jet    which over Its  Initial section 

"Data on coarseness of atomlzatlon In supersonic flow can be found, for Instance, 
In the article of M, S. VoLynskly (News of Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Technical 
Sciences Branch.   1963,   No.   2) 

, 
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Flg.   2.24.    Configuration of atomiza- 
tion Jet and shock wave during feed 
of liquid into a supersonic  flow,    a) 
profile projection; b) vertical pro- 
jection,  M = 2.9.  T0 = 2530K,   p0 = 
= 16 atm (abs.),  d    = X mm.    Alcohol. 
1 —   Shockwave;  2 — boundary of Jets. 

has large slope, tends with Increase of 

distance from the point of injector to 

approach a certain asymptote, which is 

parallel to the flow axis. 

Photographs done according to the 

Toepler method make it possible to determine 

quite exactly the outer boundary of the Jet 

for different flow engines.    The zone of 

burning  (and  first of all its initial region) 

will be close to the zone of the atomization 

Jet,  since at high t0 of the flow ignition 

apparently occurs before the moment of 

vaporization of the main mass of Injected 

liquid. 

Using equations of the liquid line 

(§ 6 of the present chapter), we will analyze 

the question concerning shape of the  initial 

section of the outer boundary of the Jet  (without taking into account processes of 

vaporization or burning). 

On the basis of observations it is possible  to assume that the liquid stream 
'2 

near its point of Injection is blown by a flow whose parameter p w is close to 

parameters of the gas behind  the normal shock wave.    Then, according to formula 

(2.44),   the equation of the  liquid line on the Interval of the undlslntegrated stream 

will have the form 

Hr-Mi+te+f **(*'+*) 1. (2.50) 

at small values of kx and ky: 

.     >iW« ft. (2.51) 

(2.52) 

According to the well-known relationship of gas dynamics,  it is possible  to 

wrtle 

P^- 1* 
(2.53) 

where X = velocity coefficient (gas-dynamic parameter); 

a     - critical velocity of gas. up 
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According to the formulas of § 6,  we will estlniate the magnitude of 5 at lar^e 

'2, values of D    (large values of p w    ) 

-T (2.5M 

Then for c ,-. ■" 1.3 we will obtain expressions of ky and kx in terms of parameters 
nu 

of the incident flow: 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 
*^c P. 

Considering the region of small values of kx (kx « 1) and keeping in expression 

(2.50) only terms of the form VTtx, we can write 

^«iiiii+/a;i. (2.57) 

Expanding the  right side of equation  (2.57)  in a power series and  leaving the 

first term of the expansion, we will obtain 

f-/fv'/f- (2.58) 

Relationship   (3.58) gives a rough approximate formula for the axis of the CUB- 

torted stream.     It  is valid only under the condition that 

^-f/tf/t<1' (2.59) 

i.e., at small x/d, high fuel feed pressures, large Mach number and high total pres- 

sures of flow p0. 

Assuming that the front boundary of the stream is close in shape to (approxi- 

mately equidistant from) the liquid line, we will write the equation of the initial 

segment of the boundary in the form 

f-ZfiYf (2.60) 

The real proportionality factor in expression (2.60)   should be,   thus,  close to 

but somewhat less  than unity.    This  is explained  by the circumstance  that  real local 
1  .   to , 

values of velocity heads pj,/w   /2 of the  flow around the liquid  stream gradually 

Increase  (consequently,   the value of y  should decrease as compared   to values corre- 

sponding to formula   (2.58)) with departure  of  liquid  from the  zone  of  the normal 

shock. 

Using results  of measurement of the  boundaries of Jets by photographs obtained 
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Fig.  2.25.    Initial section of boundary of an 
atomlzatlon Jet In a supersonic  flow (approxi- 
mate analytic formula). 
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by the Toepler method, and processing materials of the experiments in dimensionless 

parameters, we can check the accuracy of relationship  (2.60).    From th« graph in 

Fig.  2,25.   It follows  that experimental points approach the line described by expres- 

sion (2.60);   its  slope,   in accordance with what has been said.  Indeed  Is close  In 

order of magnitude  to unity,  and la equal to 0.75.     Thus,  the approximate  relation- 

ship of the  initial section of the boundary of the Jet will have the  form 

-i-.o. V^T'/f- (?/!) 

Like the feature  shown  In 5 6 for conditions  of subsonic flow,   in our casr 

equation (2.62) also  turns  out, to be approximately correct over a certain  section 
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Fig. 2.26. Initial section of boundary of atomlza- 
tion Jet in a supersonic flow. 
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after disintegration of the stream into droplets where there moves a dense cluster 

of liquid particles. It Is possible to note that expression 

for the boundary of the atomlzation Jet in a supersonic flow was obtained by 

Malyuzhenets, proceeding form the motion of a separate element of the liquid of a 

disintegrating stream. 

If we consider a longer Interval of the initial section of the boundary, then 

results of experiment satisfactorily follow an empirical curve of the form shown In 

(Fig. 2.26). 

r-Mi+x+iOlXT^i. (2.6?) 

where 

(2.63) r-0.413 y H* i' 
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X-0.412 /^f (2.64) 

The structure of quantities X,  Y in dependence upon (2.62) reflects  the Influ- 

ence of variability of densities of velocities at different points of the flow behind 

the shock wave and several other factors. 

An important circumstance determining the technical possibilities of using 

liquid fuel In a chamber of the considered type is wave losses from the actual injec- 

tion.    By determining photographs  (made  in two projections) the shape of the shock 

wave appearing before the atomization Jet,  we can estimate the magnitude of wave 

losses due  to atomization of fuel in the  supersonic flow. 

The Pitot  loss coefficient in the flow o will be expressed by formula 

J5üt, 
TJ* H* 

(2.65) 
ßm  ,        * 

where P0cc. P0H — the averages over flow rate of total pressures behind the shock» 
^      wave and in the incident flow; 

P0; p0 — total pressure at different points behind the Shockwave and In th 
the Incident fow; 

G — flow rate of air through the cross section of the atomization Jet, 
i 

Values of quantities p0 can be determined In dependence upon the slope of the 

shock wave surface at different points. 

Examples of calculations (with a certain exaggeration of losses) give for the 

value of a single atomiser at M = 2.9 the values 0.Ö5 to 0.9, which apparently Is 

acceptable from the point of view of permissible Pitot losses. However, if there 

is used a group of atomizers, the given value of 1' :ses for the chamber can notice- 

ably Increase. Let us note that the boundary of tne Jet is sensitive to the influ- 

ence of the shock waves, which the Jet can encounter in the chamber (shocks from the 

diffuser and others).  In these cases liquid particles try to follow the flow lines 

behind the shock.  Shocks can also cause separation of the boundary layer on the 

atomizer or chamber wall, which sharply chants.the configuration of the Jet and 

the magnitude of losses, 

§ 8.  MOTION OF A SINGLE DROP IN A GAS FLOW 

Data on kinematics of motion of droplets (velocity, coordinates, time of stay 

In the flow) are required for analysis of vaporization and .. stribution of drops in 

a gas flow. After completion of disintegration of the stream, the appearing system 

of drops moves along definite trajectories, forming the fuel Jet. During 
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Investigation of the motion of the entire fuel Jet from the Injector, It Is necessary 

to consider a series of complicated phenomena: perturbation of initial parameters 

of motion of the drops after disintegration of the stream, interaction of the air 

flow with the fuel Jet, etc. 

Let us consider at first the motion of an Isolated drop. The obtained results 

will be Initial data for construction of a method of analysis of motion of a system 

drops in a fuel Jet. Furthermore, they will be used during calculations connected 

with heat and mass transfer of the drops. 

For the purpose of simplification of the problem we will assume that 

— temperature and velocity in the gas flow are constant; 

— weight of the drop is negligible as compared to the other acting forces; 

— different pulsations in the flow, for Instance turbulence, do not render an 

essential perturbing Influence of behavior of the liquid particle. 

Study of motion of a drop in a medium exerting resistance is based on the equa- 

tion of motion of the center of mass of a solid sphere, which is written in the form 

(2.66) f.^.-c.f.t(D)p.4«-4lT-^o^: 

u = v - w. (2.67) 

where u — blowing velocity of the drop (see Fig. 2.15a); 

v — absolute velocity of the drop (of its center of mass); 

v — flowoff velocity of vapor from the drop. 

The second term in the right side of equation (2.66) represents the reaction 

force appearing due to nonuniform flowoff of vapor from different sections of the 

surface of the drop. It is possible to show that reaction forces appearing du'i to 

nonunlform flowoff from the drop can be disregarded. Thus, we take 

i-J-^-a 
At 

«-const db-üi. (?-68) 

From comparison of equation (2.66), in which there is discarded the second term 

in the right side, with equation (2.68), it follows that du || u, i.e., the direction 

of relative velocity during entralnment of the drop by a uniform flow remains con- 

stant. Consequently, the trajectory of relative motion of the drop Is a straight 

line located at an angle 7 to the axis ox, where y  = const. 

The finding of function (^(Re) for determination of the drag coefficient of the 

drop during its entralnment by the flow is the main job in the considered problem. 
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Fig. 2.27, Drag coefficient of a sphere, 

Use of dependence c^ = cin(Re), 

according to Wieselsberger [7], as this 

Is done In all practical calculations 

on carburetlon. Is equivalent to the 

assumption that around the drop at the 

time of Its entralnment by the flow Is 

quasi-static. In other words, It Is 

assumed that flow near the drop passes 

through a series of steady states corre- 

sponding to flow at current values of 

Reynolds number Re. For the main mass 

of particles encountered in the spectra, 

this assumption it apparently close to 

reality, but is shoewhat Incorrect for the smallest drops [15]. 

In the literature there are offered a number of approximation formulas for 

determination of the drag coefficient of a solid sphere. In the region of 

small Reynolds numbers (Re s 1) Stokes theorem Is valid: 

A formula which sufficiently accurate and applied in a wide range of Reynolds 

number Re [16], has the form 

c-""ir+7ir+a32 at N-^*^6-"* 
However,  use of this dependence leads to complicated expressions,  and in practi- 

cal calcuatlons there is usually applied the formula proposed by Vyrubov [17] 

(Fig.  2.27): t- c«fu |. 
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Fig. 2.28. Dependence of 
function f  on the deforma- 
tion criterion of the drop 
(Re = 719-1750). • - 
water, x — ethyl alcohol, 
A — alcohol-soap solution. 

C-yg-, (2.fv) 

where n = 12.5  (10 * Re s 1000) and n = 14  (10 s He s 

s 500). 

Mean deviation of results obtained  by formula 

(2.69) at n =  14  from experimental data  Is 3 to 5$. 

In calculations concerning carburetlon,  we will use 

formula  (2.69)  at n =  14. 

Let us note  that subsequently the  Influence of 

vaporization of the drop and drag coefficient will he 

disregarded.     The  influence of deformation on change 
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of center section and drag coefficient of the drop Is large, and is taken Into 

account In the equation of motion (2,66) by Introduction of the function V(D): 

t(D) Ve, 

where D 
p-.u^ 

Fm'Cm 

— criterion of equilibrium deformation of the drop; 

u — blowing velocity of the drop; 

o — coefficient of surface tension of the liquid; 

F , c., — center section and drag coefficient of a spherical drop; 

P , c — center section and drag coefficient of a deformed drop. 

The experimental dependence of function V on D is determined by experimental 

data and is shown in Fig. 2.28. 

According to experimental data, in the region Re = 700 to 1700, function V does 

not depend on Re.* Experimental dependence V on D in the region of D (0 to 10) can 

be approximated by the expression 

t(ß)=*•••W>,•*. (2.7°) 

Let us describe the process of deformation of the drop.  In thf first moment, 

forces of the flow cause fast deformation of the drop. This deformation from its 

beginning to the moment of maximum flattening (^ = V' ,,) is unbalanced (interval 

AC in Fig. 2.29) — external pressure 

greatly exceeds the pressure of surface 

tension. 

From the moment corresponding to 

$  = VJQ-X'  when there exists approximate 

equilibrium of forces of surface tension 

and the flow, deformation decreases 

statically or quasi-statically (interval 

CO); on this interval the measure of 

deformation ^ is determined by current 

values of criterion D. 

With entrainment of the drop by the 

flow, its relative velocity and criterion 

Fig. 2.29.  Deformation of a drop en- 
trained by a flow: 1 — actual change 
of ^, 2 — accepted dependence ^(D) = 

4-5 
*(D) 

•O.OJD" 

D decreases,  and function ^ decreases,  tending to 1 for the  limiting case of a 

spherical drop. 

•It is  possible to expect that  in other ranges of Reynolds numbers,  the influence 
of Re on V will not be great. 
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The value of V „.. (see Fig. 2.29) depends on magnitude of D at the time of the 

maximum stage of deformation.  If In the beginning of motion the value of DQ is so 

large that by the moment of Its maximum deformation D > D.,.,, «10, then the drop will 

be split up by the flow. äBpj 

Calculations show that, for instance, a drop with a = 200 \i  will not be split-up 

in a flow by PD which is usual for chambers, even at 

• 

The time of critical deformation can be estimated by formula (2.2). Time of stay 

of the drop in the deformed state (^ / 1) is estimated by the formula (2,71). Below 

there will be derived a formula for determination of time of motion of the drop 

(2.75).  If we assume that In it k = 0; (p = 1, then the formula will take the form 

t 1_ 
where 

[j/T-1]- <s7" 

t-Zr 
From approximate calculations on determination of T [see formula (2.2)] and 

Kp»fl 

T^, it follows that time of flattening of the drop tKp.fl composes a small fraction 

of the total time of stay of the drop in the deformed state (about 2 to 3^)• There- 

fore, during solution of the equation of motion we will disregard change of ^(D) 

during the time of flattening of the drop. We will consider that at T = 0 the drop 

already Is in the deformed state, and with its entrainment by the flow becomes spheri- 

cal (curve 2 on Fig. 2.29). 

If the Initial value of D« > DKD (DK_ "» 10), then we consider that at the time 

of maximum deformation the magnitude of ^(D) will reach ^(D,.-) = 2.56 (see Fig. 2.28), 
Kp 

and during the time of change of D from D0 to D  = 10, the value of V is constant 

and equal to the average between initial ^(DQ) and maximum ^(D = 10): 

^« ♦W+H'O) _ «+».» „ |t78 

.^.^ ■'-"■- 

:; 
(at D = 2, ^ = 1, see Fig. 2.28), 

As a result of these assumptions during the solution of equation (2.31), the 

influence of deformation of the drop at tue time of its flattening is exaggerated, 

but errors in the solution will be small, since the initial period of flattening of 

the drop composes a small fraction of the time of stay of the drop in Its deformed 
i 

state. 

Let us proceed to the solution of »-nation {'    o).    Decrease of diameter of the 

vaporlmating drop will be considered >.- formula (2.163) 
i 

i 



■•■■ 

w-nr 
Putting in equation (2.66) values of dv from (2,68) and of a(u) from (2,163) 

and separating variables, «re will obtain 

VT-TÄ-^* 
♦ T- (i)   (t) 

(t) (tr ii^^T 

(2.72) 

(2.7?) 

iL. 

where L is the coordinate of the drop in t   system moving together with the flow with 

velocity w [see formula (2.67)]: 

A~ 
VtMt 

Function ♦("") in the Interval of change of —Fl •+■ [—J  ] for the case Dn 

> 10 will be equal to f(~)-fet<-I>7B > and In the Interval of —[(—)  tool at 

D0 S 10 

*(fy JMO1* 

In order to Integrate equations (2.72) and  (2,73),  we will expand function 

In a series: 

t(0| T      2 • 

JpTf 

(2.74) 

(error 6%), where D,   If we take  Into account decrease of the diameter of the vapor- 

izing drop  [see (2.163)],  Is equal to 

« / • V   T n * 
(W 

After integrating equations  (2,72) and (2,73), we will obtain 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 
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where  D    ^  10 

1(5,5+1.») ^"luij J+6(8.5 + 21) X 

4-(tn)- 
^^)-'-^{^[-(ir]- 
'•O3)'^     f,      /«\«.8+l.«l      (Wflj^r       /«WJH-M^ 

.5+1.8») I'"W J+ 6(9.5 + 2») t'-fej J) 
(0.03)'Pg 

2(6, 

at  D0 > 10 

i+» 

+ i-f.(io.*.-i). 

"FTJ 
(2.77) 

Inasmuch as functions cp. ,  (p2  (2.77) represent complicated  polynomials  in u/u0, 

formulas  (2.75) and  (2.76) are difficult to use during calculations and further 

analytic computations.    Let us simplify these relationships,   representing functions 

«p.  and <p0 In dependence only on the initial value D0.    At D = 2,  values of ^ differ 

little from 1  (see Fig.  2.28),  and  further consideration of the  Influence of deforma- 

tion  (at D < 2) on the trajectory of motion of the drops  is not needed.    From analysis 

of formulas  (2.77),  one may also see  that with decrease of relative velocity u, 

functions y.   and q)2 rapidly approach constant values. 

Inasmuch as blowing velocity of the drop sharply decreases  over the length 

(accordingly criterion D decreases still faster),   the section of change of D (D to 2) 

is very small  (x s 100 to 200 mm). 

Therefore,  during use of solutions   (2.75) and  (2.76) on the section x ^ 100 to 

200 mm,  functions <p1 and (p2 can be  simplified by putting in formulas  (2,77)  the 

value 
.« + ^ 

—;=/-£.)  J . In this case, functions 9., <?„ will depend only on two variables 
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Fig.  2.50.     Graph rf functions ^^^(D) and      .«■. 

'2 D0,  k.    Graphs of the dependence of q^, •=- on D0,  k are shovm in Fig. 2.50. 

In solutions  (2.75)-(2.76) and during further computations.   Instead of the com- 

plicated expressions of q).,   <Pg  (2.77) we will use numerical values of the constants 

Let us represent equations of the trajectory of the droplet  In absolute coordi- 

nates.    Projections of absolute velocity of the droplet on axes x,  y are equal to 

4x       it 
»jr-»«eniT + « or '!£"'* "5^co,1f^'*, 

where y » const. 

After integration of  (2.78) we will have 

(2.78) 

J-we + twx. I 
, - Liin T. J (2.79) 

In formulas  (2.75),   (2.76) and  (2.79).  values of T,  X,  y are  represented as 

functions of u.     In such a form these formulas are  inconvenient for calculations. 

Let us represent T,  y in dependence upon a,  x.    For shortening of further computa- 

tions, we will introduce new variables: 

T-J-, r-^^.-^.i 

«KIT »i(flk. *) i+»     ■ 

(2.80) 

After change of variables, equations (t.75), (2.79) will take the form 

•--t(tr-l. 
i-«+7«.- 

(^.Bl) 

(2.8?) 
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From equations (2.80) and (2.82) it follows that 

M«.*)-*I«TO-~). (2-8J0 

Replacing u In formula (2.85) by T from (2,81) and substituting yC?) in formula 

(2.82), we will determine T(a, x): 

(2.85) 

where 

A-l 
I  ,_ 

M 

It will not be possible  to express function T in explicit form (T is contained 

in  A). 

Values of äü0xA arc order of magnitude  less  than 1;  therefore,  T can be deter- 

mined  by successive approximation;   setting A = 0, we determine ".(a; tL  ) by the 

nomograph  (Fig.  2.31), calculate A(T1) and 

by formula  (2.85)  calculate ^[ä; u0x; 
A(~i)]'    Maximum divergence between Tg and 

T.  for large drops   (100 to 200 n) will be 

5-10% (see  § 11 of the present chapter). 

According to the definition of T (2.80), 

time of stay of the drop a0 on the section 

0-x is equal to 

»(«,.«)-7(^.^.4) —, (2.86) 

Fig.  £.31.  Graph of the function 
f(aj u0x). 

where T will be determined from (2.85) or 

(2.88). 

Depending upon direction and magnitude 

of Initial velocity of the drops, T chanree 

in the following way: 

at u0x < 0 or (v0 cos a < w); T > 1 — the drop is entrained by the flow; 

at u0x < 0 or (VQ cos a > w); T < 1 — the drop Is decelerated in the flow; 
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at   ÜQ   = 0 or  (V COS a = w); T = 1 — the drop moves along axis Tux with the flow 

velocity. 

Thus, YpCa;  x) and  T(a;  x) depend on fucntlon T, which In turn depends on 

variables 'S,  u0   A jsee formulas  (2.80) and (2,85)].    During motion of an undeformed 

drop In a flow,   these variables will have the form 

4-1 l—a-; 

iH 
■hWT -       I ii •        -       t-k 

During motion of a nonvaporlzing drop (k = 0) 

''  "        «-5- 
If the drop moves in a flow without vaporization or deformation, then 

»-0. 4-0. «--^-i. ^-JtSUL. (2.87) 

In this case function T will depend on two parameters a, u0 : 

(2.88) r.Ä^./lS±pn]^.[iü±^i]. 

For convenience of determination of yD(a; x) and T(a; x), on the graph In 

Fig. 2.31 there is given a nomograph of function T(a, u« ). Calculations show that 

In the case of motion of a deforming vaporizing drop, values of T can be with suffi- 

cient accuracy determined by such a nomograph.  Thus, for k s 0.05 (t < 100oC) D s 5 

parameters a, VTQ can be determined by formulas (2.87) (error In values of "t will not. 

exceed ~5^). When values of k and D0 are respectively within the limits (0,05-0.1) 

and (5-10), quantities ä and iL should be determined by formula (2.80).  Error with 

use of the nomograph will be not more than 10%.     At k > 0.1 and D > 10, values of T, 

especially during determination of yp(a; x), must be determined by the more exact 

formula (2.85).  The case k < 0.1; D0 < 10 corresponds to a wide range of regime" of 

motion of the drops.  With Increase of Intensity of vaporization and deformation, 

the drops are more rapidly entrained by the flow.  Large drops o' the fuel .let are 

more strongly deformed and remain longer In the deformed state; therefore, the 
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Influence of deformation on  the time of stay In  the  flow and on coordinates 

y  (a;  x)  of large  drops will be larger than for small drops. 

Motion of a Droplet  In a  Flow with Variable Velocity 

The problem of motion of a drop in a flow of variable velocity has practical 

significance during the calculation of trajectories and vaporizability of fuel 

particles  in a combustion chamber.    For instance,   in a turbojet combustion chamber 

(TPÄ),  the injector is usually installed directly after the swirler,  and drops  fall 

within a region of variable velocity.     In 

the chambers of ramjet engines  (IIBPfl).   two- 

phase flow which contains drops.    Thus  it 

is Important  to establish whether drops flow 

around  the body,  following flow lines of the 

gas,  or settle on its surface,  moving by 

inertia  (see,  for instance,   [5]).    Further- 

more,   in considering a variable flow velocity, 

it  is necessary to determine how drops are 

vaporized  in the combustion zone,  where speed 

of gases  increases along the length of the 

combustion chamber. 

We will write equations of motion of a drop in  field of variable velocity,   for 

which we will select coordinate axes xyz,   placing their origin 0 at the  point of 

beRinning of motion  (Fig.  2,32).    For simplicity we will consider the case of a non- 

vaporizing drop at maximum deformation n = const « 29.    Maximum deformation will 

correspond to the case of the most intense entrainment of the particle by the gas. 

Let us assume that 

'v(v  ;   v  ;  v  ) — absolute velocity of drop; xyz 

*'(wv;  wv» W
T) " flow velocity  (velocity of following); xyz 

u^u  ;  u  ;  u  ) — relative  velocity of drop at a given point of the flow. 
A       y       ^ 

According to equation  (2,1) we will write 

Fig, 2,32. For derivation of the 
equation of motion of a drop in a 
flow with variable parameters. 
  trajectory of drop;   
flow lines. 

6    * 

/: 

fjgß    IM1      « 
2       4« 

or 
l 
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where 

*       9m 

T 

We will write equation (2.90)  in projections on the coordinate axes,   remembering 

that u » v - W! 

-jf" - - At7»«*—A faM - ■*)H-(«,-«,)H- (0, - ■.)• te-»x). 

(2.91) 

where ws w„; w„ are components of flow velocity. x  y  z 
Initial conditions are 1 0; x = xn; y = yn; z = z0; v = v xO' v.. = v yo- \ 

= v zO* 
System (2.91) is made up of nonlinear second order differential equations 

('''IT'' I  4 a-^l  in the functions x = X(T); y = y{i)}   z = Z(T) and cannot. 

be reduced to quadratures, as this can be done during motion of a drop In a flow 

with constant velocity. Very frequently it Is neceF^nr^ *-^   '^oi v^^h an axWHy 

symmetric flow.  Therefore, we will consider Integration of equations for the case 

of plane motion; we will select a plane passing through the flow axis and the vector 

of initial velocity of the drop (v = wz 
= uz 

= 0)' For convenience we will introduce 

the following designations; 

then system (2.91) will be written in the form 

(2.92) 

where p = p(x; y)j q = q(x; y) are given functions of the velocity field. 

Let us give the most simple method of approximate solution of system (2.92); the 

path of motion of the drop is divided into small intervals, corresponding to AT; the 

flow velocity field at point of every interval is considered to uniform — for Instance 

such that components of the field p and q are equal everywhere on the Interval to 

their values at the initial point of the interval of the partition.  Then on every 

Interval equations (2.92) can be twice integrated by one of the methods, presented 

in the preceding paragraphs. Shifting from interval to Interva., we will obtain an 

approximate solution in the entire region; it will be more accurate, the smaller the 
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interval AT.     After appropriate  transformations,   we will find  the  following relation- 

ships in the  form of  recurrence formulas: 

*l+i=-± 

4 

+Pil*i-yi). 

where 

»m-'i + p^iif r—■—7 +Trli 

9t*i - H+II *& \- —77———+-rr-\ > 

(2.93) 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

(2.96) 

Vto-m 
Bt ,,«. 

Signs (±) in formulas (2.95) and (2.95) are taken respectively at u. > p, and 

Uj < Pjj signs (±) in formulas (2.9^) and (2.96) - at v. > q., v. < q. . The given 

equations permit us to determine parameters of motion corresponding to the initial 

point M. . i+i_th 
of the lnterva:i- according to data on parameters of motion of the 

initial point M«.  Data for point M. are determined from initial conditions at 

point MQ, AS an example we will present calculations of motion of a drop in the 

field of an ideal vortex and in the flow around a plate. 

Motion jf a drop in -he field of a vortex. Let us consider a drop which starts 

to move from the periphery of an air core, being located at the initial moment al a 

distance r^, = 10 mm from its center; the velocity field of the vortex is determined 

by expressions known in hydrodynamics: 

*- 

r* 
' *• + »• ' 

(2.97) 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

where V  = 2-"wr. 

The magnitude of circulation r will be  selected from conditions at r = 10 mm, 

w = 40 m/sec,  which can approximately correspond  to the order of magnitude of veloc- 
p 

1 ty  In  the zone counter currents  behind  the  flame-holder;   then T = 0.4  m/sec. 

Initial velocity of the drop v = 30 m/sec and   is directed at an angle  ß0 = 15° to 

axis Ox.    Dimensions of the drops will be  selected  equal to a = 10;   20;   k0\  GO p; 

this  corresponds   to  the  region  of small drops   in   injectors spectra.     The  interval 
of  the  partition  will be  taken  to be  M  = 2«10~5  f;ec. 
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In Fig.  2.33 there are given results of 

calculation;   from the curves   It   Is  seen  that a 

drop possessing sufficient  inertia only distorts 

its own trajectory,  having time nevertheless to 

emerge from the sphere of the vortex (which is 

arbitrarily bounded by the   circle   with r = 

= 10 mm).    The smaller the drop,  the nearer the 

slope of its trajectory to the  slope of flow lines 

of the  vortex; however,  not one of them is  in- 

volved  in vortex motion.     In reality.   Influence 

of the vortex will be still weaker,  since  the 

real value of n < 30.    This  result will agree 

with experimental data about the almost complete 

absence of drops behind  the  flame-holder. 

In Fig.  2.33 there are also plotted points 

which are the result of  ir '..agration of equations 

Fig.  2,33.    Motion of a drop In a 
vortex field.     f = 2Trwr = 

p 
= 25 ra /sec, w = 40 m/sec at r = 
= 10 mm,  v = 30 m/sec. 

by the well-known,  but more complicated method of Adams  [18]   for a drop a = '0  [n,]. 

It is possible to ascertain that results of integration by the  simplified method and 

by the method of Adams turn out to be close. 

• « jm 

9 A 

«-17 M- 
^ 

^ 

«0 

Mi 

*. 

M, 

»   

a-Vu- -^ 

»-* m/se : 

- 

1 
• «                   3 SMM        '                             ' 

0 

Fig.   2,54.    Motion of a drop   in a flow around a  plate. 

Motion of a drop in a flow around a  plate.    For simplicity,   during solution of 

the problem there were used  formulas  of flow around a plate set transverse to the 

flow,  which are  given  In the book of Mllovich   [19]. 
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In Fig.   2,3k  there are plotted  trajectories of particles which move together 

with the flDW through points M.;  M2;  M,,    The positions of these points are selected 

so that drops  passing through them with the dimension indicated on the drawing will 

approximately pass near the outer edge  of the plate.    Larger and  larger drops moving 

through these  points  (for instance,  a drop with a « 10 n moving through point M.) 

must settle on the  surface of the plate. 

The main mass of particles of liquid,  can be seen from Fig.  2.34   (drops with 

a ? 6.5 u usually correspond  in tue spectra to 0,2 to 39^ of the liquid) during flow 

around a plate will settle on its surface. 

Drops poorly follow flow lines during flow around obstacles,  or,   in general, 

during sharp distortion of the flow.    This Is obtained even for the exaggerated values 

of drag coefficients of the drops used  In calculation,  and is explained by the con- 

siderable inertia of a drop,  the specific  gravity of which by almost 800 times exceeds 

the specific  gravity of the flow. 

§ 9.     MOTION OF DROPS   IN A FUEL JET 

During calculation of the distribution of fuel,  it is necessary to know the 

trajectories of the drops.    Conditions of motion drops in a fuel Jet will differ from 

conditions of motion of a single drop.     Experiments in measurement of tho distribution 

drops of ^"ha  ,\F v, in a flow showed that: 

1)    !;cr avation of drops by the flow (a0 = 20-200 u)  occurs  quite weakly; curves 

of distribution of drops of the given diameter cover almost half of the width of the 

fuel Jet  (Figs.   2.35;   2.36); 

Fig.  2.35.    Distribution of drops  from a direct-spray injec- 
tor.     Kerosene,    p. = 1 atm  (abs.),   t_ = 50oC, w = 56 m/sec, 
ApT =  5 atm (gage),  dc = 0.4  mm;  x — a   = 41.2 n.  A — a = 
= 82.4  u,  G   - a =  144 u. 
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Fig.  2.36.    Distribution of drops from swirl 
injector direct against the flow.    Kerosene. 
pB = 1 atm (abs.),   tB = 50oC,  w = 58 m/sec, 
ApT = 5 atm (gage),  dc = 0.8 mm;  x - a = 
- 41.2 ^>  A - a = 61.8 u, O - a = 144 u. 

2) curves of distribution of drops have clearly pronounced maxima; coordinates 

of maxima yWQ{*i'> x) represents points of the trajectories of ordered motion of the 

drops; 

?)    dispersions of drops of different diameters  relative  to their trajectories 

of ordered motion are Identical in order of magnitude:    small drops (a0 = 20 to 80 u) 

are dispersed somewhat more than large drops (a0 « 100 to 200 u).* 

Comparison of calculated data on trajectories of ordered motion of drops with 

experimental data showed the following: 

When the swirl injector is directed against the flow or when a direct-spray in- 

jector Is directed at an angle to the flow experimental trajectories of drops lie 

above calculated trajectories  (Fig.  2.37a).    Then the differences Ay = ye.„-(a. ;  x)  - 

- y (a, ;  x) do not depend on diameter of the drops or distance  from the nozzle of 

the injector to section x. 

When the swirl injector is directed along the flow,  experimental trajectories 

of ejected drops lie below calculated trajectories  (Fig.  2.37b),  where the    differ- 

erces y^a*; x)  - ygKC(a<;  x) increase with Increase od diameter a and distance x. 

When  the injector is directed along the flow,  initial blowing  velocities u« and 

♦Spectra of atomization and distribution of drops over the c-oss section of a 
fuel Jet were determined by the method of catching of drops on a  layer of carbon 
black. 
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Fig.   2.37.     Comparison of 
calculated trajectories of 
drops with experimental,    a) 
centrifugal injector    swirl 
Injector is directed against 
the flow.     P« = ^ atm (abs.), 
tB = 50oC, w = 58 m/sec, Ap    = 
= 5 atm (gage), dc = 0.8 mm, 
2a = 60°,   aw =5.3 g/sec; b) 

di- 
. .     _- aloiife  '.He now.    Kero- 
sene .    pB = 1 atm (abs.), 
tB = 50oC,  w = 66.4 n/sec, 
ApT = 8 atm (gage), dc = 
= 0.8 mm,   2a = 60°,  CL  = 
= 6.5 g/sec.    —— calculated 
trajectories;   ex- 
perimental, — -—.-— calcu- 
lated trajectories without 
taking into account deforma- 
tion of the drop. 

m 
b) 

too 300 X mm 

accordingly criteria D0 will be less than 10. At such small values of D0, trajec- 

tories of drops, if we take into account deformation, differ little from trajectories 

of undeformed drops (Fig. 2.37b), 

Independence of values of y3KC(
ai I x) - yD(

ai' x) from the diameter of the Irof 

(In the case when the swirl injector is directed against the flow and direct-spray 

injector is directed perpendicular to the flow) inidicates that the Influence of 

deformation on trajectories of drops has been satisfactorily taken into account. 

Disparity between calculated and experimental trajectories of motion occurs due to 

interaction of the fuel Jet as a whole with the gas flow. Actually, In the region 

of the root of the fuel Jet at a small distance form the injector nozzle, density of 

distribution of drops Is so high that the uniform flow is strongly distorted, pene- 

trating inside the Jet, Depending upon the shape of the fuel Jet, there will appear 

different conditions of the flow around it. 

Thus, flow around the fuel Jet of an injector directed against the flow is 

similar to flow around a disk, and flow in the region of the Jet occurs Just as flow 

around a solid obstacle. Data on measurement of the velocity field before the fuel 
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Pig.   2.38.    Distribution of air velocity 
field  in the fuel Jet of a swirl injector 
directed against the flow,    p    = 
=  1 atm (abs,), w = 75 n^/sec,   ApT = 
■  20 atm (gage),  d    = 0.8 mm. 

Jet  and  In Its  zone  (Fig.   5.^8) 

confirm these conclusions,»     The 

higher the feed  pressure,   the   larger 

the  dimensions of the obstacle   (fuel 

Jet)  and  the larger the velocity 

defect  In the wake.     The   losses 

occur basically during flow around 

an obstacle  (the Jet),  and  not due 

to entralnment of the drops.     Approx- 

imate calculations  show that   losses 

of momentum of flow due  to entraln- 

ment  of drops compose  20 to  50^! of 

total losses calculated according to the velocity defect. 

When the swirl injector is directed along the  flow,   the fuel Jet  Is a well 

streamlined body,  and in this case,  as measurements  show,   perturbations  In  the  flow 

due  to the Jet are  insignificant.    Changes of direction of velocities before  the  fuel 

Jet cannot be detected by deflections of a silk thread  placed In the  flow.     Losses   In 

the  flow around a fuel Jet are small,  since  Initial velocities of drops usually are 

close  in magnitude and direction to the flow velocity. 

In spite of the fact that perturbations  In the  flow due to the fuel Jet of  the 

injector directed along the  flow are small,   disparities between calculated  and  experi- 

mental trajectories of motion of drops are obtained  to be large  (see Fig,  2,37b), 

because the zone of the fuel Jet,  due to the high concentration of drops,  has  high 

flow friction,  and,  furthermore,   flow of air inside  this  zone  Is hampered.     The atom- 

izatlon Jet is compressed by the flow;  this  leads  to decrease of the atomizatlon 

angle and displacement of trajectories of particles  toward the flow axis. 

In other regimes other  factors start to have an  influence — air located   in  the 

zone  of  the droplets  is entrained  by them;   due  to  this,   inside the Jet there  occurs 

rarefaction.    The  current  of air approaching the  zone  of  rarefaction carries  drops   to 

the  center of the  Jet.     Such  influence of the  fuel Jet  on  trajectories of drops   Is 

analogous to the effect of narrowing of Jet with  Increase  of feed  pressure  of  fuel 

♦Total pressure  In a flow containing drops was  measured by a special tube,   which 
was  made  in such a way that   in the tube  leading to  the manometer there did  not  appear 
liquid  plugs from drops  entering the heads.     Directions  of velocities  were  determined 
by deflections of silk thread. 
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atomized in motionless air.  In a flow, this effect of narrowing is more weakly- 

pronounced due to decrease of relative blowing velocity. 

It is possible to assume that at high flow velocity and low fuel feed pressure, 

the first factor will predominate, but at, low flow velocity and high feed pressure — 

the second factor (rarefaction inside the Jet) will predominate. 

Thus, as a result of interaction of fuel jet with flow, trajectories of ordered 

motion drops of the Jet differ from trajectories calculated for conditions of motion 

of a single drop. From comparison of calculated data on y(a.; x) with experimental 

data there was estimated the Influence of flow on the fuel jet and on change of tra- 

jectories of the drops. 

Formulas for determination of trajectories of drops moving in the presence of a 

fuel Jet have the form 
y(a; x) = »p(a; x)-|-Ay. 

where Ay — experimental correction to computed value of coordinate 01 drop y (a; x). 

For a swirl injector directed against the flow: 

y(a; *) - yp + 0.049(1 -1.95*) * (2.100) 

at k[0.25 - 0.45]. 

For a direct-spray  injector 

y(a: x) -yp + 0.015[l + 0.024*1 M (2.101) 

. 

at 

where 

k[4  - .'}], 

Ä-!Ä„nT(lgT). 
fPrn 

For a  swirl injector directed  along the flow: 

^^M^.-j-M-^)], 
at 

(2.102) 

*|0,1—0,5 äJ: COST <0. 

When the swirl ir.Jector Is directed along the flow, there are possible three 

cases of motion of drops from the Injector nozzle: 

at 

ite<o(c0sT-^<o): 
at 

at 

«te-0 (coBT-0): 

mijr>0 (c«T>0). 
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In the first case  the projection of Initial velocity of drops on axis  Ox is 

less than the flow velocity;  drops are entrained,  and the greater the difference 

between v0    and w,   the  stronger will be  the  influence of flow on the  fuel  Jet on the 

whole  [see formula  (2.102)]. 

In the second case  (cos 7 = 0; v0    = w),   influence of flow on the fuel Jet will 

be minimum,  and the coordinate of a droplet of the  Jet should coincide with the co- 

ordinate during motion of a single drop yp(au),   (y = y^; Ay = 0). 

In the third case  (v-    > w;  low flow velocities and high feed pressure of fuel) 

it will be narrowed  from rarefaction Inside  the  Jet,  and coordinate y(a;  x)  will again 

become less than yr.(a;  x). 

For approximate calculations at cos -y » 0,   it is possible to consider  that y = 

= y  .    Maximum error during determination of Ay(a. j  x) can attain 30 to 505^;   Inasmuch 

as y > Ay  (on the average by 2-3 times),  error during determination of y(a, ;   x) will 

be about 10 to 155^. 

§ 10.     DISPERSION  OF DROPS  RELATIVE TO  TRAJECTORIES  OF  ORDERED MOTION 

As was  shown above,   drops of fuel Jet are  incompletely separated  by  flow,  and 

with removal from injector nozzle are noticeably dispersed from their trajectories 

of ordered motion  (see Figs.  2.35 and  2.36). 

Dispersion of drops  over cross  section of flow occurs basically: 

1) due to turbulence of flow and  turbulence  induced by fuel Jet; 

2) due  to random deviations in initial conditions of motion of drops,   namely: 

— disintegration of  sheet and  splitting up  of drops occurs not  in  the  nozzle 

section, but in a certain volume near it; 

— during disintegration of sheet and  splitting up of drops, values and directions 

of velocities  of liquid  particles   [v0(a)]  will differ from velocity of  liquid  In the 

sheet  (v0) — this  occurs  due to oscillations  in the disintegrating sheet  and   breakaway 

of drops  from its  surface; 

3) due  to incomplete  separation.    As already was said,   the  region of disinte- 

gration of the sheet  is weakly ventilated by the  flow;  therefore  separation of drops 

of the Jet will occur very sluggishly;  random distribution of particles  in the root 

of the Jet will be as  if "frozen"  on a certain section of motion. 

Influence of  these  factors on dispersion of drops has a random  statistical 

character;   therefore,   it  is possible  to expect  that experimental distribution of 

drops will obey the   law of normal distribution. 

Distribution of drops with diameter a.   relative to a direct-spray injector can 
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be represented as diffusion of drops from a point source located on the trajectory 

of ordered motion of the drop: 

(2.103) 

where y{a.; x) — coordinate  of trajectory of ordered motion of drop;  Z(a.;  x) — mean- 

NCa.; y) 
square displacement of drops from trajectory y(a. ;  x); Tr(a.; y) =    gm?  r ;  ^(a^^) — 

sum of dropr of diameter a.   over cross section of flow; ^inax[y(aiJ  x)] — maximum rela- 

tive concentration of drops. 

Let us che^ to what degree experimental distribution curves obey the  Gauss  law 

(2.103).    For this we will represent experimental data on the distribution of drops 

in the coordinates 

_|B|i2LüL.  [y-v(ac,W. (Fig. 2.39) 

Experimental points may be plotted in straight lines, and confirm the linear depen- 

dence (2.104). Consequently, values of l/l2 = const and distribution of drops 

satisfies the Gauss law: 

(2.104) 

In A 'A 
'3 

-t 

1 «-♦/,? u f 
_» 

a-W n /p 4 ^r 
4. *£ % j V\ M 

!/ 

■$ 
ä: *• x*Jt5** • , 4 • _ -^s* r 

nr- 

f • 

0     '     7 2 fAy)«»» 0 1 2 (Ay)*c» 
Fig.  2.39.    Determination of mean-square dis- 
placement  of drops I (a.;  x)  (swirl Injector di- 
rected along the flow, w = 66.4 m/sec, ApT » 
= 8 atm  (gage);  dc = 0.8 mm). 

For determination of magnitude of l{&,i  x) and  its dependence on regime param- 

eters,  all data on distribution of drops from direct-spray and centrifugal*  injectors 

.■..■■* 

■■■'■* 

♦Distribution of drops  from swirl injectors could have been represented as diffu- 
sion of drops from an annular source.    Inasmuch as experimental curves of distribution 
are determined approximately,   we will represent distribution of drops from swirler 
by a Gaussian curve. 
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were processed in the coordinates —ln~"^—! »If—f(fl<I')?• Then according to data 

on slopes averaging experimental points of the lines and formula (2.104), there were 

determined values of 1(8.^;  x). Values of I depending 

upon surrounding conditions changed in the following 

way: they increase with Increase of x, and weakly 

decrease with Increase of drop dimension (big drops 

are more weakly entrained by turbulent pulsations). 

Dependence of I on diameter of drop and x is shown 

In Fig. 2.k0.    During determination of dependence of I 

on diameter of drops and regime parameters, we con- 

sidered that mean-square displacement I is the sum of 

two displacements: displacement of drop under influ- 

«rtu 

Fig. 2.40. Dependence of 
displacement I(a.; x) on 

diameter of drops (swirl 
injector, w = 66.4 m/sec, 
ApT = 8 atm (gage); dc = 
= 0.8 mm). 

ence of turbulent pulsations l_ _ and displacement  l„ 

appearing due to dispersion of trajectories of drops 

as a result of random deviations of initial data and incomplete  separation of drops 

in the root of the Jet: 

«-<• + *.... (?.105) 

Displacement  ^Q Is taken to be  proportional to displacement drops of Jet per- 

pendicularly to flow, and will be represented  in the following form: 

lo - V 
where 

jf~a,stnT-t;   *-—; 
■». 

it-Ax-^-slnx. 

Displacement of drops due to turbulent transfer (I 
T.IT 

(2.106) 

) will be determined from 

approximate solution of equation of motion of a drop, carried by turbulent pulsationn 

±J<L..      -**(«')• (2.107) 
f *     ^   2  * 

where 

0,0180, «f» 

«'-Vor. «'-ar' —u'; 

«*-^(MeFlg. 2.27^ Re'-.2ll4-ä-30j; 
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Solving (2.107) with such determinations of dv/dr, c , we will obtain 

1 
Displacement of drop  lTjH in the period T will be determined as 

Number of displacements of the drop during time  T IS equal to 

-T-ir-- '-T- 
Displacement of drop under Influence of turbulent oscillations of flow in the section 

x will be 

«r-.-K..- (2.108) 

Putting values  of l0  (2.106)  and   l^ K   (2.108)   In (2.105),  we will determine  I: 

/-Ä»-*-$hiT + »T 

30*^1' 

(2.109) 

8Kcn pacu 

where B « 0.17. 

Constant B is determined after a large number of comparisons of I 

Thus, as a result  of more exact solution of equation of motion  (2.66)  there are  found 

new formulas for calculation of coordinates of drops and time of their stay in the 

flow,  taking into account deformation and vaporization.    On the basis of experimental 

material on distribution of drops in the flow,   there is obtained an expression for 

determination of dispersion of drops from trajectories of ordered motion. 

In work  [5],  distribution of fuel over cross  section of flow is considered at a 

process of turbulent diffusion of drops.    Thus,  distribution of fuel from a direct- 

spray injector directed along the flow is  represented by the equation of turbulent 

diffusion of drops  from a point source: 

Solution of the equation has the form 

where f(x;  y) = -— local ratio of fuel to air flow rates; 

(1.09') 

7B.w 

R      — radius of pipe; 
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G_.  0„ — flow rates of air and fuel; 
B      T 

DH — coefficient of turbulent diffusion of drops, 

Dm 
*r 

i + fi) 
- ft.*s£. 

cu — frequency of turbulent oscillations of flow. 

Distribution of fuel from swirl Injector or direct-spray injector directed 

against the flow Is considered as a process of turbulent diffusion of drops from an 

annular source of radius R0: 

«■"»-■^('•Ml^' 
where 

* 

«J 
4H.4 

I0 — Bessel function of zero order. 

Ro  f's" Values of FL are determined by experimental dependence of -—■ on  w, where r 

Prvo 
is radius of injected stream of fuel. 

Let us determine to what effective values of the coefficient of diffusion of 

drops the mean-square displacements I(a.; x) will correspond.    From comparison of 

expression (2.105) and (2.109'),   it follows that D »W 
w[l(a1; x)]' 

7x 

According to data on ^(a^; x) (Fig. 2.40), we have 

Mine* 115 215 31.5 

llnCM 0.8 16 2.5 

DtfeMty"* 90 196 320 

Coefficient of turbulent exchange under these circumstances is equal to 

i •       ? 
D = w I = 86 cm /sec. 

where 

w = e-w = 0.05"6i* = 3.2 m/secj 

I   = G.OiS-D = 0.0027 m. 

It appears that coefficient of diffusion of drops D ^ is larger than the coef- 

ficient of turbulent exchange in the flow D , which, of course. Is incorrect. Ficti- 

tious values of D J^ exceed values of DT due to the large value of l0 [see expression 
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(2.105)],  i.e.,  due to the fact that  particles are dispersed  In the flow mainly not 

from turbulent diffusion of dro[G,   but  due  to variation of  Initial conditions of 

motion of drops along their trajectorlos.     If we determine  D   ..  by values  of I 
SqXp T 

(2.108), then DT will be, as we see, larger than Dg**. 

By means of selection of correction factors to the diffusion coefficient, the 

authors of work [5] succeed in obtaining agreement between calculated data on dis- 

tribution of fuel with experimental data, but, as follows from the given materials 

about motion and dispersion of drops, such a description of the process does not 

encompass the main physical phenomena, and therefore is limited. 

§ 11.  DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUID PHASE OF FUEL 

On the basis of what has been presented about motion of drops of a fuel Jet and 

dispersion of them, it Is possible to present the following model of the phenomenon 

and a scheme of calculation of dls- 

y 1 '»__^_ tribution of liquid phase of fuel 

in the Jet. 

During atomization of an In- 

jector of fuel with flow rate G , 

there will be formed a spectrum of 

drops V(a.).  For carrying out of 

calculation, we will break the 

spectrum of drops into groups with 

average diameter a. in the Interval 

of every group. As a result of 

motion of particles and dispersion 

of them relative to average trajec- 

tories, we will hav* in section x 

a series of distribution of curves 

of drops a^ for a direct-spray in- 

jector (Fig. 2.41a) and for a 

swirl injector (2.4lb). 

Pig. 2.41. For calculation of distribution of 
liquid phase of fuel, a) for direct-spray in- 
jector; b) for swirl injector. 

Absolute density of distribution of the drops a. will depend on the percentage 

of the drops in the spectrum and is proportional to AV(a. )G . 
1 T 

Specific fuel flow rate from group of drops a. at point (y; x) is proportional 

to density of distribution of the drops [see expression (2.103)] and is equal to 
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(2.110) 

Composing the weight balance by formulas (2.111) and (2.113), we will determine 

cmax*    J'or a dlrec*"8Pray Injecutr 

• 

Integrating (2.111), we will obtain 

For a swirl injecotr 

AKWGr-f^ro +^1«. -irJ,,,1"([y(a/;x) + /(o<: x)l/^lni=ü],- 

XWy. 

According to (2,110), 

If -If(«i: 4 ± /(a4; ^l/ln-^a; 

during integration of the first terra we use the substitutioni 

After Integration of (2.113), we will obtain 

«wfa:*)- WMOr 

"""»"»""[fäf]' 
where 

(2.111) 

(2.112) 

(3.113) 

(2.114) 

('t — Laplace function). 

y(a1; x) 
For ^.a-L. xi £ 1, function Y * 1. 

y(ai5 x) 
Cases when ^■  ■  ■ < 1 occur very rarely (at high flow rate and low feed pres- 

sure of fuel). 

During calculation of distribution of fuel in the Jet, wo consider that during 

motion and dispersion of drops, between them there is no interaction. Then specific 
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flow rate of liquid phase at every point of the Jet can be represented as the sum 

of specific flow rates of fuel made up of those drops of the sprectrum which land 

at the given points 

(2.115) *«(»:*)-£ 'Mfa;*)« 

where for a direct-spray injector we will determine c by formula (2.112); max \ i• 

y(a.j x) — by (2.101); for a swirl injector we will determine c   by formula 

(2.114); y(a.; x) — for the injector directed along the flow by formula (2.102); 

against the flow - by (2.100); l(ajj x) - by formula (2.109). 

During vaporization of drops, distribution of liquid phase at a given point of 

the fuel Jet can be determined by the formula 

<*«.(*: (2.116) 

Determination of (f—V Is given In § 16 of the present chapter. 
Vao/ 

In the particular case, distribution of fuel in section z (Pig. 2.41a) during 

its atomlzatlon by a direct-spray Injector Is equal to 

Comparison of Calculated Data on Distribution of Liquid 
' '    Phase of Fuel with Experimental Data 

Data on distribution of fuel In the case of intense vaporization for swirl in- 

jectors directed along or against the flow, are shown In Figs. 2.42; 2.59; 2.60. 

Distribution of liquid phase of fuel was determined by the volume of liquid AV 

entering intake pipes cf the rake probe: 

JfcüL---idLf-J 

f<. i^P 
2 cm sec, 

where h — height of column of liquid in measuring holes (or tubes) into which 
liquid flows from the probe; 

8.Tp 

d — diameter of measuring holes; 

— diameter of inlets of Intake tubes of rake probe. 

Comparison of calculated and experimental results on the distribution of liquid 

phase at different preheating temperatures of fuel Is shown in Fig. 2.60. This 
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c/etrtMe      Dlttrlbutioa of liquid ph«M t t/jäftm      Diitributlon of two-phM« mixture 

•** 

«g/en^sM 

fag/eagMO PUtrlbatioa of ngg ph«Bo 

s   1    *-m** 
^M: 
Z  ^IZ 
-   \\ 

M               Mi -   4J^ :     s^ 
'W4 l-i ' • A     4        M«L 

Fig. 2.42. Comparison of calculated 
data on distribution of fuel with ex- 
perimental data (swirl injector di- 
rected against the flow; fuel is gaso- 

-» -«• -a 
e,g/cm?B»e 

|   ^4-, x~m*M 

/>   i^^' .'       "T 
JA "■"T* ^ S  4l- 

'*V 5-,  -- *   z* 2 S^ : 
M& %r + -. 

line). PB " 1 
atm (abs.), tj^ 

w = 55 a/sec,  Ap = 15 atm (gage). 

450C, 

"0. = 20UC, CL 7.5 g/sec, dc = 

- 0.75 mm, 2a  - 60°. — 
ment, ^-^— calculation. 

-x  equlp- 
1 - distribu- 

tion of vapor due to removal of vapor 
by the flow; 2 — distribution of vapor 
taking into account turbulent diffu- 
sion. 

example is interesting due to the fact that at experimental values of p , ^■DaCn>  w 

projection of outflow velocity of fuel v0 was close to flow velocity w. 

As was noted above (see § 9 of the present chapter), for such conditions it is 

possible to disregard Influence of flow on the fuel Jet, and during determination of 

CJ_(XJ y) to consider that y(a.; x) - yc(a4» x). Satisfactory coincidence of experi- 

mental and calculated data on the distribution of c    (x; y) (see Fig. 2.60) showed 
JK ni£ix 

that narrowing of the Jet with Increase of preheating temperature occurs only due to 

displacement of trajectories of drops toward center of the Jet as a result of this 

vaporization and deformation. 

From the given material It is clear that calculated data or distribution of 

liquid phase of fuel will on the whole satisfactorily agree with experimental data. 
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Consequently,  methods of calculation by determination of the atomizatlon spectrum,    '« 

trajectories of drops,  their vaporization and dlcperslon are basically correct. 

As will be shown below,  consideration of dispersion of drops during consideration 

of distribution of liquid phase is necessary for calculation of distribution of degree 

of vaporization over the cross section of the fuel ,1et.    Data on distribution of only 

liquid phase can be rapidly calculated by the formula proposed by Yerastov: 

where 

c-frirt-   W™ 

A|f-»(•^i;*)-ir(g|-i;«) 

This formula is valid under the assumption that drops of the fuel Jet are sepa- 

rated by the flow and in the ring Ay there will travel only particles of dimension 

a., the amount of which is G AV(a.). Values of y^; x) should be determined by 

formula (2.84), and parameters a", TL, — without talcing into account deformation of 

drops q)^ = ^^l  = 1' 

Influence of interaction of fuel Jet with flow on change of trajectories of drops 

is considered by introduction of empirical corrections n to parameter a: 

1   A     w a«« i-*Fr« * 

where when injector Is directed along the flow n = 29 to 31; when injector is dlrecte 

ilnst the flow n • 18 to 20. 

For illustration of the above formulas, we will consider the following examjle. 

Example of Calculation of Distribution of Liquid Phase of Fuel 

I. Initial Data for Calculation 

1. Temperature of flow t_ = 2000C. 

2. Flow velocity w » 86 m/sec. 

J>.    Pressure in flow p » 1 atm (tech.). 

k.    Intensity of turbulence e ■ 5%. 
i 

5. Scale of turbulence I    » 0.0810'Elj,    -  2.7 mm, D      - 150 mm. 

6. Swirl injector directed against  flow (fuel Is kerosene). 

7. Angle of atomizatlon cone 2a ■ 82°. 

8. Feed  pressure  of fuel An    =■ 2 atm  (gage). 

9. Fuel flow rate  CrT ■ 8.73 g/sec. 

mrrHriiiflffliiflTiiit   «•»■• i 
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10. Relative Initial velocity of drops u0 » tC5 m/sec. 

11. Angle of Inclination of relative velocity vector to axis 7 - lOS^O'. 

12. Atomlzatlon spectrum of drops V(a) (see § 4 of the present chapter), 

13. Initial temperature of fuel t0 - 45
0C. 

14. Length of section of motion of drops x ■ 365 mm. 
•"♦ 

Data of calculation are reduced to the following table. 

Num- 
ber 1                        * ^ 1        M 40 1       60 

I        a0 1     100 |       120 

1: 

6.6 
106 
Ol»! 
0.0666 

»6.16 
.  «.w 

I.WI 
0.387 
34 
2.16 
0.16 
0.0179 
0 
0 

12.6 
1      1.14 

0.766 

-0.73 
1.16 
1,174 
0,878 
3.91 
1.86 
0,238 
0,0296 
0,428 
0,0128 

1 % 
0.710 
0.816 

—0.678 
1.28 
1.17 
136 
4.4 
1.34 
0.23 
0.0306 
0.63 
0,0193 

98.1 
129 
0.67 
0.69 

-0.636 
1.328 
1.30 
1,96 
4.99 
1,24 
0,17 
0,0215 
0.735 
0.0156 

31.6 
1      1,28 

0,84 
1.17 

-0,61 
1.39 
1.46 
2.31 
6,38 
119 
0,086 
0,0106 
080 
0,0064 

36 
1      1.27 

0.62 
1.67 

-0.89 
1.438 
1.80 
2,82 
8.86 
1.16 
0,07 
0.0088 
0,84 
0.0071 

VC« 

0,000128 
0.00042 
.0,0001 
0.01245 
0,00787 
0.00222 
0,00032 

0.000778 
0,00687 
0,0176 
0.0158 
0,0046 
0.000188 

0,00126 
0,0083 
0.0156 
0,00812 
0,00117 

0,00017 
0.00231 
0,0077 
0.00528 
0.00128 

18 

x« I   ****   i 0.00178 
0.00867 
0,00614 
0,00153 

Num-I 
ber »« 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

16   1 

18 

0.000282 
0.00384 

99.3 

0.00042 
0.00894 

99.3 

0.0097 
0.0C139 

71 

0.0200     | 
0.0588 

85 

0.0378     I 
0,0782 
51,7 

0.0472 
0,078 

39.5 

0,0258 
0.0383 
33,5 

0.0341 
0,0! 15b 

24 

II.    Notes and Auxiliary Calculations  (According 
to Reference Numbers of the Table) 

*«U a. 1.      H-Ä.,,.,.*.      ,. 

where 

a - 0.0258 kg/m;     pB = 0.0074 kg-sec^/m4;  u0 -  103 m/sec. 

.'.    According to Fig.  2.49, at  tB = 2000C and PB « 1 atm  (abs.),  tp = 11?0C. 

By  formula  (2.169) we will determine  t' :    ^-lOS.S'C 

3.    By Fig.  2.52 we will determine k(t') - 0.114. 

Values  of ^(k,  D0) and ^2/^^  will be determined  by Fig.   2.50 at k = 0.114. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10 

We will determine T0 for given i", ü0 by Fig. 2.^1. 

We will determine TQ at given TQ, a, ü0 by formula (2.85). 

4,(4:x)-«||T(|..;)..St9(l-3c«:*T-~0,l«S;      e 

f ä; «) - ifl»+Ar-»*+«.OS««. 

. /,««..r,.„JkÄi+—t—i.,^—as— 

■ 

■ 

11.    Data on the atomlzatlon spectrum will be determined from the example «Uven 

in 5 4,  Chapter II. 

13.    See data on vaporization of drops  in § 16, Chapter II. 

Comparison of calculated data of this example on the distribution of liquid phase 

of fuel and degree of vaporization with experimental data is shown in Fig. 2.59b. 

Agreement of calculated and experimental data on c_ is satisfactory; disagreement 
«•/on 

between them with respect to degree of vaporization is due to the insufficient accu- 

racy of calculations of dispersion of drops  In the center of the Jet. 

§  12.     DISTRIBUTION OF VAPOR PHASE AND TWO-PHASE MIXTURE DURING 
ATOMIZATION OF FUEL IN A SWIRL INJECTOR 

Distribution of vapor fuel in a flow during vaporization of drops of the Jet 

occurs in the following way:    fuel vapors are blown off from drops, and by the action 

of turbulent diffusion are spread over the 

cross section of the flow.    During entrain- 

ment of drops (section 0-x0 in Fig. 2.'(3) 

the blown off vapors pass along flow lines, 

and trajectories of motion of particles of 

vapor do not coincide with trajectories of 

motion of the drops.    When drops are en- 

trained by the flow (section x0-x),  we may 

assume that trajectories of motion of 

* * 
Fig. 2.43. For calculation of distri- 
bution of vapor phase formed as a re- 
sult of removal of vaporized fuel from 
drops by the flow. 1 — distribution 
of vapor from drop a^. 

vapors blown from the drops coincide with trajectories of motion of the drops. 
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w. 
We will determine the distribution of vapor without taking Into account turbu- 

lent diffusion. The section of entrainment of drops where their trajectories of 

motion are strongly distorted Is small. Therefore, for simplification of calcula- 

tion of removal of vapors on this section we will make the following assumptions: 

1) rate of vaporization of drops along path y[0 to y(a.; x)] is constant; 

2) we will not consider dispersion of drops; 

3) we do not consider the fact that during passage of the flow through the 

fuel Jet, flow.lines will be distorted (we consider that fuel vapors will move along 

the straight lines of Initial motion of the flow). 

Under these conditions, distribution of vapor in section XQ can be determined 

by the formula 

«<& *) - A^fci) A*^ *•)• (2.117) 

where       Ay — Interval of partition over the depth of the Jet (usually Ay * 
■ 0,5 to 1 cm); 

AZ(a1; x0) — degree of vaporization during passage of drop through Interval 
Ay; 

y^ üaLäL 
A» 

at y^^ > y(a^; x) we have AZ • 0, y(a1, x«) — coordinate of drop a. In section x0. 

Determination of Z(a1; x0) is given in § 15, Chapter II. 

On section x0-x, where drops are mainly entrained by the flow, distribution of 

vapor formed during vaporization of drops on the Interval Ax - x. . - x. will bo 

determined by the relatlonshl ~ 

-p^n (P.118) 

Summing specific vapor flow rates calculated on the section of entrainment of 

drops  (0 to x) and on the section where drops are entrained  (x« to x.),  we will 

determine distribution of vapor fuel formed as a result of removal of vapors by 

the flow: 

* (2.119) 

1 
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. 

Let us consider how the profile of concentrations of vapor obtained on the 

assumption of removal of vapor Is spread out due to turbulent mixing. Equation of 

diffusion in cylindrical system of coordinates with axis Ox located along the axis 

(2.120) 

of the injector for nonswirling flow can be written as: 

)+£. 
- 

where r— q — density of sources of vapor fuel; 

DT — coefficient of turbulent diffusion; 

c" — concentration of vapor in g/cnr. 

Concentration of vapor is connected with specific flow rate by the expression 

c" = Cn'W- 

According to data of Gol'denberg [20], coefficient of turbulent mixing has the 

following values; 

Dr-l.lKMa^^ (Re>4.IO»): 

fli-sSni'W (Re|3.000-3.io»D. 
Be» ac&t. 

where w„,. — average volume rate of flow, 
cp 

In the diffusion equation (2.120), sources of vapor (evaporating drops) are 

distributed over the entire volume of the fuel Jet; representation of function q by 

an analytic expression with which it would be possible to solve this equation is im- 

possible. 

Representing derivatives 
—       2 — öc     ö  c ' äc 

S7' -? w   dy' 
will write equation (2.120) in the following form: 

, — In terms of their finite Increments,  we ox 

^•-V+TRSSJ- +^^...+?M..-^.+a^ä=Li\. (2.1:1) 

Boundary conditions: 

in center of the Jot c* j. ■ c" * k (we assume a symmetric distribution of vapor re la. 

tlve to an axis Ox); 

on the wall Dy - 0. 
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on the interval 

IBi?ri">ig^. wr Tr.^p, nrcTraTTinwi^u 

Initial conditionst 

as the Initial distribution of vapor c".  ^ we take the distribution of vapor calculated 

|0+*I p» «i.|-f 
-' 

Distribution of specific flow rates of two-phase mixture of fuel can be expressed 

by the fornula 

i 
■ 

*(«:•)-'«(*; «)+c.(4r,y). (2.122) 

where c^xj y) — will be determined by formula (2.116); 

Comparison of calculated data with experimental data on the distribution of vapor 

in a two-phase mixture is shown In Fig. 2.42. Calculation of distribution of vapor 

is very labor-consuming. Therefore, it 

is of interest, on the basis of working 

formulas for determination of liquid and 

vapor phases of fuel and experimental data, 

to conduct qualitative analysis of the 

Influence of parameters of the flow and 

conditions of atomlzatlon of fuel on its 

distribution in the flow. 

Influence of surrounding conditions 

(turbulence and pressure in flow, preheat- 

ing of fuel, feed pressure, characteristics 

of injector dc, 2a, M.C and its position in 

the flow) on distribution of vapor phase and two-phase mixture will mainly show up 

In the change of the distribution of the liquid phase of the fuel. 

Influence of turbulence. With increase of Intensity of turbulence eT by means 

of Installation of turbulizing lattices, distribution of liquid phase of fuel is 

changed in the following way: 

Curing atomlzatlon of fuel by a direct-spray injector, the inner boundary of the 

Jet (where small drops move) becomes indistinct and the outer boundary remains con- 

stant} during atomlzatlon of fuel by a swirl injector, distribution of fuel in center 

of Jet becomes more uniform (Pig. 2.4^). Such changes in distribution of liquid phase 

with Increase of eT are due to increase of dispersion of small drops of the Jet. 
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Fig. 2.44.    Influence of turbulence in- 
duced by a lattice on the distribution 
of liquid phase of fuel (swirl injector 
directed against the flow; fuel - kero- 
sene).   Pj - 1 atm (abs.),  tB - 240oC, 
w - 76 Vsec, Ap,, - 1,3 atm (gage), 
t^_ - 570C, d„ - 1.2 mm. 
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On the whole,  the  Influence of turbulence of flow on distrltutlon of liquid 

phase  Is small,  but diffusion rate of vapor will noticeably Increase with increase 
t   i i 

of Intensity of turbulence,   since ^  ■ I w , and w    - eTw. 

Influence of pressure  in a flow.    Change of pressure strongly affects dlstrlbu- 

tion of llquiü phase of *uel.    Change of pressure affects distribution of vapor phase 

of fuel by change of dlsU-ibutlon of liquid phase  (sources of vapor) and coefficient 

of turbulent diffusion DT ~ eT, and eT~ (p/p0) . 

With decrease of pressure drops will be more slowly entrained by the flow,  the 

fuel .let will "open up," and  the distribution of vapor will be more uniform over the 

flow section.    With increase of pressure, 

flow will "close" the fuel Jet — accordingly 

evaporated  fuel will be concentrated in a 

narrow zone. 

As  it was shown in §§ 4 and 13> 

Chapter II,  change of pressure within the 

range of 0.5-2 atm (tech.) weakly affects 

atomii-atlon of fuel and speed of evaporation 

of drops. 

Influence of preheating of fuel. 

Spreading out of liquid and fuel without 

preheating  (t0    % 20 to 400C) occurs  in 

the following way« 

^  If  ü Mmm 
Fig. 2.45. Influence of preheating 
of fuel on its distribution over the 
flow section (swirl injector directed 
along the flow, fuel— Kerosene). 

pB = 1 atm (abs.), t, - 50oC, w » 

»5^ m/sec,  Ap ■ 20 atm (gafce),  x ■ 
-   100 mm). 

• ing/seo M •.I TA 

%»lnac M IM II« 

••» ••rr •.rt «.II 

0 — fuel flow raie according to 
data of distribution of specific 
flows of liquid phase in a flow. 

I 

Close  to the  injector  (see Fig.  2.42j x • 150 mm),  the profile of liquid  phase 

has  two sharply outlined  maxima.    Moreover, as a  result of  intense evaporation of 

small drops,  in the center of the Jet there will be  formed much vapor, and the profile 
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of evaporated fuel will have a maximum In its center. With further Increase of 

distance from the Injector, due to turbulent mixing, profiles of liquid and vapor 

fuel (x = 300 mm) are equalized. 

If fuel Is preheated (gasoline to 20 to 8o0C, kerosene to kO  to 1600C), then 

due to the more intense evaporation, the picture of distribution of liquid and vapor 

fuel will be sharply changed (Fig. 2.45). Atomized fuel almost Immediately at tht 

root of the Jet will cross over to the vapor state. The higher the temperature of 

preheating, the more evaporated fuel there will be in the root of the Jet, and the 

less will be the area over which liquid and vapor fuel will be distributed. 

If fuel is above its boiling point (for gasoline t mn 90 C,  for kerosene 
tKiin * l60 c)'  then operation of injector is disturbed, fuel Jet is "closed," swirl 

injector starts to work as a direct-spray injector  (Fig. 2.45,  t0    = 210oC).    Calcu- 

lation of distribution of vapor fuel In this case can be reduced to the problem of 

turbulent propagation of gas proceeding from a point source. 

Limits of preheating of fuel.     If fuel is heated above  Its boiling point at 

a given pressure in its environment  (pB),  then during outflow through the swirl 

chamber and injector nozzle,  it starts to be rapidly evaporated;  then the atorrdzatlon 

cone will become a narrow stream and fuel flow rate  will decrease.    Distribution of 

fuel in a flow with such operating conditions  of the  injector will become very non- 

uniform. 

VFlth further heating of fuel above the boiling point of its light fractions at 

a given pressure in the fuel manifold,  there will start vaporization,  and flow rate 

of liquid will almost be ceased. 

When  fuel Is atomized by a swirl Injec- 

tor,   it should not be heated  above  its 

boling point at a given pressure In  its 

environment  Pg,  so that pressure of saturated 

vapor does  not exceed  the pressure  in  the 

environment,  and  the fuel does not boil 

during outflow from the  Injector, 

During atomizatlon of fuel by direct- 

spray   Injectors,   to avoid  vaporization  In 

feed   lines  and cessation of  flow rate  of 

liquid  through Injectors,   one should not heat   It above the boiling point of   its  light 

fractions at the given feed  pressure. 
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Values of limiting preheating temperatures at given pressure of fuel in feed 

lines are shown  In Fig,   2.46, 

§  13.     DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIFIC  FUEL RATES DURING ATOMIZATION 
OF FUEL BY THE MANIFOLDS 

During design of a fuel manifold  (selection of type of Injectors and  their 

distribution),  it is necessary to know how flows of drops Interact when fuel Jets 

intersect.    For clarification of this 
% g/cn&aec 

Fig.  2.47. Determination of specific 
flow rates of liquid phase of fuel 
during Joint operation of two Injec- 
tors (swirl injectors directed along 
the flow; fuel — gasoline),  p« = 

= 1 atm (abs.), tB = 30 C, w • 

= 61 m/sec,  Ap = 10 atm (gage),  d    ■» 
=0.8 mm,  2a = 60°,  x ■ 125 mm. 
1 — left  injector is operating,   the 
right one is suppressed;  2 — right 
injector operates,  the left  is sup- 
pressed;  3 — injectors operate to- 
gether;  4 — distribution of fuel from 
addition of specific flow rates of 
liquid  phase of left and right injec- 
tors. 

question there were conducted experiments 

to determine specific flow rates of fuel 

in the region of intersection of Jets of 

two injectors.    At first there was measured 

distribution of fuel from two simultaneously 

working injectors (curve 3 on Fig.  2.47), 

and  then  (in the same regime)  from each 

injector separately. 

As can be  seen,  the profile of dis- 

tribution of fuel obtained by means of 

addition of specific flow rates In  the 

region of Intersection of Jets satisfac- 

torily coincides with the profile of dis- 

tribution of fuel obtained during simul- 

taneous operation of the injectors.    Con- 

sequently,   fuel streams at the indicated 

distances between injectors freely pass 

through each other.    Density of distribution 

of drops at the place of intersection of 

Jets  is  quite small, and changes  in distribution of fuel due to collision of drops 

are Insignificant.    Thus,  it has been experimentally verified that the general profile 

of specific flow rates at the given distances between injectors can be determined by 

addition of specific flow rates of liquid phase of fuel from each injector. 

In Fig.  2.48 ther are compared experimental and  calculated data on the distribu- 

tion of liquid phase of fuel from a manifold with diameter of 300 mm in a pipe with 

D = 400 mm.    For equal distribution of fuel over the  flow section,   injectors  of the 

manifold  were located  in a hexagonal system. 

In examining experimental data,  it  Is  possible  to note  that in spite of the 
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Fig.  2.48.    Comparison of calculated data on the dis- 
tribution of liquid phase of fuel from a manifold with 
18 Injectors with experimental data (swirl injectors 
directed along the flow; fuel is kerosene).    pB ■ 
- 1.06 atm (abs.),  tB = 50oC,  w = 73 m/sec,  ApT = 
■ 29 atm (gage).     x x experiment, 
——— calculation. 

large number of injectors in the manifold,  fuel near the manifold  (x = 125 mm) is 

distributed nonunlformly.    With Increase of distance from the manifold,   the profile 

of specific flow rates of fuel is equalized  (x = 575 mm). 

Calculated data on distribution of liquid phase agrees well with experimental 

data in the section x • 575 mm, and unsatisfactorily in the section x •  125 mm (see 

Fig.  2.48).    In the  second case fuel  Is distributed from every injector nonuniformly 

about Its axis,  but  the number of injectors  in the manifold is  insufficient for 

statistical averaging of nonuniformitles created by the Injectors. 

At a large distance from the manifold  (x ■ 375 mm), nonuniformitles In fuel 

jets of Injectors will decrease.    Conditions of experiment  in this case will be 

nearer to the assumptions of the calculation scheme, and experimental data will agree 

better with calculated data. 

§  14.     HEAT-MASS  TRANSFER OF A DROP 

Drops of fuel atomized  in a ramjet engine combustion chamber are evaporated 

under the following conditions.    Drops of  liquid  formed after disintegration of the 

sheet are entrained  by  the flow and heated   (cooled) from the temperature  of the 
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atomized  fuel  (t0)  to  the  temperature of equilibrium vaporization  (t    — temperature 

at which all of  the heat  flow proceeding to the drop Is expended on its  vaporization). 

If fuel is overheated   (t0 > t_),   then at the time of cooling of drops from 

initial temperature  to equilibrium temperature,   rate of evaporation of them is deter- 

mined basically by enthalpy of the drops and weakly depends on conditions of heat 

addition from without.    But,  conversely, evaporation of cold fuel (tQ < tp) very 

strongly depends on rate of heat addition from without. 

At the time of entrainment of drops,  they are blown by the flow — heat addition 

and evaporation thus occurs more intensely than evaporation of entrained drops.    On 

the section from manifold to flame front, not all drops are unevaporatedj  part of 

fuel will enter zone of burning in unevaporated form.    Due to thermal expansion of 

the burning mixture,  flow in the zone of burning is accelerated; drops of fuel,  as 

heavier particles,  will be  more slowly entrained by the flow (relative  to the drops 

there again occurs blowing) . 

Thus,  drops  in the combustion chamber are evaporated under complicated condi- 

tions;    at variable temperature and blowing velocity,  during change of physical 

properties of fuel due to its fractionation during evaporation.    Let us consider the 

influence of all these factors on evaporation. 

Evaporation of a Drop Which is Motionless Relative to the Air 

During evaporation of a drop in a medium with high temperature  (for kerosene, 

gasoline, water, at t    > 100 to 200oC),  flowoff of vapor from the drop retards heat 

addition to it, and in this case processes of diffusion and heat exchange are mutually 

related. 

Let us write the equations of heat- and mass transfer of a drop with its  sur- 

rounding medium. 

Heat flow through a  sphere of radius r around  the drop is equal to 

Q - 4«^ -2- + Q, - ixfic^J'itjl. (2.123) 

The first term of the right side of equation (2.123) represents flow of heat 

to the drop due  to thermal conduction of the gas;   2nd  term — flow of heat  to the 

drop due to radiation;   5rd  term -   flow of heat  in the mixture of gases due  to 

flowoff of vaporized  fuel from the drop. 

On the surface of the  drop flow will be 

M 0 " ir •'+Q-» - ^'W.-T.--*. (2.124) 
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where v — flowoff rate of gas mixture; 

o — 

da 
d: 

(;>.! -,) 

4«',T.« ' 

^—— rate of vaporization of drop;   I — heat of vaporization of fuel;  Q     - flow of 

heat to drop to heat It from initial temperature to the temperature of equilibrium 

vaporization (sfffe below); ^CM
— coefficient of thermal conductivity of mixture of 

fuel vapor and air; c       — specific heat of mixture of fuel vapor and air; 

c — dimensionless concentration of fuel vapor; 

Toi F ß 
(2.U'6) 

p — pressure of surrounding medium of drop;  p   - partial pressure of fuel vapor 

which is equal on the surface of the drop  to the pressure  of saturated vapor. 

Considering (2.125),  we will determine flow of heat due  to flowoff: 

^•W-'-W-'J-- (■■. 

Equating heat flow through spheres  r and r    and considering;  (?.li?7),  we wl 
K 

ii 

represent  equation of heat exchange  of drop in the fullowinf;  form: 

(:V •-) 

Equation of mass transfer of drop  taking Into account  flowoff of vnpor ha-  Mic 

.1st  term of  right side  represents  flow of fuel vapor due  to diffusion; 

-'nd term— transfer of vapor du^  to flowoff; con^lderlri'  (i'.l.".),  we will 

simplify   It: 

Then  tho equation  of mass  transfer will  be  written   In   the   follow!np;  form: 

( '. 1 ''>■ ) 

During  solution of equations   (2.1^6)  and   {',\liO),  cieprndence  of complcxea 

^,Ö..T«.^---^(l-c). 

Kr.u/C 
CM 

;   >cu
,Dn  on  temperature   Is  not   considerei,  ani   their VMIU'.'-  are   let.,-rmlner| 
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at average   temperature  /cp—  *    - . 

Klimtnatlnr  r  from equationa   (P.128)  and   (2.129),  we will  obtain 

f «     t C   äe (P.131) 

whe re 

fcg «at 

(2.132) 

Let us determine the dependence of temperature of the drop on air temperature, 

for this Integrating expression (2.131): 

'•-'■-[^|j][(^fr-,i- (;viv,) 

Equation  (2.131)   Is Integrated  on  the assumption that  Q       snddO/di  are cunsiaril 

In reality  these  magnitudes depend on  temperaturej  therefore,   formula   (2.155)   1- 

approximate and   presents  Interest onlv  for appraisal of the   Influence  of Q    .0,. * . t r np      JI 

(ifl/iit  on temperature  of the evaporating drop. 

When  rate  of heat addition  to the drop  Is  equal to rate  of heat   removal i y 

evaporating  fuel  (Qnr = 0),  there will occur thermal equilibrium between evapunitln ' 

drop und  its environment,  and  temperature  of the drop will  roraian constant until   I1. 

full evaporation.*    According to  (2.133),   temperature of equilibrium evaporation 

(vaporisation)   of drop at Q   = 0 will be  equal   to 

W." /(',) 
fpCH KUp) l( I - f. i      ' J" 

(2.IV0 

For gasoline and  kerosene,  dependence  of  temperature of equilibrium evaporut.lun 

on temperature  of air  is shown  in FI2:.   2.^9. 

We  will determine   rate of evaporat, Lcr.  of drop dci/dx.     Intogratlrn- oquat n 

(2.123)   at  r =  r0;  t =  tK, in;   t  = ■■  t   ,  we will obtain 

(2.1 

«These reasonings are completely accurate for evaporation of pure liquids; lurln 
I'vaporat ion of compllcatec fuel temperature of drop will Increase wltn fractlonat Icni 
(see   ■'"   1'-.   Chat tor  TT). 
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Fig.  2.49.    Dependence of temperature of equi- 
librium vaporization on temperature of air. 

During equilibrium evaporation of drop for Q    = 0,  expression (2,l3ri)  will  take 

the form 

■ar 5=<M"T + ^15) J* 

Considering (2.134), we will represent (2.156) In the form 

£ 4vtol(gD,(/#)In^.. 

(.M'i'O 

(?.1?7) 

Considering that 

-Z--T. 

we will represent equation (2.137) In the form 

dtf —Wt. 
wh^i-e 

1—ir-,,1-r^--T-^r,,,ll + —i—^J- 
ami   Integrate  It: 

a»_a«-#t. 

(y.MH) 

('M'/)) 

(;>.Uo) 

i'ormula  (^.140)  Is convenient  for experimental verification of jRpendoncc  of 

f on larameters of medium surrounding the   irop (t;  f) and  physical pcoportles of 

the  liquid.     The drop   Is  usually  euspended on a quartz  fiber,   and  by decrease  of a 

with respect to T durlriR evaporation or burnlnr;,   there are determined experimental 
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W'-'   will   I'termlne criteria  Nu and  Nu   .    hy definition 

Nu-T' 

wnere 

(y.Ul) 

( ..i.'.   ) 

Substituting dG/di  from (2.147)  and  t    - t    from (2.15i*)   into the expression   fc 
B        p 

n,  ß(2.14J),   we   find Nu and  Nu   : 

(.j.-i'iM 

Let us  consider how consideration of the Inequality of thermal and   llffuslon 

fiuxen   [n /  i;   nee  (2.13')]   Influences  criteria of transfer Nu and  Nu    and   lopi'i 1' 

V^) 
At K =   1,   functions  t  (tB),  NuCT,   NuCT will have  the  form 

{ M'I'') 

(■'. 

Numerical difference between values  of Nu    (H / 1) and  Nu     (H =  1)   Is cronsi !■ r 
CT CT 

nble   (I'Mc.   .  .'iO) . 

Defonde^nce of tempersture of equilibrium vaiiorlzatlon on temperature of air :i' 

it / 1 (. .154) also differs from dependence tp(tB) at M - 1 (2.14^) (Kir. '.'l'»). nfi-l 

this   111'l'erenee   In values of tp noticeably affects  rate of vapor;7 lat Ion of   irop::. 

In  region of low temperatures yi < 1;   this means  that  Dn<a_ fll| f.r;er formula 

(2,151)].     Ccnsecjuently,   rate  of vaporization will  be   limited   not   by  the m«»'riltudi 

of heat   ■iitltlon,   but by  tlie  rate  of diffusion  transfer.     Thermal  equl Hhrlun, ol'  * h 
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Fig.   2.r)0,     Dependence of Nusselt number Nu on 
temperature of drop. 

drop in this case will be established at higher tninperature  (tp) than  for n ■-■-   I . 

With Increase of temperature,  values of x will bo  larger than unity;   I.e., 

dlffualon transfer will become greater than heat  transfer.     Tn  this case,   rat(>  of 

vaporization of drop will be  limited by rate of heat addition,  which nt  tilrh  u-rii(.>ri. 

tures  is  strongly hindered  due to losses of heat,  in  the heatJnr of vaporlr.nd   fuol. 
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coolant 

Pig.  ;j.51.     Comparison of calculateii  data  with expfrlm"nt,H 1 
.lata on the dependence of equilibrium  temperature of drop- 
let on  temperature  of air.      calculated  curve:., 

— curves avorarlng experimental  points. 

At. high temperatures, losse:; of heat flow In heating of vapor fun.-. 1 t< nibly 

exceed the value of heat flow necessary for' vaporisation of iro|.-, and In •rea.ie 

pioport i onally  to  Inct-ease of  temperature.    Therefore,   heat   flow proceeilnc to 
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vaporisation oC the drop  Increases very weakly with temperature rise;  thus,   tempera- 

ture  of e (u i 1J i.rlum vapor! r-atlon  tends  to a maximum value   (close  to boiling point   at 

riven  pressure   in the environment) and  rate of vaporization  Increases  only   from 

IncreaüG of diffusion coefficient with temperature  rise. 

Comparison of calculatecJ  data on t_(t_) with experimental data   (i'ir.   ^.51)   ahnwed 

that  at  tB = 8ü to 4lJ0oC  (where >t < 1),  values of ^-(t-)    /,   correspond  better to 

experimental data than t   (t   ).    .. p    B H=l 
Measurement of temperature  of atomized  fuel was  conducted  by means  of thermo- 

couples,   which were built  Into  the  cooled collector tube   (see Fig.  2,51).    Tempera- 

ture  of liquid entering collector tube from the  flow was  measured by  thermocouple   I 

at  that moment when differential  thermocouple 2 showed absence of differon.-o of 

temperatures  between temperature of wall and  temperature  of liquid  flowlnf throurh 

Internal cavity of tube. 

Thus,   from the given  comparisons  it is clear that  the  theoretical expression 

for  t   (t   )  determined  without  assumption of equality  of  ther-ial and dlff i.-Ion   fluxes 

(D    =  a )  is  more exact, 
n T.CM 

Vaporization of a Drop   In a  Flow 

Determination of dependence of Nu  (Re) is conducted   in  the  foliowln;'- wny: 

\-r>umlng that, profile of temperatures  In boundary layer on a drop locate i   li   a   flew 

will  be  the  same as during evaporation in motionless  air,   we will determine   tlilckM .. 

of  layer around  the drop  In which heat  exchange  is carried  out.     Knowing  thlckne.-; 

of boundary  layer,  we will   compose    heat  balance  of evaporating drop and  will  flni 

dependence of Nu on Re. 

In case of evaporation of a drop  In motionless air,   profile of temperatures   I r 

determined  by  formula  (2.146),   which we will obtain by  Integrating equation  (.'.l.'M) 

at ■'a = u' ^np = 0s 

'(')-',('.)-—[''''''  ^  -IJ 

I 

(?.1V ) 

at  r =   U,   t(r) =  t   .     Py definition, 
B 

Nu Jü (■-.vr,-) 

lacing  Iti expression   (.',147)   the  value of t    -  t     Trom  (?.146),  we will obtain 
B        p 
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In dependence of Nu on r/R (at t ■ tp, q = I —Y. 

Nu-- ±~ . 
,1 *JT_l 

{2.ihH) 

where 

/- 
^JTa.©« ' 

Solving equation (2.148) for r/R, we will find 

(2.l4q) 

(^.l'-)0) ' --liH'^)' 
Function    It. J_|n/| 4.^.)  iG equal  to -—2.. 

V|      Ml     \ M / Nu 

Actually,  from comparison of (2.148)  and   (2.134) with  (2.146),   it  follows  that 

•»(l+^-.ln.-^: 
Niicr        2Nu 2Nu        / «/ \ 

■ I — c   \» In 
('M51) 

Considering  (2.151),  we will represent  (2.1r)ü)   In the following  rorm: 

I (2.1h2) 
Ik I 

Nit„   * 
Nu 

Heat balance  In boundary  layer of drop has  the  form 

('.1^) 

[heat flow from surrounding pas 
Into boundary layer of drop 

>1    .  Hieat content of"]       [heat  flow Kolng  Into heatln^l 
J   ~   [flowoff of gaa J       [and vapor! ?:a1 Ion of the .ii-oij 

(k — proportionality constant determined   from experiment) 

Multiplying  (2.155) by the complex 

4«rK ft ~-U*«» 

taking  into account   (2.147) and  (:,.149),  we will obtain 
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Mf> 
letting in this formula the value of R/r0 from (2.152) and (1 + ^-j) from 

(.J.lrjl). we will obtain 

Nu 

»«     4 

[(-tr'] 
After transformations,  dependence of Nu on Re will have  the  form 

Nu-NuR + * 

     ,   / N«CT 

1/rrs"l/_i_l/5: 
^ 2Nu      f     /l-c.y ^   >.„ (^y 

xKF.VB?. (2.1rj4) 

Complex 
/ 

S   i 
MM 

s a weakly variable function of Nu, whosp value is close 

to 1 . Maximum deviation from 1 will be equal to 0.13 at Nu CT 2 and Nu = 3.  Under 

real conditions, Nu-^  < 2; and Nu changes within the limits 3-10, so that deviation 

from 1 during change of Nu will be less than 0.13. Therefore, of 
JHZ 

y i  Nu 

dependence  of v~- 55« 
Nu 

on Nu can be disregarded. 

Analysis of equations of heat and mass transfer from the surface of a plate 

shows  that  In the boundary  layer when there  is flowoff of vapor, dlmenslonless  pro- 

file? of temperatures and velocities are similar,  and  ratio of energy thickness  to 

hydrodynamic  layer almost does not depend on  intensity of vapor flowoff}  i.e.,   hydro- 

dynamics of flow around  the body weakly depends on Intensity of flowoff.    Consequent,l.y, 

for determination of constant k [see formula  {2.15H)]   it is possible to use experl- 

mental data on dependence Nu   (Re) for weak intensity of flowoff  (vaporization)  of 

drops. 

Experimental data  [21,   22]  (for the region Re  [10 to 500]) are well expressed 

by  the dependence 
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Fig.  2,52.    Dependence of function f2,  k and flp 
on temperature of fuel (p      = atm (abs.). 

We will take k equal to 0.6.    Then 

Nu - No., + 0.51 f/"5: .;(c#: c.) ^R? 

or 

(^.l'>5) 

where 

Nu-Nu^I +0.255y^51.f(c,; c.)V^). 

0^1-0.61^7:   Pr,-0.72; 

Dependence of function    ^(CQ;  c  );  Nu   /2 on  temperature of fuel for keruüeue 

and gasoline is shown in Fig.  2.^2,    In the  interval of temperatures  (o to rt0oC)  for 

Katiollne and   (0 to 140UC)  for kerosene,  the values  of Y5« 1 (with accuracy 
up to yPi,    With increase of temperature of drop, vapor flowofT from It increases, 

which will lead to decrease of inflow of heat to the drop, Decreawe of hent addition , 

to the drop Is taken Into account by change of function f(c0; c ), 

§ 15.  INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE OF MEDIUM, N0NUNIF0RMITY OF IIKATINC! 
AND FRACTIONATI0N OF FUEL ON RATE OF 

VAPORIZATION OF DROPS 

Influence of pressure. From analysis of equation (2.159), it follow:-, t.hat 

Influence of pressure on rate of vaporl7atlon can be traced by change of MK- ^ \\\\- 

librlum temperature.  IlaclnK In (2.145) values of o, from (2.i.'( ), we will ref rnunni 
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Fir.  2.52.    Influence of  pressure on vaporization of a drop 
(T — lift line of drop in seo). 

ilerendence  of t    on p  In explicit forms 

t,~t.' p- - f. - o. 

Pm 

With increase of pressure,  t^ grows; accordingly  rate of vaporization  (2,156) 

will weakly decrease.    Calculations  show that with Increase  of p  In the Interval 

0.')  to  5 atm (abs,),  rate of vaporization decreases by 3^.     One may assume  thai   In 

the  Interval of p(0.5 to 3) atm (abs.)  rate of vaporization of the drop located   In 

a flow does  not depend on pressure. 

ITslnc formulas  (2.155).   (2.145),   (2.141),   (2.142),  we will represent  the expres- 

sion  for rate of vaporization of the drop located  In a flow in the followinc form 

[see  formula  (2.159)]« 

-J- 2«iTaAIn-f^= (l + 0,255»(f0. c.) /fii]. 
Change of pressure will affect  rate of vaporisation of the drop as a result  of 

change of density  in the value of Reynolds number Re of the  flow,   I.e.,  rate of 

vaporisation of proportional to /p.    This is confirmed by experimental data of work 

[23]   (Fig.  2.55a),   In which there are described experiments on vaporization of a drcp 

of water suspended on a quartz  fiber.     If by the slope of line a" with respect,  to 1 

wc determine   ( ,   then these data  on  6 are averaged well by curve  0.77  y'p/p   •   (pn = 

=  1  atm  (abs.)   (Fig.  2.53b). 

Influence  of nonunlformlty of heating of drops.     Rate  of  vaporization depends 

on  surface  temperature of  the  drop,   on heat  losses  on  its  heating.    Time of  tempera- 

ture  rire during heating of a  drop  (from t« to t  ) depends on  rate of propagation of 

^mm 
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heat through Its volume, which is determined by tho values of criteria PI, F : 

- VT- '• (fr 
where X , X_ — coefficient of thermal conductivity of the gas or liquid surrounding 

the drop; 

aT — coefficient of thermal dlffuslvity of the liquid. 

For drops vaporizing in an air flow at values of Nu (2 to 15^ T(0 to o.Ol) sec, 

a(0 to 200 u), a     » 0.007-10  m /sec, the criteria Bi and Fn change within the 

limits BI - 0.2 to 1; F0 - 0 to 0.1. 

Prom consideration of nomographs of solution of the problem about nonstationary 

heating of a sphere [24], it is clear that at such values of Bi and F«, heat flow 

proceeding to the drop weakly spreads throughout its volume and Is expended basically 

on heating the outer layer of the drop. 

It is possible to expect that the temperature field inside the drop will be 

equalized from the forced convection appearing as a result of entrainment of the 

outer layer of the drop by the air flow, and by free convection appearing In the 

liquid volume due to the temperature gradient. 

Entrainment of the outer layer is observed during laminar flow around larce irop." 

[25]. Now it Is difficult to estimate to what degree the outer layer of the drop wllJ 

be entrained during turbulent flow around it. 

The influence of free convection on increase of heat transfer Inside the nop 

can be estimated by the magnitude of the correction e    to the coefficient of 
KOHB 

thermal conductivity   [24]: 

•_-.£.- 0.1» r **to-upr*vM 
(,M56) 

where t   ,  t   — temperature of surface,  center of drop; 

ß — coefficient of volume expansion of the liquid; 

rTJJJ — Frandtl number of liquid; 

6 — thickness of  layer  in which there  occurs  the  temperature drop  'n -  ' 

Calculations show that for kerosene at a = 2000 u,  6 • ri00 u  an I     t ■ tn  - tj. 

> 1.     This means  that convection mixinp  Inside  the drop   take:;  place, 50OCf e 
KOHB 

and It should be taken into account. At a = 200 u, c =  50 M» and £t - ^n - t,, ~ '" ''- 

f K0H_ < 1; this means that convection mixing inside the drop does not appear, 'V3(J)- 

\~,    Thus, at values of a, At, and \rK  which are typical for drops of fuel atomized 
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«00% distillation 

in the  combustion chamber of an engine, convection mlxlnr of liquid  Inside droplets 

is  not  ^."erved . 

Analysis of heating conditions  shows  that  the drop  is  heated  nonunifortuly, 

Thus  it  is  impossible  to consider that when the drop enters the flow,  its outer 

layer  Is   instantly heated  from  initial temperature  to equilibrium.     This   Is  confirmed 

by  experimental data. 

Experiments  on measurement  of temperature of a  burning drop with diameter of 

a  =  1  to ;? mm suspended  on a  thermocouple  (see § k.  Chapter VII)  show that heating 

times  for pasoline and  kerosene are 10^ and 25^ of their time of vaporization respec- 

tively.    The dro[   of kerosene  is heated    to l60oC,  and  the drop of gasoline  Is heated 

to 80oC. 

Influence of fractionation.     The process of  fractlonation of complex  fuel durlnr 

vaporization of a drop was  studied  by Yerastov  [26].     Experiments were conducted   In 

the  following way:     Into a heated  flow,  kerosene  was atomized.    Incompletely vaporl"cH 

drops were removed from the flow by an intak" tube. 

By the removed samples of fuel thnre was determine i 

the degree of vaporization, and then there was con- 

ducted  Engler distillation of the  fuel. 

On Fig.  ^.5^  It  is  shown how the proportion 

of heavier components  of the fuel increases  due   to 

the predominant vaporization of the  light  fractluns. 

This  leads  to decrease  of saturated  vapor pressure 

and  Increase of equilibrium vaporization  tempera- 

ture.    As calculations  show,   in spite of incroaso 

of equilibrium vaporization temperature with 

fractlonation of the fuel,  saturated  vaoor pressure 

on the surface  of the drop decreases.    Consequently, 

rate  vaporization will decrease durlnr fractionatUm 

of fuel.    During 6(X? vaporization of drops,  satu- 

rated vapor pressure decreased  hy  :' "'  (rate  of 

v.ai  M-'r.;11 Ion will decrease  by approximately the  same amount).    However,   there are 

data   showing that diffusion burning drops of fuels  consisting of mixtures  of hydro- 

carbons   i roceeds without noticeable  influence  of fractionation on  the   rate  of  var-or- 

Izatlon.     Obviously,   In case  there  Is  intense heat addition,   rate of vaporization 

of  the  drops  exceeds  the  rate  of  fractlonation. 
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Fractlonation of fuel can be influenced by a nonunlformlty or heating. Nonun!- 

formlty of heating of a drop promotes uniform vaporization of all fractions of the 

fuel from the heated outer layer. Inasmuch as the Inner part of the drop will not 

be heated, then diffusion of light fractions into the outer layer will occur weakly. 

Thus, it may be concluded that for low rate of evaporation and low viscosity 

of fuel, evaporation will occur with fractlonation and deceleration of evaporation 

of the drops. For high rate of evaporation, the influence of fractlonation of fuel 

on deceleration of evaporation of drops will be insignificant. Under conditions 

typical for the corabustor of a ramjet engine, the influence of fractlonation of fuel 

on deceleration of evaporation can be disregarded. 

§ 16.  EVAPORATION OF DROPS IN A FUEL JET (SPRAY) 

Fuel atomized in a flow is evaporated under complicated conditions. Drops formed 

during disintegration of the liquid sheet and splitting up are entrained by the flow. 

Thus, temperature of the drops is changed little from initial to equilibrium, fhaiire 

of blowing velocity and temperature of the drops very strongly affectc the rate of 

evaporation. 

In order to take into account the Influence of blowing and change of temperature 

of a drop on its evaporation, it is necessary to solve simultaneously the equatlorn- 

of evaporation and heating! 

(■M'Y) 

CM1 M 

We  solve  these equations under the  following assumptions: 

1)    We consider that temperature and air velocity are constant over cross section 

rind along the   flow; 

?)    We do not consider that during change of temperature of the drop fron;  t 

to tp the drop  Is nonunlformly heated over  Its volume  (by  temperature of  the   Iroj   w 

Imply  the averafe  volume,  or the  surface  temperature). 

Let  us  transform equation  (2.157).     By means of successive  substitution of 3 

through  Nu     ( !,141),  Nu    through Nu   {2.1h3,),  and  Nu through  {2.1V-,),   we will deter- 

mine ß,   place  It  in equation  (2.157).  and,   transforming it,  will obtain 

^-^^-^[•+^VK]. ( ■J"») 
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Let us take /? I 

We will express Reynolds nuinber Re In terms of \\  then we will consider the 

influence of deformation and evaporation of the drop on change of blowing velocity 

and diameter. 

Let us determine the decrease of diameter of an evaporating drop at the moment 

of it^ entrainment by the flow. For this, the dependence of Nu on Re (2.155) will 

Le represented as 

Nu - Nu«+(VM/J/^VK* O.T^f /KT (2.160) 

The equation of evaporation (2.157). after determination of ß taking Into 

account (2.160), will have the form 

-^ 0J5.«.<D.w|^=^ ' mTe. (2.161) 

Simultaneously solving equations of motion  (?.72) and evaporation  (2.161),  we 

will obtain • 

^2.._» *L (2,162) 

wtiere 

*-0,43^^,(0; 

Function ^(D) takes into account the Influence of deformation of the drop on 

change of blowing velocity, and accordingly of rate of evaporation of the drop. 

Theoretical analysis and calculations have shown that the Influence of doformatlon 

of drops on decrease of degree of evaporation can be disregarded. Error does not 

exceed 5 to 8^. Therefore, during Integration we will set ^(D) = 1. 

During integration of equation (0.162), we assume that evaporation of drops 

occurs at equilibrium temperature (t = t ; k(t ) • const). 

After integration of (2.16?) we will obtain 

Taking into account (;,.163), 
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where 

With the help of (2.8'), the value of u/u« will be expressed in terms of T/a; 

m I 

- Kf-F 
(2.165) 

The value of Reynolds number Re from equation (2.159). with the help of expres- 

sions (2.16'*) and (2.165), will be represented as a function of ~/ä: 

VE' re 
,)♦' 

Placing (2.166) in equation (2.159), we will obtain 

(2.1(6) 

AW 7i{«) ' i —r 

NHP 
dx. (■■.l'-7) 

/.W-^te^;  T. 
p 

where 

During change of temperature  of  the drop  from t0 to  t   ,   physical constants of 

fuel and gas in the expressions,  Dn»Tn/,  ,  Re0, &, <P1,  and  function cp(c05  c   )  chatir 

very  little.     Therefore,  during integration of equation  (2.16?)  we will cot • 1 ler 

n'n , Ren. ä, <p - m them to be constants, and determine ^(CQ; c ) at t = t , and —— 
r 'i 

'CF—r^' 
Function fp(f) very strongly depends on temperature of the 'irop.    During inte- 

gration of equation  (2.167)   in the case  of none lulllbrlurn evaporation,   It   Is  necessar, 

to take  into account the dependence of function f0(t)  on  temperature. 

The equation of evaporation of a drop  (2.167)  will be  solved   for »wo case.': 

1) Evaporation occurs at equilibrium temperature; 

2) Initial  temperature of the  drop differs  from elulllbrlum temperature.     Tn 

the  second  case,   evaporation of the  droj   for a certain period  of time  of  the  entlrn 

"lifetime"  of the drop will occur at  varying temperature and,   accordh..rI,,,  with 
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varying rate of evaporation. As Is was shown In § 15, drops of fuel are heated (or 

cooled) nonunlformly with respect to depth. 

Solution of the probier:: of evaporation of a drop at variable temperature, taking 

Into account nonunlformlty of heating, will be very complicated, and unacceptable for 

practical calculations. Therefore, the problem of heating (cooling) of an evapora- 

ting drop will be considered under two extreme assumptions: 

1) at the moment of change of temperature of the drop from t0 to t , It is 

uniformly heated over Its entire volume; i.e., we assume that ^-(jj» 

2) during change of temperature from t0 to t , only the evaporating part of 

the outer layer of the drop Is Instantaneously heated; i.e., we consider that XH = 0. 

In the case t0 = t , function f',(t ) will be constant in time, and equation 

(^.167) Is easily Integrated; 

(2.1^8) 

where 

|-(i),-^"-[1+JJ^jS-(f-)l — 

■-^•••(H-ifHf-n- 
For facilitation of calculations.  In Fig.  2.55 there is given a praph of function 

(T/a; m).    Values of functions fit),  f^t), k(t) are given In Fig.  2.52. 

If Ren of airflow around  the drops 

is small,  It is possible  to disregard 

the second term In the right side of 

equation (2.16M) and     to consider evapor- 

ation of the drop under static conditions 

[see  formula  (2.142)], 

We will consider the problem of non- 

equlllbrlum evaporation  under the assumi - 

tlon that only the outer  layer of the 

evaporated part of the drop is  heated. 

Heat flow expended   in heating: the 

outer layer Is equal  to 

where c^.   Is specific heat  of  the  liquid 

fuel. 

i 

Fir.. 

* U        14 

Graph of function 0 (f") 
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According to (2.156),  with such a definition  of ■nr 'Jui  Q „ - 0,  tempera'ur« 
Jl 

of  the evaporating outer  layer of  the drop  is determined   iy  the   following ex;r^f :1> n; 

i,.t. 
I + Cr{tf- 

t*m *[(^H ( .'-r 

Inasmuch as tr =» const, function f?(t ) will also be constant. Solution of 

equation (2.167) in this case will be the same as for the case of equlllbrlum evnp<f{ 

tlon (2.168), except that values of function f,-,, (p and m will be determined at t  = 

-v 
On the assumption of instantaneous heating of the drop over  Its entire  volume, 

the  problem of nonequlllbrlum evaporation Is  solved   in  the  following way: 

Transforming equation  (2.158)  to the form 

—IB ' 

and Integrating it within the limits a 

obtain 

a0; a a ; t - ty and t. * t-, we wll 

L m' J 
( jytn 

where k is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the liquid: -  kt ; 

/.(o    1L. 
dz 

Taking  Into account   (2.142)  and   (   .Its), 

The analytic dependence of  f,(t) on t  Is very oompiieatod;   therel'oti 

ir.tcgral in equation (2.170)   Is  solved by numerical methods! 

' h 

i T,('p) -y -A—--^ 
f '. 1 y 1 1 

Knowing the di pen.ieiice  of  (a,/a  )    and   f.,(t)   on  t,   we will    •in.iri'-' 

of  the dependence  of  f.,(t)  on   (a/a,)   .    Then  f, will  bceome a  fur,.-! 1 V 

■■   reaph 

I.,    i.f    /..in.: 

ratio  (a/a  )',  and   It  will be  possible  to transfer  It  t!    the lei        i ■■    uf .i.'.'Iui. 

(   .167) and numerlcall.v   interrate  It.     I'hon equation  ( ".I'Y) wl LI  take  the   form 

—•--    « - ...- 

• ■ 1» 111- -^ ..j 
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f[^-'H(t;i+f^)'l:-^rx 
x/,(V 

0.2S5f y'g^ 

Kf-ffl 
(2.172) 

where ^T/BLQ I
S
  relative diameter of the drop upon achievement of t -  t_. 

Inasmuch as  function  |"HSr—'I ls determined only graphically,  the first Integral 

in  the  left  side of equation  (2.172)  must be solved by a numerical method: 

f[»-H{i)H   l^-Wi)!- 
After integration of equation (2.172), we will obtain 

(2.175) 

1 *)■ ('.ivM 

Influence of the period of nonequlllbrium evaporation on the total percentage, 

of evaporation of drops in the last formula is taken into account by the function 

i (+ is heating of the drop, - Is cooling). 

Let us determine the degree of evaporation over the cross section of the fuel 

spray. 

Decree of evaporation of a drop c-trongly depends on Its initial diameter. As 

a result of dispersion of particles, at any given point of the fuel spray there will 

be drops of different diameters, and the degree of evaporation at a given point of 

the spray (Jet) will be determined by the concentration and evaporation of the drois 

of those diameters which occur at the given point, i.e.. 

(2.175) 

(definition of c and c     Is given  in  §  11,  Chapter TI). 

Decree  of evaporation of the entire   fuel ,let at distance  x   from the  In.lector 

norzlo   Is  e mal  to 

(2.176) 
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During derivation of  the working formulas,   there  were made  ssveral asrum^tloiirf, 

as a   result  of which errors  In the  calculations are  possible,     lei   us  estimate  mftr- 

nltudes of these errors  In examples. 

1,    During derivation of formula  (2.174),   there was not considered  change of 

specific gravity of the fuel at the time of nonequillbrlum evaporation  during change 

of temperature of the drop from t0 to tp   [we consider that  v(t) = ^ (t_ ) ]. 

During change of  temperature of kerosene  from t0 = ^u C to t IbU C,  abüoluti 

error in determination of the degree of evaporation will be equal to 

AZ%-i|  2 I U-l 0.0756. 

During the period of nonequlllbrlum evaporation,  not more than J>0<fr of  the drop will 

evaporate  (consequently,   6 * 0.2).    Then the highest  possible error for complete 

evaporation of the drop will be 

u      y0.0750.2.100 
a2.25?4. 

Z 100 

2. During determination of 1  by equations (2.85) und  (2.88), values of k\,N 

are taken at tp without considering the fact that at the time of nonequl I Ibrlun 

evaporation k(t) will be variable.  Error tue to changf cf k under th'"1 eonJiticn.'' 

t(i = hfc,  k(t0) « 0.005, ä(t0) = I.07, ~üx(t0) = -1.18, tp- 1ü5
0C. k(tp) 

a(tp) = 1.17, ~0x(tp) = -0.61 (a = 100 u; x = v.y^j  mj 

w * 86 m/sec (see § 11, Chapter II)). 

<. 

will be 

4._ ^I»WI^C»M _.ltWI.i^+u. _U2_06S 

Error  In the value of 1 will be equal to 

o.ass At- —4t-^ •0,065-0.27IM  sec 
»(a-=100  1. 

During use of   formula   (2.163),   we do not   consider thai   Hie   iepetiii'--nfe   Nu   {\-<i) 

(2.I60)  used   In  its  derivation  is   inaccurate   for small value«  of  Ke. 

:.; % -14c. 

'■'•■~!*K~i'-. v 

■•■   j  = ■   -»■*   ' «MT-' •     ,;• 

k 
m 
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Fig. 2.56. For estimation of errors during analysis of 
evaporation of drops due to Inaccurate determination of 
the dependence Nu   (Re). 

In Pig.  2.56a  (for the  specific example k = 0.3),   curve A shows change of k 

calculated  by the more exact  dependence  Nu, (Re)   [see equation (2.113Pj)'l.    The depen- 

dence  of  (a/a«)    on  (u/u,,),   which Is determined   for varying values of k(u/u0) 

(Fig.   2.56b,  curve B),  differs  little from that calculated by formula (2,163). 
• u The biggest divergence will be  in the region — < 0,03,  but  at such small  rela- 

u0 
tlve velocities, when the drops are almost entrained,   there  Is no need to consider 

the  influence of decrease  of diameter of the drop for  its  time of stay and  trajectory 

In  the  flow.    Thus,  on the  basis of these estimates  it   is possible to state thn» 

errors which are  possible during calculation of values  of Z(a.;  x),   i(a   ;  x) er, i 

y(a.•   x)  will not exceed  10^, 

Fig.   2,57.     Influence  of  temperature of air  (a),   flow velocity  (b)  on 
degree of evaporation of drops at  equilibrium temperature. 

For estimate  of the  Influence  of parameters  of  the   flow and  conditions of 

atoml ration of fuel on  thr- degree  of evaporation of drops   in Figs,   2,57 and  2.58 

there are   ^iven calculated  data  on  the evaporation of drops,     Calculatlonp were 
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Fig. 2.58. Comparison of calculated iata on non- 
equillbrlum pvaporation on the assumption of sur- 
face   (X    =  0) and  volume   (X_ = oo)  heating of the 
drops. 

conducted for the following conditions:    a swirl Injector dlreeteH  upstream  (against 

the flow);  2a = 60°;  fuel — kerosene:    p    = 1  at     (abs,); w = 80 ra/f-ec;   \p    = 

= 6 atm (gage);   x ■  100;   300 mm;  a   [20 to  10O](i. 

There was determined  the  Influence of temperaturp of the  flow (Fig.    '.''Ta'. 

velocity  (Fig.  2.57b) and   initial temperature  of  fuel  (Fig.   2.58).    Calculation.-- 

show that evaporation of drops is influenced  basically by initial   llameter,  air 

temperature and initial temperature of the fuel. 

Influence of flow velocity on degree of evaporation uf the drops  mainly  chows 

up  in change of their time of stay in the chamber:     the higher the  velocity,   the 

shorter the time of evaporation of the drops   (T -    x/w). 

In Fig.   2.58 there are  compared  data on nonequlllbrlum evaporation  rf iropr 

which were calculated  on  the assumption of volumo   (x-m = ^) and  surface   (^_ =  ' ; 

heating of the drops. 

According  to data of the calculation,   it   i.i  possible to be sure only of   tin 

fact, that  real values of evaporation of drops  will fall within  the  regions:  r.        11. 

I'rom analysis  of data  on heating of drops  and   fractlcnatlon of  fuel   (sen   .'   i' , 

Charter TI),   it  is  possible   to assume  that  in  the  region of   low temperatures  o'-  'lie 

environment,  when  processes  of heating and  evaporation of drop;- occur ."lowl.v,   cal- 

culation on the assumption  of volume  heating will be  more correct,   an)  at   high 

tetii) eratures and   large heat   flow,   results   of calculation on  the assumfMon of  surfHc- 

heating will bo nearer  to actual data. 
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Example of Analyels of Evaporation of Drops of a Fuel Jet 

The  list of  initial data   is  the   same as  the one used   in  calculation of  the 

distribution of liquid phase   (see   <  10,  Chapter II).    Calculated data are given in 

Table   2.1. 

Table  2.1 

Ref. 
No. a   M- 20 40 60 80 100 120 

t 
• 

12 4.26 2.41 1.65 1.22 0.« 

R^ 86 112 168 224 280 326 

•(H 0.173 0.M 0.46 0.54S 0,61 0.66S 

oa65; »^ ♦ 0.162 0,286 0.37 0.42 0,48 0.463 

i  nrsec 4.99 4,92 5.33 5,81 5.13 6.30 

-(tr 1.210 0.437 0.253 0.187 0.142 0.112 

(tr 0 0.425 0.630 0.735 0.800 0,820 

,.■    ■■•'- 

Notes and supplementary calculations are given according to reference numbers 

of the table. 

1. Values- of T/a are determined according to data given in § 10, Chapter TT. 

2. Re,-J!A--280fÜiÜ\. 
»«*)    I loo ) 

5. At tB - 200
oC; t' - 103.50C; 

*(';)-0.114: «- 4  * 0.172; 
3 1-» 

/•(g-0.194. f (0-0.87. 

For given T/ä and  m,  we will determine the value of function <i'(T/ä;  m)   (see 

Fin. ;'.55). 

(■^■[,+-^-nr-)J- 
t = —T-.4.18"-. 
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A comparison of calculated data with experimental data Is given In § 17. Cal- 

culated data on this example are used it. determination of the degree of evaporation 

of the entire spray (see Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2, Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Data 
on the Evaporation of a Fuel Jet (FL " 1 atm (abs.), t_ = 

-  1120C {  Fuel - - Kerosene). 

No. X 
■  M \k k Position of 

Injtetop a,, 

r % 
*• 

1 i>.4i aoo ID 

O 

94 8 
Alone the flow 

^=0.8 
•-30" 

90 46.2 44.8 

s 0.386 300 45 06 2 Asoinit thi flow 

m—W 

57.5 51.6 54.8 

3. 0.08 900 » 00 30 Along th» flow 

^=0.75 
•=30' 

68 18 11 2 

4 D.06 300 I2S 60 30 Alorv the fla 
*c=0.75 

65 24 25.7 24 

« ».«• aoo 175 00 30 Alonfc- th» rio» 

<=0,7S 
.-30" 

61 35 43,5 63 

§ 17.  COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON EVAPf RATTAN 
OF A FUEL JET 

As was noted above, calculated data on evaporation of a  fuel  .let and dtstrl Put Ion 

of the liquid vapor phases depend on the accuracy of calculation of "elementary"  pro- 

cesses:    1)    atomlzation spectrum;  2)     trajectories of drops;  3)     ilsperslon; 

'()    evaporation;  and   5)    removal of   vapor from drops by  the   Plow,   and   Its   turbulent 

mixing over the flow section. 

Comparison of data on degree of evaporation of the  Jet and distribution or the 

liquid phase of  the   fuel is shown in Figs.   2.59 and  2.60.    Divergence  between cal- 

culated and experimental values of Z(x;  y) are due to inaccuracies   In the calculation 

of dispersion of droplets.    As can be  seen from comparison of data on evaporation of 

the t1et  (Table  2,2),   results of calculations  on evaporation of drops of  the jet on 

the whole  Z^ (3.176)   agree better with experimental data  than  the data  on  dlstritnatlcr. 

of degree of evaporation over the cross  section of the jet. 
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Fig. 2.59.  Comparison of calculated data on 
evaporation and distribution of fuel with 
experimental data, a) swirl injector 
directed along the flow; fuel — kerosene; 

a =0.8 mm; p_ = 1 atm (abs.); t » 200oC, 

w = 94  m/sec;  ApT = 8 atm (gage);  t0 - 900C, 
T 

x = 410 mm.     b) swirl Injector directed 
against the  flow;  fuel — kerosene;  d    ■ 

c 
= 1.2 mm; p  = 1 atm (abs.): t ■ 200oC: 

B B 
w = 86 m/sec; Ap ■ 2 atm (gage); tn » 

T "T 

» 46 C, x - 355 mm. 
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Fig. 2.60. Comparison ol' calculated data un evaporation 
and distribution of fuel with experimental data at dif- 
ferent preheating temperatures of fuel (swirl in.lector 
directed along the flow; fuel — kerosene), p = 

0 

= l.latm (abs.);   t_=  :j00oC,   w = 60 m/sec,   dp    = 
•  30 atm (gage);  x = HO nun,       calculation. 

experiment,     a)  distribution of lijuid  phase  of 
fuel;  b) distribution of decree of evaporation  over  »he 
cross section of the fuel Jet  (data of Yerastov). 

% g/en&ec 

7 > 

VI ■ V 
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2 ■ s 
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f « A 
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♦• 
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^ v. 
iO 

§ 1 > s m 

Fig.  2.61,     Distribution  of degree of 
evaporation over the  crops   section of the 
.let during atomlzatJon of he-^tod  fuel Into 
a coli  flow  (direct-spray   Injector directed 
perpendicularly  to the   flow).     I    = 0.7 mm; 

= 1  atm  (als..);   t 
B B 

= 'lo'V.-;  w = X' m/soc; 

Ap = 2 atm (rape); =  5'.->0C. 
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In Flg.  2.60 there are  compared data on degree  of evaporation of the  Jet and 

distribution of liquid   phase   for different preheating temperatures of the  fuel.    Cal- 

culated curves on degreee of evaporation taking into account dispersion of droplets 

a^ree relatively well with experimental data. 

Comparison of experimental and calculated data c« evaporation of the Jet  on the 

whole (see Table  2.2,   3,  4,   5) has shown that experimental data on evaporation of 

the  .let are  intermediate between those calculated at  Zj,  0 and Z,_  .    Consequently, 

both schemes of calculation of nonequi.librium evaporation of drops give limiting 

results and are useful on"iy  for approximate calculations.    At low ambient  tempera- 

tures, a more correct  explanation of experimental data is obtained If we assume 

volume heating of the drops. 

In Fig.  2.6l there are  shown experimental data on Z during nonequilibrlum 

evaporation of drops  of heated fuel in a cold  flow.     The degree of evaporation  Is 

almost constant over the entire cross section of the  Jet; consequently,  evaporation 

of all drops of the spectrum should be  Identical. « 

Identical evaporation of drops of the spectrum is not considered  in the  scheme 

of calculation assuming surface heating,  but  it  Is possible to explain It completely 

if we assume volume heating of drops.    Actually,  during evaporation of heated  fuel 

In a cold flow,  heat addition to drops aS(t    -  t) will be small,  and  rate of evapora- 

tion of drops will be high. 

Tn formula  (2.171)  function   !£i£t"li, «izl    will be close to zero. 

"Ztm 

■ 

or 

Then formula (2.171) can be represented as 

(: .177) 

Thus,  nonequilibrlum evaporation of drops  in this case occurs  basically due  to 

Internal heat content of the drops.    This  is confirmed by comparison of experimental 

iata  with calculated data.     According to data shown  in Fig. 2,61,  ^gwannftc *   ',o:''• 

Durlnr calculation by  formula   (2.177),   zrac»l "  ^S^. 

For [ractlcal calculations on the determination of nonequilibrlum evaporation 

of drops at high ambient  temperature,   it  Is more convenient to use the scheme of 
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calculation, proposed by Yerastov (with the assumption of surface heating of drops). 

Thus we should remember that at t0 < t , computed values of Z(a.; x) will be somewhat 

higher than experimental values and, conversely, at t  > 
o '' V ' Fac'4 ^ ' 3Kcn- 

In those cases when It is necessary to estimate degree of evaporation of the 

Jet rapidly, It is possible to calculate it by the method derived by Probert \27], 

which deal with evaporation of drops of the spectrum with mean evaporative diameter, 

In the case of constant rate of evporatlon of a drop, and with determination of the 

spectrum by formula (2,25), mean evaporative diameter a  will be equal to cp 

,;/3SB. 
where 

1 

or - 1' 2.5 3 3.S       4 

Ä        ,.2 1.12 1.07 1.05    1.03 

Mean evaporative diameter is close  to the median   iiameter. 

On the section in which drops are entrained by the  flow, durinr nonequllibrlum 

evaporation the rate of evaporation of droplets  is variable; accordingly,  mean 

evaporative diameter will change.    In this case It is possible to estimate evaporatlri 

of the Jet by evaporation of a drop of median diameter only approximately. 

§ 18.     EVAPORATION OF DROPS  IN THE C0MPITSTI0N ZONR 

Not all drops  in the mixture will be evaporated  In  the section before  the   riamo 

front.     Part of the larger drops  of the  spectrum will continue to be evaporated   In 

the combustion zone at Increasing temperature and  flow rate.    The percentage o'' 

unevaporated fuel and  rate  of evaporation of drops  in  the combustion ?one will affect 

development of combustion and  the magnitude of physical  incompleteness of burning. 

With variable temperature and flow velocity,  equations of motion (2.66) and 

evaporation (^.16?) cannot  be  solved  in quadratures.     It  is necessary to solve  them 

by the method of numerical  integration.    The given profile of temperatures ami  veloo- 

ities  in the flow is partioned   into Intervals;  we will consider that during motion 

and evaporation of drops  on each  Interval Ax  there are  satisfied the  folluwlnp; condi- 

tions : 

1.     Temperature and  velocity  of the  flow am  constant and     lunl   to  the average 

magnitudes  t^,  w^. 
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2.    We consider that a droj:   in the combustion zone  iö carried  along the flow 

lines;   If  the  flow  line.s are parallel  to axis Ox,  then velocity of  the drop will be 

e mal to V  . 

?.    We will not    take into account deformation of the drops. 

k.    During change of temperature of the flow (from interval to Interval),  tem- 

perature of the drop will change.    Nonequilibrium of evaporation of the drop will 

be considered  by  the scheme of calculation which assumes  surface heating of drops; 

temperature of a drop t  (t  .     ) will be determined by the formula  (2.169). 

5,    During solution of the equation of motion and the equation of evaporation 

on the  i-th interval,  we consider that the value of the diameter of the drop is 

constant and equal to a<_i. 

Integrating the equation of evaporation (2.167) under these assumptions,  we 

will obtain 

where 

The value of u.  will be determined  from solution of the equation of motion 

(   .66) on  Interval Ax for a constant value of w. 

(2.178) 

(■'.179) 

whe re 

'icp' 

■ m —Wü~ ..     B3     -      **   1- 

(2.180) 

4-1 .,    _... 
/«^('wcp)T.('wcp)       ' 

(1—1        is taken  from the calculation of evaporation by formula  (2.178) on the 
aQ/l-l 

Interval  1-1. 

Calculations  on evaporation of drops   In  the combustion  zone  were  carried  out 

for specific conditions existing in special experiments  for clarification of the 

Influence  of atomiration spectrum on combustion of the mixture   (see  §  7,   Chapter 7T 
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Fig.  2.62.     Evaporation of fuel  In the combustion ^cne 
(fuel is kerosene;  the manifold consists of 1? swlri 
injectors and is directed upstream).    a, cuecH 

o. 

1.16. 

p_ ■ 1 atm (abs.), w0 = 55 m/sec, t 0 = 500 C. a) 

atomization spectra of fuel; b) experimental data on 
change of temperature and flow velocity along the 
axis Ox; c) calculated data on evaporation of a fuel 
spray in the combustion zone (for Ap = 2,5 atm (gage)) 

— section BC; curve BC corresponds to evaporation of 
of drops under the assumption that velocity and tem- 
perature of gas In the combustion zone (x = ?00 to 
1200 mm) increases linearly in the intervals of 

t [300-2O00oC] and w[90-400 m/sec]. 

Experiments were conducted under the following conditions; In a rectangular channel 

there was directed upstream (against the flow) a manifold of awlrl Injectors (cue 

Fig, '.62a and Fig. 8.25). Fuel from the manifold at constant air-fuel ratio o " 

= 1.16, but with different fineness of atomlratlon, proceeded to the flameholrlora 

ai.d burned In a half-open stream. The atomization spectrum was changed by means 

of selection of Injectors and feed pressure of fuel. The rate of combustion of i ho 

mixture was determined by the change of concentration of Cü0 measured on the flow 

axis, temperature and velocity. 

For analysis of experimental data, there was considered two '.•ai'.os ( iT - 

= 2.5 atm (gage), d ■ 1.2 mm and ApT = 19 atm (gage), 1 = 0.5 mm). These regimes 
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hai  their own Individual spectra  (Fig.   ?.62a)  (which were calculated  by the  formulas 

of § 4,   Chapter Tl) and  tetnierature and  velocity profiles  (Pig.   ?.62b).    Results  of 

calculations for evaporation of the  Jet  in the section before  the front and  in the 

combustion  zone are shown In Fig.  2.62c. 

Degree of evaporation of fuel in the  sprays at Ap    ■ 2.5 atm (gage) and Ap    » 

= 19 atm (gage)  in the section before the front AD (x = 385 mm,  see Fig. 2.62c) was 

95^ for Ap    = 19 atm (gage) and 78^ for ApT « 2.5 atm (gage).     In both cases equal 

quantities  of evaporated fuel entered the combustion zone;  therefore,  combustion of 

mixtures at Ap    = 2.5 atm (gage) and Ap    =• 19 atm (gage)  proceeded almost identically 

(temperature and velocity profiles at Ap    = 2.5 and 19 atm (gage) differ slightly 

from each other)   (see Fig.  2.62b). 

In spite of the temperature rise  in the combustion zone,  evaporation of the 

remainder  (section BC on Fig.  2.62c)  proceeds quite slowly.    Degree of evaporaiion 

of the remainder increases only slightly because due to acceleration of flow and 

increase of velocity of the entrained  drops,  time of their stay in the flow In each 

Interval Ax decreases more rapidly than the rate of evaporation increases due to 

increase of  tempeiature of the gas. 
1 

Curve BC    shows evaporation of  the  ia:r.?inder under the following conditions: 

on the  Interval  x = 400-1200 mm,   temperature and velocity  in the combustion zone 

increase  linearly  within the  limits   t -  3O0-2000oC and w = 91-400 m/sec.    Tn  this 

case,  due  to decrease of time of stay of drops in the flow,   the  remainder is 

ova|orated   still more slowly   (line  BC   ). 

It  is necessary to note  that calculations on evaporation of drops  In the com- 

bustion zone are not very rough, and are conducted with exaggerated degree of 

evaporation.    Thus,  according to calculations,  the coefficient  of evaporation of 

Irops   f ■   ■ *T^'ft    at tB = 2000oC is equal  to 0.0127 cm?/sec,  and according to experl- 
Tt 

mental data on the burning of a drop  surrounded by a diffusion flame  front,  in which 

the »'as  temperature  is also approximately equal to 2ü000C,  the coefficient 0 = 

- 0.0096 cm'/sec   (§ 4,  see Chapter VII). 

During calculations it was noticed  that the second term of formula (2.I79), 

which takes  into account the influence of accelerated  flow around  the drop.  Is 

■ ma.ll and  changes  little.    Thus,  according to calculated data,  dut  to tho hlrh gas 

velocity  It  is very difficult to evaporate drops In the combustion  zone.    Therefor'.», 

•o avoid  physical  incompleteness  of burning.   It  Is desirable  to select accord Inr  to 
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parameters  of  the  flow and  fuel conditions  under which evaporation of drops   If 

mainly completed  before  they  reach   the  combustion j'one, 
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CHAPTER       III 

FORCED IGNITION AND BURNING OF UNIFORM FUEL-AIR MIXTURES 
IN A LAMINAR FLOW 

At present there exist a large number of works, [1] to [10] on the theory or 

notmal burning. Therefore we will note only the main results of the thermal theory 

of Zel'dovich which are necessary for explanation of the Influence of dli'fereni 

factors on burning velocity, using for this dimensional conplderations.  Normal 

burning is characterized by only two dimensional parameters:  the molecular 

diffusion coefficient a (thermal dlffusivlty), which determiner, the rate of cupfl.y 

of active centers (heat) into the fresh mixture from the read Ion ?,one (comburi 1 in 

products), and the rate of heat emission *max* which determine.; the characterl.-.f !c 

time scale of combustion: 

Ucin^ these parameters, we can write a series of dlmenr.lona.l relationships, wh! h 

are useful for qualitative analysis of experimental data: 

«.-/«/'; •.-a/«,;   x~B&lL*pe-*n' (-.1) 
■u 

where o-    — characteristic  scale of width of the  laminar flame  front; 

p    — pressure  in the  fuel mixture. 

§   1.     INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT FACTORS ON  BURNINU  VELOCITY 

At present there  exists quite extensive experimental material   on  the   lnflu«nei.' 

of  different  factors  on burning velocity;     mixture  ratio,   InltiaL  temperature, 

pressure,  moleculus  structure of the  fuel and  Impurities.    Let ur.  note briefly  the 

role of these factors. 
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Influence of mixture ratio.  Normal velocity of the flame attains maximum value 

at aome concentration of fuel and monotonlcally decreases with change of the 

mixture ratio in the direction of either impoverishment or enrichment of the fuel 

mixture. 

Typical graphs of these dependencies for a series of hydrocarbon fuels applied 

in technology (gasoline, kerosene) and for simple gas fuels (methane, propane, and 

so forth) are shown in Fig. 3.1. An interesting peculiarity of these curves is that 

the maximum burning velocity for air mixtures never corresponds to a stoichlometrlc 

mixture ratio, but always is somewhat displaced in the direction of surplus fuel 

content.  For hydrocarbon fuels this displacement is small. For instance, the 

maximum value of burning velocity for gasoline is attained at a = 0.93 to 0.95 

(Fig. 3.2). 

cm/sec 

t i i i M n i2 a » it 
%CN«(volunia psroant«.;») 

a> 
%(gNj (volum« psrsuit*^«' 

Fig.  3.1.    Influence of mixture ratio and initial 
temperature on burning velocity of methane and 
propane,     a) methane,  b)  propane  (diameter of burner 
lj/8 mm.   Re =  1500-2000). 

From the graphs one may also  see  that  the  velocity-versus-compositlon curve  i: 

asymmetric   relative to Its maximum value.    A number of author::  Indicate that curver 

can be made more  symmetric  If we construct  a function of mass  rate pAuH  [g/cm r.ec] 

versus volume percent fuel content of the mixture  [11].     Shift of the maximum 

velocity  toward  richer mixtures and asymmetry of the velocity-versus-componition 
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curve are not explained by simple dimensional formulas of the type of (5.1).  Cause: 

for them should be sought by more exact solution of the problem, possibly by takinr 

Into account inequality of diffusion rates of oxygen and fuel. 

tiN cm/sec 

no 
m 
m 
m 

f \ 
, 

T 

NL i TN ̂  
/ t 

d 
\ k ftt 

tu 
1 • 

0   0 » 0 ^ 

l-. f^ N » 'J9 

IM 
t j » s 

as. 
0 1 ^S ̂

 

t/ifi lif k L,^ s •**- 

90 

ta\ 

79 
gm 

nr fp N ̂ 5 < 

i '; 
tu u ^J 

1^ b. 
iw 1 ' H s 

«f 

f 
1 ,'i 

.• 

gm 
t \s \ 0 ( s <d 

Fig.  3.2.    Comparative UJJ = f(a)  charac- 
teristic for curves mixtures of gasoline, 
kerosene and Tr*  with air for different 
initial temperatures. 

— r 
^-Saiol In« 

0-Ktros.in« 

•-Tr 

3MaC 

(.-IN'C 

•Tr  is a  direct  transliteration of  the Cyrillic Tp.     It may   refer  to a type of 
Jet  fuel,  Tp being an abbreviation  for typbopeaktubhoe,   I.e.,   turbojet.   [Tr.   Ed. 
note]. 
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Influence o:'  Initial »ilxtur'e temperature.     With  increace of  initial temperature 

of  the  frech mixture,  burning velocity  -xlco increat-es  in accordance with  results of 

thermal diffusion theories.     The experimental dependence  is well described by the 

relationship 

^       » • (5.2) 

where T. — absolute temperature of the fresh mixture. 

On Fig. 3.3 there are given the experimental data of a number of authors 

concerning the dependence of maximum velocity of flame propagation on temperature 

oi' the fresh mixture for a series of the most widely used hydrocarbon fuels and for 

hydrogen.  Let us note that although this 

dependence is strong, it is much weaker than the 

exponential dependence of flame speed on burning 

temperature Tp [see formula (3.1)].  Experiment 

shows, in accordance with the theory, that 

between the quantities uH and To there is 

observed the following relationship for fuel-air 

mixture: burning velocity turns out to be 

higher, the higher the temperature of the 

combustion products, independently of whether 

or not mixture ratio or type of fuel change. 

111]. 

Influence of pressure. The exact dependence 

J*    55 m r,V 

Pic. 3.3.  Influence of Initial 
temperature on maximum burning 
velocity.  1) hydrogen Hg (data 

of Pansauer); 2) ethylene CUHj, 

(liata of Passauer and Daguerre); 
5) gasoline (data of N. N. 
Inorernt sev) j k)   propane (data of 
Daguerre)] b)  methane CH^. (data 

oi' Passauer and Daguerre). 

of u  on pressure has not been established 
H 

at nresent.  This Is explained by the small 

degree of this dependence and the considerable 

errors of measuring methodr,.  Many of the error. 

also depend on pressure. Therefore, it Is 

expedient to give a table of experimental data obtained by various methods for 

different mixtures and ranges oi pressures. 

Data of foreign authors are taken from the monograph of NACA [17],  Knowledge 

of the dependence of M^  on  pressure p'-nlts us to Judge the total order of the 

chemical read ion t'o:- the given mixture ' in the flaue). 

, ! 

I. ^.. 

>43 
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From relationship (3.1) It Is clear that UJJ is connected with parameters dependlnf 

on pressure in the followlnc manner: 

-v^F- (5.?) 

where according to the kinetic theory of gases 

•—I/« ♦■•«"'-f and Pi^P' 

so that 

Values of v  given in Table 3.1 show that for hydrocarbon-air mixture.;, total 

order of reaction lies somewhere between units and two, so that with decretuje of 

pressure, normal velocity increases on the average. For tentative calcuLai lour. It 1. 

possible, apparently, to take average value of m equal to O.20.  Growth !:■ observed 

onl.y up to certain finite values of pressure (P § 0.3 atm), after which velo'lt.y 

starts to drop due increase of role thermal losses to walls, and so forth (nee §  , 

Chapter III). For fuel-oxygen mixtures, behavior of IL. noticeably differ.- with 

change of pressure. Majority of authors Indicate Independence of uH from preii.-.ure; 

i.e., for oxygen mixtures m « 0 and v » 2. 

The influence of impurities on flame speed is two-fold.  If we add to UK ."ut-l 

mixture as impurities inert gases such as C0~; Np; He; Ar, then this will nol ruune 

chemical changes of the given mixture, but will change only iU; physical prop, r' h'.-.s 

tvlative concentration of fuel (oxidizer), heat capacity, thermal dllTu.-lvli., ■aid 

"mass transfer" of the mixture, etc.  Therefore, deceleration of normal buniltif l.v 

dilution of the fuel mixture should be for any Inert diluent (ineludinr \\<r  ■ ■•■■ 

of oxidizer or fuel) practically identical, if when there is,  high dilution, 'Unnce 

of other physical parameters (besides relative mixture ratio) turns out not to he 

large.  Experiment confirms these simple physical considerations. 

In Fig. J>,k  [11] there are given graphs of the dependence of maximum rl.uiu  i'> i 

for CO, CHj, and Hp on the percentage substitution of nitrogen and carbon dioxide 

for oxygen.  More detailed observations taking into account other factor:- (thermal 

conduction, heat capacity of the diluent, and so forth) show thai accordlnr to 

degree of I'legmatizing action. It is possible to .arrange Inert ga.-.es In I he followinr 

orders  C0o; N-; He; Ar (the quantity (X/c ) • 10; is equal respect Lve I., to P., 2-J,  2'f, 

33 cm [U]). 
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A •' l-,' Impurities aiTer-t the magnitude of u  absolutely differently.  When a 
H 

small amount,  of them are  added,   they chance chemical  reaction  rate considerably 

(usually Increase  It).     Additions  of active  impurities make  it possible  Tor a chemical 

reaction to go in different ways,  with lower activation energies and accordingly 

with high rates.    A  classical example is the process of ignitio'i and burning of 

carbon monoxide with oxygen.     It  is known  that a thoroughly dried mixture carbon 

monoxide with oxygen does not ignite at all  (flame  speed is equal  to zero),   but  it is 

sufficient to add a small quantity of water vapor to cause the flame speed  to attain 

a noticeable magnitude;   then increases with further increase of concentration of 

wnter vapor.     In this  case,  water vapor gives active OH radicals,  which are  the 

necessary adaltional  link in the chain of  reactions proceeding with high  rate. 
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Pig, J>.h.     Change of maximum flame speed depending upon 
percentage substitution of nitrogen (a) and carbon 
dioxide (b) for oxygen. 

With further increase of concentration of the active impurity, it start:-, to 

(I'l.,' the role of an inert diluent, so that at some concentration of it magnitude of 

u„ attains maximum value, after which it decreases. For instance, for a wet, mixtun 

of CO with air at atmospheric pressure, the optimum value of u«  is attained at 

■ipl roxlmately 9^ concentration of water vapor. Mixtures of different fuels i'an 

■i rve as active impurities with respect to one to another. Thus, for instance, a 

inLst.ure of carbon monoxide with methane and air gives flame speed higher than the 

flame speed In mixtures of air with each of these gases' separately (flame speed in 

these mixtures are approximately identical:  uH = 58 cm/sec for CHj. and kj>  cm/.-ec 

■or 00).  Combination of CO and CHK vapor exactly creates the possibility for 

uppearance in the burning zone of the concentration of active OH radical.- necessary 

for high reaction rate of CO with air. 
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The optimum value' of flame speed in such a complex mixture, whl'h is equal to 

6^ cm/sec, is obtained at concentrations of CO and CHj, which are 9';'' and 'y/  of the 

total quantity of fuel respectively [11]; this indicates a unilateral influence: 

methane is the active impurity with respect to carbon monoxide. In principle there 

is possible a mutual activating Influence of two or more fuels in a complex mixture. 

At present, the influence of impurities on burning rate of fuel-air mixtures is the 

object of extensive independent experimental investigations, which are undoubtedly 

of practical Interest. It is sufficient to compare the burning rates of the uppJi^d 

hydrocarbon fuels with the burning rate of hydrogen (see Fig. 3.^) In order to be 

convinced that burning rates of these fuels are not the limit. 

Influence of molecular structure of the fuel. Accumulated experimental material 

on i^ for different hydrocarbons permits us to express certain considerations about 

the Influence of molecular structure of hydrocarbon fuels on the magnitude of uH . 

In Fig. 3.5 there are given data of Uershteyn, 

Melvin and others [11] [17] on the influence of 

number of carbon atoms on maximum flame speed for 

different classes of hydrocarbon fuels.  There I. 

given the dependence of u« on number of carbon 

•t cm/sec 

IT 
130 

atoms within one class and the dependence of u H 

for identical  number of carbon atoms   for hydro- 

carbons of three different classes: 

1. Alkane class — saturated hydrocarbon:-: 

ethane  (C2H^),   propane  (C,Hg),  butane   (,:h"1(1)> 

pentane  (CrH>p),   hexane  (C^H,^). 

2. Alkene class — unsaturated hydro •acbori.-'. 

having a double bond;     ethylene  (C-Hh),   propylene 

(C,H^),   butene-1 - (C^Hg),  pentene-2  (t"Jl10). 

hexene-1  (CVHjg). 

3. Alkyne  class — unsaturated hydrocarbon.-, 

having one triple bond:    prop.ynp  (C-,Hj,),   but.,m -1 

(C^),   pentyne-1   (CrH8),  hexine-1   (C^H^). 

In Pig«   3,5)  it   is  seen that  flame speed decreases  with  In    ear." of  saturation 

of molecular bonds.     For saturated hydrocarbons   (molecules with  hnldlmension"I   bond, 

alkane class)  this speed  is  least;  its magnitude does not change with  Increase of 
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Fig,   3,'j,    Maximum flame 
speed  for normal hydrocarbons 
depending upon number of 
■ •arbon atoms  in the molecule. 
1)   H - alkanes C-C-Rj   2)  H - 
alkenes C-C-R;   ?)  H — alkynes 
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thi.' number or carbon atoms.  Increase of flame .■■peed ar. compared to that of saturated 

hyirocarbons turns out to be more noticeable, the greater the degree of non-öaturition. 

For inr.tance, the dlfi'erence for transition from hydrocarbons with double bond to 

hydrocarbons v/ith single bond (saturated hydrocarbons) to hydrocarbons with double 

fond. A.^ molecules become heavier, flame speed for unsaturated hydrocarbons tends 

to the flame speed for saturated hydrocarbons. All these peculiarities are fully 

explainable:  the fewer the free bonds of a molecule, the more difficult it is for 

it to enter into a compound with oxidizer molecules, the heavier it is, the less is 

Its inclination to break old bonds during thermal collisions and to format new ones; 

all this, in the final result; leads to deceleration of burning. 

§ 2.  FORCED IGNITION 

Above it war. noted that in combustion chambers, the mixture does not ignite by 

itself.  In oider to ignite It, it is necessary to somehow accelerate the chemical 

reaction in a small volume of the given mixture. This can be done b.y introduction 

of a catalyst into the mixture, a source of active centers and a source of heat. 

A heated wire, pilot flame, hot gas, shock wave, electric spark (capacitlve or 

Inductive) etc., can serve as the heat source.  During attempts to ignite the  mixture. 

It is seen that there exist ignition boundaries (with respect to composition, 

temperature and pressure of the mixture), beyond which the mixture is not Ignited 

b.y the riven  heat source, and also ignition limits, beyond which the mixture Is not 

Ignited by any source under any ignition conditions.  It is fully understandable that 

it is necessary to establish the boundaries and limits of ignition for fire safety 

and for determination of the reliability of operation of the combustion chambers 

liiuler different conditions. 

To this question there have been dedicated a large number of theoretical and 

experimental works. The existence of the concentration boundaries of ignition was 

■hown for the first time in the work of Mallard and LcChateller (I883).  The.v 

• siabllshed that in a given vessel, for a given heat source, there exist fully 

defined limiting values of fuel concentration, beyond which a mixture will not be 

ignited.  The boundary corresponding to the smallest percentage of fuel Is called 

the lower boundary, and the boundary corresponding to the largest percentage is 

■ailed the upper boundary.  If we construct for the given vessel values of boundary 

concentrations of different fuels as functions of the heat source power necessary for 

ignition, then we will obtain curves of the same type, which are shown in Fig. 5.^. 
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Pig.  5.6.    Ignition energy depending upon 
composition of fuel-air mixture,     (p ■ 
- 760 mm Hg; t » 20oCK     1)  methane;  2) 
ethane;  J>) propane;  k)  butane;  S)  hexane; 
6)  heptane; 7)  cyclopropane;   8)   diethyl 
ether;  9) benzene. 
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Fig.   3.7.     Concentration   llmltG of flame 
propagation  In hydrocarbon-air mixtures 
in dependence on stolchlometric coefficient. 

(t * 200C;  p = 760 mm Hg) O • - CnH2n+2; 

1)  methane;  2)  propane;   $)   n-pentane;   4) 
n-hexane;  M  n-heptane;   6)   n-oct,ane;  7) 
n-nonane;  8)  n-decane;  9)  n-ethylene;   10) 
propylene; 1J) butyne-1; 12) cyclopropane; 
1?) cyclohexane; 14) ben;.ene; I'j) toluero; 
16)   o-xylene;   L7)   n-butylbenzene. 
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From Fig, 5.r- it is clear that for every mixture there is a minimum source power: 

a source of less power will not ignite the mixture regardless of its composition. 

In Fig. 3.7 it is shown that both branches of boundary ooncentratlons of fuel 

(they are frequently called, referring to the fuel, "poor" and "rich" branches) 

asymptotically tend to the limiting values, Veyond which the mixture will not ignite, 

reeardless of the source power.  If ignition is carried out in a sufficiently large 

volume, far from the walls of the vessel, then these limiting values of concentration 

are called by the concentration limits of ignition. 

§ 3.  CONCENTRATION LIMITS OF IGNITION OF A COMBUSTIBLE 
MIXTURE 

Concentration limits of ignition to a considerable degree are physicochemical 

constants of fu ;1 mixtures, inasmuch as by definition they do not depend on heat 

source power or dimensions of the vessel, but only on properties of the mixture 

itself: kind of fuel, temperature, pressure, and so forth. Attainment of full 

independence of ignition limits from conditions of experiment turns out to be not 

always possib?? in practice. For Instance, at pressures lower than 0,3 atm, tho 

source strongly Increases, so that concentration limits of ignition obtained at 

such low pressures as a function of pressure should be considered only as ignition 

boundaries of the fuel mixture obtained on the given experimental Installation 

with the given Ignition source (Fig. 3.8). Therefore, concentration limits of 

Ignition are usually given at pressure considerably higher than 0,3 atm. Under 

such conditions, values of concentration limits obtained by different authors on 

different experimental installations turn out to be practically identical. In 

Table 3.2 there are given data on concentration limits of ignition of a series of 

fuels at t - 20oC and pressure of 1 atm. 

Analogous, but more extensive tables are given in the books: lor.t 112], Lewis 

and Elbe [13], Khitrin [11] and in the NACA monograph [17], 

v r 
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f mm Hg 

Fuel vapor In air (volume  percentnge) 
a) b) 

Fig.   3.8.    Limits  (boundaries)   of flame 
propagation for petroleum fuels at lowered 
pressures in a closed pipe with diameter of 
50.8 mm.    a — aviation gasoline of type 
100/150 (temperature 25ÖC).     1)   limits of 
flame  propagation;   2)   ignition  boundaries 
using a heating spiral of Ford brand;  3) 
Ignition boundaries using a generator of 
the Bureau of Mines;     6)   rocket   fuel of  type 
JP-5  (temperature 260C);   1)   limits of propa- 
gation of flame;  k)  ignition boundaries using 
a transformer (15 kilowatts,   30 atm ^abs.)). 

^ 

Table 3.2. Stoichlometrlc Coefficient s.  Concentration Limits of Irnitlon and Norma1 
Flame PropaKati on Velocity 

Stoichlometrlc Concentration of fuel Air-fuel  ratio (fl  ü  0 
CD 
H coefficient in volume ^ at  ignition H O  OJ 

*H   H    "1 

i , limits. ^^ 
H t-i 1 -p 1 -p a)      0 t4 

Vuel 0 u 0/ u C-H C -H a c PV,; 
<H rH •H 3 ■P c a» a tu e t. 0 c c 

u Q) «t C 0) 0 O -H ü •-* OTH -H 4;  0) 
r-H *H 1 a^ CH C H C P gl cd ctf S <M IH O-P O O cd      ü 
ü 0 c •H «H t c O  C u u a u) a 0 ■-! 

•H (jC hfl £ en O O 0) •x) O 0 
6 ■»i V (0 w ü O ^ v-t V.   Ti s u. i a 
(P • 0) (U •H a 0) -P 0)   +J O P. ■H  O   >! r-1 

£ O g    H H 0 g » ca a oj M 3 ^  SJ P ii' .: 
ü (J •J     9 0 -POO O t.    s; P. SH      (D erf a-H ■< 1 s E (0  CJ  0 r-l -P   O 3 P 0 2 IM 

Hydrogen H2 34.5 2.39 29.50 4.0 75 10.1 0. J4 5I5 4L1.2 

Acetylene C2H2 13.25 11.96 7.75 2.5 81 3.57 0.018 170 . ) 

Ethylene C2H4 
14.8 14.36 6.56 2.7 34 2.51 0 ,iy, 08.3 7.40 

Methane CH4 17.23 9.56 9.5 U 15 1.98 <:..',<> •O.R ■1.')' 

Benzene ^H6 13.3 35.8S 2.73 1.4 7.1 1.96 0.30 40.7 ■. ;4 

Propylene C5H6 14. 3 21/. ) 4.47 2.0 11 2.28 0.37 4 ; . 8 ''.04 
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From Table J.2 it is clear that the range of concentrations in which propacation 

of flame is  ponclble, turns out to be wider, the higher the maximum burning velocity, 

or, accordingly, the higher the maximum flame ti-mperature.  Existing data on limit- 

ühow that "lean" limits turn out to be approximately Identical for all types, but 

"rich" limits have a tendency to Increase with decrease of molecular weight, so 

that the limiting range of Ignition is expanded. 

Isoparaffins have a somewhat narrower concentration range of ignition than 

linear hydrocarbons.  Cycloparafflns have approximately the same range of ignition 

as normal paraffins with the same number of carbon atoms [17]. Experiment also shows 

that for the majority of fuels, the temperatures of combustion products at the 

Irtiition limits turn out to be approximately identical, equal to ~1600 K.  Thus, 

burning velocities also turn out to be approximately identical for the lower and 

upper limits. According to experiments of Edgerton [11], for a plane fxame the 

minimum critical mass rate for different hydrocarbon fuels practically does not. 

depend on pressure (p § 0.3 atm), mixture ratio, impurities, etc., and is equal to 

"»., - Pi«- - (3*4)-10-3 /aiJ < 

According to measurements  conducted under nonoptimal conditions   (for determinatlev 

of  the influence of walls  of  the vessel,  etc.),   limiting   rates turn out to be 

( i.'h what  higher, but of the  same order, «"lO'lO      g/cm sec  [11],    The given 

l 6   aliarlties of concentration limits of ignition are  sufficiently well generalised 

I-.,   the universal curves shown  in Fig.  3.7. 

On  the  graph,  along the axis  of abscissas,   there  is plotted the magnitude of  * bo 

stoichiometric coefficient expressed in moles  (stoichiometrlc  coefficient expressed 

in moles  LM    Is connected with  the weight stoichiometric  coefficient L0 by the 

relationship L„ = -*■ Ln, where \i      and \i      are molecular weights of propellent and 

■lie  respectively);   along the axis of ordinates  there are plotted!     limiting 

concentrations of fuel  (in volume ^)   at the lower (c     )   and upper (c     )  ignition 
H B 

limits,   fuel concentrations  for stoichiometric mixture   ratio   (c0), and also value.; 

of air-fuel   ratio at  the  lower and upper limits  (aH and aB   ),     From Fig.   3.7  it   is 

clear that  values of a      and a       for different  fuels  decrease with Increase of t... . 

Thus  the  difference  (a      - a- )   remains   ipproximately constant,  and equal   to  i.k. 

The  dependence of  ignition  limits  on pressure,  percent   of  inert   impurities  and  other 

ph.vslcochemical. properties of  the mixture is  more conveniently  considered  together 

fm 

*5; , 
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with corresponding dependences of the ignition boundaries, inasmuch as there 

dependencies are qualitatively identical, so that It 1c not always possible to sa.\ 

whether or not the obtained extreme boundaries are really limiting and do not depend 

on power or form of the Ignition source or other specil'lc conditions of the 

experiment. 

What is the physical nature of the existence of concentration limits or flame 

propagation? The above mentioned solution of Zel'dovich for the quantity u  does, 
H 

not give such limits   (according to this  solution,  at continuous   "leanness" or 

"richness"  of the mixture,  burning velocity continuously decreases  to  zero).    As 

Zel'dovich indicated for the first time  [1],   the limit  to the existence of flame 

speed is determined by radiation losses occurring in the plane flame   front, and hfii 

removal in the direction of the cooler combustion products behind  the  front.    The 

relative role of rate of heat  losses  increases with decrease of  rate  of heat reJfu-.o 

in the front.    At certain finite values of  rate of heat emission and  rate of th^m-il 

losses,   the surplus  rate of heat  emission  turns out,  to be insufficient   tu provide 

heating of the  following cold layers  of fresh mixture.     Therefore,   the  flame froni 

turns out to be  incapable of propagating  through the given mixture,   no matter  in 

what pipe it   is  located or what  the  ignition  source Is.    Another possible cause of 

Ignition limits may be specific  characteristics of the chemical   reactions;    transitlun 

of the statistical  system of the mixture beyond known concentration   limits  into :i 

new,  more stable  state. 

In distinction from ignition limits,   concentration  boundaries  of   ignition 

;'urther depend  on a  series of other,  not  always present  sources,  of heat    losses,   which 

are  determined  by specific experimental conditions  (geometry of  the pipe,  and power, 

feometry and  form of  ignition source,   etc.).     Therefore,   establishment  of boundaries. 

of  forced ignition essentially  reduces  to clarification of the  influence of each  of 

these factors  on ignition boundaries.     Let  us  consider the main  factor's. 

§   4.     INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT FACTORS ON CONCENTRATION 
BOUNDARIES  OF  IGNITION 

Influence of pipe diameter.     Due  to heat   removal through walls of   the pipe  (nr 

active centers  on  the wall),   concentration  boundaries of u„    will   decrease,    Acconllnr 

to Zel'dovich   [1],   this  influence will be  decisive when  the  pipe  diameter is 

comparable with the width of  the  laminar flame  front o   .     On   the   "ants  or  this 
Jl 

consideration,   we will determine a series of dependences  of the   Limit ing diameter of 
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thft  pipe.   In whl'-h a  flame   r.till exists,   on phvsicochemicaL properties of  the mixture: 

magnitude of LU,   pressure,   t.etnperature,  and etc: 

dm~iM~altt,~l>lclplum~'llpun. (3.*) 

Experimentally a dependence of the form     MupJCfAp/A      = const was verified 

experimentally by Lewis and Elbe, 

For h.ydrocarbon-air mixtures with stoichiometrlc composition at normal pressure 

ami  a temperature of 100 C,   values of limiting diameters oscillate within the 

interval  1.67-1.85 mm [17].     With increase of pipe -"---»ter. the influence of the 

walls  asymptotically  decreases.    On Fig.   ^.y  L*. J   ther«s  aiv. Dwen concentration 

boundaries of ignition as a function of the pressure of a propane-air mixture  (lean 

branch)   for different  pipe  diameters  (with a source of  maximum power).     Only  for 

pipe  diameters  d      > 66 mm is  this influence weak in practice.    Therefore,   the Tp 
majority of investigations  of  boundaries and limits  of   ignition are conducted  in 

pipe«  with open ends   (to avoid  the influence of variable  pressure)  with diameter of 

=-■66 mm,   set vertically  (to avoid nonumiformities  due  to  the Influence  of convection, 

rravltation and other effects).     There are  Investigated   the concentration   limits  of 

flame propagation during  its motion from lottom to  top  and from  top to bottom  (r.f-e 

Table  3.2).    These limits  during motion of the  flame  from bottom to top turn out    'o 

he  usually somewhat wider than  during its motion  from top to bottom or in  the  car.e 

of   its horizontal  propagation. 

The minimum distance between the end of the pipe and the edges of  the  flatnf 

■one  of a Eunsen burner, (i.e.,   the distance at which heat  loss  to the walls  of  th 

burner is decisive)  has  the  same properties as  the  limiting diameter but absolute 

values of these distances  turn out to be (according to  [17]) more than twice as 

small  as values  of the  limiting  diameters. 

Influence of  form,   material and geometry  of  the  ignition source.    An  ignition 

source  of any  form  (catalyst,   heat source,   source of active centers)  creates  In  some 

volume of mixture a certain  excess quantity of heat  or active centers.     This  quantity 

of  heat  (centers)   should be  sufficient  to cause   [by diffusion of heat   (centers)] 

burning  in adjacent,   layers  of  the mixture and to thereby begin the propagation of 

1'Lame   from t.he given  volume   throughout  the entire mixture.    The excess  quantity of 

heat   (centers)   in the  considered volume is created,   on  the one hand,   by  the  external 

source,  and on  the other — by  chemical   reaction  in this  volume.    The  relative  role.-. 
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of heat added  from without and  heat  released by  the chemical   reaction essentially 

depend on the  temperature at  which the heat  Is added. 

If heat  Is brought  In at a  termerature lower than the  temperature of producl  •■ 

of total combustion of the given mixture,  then Ignition conditions essentially depend 

on the heat  released during the  chemical reaction,  since namely  this heat  should   lead, 

In  the final result,   to formation of a flame  front 

around the Igniting volume.     Therefore,  Ignition under 

such conditions should depend essentially on such  factor. 

as  temperature of the ignition source,  its  time of stay 

in  the  igniting volume,   its  catalytic action on the 

chemical reaction,  material  of the  Ignition source, 

direction of heat  flow  (geometry of the source),   and   ^.o 

forth. 

If,   however,  heat  Is brought   In  at  very high 

temperature,   to a very small  volume,   then the  frac i ion 

of heat  released in this  volume  by  the chemical   refc-tIon 

may  be  small by Itself,  and  factor.,  determining  thi 

length of time for Its  release become  immaterial,   ,■• Inc" 

this  time   Is quite  short,   and   therefo^j  Is not   a   Mnli hi 

factor.     Thus,  the   role of  the  r.pi>cll'l.- characterl:" I ■ 

of  the  ignition source continuously  decreases with 

decrease of Its dimensions and   Increase of  the  temperutur 

at  which the heat  Is brought   in. 

Determination of ignition conditions at temperatures   less   than  ihe  t.erape'-ai ure 

of products of  total combustion of  the mixture turns out   to  be a more comp ULVM c i 

problem than determination of ignition conditions at higher temperatures.     Of 1 hi 

existing theoretical solutions of  problems of this  type,  apparently not one can  be 

considered  to be correct,   since none of these solutions  consider   the factor of   time 

which  1"   essential for these problems,   (the non-stationary character of the problem). 

In combustion chambers,   ignition  of the  first type  is  not  met   in practice:     the 

limiting case  Is burning behind a  flame holder',  where temperature "f the   IgnlLlrif' 

volumes   Is  exactly equal to Tp. 

The  most  widely used  ignition  source  is an electric  dlnchargo  (.•.park;.    An 

electric   spark creates a surplus  of heat,  as well as a  surplus of active centers — 

charged  molecules,  atoms and  radicals — which accelerate the  oxidation reaction, 
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There appears  the  question:    what mechanism of  icnition (thermal or Ionic)  will play 

the decisive  role?    Analysin of existing experimental data permits us  to expect that 

also in  this  case, thermal acceleration of chemical  reactions  is predominant, 

especially at  sufficiently high pressures  (higher than 50 to 100 mm of Hg).    This is 

indicated in particular by the fact that when thermal power of the electric  spark Is 

sufficiently high,   concentration boundaries of ignition turn out to be  sufficiently 

stable,  and close to the ignition boundaries for purely thermal sources.     Only at 

very low pressures and high discharge velocity is  it possible to expect  that the 

chemical reaction will be accelerated mainly due to activation caused by ionized 

molecules moving with high speeds under the action of the electrical field.    Any 

other possible ignition source (pilot flame,  hot gas,  incandescent body,  etc.)  Is 

chiefly a therm?. 1  source.     Therefore,   for all methods of Ignition interesting in 

practice.   It  is possible  to assert that not  the  form of the ignition source will be 

declcive,  but  its  thermal power. 

§   5.     CONDITIONS  OF FORCED  IONITI0N  (INFLUENCE 
OF THERMAL POWER OF IGNITION SOURCE) 

It  is necessary to distinguish the power necessary for ignition of a mixture by 

a given ignition source in a given pipe from the minimum power sufficient for 

ignition of the given mixture.    Required power includes all possible losses of heat, 

which are determined by conditionr, of the  experiment,  and also the minimum power. 

Minimum power  is a physicochemlcal parameter of the given mixture,  wherear.  required 

power can depend to a great extent on diameter of the pipe,  geometry and material 

of the Ignition  r.ource and so forth.     Creation of the best conditions  for ignition 

reduces,  obviously,   to decrease of the required power to a minimum.     Let ur.  estimate 

the magnitude of minimum power sufficient for ignition. 

Let, us consider at  first the case when in the mixture there instantly appear;; a 

rectangular temperature profile of the total combustion products of the given mixture, 

and accordingly a rectangular profile of zero fuel concentrations,     Ghape of the 

initial igniting volume can be a sphere,  cylinder or a plane of finite thickness. 

It.  is necessary to determine the dimensions of this  volume which are  sufficient for 

formation of a  laminar flame front around  it.     Inasmuch as combustion products are 

motionless,   the formed flame front will move  relative to the axis of the volume 

with velocity u^Tg/T^.     If tne initial dimension of  the vr lume R  (radius  of a  sphere 

or cylinder or half-width of a plane)   is  sufficiently larpe,   then the  total  thermal 

€ 
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width of the front will continuously Increase from zero to Its limiting value ~o . 

Otherwise, velocity uWt), after attaining a certain limit less than u , will i-iart 

to decrease continuously (due to decrease of the total integral of heat emlr.sion), 

and speed of increase of the width of the front, after attaining a minimum different 

from zero, will again start to Increase and to approach as a limit the diffusion speed 

of "erosion" of boundaries of the initial Igniting volume. 

The dimension of the volume which is necessary and sufficient for Ignition, can 

be determined by the condition 

« + (3.5) 

(T* — characteristic time of formation of the front;   this  is a quantity of the  r.ame 

order of magnitude as the characteristic burning time  T,  but, apparently,   amaller)   or 

«-•-^'-'('-'t) < k — an empirical constant), (•■.' a) 

If we disregard the second term in the right  side  of expression  (3.^a),  wc  will 

obtain 

Ä~«,. (3.5b) 

This condition,  which determines  the dimension of the minimum Igniting volume.   IF, 

sufficient, but not necessary,   since, according to  (3.5a),  at large ^'pAi   nmall<'r 

dimensions of the volumes  igniting the mixture are possible.    The dimension determlm'd 

by condition (3.5b)  is,  as  it were,  the dimension,  which guaranlers  Ignition.     Thf- 

quantity of heat contained  in such a volume is composed of the heat brought  in   from 

without and the heat  released by the chemical reaction.     The fraction of heat  j-supplletl 

from without Is determined by a series of factors,   including the dependence of heat 

capacity on temperatures and length of time of heat addition.    If heat  brought  in 

from without instantaneously brings the temperature of  the mixture to Tp,  at which  tht 

heat capacity of the gas is high,  then subsequently the temperature of the volume 

practically does not change due to the chemical reaction,   so that  for simplicity of 

calculation it is possible  to take the upper limit of the minimum energy guaranteeing 

Ignition to be equal  to the energy of complete combustion of the  fresh mixture In  a 

volume with dimension of «öjj'pg/p..    Thus,   in the case of  a sphere,   cylinder or plane, 

the minimum powers guaranteeing ignition,  with accuracy up  to that of the empirical 

coefficient,  are determined  (taking into account  further  thermal expansion) 

respectively as 
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Let us consider now the case when the igniting volume has an arbitrary temperature 

profile,  with maximum temperature higher than the temperature of total combustion 

products of the given mixture.    After cessation of supply of heat  into the igniting 

volume,   it will  start to expand with time due to diffusion and combustion of the 

available fresh mixture, but the maximum value of temperature will begin to decrease 

due  'o diffusion the total reserve of introduced heat remains constant.    As such an 

example,  we may mention the electric  spark.    An electric discharge creates (practically 

instantaneously relative to the burning times)   In an Infinitesimal volume a field of 

temperatures of the order of 10,000-20,000oC.     In this case the  length of time of 

['ormatlon of the  Igniting volume will be  the largest;  therefore,   the fraction of 

additional heat emission due to combustion of the mixture in the  formed volume will 

be the  largest.     However,  it  is possible to consider that  in this case its role will 

be immaterial,   since combustion of the mixture in the high-temperature region of the 

initial volume will change these temperatures insignificantly.     Therefore,  for 

practical calculations it is possible to disregard change of the temperature profile 

or the  igniting volume due to chemical  reaction, and to consider this change to be 

purely  dlffuslonal. 

Conditions  for selection of the quantity of thermal energy sufficient for 

Ignition may be  In this case,  or any other  intermediate case,   formulas as followö: 

time for drop of maximum temperature to the value T« should be  larger than,  or in the 

limiting case equal to the time of expansion of the igniting volume to the character- 

istic dimension R,  which is approximately equal to o ,    Then the  dimensions of the 

arbitrary initial  temperature profile will,   in time, approach those of the square 

profile considered above,  for which Ignition was guaranteed.     In the case of diffusion 

the time necessary for drop of temperature to the value Tg will be determined for a 

sphere,  cylinder and plane respectively by the relationships 

+ .->■■'. 
■■ ■,■; 
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?m where Q is the Initial quantity of heat Introduceci Into the mixture. 

For an initial volume close to a cylinder or to a plane, thlr. quantity oi' hfval 

pertains to a unit of length of the cylinder or to a unit of area of the plane; 

a — characteristic scale of diffusion of the igniting volume: afc = 2at, 

where a = Xlcppx     — coefficient of thermal dlffuslvlty. 

The characteristic dimension of the igniting volume attains a value of ~a 
Ji 

in the time t » a-./2a.    The above formulated boundary conditions,  which guarantee 

ignition, will be written in the form 

or 

Q~Vi(rt-ri)^ Q~ VttfW.K; Q-ViO's-T.K (3.7a] 

(■•■.7 b 

These conditions, as can be seen, coincide with conditions {*>,(<),    Condition 

(3.7) for a spark (sphere) was for the first time formulated by Zel'dovlch [3j in 

the form of a working hypothesis. This condition. Just as condition (3.6), is 

sufficient, but not necessary: it guarantees Ignition, but this does not mean that 

ignition cannot occur with lower power of the spark. If these conditions are 

considered as necessary (as the ignition criterion), then this is true only with 

accuracy up to that of the previously made assumptions. In combustion chamber:-, 

ignition is carried out in moving mixtures.  The ignition source can be either 

single-action (spark) or continuous-action (an incandescent body maintained at, 

constant temperature, flame holder, etc.).  In the first case., miniinum source power 

Is determined by the relation (3.7a) or (3.7b), depending upon the shape of the 

initial igniting volume. 

In the case of ignition by an Incandescent body, the body gives its heat tu the 

flow only in the thin laminar boundary layer adjacent t" the surface of the body, 

Being heated approximately to the temperature of the body T,,, this layer will run 

off behind the body In the form of a sheet, whose width is equal to the maximum 

thickness of the heated boundary layer grown on the body 
/da ( v — ve Locit. 

of the flow; d — dimension of the body, which determine;-, the length of the .'.ection 

In which the boundary layer is built up: a — coefficient of therma] d.1 iTu. ivit.v). 

If flow is laminar and continuous,  then this  sheet will be in  the  form of a plane 

vft.>- 
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after a linear heat source or In the form of a cylinder after a point source.  During 

turbulent, detached flow around the body, the laminar heated shell will break up 

immediately behind the body Into separate "hot" vortices.  The total rate of heat, 

transfer of the body increases due to Increase of the total surface of the turbulent 

sheet, although the characteristic dimension of the vortex and the temperatures In 

it remain the same. Thus, Ignition conditions in the flow of the mixture reduce to 

the conditions considered above.  If, for instance, by the moment of separation of 

the layer from the body the characteristic temperature in it Is close to To» then 

the ignition condition will be simple: 

or 
j/v---1'*' 

9 

(5.8a) 

This condition, which is frequently given in the literature, is derived on the 

basts of the most diverse ideas, which are sometimes not quite correct. However, 

to a certain extent it is justified if T and Tp are of the same order, and if it Is 

not, applied to the case when T  is much less than or much greater than Tp.  In this 

case, also very approximate, but more correct will be the condition 

P.-TO^Zf-iTt-Tt* (5.8b; 

The thermal power of such an ignition source Is determined,  obviously,  by the 

quantity of heat necessary for maintaining in it a temperature equal  to T ,  when s 

flow velocity and source dimensions are determined by relationships (5.8a and b). 

The condition for ignition by an incandescent body should not be confused with th< 

■"•ondition for stabilization of the flame by the same body, although in practice thesf 

conditions may not, be distinguishable. The nature of stabilization is apparently 

basically the same as the nature of forced ignition by an incandescent body. 

Turbulent exchange from the stagnant zone after the stabilizer, which Is filled, as 

experiment shows, with products of total combustion of the mixture, ejects into the 

flow individual moles of burnt mixture.  Rate of exchange (turbulent rate of ejection) 

as experiment shows. Is proportional to flow velocity, so that conditions for 

ignition of the mixture of the incident flow again lead to consideration of 

[V 
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relationships between the necessary and sufficient dimencioii of a mole -aid the width 

of~the flame front in the turbulent flow.  With the help of a series of hypothe:-.e;i, 

stabilization conditions usually lead to relationships of the form (3.8). 

If for Instance, we assume that turbulent exchange between the zone and the flow 

around It Is carried out by turbulent vortices formed during flow around the stabi- 

lizer, then stabilization conditions will be written in a form analogous to the 

relationship (5.8). 

The above mentioned conditions of ignition and stabilization qualitatively 

correspond to conditions obtained experimentally if the required power is practically 

equal to the minimum power which guarantees ignition, i.e., if loss of the heat 

supplied by the Ignition source is insignificant. Radiation heat losses can 

apparently always be disregarded, since they are relatively small and, furthermoct-, 

are approximately identical, which is taken into account by the empirical constant. 

Heat loss to the surface of the incandescent body and stabilizer also is practicfilly 

absent. An exception is the spark at electrodes located very close to each other. 

In this case, while the igniting volume passes with local flow velocity past the cold 

electrodes, the electrodes have time to "withdraw" from it a sufficiently large 

quantity of heat, so that the heat, remaining in the igniting volume turns out to be 

insufficient for formation of a flame front around it. In order to ignite the 

mixture under conditions, there is required a power which is much higher than the 

minimum power. Required power in this case greatly increases with further decrease 

of distance between the electrodes and with increase of "cooling" area of the 

electrodes, and naturally depends or the shape, as well as on the material of the 

electrodes. In Fig. 3.10 there is shown an example of such a dependence (data are 

taken from work [13]; analogous curves are given in work [I?]). 

As can be seen from the graphs shown in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, for the given 

mixture there exists a minimum discharge gap 6m.fni starting at which heat withdrawal 

does not play an important role. The magnitude of this gap, in physical meanln,". 

as.  well as in absolute value, coincides with the magnitude of the Limiting diameter 

of a pipe at which a flame is extinguished.  For Instance, a flame cannot propagate 

from electrodes with flat side-pieces with a gap between them smaller than the 

magnitude of the limiting diameter (6 , ), no matter what the quantity of heat, 

released by the spark is, since all, or almost all, of this heat, wlJ I be withdrawn 

from the interelectrode volume through the electroder,. For determination of the 
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magnitude of 6 . under different conditions, it Is obviously possible to use 

relation (jJ.fia) which are given for the limiting diameter.  For a gap larger than 

o . . required power is practically equal to minimum power, which, as one may "eo 

from Fig. 5.10, does not depend on specific characteristics of the ignition source 

(distance between electrodes, shape and material of electrodes, and so forth). 
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Fig. 3.10. The influence of 
discharge gap, shape and 
material of electrodes on 
minimum ignition energy of 
the electric discharge (p = 

= 1 atm (abs.), t = 20oC). 
1, 2 and '3) mixture (8.^ 
natural gar. + air); 5 and k) 
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Fig.   ,M1.    Ignition 
energy depending upon 
velocity of propane-air 
mixture. 

a = 0.77. 

T = 600 usec,  t == 26.60Cj 

discharge gap 5 = O^'j mm. 

Designations • A + 

p  in mm Hg bo.8 76.2 101.6 

§ 6.    DEPENDENCE OF MINIMUM IGNITION SOURCE  POWER 
ON PHYSICOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF THE MIXTURE 

The dependence of minimum ignition power of a  spark on mixture ratio for a 

series  of hydrocarbon fuels is  shown in Fig.  5.12.     This power mainly changes due  to 
■z 

•hange  of  the magnitude of u^     [according to (3.7b),  Q ~ 1/u   ]  and attains  its  least 

value QonT    at a mixture  ratio close to stoichiometric,   but displaced in  the direction 

of  richer mixtures.    This  displacement is increased with Increase of molecular weight 

of  the hydrocarbons and is explained  (Just as displacement of  1 ho maximum of u«)   by n. 

certain difference In diffusion coefficients of oxygen and fuel.    The given  .lependc-r> •?• 

1c  typical  for the majority of  fuel mixtures.    QonT    decreases upon transition from 

alkane hydrocarbons to alkene,   and further to alkine hydrocaroons  (in accordance with 

1 ho  magnitude of u    for these  hydrocarbons;   see §  1,   Chapter III).    Aromatic 
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hydrocarbons and linear hydrocarbons containing Identical numbers or carbon atonu; 

Ignite at approximately Identical values of QonT.    For the majority of carbon-air 

mixtures of optimum composition (a - a
0nT)> ignition energy at atmospheric pressure 

and room temperature changes within the limits 0.18 to 0.30 mj.    Values of Qr 

for a series of fuels are given in Table 3.3. 
"onT 

Table 3.3.    Minimum Energies of an Electric Discharge Necessary for Ignition of 
Different Fuel-Air Mixtures (t « 250C, p = 1 atm (abs.) 

Fuel 
Optimum mixture ratio Stoichlometric mixture ratio 

conT ^ ^onx mJ 
c    K> 
CTCX Q mj 

Methane..••.•••••  8.8 

6.5 

5.5 

4.53 

3.64 

3.36 

6.34 

3.94 

4.67 

5.30 

0.28 

0.25 

0.26 

0.26 

0.24 

0.25 

0.18 

0.24 

0.21 

0.19 

9.50 

5.68 

4.04 

3.14 

2.56 

2.17 

1.87 

6.56 

4.45 

2.28 

2.73 

3.40 

29.5 

0.48 

Ethane ••••...•.. 0.28 

Propane••••••••••••.••. 0.39 

Butane................. 0.38 

Pentane•*•«••  0.49 

Hexane•...•..••  

Heptane •••••  0.70 

Ethylene,  O.096 

CvclODrooane........... 0.35 

Cyclohexane  1.00 

benzene.  0.55 

Diethyl ether  0.52 

Hvtlrocen.  0.019 

The Influence of Inert and active impurities on ignition energy is the same as 

their Influence on burning velocity lu    — monotonic increase of percentage of inert 

impurities monotonically decreases burning velocity,  and consequently increases 

ignition energy according to (3.7b).    Any positive influence of active impurities on 

iL.  liecreasea the magnitude of ignition energy.    The influence of additions of oxygen 

on the magnitude of ignition energy also shows up mainly through the value ol' u  . 
H 

Between minimum ignition energy and relative concentration of oxygen ty, where ^ 

= 02/üo + N2, there exists the relation Q ~ 1/^ , which has been experimentally 

verified  for methane,  ethane and propane  for change of V from 1.0  to 0.21  and at 
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pressures of the medium from 1.0 to 0,2 atm.    From relation (3.7b)   it follows that 

minimum Ignition energy Is inversely proportional to the square of pressure and the 

cube of initial temperature (since according to (3.7b) Q ~ pa//\x£, where a ~ 1/p; 

Uj, ~ I^j a ~ T^, which agrees well with experiment.    With increase of flow velocity, 

the magnitude of the coefficient of micro-turbulent diffusion increases.    For a well- 

developed turbulent ralcrostructure (Reynolds number Re of the flow »10-'), the mlcro- 

diffusion coefficient DUtT is proportional to flow velocity.    In relationship (3.7b), 

for Ignition of a mixture in a turbulent flow,  in place of the quantity a D„ -, we 

should substitute D, u + D   , then the relationship will be written as 

The dependence of ignition energy on flow velocity will take in this case the 

form 

«mj 

10 

I 

jl - r L "3 i ■ 
f »l 

1 1/1 7 

i m J 
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Fig. 5.12. Ignition energy vs 
composition and rate of motion 
of gasoline-air mixture,    p = 
=■• '(60 mm Hg;  t =  100oC;     5 = 0.4 mm; 
pointed electrodes. 

0 - w = 0 m/sec; 
+ - w = 25 m/sec; 
A - w = 40 m/sec; 
# - w = i;0 m/sec. 

Q~Q, + 4o i.s 
(3.10) 

Experimental data on ignition of benzene- 

air and propane-air mixtures confirm thlr, 

relationship (see Fig.  J.ll).     With increase of 

flow velocity,  the  region of ignition is 

narrowed and displaced in the direction of 

"richer"  mixtures  (Fig.   3.12).     The cause or 

the shift is apparently common  to all carver, of 

such type:    the Inequality of  the diffusion 

coefficients of fuel D      and oxldlzer D    .    Thlr. T X 
shift  is  always greater,   the smaller the rat lo 

(D    /DK   ),    Ignition boundaries   (c    - c    )  of 

different  hydrocarbon fuels at  different 

pressures  (0.2 to 1 atm and different fraction:-. 

of oxygen  (^ = 1.0 to 0,3b)  as a function of 

minimum ignition source power can be represented 

in the form of a universal curve.   If we conctrufi 

them in corresponding dimensionles:; coordinates. 

In Fig.   3.13, which in taken from work [13], 

there is  given such a curve  for methane,  ethane 
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and propane. Along the axis of ordlnates there Is plotted the ratio of Ignition 

boundaries (cB - cH ) depending on Ignition source power to the Ignition limits 

(cB - cH )_, which do not depend on source power; along the axis of abscissas there 

are plotted logarithms of the ratio of minimum power of ignition to optimum power. 

The given graph permits us to determine Ignition boundaries If concentration limits 

of propagation of the flame, QonT and c0  are known. 
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Pig. 3.13. The Influence of ignition energy on change or the 
region of Ignition of mixtures of hydrocarbons + oxygen + 
+ nitrogen (according to data of [3, 13]. The value of 
(c - c ) at 0.2 s p s 10 atm (abs.). 

f 1.0 O.67 0.5 0.35 

Methane • 

Ethane O 

Propane + 

53.8 

f'0.0 

42.5 

42.2 

39.3 

32.6 

33.3 

31.0 

25.3 

23.1 

21.5 

16.3 

§ 7.  INFLUENCE OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF A MIXTURE 
ON CONCENTRATION BOUNDARIES OF IGNITION 

The study of the dependence of Ignition boundaries on presoure, temperature, 

percentage of inert Impurities and so forth is usually conducted at constant Ignit Ion 

source power. Thus it is attempted to take an ignition source of sut'l'iciently hi^h 

power and to conduct measurements in pipes of sufficiently large diameter, so that 

the obtained itinition boundaries can to a certain degree be considered alr.o as 

i/'nltlon limits. Only at very low pressures, when the influence of the particular 

experimental conditions is great (influence of source and dimensions of pipe), do we 

stipulate with what source and in what pipe Ignition was conducted, thereby stressing 
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the particular character of the experiment. 

Typical boundary curves of Ignition depending on pressure for simple hydrocarbons 

(normal paraflns) are shown In Pig.  3.14.«    Boundaries (limits)  of Ignition sllu'.htly 

change In the range of pressures from 4 to 0.3 atm and have the same limiting values 

of concentration as at atmospheric pressure. 

With decrease of pressure they rapidly 

approach each other,  and at a certain 

limiting pressure merge Into one point.    Thin 

Is explained,  apparently, by Increase of the 

cooling Influence of the walls (see Pig. 

3.9).    As can be seen from Fig.  5.9,  at 

pressures lower than 35 mm Hg, the flame can 

not propagate  in a pipe with diameter oJ" 

50 mm for all mixtures and ignition sources. 

For all hydrocarbon fuels, with the exof?piloti 

of methane,  there are noted two limltlnr 

««      4«      /.2      iß values of pressure PnpeTt   ("''ir,h" and   "jean" 

limits).     The  "lean"   limit corresponds  to Fir.  3.14,     Concentration limits of 
flame propagation in fuel-air mixtures 
depending upon pressure,     t - 20oC;  Q =     the limits of propagation of normal flames, 
= üuo   loules,  heating coil,   1)  methane, 
r)   butane,   3)   hexane. and the  "rich"  limit  is  a  result of tin 

appearance of  "cold"   flames with a dlfl'i cent 

mechanism of propagation.     Limiting pressure can be lowered to 2 to 10 mm Hg by 

replacing air with oxygen or considerably increasing initial  temperature of the 

mixture   [20],   [21]. 

There also investigated boundaries   (limits)  of Ignition of complex hydrocan on 

fuels   (petroleum  fuels).     Ignition was  carried out   in  the  same pipe with diameter of 

1.0 mm,   but  by an electric  spark.     Thus  there were not observed cold  flames,  and 

consequently  there appeared one  limiting pressure   (see Fig.   3.0).     In Fig.   3.8  (hen 

are given  data at   t = ?r30C  for aircraft gasoline of type 100/130 and for the American 

rocket   fuel  JP-3.     The  fuel mixture was  obtained by mixing only  the  first  20^ of the 

•In Fig.    /.14   there are  represented  certain data from extensive   Investigation! 
of  "lean"  and   "rich"  ignition limits  of different  fuels,   which were conducted at 
NACA   (Lewis  Laboratory).     Measurements were conducted  in a pipe  with diameter of 
'0 mm;   ignition was carried out  by  a heated wire  (6ü0 Joules)  at,  a  temperature  of 
200C. 
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distillation pro.iucts of the petroleum fuel with air.   I.e.,  the percentnge of heavy 

fractions In the mixture was  small.    In view of the uncertainty of average moleculdr 

weight of the fuel vapor,  concentration boundaries  (llmltr) are given In volume 

percent fuel In air.    Since the given data depend on experimental conditions,   they 

are particular boundary condltlone of Ignition,   and are interesting by the fact  I hat. 

they indicate the possibility istence of flame at pressures less than 2lj mm Hr,. 

At higher pressures,   vertical branches of the curves  lie approximately In the  region 

within the concentration limits of ignition existing at atmospheric pressure  Tor 

normal paraffins  (in the region of butane and heptane).    The character of change of 

concentration boundaries of ignition as a function of pressure shown in Fig.   3.8,   Is 

qualitatively described by the theoretical condition of  ignition (3.7). 

Increase of initial temperature of the mixture  expands the bouruiarie .   (limits) 

of  Ignition,  but only slightly.    The "lean"  boundaries   (limits)  practically  do not 

change with Increase of temperature,  or very slightly shift  in the direction  toward 

1 )wer concentrations of fuel;   "rich" boundaries  (limits)  more noticeably Increase, 

in linear dependence on the  initial temperature of the mixture.    A  typical graph  of 

the dependence of concentration boundaries of  ignition on initial   temperature  of  the 

mixture for hydrogen,   carbon monoxide and methane  is  presented  In  i 1;'.   J.l'j. 

Experiment shows that  from the known concentration boundaries  (limits)   of  ignilion 

at   one initial  temperature of  the mixture.   It   i.;  possible to calculate  boundarle/. at, 

any other initial temperature within quite a wide   range  of temperatures   (to 4ü0 c i, 

iroceedlng from the condition of constancy of  enthalpy   (c T,  + q'c T0),   sin 

the  Ignition boundaries Tp =»  const and T.   = var. 

With increase of the percentage of  inert  impurities  In the mixture,   boundarL .; 

(limits)  of ignition approach each other,   and   finally,   at  some quantity  of  impurlthv,, 

merge into one value.v In Fig.   3.16 there are given  data on the  Influence of  udditlon.^ 

of argon, helium,   nitrogen and carbon dioxide  on   Ignition bounda"le.; of methane.     The 

influence of all  impurities besides C0„  is  identical — a weak Influence on  the   Itiwer 

boundary and a  strong  displacement of the upper  boundary.    Addition of i:on alr.o 

noticeably displaces  the  lower boundary.     This  displacement  is due  to the   fact   that 

»•arbon dioxide   is  not  a completely  Inert   Impurity.     The  small   Influence  of   Inert 

Impu'ities on  the  lower boundary can be  explained  by   the  fact,  that   at   the   lower 

boumery the mixture  contains an excess of oxygen,   and   replacemer1   of  part   of   this 

oxygen by an inert  addition cannot essentially change  the minimum percentage  of  fuel 
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at the lower boundary. The same can be said uf the upper boundary if It Is 

characterized by percentage or oxygen: the minimum percentage of oxygen at the 

upper boundary practically does not depend on the percentage of inert Impurity 

contained In the mixture. Complete flegmatlzatlon of tht mixture occurs when there 

are considerable quantities of impurity. With regard to degree of flegmatlzatlon, 

inert additions affect both the ignition boundaries and the quantity uuii«x(r,ee ^ ^' 

Chapter III). This Influence is basically determined by purely physical action, and 
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Is characterized by  the  ratio \/c    (of the c 
P        p 

addition, the weaker is its flegmatlzlng action). 

In distinction from inert additions, an active 

flegmatizing addition acts not onxy as a simple 

diluent, but also actively participates in the 

chemical process, by chemically combining with 

oxidizer and so forth. 

Curves determining the action of active 

additions are qualitatively the same, but complete 

flegmatlzatlon of the mixture may occur at only a 

1-6$ content of active additions in the mixture. 

As active flegmatizing additions there are u.ied 

such organic compounds as ethyl bromide and fth.y 1 

iodide, methyl iodide, ethylene bromide, bronioform 

methylene bromide, carbon telrachlorlde, 

chloroform, and others [11]. 

The influence of mean flow velocity on 

boundaries (limltr) of ignition appears both 

through turbulence and characteristic time o>' 

stay of the igniting volume within the sphere or 

influence of the Irnitlon source.  For an 

electric spark with discharge gap, larger than 

min ,   the influence  of  flow velocity  appear." 

only  through turbulence.     From condition  (3.9)   It  Is clear that   at constant  spark 

power,   with increase of mean  flow velocity ignition boundaries are narrowed  (at 

1^1 ^ ~   v  the  value of u    necessary  for  ignition  Increases).     At   come sufficiently 

high moan  velocity v    «-   ,   concentration boundaries merge  into one point  at,   the  valu' 

lit,..««     of   the riven mixture, imx 
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In expression (3.9) there Is contained the minimum source power.  The majority 

of data known to us are based on required power, which takes Into account heut 

transfer to the electrodes (when the gap between electrodes Is smaller than 6mlll). 

For Instance, according to work [23] (Fig. 3.10), for a gap of 0.4 nun between 

electrodes, heat supplied by the spark Is for the most part transferred to the 

electrodes. Therefore, heat transfer characteristics, not condition (3.9), are the 

decisive factor. According to relationship (3.9)* at a given minimum spark power, 

the maximum flow velocity of the mixture being Ignited increases with decrease of 

pressure, but according to work [23], velocity, on the contrary, decreases due to 

the strong Influence of heat transfer with decrease of pressure; I.e., It is necessary 

to Investigate physlcochemlcal conditions of Ignition of the form (%9) at 5 ruin 

« T. npefl 
The presence of side factors determined by the specific characteristics or the 

experiment leads to disagreement between existing experimental  data.    At present 

there are not yet  clear and consistent  data on  the  Influence of turbulence and  I'low 

velocity (through the  factor of time)  on boundaries and limits of Ignition. 

Nonetheless,   the majority of experimental data and condition  (3.9)   permit   us  to 

assert that  Ignition boundaries  (limits)   of a homogeneous mixture are  narrowed with 

increase of mean  flow velocity.    As an exception we hav«3 two-phase mixtures,   for 

which with Increase of mean velocity  (Increase of turbulence)   Ignition  boundarh .; 

(limits)  may be expanded  due to the  Improvement  of  local mixture   ratio  by   turbulent 

(i iiTuslon. 

§  8.     IGNITION LIMITS  OF TWO-PHASE   (HETEROGENEOUS)   MIXTURES 

Till now we have considered boundaries  and   limits of Ignition  of homot.enenu.', 

ra.-.-i'uel mixtures,   when  the fuel component  1c  In the vapor phase.     In combust Ion 

chambers,  atomlzatlon of liquid fuel occurs   In  direct   proximity  to the  burnin '      me, 

.■o  i hat fuel  droplets will not have time  to Le  completely vaporised or uniform I,\ 

mixed with ale directly before  the burning zone.    Therefore,   It   1.-   required  to 

eslabllsh the  ignition  limits of such two-phase  (heterogeneous)  mixtures.    At,  present 

there are  still  relatively  few .vorks  dedicated   to this problem.    This   1.-  explained 

by   the methodoloflral   difficulties connected   with  such   Invest Ifatlons,   and also  by 

the necessity  of  obtaining  stable mists   (spray;-,)   of  fuel   In air,   and  of  mea.-.ureim'nt 

of  the average dimension of the drops   if It   is   impossit le  to obi-i In  ■■   .-.ufi'l -icnt |y 

uniformly dispersed mist.     Finally,   the mist   is  sufl'lr-ient ly  stable  1;'   nh.yrli'al 
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pftmtnrter.: o:'  the medium are  oon.tnnl,   whereas  dl.it rlLiul ion •. d'   liquid and  vapor 

phar.en of fuel  in a  real oombu.".c Ion chamber are  essentially not   stable.    A  typical 

example of such an unntable fli.;t,rlbutlon in the aton.izMtion spray after a swirl 

In.lector.    Therefore,   in all  auch Investigations  it  in neceacary to stipulate th« 

diameter or the pipe and  the   Length oi" the pipe   from the  place of at oinlzatlon to the 

flame  front. 

The  first   observations  of  the  ij-nit.ion   limits of a mist  showed  that mists have 

approximately  the  same  limits as mixtures of completely  vaporized fuel.     In work  [17] 

drops  of kerocene  (dimension;-, of the drops were from 9 to 80 \i)  were Injected into 

butane-air and acetylene-air mixtures in a Bunsen burner.    According to data of this 

work,   drops wl!h dimension  of up to $0 w. under  the i-ondltlons of  the  experiment  are 

completely evaporated  before  they reach the  inn^r cone  of the burner,   and  drops of 

fuH   with dimension of  10 M  are obtained by condensation of  the vapor-air mixture 

(the mixture  Is composed  of  the American  rocket   fue]  Jl'-l  4 air)   at   a  temperature 

of o C.     l-,v  recalculation  of  irnition  limits  of  the   M piid-vapor-alr mixture  (mist) 

and   the vapor-air mixture  for  identical  temperature,   the authors,  uf | 17]  arrive  at 

tin    conclusion  that  the   "lean"   limit  for a mist    Is  ver;,   close to the  corresponding 

limit   for a vapor-air mixture  (ratio of  fuel  to air is  'M4).    The "rich"   limit  for 

'he mist,  howevr.   Is.  observed at   Lower concentrations   than would have been expected 

i r n-eedl'iR  from the data  for homogeneous mixture ,   ( rat !<   of fuel   to "lie  Is   0.1} 

Inste.-id  of (>. ■'   for the  homogeneous mixture).     The   "lean"   limits  fur ill   mists, an 

anproxlmatel.y   Identical,   equal   to the   limit  usually obs« rved  for h.vdrocarbon vapors 

(wcl-lit   ratio of  fuel   to air  oscillated within   the   range   from i'.o----,  to ".OVJ),  and 

the   "rl'di"   1111,1t   is.   different    and,   on  the  average',    lower   than  for hydrocarbon  vapors. 

.In   (his   same work  there  is  noted a stronger flegniatisin," octlon  of Inert additions 

on   i: nil Ion   limits  of  the mist   (for a mist   lubrlcatinr  oil   No.     .   the   limit   was 

observe.I  at    ••0/   N0  or  at   22^  r0o,   whereas   for  lioptane,   complef.    f I.  'mat I^atlon  was 

oi so rved  onl.\   at   k2"'  Np  and   2'»';'  CO-). 

'•lore exact   quantitative  results on  ignitioii   limits,  of   nlsts are giv-n   in the 

.■.."■!;   of   !  itgoyne   | 1/'].     A   uniform mist   was.  obtained   \.\   condenslnc   fuel   vapor on 

O'   i'ti.-i' I on  cont er.    supplied   I ,v   the  vaporlr.a tlon   of   t-ii  i.    .•.alt    fi'om  a  tieated  coil. 

In   such  M   wa.v,   It    Is,   possible   to obtain   sufficiently  un I ' c-, i ,   disners.cd   "ils.ts, with 

Jl 'forcnt   nvera'p  dlmens.Ions   of  drops,,     Tetralln   was,  us.i-i   ■,     fuel,     Avru/o   dimension. 

or  croc.-    "it,  I.,     •irlc!   from  7   to  ''   n,      X\v    rnlxture   f'ov.. n   in  -i   "c-t.I ■•: I   f Ice,   from 
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top to bottom,  with velocity no^   exceeding 3 cm/sec,  and was  Lrnllfnl  from beLuw.   •', 

that the flame propagated from bottom to top.    During the time of motion through  ;li*' 

pipe,  the diaperaed compoFltlon of the mist  did not change essentially  (dropr, did 

not have time to be enlarged due to collisions with each other during the time or 

their motion to the flame front),    Resultn of measurements showed that tho nature of 

the flame corapletel.v changes over the range of dimensions of drops from 7  'o '>■■ n. 

In Fig.   3.17 and 5.18 there are plotted the "lean" limits of ignition for a 

tetralin mist as a function of diameter of  the droplets of mist,     h'or the sma' let 

dimensions of drops,  the weight ratio of fuel to air (0.039)  was approximately etjual 

to the ratio for the vapor mixture.     With increase of diameter of droplets,  the 

magnitude of this  ratio continuously decreases.    Thus,  for drop:; having the .-.mal le:'! 

dimensions,  the flame is similar to the flame existing In gas mixtures at  the  "u-n" 

limit, but with increase of dimensions of the drops,  the flame become., more ntnl '■. M-' 

concentrated at discrete centers of burning around Individual  droplets. 

Unfortunately,   In the work of Burgoyne,  dimensions  of  the  vapor |hase af  Ihr 

fuel are not given,  but there Is given only the quantity of  llquln  phase,  and ■> i 

some data on  the  Ignition limit  during motion of the  flame  top  to bottom.    The     imlt. 

for this case  could be measured only  for the  drops of nmallest   dimensions.     Por   Imp' 

of   i p.,  the  limit  during motion of the  flame upwards occurred al   a   r-itlo or  fu« '   iu 

oxldlzer equal   to U.039,  and during motion downwards — nl O.U^'t;   i.e.,   the dlfr< i-.'  •■ 

between the values was  In order of magnitude the  .-.ame as.    or  tin    "!'•.•."   iimll   o; 

ml.xtures.     The  (quantity of  fue.l   was measured only  !><"  Lh'    llpiLl  phas.e.     in  t.he  ..   '-k 

of  Furgoyne  there was also  investigated  the  Influenee of additions  of nitrogen    i 

the  "lean"   limit   for drops with  diameter of  10,   I'i and 4S p   ■ !• i   .   •■. i   ).     It   Inn 

out   ihfit  the   larger the drops,  the greater tin   percentage oi   nl'n'.r' whleli  is 

recjulred for cessation of flame propagation,     lor the smallest  iiiniens.Inn of  thi 

droi .',   t.he  "lean"   iimlt as a  function  of  the minimum percent ."■■e    •■■ oxygen   (~l?y.   "   1 

colneldes with  the  limit for hydrocarbon gas  flames  (see Tabli'   •■.'i'!. 

The oonoluslon concerning displacement   of the  "lean"   limit    In   the  direction  of 

lower fuel  concentrations with increase of  dimensions of Jrops  'mil  (he  analogous 

physical   Interpretation of this  phenomenon are  riven   In  v orks  of   Kud'Ku  '.  ]2]  and 

Tikhomlrov,   who  i-onducted similar  Investigations with at mlsati'"     ■.nr.'i..   .    Tlklu in! f .- 

[CL1],   for   Instance,   Invest l,".-!ted  th^   rate  und  limits  of  i-oml ust 1   ■    of  ■    I'IMI,    .]< t 

ai'ter a  lairner  pluced at  fixed point   of    he  atoml7ation  s.i r-i,,   •!   ■ i •■ h  s.wlcl   1 n.'i .•', ,.■. 
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In the work oV  Golovlna 126], dedicated to the r.ame problem,, there l.r,  considered the 

influence of ratios of liquid and vapor phases of the fuel on concentration "noundarietf 

o: ignition. Ignition of two-phase and homogeneou.-. gasollne-alr mixtures and two- 

phace kerosene-gasoline-air mixtures (kerosene was in the liquid phase) was carriea 

ou( by a spark in a pressure chamber (at p = 760 to 20 mm Hg). On the basis oi" the* 

obtained data there was made the conclusion that, for ignlt ion -ji" a two-phare mixture 

(initial ratio of vapor to total amount of t'uet 

was changed from 0.2 to 0.7), it is necessary to 

have a mean value of the air-fuel vapor ratio, 

equal for the "lean" Ignition boundary to 

_... ,—■ 
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J I,-.   3.17.    Influence of 
iiiameter of drops on  "lean" 
irnition limits  in homogeneous 
t ■ i ml in mists. 

voluae   ' o. 
2 

[■'if'.   ■ ,18,    Influence of 
dil.ution of a mixture with 
nitrogen on  the  "lean" 
1: -lit Ion   1 imit :•  of  i el ralln 
in!.•;.-.. 

'■nap 5,   and  for the "rich" boundary — to 

0n8P ~ 0,52.    Coar.-eness of aLomlzation of drop:. 

in the work was so great  (100 u)  that  ignition 

boundaries with respect to total   quantity of fuel 

were noticeably shifted in the  direction of 

"richer" mixtures.    At atmospiierl^  pressure,  for 

the two-phase gasollne-alr mixture,   values of 

total a at  the "lean" and  "rich" boundirle.. werf.' 

equal  respectively  to 1.6 and u,5»  whereas  for 

th'' homogeneous mixture these values were bfctual 

respectively   to 1.0 and O.k, 

'uantitative  results of the work.  In spile 
o 

of their preliminary and specific characte'-, ore 

interesting due to the fact that U.ey indicate 

the Important role of the fuel vapor phase un ler 

ignition conditions. In l-h« region of ignition 

there should always be determined the average 

level of '.oncentral Ion uf fuel vapor, and th 

wider the upectrum of oscill.'itions of concentration 

of vapor about the mean value, the greater is the 

possibility thnl there will occur ifnition at H 

lover average level. 

Thus, in hetc co. cnous mlxturea the flame 

can propagate within approximate I.f the name 
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limits  (and within even wider  limits)  ac.  In homofteneouü mix'ure;;  of the; e  I'ueh*. 

Such behavior or the limits  for mists and atomlzatlon  sprays tran apparently be 

explained by  the Tact  that an atomization spray or mist gives  the must   varied   lor-ai 

distrlbutiono of ratios of fuel vapor phases to oxldlzcr,   ineJudinf ih<   most 

favorable distribution,  which lie within the  Ignition  region and can  serve as a 

constant  ignition source for close-lying distributions of another,  unignlted 

compooition.    Thus,  ignition can be realized even if the  total average quantity of 

fuel turns out to be less than or greater than in the homogeneous mixture respective I; 

at the "lean" and "rich" ignition boundaries. 

Table 5.4.     Comparison of Ignition Limits of Atomlzatlon Sprays  of a Number of 
Liquid Fuels  (in Terms of Minimum Oxygen Concentration)   and Vapors of a Number 

Ignition  limit Minimum concen- 
of atomlzatlon tration of 0o 

Fuel liquid spray,  % 02 in I'uel   (vapor) 
necessary  for 

, 02-N2 Ignition of  fu"1 
vapor,  '/ 0?  I/' 

f Ü0-Nr, mixi urc 

Gasoline 12 Gasoline LI.2 

P-hexadecane 12 Methane l^.l 

Aircraft hydraulic fluid 12 Propane 1 M 
AN-W-0-3C613 Pentane l?.l 

Marine  lubricating oil — Ht'xane 11.9 
Htäiyj 
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CHAPTER    IV 

TURBULENCE  IN AIR FLOWS 

The variouo  t lenient;-, of the worklii," process  in combustion chamt'ers  of air» 

Lrmthlng Jet  enclnes — carburetlon of the  fuel mixture,  stabilization and propafatlon 

oi'  the  flame,   heat  exchanfe between combustion prociuct." and chamber wells and 

nozzle — to a  considerable decree are  determined by  propertie.-.  of  turbulence  in the 

flow.    Below,   there  are briefly  expounded present-day physical  concepts  and 

experimental data on turbulence which have a direct   relation to elements  of the 

worklnr process in combustion chambers of air-l: ivathinr. Jet eni'ines, 

§   1.     DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION  OF TU'^'ULENT MOTION 
FOLLOWING  EULERT)  TREATMENT 

l-.v  measurlnc;  the  flow parameters  in r. combu.-.tlon chamber with  the  help of   p:! ■k- 

■•c/ponse  inr.truments   (hot-wire anemometer,   resl. tanoe thermometer and   so  forth) i  w* 

■•in  .'how  that   the   instantaneous  value  of a parnmeter,  < ven   in n   stationary  flow,  does 

i,ot   remain  con.'tant   In  time,   but   fluctuates  oboul   its mean  valu*,   I.e.. 

o-ö-fif',   T = T + T' .  etc. f^1- 

..h' vi: v,  T,   v1,   T'   are  respectively   the mean and  fluctuatinr:  valuo,   of  velocity  TIKI 

' cmptTat ure •■it   the  considered point   of  the  flow, 

iiu'tun; Ion  can  be  either acoustic  or   turbulent   In  nature. 

Acoustic   r u 1 sations  constitute  a   system  of   random wive:-. —   ! onrl t udlnal, 

•tdlal'/itic  compressions  oi'  the inedluin.     This  is  what   i.-. perceived  -i.   auulbje nolsrj 

1'   always  txists  in n   ilov   movin/'  through a pipe,   in  a   flow  pa.-.   In,    ou'    In'o a 

filled  space,   and   .-o   i'orth.     In  acoustic   pulsation.-,   vr|.   -It,,   CJI'   the  r-,-,ilwii  '••olrieldes 

with direction  of | ropafat Ion of  the wave,   but   Its  mafdli ule   1.    lnsl(-tiif'lc!intl,y  s.mal ] 
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In comparison with the velocity  of wave,  propar^t ton,  which  !.■  equal,  a::.  It  Ir. known, 

to the speed of sound.    An acoustic wave does not  transfer an elementary  volumo CM' 

th«   medium through space,  but causes it to oscillate about  its mean petition with   •n 

amplitude not usually exceeding fractions of a millimeter,  whereas the energy of  ihl s 

wave propagates through the pipe 

with  the  speed of  sound practlivill.v 

without  limit.    For acoustic 

pulsations,  a discrete  distribution 

of energy of the pulsations  with 

respect  to frequency is character- 

istic.     For flow  in a pipe there  Is,, 

as  It   is known,  a  fundamental 

frequency  (fundamental  tone),   which 

is determined by the   Length of  'he 

pipe,   and an  infinite series  v\' 

higher frequencies   ("harmonic"), 

which are multiples  of the  futuri- 

Fig.   4,1.    Schematic  diagram of the field 
of  turbulent velocities  (a)  and the dis- 
tribution of transverse turbulent velocities 
along the x-axis  (b). 

mental  frequency.    Acoustic pulsations owe their existence to comprcsslbilit ,v an i 

elasticity of the medium. 

Turbulent fluctuations are  a random,   disordered  set   of vortical   not ions  or  a 

meillum  (eddies)  of different  scales  (Fig.  4.1).    An idea of turbulent   motion can   i> 

oLtalned,  for instance, by observing the wake after an  ubjed   moving  In water.     Tin 

velocity of the volumes of the turbulent medium is  determined by  the  velocity     r 

rotation of the eddies  v'.    These volumes,  along with whatever substance  they contnln 

or properties they have  (impurities,   temperature,   turbulent  energy,   etc.)   can mn/e 

through the turbulent medium practically without  limit   with  ■<  velocity determine n 

L.v   the coefficient  of turbulent  diffusion.     For turbulent  fluctuations,  a continuou/ 

distribution of the energy of  the fluctuations with frequency  is   'hacacteristic. 

Turbulent  pulsations are not  connected with compressibllll y  of  the   liquid,  and  m-, 

their e.xlsten •<   basically to one property of  the   liquid — its   fluidity. 

The entire contemporary   theory of turbulence  is  bas» d  primnrl l.v   on   'he condl'loi 

of  incoinpcessibi lit y of a  liquid.     In reality,   compressibility of a   llquJu  ini ■   ii 

own   Imprint   on  the  physical   picture  of a  turbulent   field:     In  ai      eu'l.,   o'' 

"compressible"  liquid,   there   is  a certain time-varying  distrlLutiun  of  s.tatlc 
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preaourec,   and  therel'ore densities,   no that any eddy Is at   the  same time a source of 

acoustic  o;:cIllation;-,.    Any disintegration of an eddy or formation of a new eddy Is 

accompanied  either by the disappearance or formation of new acoustic oscillations, 

which propagate over the entire turbulent  field.    Therefore,  on a field of turbulent 

velocities  th^re is always superimposed a background of acoustic noises.     For this 

reason we can  "hear" a stream of air flowing out  into a filled space,  the whistle 

ol' wind  in the  rigging of a ship,  etc. 

Thus,  acoustic end turbulent pulsations exist in a flow simultaneously, and are 

not  divisible.    However,  inasmuch as their roles in the process of turbulent exchange 

are different,*  it  is necessary,  for quantitative description of turbulence, 

.'■.ometlmes  to separate them artificially.    All hot-wire anemometric methods of 

measurement of pulsations obviously do not distinguish between classes of pulsations 

(the  filament  of a hot-wire anemometer simply registers  the total magnitude of the 

pulsations).     All diffusion methods based on features of turbulent transfer mainly 

measure only  characLerlstlcs of turbulent pulsations. 

Comparison of measurements of the magnitude of velocity pulsations by these 

two different  methods indicates  that  in  industrial pipes,   in most  cases,  the magnitude 

of acoustic  pulsations of velocity can apparently be disregarded.     In the  foreign 

literature  recently,  along with the measured total magnitude of velocity pulsations, 

there is also given the value of the level of acoustic noise.    Acoustic pulsations 

■m  ;rive a   large error in measurement by a hot-wire anemometer of turbulent  scnJf;;; 

I;,   correlation  of longitudinal velocity pulsations,   since the correlation of acoustic 

velocities  is  practically not  limited with  respect  to length.     It   is possible,  for 

eyample  to observe the correlation between acoustic  velocity pulsations on  filaments 

of hot-wire anemometers  located at the  ends of a long pile.    Therefore,  experimental 

ij.-ita  cm turbulence obtained with  the help of a hot-wire  'inemomet.or without 

coiirlderation  of  the  influence of noises  must be used with caution.     Subsequently 

'..'   will,   without   stipulating more than  this,   consider only  the   field of turbulent 

M.l.tat Ions   (for acoustic  pulsations,   see  Chapter VI). 

Inasmuch  as  the mean value of pulsations  Is by  definition equal   to ?ero,   then 

for determination of the magnitude of  pulsations we  use  the mean-square v'     or 

♦Acoustic  pulsations affect  the process  of microlurbulent  mixing,   but   practicall, 
do not   affect    the  process  of macro-exchange.     According to  results  of a .■.cries  of 
foreign and Soviet   works,   their  influence  on   t,hc  rate of  turbulent   combustion   Is 
positive. 
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root-mean-square value of  the considered pulsations    y v'1    .     In  practice,   liu-.t.nd 

ol' root-mean-siiuare value  of  the modulus  of velocity,   thern are  used  valuer,  of   it,i 

projections on the coordinate axes x,  y,   z — respectively    y «'*; yv't;Yw'* 

or the more convenient  relative magnitudes    V"'.'»;     y 1^/tr,  y w'^'»,     wl 1 -h an- 

called intensities of turbulence  (in the given direction).     The  last   parameter  In 

frequently called the KarmÄn number. 

Tubulence is called uniform in a certain space  direction  (uniform in  time).   If 

values of its average parameters are identical at  any point along the given  space 

direction (identical with respect to time). 

An example of uniform turbulence is  turbulence along the axis of a one-dtim>n:i3ori.'i 

steady turbulent flow in a pipe (but not perpendicularly to the axis of  the pipr!). 

Turbulence is called Isotropie  if its averaged parameter;- are  Identical  in any 

direction.    In Isotropie  turbulence,  orientation of the turbulent  vortlc  turns  out 

to be on the average  identical In all directions   (in particular y u'* **y o'2 "J/»'1). 

Subsequently we will describe only this simple case of turbulence, while stlpu l ■ * Inr 

what changes are introduced into the relationships considered u low by nonunlfontrlt.v 

and anisotropy. 

The description of turbulence can be conducted as  In Eu'^r's  treatment, 

considering statistical properties of the distribution of turbuleni   velocltle/. 

throughout  space at  a given moment of time,  as  well as  in Lagranre's  treatment, 

•onsidering statistical properties of turbulent  velocltloj  of particles  of  the   11 y'f- 

at   different moments  of  time. 

All data necessary  for a complete  statistical description vV  turbulfncu   In 

Kuler's   treatment  can be  obtained by placing the   filament, of an   Meal hot-wire 

;iriemometer at   the point  of  the turbulent   flow  which  is of  Inti ■■'.'!   to us.     The 

instrument will  give an  oscillofram of  longitudinal u'   or tran.:vrv.e v1   (in 

dependence on  the design of the Instrument)   components  of turbuleni   ve loci' .■, .     ;:'r ■■ 

usually   the average   flow velocity  is rm ch higher  than  the turbulent    elo^lf.y   (~    ,   ■ '; 

then  the oscillogram of    he   longitudinal  component  of turbuleni   velO'-lt.,   turns  on1 

to be practically   Identical   to the oscillogram  of  this  same   velocli.v   recorded 

instantaneously  alon»'  coordinate x  along  the   flow axis.     Hen   n   chaii;rf   U,   lurbulitii 

velocity,   e.g.,   from  zero  to u'  with frequency k.   on  the  "time"  o:-."! I logram   Lndl "it.f . 

^ 

'i 
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the passage, aerosr; the rllament, of a single vortex with the .-.c-ale of the 

longitudinal velocity component u' and a ;;cale of length / , - v/k.. 

According to the given oscillogram, It ir,  possible to conntruct the probability 
o       — 

denoity function of the quantity dv1 /2dk = E(k) over frequencies k* (or over scales 

l),     Quantity E(k) is called the spectral energy density and characterizes the 

magnitude of turbulent energy of a unit of mar.c per unit interval of frequencies in 

the region of frequency k.  Typical graphs of this function are shown In Pig. 4,2. 

From these graphs it is clear that for a 

given distribution there exist certain 

frequencies (scales) to which the largest 

fraction of the turbulent energy belongs 

(frequencies in the region of the value 

k0).  Let us note that on the same graph, 

the distribution of noise energy in the 

flow would be in the form of an Infinite 

series of discrete valuer, of k (multiples 

of the fundamental frequency).  Knowledge 

of v/kQ (the scale to which the maximum of 

turbulent energy drops) can be taken as the 

characteristic of the average scale of 

turbulent vortIces. 

Usually there is used another scale which is more convenient in the sense of 

theoretical analysis and measurement, the so-called Integral Fuler scale of 

turbulence l„.    It is defined in the following way:  With the help of two hot-wire 

anemometers located at a distance r from each other, there is measured the oorrelation 

'•ociTlcient: 

or longitudinal velocities 

fl 
1 

I1'" 

h / 

n\b          , 

§ y AJC i             ^^ 

r«glon or macrortruotiiTt' rtglon of 
mlerovtruotur* 

Fig. 4.2,  Spectral energy density at 
small (a) (Re ~ Renp) and large (b) 

Reynolds numbers (RC » Re  ). 

«.(^isp: 
and transverse velocities 

K^m^ 
(4.2) 

 r-5^— _ 2  -2   2 'Here  v1'"  - ■.'     + v1'"   + w*     Is   the  square o:'  the modulus,  of  turbui'-nt   velocity; 
k   is  the modulus of  the wave vector with components k,,   k0,  k,. 
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as a function of r.  The correlation coefficient server, aa a measure of the 

statistical relationship between turbulent velocities at two points separated i ,, n 

distance r.  It changes from imity, when r = 0 (complete correlation), to zero, when 

with increase of r(r-»Qo) this correlation disappears. It is obvious that the Farmer 

dimensions of the eddies are on the average, the higher is the probablJity of 

encountering turbulent velocities of the same sign at the two points, i.e., the less 

steeply function R(r) decreases from unity to zero. Therefore, as the measure of the 

average scale of eddies, it is possible to introduce the scale defined as 

(^.3) 

From the condition of continuity of  the medium,  for uniform and  Isotropie 

turbulence the theory gives 

For Isotropie  turbulence the theory also gives the relation between the 

longitudinal scale and the spectral energy function [1]: 

(M) 

I «•" .-^f »-'•£(»)dk'?£(*)</* It.'..) 

(usually there is used only the scale lE is then omitted). 

The Euler scale of turbulence can also be obtained from the "time" or.oillo! rmn 

with the help of the following relationships: 

Ä.(t),Zlp±2L; ^-„ClUt)*, ('I.' 

The value of  lE measured by the two methods turn out to be  Identical   [2y],   whl 

once a^aln confirms  the identity of the  distributions of turbulent   veloeltle;'.  in 

t ime  and  space. 

Kur measurement  of parameters u1   ;   lE;   E(k)  at high flow  velocities,   11   i. 

necessary  to have  an  instrument with high  frequency  resolving power   In al I. or H . 

units  (higher  than  10,000 cps) j  otherwise  the  instrument   will   measure not   the «'Ufvi 

i;(k),   but   its  own   frequeru-y-response  curve. 

The  whole  spectrum of turbulent   pulsation."  run arbltrari l.y   be    llvlded   Into  two 

regions:     a macrostructure region and a microstructure  ret^ion,     Iti   ihn   11* e!"it,ure 

these concepts  have   still  not   been  established   finally,     DepenUlnr  ui on   the  liiiri o.;e 

of  their  investigation,   some  authors  define  the  macrostructure   ret'ion  ■x.-, onl.y  ' he 
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re/'.lori of '.he Laj'geat, slower.!, anlsotropic eddies, the dlmennlons and orlent.-itlon 

or which are determined by the characterlctio L-.cale and geometry of the flow (diameter 

and shape of an obntacle In the flow, of the pipe, and so forth). I.e.. the region 

of frequencies k « k0. Others define it as only the spectrum of frequencies In 

the region of ky in which the main part of the energy of the turbulent pulsations 

falls (without, the biggest, anisotropic eddier.).  A third group understand by the 

tc.in "macror.t ructure" all frequencies less than or equal to, in order of magnitude, 

the frequency k«. For problems of turbulent combustion the last definition Is 

_ 2 
sufficient. Values of turbulent parameters v* ; ip are determined basically by 

eddies of the macrostructure.  The theory of turbulence does not give relationships 

for calculation of these magnitudes, and they are still determined experimentally. 

By the term "mlcrostructure", we understand the region of frequencies much 

higher than k,, (see Fig, ^,2),  The theory of the rnlcrostruc ure of turbulence Is 

most fully developed for very high Reynolds numbers Re; this Is the so-called theory 

of Local turbulence of A. N. Kolmogorov [9], [i'f].  This theory In based on the 

following physical concepts.  At sufficiently large Reynolds numbers Re(V'd/v v> 1), 

forces of inertia of the flow start to exceed forces of viscosity; the main flow 

becomes unstable and vortices, (eddies) with dimension.-. 1.   comparable with dimensions 

of pipe d, the turbulence producing obstacle, etc., dove I ope. Distribution of energy 

of the eddies Is grouped near the frequency k. ~ d/"v (see Fig. ^,2a).  With further 

LM-rease of average flow velocity, the appearing eddies also become unstable 

(vTT/v > 1) and are broken up into eddies, of still smaller scale, whlr"h in turn are 

again broken up, etc.  This process continues up to scales of eddies for which 

viscosity i")lays, the dominant role (v'z/v ^1),  As a result, at very large Reynolds 

numbers. Ke of the flow, in the flow there is obtained a cascade of eddies with 

continuous distribution of energy with respect to scale;; (Fig, 'K.1),* 

In such a  cascade process of energy transfer, every eddy obtains, on the average 

en« rg,v from the bigger eddies, and the biggest eddies obtain energy directly from 

i IK. averaged motion of the flow.  The smaller the eddy, the more weakly It is 

connected with the averaged flow (with its direction am! geometry).  Therefore it ir. 

possible to expect that, with decrease of dimension.', of eddies, their statistical 

properties will 'ipproach condition.- of uniformity and 1 sot ropy. The farther the 

" ihi idea o: 
1 ch.*i rdson. 

cascade energy transfer was expressed for the first t line 
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considered turbulence is located from walls of the pipe  (from the  .surface of the 

obstacle),  the  larger will be the scales  In which it will be posaible to expect 

observance of these conditions. 

Energy of large eddies is practically not dissipated by viscosity,  since the 

influence of viscosity on these eddies  is  insignificantly (v'l/v »  1).     If 

turbulence on the average attenuates with time  (i.e.,  is non-stationary),   then this 

dissipation is due to the fact that  large eddies transmit part of their energy to 

smaller eddies with exactly the same rate with whioh energy is  dissipated by the 

small eddies due to viscosity.    It  follows from this that  local turbulences not only 

is uniform,  but also stationary — rate of energy supply from large eddier.  is equal 

to energy dissipation by viscosity — and that,  although the  dissipation of turblent 

energy Is determined by viscosity,  the  rate of this dissipation is established 

(determined)  by properties of the turbulent macrostructure. 

From parameters det2rmlning turbulent macrostructure it  is possible to compose 

a unique expression for the dimension of rate of dissipation L(erg/g»sec) — the 

average quantity of energy,  dissipated per unit time,  per unit mass  of liquid: 

For turbulence caused by gridj  in the  flow,  by definition this  quantity is also 

equal to E  = * du'  /dt,  so that there  should be satisfied the approximate  equal Iiy 

«1 or A» - •» 
l".^) 

where 

„ VT1 

For  turbulence after the grids in wind tunnels, this equality is indeed satlr.flei! 

with (^ood accuracy [1], 

Inasmuch an the actual existence of local turbulence is determined only L.v i he 

rate of energy supply to it from the macrostructure and by the action of vlscoslt.,, 

then the only dimensional parameters determining local turbulence are K and v. 

Instead of these, it is more convenient to use two other parameter, of the 

illmension of velocity v and length TJ derived from then: 

O-CVI)7*"-!-^/!)7'. ^.9) 
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Parameter  rj does  not  have an established  name.     It  is  .-.ometimes called  the 

internal   ccale of  turbulence  (in diGtinction  from  !„,   "the external"  scale of 

turbulence),  the scale of the smallest eddiest,  the Kolmocorov scale,  etc.    The 

parameter v in general has no name.     In physical meaning,   these parameters are 

characteristic  scales of velocity and dimension of eddies for which forces of  Inertia 

and forces of viscosity are In equilibrium (v X  i\/v = 1).    This means  that there 

exist eddies  smaller  than  TJ,  but  they are extinguished by viscosity more  rapidly 

than they can transmit energy to still   smaller eddies.     The condition v'^/v = 1 

also signifies that  the coefficient of turbulent diffusion of these eddies is of the 

same order as the coefficient of molecular diffusion. 

Scale TJ divides  the  spectrum of scales  of local turbulences into  two regions — 

regions of scales  of  larger and smaller TJ.     For the region of scales  rj « i  « iE, 

viscosity does not play a significant role,   so that one parameter e  remains decisive. 

Therefore,   it  is possible  to write the following expression of the dimension 01 

velocity  (Kolmotrorov-Obukhov law [9],   [I'*]): 

rf --p|Hir r. (4.10) 

For the region of scales 7 « r\,  it is possible to write from the same dimensional 

considerations [10] 

0|«0 (f) (if.11) 

The parameter v?,  in physical meaning,   determines  the order of total velocity 

of all  eddies located  in the Interval from zero to  I,  or the order of change of 

the velocity of turbulent motion over a distance of the order of I, 

Turbulent macrostructure is described mainly by correlation  functions of  form 

u' (x)^(x + r),  but mlcrostructure is basically described by structural  functions of 

the   form  |u,(x)-u,(x + l)\'~.     In structural  functions there are  contained differences 

hetween  turbulent  ve'ccities at   two points   located a distance  I   from each other.    AH 

eddies   larger than   I   have  at these points  identical  values of velocity  and  therefore 

no  not   rive  any  contribution to  the  structural   function,   i.e., 

|a(x)-«(x + OI,-rf. 
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For this reason values of derivatives of the turbulent pnraroeters (quantIt If.; 

of the type (öu/dx) j (du/dt) , and so forth) are also determined baslcail.v I .\ 

properties of the turbulent mlcrostructure. 

The theory of A. N. Kolmogorov has received at present wide recognition and 

acceptance, and also certain experimental confirmation. Mathymatieal bases of thin 

theory are presented in the works [9]* [10], [14], 

§ 2.  DESCRIPTION OF TURBULENCE ACCORDING TO THE LAGRANGE TREATMENT 

The basis of the theory of turbulence in the treatment, of Lagranpe is composed 

of the experimental Gauss law of probability distribution of displacement.-, of voLumer. 

of the turbulent medium and Taylor's equation. Let u? dwell en thin In ,"reater detal 

Let us Imagine a cold flow with temperature T. flowing with velocity v around an 

infinitely long and infinitely thin filament heated to the temperature T„ (Fig. **.:>). 

We will direct axis x along the flow and axis z — along the filament.  Instead of 

temperature, it is also possible to consider an impurity released in the flow, 

intermediate chemical reaction products on the boundary of molecular mixing of two 

reacting gases, and so forth. 

In the absence of turbulence 

(Re < Re  ), behind the f I Lament UK r-' will KP 
extend a heated layer, which widen,-, wl'h 

Increase of x under1 the autiun of rnolecMlar 

diffusion. The temperature profilf over 

the thlckru'Gs of the heated layer ;it 

distance x from the filament for 

/FT» a. 

will be determined, -ir, !,•. known, by Cm 

law: 

Fig. 4.3.  Diffusion wake behind a 
linear source.  Thermal diffusion 
(diffusion of matter) behind a linear 
source in a flow at different 
Reynolds numbers Re (along the 
diameter of the pipe). 

T-T, 
r.-r, y2tyi CM ) 

where a« — Initial width of the sheet (diameter of the filament,); 

2D 
Y2 

U v x — variance of    widening    of  the  layer1 In  the   lamln 
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^pj   — characteristic wldt.h of the  "widened layer"; 

Dy — molecular  diffusion coefficient   (coefficient  of  thermal  di'fur.ivlcy). 

Relationship  (A.12)   is a particular solution of the molecular diffusion equation 

(W      ^   9T 

We will superimpose- a 1'ield of turbulent velocities on the incident flow. 

Experiment shows that also in this case the profile of average temperatures satisfies 

the Gauss law with great accuracy: 

-* 

/E?r 
—«^(tf. 

w 
.-•■■   . ■  ' 

which is a particular solution of  the  differential  equation 

«« " t   4M   a* • ' 

where T — the value of temperature at point x, y of the heated turbulent wakr- after 
the filament averaged over time (or over z); in the heated molecular wake, 
average and instantaneous values of T coincide; here, however, these are 
different concepts; 

—2 
Y    — variance  of  diffusion  in  the  turbulent   flow,  which includes  molecular 

—2 —2 diffusion Y  ,   purely turbulent transfer Y,. and  the mutual   influence of 
M _P M 

molecular  diffusion and turbulence  Y„ _. 
M • T 

p 
Let us  find   the  variance of turbulent  transfer 7T,  which determines  the  mean 

e 

square of the  displacement   of a unit  of volume  of  liquid  in  the  turbulent   field 

'lurln;' the  time  t.     Durint'  that  time every particle of the unit  volume,   after  leaving 

the  filament,  will  pass along the flow over a  distance x = vt   (more  exactly    x - 

= v + v')t,   but,   with error not   exceedin;: u1   /v11,   it   1:-  possible lo write  the average 

distance for  the  nssembly  of particles),  and   In  direction y — a  distance  equal   to 

IV . f o'(/')*     ■ Multiplying both  sides  of  the   last   equality  by   the  quantity 

"Y^/dt   = v'O)   and  bringing  the constant v^t)   under the  integral   sign,  we will 

obtain after averaging over the assembly of particles   leaving,  the  filament   the 

well-known T'iylor  equation 
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or 

where 

2    M 

l t 

' f»'(l).o'(0<tt' - »'» f«(») * 

^S-i-U»* -?. 
/-I' + r.   /fW-MSS. 

(^.15) 

The correlation coefficient R(x)   (or RT)  coincides  in  lorm with Euler's 

correlation coefficient, which was given above, but there we took velocities at 

different points of space  (different particles)  at the same moment or time and 

averaged over space (over time),  and here we take the  same particles,  but at 

different moments of time,  and averaging is conducted over an assembly particles, 

Taylor's equation has two limiting solutions: 

PUD—^for ««W/^"—5ri HAH) 

4.1'.) 

where fl?(t)<k«Tt — the Lagrange time scalej 

V I?* r**■ it —  the Lagrange integral turbulence scale (mixing lenrili); 

tf*lL~Dt—  turbulent diffusion coefficient (turbulent transfer 
coefficient). 

From comparison of equation (4.14) for small diffusion time.- with the well-known 

experimental Gauss law of the distribution of turbulent velocitle. , it ensue;.-, that 

#(«0- 
I 

v~& €    *'. (4.1..) 

where p(v,)dvl   is  the  probability of appearance of a  value  of turbulent   velo-lty  In 

the   Interval from v'   to v    +  dv1 . 

It   is  clear that  the probability distribution of  turbulent   dloplacement;-.  of 

volumes  of   liquid p(y  )   also satisfy the Gauss   law.     For   Large alffuslon  time;-.,   the 

Gauss   law  p(yT)  has not  yet   oeen  proven;   it   is  taken  as a  postulate. 
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^2 For timer,   larger  than t > i|/v,  an exact  analytic expression  for V     doe:", not 

rxlr.1 .     There are known only a few workr.   [11 ]j   [49]   in which there  lr.  made an attempt 

to I'^tlmate  theoretically and experimentally  the  effect of accelerated  molecular 

diffusion  for timer, of  the order of T)/V. 

In combustion  chambers,  the  level  of turbulence  Is very hlch,   r.o  that valuer  o;' 

DT   are  several  orders   of magnitude higher than  values of Du .     Therefore,   it  Is 
—2 c possible  to disregard  not only molecular diffusion YT,  but also accelerated moleculai 

diffusion V,. 2 ar  r-ompared to turbulent   transfer Yjjwji.e,,   t,o consider-  thai 

P«« f? (or t > DJP*) u !    0,» Dm. (4.IF) 
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The quantity Y   ,   and thus means also the profile of average temperatures In the 

turbulent  flow,   depends not only on turbulent  transfer  {~ and molecular diffusion, 

but. also on the mutual influence of these factors  (turbulence and molecular diffusion). 

This  influence  is apparently always positive:     turbulent transfer on  the averag,e 

increases molecular  diffusion  (i.e., Y ? > 7^ + Y2).    The value Yy#T  - Y2 - Y| - ^j 

will be called  the  variance of accelerated molecular diffusion. 

Accelerated molecular diffusion starts  from the smallest  scales.     Starting from 

time TJ/V,  each turbulent vortex incident on the heated layer of the flow.  Instead of 

displacing it  in a translatory manner,   rotates the element of this  layer about its 

axis and deforms  it   so  that  its average  ifistantaneous width in the  direction of axis 

y becomes noticeably  larger then  the value     yYi        (see Pig,   4.3);   this  is seen on 

the average as  increase of molecular diffusion in the direction of axis y.    With 

increase of  instantaneous width of the heated  layer,   larger and  larger eddies can 

enter it,   thereby  Increasing the diffusion  rate  inside  the  layer.     The  rate of 

ff 

accelerated molecular diffusion 

1 dY2 

7 dY    „/dt tends to a constant value,   inasmuch as 

P 1       p 
5   ^jY "* D = const  for  * > l A1     (according  to experiment)   and » dYT/dt -• DT 

[according to  the Taylor equation  (4.15)]. 

For diffusion  times smaller than  ij/v,  molecular broadening of the heated  layer 

in the direction of axis y remains practically the same as without  turbulence:    the 

Influence of turbulence  reduces only to the fact,  that the center of a  unit  volume, 

where  the heated  layer  is located,  oscillates  in time about the axis  x according to 

the Gauss  law,   with variance YT.     Therefore,   for these times,   the total   variance of 

diffusion will  be approximately equal  to 

• 

■ !    ' 
„-•> 
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Using (4.17) and the Taylor equation, we can determine the parameters of 

turbulence in Lagrange's treatment according to measurements of fields of average 

temperatures (concentrations) benlnd a linear or a point i-ource (the so-cailed 

diffusion method of determination of parameters of turbulence. In distinction from 

the hot-wire anemometrlc method). 

The diffusion method can be used with accuracy sufficient for practice In the 

case of nonunlform and anlsotropic turbulence. Then, In relationship (4.14) It Is 

necessary to substitute the Intensity of transverse turbulent pulsations at the point 

of location of the source, and in relationship (4.15) — the turbulent diffusion 

coefficient (transfer) ELD as a function of x. 

Turbulent velocity, mixing length l-,,  correlation coefficient, etc, measured 

by the diffusion method are determined Just as the corresponding Euler parameters, 

with accuracy up to molecular and microturbulent mixing, by propertleo of the 

turbulent macrostructure. With the same assumption (Y = Y ), it is possible to 

determine the field of average temperatures In the zone of turbulent mixing of 

nonisothermal flows. In a turbulent flame, etc., fields of average turbulent 

velocities in the mixing zone of flows with unequal turbulence, etc.  In this case 

the entire problem Is reduced to determine olon of the probability of appearance of 

volumes with the given temperatures ^ and T2 or velocities [V1*; |/ öj1 )  at the 

considered point. 

The Influence of turbulence on molecular diffusion ^an be disregarded In Uu 

examining of processes determined directly by molecular mixing (burning of drop.-, 

diffusion and homogeneous reaction in burning layers of diffusion and homogeneous 

flames, and so forth).  This Influence can arbitrarily be divided into the influence 

of large eddies, whose scales are larger than the Instantaneous width of the sheet 

(molecular mixing layer), and the influence of small eddies, with scales equal o  or 

smaller than the Instantaneous width of the sheet.  Large eddier; Increase molecular 

diffusion In the direction of axis y basically due to increase of the number- of 

Intersections of the sheet with axis y.  Instantaneous width of the sheet in the 

direction of axis y is obtained to be equal at certain moments not to yYZ       but f.o 

3^^J. 5^y»  etc. (see Flg. 4.J). Smaller eddies increase molecular diffusion 

due to acceleration of the exchange inside the sheet Itself, aril due to rotation of 

an element of the sheet at an angle to the axis y. 
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The rolec, of larfe and small eddies In accelerated moLecular diffusion for 

various Reynolds numbers Re turn out to be different.  For numbers Re close to 

critical, small eddies practically do not exist; large eddies turn out to be 

sufficiently stable. The large eddies "roll up" the sheet on themselves, thereby 

Increasing the average number of its intersections with axis y, until they are 

extinguished by viscosity (see Fig. 4,3).  With Increase of Reynolds number, the 

rate of disintegration of large eddies into smaller one increases, which leads to 

decrease of the degree of curvature of the surface of the sheet by big eddies and 

to Increase of the role of small eddies. . 

For sufficiently large Reynolds numbers Re, the average lifetime of an eddy of the 

macrostructure turns out to be equal to ^•Itfv'     .  This means that, turning on the 

length of its radius, a large eddy is broken up Into a series of small eddies before 

it can distort the surface of the sheet.  The average number of intersections of the 

sheet with axis y thus turns out to be of the order of unity. 

The influence of turbulence on molecular diffusion depends not only on Reynold.;. 

number Re, but also on the relationship between coefficient of molecular diffusion 

and kinematic viscosity.  The larger the coefficient of molecular dil'fusion (the 

wider the sheel ) and the smaller the coefficient of viscosity (the smaller the 

dimension of the smallest eddies), the greater will be the microturbulent diffusion 

of the sheet. 

Accelerated molecular diffusion begins earlier, the greater the initial width of 

the sheet a,., and Increases in time, reaching, as experiment shows, a limiting valu^. 

From lhe point of view of calculation of accelerated molecular diffusion, it maker. 

no difference what r-auses Y  to increase — whether it, is increase of the average 

number of Intersections of the sheet with axis y. Increase of the average slope o:' 

ihe sheet to axis y, or average Increase of thickness of the sheet by mieroturbulent 

diffusion.  Let us note that for large Reynolds numbers Re, when there does not 

exist a clearl.y defined boundary of the sheet (see Fig. 4.3), these effects can not, 

always be separated, even in principle; I.e., the concept of a boundary between 

large-scale and small-scale acceleration of molecular diffusion for large Reynolds 

numbers Ke in arbitrary, and at the existing level of knowledge, dint ingutshlng 

between these processes Is not necessary.  It is sufficient to operate with the 

generalized concept or the coefficient of accelerated molecular diffusion: 
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On the basis of  the expressed physical and dimensional considerations,   lor tin 

coefficient of accelerated molecular diffusion  it  1c possible to write  the criteria 

equation 

-Sr-'K * *■ ^r')- Ci.i'j) 

For  sufficiently large diffusion times, dependence on Initial conditions and 

time can be disregarded, so that 

^r w{&y. (Ii.20) 

where 

The quantity value E^ Tcan apparently be considered to be compieteLy  equivalent 

to the coefficient of molecular diffusion In the  first  approximation.    There exl.-t 

a number of methods of experimental estimate of L^x:    the Townsend method  [11J.  1.; 
-p _p 

measurements of total variance Y   and variance of turbulent transfer YT    by the 

method of determination of rate rf molecular mixing according to the  rate of 

discoloration of a stream of phenolphthaleln containing arid in an alkali,   etc.    Kor 

Ciases It Is possible to Indicate an analogous method,  the basl.; of which coii.l. 1.   of 

the following:    A  "cold"  gas  (T^)  containing uniformly distributed  vapor or Marl   [.-. 

mixed with a "hot" gas  of sufficiently high temperature T„.    The distribution o1' 

average Intensity of resonant  radiation over the  depth of the mixing  zonr  ir, 

determined by a relationship analogous to the distribution of average  rate 01   heat 

emission: 

7(1) ~ (7, - 7)exp(- hy.RI). (H.21) 

where h — Planck's constant; 

v — frequency of the radiation. 

The distribution of  relative Intensity over y determines  the  ;-,cale YT(t),  ami 

the integral of Intensity (for known physical  conntants)  determiner,  the scale 

YM + Y,|tT,  which  determines Dy + D||tT. 

All physical peculiarities of turbulent  diffusion analysed   In un  tht-  /Implc 

example of a two-dimensional problem (diffusion behirui a fiiament)   i.-ari  be ceneralL-.ed 

to all other cases with  the help of the differential equation of  turbulent,  diffusion. 
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The  equation of  turbulent   diffusion can also be  obtained  in  the EuJer treatment  of 

the proceco.    In Euler coordinates.   In the conservation  equation  (temperature,   ma.io, 

impurity,  and r.o forth)   there  are contained unknown  correlation momentn of the   form 

T1 v1;   (c'v'), which determine  the average rate of turbulent transfer.    The meaning 

of these moments is clarified  from direct comparison of the conservation equation 

with the equation of turbulent  diffusion.    It turns out  that  the part  of the 

temperature fluctuations  correlating with turbulent  velocity  is equal to 

(4.22) 

where  Y  is  random displacement  of  temperature during  the  time t. 

This  relationship coincides  in form with the known   relation of Prandtl,  which 

is  assumed at   the basis of  the  so-called  semi-empirical  theory of turbulence;   but   in 

the j^iven case,   this  is a  strict  analytical  relation.     The  root-tnean-square value of 

displacement  is not  the mixing  length of Prandtl.    At   various moments  0° time   It   m-n.y 

be   Less   than or greater than  the  scale of turbulence.     This  is not  an empirical 

coefficient,  since its principle part  is described by   the Taylor equation. 

Let  us note that  the magnitude of temperature fluctuations which correlate.; 

with  velocity is   Less   than  the   total magnitude of temperature  fluctuations..     If,   for 

instance,   there are mixed  only   two media with temperatures  T,   and Tp.   then  the 

average  temperature and magnitude of T*     In the mixing  7-one  is determined with 

accuracy  up  to accelerated molecular diffusion by  reJatlonship  ('.*;).     The mean 

squar«.   of  the correlating part  of the pulsations  for a one-dimencional  ".one  Is  equal 

1 o 

«-(f)^-2^'" tr» (^2v) 

'■      . 

In  particular.   In the  center of the one-dimensionr. I  zone of  turbulent mixing of 

1 lu   two media 

The  equation  of turbulent   diffusion extends with  sufficient   lorlcal   /'rounds   »o 

fhe   three-dimensional   case and  to  the case of nonuniform and  anisotroplc   'urbulenee 

at   constant   or slightly  changing,  average flow  rate  [4],   |7].     Wl'.h pru-tlcal   accurn" 

it,   is  also 1 osslble to extend  it   to  the case  of flows  with   large gradients  of averv' 

velocille.-.     Experiment,  shows  that  with practical   accuracy  it   is also nosslb |p  to 

■oil.'Lit .•  thai 
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where vT =  l'v',  by analogy with the coefficient  of kinematic  vlscoalty,   is   ■ulleii 

the coefficient of turbulent viscosity. 

This relationship,  which was obtained  for the first  time l\y Bousslnesy and 

later by Prandtl on the basis of the physical model of turbulent  transfer developed 

by him,  Justifies  itself in engineering calculations for problems  involving a 

turbulent boundary layer, a submerged stream,  and so forth, although 11 does not: 

have the physical basis which Prandtl attributed to it.    Formulas  (4.24)  can also he 

generalized to the case of three-dimensional nonuniformity of turbulent  flow. 

§  3.    EXPERIMENTAL DATA  ON TURBULENCE 

Turbulence  in flows with large Reynolds numbers Re possesses one general 

remarkable property, which greatly facilitates its study.    This property is self- 

similarity with respect to velocity.    The earliest measurements of ."chubauei-,   Mr,' u-n, 

Reichardt, Mlnskiy and others (193'))   showed that  intensity of  turbulence    fr I»'2,» 

for Re numbers of the flow larger than 10^ practically does not   depend on the 

absolute value of average flow velocity.     The later and considerably  Improved 

measurements of Townsenci,  Corrsin,  Uberoi,   Kovazhnyy,  Laurence,   l'.a]ru-s and  Peter, mi 

and others in subsonic flows, and also numerous working measurements confirmed  this 

result.    Hot-wire anemometric and diffusion measurements also showed  the  Indepetukwe 

from flow velocity  (more accurately,  the  independence from keynolds  number He)  of 

such parameters  iE;   l»; IL/v; RE(x/zE);  RL(T/T);  E(k,f,,)  -md others.     Therefore, 

subsequently,  considering properties of  turbulence at  Reynolds  numbers  Re   lar;'< ■ 

than  10',   it will not always be stipulated  at what   flow veLoclt.v   t.he.v  are  obtalmnt. 

Pipe  turbulence of a steady  flow.     Steady   flow in a pipe can  If  obtained  I ,   'he 

most, diverse methods;  therefore,   the  length of the section of er.tnb I Ishmenl   of 

steady  flow can  also vary greatly.    By means of creation of a so1'!   Inlet,  of  flow   ih'n 

the pipe and  several  other measures,   it  is  possible  to extend  this   section   to vi  ue.: 

noticeably   larger than bO caliber  (with  respect  to diameter of  pipe).     Without   tM.li. 

special  precautionary measures,  Nikuradze  observed  full   establishment   of a  turbulent 

profile of average velocities over a   length equal   to 4üd(Re =  30  ).     Thl     length   ■:■.' 

be shortened by  installation of a  turbulizing grid at entrance   Into  the  i ii^;   It   will 

be shortened more,   the  larger the coefficient  of  turbulent   diffusio'i     Ivcn  i ,,   Un 

grid.     In combustion chambers  turbulence  tends  to a  limit in;'  value usual 1,\   not.   I'-ot'i 
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i.eLow. hut from above, the level of turbulence in the dlffu.-.er or from the level of 

turbulence alter the stralghtenin/: frid  after the difi'uner. In theoe canes, lenpth 

of aection of establishment of steady flow Is determined according to the data below 

on rate of attention of turbulence to be 20-50 caliber with respect to characteristic 

acale of holej of the prid, scale of vortices after the diffuser, after the elbow o'' 

a connecting; channel, ana i.o  forth.  In a steady flow, parameters of turbulence do 

not, change alon{r the flow. 

The character of change of parameters of turbulence over the cross section of 

the flow is represented in Pig. k.k  and 4.5 [16], [22].  From the figures It is clear 

that on the flow axis the intensity of the longitudinal component of turbulence doer, 

not depend on Reynolds number Re. With approach to the wall, the intensity increases; 

this increase is greater, the smaller Reynolds number Re is. At Reynolds number^: 

Re larger than 10 , the form of the curve does not change (turbulence Is self- 

similar). The vertical component of turbulent velocity changes still lees, and on 

the pipe axis coincides with the Horizontal component, which Indicates Isotron,; of 

turbulence on the flow axis. 
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a   n  i Fig.   4.t),     Intensity  of  turbulem" 
in a  boundary   layer at   .y  -   2t)ÜC> tmii 
(data of Corrcin). 

Fig.   ■M.     Dist rlbul ion  of 
Inten.'lty  of   turbulence over 
the   I'low  section. 

O— in circulatory  flow 

Re -  2' HTj 

X — in  D   1' lat   pipe 

Kt   =   ■ Jf lu   ; 
V = ' V m/sec.: 

£f— In  a   round   pipe; 

• - in  a  flat   pipe  Re = 6'10'', 
V =   1   m/sec   (accordinr to 
ev.i er iüifnt s   of   lv 1 'In sit ). 

according 
to 
experi- 
ment s of 
Minskiy 
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Experimental material accumulated up to the present time ahow^ that intencit.v 

on the pipe axis weakly depends on degree of roughness of the pipe, changing from 

W  for the mirror surface of hydraulic chutes to 5%  for usual technical piper.. The.e 

values Include all hot-wire anemometric and diffusion measurements with their 

systematic errors.  On the flow axis in products of complete combustion (To * 20üüoK), 

the value of intensity of turbulence is also equal to 5% [2b].     This magnitude cnn be 

taken as the characteristic of intensity of turbulence in the central part of the 

flow. 
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Fig.  4.6.     Dependence of coefficient of turbulent 
diffusion at  the flow axis  on velocity and pipe 
diameter. 
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In Fig.   4.0  there  is   represented   the   dependence of  the coelTiclenl   of turbMleni 

diffusion  D at   the  flow axis  on  flow  velocity and pipe   diameter   |"■  |.     It   is  clear 

that the coefficient of turbulent  diffusion satisfies  the condition <■■' geometric 

similarity  and  velocity  similarity,   where 
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(4.25) 

It   lr, nececaary  to dlstinculGh the coefficient of turbulent  diffusion and the 

.-'■■•ilt   of turbulence  ZT   of Lagrange from the coefficient of turbulent  diffusion D    and L '      ' p 
the mixing  length   I     of  I'randtl,  which were  calculated by Nikuradze according to 

experimental   valuec of  turbulent  friction and the gradient of average  velocities  in 

the pipe crosG  section,   with the help  of the hypotheses of Prandtl.     Prandtl's 

hypotheses are not applicable to turbulence  in the central part of the flow. 

Therefore,   distributions of diffusion  coefficient D    and scale   I     over the pipe 

cross section obtained by Nikuradze are devoid of physical meaning,  and contradict 

direct   experlmentr.     For instance,   according to the calculations of  lllkurazde with 

the help of  Prandtl's hypothesis,   the coefficient of turbulent diffusion attains  it" 

maximum value  in  the  region of maximum gradient  of average velocity,   and tends  to 

zero with approach to the flow axle,  whereas  in reality it practically doer, not 

chanre over the  flow cross  section.     Turbulent  velocity and i.cale practically do not 

cluinge in the  central part   of the  flow,   but at walls of the pipe  velocity Increases, 

and  the  ocalt   vieereases,   so that  the diffusion coefficient      «»if pro'*        remain: 

practically constant  over the cross  section of the pipe.    The value   I    = 0,07  d 

i'ipe on  the  flow  axis  obtained  by Nikuradze  by means of extrapolation,   as can be seen 

from comparicon with  (^.S'j),  is three times as  large as  the value of  the scale of 

turbulence of Lagrange« 

On  the other hand,   it  is  interesting  to note  the  following curious   factj     The 

value of D    obtained by  Nikuradze averaged  by Ool'denberg  [27]  over  the  cros.-.  tied Lon 

of a pipe  coincides  well  with  the above mentioned  data  of direct  measurements. 

Averaging calculations  of Nikuradze over the cross  section of a pipe,   Gol'denberg 

obtained the  relationship 

and v. 

-0.009Re-••,•    o  Re<IOi 

* 0.0011 Re>l0». 

(^■■) 

■ JhMW»—«■ •■■ 
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where v--. Is the average velocity over the pipe crosi'. section. 

Such coincidence indirectly indicates the fact that, although calculation;', of 

Nlkuradze are not correct in the details, on the average they give results close to 

correct, so that with certain grounds it is possible to use the first formula of 

Gol'denberg in the region of small Re, lolds numbers Re, where systematic direct 

measurements of the coefficient of turbulent diffusion are not available, 

It is also interesting to compare the scale of turbulence l, with the longitudinal 

scale lvi  all the more so, because in the majority of Investigations of turbulence 

there appears the Euler scale.  Comparisons of exact measurements behind grids, 

conducted by Taylor [28] and later by Townsend [13], showed that between there sealer. 

there exists the approximate relationship 

lL»0JUe, (4.27) 

I.e., the path of transfer of particles of liquid by a turbulent vortex (l,) Is on 

the average twice as small as the dimension of the vortex l„. 

In the foreign literature, for pipe turbulence there Is frequently used for 

estimation the relationship 

'£^1,-0,05 ^.28) 

which with accuracy up to the spread of  values of e from 0.04 to O.O1. will  also arree 

with the above  equations  (^.20)   and  (4.27). 

Turbulence  behind grids.     The level  of turbulence can be greatly  increased  l.v 

Installing a turbulizing grid  in  the  flow.    The  turbullzing grid  is usually c. mj■oed 

of a  row of parallel  rods with diameter b and with distance between axes M  (pnraM»! 

grid);   it  is  also possible to  Install  two  rows  of juch  cods one  after the  other,    -ui'h 

that,  the  rods  are mutually perpendicular  (orthogonal grid).    Ac.  a  crld  there ^m.  •il/o 

serve a perforated  sheet of  iron with holes of diameter' rM and  with distances IM t ween 

holes of ~b.     The  ratio M/b  is usually   larger than  3 to '.   (for  smf II  hydraulic   lo  .■,(■■.:). 

Scales  of  turbulent motion and  lengths on which turbulence   Ic   furraed are 

determined  to a greater degree by dimensions of holes  of  the grid M,  and   Lhe obco1 n . 

level of intensity of turbulence  is determined  to a freater degree  by  wldU. of  tin 

crosspieces  b.     This   Is  a  rough  qualitative  estimate,   since  experlmenl   show.'   that  v/iM. 

cha ige  of  either  the  value  of M,   or  the   value  of b  the   Intensity  and    '.cale  of 

turbulence changes.     In general,   the behavior of the  Infen.ilty  and  .•'•ale or * irluieir-i 

depends   not   only  on M  and  b,   but  also  on  parameter:',  of   turbulence  of   'he   flow   ln"ldei ' 
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un  the rrld  anrl  on  the   ccalr-  of  I he   1'Low   (diameter of the (Lpe).     During  Inver.t l^at Ion 

ol'  the nature of attenuation of turbuletve,   the   last  two  factors only complicate  the 

problem.    Therefore,  we  try  to eliminate  them.     For this,  we extinguish  turbulence 

of  the incident   I'low and  conduct measurements  on the  flow axis  in piper,  of  reJativel.v 

lacro  diameter;-,   (wind  tunnels),  at absolute  distances  from the grid where   the  Influence 

of  pipe walls  does  not   show up. 

On  turbulence   In  wind  tunnels  there has been accumulated up to now much 

experimental material,   which has been   reinforced  by the  theoretical   considerations 

of a number of authors   [1],   \J>0],   [Jl].     It  turns  out  that in a wind  tunnel,   the 

recion of variation  of  turbulence behind  the grid can be conditionally  divided   Into 

three  sections:     Into the  Initial section  of  formation  of the  turbulent   field behind 

the grid and on  the  Initial and  final  sections  of attenuation of  the  turbulence. 

The   initial   section   extends   from  the  grid   to cross   sections ~(lj   to   l'))M,   where 

radlents  of average velocities after  the  grid  become practically equal   to zero,   t.ie 

arrival of enerry   from average motion  is  practical Ly ceased,   and  the   field  of av rare 

and   turbulent  velocities  becomes  constant  over  the  cross   section  of  the  pipe.     In 

tills   section,   turbulence   receives energ.y   from  the  average  flow   In   layers,   of maximum 

-radlents  of  the   average  velocities,   which  then   is  distributed  by   turbulent   tran. :'e:- 

over  the  entire   flow cross  section.     Turbulence   in  the  initial   section   is  not  onl,. 

nonunlform,   but  also anisotroplc:     eddies, predominate,   the scales and  orientation    "' 

which are determined by  the geometry  of the  grid.     For a parallel   grid   (axis ,y  dlr-.-ten 

alon"  the   rod..)   fluctuations,  of  velocity   in  the   direction  of axes  x   ami   7.   predoml 1 a 1 >.; 

for an orthogonal   grid,   fluctuations  of velocity   in the  direction of axis  x   pfedomlnat> , 

since  in this  direction  there are added the velocities  from eddies generated by  tlr 

horizontal and  vertical   rows  of  rods. 

Toward   the   end  of   the   initial   period,   forces   of  inertia   distribute   turbulent 

energy  continuously  over  the  spectrum of  scales,   and  forces of  pre.'.sure — uniformly 

over all  directions,   so  that   turbulence becomes,   as measurements,  show,   Isotropie. 

Values  of u1';   v •' ;   w1'    and  values  ol'  corresponding correlation   functions   with   re. p.   ■'■ 

1.0 different  directions  become  identical  for parallel,   orthogonal   and  other   lattice. 

i 1 I.     T »ward   the  end  of  the  initial   section,   suppl.\   of  energy   from averai'e motion   I. 

■ease.1,   and   turbulence,   "left   to  itself",   start r.   tu attenuate   under   1 h»    action  oi 

viscosity   forces.     Viscosity   forces  extinguish   turbulent   vortices   iconvert   their 

euer-,   lii'ni.pnt '.   ^inaH   eddied  are   the  most    rapidly  eyt Inj'uls.hed,   so   that    the averar' 

*:m 
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scale of turbulent vortices increases on the av> rat'e with Increase or dir.tance froi" 

the grid (larger and larger eddies remain). Thl^ process in the initial aection ui' 

attenuation is well described by the theoretical relationship (4.8).  II' we repf(>;:t iH 

the law of attenuation of turbulence in the form 

(D Is an empirical constant; x« is an arbitrary reference point; in order ol' 

magnitude the value of x0 coincides with the cross section where the initial 

formation section of ends), then in virtue of equation (4.19) change of the scale oc 

turbulence will be 

lt--l^(*-Jg
,-«^ (4. ■■■v) 

(4.51) 

and change of the coefficient of turbulent diffusion 

Hence,  in particular,   it  follows that,  the diffusion  coefficient   remulns cun/tunt 

with increase of distance from the grid for n      1,   Increases  I' )r n      1  atui üc-ere'u-.es 

for n > 1, 

Experiment shows that  in the  range of di.-.tances  from  1',. lo 200 M there  ir 

observed the value n = 1.     In the coordinates  1/e  ,  x experimental  points fall  oi   -i 

straight  line.    With further increase of distance  from the grid,   the  value ol   n 

changes from 10/Y  (the Kolmogorov-Frenkl1   law)   to 5/2  (law ol' Ml 1llonshchlkov- 

Loytsyanokiy)   in the  final period  of attenuation.     In  tlv    final   [eriod of attetni'it ion 

In the  turbulent  spectrum,   as a   result  of  faster attenuation of  small   eddies   Ian L' 

eddies which depend  on the  specific character of  t.he  lattice,   start   to predomirn'e; 

I.e.,   there is observed a return of the turbulence to anisotrop.y   [for  Instance,   '"r 

an orthogonal grid,   for values  of  x/M larger than 200).     The value of u1'   become.', 

approximately one and a half times as  large as  the  value  of v'     Ml. 

In Fig.   4.7 there are presented  typical  curves  of change of  F   obtained   by 

Townsend and Stewart with an orthogonal grid with M =   2l .4 mm arul  b      4.77 mm,   with 

a  /-rid  of  parallel   rods  of  rectangular cross   section  49.»'  X  ' .   '■ -  with  M       ?1i,4   imn 

and  b = g.'1 mm.    As  can be  seen,   the grids were .-.elected   so that   at   Identical   valt-t.- 

of M they have values of b  increasing In  the  proportion   1:1,   1:2.     If we  t.-ike a. 

the  beginning of the  Initial attenuation section a valm1  of x()  identical   i'or 'ill 

three grids ami equal   to ~13M  (Fig.   4.7a),   then all  three  graph.   .   '  Mi     Lntenslt;.   oi' 

turbulence arc- plotted  in coordinates x/b on one dimenslonle.-.s  • i-aph  (llr.   4.71). 
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Thlr, result Indicates that the length or the section or formation does not depend on 

the 'ilrnenclon of the crocsplece, whereas the magnitude of Intensity denends only on 

its dimension (for the given f.rlds). 

In Fig. k.8  there ai-e given typical curves of change of D/v; lE; Ij- over the 

length of the flow. Data for lE are constructed according to measurements of 

Townsend [11], which, as can be seen, a^ree well with the theoretical formula (^.50) 

in the initial region of attenuation nt  A « O.Q; data for I. are constructed according 

to values of DT measured by Townsend for an orthogonal grid [2],  In Fig. 4.8 these 

parameters are reconstructed In ''imenslonJesc 'oordlnates (x - xn)/b. 

4«J 

4«/ 

±\ L 

\ s ^ 
^ *; t~ 

— 

vJ Mm* /a 90 m V 26 VOX 

*   1                    V^ 
M  \L       ^*' \        ^^^X- 
<*            ^m'                      "^^^ 

.                     _4 j^   ^ 

Fig. k,l. Attenuation of intensity of turbulence 
behind a ,",rld in a wind tunnel (data of Townsend, 
Batchelor,   >r>lewart  and Dalnes and  Peterson). 

a) grids   (according  to Townsend,   l-atcheJor and 
Stewart). 

x — M ^ P1).^    b =  9L1 mm  (parallel   rods); 

O-M = 25.V,   b =  'j.J^ mm  (parallel   bars); 

• - M = 25.4,   b =  4.77 mm  (orthogonal grid  of  rods). 

b) grids   (data of  Palnes   and  Peterson,   Town.■.end, 
Batchelor and Stewart). 

'dat a of Balnes and 

Peterson, b *-. 2' .h mm,  M =   5.8;  51;  C8j   102;  205 mm); 

• J-        I   »"/ (data  of Townsend,   Batchelor 
■niii   :'t ewa rt ) , 
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Among investigations of turbulence there is no single opinion about the bet-.t 

method of construction of dimensionless empirical formulae; by which It would be 

possible to determine parameters of turbulence for any grid simply, inasmuch a.-. LJUCII 

universal formulas apparently do not exist. Therefore, the dimensionless graph;-. 

shown In Fig. 4.8 should not be considered as unique and universal. A number or 

authors« such as, for example Batchelor, Townsend and Stewart, consider the decisive 

parameter to be the dimension of the hole M, and construct all curves in coordinate^; 

x/U,  even If the value of M remains constant, and only the dimension of the 

crossplece b is changed. Data from the book of Batchelor [12] shown in Fig. 4.8 are 

constructed together with data from a number of other grids with con.-.tant b and 

variable M in the coordinates x/to, but for each (above mentioned) lattice there wa.-. 

taken an effective scale, respectively equal to 1; 1.1 and 2. Other authors 

(Balnes and  Peterson and others) take as the controlling scale the dimension or the 

crossplece. In the work of Baines and Peterson [24] there were measured parameteiv 

of turbulence mainly after grids with constant width of the rods b = 2^.4 mm an l 

with dimensions of holes equal to 38, 51, 68, 102, and 203 mm (cror,.-. section of 'he 

working part of the pipe was 1.8 X 1.2 m; v = 0.3 to 7.5 m/sec), and the author., 

prefer to construct empirical formulas in coordinates x/b and, following the 

theoretical formula of Kolmogorov and Frenkil, also give, in particular, the em| !- i M 

relationships: 

»jJ»-«^*-ai66(«/6)MS+,M (!< - •2) 

Graphs of these curves are given for comparison in Fig. 4.8. One may ..ee that 

curves of intensity obtained by different authors turn out lo be absolutely dir i rent , 

This difference lies outside limits of accuracy of the measurements and i.; appacunt ly 

explained by the difference in type of lattice — mainly by the difference between 

absolute values of scales.  In the first case the value of b was varied, and the 

range of values of b and M was the same; in second case, the value of M was varied, 

and the ranges of values of b and M were absolutely different.  Curves of scale.; do 

not coincide either, although the difference bet.ween the curve.; lie:; within the I In" 

of accuracy of their measurements. 

How is turbulence after the grids installed in technical pipe.; with high level 

of turbulence changed?  If the grid stands immediately after a ru;-.".1* with high 

compression ratio (ratio of average velocities Vp/v, equal to ,-'*), then the behavior' 
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or turbulence after It will be anaLorou.-, to that considered above, at least up to 

distances (of the order of 20-30  M), at which the Intensity of turbulence after the 

grid ID higher than the Intensity in the pipe (Fif;. 4.9).  If the diffusion coefficient 

after the grid then is much less than the diffusion coefficient of pipe turbulence, 

then the considered grid cannot accelerate the process of restoration of the leve L 

of pipe turbulence very much (after the nozzle), so that the intensity of turbulence 

will reach some minimum value (noticeably less than 'j%)  at distances larger than 

20-;u M, after which it will again begin to Increase to the level of pipe turbulence. 
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Fig. 4.8. Change of diffusion coefficient 
and scales after grids in a wind tunnel. 

a) grid (data of Townsenr" and Batchelor) 
M = 2^.4 mm; 

b = 4.77, 

•-^ 

O -  z   v = 13 m/secj 

X  -   IjV - 1J> m/secj 

b) grid  (data of Balnes and  Peterson), 

x   -  >; 
=  0.1','- ^ 0-5(curVe   1): 

and grlil (data of Batchelor and Townsend) 

^.Minj/^E  (curve ;■>). 
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:•»' For a diffusion coefficient of the grid equal to or freater than the diffusion 

coefficient of the pipe turbulence, the length of the section of formation of pipe 

turbulence will be much shorter than without the grid, so that in the Jimit, tuii u lerne 

after the grid at distances of 20-30 M attains the level of pipe turbulence, alter 

which it remains constant.  In the case of combustion chambers, the grid Is usually 

placed where the turbulence before it is either practically equaJ to pipe turbulence 

(after the connecting channel), or higher (after the diffuser, bend, etc.).  Under 

these conditions, the grid also can be used to generate turbulence under the condition 

that it give diffusion coefficient a larger than in the incident flow. Experiment 

shows that for this the grid should have a relatively large coefficient (h/M ~ 1) 

and relatively large absolute values of scales M and b. 

üfe «4 

3   \M 3   V 3    m 3-     NJ -J    1    1    1    1    1    1    1 

*nU 3 M J ■ LH T -1 Hi i^KT\LWf|   |~| 
<M r    1 1 [ 

1   i  W  \ m \  1 toi   \ MO \    m] x\    1 
M 4M   900  Jr. 

Fig. h.9.    Change of intensity of 
turbulence after grids in an open flow, 

O — without grid dTp = 200 mm; 

A — grid M = b = 6 mm; 

• — grid M = b = 12 mm; 

y.'< —  grid M = b = 18 mm; 

U — grid of r.wlrl vane.-.. 
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In Figs. 4.8-4.12, for example, there are eiven data on f, D/v and I.   for a 

Eerie;: or such grlda. Throe t;rids are perforated sheets of Iron with diameters of 

holes respectively equal to M = 6, 12, and 10 mm.  Holes were drilled so that between 

them there were located blanketed areas of approximately the same characteristic 

dimensions b = 6, 12, and 18 mm.  Such grids can be considered as analogs of a fue' 

manifold with injectors in blanketed areas, an an analog of a group of stabilizers 

uniformly locoted over the cross section of the pipe, and so forth. The fourth grid 

is a group of seven swirl vanes, filling the entire cross section of the pipe (see 

Fig. 4.10).  The blade length of the swirl vane is equal to dTp/6. ilrids were 

located in a 200 mm pipe with well-developed pipe turbulence.  Measurements were 

conducted at the end of the pipe. 

.■ 

r 
r 
e 

m 
I 
j 

J 

Fig.  4.10.    Turbulence generating grids  (dK = 200 mm) I* iä 
In Pig. 4.9 for comparison there is also given the distribution of Intensity 

of turbulence on the axis of a pipe without a grid.  It is clear that the core nf 

constant turbulent velocity is considerably shorter than the core of average 

velocities (see also Fig. 4.15).  Turbulence generating grids very nJlghti.v shorten 

the length of the core:  growth of turbulent veLocity is observed at practically t.h< 

same relative distance (2-1.^d  ), but at correspondingly higher absolute valurs of 

Uirbulent velocity. 

The first turbulence generating grid (b ~ M -• 6 mm) does not create additional 

urbulencej it even plays the role of a turbulence-attenuating grid; the diffusion 

coefficient after this grid Is somewhat lower than the turbulent diffusion 

coefficient of a flow without the grid; this shows up In the slower rate of Incrci.« 

of turbulent velocity (In the case of the grid) outside of the core (see Fig. 4.''). 

Tht second grid gives higher intensity, but at absolute distance.-, larger than ?' o r ■ 

It practically has no Influence; more exactly, Its Influence due to excess hydrnuIi 

losses will ii only negative.  The third and fourth grid:-, considerably Increase 'he 

intcn.-lty o>' lurbulence above tin : ,' level of the t urbuleii'-p, tut n-.-ilr nl dl.-.t-c,.-' 
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smaller than 20 calibers with respect to the characteristic dlmennion 01' the n'M. 
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Fig. 4.11. Change of coefficient of 
diffusion after strongly turbuiizlng 
grids in technical pipes. 

1 — i;rid of swirl vanes, dT_ = 14^ mm; 

2 — grid of swirl vanes, dTp = 100 mm; 

5 - grid M = b = 18 mm, d™ = 200 mm; 

1» - grid M = b = 12 mm, d,.., = 200 mm; 

^ — without grid, d Tp 

JTp 

200 mm. 

Let us  note  a number of other peculiarities  of turbulence  which are  chamct cclst li 

for crids  set  in  a  flow with high  Initial   level  of  turbulence.     The .'ibsolute  vd i H    ul' 

Intensity of  turbulence  after the grid  will   be  obtained   to be  hli'her,   the   laivt-'   i h1 

diameter of  the pipe.     The  same grid  in a  pipe with very   Large  dlomeier acts nv  fin 

■itt cnuatin," grid  with  respect  to the  large-scale  turbulence of   i lit   Incldenl   t'lov.   -n 

as a turbulence  generator  in a pipe with  small  diameter.    The   three   rirsi   grids 

(b = M;  6,   12,   ami   16 "im),  which were  set   In  ;.  pipe  with diameter oi'   LuO mm,   C'IVC 

at  the  same  absolute  distances  a  notlct'ably   larger value  of   Int.en.-Ii ,,   o:'   I urbu lefice 

than in a pipe with  diameter of 200 mm.     If  the  grid   Is,  placed  an • r  thr   dllTuser, 

then  it  breaks  up   large  eddies,   appearing   In  the  diffuser   Into  SiiaiJer  euies   (ol'  t h» 

order of M) .     Then,   Immediate t;,   ai't-M-   'iv  .'t'ld,   t ht   li.i • n/lt..   o:    i uri  ilctii-'    i^a.,   li 
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higher than without the grid, but it /111 be concentrated In smaller ccalen and 

therefore will attenuate at clocer absolute distances (20 M). 

Large-scale, intense eddies after the diffuser play a negative role in the 

process of burning, decreasing stability and uniformity of burning, rather than n 

positive role, increasing rate of combustion; therefore, installation of a grid with 

sufficiently small flow friction Is 

usually expedient. In this case the grid 

plays the role of a flow straightener. 

Let us note that turbulence after the 

grid depends on turbulence of the incinent 

flow more weakly, the greater the helfhl 

of channels of holes of the grid. The 

grid completely destroyr; all eddies of 

turbulence of the incident flow if the 

time of passage of flow through the rrM 

is equal to or larger than the time ..cale 

of this turbulence (/r/^ä'2). 

The rate of attenuation of Intensity 

of turbulence obeys a linear law of 

attenuation (the value of n in formula 

(4.29) is equal to unity) practical l.y 

until the moment when it reacher. the 

average level of intensity of turbulen-i 
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Fig. 4.12. Change of sct.le l  after 
strongly turbulizing grids in technical 
pipes. 

1 — grid of swirl vanes, dTp = 145 mm; 

2 — grid of swirl vanes, dTp = 100 mmj 

'; — grid M = b = 18 mm, dTp = 200 mm; 

k - grid M = b = 12 mm, dTp = 200 mm; 

■■ — without /'rid, d— = 200 mm. 

in the pipe, after which it remains constant, or until it attains its least value at 

the boundary of the core of constant turbulence in an open flow after which It start r. 

to Increase (in a submerged stream).  In Fig. 4.14 there are given typical curve.- of 

change of intensity of turbulence after the third and fourth grids in a pipe with 

diameter of 200 mm and after the third grid in a pipe with diameter of 100 mm.  In 

coordinates 1/E  and x, all experimental points obtained within the bounds of the 

core of turbulent velocities fall on straight lines.  The value of x  turns out to 

be Identical for all grids, of the most diverse types (including others not shown In 

Fig. 4.14), and to be equal to x0 = 80 mm (2-4 M) at v = 20 to 60 m/nec, d^ = 

= 100 to 200 mm. 
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Flg. 4,13. Turbulent characteristics of flow over the 
cros:, section and axis of a stream, a) distribution of 
turbulence and averafe velocity over the cror.s section 
of a stream (data of Laurence). 

Re = 1.92. lo'J - 7.2V lo''; M = 0.2  to 0.7, d   -H9 mm; 

m     tS***      g-**'*.    1- J- -I.U. t—L -tr. t- I-.*». 4-J.-TA. 

b) distribution of pulsations alonp, the axis of the 
stream (hot stream d  = 2'.;.4 mm; T - 17u0<'  (data 
of Corrsin).        ^ 
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From cornparlr.on of the riven data with data of Batchelor and Townsend and with 

data of Baines and Peterr.on, it is clear that the ranges of variation of absolute 

distances from the ^rldr. are absolutely different in all cases: measurements of 

parameters of turbulence in wind tunnels are usually conducted at absolute distances 

at whi h the level of turbulence is already known to be constant in technical pipes. 

Therefore dimensionless graphs and empirical formulas obtained under different 

conditions usually do not coincide. For estimation of the value of Intensity of 

turbulence in every specific case, one should take data obtained under conditions 

which are as close as possible to the considered case. 

-£-*'*•• p»';p* 

jttiie ♦«OX >•* 

Fig. k,lk.    Law of attenuation of turbulence 
after strongly turbulizlng grids in technical 
pipes. 

T-in 
Lattices 

• - M = b 

O - M = b = 18 mm; d  = 

D — grid of swirl vanes. 

16 mm;  d      = 200 mm, 

100 mm. 

■■■-■'»-;,„.'.. 
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The charai ieristic  growth of the  scale  of  turbulence after grids   in  technical 

plpi'.-   is observed  only  at   relatively short  distances   from the grid  (<10 M)j   at   larrer 

distances,   the  scale  of turbulence decreases,   and at  distances  larger  than 20-30 M 

practically attains  the magnitude  of the scale  of pipe  turbulence,  after which  It 

remains  constant   (nee Fig.   4,12),     If the  initial  scale of  turbulence   Is much  larger 

than  the scale of  pipe turbulence,  as for instance after a grid  composed of seven 

swirl vane:-,  for pipes of diameter 100,   1^0-200 nun,   then  the section of  growth of 

scale almost   does  not   exist:     the  scale immediately motiot onlcal ly tends   to  the  scalf 

■i'  olio  t IM'I M ! oiii-e,     ^uch  behavior of  'ho  scale  can apparentlv  he  erplnlned  by   thi 
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fact that eddies with dimensions much larger than the -scale of pipe turbulence cfinnot 

exist for a long time In the given pipe;  as a result of this the  Integral scale of 

turbulence approaches its limit — the scale of pipe turbulence  (from below — due  to 

faster damping of small eddies,   and from above — due to faster damplnr of smaU   eddies- 

much larger than this limit). 

The diameter of the pipe also affects absolute value;-  of sealer, of turbulence, 

if the  latter are much larger than the  scale or pipe  turbulence.     For  Instance,   for 

a grid of swirl vanes set  in pipes with  diameter of 200,   145 and  100 mm,   the  scale 

decreases not proportionally to /b-,  according tu the formula  (•'.■>2),  but proport Lon- 

ally to b   ~ b'dTp(b ~ dpp  is the dimension of the blade).    By measurements of  the 

intensity of turbulence and diffusion coefficient,   it  is also possible to calculate 

other parameters of turbulence,   such as  the Lagrange  scale  of turbulence,   the  nt, 

of dissipation of turbulence,   the Kolmogorov scale,   and  so  forth.     An example of 

such calculation for a grid  (M ~ b =  18 mm)   in a pipe with  diameter of  100 MM  is 

given  in Table  4.1,    The value of D/v  is arbitrarily  taken  to be  constant   for all 

distances from the grid,  although it  in  reality  decreases with  Increase of  x  within 

the bounds of  the core of turbulence  in an open  flow,  and  :.ncrea.-.e:- outside of  Mi- 

core. 

Table 4.1.     Parameters  of Turbulence after •■  Grid 

e"2 « 1.7;     (| - 4); M = b «  18 mm,   v   ■ 0.1'. cm2/sec;   d      =   100 mm 

x mm £   % £mm Z,   min E 

cm /sec 

r| mm v  m/sec 

« 

122 17 to 16 0.6 5.5 8-107 
{J. o ■■ 20 810 

172 n.'j 0.6 5.5 ll-10 0,04 2v 810 

544 Cb 0.6 9.4 2-10° 0,10 20 810 

122 17  tu 18 0.6 5.5 22-lO8 0.01 dU 24 50 

172 11.1) 0.6 5.3 4.5*10B 0.02 i 0 24 50 

544 e.b 0.6 9.4 5.4" lo"7 0.05 1 ■'. 1 P4 'n 

Turbulence  after a bluff  body   (stabilizer).   In  a  Ijoiindar.v   layn- and   'n  n 

subiiiei,;'"d   st ream.     Proper'les  ol'   this   turbulence   fur ■>    Ion;'   I Itri'    ,■ ■ ci    nui    li..e.-.i i 

in detail   (there were  measured  on L.v   fl( Id;   of avera/'e parameter.■   of  i IP    flow: 
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velocities,   temperature;:  and  oo 1'orth).     In  recent  years,  thanks  to progress   In thr 

region of hot-wire anemometryj   there has appeared a  series of works   (of Townsend  [12] 

Corrsln  [21],  Laurence   [23]  and others)  which has provided a beginning  for such 

investlfatlons.    According  to  results of these works  in all  three cases,  which are 

different  at   first  glance,   the rtructure of  turbulence turns out  to be   identical. 

In  the wake after a  stabilizer.   In a boundary  "'ayer and  In a stream there will be 

formed a region of  Increased turbulence  separated  from the nonturbulent   (potential) 

part of the  flow  by  quite  a  sharp boundary — a laminar superlayer  (Fig.   4.15).     The 

surface of  this  boundary   is  distorted by  the  action of  large,   slow,  anisotropic 

eddies  (with orientation  determined by  the  geomet ry of the problem)  and moves  toward 

the nonturbulent,  part,  of   the  I'low,   so that  average width of the turbulent  region 

iru-reases  downstream along  the flow. 

Fig.   4.15.     Three  forms of  turbulence,     a)   turbulent   boundary 
layer on a plate   (data of Corrsin);   b)   plane turbulent   wake 
(data  of  Townsend);   c)   turbulent   stream   (data of Corrsln). 

The   region  of   Increased  turbulence  can  be   represented  with  practical  accuracy 

as a   iv -Ion of  l.'.oi roplc   turbulence,   which  is  homogeneous over  the cross,  section of 

the  wake   (layer)   and  which   satisfies   the  condition   of Kolmogorov's   theory.     Variation 

of  parameters of  turbulence  become considerable   only   in direct  proximity   to  the   irint-r 

i oiridar.   (wnll)   or   to   the   outer  boundar;,   (laminar-  superlayer)   or   this   region,   ..In-e 

i '•-act I;,   ■!'   'he  wall   and  outside of  the  surfaet;  of  the  superlayer,   turbulent 
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pulsations are equal to zero.    The average  (in time)  value  of a fiven parameter ui" 

turbulence measured at a fixed point of the wake  (layer,   stream)   Is composed  of 

values of the parameter from the  region of increased  turbulence at  this point   and 

values of the nonturbulent  region;   i.e.,  it Is possible  to write 

■ —«i T + O —T)«t. 
S^-VT+O—1)0»'. 
mi~'[(fü)i = — 1'aY u\ 'Y "öi" a —aj a'* (a* 0,4) 
etc.. 

(t.^?) 

,   .   « —%    • —^ 
where   T{*»f)"-T; ^""z^—zr;      *   etc.,  is the probability of appearance of a 

■i -«I        •• -«* 

turbulent  region. 

Subscript "1" denotes parameters measured only in the  turbulent  region; 

subscript   "2" denotes parameters  measured in the nonturbulent   reglet)   (in  the   Incident 

now),  if they are large. 

In J;he above cited works,  function -/(x;  y)  is  called  "discontinuity  factor" 

or  "intermlttence".    The probability of appearance of a turbulent  region at   thf 

considered point is well described by Gauss's  law.    Analytic  expressions >(>•;  y)   Ln 

all  three cases will be analogous  to the below considered expressions of phynti-al 

lompleteness of combustion Po(x;  y)   in a turbulent  flame,   but   valuer, o!'  th'' average 

loundary of the turbulent  region a(x)  and root-mean-squace deviation of  the 

instantaneous boundaries of  region  a(x)  from the mean  in  this case wi 1 !   be difiVfcnt.. 

The average width of the  layer (wake,   stream)   is  determined  by  the average  velocity 

of displacement of the surface of  the superlay-jr through the  nonturbulent  medium. 

The  value of root-mean-square  deviations of the surface of  the  super layer  Is 

determined mainly by turbulent diffusion (transfer)  of  large eddies,  which distort 

this  surface.    On the basis  of dimensional considerations,   it   is possible  to define 

a   formula which determines  the value of average rate of  increase of the quantli,,   n 

with accuracy up to an empirical constant,  and also to obtain  a  relation  for "{x) 

analogous  to Taylor's  formula  (4.15).    However,  within the  scope of the  present 

work,   it   is most convenient  to give  simply a  final   empirical   expression   for these 

values  according to  the above  olted   authors. 

For  the boundary  layer of a rough wall  (data of Corrsin   [21]  In  the  region of 

measurements 0 ?  x -  5000 mm,   x0 =   -'j08 mm),  we have an average  ' ilckness of  the 

turbulent    layer a =  O.kGk   (:■:   -       )Ü,U'   •■,,;,,    ■   =   f .Oo-'i:   (•   -   v   )''•"''  ,.,.,,.   t.hickn.s.s,  of 
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Ü 61 * the  boundary   layer o  - O.UJI x  (x -  x0)   '       mm;   diGplacemt'iit   thickness  of 6    = 

= O.H1/)  (x  - x. ,0.61 mm. 

lor a rouriiJ  stream (data of Corraln  [21]   in the region of measurements 

20 S x/d s  80),  we have 

2rwt/rf-0.I93 (x/rf-3). 

Here  r   /0  is   the  radius of the  stream,   where  v = O.'j v ; /2 max 

2 a/d = 0.326   (x/d   - 3)0'93; 

2 o/d = 0.0845  (x/d   - 5). 

For determination of the  turbulent  wake   (data of Townsend  [12]   in  the region ot 

measurements   '>00 §   x/d  s   1000),   we have 

a/rf-0.35 (x/rf-90)": 
mnld-OW (x/rf-90)". 

»O.fj where y^^/^,  is   the ordinate at  v^ - v =  1/2  (va, - V^),   a/d = 0.153  (x/d - 90) 

In Pig.   4.13,   4.16 and 4.17 there are given typical distributions of Intensity 

and scale of turbulence over x and y  In  the boundary layer,   in a wake and  In ß stream. 

Turbulence  during deformation of the flow.     If the  rate of deformation Is 

. iiriclently great:     I.e.,   the time of passage of the  flow through  the  section of 

deformation  (Vltashlnskly nozzle,   diffuser,   and  so forth)   is   less   than  the 1Ime of 

existence of eddies,   then change of turbulence during deformation  is  sufficient ly 

■iccurately described by a simple physical model,  which was given  for the  first   time 

1 y  I'randtL.     An  arbitrary spherical volume  in a flow before a noszle with 

cquiprobable  (Isotropie)  orientation of eddies  in all directions  in  the nozzle Is 

deformed Into an ellipsoid,  entended along the central stream filament  of the curreni, 

With  such deformation,   the average  radius  of twist of eddies along  a  stream filament 

of the current,   and  this means the average   longitudinal scale of  turbulence,   I,, 

increases,  and  in the  transverse direction decreases.    Thus,   in virtue of  the  law 

of conservation  of momentum,   the momentum of  the  longitudinal   pulsations  of vclocit,. 

(along  the average  flow)   decrease,   and  transverse  fluctuations  increase.     A solution 

of such a problem in  the linear formulation was  given for the  first  time  by 

iatchelor [1].     In Fig,.   4.18 there are given numerical  results  of  this  solution. 

For centrnction  coefficients v^/v,,   = F./F- greater tlu1'1 unity,  Hatchelor gives.   It: 

particular  the  simple  worklnr  formulas 

••• . —« 
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Fig. 4.16. Change of turbulent character- 
istics over the crocs section and the axir, 
of the wake. 
a)  change of turbulent energy and scales of 

turbulence over thtj  cross  section of a 
wake  (data of Townsend),   Red = 8400, 

| = 160). 
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b)  change of turbulent velocity along the 
axis ol' the wake 
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Fig.  4.17.    Distribution of  sealer, 
oi"  turbulence alone the axis of a 
;■.tream  (a)   and over crocs  sections 
of a stream (b)  data of Luurencej 
iiTp = By inm). 

Alone the  n..xi5 of the  stream: 
• — hot-wire anemometer with one 

filament; 
0 — hot-wire anemometer with two 

filaments; 
A — calculation accordinc, to  the 

speotrum. 
Over oro;-;   sections of the  stream: 
B _ x/p .   i.u, 

• - x/2 - 2.29, 
A - x/2 = 4.'j8, 
■ - v/o  ^   7.80, 
/ - x/?  =   f.O, 

A - xA>   =   12, 

O - x/2  -   If"' 

OTf-^ 

Fig.   4.   18.     Behavior of turbulence 
during symmetric  deformation of a 
flow (a)  and during passage through 
an attenuating grid  (b). 

# - M = 5.08 cm\n 
O - M = 2.54 cm f^ 
+ - M = 5.08 cm \ 
G — M = 25.4 cm I 

Guch  a   solution   doei'  not   take1   ln'o 

account  the  action.-,  of  forces of  inertia, 

pressure,   vlscoi-.it.y  and the finite  rate 

of deformation.     The  action of  theap 

forces  leads  to a  situation in which 

transver.'.e   pul .■•it Ions   increase   loss   than 

is shown  in  Fig.   4.If a,   since  they 

succeed  in   t ran, i;.l ttln," part,  of   their 

energy   to  longlttidinal  pulsations;   Lu' 

part   of   'heir  •MIMW  will   !•    'ntivf'rt.e'i 

¥ 
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by viscosity into heat   (transverse scales  decreas» during eompret-.slon,   no  that   tho 

action of viscosity on  them Increases).     Longitudinal  pulsations,   oMalning enei-r.y 

from transverse pulsations,  decrease less  than  is shown in Fig.  4.18a,     The  Inl'luin ■(> 

of forces of inertia,  pressure and viscosity will be more noticeable,  the  less thp 

rate of deformation is.    Therefore,  the degree of anisotropy of turbulence after the 

nozzle turns out to be less than follows from the theory.    The behavior of the total 

magnitude of turbulent energy (u1" + v1    + w1   )  is prescribed by the theory much 

more exactly. 

In spite of the growth of the absolute value of transverse pulsations,  their 

relative magnitude  (intensity of turbulence)   decreases in inverse proportion to the 

square root of contraction coefficient,  and intensity of the  longitudinal  pulsations 

decreases to a still greater degree [see expression (5.45)].    This peculiarity  is 

utilized in practice with the use of a nozzle for the extinguishing of  turbulencf. 

The behavior of turbulence in a diff  ser with small opening anfler. of the  diffu ■■< r 

is approximately the  reverse (the aU)ve mentioned  results are  rever.ible).    At   large 

opening angles,  flow in the diffuser turns out to be unstable:     there occurs 

separation of flow,  with formation of  intense,   large eddies.     Hoth  these  effects 

(deformation and flow separation)   lead to a case  in which the  intensity  of  turbulence 

strongly increases along the diffuser. 

Turbulence after grids.    Characteristic  scales of grids  (dimensions of rods ant) 

mesh) are usually much smaller than scales of turbulence of the incident  flow; 

therefore,  they do not have essential significance.    Controlling parameters ol' the 
1     2 grids are the hydraulic   loss coefficient  ^  = Ap/^pv    and the deviation  rat Lo,  which 

is defined as (p = k(a)   (a and <p are angles between the normal  to  the  grid  and t hi 

directions of  flow before and after passuge  through the grid).    According  to data ol' 

Gchubauer and Ktebanov   [2],  for grids of different  constructions  and  small vain. .   of 

initial angle of inclination u there exists  the approximate empirical   equality 

(4.^ ) 

so that  the one  parameter i is essentially   Initial. 

In Pig,   4.18b  there are given  results  of Batchelor's  solution of  the  problem 

OL" extinguishing  turbulence by a grid   ..nd experimental   data of Townnend  on 

extinguishing  turbulence  by a grid after  two  turbullzing grids,     it    i •■    'lear thai 

longitudinal pulsations of velocity are  extinguished by  the grid  more  strongly  than 
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transveroe pulsations.     The  theory,  ac In the preceding cane,   doer, not  take  into 

account   the effect of  forces  of  inertia and pre.-.r.ure;   therefore,   in realit.y 

transverse pulsatioiu. are  obtained  to be .■.omewhat  smaller,   but   longitudinal 

pulsations are obtained to be  somewhat larger (due  to  the effect of pressure forcer.); 

change  of total turbulent  energy,   as can be seen  from  the   rer.ults given  in Fig.   ^.iHb, 

is  sufficiently accurately described by the theory. 

Dependence of turbulence on pressure.     This  depenaence is necessary  to the 

designer for correct  estimation of the influence of turbulence during the operation 

of  combustion chambers at  various altitudes.     Nevertheless,   the total number of 

works  dedicated to this question  at present  is  relatively small,  which  is apparently 

explained by the great methodological difficulties  of measurement of parameters  of 

turbulence  in pressure chambers. 

The  first measurements  showed that  the  rate  of  turbulent, combustion decreases 

with  fall of pressure.     In  the  work of Khramtsov  [^j,   considerable attention was 

paid  to  detailed measurement  of parameters of turbulence at various pressures.     With 

the help  of the optical-diffusion method,   there were measured turbulent   velocity 

W v'3,    diffusion coefficient D and the scale of  turbulence  derived  from them  l^  in 

the  range of pressures  from 0.6-0,1 atm (abs,).     Diffusion parameter."  of turbulonce 

are  of  the greatest  interest   for appraisal of burning  in combustion chambers;   tlvir 

measurement,   furthermore,   depends  to a lesser degree  on methodological errors 

.iepending on pressure;   therefore,   it  Is expedient   to give thf basic   results  of   1 h* .-. 

measurements  (Fig.   ^.19).     From Fig.   k,19 it  is  clear  that  turbulent  velocity  and 

diffusion  coefficient change proportionally to pressure  taken  to an  identical   pow r, 

equal   to O.J'l.    This  is more   strongly than according  to hot-wire anemometric 

measurements. 

The  scale of turbulence,   according to experiments  of Khramtsov  [45]»   remain'  i 

practically constant;   the  same  result  is obtained  in  the work of Laurence  [25]   by 

variation of  the average  flow velocity,   but within  the  same   range of change of 

Keynolds  number Re  (1.9»10'   to   (.^'lO ).    This   result  can be  treated  so that   Increase 

of  viscosity with  fall of pressure does not  affect  dimensions of eddies of  the 

macrostructure,  which give  the main contribution   to  the  integral   scale of  turbuienc . 

Scales  of mlcrostructure and,   in  particular the Kolmogorov scale,  according  to  (!i. >) 

strongly   Increase;   the  fraction  of  turbulent   energy  in  a  fixed  Interval   of  length 

(width of  the burning zone)   also decreases with  fall  of pressure,  but  this   leads  to 

& 
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the case  In which the  rate of turbulent  combustion dec rear e.;,   according  to 

experiments of Khramtsov,  with  fall of pressure   (although uH  Increaser.)*   even  IT  the 

level of mac restructure turbulence is held constant  [4^]. 
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Fig.   4.19.    Experimental  dependence of intensity of 
turbulence t,  coefficient  of turbulent diffusion D  (a) 
and scale of turbulence  (b)   on pressure p. 

Pipe 0 45 mm,  v = 40 m/aec,  x = 55 mm 

Grids M nun b mm 

D 10.8 2.2 

• 15 3.01 

• 16 5.0 

Turbulence in a flame.    A number of authors  (Landau L?4],  Markstein  [42], 

Karlovitz   [59],   Gcurlock [37]  and others)   have  expressed  the  idea  of  the  posslbl I !• ,v 

ol' appearance   (or Increase)  of  turbulence  In a  flame.    The question has  arisen about 

so-r-alled  "auto-turbulence of a  flame"  and about  the possibility   of  Influence of   tin 

latter on the  process of burning.     It  has   for a  long time  been attempted  to 

coordinate the  differences between existing  theories of  turbulent  burning and  results 

of experiments  with this unknown characteristic  of a turbulent   flame.     The  few 

measurenents  of  turbulence  in a flame  which have been conducted   [44],   [47],   [48], 

showed that  the  process of burning can  change  turbulence  first of all  by change u:' 

the hydrodynamics  of  the  flow during burning,.     For instance,   turbulence  in  the w..Ke 

after a stabilizer  during burning will  be absolutely  different   from  turbulence after 

the  same  stabilizer without burning  (due   to change of the  field  of average veloclt le.; 

after  the  stabilizer during burning);   It  can be greater or   less   .nan   turbulence  wlthoi 

bwrlng,  and  depend  on  conditions  of  burning   (mixture,   ratio whether  l.he  '■umbu/.t lot    1. 
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lii a  pipe or In aii open  flow,   and  r,o  rorth).     hut,   thene peculinritleG  do not   explain 

or remove the exiotin^ disagreement Letwpen  theory  and experiment.   Inasmuch ac   the.'ie 

diiTerences are caused not  by auto-turbulence,   but  by  inaccurate experimental 

determination of the  rate of turbulent combustion   (see the following paragraph). 

With correct measurement,   there are obtained values  of the  rate of turbulent 

combustion which are  completely  explainable by   turbulence  of the  incident   flow alone. 

Existing data on auto-turbulence are still absolutely insufficient to make a   final 

conclusion concerning  its   influence on the  rate of  turbulent combustion,   or  to give 

recommendations  and  empirical formulas for their practical use.     It  is possible, 

however,   to assert   on  the  basis  of data given  in Chapter V,   that   for strongly 

developed turbulence  of   the  incident  flow the  Influence of auto-turbulization  by 

t he   flame on the width and  sp^.-ed of the  zone of  turbulent  burning will not  be   so 

great  as was assumed  initially, 
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CHAPTER V 

BURNING OF HOMOGENEOUS FUEL-AIR MIXTURES IN A  Ttm5lMT yl5W-  

§ 1.  .  BABILITY CHARACTERISTICS 0? A TURBULENT FLAME 

Turbulent burning Is on the disordered, non-ctatlonary process of turbulenl 

displacement of volumes of combustion products and fresh mixture, and reaction of th« 

latter due to Increase of Its temperature.  Therefore, in distinction from a Inminnr 

flame front. In a turbulent combustion zone parameters of the flow wil' be random 

functions of space and time coordinates. In particular, the Instantaneous value of 

a flov. parameter, let us say temperature, at an arbitrary point of the turbulent 

flame Is not equal to the time average of temperature at this point. 

The random character of oscillations of flow parameters Indicate.- the necesi-.lt.y 

of application of probability theory (statistics) to the considered phenomenon. 

Inasmuch as below there are used probability characteristics of a turbulent f lattu , 

it will be useiul to recall basic concepts and definitions necessary for the followln; 

presentation which are known from probability theory, but In application to turbulent 

burning. 

In probability theory there is introduced the idea of a random function.  This 

may be, for Instance, the value of temperature as a function of t ime at a fixed polnf 

of a zone, or the value of temperature at a fixed moment of time as a function of 

space coordinates.  In concept, the word "random" Implies that the value of temperatui 

at a fixed point of the zone can not be predicted beforehand.  It I.-, possible on I., 

to determine relative duration of some temperature at the considered point of the 

zone.  Thus, there arises the idea of the probiibllity of appearnneo  '' a ^Iven 

temperature to the total time of observation as the time of observation tend:-, to 

infinity; i.e., 
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where P(T)(''T' '.:,   >li« nrobablllty of appearance of values of temperature In 1 he 

In) erval fi -i T to T + dT. 

WP will designate functions of probability and of the Integral of probabilllii ■ 

iv I' with rorrespondlng subscripts ("l", "2", and so forth), and the probabilll 

deik'lt.y i'unctions by p.  The appearance of a given temperature at a ;'iven temper.-it ur^ 

al a given point of a zone is the result of turbulent displacements of volumes of 

; a...  II Is possible to introduce the prooability density function of turbulent 

■ iJr.p lacementn of volumes of gas.  (For a onr-dimensional zone p(x - x,.; t) is the 

pruu-ii'1111 y that a jnit volume from point, x^ will arrive at point x at moment t. 

The probability that volumes of gas will arrive at point x from an interval o:' 

Inlte length (x« - x^,) can be determined accordingly by the formula 

'1.1= Jf ('-*.) *•• (■'.'■; 

Slfice  temperature  at  the considered point  chance.-,   In  some   random manner,   then 

not   its  Instantaneous values are of interest   to us,  but   its mean-ntatistloal valu«;. 

The pun;    .alue  of   temperature   (in  s.tat L.i.i ■.■■   it.   la   frequently called  mathematli'a I 

expectation)   is  defined   in  our case as 
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wh>-re [-'.(T.) —probability of appearance of temperature {TAh  at the given point of 
of the zone; 

t, — one of the elementary time intervals of observation during which the 
temperature at the given point of the zone is equal to T-j 

t — total time of observation (Fig. 3.1). 

If ranuOT function T(t) can take any values from T. — the temperature of the 

fresh mixture, to Tp — the temperature of the combustion products, then we introduce 

the idea of the integral of probabilities of temperatures:  P(T) Is the probability 

that at the considered point of the zone, temperature will take a value not less than 

T.  It is obvious that at any point of the zone 

f(ri-0)-0 and P(rt + ty=-l. 

For the  Interval  of  values T,   ^  T ? Tp   it   is  possible to  Introduce  the   idea  u 

the  probability  density  function: 

F(T) = ir 

! 
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*1.  + O" or ,,T1 - ü" denotes the region of Integration respectively from the 

right of point ^ and from the left of point Tg. Inasmuch as the marnitude of 

temperature fluctuations relative to the mean value is equal to zero, then as the 

characteristic of the fluctuations we take the mean square value of the fluctuations; 

VTi-KF^fp-i/ jV-n« 4P(T). 
('•.'■) 

Equality of the mean value of fluctuations of the random variable to zero 

indicates the fact that probabilities of both positive and negative values of 

fluctuations are Identical, so that on the average in time they add up to zero. 

S. 
Fig. 5.1. Determination of average temperatures 
(model of surface combustion). 
a) example of a graph of true temperature 

fluctuations with respect to time (P, * 0.?' ), 

b) graph of temperature fluctuations with respect 
to time for the model of "surface combustion." 
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Let ur, irnaflne that In the zone of turbulent, cilcplacement there lo no moleouJfir 

exohanee.  Then in the zone of turbulent displacement there will exi.'.t only two 

initial temperatures T. and Tp, inasmuch as turbulent displacement Is purely 

mechanical displacement (turbulent transfer of "cold" and "hot" volume.- by continuous 

eddy motions).  In this case relation (b.h)  and CJ.O) will be written in the simple 

form 
f = TV, + V,. ft - (fj- fjt pi + (rt_ f),pt. 

('• 6) 

where P-   and P_ are probabilities of the appearance respectively of  ''cold" and  "hot." 

volumec.  of gasj   it   is obvious  that   P.   + Pp =  1. 

The profile  of temperatures  formed as a result of turbulent displacement  Is 

shown  in Fig.   !;,!, 

The maximum  value of the mean  square  value of fluctuations,  which  Is  equal to 

(Tp - T.)  /k,   is attained at  the point where P.   = I'    = 0.^,     In this case mean valu»-. 

ot' density p and  temperature T turn out  to be related with each other by the   linenr 

dependence 

'    h-H    Tt~Ti (' .7) 

If at the initial moment the two fases are separated by a plane partition 

passing through point x = 0 ("cold" gas is located on the left of point x - 0, and 

"hot" gas is located on the right), then the probability of appearance of "hot" .'i. 

at. point x at the time t will be determined according to (^.5): 

PtW 

m 

*>*» ('•.«) 

In statistics it is assumed as a working hypothesis (ergodic hypothesis) that 

probability averaging of form (S^) and ('^.6) is equivalent to averaging over tlim 

or over the space coordinates along which the properties of the random variable/, to 

not change on the average; I.e., 

5*1 
etc. C-'J) 

If  the  averaged values of  the   random function do not  depend on   time or space 

coordinates,   then  such a function is  called  respectively a stationary   random function 

or ,'i homoceneous   random function.     For a stationary  (homogeneous)   random  function 

natutvi ri.\,   the  following condition  is  satisfied: 
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The process of averaging Is usually designated by a  long line drawn above the  .•.ymbo 

of the random function.    It  is useful to recall a number of properties of averaflnc 

which viirectly ensue from the essential nature of averaging as a  limiting operation 

of summation: 

(a + to) = ä + F, where a and b are arbitrary random functions; 

-(f)«: r+,Ttf~hTJ?~ frWtfx-ffwtfr. (r-T)«-T«-(fj» 

§ 2.  EQUATIONS OF HYDRODYNAMICS FOR A TURBULENT FLAME 

Parameters of the medium in the zone of turbulent burning are random 1'uncllui 

of space and time coordinates. On the other hand, ther>e parameters are coni liii->)'i. 

and differentiable functions of these coordinaten, so that the equations of 

hydrodynamics are fully applicable to them. Continuity and differentiability are 

explained by the fact that molecular viscosity completely suppresses component.-. 

turbulent motion whose scales are comparable with the mean free path oC the moi.i' 

so that the smallest scales of turbulent pulsations of any of the indicated pac.'um 

always turn out to be much larger than this length.  Therefore, It 1.- possible t ■ 

always disregard molecular structure of the fluid, and to consider the latter a. ■< 

continuous medium. The applicability of equations of hydrodynamics for a turhuJenf 

front is confirmed also by their successful use in the theory of the laminar I'I.-HIK 

front and in the theory of turbulent motion. 

Chemical reaction occurring in the turbulent zone does not affect the form uf 

the continuity equations or the equations of motion If they are wriUen in the \uu  t 

general form, taking into account the fact that density and kinematic viscosity of 

the medium v are functions of temperature and pressure.  Since turbulent buriiiii{r 

usually occurs at speeds much less than the speed of sound, it is possible, with 
p 

accuracy up to Mach number M , to consider that the density of the medium is a 

function only of temperature, i.e., to consider that up to the front, the liquid Is 

incompressible and nonisothermal. Then, at any point, of the front and at any time 

UM- 

pT-Pi^scomL 
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Molecular weight Is assume  to be constant; p and T are respectively density 

and temperature of the mixture.  Subsequently, In all cases, nil physical 

parameters with subscript "1" will pertain to the fresh mixture, and all with 

subscript "2" will pertain to the burned mixture. 

For problems of turbulent burning in a pipe, the ccnstanl in condition (f).ll) 

can be considered to be a weakly changing function of the coordinatp along the pipe 

(due to fall of pressure). 

Equations of hydrodynamics are conveniently written with the help of "dummy" 

indices, which permit us to represent the equations In more compact form. The 

continuity equation has the form 

(5.12 

where u. — 1-th component of instantaneous flow velocity at the considered point x^ 

at the time t. 

Subscripts 1, J, and k everywhere pass through the values 1, 2, 5, corresponding' 

to components of vectors respectively along the axes x, y, z.  In the remainder of 

this text, by all repeated indices there is implied summation over the values 1, 2, 

;", and the summation sign for brevity is not written. For a one-dimensional 

burning zone, the averaged parameters of which change only along one of the 

coordinates (through the depth of the zone), the continuity equation after averaging 

can be written as 

Subscript "1" is omitted, since it is not needed for further operation:-. 

During Investigation of turbulent burning, of most interest are the equations 

of conservation of energy and mass (fuel, oxidizer). 

In the most general form, under the condition of constancy of pressure. It is 

possible to write them as [13] 

'"■5:-v(v+«'T-)-i 
»/ 
*h 

+-t'it+*(r-* 
'(v+0~sr"'-t-r(™ 

(l.l'Ja) 

('..1*1) 

/-I. 2.3. 
where   ■> .,   Ls   t lie   tensor of viscous  stresses. 

L K 

The left side of equation {^.ika)   constitutes the quantity of heat 01'.lined 

by a unli volume of gas per unit time at. point x (1 = I, 2,   ■'■}  and at the time 1. 
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From equation (5,14a)   it  is clear that  It  Is composed of heat  obtalned  from 

•    dul dissipation of kinetic energy by viscosity a^ ■5^—*  heat transferred to the 
K 

considered volume by means of thermal conduction, and heat released per unit time 

from possible chemical reactions. The physical meaning of the terms of the equation 

of conservation of mass is analogous. The left side of equation ('s. 14b) — rate of 

change of concentration of substance c per unit volume - is equal to the rate 01 

supply of substance by molecular diffusion minus the rate of loss of substance by 

chemical reaction. In terms for diffusion flows of heat and mass, there will be 

disregarded the effect of thermal diffusion; i,e., it will be assumed that 

molecular flow of heat is proportional only to the temperature gradient, and flow of 

mass Is proportional only to the concentration gradient of the given substance. 

This assumption for usual conditions of burning is immaterial. Just as immaterial 

will be the fact that heat released during decay of turbulence is disregarded U'lrst 

term of the right side of equation (5.14a)]. 

AS the concentration c it is possiole to take the concentration of substance 

carrying on the chemical reaction. This can be the concentration of oxygen, the 

concentration of fuel vapor or the concentration of Intermediate reaction product:; 

(active centers) and so forth, depending upon the physical conception of the heat 

emission mechanism which is selected. The quantity p is the mass of eiven 

substance per unit volume. Between the rate of disappearance of the concentration 

of initial reaction products and the rate of heat release caused by this react ion 

there exists, obviously, a direct relation: 

where H is the heat of reaction. 

Using this relation, it is possible, by multiplying relationship (l5.l4b) by 

H and adding it with relationship (5.14a), to obtain under the condition of the 

equality X/c p = DM a relationship for enthalpy of the gas: 

d     I    dH 
i*t        Ar| e# dxl 

(/-I. 2; 3). 

where H = c T + He — enthalpy of a unit of mass of gas; 

DM — coefficient of molecular diffusion; 

X — coefficient of thermal conductivity; 

X/c p » a - coefficient of thermal diffusivity. 
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Equality of the diffunlon coefficient Dy to the coefficient of thermal 

diffuslvlty n is a well-known result of the clansical theory theory of molecular 

diffusion; it Is widely applied in the thermal theory of laminar burning as one of 

the ar,sumption:-, (see Chapter III).  For fuel-air mixtures It is satisfied with 

sufficient accuracy, although there are possible cases when the deviation from a 

, perfect »quality turns out to be considerable, for instance, at the rich concentration 

boundaries of ignition, when distribution curves of the quantity u() with respect to 

mixture ratio are asymmetric (see Chapter III) and so forth. 

By definition, enthalpies in the fresh mixture and in the completely burned 

mixture are identical, i.e., 

//,(-«)-c,r,+/f-f.-/^(+«)-c,rr 

With  such boundary and initial  conditions,   the  solution of equation (5.1'^) 

turns  out  to be the following: 

H-CrT+Hj-cA + K-cJi-coaA* ^.i, ; 

Thus, at any point of the zone, two random functions T and c are related by 

(5.16), the physical meaning of which is that in the case of equnlit.v of rates of 

molecular diffusion of heat and reactant during any turbulent motion, there lu 

established dynamic equilibrium between the internal and chemical energies:  their 

sura remains constant at any point of the burning zone, at any moment of time. 

Formula (5.16) was obtained as the solution of equation (5.15) for the first 

time by Zel'dovlch (see Chapter III) in reference to a laminar flame front; fron. 

the given reasoning it Is clear that it has a wider region of application; in 

particular, it remains valid In the turbulent burning zone for any mechanism of 

combustion. 

With the help of (5.16), the system of equations (5.14) can be reduced to onr 

equation If there are known functions <t>(T; c) or W(T; c).  Let us consider in 

greater detail what the form of these functions is. 

Let us select an arbitrary "fluid volunte" of fresh mixture, which Is small enough 

that all all subsequent moments of time temperature and concentraMon in it will it 

constant over the whole volume.  In the hydrodynamics of an invlscld fluid, by 

"fluid volume" there is understood a volume within whose boundaries there -ire 

it* 
Ha 

"The  question about  the uniqueness  of this solution   for arbitrary  inllIn 1 
conditions   remains  open.     All  further   considerations of  turbulent  burning ore 
conducieii  on  the basis of solution   (5.16), 
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contained always the same particles of fluid.  In this case we assume that this 

volume does not exchange particles with its surroundings by means of hydrodynamlo 

motion; but it can change its composition and temperature by means of molecular 

exchange with its environment; i.e., this volume should be much smaller than the 

smallest eddies (smallest scales of hydrodynamic motion), but large enought that 

it is possible to consider it as a continuous medium. The existence of such a 

volume is possible, since at atmospheric pressure the distance between molecules 

~?QA, which Is many order of magnitude smaller than the smallest eddies, whose 

dimensions are measured in tenths, and, in extreme cases, in hundredths of a 

millimeter (see Chapter IV). 

Exchange between such a volume and its surroundings will indeed occur only duo 

to molecular transfer, since any turbulent pulsations will transfer it as a single 

whole. Therefore, the relationships of molecular exchange and kinetics are 

completely applicable to such a volume. 

With the thermal mechanism, the rate of heat release at an arbitrary point 

of a turbulent flame at any moment of time is determined by the relationship 

or, in virtue of condition (5.16) by the expression 

where v, E and R are respectively the total reaction order, activation energy and 

gas constant; these are assumed to be identical for laminar and turbulent flattie:-,. 

The turbulent burning zone comprises an infinite set of elementary fluid 

volumes, each of which is In a definite stage of chemical reaction, where thl. 

stage, according to (5.16), (5.17), is uniquely determined by the temperature of 

the volume. Therefore, it at an arbitrary moment of time at an arbitrary point of 

the zone there is recorded a definite temperature, then it is posr.ible to say 

definitely what volume is located at the considered point, and, connequently, whn.1 

the rate of heat release is in the arbitrarily small unit of volume surroundln  IK 

given point. Formally (5.1?) does not differ from the relationship for rate of heat 

emission in a homogeneous, thermally Insulated mixture, bat in the given case rate 

of heat emission is a random function of a random argument (temperature). 

The above considerations, from the point of view of description of rne process 

by the method of dimensional theory, indicate that the physico-chemical parameter 
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of a fuel-air mixture having the dimension of tine (characteristic Lurninr lime) 

remains the same during turbulent burning as during laminar burning. 

With help of the continuity equation and relationship (5.17)> it is possible 

to write the energy equation in the form 

or (since pT = const) 

where 

''ft+^-t^** 
(5.18) 

I-1. Z 3. 

Equation (5.18) Is interesting due to the fact that It is almost linear, 

except for the term F(T); in it there are not contained products of various random 

functions, so that during averaging there do not appear additional unknowns — 

correlation moments.  In it there evidently are also not contained terms 

■ ciiaracterlzing turbulent exchange and non-statlonarlty of the process.  Such a form 

turns out to be very convenient for subsequent mathematical transformations of the 

equations of hydrodynamics of c- turbulent flame. 

The system of equations of momertum conservation can be simplified analogously, 

but for a turbulent flame it is not of fundamental interest; therefore, here we will 

not consider it.  Solution of the given system of equations can be obtained only on 

the basis of definite physical concepts. In the following paragraphs there are 

presented physical concepts involved in the process of development of turbulent 

burning in reference to combustion chambers of air-breathing Jet engines there are 

also given definitions of the basic physical parameters characterizing this process. 

§ 3.  STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE TURBULENT hURNINfi ZONE 

The question of the vicissitude of turbulent burning was considered for the 

first time in the works of Sokollk [11] and Sviridov [12]. Here it is expounded 

in the light of the latest data on turbulence and turbulent burning. 

Let us consider the simplest case:  development In time of a one-dimeni-.loiial 

burning zone from the initial plane separating fresh mixture from combustion 

products. This case, strictly speaking, is the physical ideal, but to it, with 

relatively small error, it is possible to reduce all cases of burning in open flowr, 

and with a series of additional refinements — also cases of burning ii. a f-ipe (r,e< 
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Section 5, Chapter V). The most exact physical equivalent of a one-dlmenslonal ztue 

is the burning zone on the boundary between two plane flows (fresh mixture ami 

combustion products) moving with Identical velocities v (Fig. S2a),  in tlilc --u-.f, 

with error of the order of M^ /v*,   variation of parameters of this zone in some 

transverse cross section of the flow can be considered as variation of parameters 

through the depth of a one-dimensional zone; and variation of parameters from croiv. 

section over the distance x0 along the flow - as change of the one-dlmenslonal ^one 

in time t - XQ/V. This makes it possible to use available experimental material on 

turbulent burning in high-speed flows. 

During the analysis of experimtntal material, there are first, or all noted two 

experimental facts: stationarity of the rate of turbulent combustion (when turbulence 

of the incident flow is homogeneous) and non-statlonarlty of the width of the 

turbulent burning zone (Fig. 5.3 and 5.^).  In an open flow, this distinction 1. 

immediately evident from the first 

visual ot -ervatlon of a plane 

turbulent flame:  the angle of 

expansion of the flame, which 1:-. 

proportional to the quantity 

uT/v, practically does not chanpe 

over the length of the flame, -unl 

the width of the rone of lumlm-.'-i'„ 

(alone, the normal to the main flow) 

increases alonr the flame. 

let us dwell on the fiivi 

fact.  The equation of conrervation 

(a) 

Fig.   'j.2.    Determination of the  profile of 
average temperatures in a turbulent  flame, 
a)  plane case;  b)  linear case;  c)  axially 
symmetric case. 

of energy  (5.18)   for a one-dimensional zone acquires after averaging the  form 

•£-«.#+7(1). 
Integrating it over x from -co to +OD,   we will obtain   (taking  into account   (!■ 

equation of conservation of mass  p^Uj  = Pg^) a relationship which determines  the 

speed of turbulent combustion: 

..2U 

where  n = T2/T1 = f^/pg. 
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Flg. 'J.3'     Distribution of the probability of finding 
combustion products (physical combustion efficiency) 
at various points over the cross sections of an open 
flame after a burner. 

a m  1,2;   t = 1500C.  dT = 150 mm — data of Lushpa. 

O • — experimental points, 
--—— — theoretical curve. 

M*- -H'-O?)! 
Relationship  (5.20)  has a simple physical meaning}     the velocity of propagation 

of  the  flame  is  equal to the integral  burning  speed of the mixture   in  the  burnlur 

zone.     It  is possible  to consider It  as a certain modification of the  equation of 

conservation of mass:     the velocity of volumes of  fresh mixture moving toward the 

motionless  (on the average)  combustion zone  is equf.1 to the total burning speed 

of these volumes   in  the  zone.     Equation  (5.20)   is   applicable to any  model  of 

burnln;',   including  a  laminar front.     In this   senpe,   it  is possible  to  consider it 

as an identity.     The fundamental distinction  becween all existing models  of  burr.in, 

consists only of the form of the distribution  function P(Tj  x)  which  is contained 
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InV(T). For Instance, for a laminar flame front, the dlctributlon function P(T) 

Is such that the random function of temperature Is simply equal to Its own mean 

value (the probabilicy of mean temperature is equal to one). In this case, 

relationship (3*20) is reduced to the form which was for the first time given by 

Zel'dovicht • 

VhPt b5-J*,rw"u- (5.20a) 

whence we will obtain 

«./«.-Jfcte/JiM*. (5.20b) 

Let us note that for a laminar flame front equation (5.19) Is reduced to Um 

well-known Zel»dovlch-Prank-Kamenetskly equation by the simple substitution: 

r—T; ««a - i^T/r,««! $«■ $. 

Let us consider now what physical meaning function P(Tj x) has In the case of 

turbulent burning. 

The process of formation of a one-dimensional burning zone can arbitrarily be 

divided into three stages. Fundamental peculiarities of these stages are 

schematically depicted in Fig. 5.5.  In 
«.* 

111 lyN M 
ra            1 \Jr}\ 

WLH 11111114 ftpm I i\\\\m irfl    i Ltff 
KTII 1   If 1 XrW—l 

U^M-ltr 4*4^TI "^ ^ ' 
200 x mm 

Fig. 5.4. Distribution of functions 
of average a(x) and dispersion o(x) of 
an open flame after a "point" burner 
(data of Lushpa). 

\, v = 2? m/secj 
)» v - 45 m/sec; 
\', v ■ 25 m/sec j 
), v = 4^ m/sec; 

a » 1,2;   t = 150OC. 

O — a(x 
• — a(x 
A — ofx 
A — tux 

the first moments of the initial stage, 

formation of the burning, zone occurs Just 

as In laminar flow, since the coefficient 

of turbulent diffusion according to 

Taylor's equation is equal to zero. 

The quantity u^, is determined 

according to (5.20) by the integral of the 

average rate of heat release. According 

to properties of averaging (see § 1, 

Chapter V), the instantaneous profile of 

rate of heat emission can first be 

Integrated over x, and then averaged nfong 

the y-axis (or z-axis). For convenience 

of analytic integration, we will replace 

the instantaneous profile of ratf of heat 

release along the x-axln by the Gausnlan 

curve: 
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Such an approximation Is permissible with great accuracy for a laminar front, 

as well as for the initial stage of fonnation of a turbulent front. It is also 

permissible for the intermediate stage, if by expression (5.21) we understand the 

Instantaneous profile of rate of heat release, but averaged over small-scale 

fluctuations of rate of heat release. By substituting corresponding expressions 

(5.21) for laminar and turbulent fronts in (5.20) and carrying out integration over 

x, and then averaging, we will obtain 

(5.22) 

where "cL is the mean-statistical width (along the x-axis) of the burning front for 
the turbulent burning zone; 

o„ is the characteristic width of the burning front for a laminar front. From 
(L>.21) it is determined as the width at which the rate of heat release 

decreases by -/e times from its maximum value. 

For Reynolds number of the flow close to critical, in the flow there exist 

only very large eddies, with dimensions tens and hundreds of times larger than the 

scale dj,. Therefore, in the first approximation, for the initial stage we may 

assume that widening of scale a    as compared to scale an   occurs mainly due to 

rotation of the burning surface by an angle to the x-axls, i.e.. 

/\ 

/\ 

«t - «,/cos(«. x) — ^(dS/dydz). 
(5.23) 

where   n, x — angle between the normal to the instantaneous burning surface and the 
x-axis; 

dS — element; of "burning surface" at  the moment of time  t,  projected on an 
element of initial area  dydz of the plane yOz. 

After substituting (5.23)   in (5.22), we will obtain the following relationship, 

which is well-known In the theory of  turbulent burning [1],   [2],   [1^]: 

thus  relation has a very limited field of application;  and for high-speed flows  is 

not  very  limited  flfld of application,   and  for high-speed flows  is  not useful  In 

practice.    The fact is that in hich-speed combustion chambers,   in  the spectrum or 

turbulent  eddies  there exist eddies which are tens,  and even possibly hundreds of 

times smaller than the scale   ij,,   so that  it  is possible to speak about, a definite 
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burning: nurface with constant quantity u^{t) over the surface only at the first 

moment of time. 

At a certain moment there rfill bef:in diEtortlon (deformation) and broadening 

of Isothermal planes (burning front) by the smallest eddies. This moment occurs 

earllei-, the smaller the internal scale of turbulence r] is  (Kolmogorov scale), i.e., 

the larger Reynolds number of the flew is. For large Reynolds numbers it occurs 

practically Immediately at the ignition source. Distortion (deformation) and 

broadening of the burning front in the plane xOy is formally registered as Increase 

of the average Integral of heat release in the direction of the x-axis, or, which 

is the same, of the magnitude of scale (L, Thus, in principle it Is impossible to 

distinguish what causes the average integral of rate of heat release to increase — 

broadening of the burning front by eddies smaller than or equal to the Instantaneous 

width of the front, or distortion of the burning "surface" at an angle to the y-axls 

by eddies larger than the width of the front. Thus for large Reynolds numbers In 

the initial and subsequent (intermediate) stage, it Is impossible in principle to 

draw a clear boundary between the effects of "microvolume" and "surface" increase 

of burning rate. With passage of time, larger and larger eddies will start to act. 

Large eddies not only distort the burning "surface", but also transfer its elements 

as a whole In various directions from its average position.  For well-developed 

turbulence (Re s 10 ) this on the average obeyed the following rule: the larger 

the scale of the eddy is, the greater is Its contribution to the marnitude of 

turbulent transfer of the burning "surface" and the smaller is its contribution to 

ieformatlon and broadening of this surface. 

Let us note that the actual concept of "surface" is purely arbitrary, since 

on 11 there Is not obeyed the Gouy-Mlchelson principle:  it is ImpoBi-.ible to 

uniquely determine its exact boundaries and the burning rate normal to this aurl'.'ice, 

which Is constant over the surface.  In Fig. there are given boundaries of Hie 

burning front along points of equal (zero) rate of heal emission; these boundaries 

r>re also arbitrary, since inside the front Itself there is no homogeneity. 

The intermediate stage of development of the one-dimensional burning zone is 

uniquely characteristic of the burning surface: axis x intersects the burning 

front (more exact, the larger of Increased probability of heat relea.-.e) on the 

average one time. Strictly speaking, this stage continue:- until a moment of time 

of t lie orcier of Zr/u . In high-speed flows, this time is expressed In distances fron 
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the Ignition soureei x0 ■ ITV/U • F^r chambers with diameter of dK = 200 to ^00 mm, 

this distance Is not less than 30 to 100 mm. 

For the final stage. In principle there is possible a more complicated form 

of burning "surface": the x-axls can Intersect the surface more than once (three, 

five, etc, times). However, ths surface will remain simply connected. The 

Integral of the instantaneor   action of rate of heat release in such cross sections 

over x (section a-a^ on Fig, 5.1?c) can be noticeably larger than on single-valued 

cross sections. It we disregard the effect of "thinning" of the front In such 

cross sections due to the fast extension of the burning "surface" by large vortices, 

the the Instantaneous contribution of such cross sections will be three, five, etc., 

times as great as the contribution from one burning layer (front). The mean- 

statistical contribution of such triple intersections to the heat relear.e integral 

will be greater, the higher the probability of encounter of such triple intersections. 

Stages of development of a simultaneous burning zone are distinctly evident in 

the change of character of the statistical distribution of random variables T and *. 

This distribution can be constructed if we consider the "oscillogram" of change of 

the given quantity along the one-dimensional zone (along axis y or z).  In Fig. 'J.'J 

there are given graphs of the integral of probabilities of temperatures P(T) [P(T) is 

the probability of appearance of a temperatures less than T] and its derivative p(T) 

[p(T) is the probability of encounter of the temperature in the interval from T to 

T + dT)]. 

With an Ideal "volume" (microvolume) mechanism of burning of the same type -J.;. 

the laminar front, the probability Integral will be depicted by a step, and 

instantaneous values of parameters at a point of the zone (front) will coincide with 

their mean values. With an ideal "surface" mechanism of turbulent displacement In 

the zone, the probability Integral will be depicted by a double step, since in the 
« 

mixing zone intermediate temperatures are completely absent.  In the first case,by 

solving the equations of hydrodynamics, we will obtain the well-known laminar 

lurning. In the secend case (D|y| = Dy.T " 0)» we will obtain purely mechanical 

turbulent displacement of "cold" and "hot" volumes, with coefficient of turbulent 

diffusion D.p, practically complete absence of heat release in the zone, since 

according to relationships of the first paragraph we have 

*The graphic concepts of "volume" and "surface" burnlnr mechanisms in coordinateE 
P(T) and T were for the first time proposed by V. A. Fro;1. 
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It Is obvious that neither case corresponds to reality^ since in the zone of 

developed turbulent burning there exist layers of intermediate temperatures, and 

In these layers themselves there exist deviations of instantaneous temperatures 

from-their mean value (in the layer). In the Initial stage, the concepts of burning 

zone and burning front coincide (or, in other words, the concepts "macro-" and 

"mlcrozone" of turbulent burning coincide. 

In the initial stage, deviations of temperaturos from their average value are 

small, since they are determined by the action of eddies smaller than the 

instantaneous width of the burning front. 

In this case the dispersion of the deviation of fluctuations of temperatures 

from their average value Is small, and the shape of the probability density curve 

of temperatures Is close to that uf the Gaussian curve.  Dispersion of the 

fluctuations of temperatures Increases in time. At an arbitrary point of the zone 

in a system of coordinates connected with the initial motionless middle plane of 

the zone yOz, there appears a finite value of probability density of temperatures 

Tj and Tg. The probability density curve p(T) is transformed from a curve of 

Gaussian type to curves of absolutely different type.  Let us note that in the moving 

coordinate system connected with the center of the instantaneous position of the 

burning front, the dispersion of temperature fluctuations will also be changed up 

to the moment of establishment of the steady state of the front, but the curve or 

function p(T) will remain, as before of Gaussian type.  Finally, in the final ;i .t e 

in the motionless system of coordinates of plane yOz (in the system of coordinates 

or the macrozone), the greatest probability density turns out to be in the region 

of temperatures T, and Tp. 

All three stages of development of the one-dimensional burning zone encompass, 
0 

In principle,  all possible cases of burning.     If turbulence is such that all  its 

scales  are equal to or less  than the width of the laminar flame front,  the process 
ffM.ed)«*« 

so QnlOV.a^'Tlm-f-jr 

m   w    too    too   Mr««* 

Fig. r).6. Average boundaries and 
dispersion of a turbulent flame after 
a single stabilizer in a pipe (data 
of V. P. .'olnt r.ev). 

will not emerge from its initial stage of 

development:  the front will pass through 

an eddy before the latter has time to 

essentially deflect the surface of the from 

from the middle plane. If Reynolds numl.er 

of the flow is small (close to critical), 

the microstructure of turbulence is not weM- 

developed and the average scale of turbulrnr-c 
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I- is much greater than the width of the laminar front, burning will occur on the 

first stage by the "surface" mechanism In Shchelkln's treatment [2],    Subsequently 

the process will remain for a long time In the second stage If u    « uH, and will 

rapidly develope to the third stage If u    » uH and decay time of an Individual 

eddy is equal to or larger than the ilr.e of passage of the front through the eddy. 

Thus, the quantity uT should contlnurjjly Increase In time from values of the order 

of uN in the Initial stage to values noticeably larger than u . 

Experiment shows that for large Reynolds numbers Re (Re 5 10''),  the quantity 

uT becomes much larger than uH, even in the first stage, and further,  on all lengths 

of the flame Interesting in practice,  remains constant (see Fig.  5.^*,  3.6 and 3.7). 

This Indicates that the main contribution to the heat release integral is obtained 

on the average from one burning  layer;  In other 

words,  although the probability of cross sections 

similar to cross section a-a,   in Fig.  'j.1^ 

Increases with increase of the total width or 

the zone,   it  remains relatively small for 'ill 

lengths of chambers interesting  In practice;  more 

exactly,  the contribution of  such  sections  to 

the heat  release integral is  small. 

In Fig.   r.8 there are given experimental 

curves  of  the instantaneous  burning  surface or a 

turbulent  flame jet,  determined by  Koku.;hkin  [')] 

with tne help of a battery of quick-response 

resistance  thermometers.    According  to data of 

work  [9],   the probability of encounter of triple 

Fig. 5.7.    Average boundary 
and dispersion of a turbulent 
flame after a group of 
stabilizers in a pipe (data 
of V. P. Solntsev). 
T1  ■ 100oC,  T2 -  i360oC,  a = 

= 1.5, v ■ 30 m/sec 

-^ = 0.055,    e0 ~ 5#. 

i 
«jrzft-jtr«» 

intersections on lengths of flame.;, inl.eres! lit,- In 

practice does not exceed 0.1 to 0.2. The high probability of encounter or n .'.l.ni'lt'- 

valued burning surface can be explained by the finite Lifetime- of the eddie;-,; arter 

turning on the average by a quarter of a turn, the eddy disintegrates, transmiit ln;j 

energy to smaller eddies and leaving the burning surface, on the average, sin u- 

values (Fig. '^.9). 

The influence of small scale.: of turbulence on the quantity un -aii be 

examined by solving the closed system of equations of hydrodynamlc.-. The rundamentu 

scheme of derivation of the closed system of equations is as follow.; L-'OJ; We 
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consider a one-dlmenslonal, stationary turbulent flame front. Inside of which there 

act turbulent pulsations with scales much smaller than scales of average parameter»! 

the scale of eddies is less than the thickness of the front ~ci0 ; the scale of 

turbulent velocity is less than uT; the scale of temperature pulsations is less 

than the average temperature; and so forth. Transition from such a model to an 

actual turbulent flame zone with elements of the bumint, fronts dispersed by large 

eddies is carried out with the help of relationships of Kolmogorov's theory of local 

turbulence. For instance, the characteristic scale of turbulent velocity in the 

considered problem is determined by the contribution of all eddies smaller than or 

equal to the scale of width of the burning front (~oT) according to the well-known 

Kolmogorov-Obukhov relationship (see Chapter IV). During averaging, in the continuity 

equation and the thermal conduction equation of the one-dimensional front there will 

be contained unknown correlation moments of the type T , u T and others. For 

determination of such unknown moments, it is possible to write the linearized G.v^.tem 

of differential equations of hydrodynamics with respect to turbulent pulsations of 

the hydrodynamic parameters, using for thi. the well-known method of small 

perturbations, which is applicable in this case in virtue of the assumed relative 

cmallnes.3 of these pulsations. 

as sec 

Fig. 5«8» Experimental curves of instantaneous burning 
surface (change of temperature of the mixture). 
I) zone of burned mixture; II) zone of unburned mixture, 
i-rp = 500 lnrn» v = -'0 m/sec" 

Using further on the correlation method, developed in the statistical theory 

of turbulence, (Friedman-Keller method), we can reduce this system to a system of 

equations for correlation moments of different forms.  Using elements of tensor 

»Scale v Is determineii according to the beginning and end of the ri.je of the 

profile of average tömperatures in the front. 
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analysis and conditions of axial symmetry of tensors, we can relate all oorrelatlun 

moments of the second order with each other, expressing them In terms of the 

correlation moment of temperature pulsations at two neighboring points (or In terms 

of the moment of longitudinal velocity pulsations connected with it).    If the two 

neighboring points are shrunk into one, we will obtain a system of equations which 

Is closed with accuracy up to moments of higher order of smallness.    The main 

controlling tu vulent parameters of a system closed In this manner are:    scale of 

velocity of all eddies smaller than or equal to the width of the front v0, and the 

scale of eddies of dissipation \Q, which Is equal to 

where ( —)    is the mean-square of the gradient of turbulent velocities. 

The complete analytic solution of such a problem Is quite complicated and 

cumbersome; however,  the main results of solution can be obtained on the basis of 

certain physical "oncepts and dimensional considerations. 

Initial 
yl     velocity y|   •?< 

profile {v-- 

a) b)    .       .      c)        '    %   el) 

w> 
0 

Pig.  5.9.    Change of the boundary between two gases  In 
time,    a)  position of the boundary between two gases at 
the Initial moment;  v (z)   is the velocity profile of 
an eddy; b)  position of boundary after an infinitesimal 
Interval of time;  c)  position of boundary after a finite 
(large)  interval of time;   time of existence  of  the eddy 
TE » CD;    d)  position of boundary after a finite  (large) 

Interval of time;   time of exlr.tence of eddy   Tg<igf/~;'* 
e)  model of an eddy  (concerning the equation of the 
relationship between scales). 

If a weakly distorted (simple)  burning surface is  replaced by the conditional 

scheme of Shchelkin  [2]  of conical surfaces with averige height ~a and width of 

base ~Lri,   then the order of magnitude of the ratio u /u,. will  then le determined 

by the expression (for a laminar burning surface;  Fig.  ^.lOa) 

-/TTiP-i+t. a.2'-0 
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Flg. 5.10, Schematic diagram turbulent burning, a) 
diagram of the surface of a laminar front during "weak 
turbulence" (according to data of Shchelkln); b) the 
same diagram, taking into account small-scale turbulence; 
c) diagram of dispersed "mlcrovolame" burning fronts. : 

where !*„ ~ lp ~ scale of the temperature  nonunlformltles in the center of the 
burning zone; 

t 
o ~ u — scale of width of bur inp zone (exact definitions of reales n ami 

LQ are given in §§ k  and '3 of the present chapter). 

From this relationship It, Is clear that increase of burning rate is determine'! 
i i 

not simply b,y the magnitude of turbulent velocity u , but by its gradient u /ir,. 

(other kinetic factors being equal). However, if this is so, it Is necessary to 

remember immediately that the main contribution to the magnitude of the mean-squar' 

gradient of turbulent velocities is giver not by eddies of the mac restructure, but 

by eddies of the microstruoture (see Chapter IV). Therefore, Shchelkin's scheme 

should be supplemented by local distortions of the burning surface (Pig. 5.iüb), 

For local hydrodynamic distortions of isothjrms of the burning front, the ideas of 

Shchelkln about balancing of these distortions by molecular diffusion and kinetics 

remain valid.  Therefore, V   Is possible to write the following, using geometric 

cdnsiderationa of dimensional considerations: 

^/■Hr^F-'+t*' (5*86) 
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where T- ■ —   — characteristic time  scale of burning: 
t 

oT    — characteristic width of tr.irnlng front. 

Behavior of the scale a_,,  which is determined by the width of the profile of 

average temperatures,  is quite compllcatedj   since it is determined by the sum of 

two scales:     a scale of the same type as that of the preheating zone for a laminar 

front O- *»   ^EL + vo\^Tx*  and of t,le scale of the burning zone o0x ~ uT.    For a 

turbulent front which is close to laminar  (uT~ uH),   scale a    can change proportionally 

to \0.    Thus«  relationship  (S.26)  is  reduced to the relationship given for the first 

time by Shchelkin [3]j 

■ -s-^/T+^r. {b.2h&) 

For a developed fine structure of turbulence (for large values of Up), scale 
0T* (0n t a0x^ remains approximately constant. Relationship (5.26) will then be 

written In the approximate form 

,~Y  _0.75 .„O.S 

VM8 .,0.« (5.2^) 

since 

".^Y1? an d      p -», n'# 

The diagram shown In Fig. 5.10b also specifies a certain role played by 

small-scale turbulence in the ratio IL,/UH, whose value Increases in time. Complete 

negation of this role on the basis of the experimental fact of constancy of the 

quantity u for times larger than o /\x    logically leads to another extreme diagratn, 

which is given in Fig. 5.10c. According to this diagram, large-scale turbulence 

freely carries elements of the burning surface In various directions with velocity 

much higher than the speed of forming of the burning front on lateral surfaces or 

the type b-a (the quantity uT on elements of b-a Is practically equal to zero), 

and determines mainly the rate of increase of the scale of the burning zone s nun 

the turbulent burning front is formed on elements of the type 1 -l , which 

determine the magnitude of the mean-statistical scale ci0 . 

Inside of the front, the character of burning can be conditionally reprer.entefi 

according to the diagram of Shchetlnkov (Fits. 5.13b), If on the chnr'i-teH r.t lr- -cii. 

of the reacting volume we take not the scale of the macroctruetuJ ■ /,,, but the 

characteristic scale of the microstructure \„,  and instead of "volume burning" use 
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the idea of "mlcrovolume burning." Analysis of the obtained system of equations 

shows that the condition for existence of a stationary turbulent front has the form 

X0 3 OJJ. Its physical meaning Is analopous to the physical meaning of the condition 

for ignition of a fresh mixture by a hot volume of dimension X0 (see Chapter III). 

If formation of the burning front occurs in the vortex sheet on the boundary between 

the incident flow and the reclrculatlon zone after the stabilizer (flame holder), 

then this condition turns out to be the criterion of stabilization, which was given 

for the first time in works of DeZubay and Khitrin-Gol'denberg: 

-j/1? >•« or  ri> const 

If we apply this condition to the scale Xt"*"  1/ """' '^'1/ ""^ for 

turbulence of the incident flow, we wil] obtain the limit of existence for the rate 

of turbulent, combustion for increase of turbulence of the flow without limit. 

■"tf 

* 

-^6 
Fig.  5.11.    Models of burning,     a)  model of surface 
burning for strong turbulence  (according to data of 
Shchelkin); b)  model of volume burning (according 
to Shchetlnkov).     1 — fresh mixture,  2 — Intermediate 
products,  3 — combustion products. 

Large-scale distortions of the burnj.ng surface play a fundamental role in the 

magnitude of uT   in the absence of a mlcrostructure of turbulence  for very small 

Reynolds numbers and partially for large Reynolds numbers.     In the   latter caf>',   thlr 

influence can be considered as a correction to  the main  Influence of  the mlcroctructuce 

of turbulence.     At  very small Reynolds numbers  it  is possible  to use  the  concept.'-: 

burning surfaces and normal velocity of propagation of an element   of the  surface 

through the fresh mixture u,, T ,   disregarding thus the influence of   .-^aJe.   of 

turbulence which are  smaller than or equal to  the instantaneous width of   the burnitu 

front.     Pelationship   (!J.2^),  which  Is  correct with regard  to Its  formal,  mathematical 
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basis,   turns out to be nonappllcable to a real turbulent  flame,  first  of all   b^auae 

It  is  Impossible to consider the value of uH<Tto be constant over the burnin;' 

surface and equal to the quantity uH (due to the effect of fast extonnions of  the 

burning surface by large-scale eddies). 

Simple calculations show that the mean value of u,, _, o^er the burning surface 
H • T 

for undeveloped turbulence can be noticeably less than the value of u . For 

instance, if we take experimental values of uT measured for a very weak intensity 

of turbulence, then they turn out to be close to corresponding values of u [see 

Table 5.1). Estimation of the average relative burning surface for these 

experiments (according to direct) measurements of the burning surface with a 

resistance thermometer [9], by Toepler photography, etc.) gives value noticeably 

larger than unity, so that the quotient obtained from division of the real quantity 

u.. by thereal quantity (ds/dydz) gives values of u„ _ which are noticeably smal I er 

than the quantity u«. Thus, the more accurately we measure this surface, taking 

Into account its smaller and smaller distortions, the smaller the value of u 
H.T 

which will be obtained. If in the consideration of small distortions we further 

Include local distortions of the surface by the microstructure, we will arrive 

mathematically at an infinitely large burning surface with infinitesimal value of 

uH!T on it. 

From the given simple reasoning. It is clear that application of relationship 

(3.24) to a real turbulent flame at best gives instead of one unknown quantity u , 

two unknown quantities:  (ds/dydz) and u   ; neither of these has by it self an 

exact physical determination without determination of the other parameter, although 

mathematically it Is possible to construct, with various degrees of accuracy, an 

infinite set of surfaces and an Infinite set of corresponding value.- of u _ . The 
H.T 

limitations of relationship  (5.24)   Indicate the necessity of application  in practice 

of  the more general relationship  (5.20), and of introduction of letter defined 

concepts  in practice. 

If local fluctuations of temperature inside a single burninc front are much 

less  than the characteristic  Interval of temperatures  of the  reaction zone,  or .'ire 

completely absent   for the  limiting mechanism of  surface  burning,  then   for description 

of   the  Influence of  large-scale  turbulence on  the  quantity  u     ,   it   In  por.nible   f.o 

use  the  spectrum of values  of scales o ,  .    Scale o„    can  be  determined a.;   the 

instantaneous value of width of a  single front along  the  x-axl.-,  o ■!.■ irrliu   on   the 
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characteristic  temperature Interval,  where practically the entire  rate of heat 

release  Is  concentrated.    For a  laminar  front o0    » ajj.    The  Instantaneous value 01' 

a0    can be not only larger than the value of a    due to deflection of the normal of 

the Instantaneous element of the burning surface from axis x,  but  less than the 

value of 0jj  due to rapid extensions of the burning surface.    Investigation of 

statistics of the spectrum of values of  o-    In various regimes of burning,  for 

instance with the help of an ion-sensitive element,  would be very useful for deeper 

study of the nature of turbulent burning.    For practical calculations,  it is possible 

to use the mean-statistical value OQ. 

Calculations show that the mean value CFQ    remains constant  throughout the depth 

of the burning zone.    An example of such a calculation for a laminar model is given 

in work [9],  where there is shown the constancy of values of cr /o0    = cos(nj  x) 

throughout the  depth of the zone,  when  the laminar burning surface  is represented 

in a simplified manner only in the form of two random sine crves.     For a continuous 

spectrum of distortions of the burning  surface,  taking into account all its local 

distortions,   the constancy of the average scale ~Q    throughout  the depth of the 

zone will be fulfilled with still higher accuracy. 

Besides by the average scale "QY'   
the Quantity U

T I
S
 also determined by the 

average number of fronts intersected by the x-axis through the depth of the burning 

zone.     This  number may be called the degree of non-single-valuedness of the burning 

surface and designated by the letter a.     The relation between the mean-statistical 

integral  scale  o« in formula  (5.22)  and  scales cQ    will be determined,  obviously, 

by 

^ ^ {b.2}n) 

The value  of uT will then be determined from (5.22)   in the  form 

«^«.ajja,. (5.2?a) 

In  the  limiting case of a strongly distorted,  but  laminar burning surface 

(o0    ~   OJJ)   (Fig.   5.11a)  the quantity uT will depend on turbulence practically only 

from the quantity a,  i.e..   It will be proportional to the degree  or non-slngle- 

valupdness  of  the burning surface: 

UtSsa-ttr (5.221 ) 

Arcordlng  to   (5.22b),   the quantity  u_ will be as many timer,  greater than u„,  n:-.   'he 

average number of intersections of the burning surface by  the x-axlr,  is greater than 

unity. 
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The mean value of a when it does not considerably exceed unity  (more  exactly, 

when it Is  less than three)  can be determined by  the simple relationship 

S-l(i-P-) + 3.P.-l + 2.P,. 

where P. — probability of encounter of triple intersections of the x-axis with the 

burning surface. 

Relationship  (5.22a)  will be written in the  form 

Jt.-(l + 2PjSi_. (5.22c) 

The parameter xi^ T introduced above can now be given a clearer physical 

definition: 

«W«-«^A- (5.2?b) 

Formula (5.22a)  can now be written as: 

«t-(l + 2P#)BftT«änfcT. (5.24a) 

When a" has a large value,  it is possible,  when necessary,  to express  it.   In 

terms of the average number of rotations of an eddy during the time of its passage 

through the burning zone,  and in terms of the average number of eddies of the 

macrostructure per unit area of the average area of the burning surface.     However, 

as before,  the quantity o-  ,  which during large and fact increase of  the burning 

surface and in the absence of eddies of  the microstructure may be considerably  less 

than the value of o_,   remains unknown.    However,   there is possible another,   more 

convenient,  practical approach to determination of u- when macro- and mlcro-stru^turr. 

have identical value,  or when the predominant  influence on Uj,  remains after the 

macro-structure of turbulence.    In such a case  it  does not make  special  practical 

sense to separate the parameters a and o-    from each other (in certain cases  Mil.;. 

may be Impossible in practice).    It  Is much more conve'.ient  to use the  initial 

Integral scale o«,  which may be determined by  relationship (5.2üb)  and a^   for Mi' 

laminar front.    Analogous  scales YM>T and Yu  were  Introduced in Chapter IV for the 

case of diffusion without burning,  and there  is defined the coefficient   of 

accelerated molecular diffusion I^,tT    according to  the relationship 

(K.+^t)/K.-y/7+^r. ('..27) 

where    AJ T  
+ *\l — et"1'ective coefficient  of molecular diffusion   in a   turlntpnl   flow. 
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The   Influence of   large-scale  turbulence on scales  a- and   (Yu + YU>T)  will be 

to a gr at   degree analogous,   with accuracy up to the time  factor of burning  T   .     In 

development  of the burning surface by  large-scale  turbulence   (in the statistics  of 

scales  a»     and a ),  the  factor T    plays an unimportant  role  (§ 4,  Chapter V). 

Therefore,   applying for a turbulent  flame the well-known considerations of dimensional 

theory,  which are analogous to those for a laminar flame,  we can write 

•b^/lO.+AtTWIt and    ff«—J^D.-t 

or 

V^-j/" (5-.27a) 

where T ■ Pi^i0^*   — dimensional parameter of burning time, which is identical 

in both turbulent and laminar flow. 

By substituting (5.27) in (5.22), we will obtain a relationship which in form 

is analogous to the well-known relationship of Damköhler, Shchelkin and Zel'dovich 

[2], [14]: 

_«t_^.i/   t J. .^1}'1L (5.28) ../r^r. 
However,  in the given expression  there stands not  the general coefficient of 

turbulent  transfer D«,  but the  coefficient of accelerated molecular diffusion DMtT. 

Formula  (5.28)  relates the value of uT to the unique parameter of turbulence DM>T, 

which can be  determined experimentally  (see Chapter IV). 

Relationship (5.28),   in light of its derivation,   should always be valid:     for 

large- and  small-scale turbulence,  and for large and small Reynolds numbers. 

However,   it  is most well-founded physically to apply it to the case of only  large- 

scale  increase of burning rate,  or for the case of sluggish  (not  frontal)  burning, 

when  the turbulent factor,  expressed  in terms of paraneter D||#T,   will be dominant 

in determination of scale o0,  and not  the kinetic  factor,   determined by parameter 

TX,   so  that   the  influence of factor  T     on the form of  function DM>T can be  disregarded, 

Let  us  note  that,   in general,   parameter Du _ (T )   is  a  function  of burning time   T   . 

This means  that stationarity of burning can occur before the value of DM T(t) 

becomes constant in the process of turbulent diffusion.     In other words,  In  the 

process  of  turbulent diffusion without  burning,  the quantity Dy T( t)   is determined 

in time by all   eddies of the flow,   whereas the value of Dw T(T   )   and uT are 

determined  by  the small-scale part   of  turbulence,  which  is  comparable In  jcale witn 

the average  width of a single burning front oT. 
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§  4.    PARAMETERS OF A TURBULENT FLAME 

Let us consider again the simple  case of a one-dimensional  zone  of  turbulent 

burning with plane   (at  the  initial moment)   interface between fresh mixture  ami 

combustion products.    At the first moment,  formation of the burning zone  (front) 

occurs Just as in a laminar front.    At a certain moment there will start  distortion, 

deformation and widening of the instantaneous burning front by the smallest,  eddies. 

With passage of time there will start to act  larger and larger eddies.     Eddie-, 

with scales  larger than the Instantaneous width of the burning front  not only deform 

the burning "surface",  but also transfer its elements as a whole in both directions 

from its average position.    Thus,  it  is e.lways possible to distinguish two  scales 

of linear dimension of the turbulent burning zone:     the average width of the entire 

zone of turbulent burning — scale a, which determines the average amplitude  of 

oscillations of the  instantaneous burning layers  (fronts) at the moment  of  time  t, 

and the total average width of the burning front — scale o«.    By scale  OQ we  luav 

understand the integral scale through the depth of  the one-dimensional  zone,   whl-h 

is occupied by a characteristic interval of temperatures where practically  all   of 

the heat release is concentrated. 

In the given examination it is not important what is concealed  in  the   scale ^  : 

several laminar fronts or one widened  (by the microstructure)  turbul.mt  front. 

In virtue of the well-known experimental  fact  of statlonarity  ' :'  the  rate of 

turbulent combustion  (for times greater than Oy/Uj-,  under the condition of 

homogeneous turbulence),   scale a«,  according to condition (5.22),  will also be 

stationary.     On the  other hand,  at present the  experimental  fact  of non-st alUmarll.v 

of  the width of the turbulent burning zone  is  well-known  (non-r.tatlonarlty   of  .-.cale 

o).    Due tc   its continuous  increase,  scale a will  in  time become much  larger Unr 

scale o0.    Estimation of  scale a-, according to relationship  (5.22)   (even if  w»    ir,p 

greatly exaggerated values of uT,  measured at  the  extreme boundaries  of the  flati.i ) 

gives va1ues measured  in millimeters,  whereas  values of the  scale  o   for times 

>on/u    (u    is  the  scale  of turbulent velocity)   are  measured  for   large-scale 

•ombustlon chambers   (8100 mm)  in tens of millimeters.    Therefore,   In  a certain  nenne, 

if we consider only  the  condition   IQ/X- -,  we  can  speak of a burnlnc   "surface." 

Subsequently,   the   noii-statlonarit.y  of  wicth  of   the   turbulent,  burnlnc   roue   (.•'•ale   ■) 

will be important. 
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Let us show that the width of the zone will alwayr, be a non-stationary quantity 
i 

In principle, even In the limiting case u * u » u , it' only, of course, l«, > on T ft • Bi \J 

(L„;   I,   will he  respectively  the  Integra]   scales  of  turbulence of Euler and 

Lagrange;  see Chapter IV).     Let us quantitatively define  the scale of the zone a 

as the  root-mean-square deflection of an element of the  "surface"  from its mean 
* 

position.      Let us multiply  the  Instantaneous  deflection of an element of  the 

"surface"     ff"|B(/')rf/, by the  speed of its deflection from its average positioji u(t) 

at  the  time t by a turbulent  eddy,  through which the  j^iven element of the burning 

surface pas.ses;  we will  obtain after averaging an equation analogous to Taylor's 

equation  (see Chapter IV): 

(5.29) ^—JMOM?)*. 

Tt  is possible,  when  necessary,   to connect  the  correlation function standing 

under  the Integral  sign in  (5.29)   with correlation  functions of Euler and Lagram.'e 

[6],   [23] by a series of hypotheses;  however,  only  the  considered limiting case  Is 

of practical interest  (for estimation of the smallest  of the possible values of  c) . 

If the time of passage of the burning surface through the eddy ~lE/
u

T 
ls sufficiently 

small,   the field of turbulent  velocities will practically not change during that 

time,   so that equation  (5.29)   can be written approximately as 

"—-««'  tort<lelu1 

g'« ^ ?«'* ^/"^ 
2    dl 

for  />/£/ttt. 

(5.?'»a) 

(5.29b) 

After integration of  (5.29b)  we will obtain 

Jt-g.4 ^«1/ ( M assume that      «' ■■ V «« ). 

♦This definition  is  understandable for the  given  particular case  (u- * u^  »   . 
when  the  burning surface  is known to be single-valued.     In  the general case of a 
many-valued surface,   scale  a  can be given a more general   definition,  by  defining 
ccnle   o  as the root-mean-square  deflection  (in a given  direction)   of an element   o: 
volume  of gas  In  the  none.   Including those volumes   in  which elementr  of  the  burnli 
"surface" are located. 
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If we cons'ier that (according to the data of Taylor and Townr.end, see Chapter IV) 

lE - 2lj.. According to our estlmatey in technical pipes, the coefficient at /, Is 

still larger. 

What conclusions follow from these  relationships? 

1. No matter how large the ratio uT/u    is the width of the zone will always 

be a non-stationary quantity. 

2. For values of uT < 2u  ,   the  turbulent burning zone expandr.  practically  Ju.t 

as the zone of turbulent displacement. 

In high-speed flows at usual levels of intensity of turbulence   (~5 to 20^),  the 

quantity uT  (if it is measured correctly)  never exceeds the value of 2u    (for hydro- 

carbon-air mixtures),  so that it  is possible to disregard the  effect   of motion of  the 

zone with average velocity UIJ. through the fresh mixture,  considerlrif' that expansion 

of the zone occurs just as during turbulent diffusion of two neutral  ^ases:    a  "id i" 

C.&s and a "hot"  gas. 

At the  initial moment of time,   the field of turbulent velocltle.-  is continuuuo 

and uniformly over all of space,  and the field of pulsational   velocities.  Induced by 

motion of the burning "surface"   (autoturbulence)  is obviously equal   to zero.       There- 

fore, at first diffusion of the  zone will  occur with the coefficient  of diffusion ÜT 

of the fresh mixture which is assigned at  the initial moment.     Durin,"  intense burninr. 

for calculation of fields of temperatures,  this value of DT will  be  fully sufficient 

(experiment confirms this),  since the  flame will be Joined with  the  flame i roof.« line 

toward it or with the wall of the pipe before the width of the zone  becomes, .so i ■•e?it 

that  it affects  the magnitude of D„ During unlimited propagation  of  the  flame -H. 

unbounded space,  the extent of the burning zone can become so great   that   It   will 
.2 DT over the   it|.t|, become necessary to consider the change of magnitude of  Ido /dt 

of the zone:     first,  due to the possible  space heterogeneity of turbulence of the 

Incident flow of fresh mixture,  and,   secondly,  due to the possible  additional 

pulsations  of velocity induced in the burning zone by the strongly  distorted bunilnc 

surface  (autoturbulence).    Therefore,   in general,  the value of D^   should be con.-lit n 

to be a  contiguous  function of  space  coordinates,  and there  should  be  taken  Into 

account  possible anlsotropy of turbulence,   by considering the matrix  of values 

D.,   (IJ  =   1,   2,   5),  possible changes of u    under the condition   i    » u  ,  etc. 

♦Even  if  it  is considered that  the  field of turbulent  velocltle.-,  har-, a 
discontinuity at  the initial boundary,   in this case  the value  of DT  In  formula 
(0.29)  corresponds to the Held of turbulent velocities of the fresh mixture,   cincj 
deflections  of  elements of the burning surface from their average positions are 
specified by   turbulent  displacements  of the  fresh mixture. 
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However,   In the overwhelming majority of cases  of burninj; in high-speed  flowr..   the 

problem is  reduced to  turbulent  transfer In one  direction  (transverse  to  the main 

flow),  and,  as experiment  shows,  and also analysis of  relationships   ('^.29)»   i« 

practically completely determined within the  limits of existing chamber  lengths 

(observation times)  by  the transverse component of the coefficient of  turbulent 

transfer DT of the incident flow (taking into account  Its heterogenlty transverse 

to  the  flow). 

We will  dwell  in greater detail on experimental confirmation of the obtained 

conclusions.     In Fig.   5.^ and 5,12 there are given the average boundaries and 

scales  (variance)   of a flame after a "point" burner In an open flow,  which were 

calculated according to fields of 

Impact pressures by Lushpa and 

Vlasov.    It  is clear that   the 

average boundaries change with 

change of velocity and mixture 

ratio,  but  scale a does not 

depend on velocity  and mixture 

ratio.    Accordinr to data of 

Lushpa obtained with the help of 

a hot-wire anemometer,   the 

intensity of turbulence of the 

cold flow in the   region  of the 
i 

flame was equal to u •lOO/v - 

= 1 to 2%.    Values from calculation 

of o(x) according to the 

relationship (|j,29a) also lie in 

the same range. 

so   -      m 7   22 J^7   ^ 

f\\. /'           s 
/   jy ^      ^^ 

LZJ^L    ^ 
/ ^r       ^^        a* 

^Z/^,^^     -£-**£ /^S"    **$m?f 
j^0^ftrii   i 

smm 

Fig.   5.12.     Distribution of average 
a(x)  and variance  o2 of a flame ufter a 
point    burner: 

Accordinr  to data  of Vlasov,   v = 45 m/sec. 
A a = Li, 
A a  =  0.9. 
According to data of Lushpa, at v = 28 m/sec. 
• a - 1.3, 
J a = l.l, 
ü a = 0.9. 

Data of Lushpa indicate that a is a purely hydrodynamic parameter, not 

dependinf on the burning parameter Uj-, but determined only by parameters of 

turbulence of the incident flow, even at uT ~ uH noticeably larger than 2u . 

Data of Vlasov were obtained in a flow after a turbulence-generating grid wl'ti 

Intensity of turbulence ~5^ (the same value is obtained from calculation according 

to a{x)).  Comparlsor of the function Y (variance in the cold flow) measured such M 

grid with ;,iith-tion ,-' shows that within the limits of accuracy of mrasurements, 

:*£k 
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these functions coincide. Vlasov processed data on the scale of width of the zone 

5^j which were obtained by him with the help of an ion-sensitive element.  Due to 

the method of their measurement, these data are less exact, but are interesting 

because of the fact that they cover a much wider range of velocity, mixture ratio, 

distance from the burner and pipe diameter. In all casep, a flow with natural level 

of pipe turbulence was Incident on the pipe (see Chapter IV); 

«'. 100/o% 5H:   DtWtp * 0.001. 

If we consider the approximate relationship existing between scales 5    and a  [1 ], 

we can plot all data in dimensionless coordinates on one graph, which practically 
—o 

completely coincides with the dimensionless function Y    for pipe turbulence  (Fig. 

5.15)»  I.e.,  on all lengths of the flame scale a interesting in practice is 

completely determined by turbulence of the incident  flow. 

We will briefly summarize the essence of the above presented ideas,  emphasizing 

what their fundamental distinctions from the first  ideas of Shchelkin [3]  ami 

subsequent ideas of Karlovitz,  Scurlock, Wohl, and others [6],   [17],   [18],   [23]., 

consist of. 

a. 
M in 

— — 
k 
- 

^ 1 

H ^ *t 

J^ ^ 

Is*1 r 
* 0 IP 

1 

51 t* 
H 1 

^ 

Fig.   5.13.     Dependence of width of burning zone 
on the distance from the ignition source (data 
of Vlasov on a): 
v = 35-75 m/sec,  a =. 0.5-l,3.d      =  150-200 rtr,. 

J — Calculated data of Prudnikov  on  1/   S 
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The process of turbulent burning in combustion chambers of air-breathing .let. 

engines Is first of all a process of turbulent (mechanical) mixing of volumes of 

fresh mixture and combustion products, and then of burning. In development of the 

width of the burning zone, the turbulent side of the process dominates over the 

kinetic side, and is the controlling factor. ShchelKin [2], [5] initially assumed 

that the kinetic side of the process and the diffusion (side turbulent) were in 

equilibrium. Due to this, the width of the turbulent burning zone a is a stationary 

magnitude, determined by the equality between the time of turbulent motion of a 

mole and the time of existence (combustion) of a fresh mole ejected by the turbulent 

motion into the burning mixture: 

7- (5.30) 

The Ideaa developed for the first time by Shchelkln, as was noted in § J, 

Chapter V, to a certain extent are applicable to the process ocourlng in a 

burning microzone. 

Our ideas to a certain degree coincide with ideas of Scurlock, Wohl, Orover, 

Karlovltz and others, but there are fundamental differences. Scurlock and Wohl 

start with a specific conditional picture of the burning surface, which has constant 

burning velocity tu over the surface, and give on the basis of this picture a 

complete list of all conceivable a priori effects determining the width and average 

velocity of the turbulent burning zone. In view of the great schematism and 

condltionallty of their concepts of the burning "surface", the "accuracy" of their 

quantitative estimates of all effects is not Justified, and in a number of questions 

causes serious objections (consideration of autoturbulence, mechanical addition of 

all effects, and so forth). As a result of their analysis there are obtained a 

large number of effects, and all of them turn out to be equivalent; but this is 

Incorrect. As experiment shows, there is only one decisive effect!  turbulent 

diffusion, which is assigned by the turbulence of the Incident flow. 

The main physical error of these authors is apparently the following. The 

velocity of an element of the burning "surface" relative to the fresh mixture Is 

not given by the quantity u , but is obtained to be whatever turbulent diffusion 
H 

»Normal velocity with respect to the bufning "surface" is known not ;o be 
constant, both due to the existence of eddies of the mlcrostructure smaller than the 
width of the stationary laminar front, and due to the presence of local extencionp 
of the burning "surface" by eddies of the macrostructure, with speed much higher 
than the speed of formation of the stationary flame front. 
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causes it to be: at some points, it may be much less than UJJ ; at other points, 

much larger than uH, For a well-developed mlcrostructure of turbulence, when the 

Internal scale of turbulence is less than scale a^.. It makes no senae in practice 

to talk about some definite element of the burning surface having a definite 

velocity of the type of v^ (§ 3, Chapter V). As a result, the mathematically 

accurate reasoning of the authors, based on erroneous physical concepts, led to 

practically unjustified results. 

How do we correctly measure burning velocity (Fig. 5,1H),   taking into account 

the non-statlonarity of the turbulent burning zone? This question, obviously, does 

not occur for the stationary zone:  in this case, starting at that moment when 

scales of the burning zone nQ  and 

0 become stationary, the speed of 

all statistically averaged 

Isotherms will be Identical, and 

equal to the speed of turb'ilpnt 

combustion. 

In the case of the non- 

stationary zone, every isotherm 

has itr. own r.need; therefore, 

there appears the question — which 

isotherm speed should be taken as 

the speed of turbulent combuatlon? 

The speed of turbulent (laminar) combustion is the mean-statistical volumt of  ;'r. .-h 

mixture burning per unit time, and referred to a unit area of the average position 

of the burning surface.  The last stipulation is not essential for the laminar 

front, inasmuch as average and instantaneous position,-, of the burning front coln'lde. 

In the turbulent burning zone, the "burning surface" has the meati-j.t at istlca.l 

(average) position and the distribution of probabilities of the Instantaneouü 
p 

positions of the burning fronts (with variane 0 ) relative to the average pojli Lon. 

Thus there exist two characteristic rates: the rate of increase of average ami the 

rate of increase of the scale of width of the zone (7. The rate of 

Fig. 5.1^. Determination of the velocity of 
1 

turbulent propagation of a flame uT and width 
of the burning zone BT. 

uT = v sin a. 

*In virtue of relationship (',->.20)., this definition is identical to the following; 
the speed of turbulent combustion is the average speed (at infinity) of the fresh 
mixture Incident on the motionless, on '„he average, zone of turbilent combustion. 
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Increase of the average exactly corresponds In its definition to the speed of 

turbulent combustion.  In order to find the average position in practice at the 

time t, it is necessary to mentally collect all mixture burned by this moment at 

boundaries assigned by the initial conditions.  If the initial boundary is a plane, 

then — on one side of a plane parallel to the Initial plane; if the Initial 

boundary is a sphere (point), then — on one side of a sphere equidistant from the 

initial, etc. 

The rate with which the characteristic dimension (normal — for a plane, 

radius — for sphere, etc) of the average surface increases exactly determines the 

rate of decrease of the volume of fresh mixture (in the coordinates of the 

motionless fresh mixture), referred to the entire average burning surface at the 

time t; i.e., it is by definition the rate of turbulent combustion. Such a practical 

operation can be given a quite simple mathematical expression, if it is considered 

that the distribution of probabilltleG of the turbulent displacements of volumes in 

the zone of turbulent burning obeys the law of Gauss, This assumption Is first of 

all confirmed by experiment (see § 6, Chapter V).  It also finds its 

explanation logically.  For diffusion without burning, the law of Gauss is well- 

known. If in the burning zone It would essentially differ, then this, in the first 
2 

place, would be noticed by the deviation of the magnitude of variance a from the 
—p 

magnitude of Y , and also by the appearance of asymmetry or excess of the actual 

probability density curve. It follows directly from this that for a one-dimensional 

burning zone, the rate of turbulent combustion is determined by the speed of the 

isotherm, where the combustion efficien:y is equal to 0.5. The one-dimensional 

zone is the only case when the average surface is determined sufficiently strictly 

by an isotherm with combustion efficiency 0.^.  In other cases, the averare surface 

is determined strictly by integration all the entire profll? of Lemperaturer., taking 

Into account change of average speed, mixing in the submerged stream, and so forth 

(see § ;., Chapter V). 

The rate of increase of the scale of width of the zone a determines the speed 

of turbulent diffusion of "cold" and "hot" gas, which, according to what, has been 

.".aid above, remains practically the same as in the zone of mixing without burning. 

In the mixing zone the speed of "isotherm 0.5" is equal to zero; all remaining 

Isotherms move with different speeds relative to this Isotherm. The further from 
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Isotherm 0,5 an Isotherm Is advanced into the fresh mixture,   the higher the r.pte.l 

^r ■■i T? 

with which it moves toward the  fresh mixture.    An isotherm located  from  "loot her- 

0.5" at a distance equal to scale  a first  rnovei-. with speed u  ;  an isotherm  toeatcd 

a distance equal to two scales a away — with speed 2u , etc.,  to infinity, und more 

exactly the more closely the extreme branches of the true distribution curve of 

turbulent velocities correspond to the Gaussian distribution. 

In the practice of experimental investigation,  there  is applied the method of 

measurement of burning rate according to the "extreme" boundaries of the  turbulent 

flame, which essentially reduces to measurement of the speed of some "extreme" 

isotherm.    By measuring the speed of turbulent combustion according to "extreme" 

isotherms, experimenters often arrive at practically complete distortion of the 

physical essence of the studied process. 

For instance, by measuring according to data of Lushpa the  true value of u,, , 

it  is simple to show that uT close  to uH and does not  depend within the  ranee v: 

operating conditions on u    (see Fig.  5.^).    If,   however,  we measure  the burnlnr 

rate "along the extreme boundaries of the flame"  adding thereby the  Large  value 
i 

~3u    to the constant of relatively small magnitude uT = uH,  we will arrive at  the 

conclusion of the existence of direct proportionality between burnln," speed and  the 

magnitude of turbulent speed u  .     In distinction from the value of uT,  speed 

determined according to the extreme isotherm will be called  the speed of propafation 
i 

of the turbulent flame and will be designated u   . 

If we admit the possibility of coexistence of these different  concepts in  the 

practice of experimental  Investigation and engineerlnc estimate.- of  lenrlhs uf 

combustion chambers of air-breathing Jet engines — speed of propagation of  the 
i 

turbulent flame uT and the speed of turbulent combustion IL — we should consider 
i 

the  following:     the speed of propagation u    formally includes  the  physlco-cheml ■til 

parameter,   speed of turbulent-   combustion uT,  and  the purely hydrodynamlc  parameter, 

speed of expansion of the zone of turbulent combustion. 

The magnitude and properties  of  speed of propagation are  determined  baslcall;, 

by the magnitude and properties  of speed of expansion of the  zone,   Includlnf here 

the  numerous systematic  errors  connected with different  method::  of  lt.; tuea nur erneut. 

(thermocouple,  PI tot-static head,   ion-sensitive  element,   photogrnph.v), 

The  speed of turbulent combustion uT is usually many  timer,   less  th.'Ui   the apec.i 
i 

of turbulent propagation u . There is not eliminated the po:-..-1 . i 111 ,y Dial in 
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pi-e-separation regimes (with recpect to mixture ratio or pressure) it may be iess 

than u . The magnitude of turbulent velocity of the incident stream turns out to 

be more than sufficient for explanation of the measured values of u-, without 

utilizing the concept of autotu^- 

noticeably influence the speed 

not be high for the average sr 

§ 5.  DISTRIBUTION 

~f;.  Indeed, if autoturbulence does not 

nt expansion of the zone, then it must 

one. 

VVERAGE PARAMETERS IN THE TURBULENT 
BURNING ZONE 

Equations of Hydrodynamics for the "Surface" 
~    Model of Turbulent Burning 

Analysis of experimental data shows that the scale of width of the burning 

zone i increases in time, and the scale of width of the burning front o0, determined 

by uT, remains practically constant.  Due to this, at a certain moment of time 

(>
,
"

I
Q/U ) the value of o will become much larger than a-. 

Direct observation of oscillograms of temperature fluctuations in a turbulent 

flame which were conducted by Kokushkin [9] with the help of a quick-response 

resistance thermometer experimentally confirm this conclusion.  In this case, 

during determination of distributions of average parameters in a turbulent burning 

zone, it is possible ^ith preat accuracy to disregard the probability of appearance 

of intermediate values, and to write average parameters in the form 

T-Tfi + TS*    «-«,Pl-|-«lPt  or, since /», + ?,-!, 

f-r. 
r.-n *—4P*:-P* 

••-•I 
(s}i 

where Fj, Pp are probabilities of appearance of volumes of fresh and 
burned mixture respectively. In physical meaning, \> 

is nothing else but the physical combustion efficiency 
at a given point of the combustion chamber; 

T^ is the temperature of the fresh mixture] 

T^ = i i   • T max is the temperature of the combustion products. 

Temperature of combustion products T- can be considered as the product of 

maximum adiabatic temperature of the burned mixture by chemical combustion 

efficiency i,XMM.  It is known that even in a laminar flame front the temperature 

after the front does not attain its limiting value at once for many reason.-:.  In 

Fig. '.'. 1'' there are given data from the book of L. N. Khltrin converted to values 

of \m,  along a turbulent, flame in a high-speed flow (for u = 0.^ m/sec and 
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v = 40 m/sec).    Along the turbulent  flame chemical combustion efficiency  lyi^C^) 

changes slightly.    For actual  lengths and flow velocltiec  of a homogeneous  flame, 

its values oscillate from 0.85 at the beginning of the  flame  to 0.0b at  the eml  of 

the flame at atmospheric pressure (see Fig. 5.15). 

Thus, the problem of calculation of average temperatures in the turbulent 

burning zone is reduced to determination of the probability of appearance of "cold" 

or "hot" volumes of mixture at a given point of the zone. 

The system of averaged equations of hydrodynamics  (see § 2, Chapter V) 

for the "surface" model of turbulent burning in a high-speed flow will be written 

in the form 

.« T ««1 

(5.32b) 

Fig. 5.15.  Distribution of chemical combustion 
efficiency along the flow axis of a Bunsen burner 
(laminar flame). 
Mixture of air +29.6^ CO, pre-heating 370 C. v_ = 

= 0,',' m/sec, x = 40 m/sec; • — pressure 760 mm; 
• — pressure 402 mm; O — pressure 308 mm; □ — pressure 
162 mm. 

The Influence of viscosity appears only In the 1'Lame front (In the diccontlnully); 

therefore, the viscosity term in (5.52b) is discarded.  Let us expand the terms of 

equations (5.32a) and (5.32b). Using relationship (5.^) and Pran !']',■. Hypothesis 

for determination of turbulent, dir fusion mass flow, we will obtain 
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p»,-?"-«!-(Pi -PJ)(«a-«u)',i',J- D»-—-. (5.33a) 

where DT  = •j- -^ coefficient  of turbulent diffusion; 

u..;  u-ip — components of average  r.peed,  averaged selectively only with 
respect to the fresh mixture or only with respect  to combustion 
products. 

Durlnp mixing without burning,   these components do not undergo a discontinuity 

on   the Instantaneous  interface between  the two media,   so that  it  is possible to 

write 

PUJ-UJP-DI-J-. 

1 da 

(5.33b) 

The physical meaning of parameter DT = ö ~dF 
was cons:1dered *-n § **> 

Chapter V for the case of a one-dimensional turbulent burning zone. As was shown 
p 

in § 4, variance a    of turbulent displacement of the burning front is determined by 

the variance of turbulent displacements of cold volume of the incident flow. 

The following system turns out to be equivalent to the system of equations 

(',-.31), (5.32a and b): 

P* 

(5.54a) 

('..541) 

riV. 
where 7 (,(|Tr = -uT— rate of decrease of the volume of fresh mixture V, per unit 

surface of the average burning surface S (rate of turbulent 
combustion); 

po — probability density of appearance of the burning surface at a 
given point. 

The last term in equat.'i.ns (5.34a) and (5.34b) are written only for a single 

ignition source (single flame). Both equations constitute the mathematical 

formulation of the law of concervatlon of the assemblys of "cold" and "hot" volumeo, 

taking into account the source (sink), turbulent diffusion and the discontinuity 

of selectively averaged speeds, and are a generalization of the Kolmogorov equattonr. 

known in the theory of stochastic processes. 

Above there was introduced the tern "selective averaging," in which time 

averaging at an arbitrary point of space is carried out selectively: only in those 

lime intervals when at the given point of space there is only fresh mixture or only 

combustion products. At these moments of time there are satisfied the usual 

equation.- of hydrodynamics for an isothermal, incomprer-sible gas.  In particular, 
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the continuity equations averaged selectively will take the form 

0. (L.^') 

The equation of conservation of energy (5.32b) averaged selectively will give 

the same relationship, since ^ = ^o = 0' 

We will show the identity of systems (5.32) and (0.34). Multiplying the first 

of equations (5.34) by p^ and the second by pp, and adding both equations, we will 

obtain with the help of relationships (5.35) the continuity equation (5.32a). If 

we simply add equations (5.3^)* we will obtain with help of relationships (0.31) 

the equation of conservation of energy (5.32b): 

where 

Solution of system (5.3^) turns out to be in most, cases more convenient than 

solution of the system of the averaged equations of conservation of mass and energy 

(5.32). 

Let us consider a series of simple problems whose solutions we may obtain 

with the help of analytic  integration of the initial system of equations  {l>.-}2)   or 

(5.34). 

One-Dimensional Burning Zone 

The average boundary between the fresh mixture and combustion products  in 

motionless, and is taken as the coordinate plane yOz. 

The initial system of equations for a burning one-dimensional zone will be 

written in the form 

.AT «.(-£-l)/*). 
(5.^) 

where p(x - x0) is the probability density of displacements of a unit volume from 

point x0 to point x in the time t. 

The value of average density will be determined according to (5.8) as 
t > 

5- P^(PI - p,) = ^ - J /»(* - *J<i** -jV(0«fc (5.37) 

,*.,- 
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From (5.57) it follown that p(x) = -bP./bx.     Substituting this value in the 

second equation {'J.J'CJ)  and integrating the latter over x I'rom -oo to x,  we will 

obtain the distribution of average speed: 

JT-n/. + iaA (5.38) 
'» 

From  (5.58)  and  (5i.31)   it  is clear that average speed,  averaged selectively 

only with respect to the fresh mixture,  gives the value IL,  and with respect  to the 

burned mixture - the value U^'HQ/T^,    Thus pu turns out,  to be equal to 

H—Pi-ih-D&dx. (5.59) 

the continuity equation will take  the form 

« 
O, *? or 9P. 

Its solution gives the distribution of average densities (temperatures) over the 

depth of the zone: 

if-fn»i~ti-(r3-Di(Tt-Tt~±[i~*[j-)], 

where ♦(—) is the tabulated function of the Integral of probability: 

♦(i)-^-j«p(-f)*. C-.lo) 

Distribution of Turbulent Fluctuations of Speed 
in the Macrozone of Turbulent Burning 

In the macrozone of turbulent burning, it is possible to distinguish between 

turbulent root-man square velocity, obtained by selective averaging only with 

respe :t to the fresh mixture Yu^, and t^e corresponding velocity for combustion 

products   r *?•   In general, these values may be different due to the abrupt 

change in the flame front (on the instantaneous of burning surface) or due to the 

continuous change through the depth of the macrozone (for very large diffusion time). 

Besides this velocity, there further exists the profile of "virtual turbulent 

velocity," which is obtained due to the fact that at a given point of the zone there 

appears first fresh, then burned mixture (each of them has different selectively 

averaged, average speeds). Indeed, for the surface model of burning, the total 

mean square value of velocity fluctuations can be written (under the condition of 

:onstaiicv of values of u'. .; u0. throughout the depth of the zone) in the form 
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7-'3-(i),,-ülPl+5lp,-(J^up1J+W, 

or for a one-dimensional zone, if u^ •2 •2 In the foi'in 

^-^(-OD)^«,^-»)^, and   U7»«^-»). 

i' .^l) 

(t-.^U) 

Thus,  even  If the  field of turbulent   velocities of the  incident   stream ia 

homogeneous and Isotropie,  the field of pulsatlonal velocities will be nonhomofeneoui 

and anisotroplc  throughout the depth of the  zone.    The same  relationship can be 

obtained directly from the equations of hydrodynamics.    By multiplying the equation 

of conservation of energy by the velocity  component u. and averaging,  we wii.1 obtain 

or for a one-dimensional zone,  assuming  satisfaction of the conditions 

( ' >. 'J c1 I 

1    ds 
amF-U 

(superfluous Indices are omitted). We will find the form of the correlation moment 

PiT. Since the value of the random function F is equal to zero everywhere except on 

the discontinuity surface,  then 

(where ",,  is  the  value of average  velocity at  the point of discontinuity). 

By  substituting the obtained  expression of the moment  in   (5t42),   wo  will  oltain 

after integration   from -oo to x,   taking Into account   the boundary  ''onditlon ami 

relationship  (5.37), 

«« -«?-?«(- CD) » «?(«» - OP,./»,. (   . it   ) 

It is simple to see that relationships (5.^1) and (5,43) are identical. Analogous 

relationships can be considered for more complicated cases. 

Analysis of existing experimental data on the distribution of fluctuating 

values of velocity in a turbulent flame on the basis of the given equationn Indl --tt,.. 

the fact that the observed distributions of f lu^tuat inf •.••> I o'H 1'.■ In n t-in iloi.t 

flame and in combustion products can bo explained by only two f-f.'. ■•. :  i., Mi» 
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varying oelectlvely averaged average flow velocity in the burning zone and by the 

effect of deformation of eddies during acceleration of the flow. 

A Turbulent Flame in an Open Flow 

For a flame in an open flow it is possible to disregard diffusion along the 

flow and change of the longitudinal component of average velocity (due to the 

absence of a drop of static pressure along the flow). 

The solution of system (5.3^) for a flame in an open flow proceeds as follows: 

after placing the value of average velocity along the flame vL >• vL " V • const in 

the continuity equations (5.5^)» we will obtain (taking into account boundary 

conditions vJO) ■ 0 — for a right flame cone, and v2(0) = 0 - for an Inverted flat 

cone of flam^). 

dv 
- - 0 or v. = 0 (for a right cone in all of space) 

and 

"oy" 

Since 

0 or v- » 0 (for an Inverted flat cone in all of space). 

a?!    öP2 äV. 
0 and -u    for each half of the flame,  the system of "^t JT " w "",' S6l 

equations  (5.34)   for the  right  and inverted cones of  flame will be written in the 

form 

'■■S 

or  for a right cone 

Analogously, 

t-S'+^-JV ('..T^a) 

or for an inverted cone. 

Let us note that the equations of conservation of energy are written only for 

one of the halves of the flame. 

The general solution of equations (5.34a) and (fi^^b) has the form 
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and (tj.t4) 

where p(y - y0) — Gaussian probabilities distribution; 

y1(x) — average boundary of the flame, which Is determined In the first 
M 

case by the equation y^ " YQ +  \ -^d**   and In the second — ly 

a 

the equation yg " YQ + n j—^d*- 

I.e., P^ and P2 are determined In every specific case directly as the total 

probability of appearance at the considered point of volumes of fresh and burned 

mixture respectively, which occupy in the Initial section of the flame x^j = u some 

definite volume, the boundaries of which change along the flame. 

Let us give without derivation formulas for a number of the most widely  -currlur 

cases of a turbulent flame in an open flow. 

Turbulent Flame After a Plane Precombustlon Chamber 
(see Fig. 5.2b) 

where 

a — half-width of the precombustlon chamber (burner); 

JtoW - J P* for a > 3,; , — -fei (Ä)^. 

In particular,   on the axis of the  flame we will obtain 

Turbulent Torch After an Axlally Symmetric  Burner 
(Inverted Cone)   (see Fig.  5.?c) 

('. Ma.) 

{'.M\ ) 
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where 

^ f 

I, — Eessel function of zeroth order; 

—■t dx — aveiage radius oi' the flame; 

a0 — radius of precombustlon chamber (burner); 

In particular, on the axis of the flame 

^(r.0)-(l-«"i;r). 

Formulas (5.^a) and (5.Mb) are applicable to the case when temperature and 

exit velocity of hot gases are close respectively to values of Tp and v, or when 

Initial dimensions of the burners are relatively small. 

Turbulent Flame After a Plane Bunsen Burner 

Boundary conditions are as follows:  width of the initial flow of homogeneous 

mixture is equal to 2a«; width of the burners, which are located on the edges of the 

flow (at the end of the pipe), is equal to 2b0; axis x coincides with the flow axis 

(Fig. 3.16 and 5.17): 

where 

(5.W-) 

In this formula the value of o can be   taken as variable over the entire volume 

of the  flame.   If we take  into account change of  the coefficient of  turbulent 

diffusion over space,  and also the change  of average velocity.    For  the majority of 

practical calculations,   it is possible to  consider,  apparently,  that  the whole flame 

is in the core  of average velocities,  so that the average longitudinal velocity  is 

constant  and equal  to the initial average  flow velocity,  but  it  is  known  to be 

impossible  to take parameters of turbulence  to be constant.    Formula  (b.Mc)  allows 

a series of simplifications  in certain particular cases.    For instance,   if flame:-. 
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from both burners are far removed from each other, then In the system of coordinates 

whose x-axls coincides with the axis of one of the burners,   relationship ('j.^c) will 

be written in the form 

'•<**>-rK^l^CT 
As one of the relatively simple and sufficiently accurate methods of 

consideration of heterogeneity of turbulence,  it Is possible to take the value of o 

in the first term equal to the value of   ^W, which can be determined according to 

parameters of turbulence of the incident flow ana the value o ^ O.lx in the second 

term, which can be determined according to the average parameters of turbulence in 

the zone of mixing of the submerged (hot)   stream with its surrounding motionless 

space. 

J  -tf   -i T^ A." 

Fig. 5.16. Physical combustion efficiency over cross 
sections of a fla^e from a plane Bunsen burner. 

From relationship {5,khc)   It follows that along the flow axis change of 

combustion efficiency is determined by the relationship (y = 0) 

A graph of this function is shown in Fig. 5.17.  Combustion efficiency on the 

flow axis increases with increase of distance from the end of the burner until that, 

moment when b^ attains a value equal to a0. At this Instant flamer, proceeding 

toward each other from the two burners join in the middle, so that burning speed will 

abruptly fall to zero (there will be nothing to burn). From this monenl on, the 

process will be basically only a diffusion process, and combustion efficiency on the 

axis will begin to decrease due to diffusion of the flame Into t t .■ irrouiidlug medl n;. 

In reality, on the final stage of combustion there exist a number of other factors: 
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Increase of chemical combustion efficiency,   simultaneous appearance of burning zones 

in the same volume,  and so forth.    If in the initial mixture there is contained a 

surplus of fuel,  then in the zone of mixing combustion products with the surrounding 

air there will also be observed a secondary effect — diffusion burning.    In Fig. 

5.1? there is also given a curve calculated taking into account the beforehand 

assumed coincidence of events, but without taking into account diffusion into the 

surrounding space  (solid curve).    Analysis of experimental data indicates the 

absence of the  effect of coincidence of events. 

in  
« 

"1 
1 
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/ 
/ / 
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Fig.  ^.17.    Determination of average temperatures 
in a turbulent flame from a plane Bunsen burner. 
Physical combustion efficiency along the axis of 
the  turbulent flame from a plane Bunsen burner: 
————— taking into account coincidence of 

events, 
-----    taking into account stirring of the 

surrounding medium. 

Fig.  1^.18.    Distribution of average temperatures of a 
flame  in a pipe. 

uT DT 
a)   transverse to *-h«> flow — = O.O'j;    —— ' v '    va 0 

0.002J 

f= 1; 2; %',  6; 8; 10; 12;   Ik;   16; l8j 20; 

b) alonr the flow — = 0.05:  —■— = 0.002; ' v      *  va 
Z  = 0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5;   0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0. ■; 1.0. 
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A Turbulent Flame After an Annular Bunsen Burner (Without 
Taking Into Account Mixing With the Surrounding 

Motionless Air) 

The relationship for P1(x); r Inside the flame is analogous to relationship 

i 

(5.44b) for P2(x; r), but a « a- — j—it   (a0 is the radius of the igniting ring 

of the burner). In particular, on the axis of the flame 

/».(r. 0)-r"Er. (^) 

Relationships for determination of burning speed Uj, according to experimental 

temperature profiles, and relationships relating values of IL, to the velocity of 

propagation of the flame u^, are given in work [28]. 

Turbulent Flame in a Pipe 

Let us consider the case of a turbulent flame after a linear ignition source 

located In a plane pipe. Solution of such a problem was given In works of Zel'dovlch, 

Tszyaiv and Scurlock and was developed further in the works of Talantov anJ Khramtsov. 

Let us note what the fundamental difference is between these üolutlons and 

those considered below. In the above mentioned works, a real flame was replaced by 

a hypothetical surface of zero or finite thickness, before and after which the 

authors apply equations of flow rate, momentum and energy averaged over the crous 

section of the pipe. The system of equations turns out not to be closed, and 1..- 

closed by assignment of the width of the burning zone (or burning time), burninr 

speed satisfying Mickelsen's law and the law of change of average velocitlec (or 

average temperatures). The form of the burning "surface" (discontinuity) I.; unknown. 

In such a formulation, the problem is a long way from the real physical picture of 

burning In a high-speed turbulent flow.  If such a surface really existed at the 

initial moment of time, then in virtue of its characteristic instability, and vili.L.v 

under the action of turbulent diffusion of the Incident flow, at subsequent moment.-. 

of time it would turn Into a complicated burning surface with a certain proballlity 

distribution of appearance at any point over the cross section of the chamber.  This 

distribution, as experiment shows, is assigned by turbulence of the Incident flow. 

Let us place the origin of coordinates at the source (see Fig. '„>.18); the 

x-axis will be directed along the flow axis; axis y will be directed perpendleularl./j 

and axis z (parallel to which all properties are assumed to be uniform) — along the 

linear source. We will designate the width of the pipe by 2a, 'he average boundary 
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of the upper half  of the flame by ,v;.(x)  and the average boundary of the lower half 

of the  flame by yoV^)'    In virtue of  the axial  symmetry,  absolute values of y>  and 

yg are obviously equal.    In the given problem there are assumed to be given;    the 

average incident  stream velocity u;,(0)  = v,   the coefficient of turbulent transfer 

of the incident  flow DT (constant over the cross section of the pipe)  and the rate 

of turbulent  combustion u .    The quantity u    is uniquely determined by the turbulent 

structure of  the  incident flow,   independently of where the burning occurs  (In the 

pipe  or  in an open  flow)  and whether or not   the secondary  field of turbulent 

velocities   Induced  by the flame  is larße    (§ 6,   Chapter V).       Solution    of 

the problem  is more  conveniently begun  with  solution of the equations for the cold 

component of the  flow,   since for  It  there are known the  initial and boundary 

conditions.     Let us  disregard change of  the transverse component of average velocity 

of the cold  part  of  the flow ",,   i.e.,   let us  consider that  v.   = 0 not  only in the 

Initial  section and on the walls of the pipe,   but also in all of the  remaining cola 

part of the flow. 

At high turbulent velocity transverse  to the flow  (much higher than average 
♦ li*-)»  this assumption is   sufficiently obvious.     Let  us note that transverse  velocity v." ^ 
in the above mentioned works It would also have been possible to safely disregard 

the transverse component of average velocity before the flame front,  but  In that 

case this component  to a certain extent  replaced the transverse turbulent velocity, 

which was not   taken  into account. 

From the continuity equation  (b.Jb)  written, taking into account  change of 

density along the plpa, we will obtain,  using condition  (v^ "0);   that 

M0)-i»-Mx)ü;(x). (L.^C) 

We will  now disregard  the value of v^;   this   Is a rough approximation,  and is 

sufficiently accurate only for high transverse  turbulent velocities   (y  0^*1   r   "» /• 

The  equation  for the probability density function of the appearance of cold 

volumes p^ can be written in the form 

-£—&■&-. (5.47) 

The boundary condition on the wall is the condition of zero flow of cold 

volumes through the wall: 

■ 

•; 
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Solution of equation  (5.^7)  with the boundary condition (5.^8)  has the following 

form for the upper half of the flame: 

and for the lower half of the flame 

(S.Vb) 

Let us note that these solutions are, strictly speaking, approximate:  they 

take into account only the Influence of the nearest wall; in practice the influence 

of the opposite wall turns out to be insignificant. The probability of finding 

fresh mixture and products of combustion at an arbitrary point of the pipe is 

determined by the relationships 

I 

and 

since 

Mi 

{b.bo) 

By substituting in the first term of function ?> the value of p. for the iower 

half of the flame, and in the second term the value of p^ for the upper half of the 

flame and considering that y2 = -y^  we will obtain after a series of transformations 

-•(^a)+'»(a±pl)I- 

{b.[,OH) 

t    I» 
wheie ^(O1 M''T* ' s the probability  integral   function. 

Graphs of function Pp versus x and y for values of DT/v.a    = u.002 and uT/v1 

= 0.0^ are shown in Fig,   5.19. 
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We will obtain the function of the 

average boundary of the flame y.Cx) by using 

equation (S.J^a) for P,, which in the 

considered case can be written in the fcrm 

*■*£--Dt~l-~*,lPM+PtW[. (5.r'3) 

^0  j 

Fig. S.19.  Experimental deter- 
mination of the average boundary 
of the flame. 

.fr.-Mn:  Ji.m$. 

Substituting in  (5.51)  the function P> 

from (5.5Ca)  and considering equation (5.2*7). 

we will obtain 

-««-?-UvW+ft(ftH--MA(yi)+/',(fc)I 
01' 

i*      «I 
i.e.,   the average boundary of the  turbulent flame for v.,  =• 0 is determined by the 

(5.52) 

relationship 

^ •» » ^     h <«> 

The  value of y-  according to the experimental profile of avfrage temperatures 

is determined according to  (5.50a)  by the equation 

A  graph  of this function for various vaxues of uT/v and T)T/v&Q = 0.02 Is 

shown in l'ig.   5.19.    From Fig.  5.19 it is seen that at y,  » 3o the average boundary 

passes  through combustion efficiency 0.5,  Just as In an open flow,  and rapidly 

Increases  to  unity only  in  cross  sections close to  the cross  section of complete 

burnup. 

For determination of ~^ and ~0 we use the equation of conservation of energy 

wrli ten  in  the   1'orm 

-Ä-«|)-5--ö,-^--«f(«-I)r/»l(yl)+/»1(if|)|. (5.55) 

Substituting in this equation the  value of äp./öx from (5.50),  we will  obtain 

after a  series  of transformations 

(5.5^) (_!!._ i). a 
I  «i / MO 

■tlfttoD+AWI-OfS* 

j*>5 
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Substituting the  values of derivatives  or   i'unctlons  P,   In   {['.'^),   we  will   i'liüi 

our final formula for calculation: 

^(•-1) 

_ ^l+;^]'('-*)4"«T^]'(a,-'-y')* 
" (» + Ä) ^ (» - ft) + (2« - » + W) *» (2"->—1^) + (»i - *)/»(#+Vi»- 

+[|-^)K+,k> + ['+M^T)]Maa'H,,+,i)l (5.r^a) 
+(ai+»+ft)i»(2« + »-yi) 

where 

^—i/5^ 

*   MUT   M^T' "(/)"FWTMprTJ' 

— according to  the continuity equation  (^.3^). 

Formula (5.5^)  acquires a simple expression on the axis of  the  flame   (y = u 

and on the wall of the pipe (y - a). 

On the axis of the flame (y = 0;  v2 = 0) 

«i(«-l) 
■r-M--^)] 

(lt,(.-^L)I+i «P 
I(II —y.) 

(' '•'H 

particular,  at 

and at 

y+0    JLZJS   ~2 
*l(«-l) 

9l + a   -a^!_^». 
»tin-l) 

On the  wall  of the pipe (y = a),   discarding terms for the  Influence  of  the 

opposite half of  the  flame,  we will  obtain 

■i(<i-i)     («+ft) 

For calculation of the profile of velocity ü? by the formula (' .'^), it Is 

possible to use the method of successive approximation:;. Considering In {'j,'^) 

that  vp = 0,  we will  find the profile of ÜU  In  the  first approx'-."Ti; IMI.     !• rom the 
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continuity equation according to the profile of TL which has been found, we will 

determine the first approximation of the profile of v2 and substitute it in (5.5^), 

etc. For quite large values of Qj,, v2 is 

practically equal to zero, so that It is possible 

to be limited to calculation of the profile In the 

first approximation. At very small values of Dj,, 

it is necessary to consider Vg,  In the limit, 

DT ~ 0, the value of vg at separate points of the 

pipe can attain values ~uT(n - 1), The value of -d»    -«• «nf 
Fig.   5.20.    Distribution  of 
average  flame speeds  in a 
pipe. 

v? can be different  from zero on the wall,   since 

—-o.oe»; -l.e.os: «-s. 

the probability of appearance of a flame front  on 
« 

the wall has finite value. 

The profile of average velocities ~ is 

determined by the formula 

Graphs of the profile of u  transversely across  the pipe  for L^/V = 0.05 are 

shown  in Fig.  5.20. 

For practical calculations,  sometimes  it  is more  convenient to use equatlonr, 

averaged over the cross section of the pipe.     Equations  of conservation of masn, 

energy and momentum iveraged over the cross section of the pipe will be written 

respectively in the form 

JpL.-LÜLzü or  ^-;r,-M„-I)i 
and 

to 
-9P« >r ^«.^(«-O-f-PW-/»,. 

dM   « 

P,i?(«-I)-AP.«. 

The momentum equation can be used for estimation of the value of uT according 

to the  drop of static  pressure along the pipe.     Let  us  note  that  during  solution of 

*The  term "wall"  in the given problem naturally  is understood to mean i he 
external  limit of  the boundary  layer, beyond which the  Influence of walls of the 
pipe begins. 
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the problem there  were not used momentum  equations selectively averaged,   but  the 

general equation.     These equations are  satisfied under the simple  assumptions  that: 

v» oV -«~ = 0 "J v'* = const 

However, if we use more exact assumptions (Vp ^ 0 and so forth), we can obtain 
—' o 

the distribution of turbulent velocities in the combustion products '/„ satisfying 

the condition of zero pressure drop transverse to the flow, which Is different, from 

—12 
the distribution of v. . Besides this velocity, there also exists the profile of 

"virtual turbulent velocity," which is obtained during measurement of total 

fluctuations of velocity in the burning zone (see p. ?85 ). All of this Indicates 

the possibility of measurement of values of fluctuating velocity in the zone and in 

combustion products of a flame in a pipe which essentially differ from the turbulent 

velocity of the incident stream, although, as was seen from the solution, basi1 

parameters of the flame — dispersion a and mean y. — are determined by turbulence 

of the incident flow. 

The given solution is applied to burning after flame-holder and after .uiall- 

dimenslon precombustion chambers, if the temperature of the stream of the precombustiun 

chamber does not strongly differ from the temperature of the combustion product.-.. 

In this case, the origin of coordinates is placed at the edge of the i'lame-holder 

(precombustion chamber); distance a is the width of the opening between the edge of 

the flame-holder and the wall. The value of DT, which is given in the flow before 

the flame-holder in the form of the ratio DT/v0, practically does not 'hange In n 

narrow place; there is increased only the value of velocity from VQ to v,, so thai 

in place of the given value of D.J./VQ, we should substitute in calculations the value 

of D /v^ (v- — average longitudinal velocity in a narrow place). 

In a number of cases (burning after several ignition sources in the presence 

of average transverse velocities), during large change of longitudinal average 

velocities, and so forth, for technical calculations It is apparently more correct 

to use the average (over the cross section of the pipe) value of dispersion, 

determined by the formula 

•»-2^-2 ** J£±-Jh.) 
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Fig. 5.21.  Dispersion of a 
turbulent flame In a pipe and 
In an open flow. 
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2 — in a pipe at ■^'-•••»J 

Graphs of this function for different u,,/^ 

are ^iven in Fig. 5.21. The quantity u is 

given according to experimental data obtained 

with the help of any of the above mentioned 

methods of measurement in an open flow. The 

solution given in the present article can also 

serve as the basis for measurement of u_. 
T 

Statistical Distribution of ucales 
of Temperature Heterogeneities 
in the Macrozone of Turbulent 

Burning 

5 — In a pipe at —1 ••.i: 

^ — in a pipe at i-o.!. 

In a number of technical problems on 

turbulent burning,   it is important  to clarify 

not only the basic parameters of the  turbulent, 

flame — dispersion a  (x)  and mean a(x),  but also the  structure of the burning zone 

of the turbulent  flame.     In other words,   it  is  interesting to know not  only burnlnr 

rate and width of the burning zone, but also dimensions of the "cold" and "hot" 

volumes filling this zone.     For instance,   during heterogeneous burning,   the basl ■ 

flame Is obtained from homogeneous burning of the vapor phase of the fuel.    Thin 

flame  is penetrated by a swarm of unevaporated  droplet.     It Is interesting to 

Investigate the behavior of the croplets  (their evaporation,  ignition,  and so forth) 

during their passage through the macrozone  of the turbulent flame.    As  far ac  it   Is 

known,  such Investigations,   even if they have been conducted,  have been conducted 

without taking into account physical peculiarities of the structure of the turbulent 

burning zone (there has simple been considered the behavior of a droplet  in a field 

of variable average temperatures without taking into account its statistical 

oscillations).     Consideration of these peculiarities can considerably change the 

results of investigations.     It would also be interesting to Investigate  the reverse 

action of the swarm of droplets on the turbulent  flame;   for Instance,  conditions o:' 

ignition of cold material  in the burning zone by burning drops,  and so forth. 

Let us consider peculiarities of the macrostructure of a turbulent   flame  In 

the exair}.le of a one-dimensional turbulent burning zone.    Obtained  refrularlties 

can,  when necessary,  be  extended to a real  flame in a high-speed flow,   since the 

distribution of statistical parameters through the depth of the one-dlmei.slonal  zone 
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can be considered with practical accuracy as the distribution through the depth of a 

flame along the basic flow, compressed in the ratio u /v. 

The statistics of scales of temperature heterogeneities of the one-dimensional 

zone can be studied, by considering at an arbitrary depth of the zone x an 

"oscillogram" of temperature fluctuations along one of the coordinates y or z, 

along which statistical properties of the parameters of the zone are homogeneous. 

For moments of time when the linear scales of "cold" and "hot" moles l^ and l2 

become noticeable larger than the integral scale of the burning front a0 (for 

fcoj/f*"? ) •  if it possible to speak definitely of the probability of appearance 

of "cold" or "hot" scales, and of the probability of appearance of a burning front 

(a layer of intermediate temperatures).  Let us consider at first the statistics of 

"cold" scales l^ (where l^ is a random function) along the y-axis. Let us determine 

over a sufficiently large segment of the y-axis the absolute number of scales whose 

values fall within the interval from l^ to l^ + dl^. Let us designate this number 

as n(l1)dl1; it is obvious that it Increases with increase of the selected segment 

of the y-axis. The total number of all "cold" scales on the given segment will 

probably also depend on the length of the segment y, and be equal to 

We will define the value of the mean-statistical scale of "cold" moles L as 

the limit of the relation 

(5.57a) 

J iM<i)4 
The value of T^ obviously no longer depends on the coordinate y, but is only a 

function of depth of the zone x. 

An analogous definition can be given for the statistical scale of hot moles T?: 
m 

f fett) 4 
2;.iiiiii- 

— — • 
Um** (5.57b) 

We will find the relation between scales T^, L^ and functions P1,  Pp.    Let  us 

note that values of 

UMQ^AWWI 
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constitute the total extent respectively of the cold and hot mixtures on the 

considered segment of the y-axis, and the value of 

f'i«('i)Ä,+fM(girt 

constitutes  the total extent of the considered segment of the y-axis.    Then, 

according to the definition of functions ?1 and Pp  (see § 1,  Chapter V),  we have 

Pi-lim — 
?<tf>tt)4 

(5.58a) 

f^w«t+fM(y«. 

Pa—Um — 
ffcMUt 

(5.58b) 

fV%Ä)«k+Cv»(^ 

Dlvidins relationships  (5.58a and 5.58b)  by 

m m 

«,-«,-f« (!,)<«-fir (yd/- «. 

we will obtain 

P. L P. 5- 

(5.58c) 

(5.5^) 

During derivation of these equations,  we disregarded the average dimension of 

the burning front  o«    along the y-axis,   i.e.,  we c: i^idered 2o0    « T.  + Tp.    by 

analogous reasoning,  but with more cumbersome transformations,   it   Is possible to 

consider the dimension of the burning front o-    in relationships  (5.59)  and to 

dotermine additionally the function of probability of its appearance ?,.    During 

deviation of the relationship for P, it is necessary only to consider that the 

total number of fronts on segment y is equal to 

iH-fc^-fe^iit-M,; 

Pf S+S+N, ;'•.- i;+2;+iv 
:'.• 

»v 
!&£+*„ 

(5.C0) 

Inasmuch as  in all cases Interesting in practice the inequality ?o      « L.  + Zn 

is satisfied,   then equations  (5.60) can be written in the simpler form: 
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(5.61) 

The same relationships could have been obtained In examining of the statistics 

along the time axis, so that they obviously remain in valid for any point of a 

three-dimensional, inhomogeneous burning zone. In particular, at the point where 

P^ - P« - 0,5, according to (5.61), we have T^ * Tg = TL and P, = Oov/^0' 

Function P^x), Just as function P^Pg), can be determined not only according 

to the statistics of events along the y-axis, but also according to the statistics 

of events along the x-axis (for a one-dimensional burning zone). The probability 

of appearance at point x of a one-dimensional burning zone of intermediate temperaturt; 

(burning front) is equal (see § i. Chapter V) to 

'•W«fata-ftW. (5.62) 

where Ps(3f) — probability of appearance of a discontinuity (burning front) in a 
unit interval of length at depth of the zone x; 

a- — mean-statistical width of the burning front along the x-axls; 

k — approximately constant form factor of the order of unity, which taker. 
into account small inaccuracies of determination of the width of the 
front with scale a0 . 

With the microvolume mechanism of combustion, in virtue of the high probability 

of single-valuedness of the burning surface existing in this case and Isotropy of 

local distortions of the burning surface, scales a- and o« will be practically 

equal to 

\.-S-V (5-65) 

In the general case of a non-single-valued burning surface the value of scale 

OQ will be equal to the value of o- multiplied by the average number of burning 

fronts intersected by the x-axis (during averaging, naturally, of this number aloric: 

the y- or z-axes. This number (we will designate it by a) was called above the 

degree of non-single-valuedness of the burning surface. 

The probability density function Ps(x) in formula (5.62) satisfies Gauss's law 

with high accuracy; the accuracy of its coincidence with Gauss1:; function will 
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apparently be higher, the nearer the burning surface Is to a single-valued surface. 

Eqvatlng the two Independent definitions of function P,, (5.61), (5.62), and 

substituting in them the specific forms of functions P. and Ps(x), we will obtain 

the distribution of scales L^, Lg over the depth of the burning zone: 

and 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

where TL is the scale of temperature heterogeneities at the center of the zone. 

From formula (5.65) it is clear that scale L-, increases in time approximately 

proportionally to a, with accuracy up to increase of the quantity a from unity to 

values somewhat larger than unity (for the 

mlcrovolume mechanism of burning). Function 

/■ 
r "] 1 ~ 
I «a f f 
I *W / 
i 
\ I 
\ 

* \ to "" 7 V j I < 
* / ) / 

k t 
1 * ^ 

r jj r 
v N s 

•— f* > r N w. s. 
■~ > ^ s - 1 

^l r ■=) r "T r « U r i r T ?— T 
Fir.. 5.22.  Distribution of scale 
L. and L? over the depth of the 

burning zone. 

-{ffl-iS- 

a determines the behavior of scale TQ from 

the relationship between turbulent and 

physico-chemical factors of the turbulent 

flame. 

The value of a has a tendency to 

Increase with decrease of Reynolds number 

Re of the flow,  to decrease with Increase 

of the quantity i^ or (for constant 

turbulence)  with increase of the quantity 

u ,  etc.    In accordance with this,  scale 

LQ changes.    The obtained relationship.'; 

will a^ree well with results of the experimental 1. vestigations of Kokushkin  [9] of 

distributions of L„   and L2 with respect to flow velocity,   length and depth of the 

flame,  mixture ratio,  etc. 

In Fig.  5.22 there is shown a universal curve of I^/LQ versus x/o.    In Fig. 

5.23 and 5.24  there are plotted theoretical and experimental curves of r„  and Tp 

versus P*,  according to data of Kokushkin [32] after burners. 

Estimation of values of k from the condition !%—      (at a « 1) 

according to experimental values of L0 and a gives the value k = 0,8 to 1.5, 

U 
i 
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Fig. 5.23. Dependence of  Fig. 5.24. Dependence of 
scales L^ and L2 on 

combustion efficiency for 
various flow velocities. 

theory. 

scales L^ and Lp on 

combustion efficiency for 
various values of air-fuel 
ratio (according to data 
of [52]).# 
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Distance from the burner is 500 mm. 

As can be seen from the comparison of theory with experiment shown in Fig. 

5.23 and 5.24, the dependence of scales 1^ and L- an average flow velocity, on i.^, 

etc, is completely described by the given theoretical relationships.. 

If we consider that a « 1 and k * 1, then during detailed analysis of 

experimental values of L0 with the help of (5.60) and (5.62), we can perceive In 

the experiments of Kokushkin a certain anisotropy of local distortions of the 

fronts. The quantity o» (along the flow) according to his data is always obtained 

to be somewhat higher than the quantity o0x (transverse to the flow); this indicater 

the still insufficiently developed local (small-scale) distortions of the burning 

surface for the given conditions of turbulent burning (u /v « 0.05^; v « 30 m/sec, 

lL = 10 mm). 
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§ 6.  HYDRODYiiAMIC PECULIARITIES OF TURBULENT BURNING 
AFTER BLUFF BODIES (FLAME-HOLDERS) 

Peculiarities of the structure of turbulence in the wakes after bluff bodies 

were noted in Chapter IV. Let us consider these peculiarities In reference to the 

wake after flame-holders in a combustion chamber. For this we will use detailed 

measurements of the distributions of intensity of turbulence over different cross 

sections of the wake after flame-holders (without combustion) which were conducted 

in the work of Solntsev [5A]. Complete description of the distribution of e(x; y) 

can be obtained if there are known the following parameters of the turbulent wake: 

distribution of intensity of turbulence along the axis of the wake e(x; 0), functions 

of the mean a(x) and dispersions o(x) (for the turbulent wake).  The distribution 

of e(y) is shown in Fig. 5.25. 

The distribution of e(x) along the axis of the wake after three different 

flame-holders used in the work of Solntsev is shown in Fig. 5.26. All measurements 

were conducted in pipes of rectangular cross section (500 X 175 or 200 x  175 mm) 

after trough-shaped flame-holders with angles of 50 or 60° at the vertex. Width 

or the base of the cone of the stabiliser 2h was equal to 55 or 70 mm. In one of 

the flame-holders, on the lateral walls along the generatrices of the cone there 

were cut strips, and part of these strips (every other one) were bent perpendicularly 

to the flow, so that the inside width of such a flame-holder was equal to 70 mm 

alon;: the bent part of the strips and 55 nun along the unbent part (Fig. 5.27). 

Values of t(x) for each of the flame-holders are shown in the figures. From Fig. 

5.26 It is cJear that the maximum intensity of turbulence over the cross section 

of the wake rapidly attenuates along the axis of the wake, and at distances of ~^0h 

attains the level of turbulence of the external flow. The value of e(x) in the 

external flow weakly increases from values ~5 to 4^, which are nomewhat smaller 

than the level, of pipe turbulence (bfi)   (due to the small contraction of the flow 

Ln experiments [54]), to values somewhat larger than 6^, if the turbulent wake Joins 

with the external flow in layers adjacent to the walls (as this occurs for a pipe 

of 200 x 175 mm), where the value of turbulent intensity becomes noticeably larger 

than 5$ of the level in the flow core. 

A flame-holder with protrusions in the form of strips with the largest width 

of the eenteV section equal to 70 mm gives a s^'newhat Larger value of e(x) than a 

"smooth" flame-holder with the same center section, recuy of the intensity of 
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turbulence after the bent flame-holder occurs, however,   somewhat more rapidly, 

apparently due to the smaller scales of eddies formed after such a flame-hcider. 

Values of e(x)  along the axis of the 

wake can be determined with sufficient 

technical accuracy without conducting 

direct measurements of e(x),  but by 

measuring only the magnitude of the dip 

of average velocities on the axis of 

wake:     (vmax " vmin)-    Wording  co 

calculations given in Chapter IV, 

Fig.  5.25.    Distribution of intensity 
of turbulence in the wake after a flame- 
holder (without combustion)  according to 
data of V. P.  Solntsev. 

E(X) «0.4 to 0.54 (vmax - vmln). 

According to experimental 

distributions of e(x; y), there were 

constructed functions of the mean a(x) 

and dispersion a(x) which define them; 

these are shown in Fig. 5.28. From 

Fig. 5.28 it is clear that the average 

speed of expansion of the turbulent 

wake practically does not depend on the 

shape and size of the stabilizer, is 

constant over the length of the wake 

and is determined for a pipe of 

300 x 175 mm at v = 50 m/sec by the 

ratio u /v ^ 0,1. According to the single measurement in a narrower pipe (200 x 

X 175 mm) and at lower speed (v ■ 35 m/sec), the ratio u /v is obtained to be 

.somewhat smaller (0.065). 

It is still not clear how such divergence appears:  due to large blockage of 

the pipe or due to deviation of the flow pattern from self-similar at the indicated 

average speeds. 

From Fig. 5.28 one may also see that the average boundary for a flame-holder 

with protrusions passes somewhere between those of flame-holders with widths of 70 

and 35 mm. The dispersion function o(x) In this case characterize, the root-mean- 

square deviation of the instantaneous boundary of the region of increased turbulence 

from its average position. Oscillations of boundaries of the refion of increased 

I 
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Flc. 5.26.  Distribution of intensity 
of turbulence along the axis of the 
wake after flame-holders (without 
combustion) and in the external flow 
(according to Solntsev). 

X mm.  ».SO B/seC 

turbulence occur under the action of the biggest vortices shed after the edges of 

the flame-holder. These vortices are quite rare; their shedding frequency is 

apparently determined in mort cases by 

the Strouhal frequency. Dimensions of 

these vorticies transverse to the flow do 

not exceed the half-width of the flame- 

holder h; their dimensions along the flow 

may be considerably larger, especially for 

flame-holders in sufficiently narrow pipes. 

The magnitude of intensity u /v 

calculated according to o(x) characterizes 

the velocity of large eddies transverse to 

the flow. In spite of the most sharply 

pronounced anisotropic character of the 

large eddies, such turbulent velocity fan 

to a certain degree characterize the 

fraction of turbulent energy contained in 

these eddies. By values of F.0 calculated 

according to the magnitude of a and total 

values of e^g measured by a hot-wire 

anemometer and shown in Fig. 5.26, it is possible to see that the energy of larye 

eddies does not exceed 14$? of the total energy of turbulence in the wake. Scales 

of turbulence l,  calculated according to a(x) determine in this case the average 

displacement length of an element of volume of the medium by the largest eddies in 

their average lifetime. The order of the lifetime of these eddies is determined 
.i p 

by the equality 1,/u = D/VE . and the quantity x,, * D/v«e^ determines the order 

of magnitude of distances from the edge of the flame-holder along the flow at which 

H la possible to observe separate large eddies shed from the edges of the flame- 

liulder. 

However, the considered picture of the turbulent wake after a flame-holder 

will ixlst only in the absence of burning after the flame-holder.  The main purpose 

of the flame-holder Is to give the simplest and most convenient constant Ignition 

source of (stagnant wake), which ensures a stable regime of burning In a high-speed 

flow within quite wide limits (with respect to speed, mixture ratio, and so forth). 

-^MMft-ftaa (pipeMtxirt 

«-4M; w-flMie-I 0-4»»! 
nolder «ith protrusions 

Q-4lO'itt-»5  pipetMxin..-Mi^8ec 
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At first glance it may seem that the flame-holder, being a source of high turbulence 

in a flow without burning, serves during burning not only as a source of stable 

ignition, but also as an intensifier of the process of burning in the flame after 

the given flame-holder. 

Analysis of existing experimental data shows, however, that this is not so. 

The sources of high turbulence after a flame-holder without burning are the large 

gradients of average velocities - •M «4 

Fig.  5.27.    The influence of local increases 
of Intensity of turbulence in the region of 
a flame-holder on parameters of a turbulent 
flame. 

the dip in the profile of average 

velocity.     During acceleration of 

the flow in a flame after a flame- 

holder,  the magnitude of these 

gradients can greatly decrease, 

reach zero,  and further change 

sign,  so that instead of a dip  in 

profile of average velocity,  on 

the axis of the wake there will be 

a projection.    In other word:-., 

hydrodynamics of the flow after a 

flame-holder during burning will 

•^ 

be absolutely different from the hydrodyneunics of flow without burning} the hydro- 

dynamics will considerably change due to the conditions of burning (In a pipe or in 

an open flow), due to mixture ratio, and so forth. Turbulent parameters of flow in 

a flame, as a result of hydrodynamics 

of the average flow, will obviously be 

different from turbulent parameter:. 

after a flame-holder without burning. 

Let us now go over to analysis of 

experimental data. If the turbulent 

wake after a flame-holder without 

burning and with burning would remain 

constant, then the burning rate in such 

a wake would be very high because of 

the high values of intensity of 

turbulence In the w-ike, GO that accord in, 
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Fig. 5.28. Average boundaries and 
dispersion of the wake after trough- 
shaped stabilizers without combustion 
(according to data of Sc .ntsev). 
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estimates  of corresponding values  of Uj,   the whole wake would be filled with burned 

mixture.     In other words,   the average boundaries  of the turbulent wake without 

1 urning should under such an assumption coincide with the average boundaries of a 

turtulent flame,  if turbulence outside of the instantaneous boundaries of the wake 

(in the incident flow)  is equal to zero. 

For a sufficiently high level of turbulence of the incident flow (^5^)» 

boundaries of the flame at the value of Up corresponding to it can even be 

noticeably wider than the average boundaries of the wake.    In reality,  experimental 

data of Solntsev  [35],  Bespalov  (Chapter VIII) and Shcherblna  [24]  show that average 

boundaries of the turbulent flame after a flame-holder are always much narrower than 

the average boundaries  of a turbulent wake after the same flame-holder (compare 

Pig,  5.28 and 5.6).    This indicates  that the concept of invariability of a turbulent 

wake after a flame-holder with burning and with burning should be rejected:     in a 

turbulent  flame after a  stabilizer there does not exist the turbulent wake which exist:- 

after  the  same stabilizer without burning.    There appear the questions:    what 

parameters  of turbulence exist directly before the flame and assign values of its 

parameters?    Will these parameters be uniquely determined by the structure of tur- 

l ulenee of the Incident flow,   or will they depend on hydrodynamics of the flow after 

the flame^holder,  on its dimensions,  mixture ration,  conditions of burning and  so 

forth"?    Analysis of experimental data shows that parameters  of a turbulent  flame 

after a flame-holder are determined practically completely by turbulence of the 

Incident  flow  (we consider not flow before the flame-holder,  but the flow of fror.h 

mixture directly before the boundaries of the flame). 

From the data of Solntsev,  Shcherblna and Bespalov given below (see   § 1, 

Chapter VIII),  one may see  (Fig.   5.29-5.32)  that dispersion of a flame after 

flame-holders  is determined by the  turbulence of the  incident  flow, while turbulence 

of the  combustion products  (on  the axis of the flame)  greatly differs from the 

latter,  and depends on the  regime of burning [36],   [37].   [2^],   [33].     Measurements 

of distributions of scales of temperature heterogeneities conducted by Kokushkln 

[52],   showed that  values  of scales  in the burning zone of a flame after a flame- 

holder completely coincide with corresponding scales of a flame after a point burner, 

the scales  of which are assigned by turbulence of the Incident  flow (nee   §  '; 

Chapter V). 

Finally,   quantity uT measured   in a flame after a flame-holder completely 

correlates with turbulence of the   incident  flow and does  not  depend on dimensions 
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of the flame-holder (whereas the magnitude of Intensity of the turbulence In the 

wake after a flame-holder without combustion and In combustion products on the axle 

of a flame greatly depends on dimensions of flame-holder),where values of u after 

flame-holders and burners coincide.  During a survey of values of u  found after 

flame-holders and their comparison with values of uT obtained In flames after 

Ignition sources with "zero" dimensions (birners) (see § 7i Chapter V), there 

is composed the idea that boundaries of a flame after a flame-holder move through 

the fresh mixture with a velocity, determined by the structure of turbulence of the 

incident flow; thus, directly after the burning zone, turbulence can be considerably 

different from turbulence of the incident flow and turbulence in the wake after a 

flame-holder without burning.  In § 5 It was shown that this Is fully possible 

in virtue of the discontinuity of average and fluctuating values of hydrodynamlc 

parameters (selectivelyaveraged over the fresh mixture and combustion products) 

which exists during burning. 
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Fig. 5.29.  Temperatures profiles (curve 1) and total 
head profiles (curve 2) after a flame-holder In a pipe 
(data of Solntsev).  1) 50 mm, 2) 100, 3) 150, 4) 250, 
5) 400 mm, 6) 550, 7) 700, 8) 850. 
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We will now consider peculiarities of measurement of the speed of turbulent 

combustion uT along average boundaries of a turbulent flame ai'ter a flame-holder, 

first for a flame in an open flow. In the absence of a pressure drop along the open 

the open flame, combustion products In 

It expand not longitudinally along the 

basic flow, but transverse to It. Thus 

the average boundaries of combustion 

products after the flame-holder may be 

expanded not only toward the fresh 

mixture, but toward the flame-holder 

axis, filling the space formed behind 

the flame-holder. 

The lower average boundary, which 

Is arbitrarily called the line of 

constant consumption starts at the edge 

of the flame-holder, and further, 

passing around the reclrculatlon :!one, 

approaches the axis of the flame-holder, 

coinciding with the latter at Infinity. 

Fig. L.30. Probability distribution of 
finding combustion products (physical 
combustion efficiency) over cross sections 
of flames after flame-holder in a pipe 
and in an open flow. 

,, • — data of Solntsev, 

U, ■ — data of Bespalov, 
A, A - data of Shcherbina. 

The component of average flow velocity which Is normal to this line is by definition 

equal to zero. For a flame after an ignition source of zero dimension, this boundary 

coincides with the axis of the flame, and therefore is not specially distinguished 

In examining of the latter. 

The upper average boundary starts at the edge of the flame-holder and extends 

toward the fresh mixture.  In the region, located above the lower average boundary 

at a certain distance from the flame-holder, the longitudinal component of average 

velocity remains approximately constant longitudinally along, as well as transvers 

i o t he open flame, and is approximately equal to the average longitudinal flow 

■■elocity v, so 1 hat the pattern of development of the turbulent flame will be 

practically identical to the earlier considered case of an open flame after a 

burner, with only the difference that average increase of volumes of combustion 

products must be calculated taking into account change of the two average-boundaries - 

ilie upper and lower. 
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i Determination of the lower average boundary is the most  complicated.    For 

sufficiently large distances  (> 3 to 4dcir),  when this boundary practically coincides 

with the axis of the flame-holder,  burning rate can be found by the expression 

_■•'■>•   —• •r,       « 
where y(x) Is the ordlnate of the upper average boundary, measured from the flame- 

holder axis; 

v Is the average longitudinal component of velocity. 
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Pig. 5.31.  Combination of two flames. 
Comparison of theory with experiment 
(turbulent flame between two flame- 
holders) . 
a) data of Bespalov, 2a0 = 40 mm, v «= 

■ 90 m/sec, a = 1.4 (homogeneous 
mixture), 

A — x s 200) 
0- X - 400J exPerlment»   theory, 
b) data of Bespalov: 2a0 = 20 mm, v = 

■ 70 m/sec, a = 1.4 (heterogeneous 
mixture), 

u - x = 80, 
0_ x = 100, 
A - x = 300. 
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At  very large  distances  from the flame-holder,   rfhen the dimension of  the flame- 

holder does not  play a  role  in the value of  yCx),   determination of  the quantity uT/v 

can fce performed  Just as  In the case of burners,   according to the  slope of  the upper 

average boundary of the flame.    Values of uT determined taking Into account the noted 

r.y at etna tic peculiarities for a turbulent  flame after a flam^-holder in an open flow 

coincide with corresponding values of uT measured In flames after burners  (see 

i 

In Fig.  5.6  there are given average boundaries and dispersion of a turbulent 

flame after a single flame-holder in a pipe,   calculated according to   [34].     From 

Fig.   5.6 it  is clear that average boundaries of the flame after flame-holders of 

various dimensions and various angles at 

the vertex occur practically In parallel 

wlth each other,  with the  same slope tc 

the direction of the incident flow.    The 

Intensities of turbulence of the  incident 

flow,  according to measurements by hot-wirp 

anemometer,  were in all cases Identical 

and equal approximately to the steady-state 

level of pipe turbulence  (4  to 5$).    From 

Fig. 5.6 it is clear that the same valuer. 

of  intensity of the turbulence are obtalneii 

from calculations with the dispersion 

function.     For decrease of  the Influence 

of averaging errors of the  thermocouple, 

function IT(X)  was calculated  over the  lower 

half of the profile of average temperatures.     Dispersion functions n(x)   for al] 

three  flame-holders  are practically identical,  and  coincide with the  dispersion of 

turbulent diffusion  of the incident flow.    The understating of the value of o(.v)  at 

large  length::  of  the   flame after a flame-holder with diameter of 70 mm can  be explained 

by the contraction  of the flow of fresh mixture during approach of boundaries of the 

flame   t    wall;-,  of  the pipe  (by increase of average  velocity of the incident  flow 

along the pipe). 

Possibly for rhic reason,  for function a(,x)  of this  flame there  is  noticed a 

weak  inflection  (weak  Jecrease of the ölope  of function a(x)].     Let us  note  that 

Fig.  '3.32.    Distribution of the mean 
a(>)  and dispersion  o^ of a flame 
after a flame-holder.    Data of 
.'ii.'hffbina:  v » 26  m/sec,  a = 1.48, 
e- H*1.48, 
• -a(x). 
□ - a =  1.8ü, 
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"such an understatment" is also fully possible due to errors in the calculation of 

points. The straight lines of the average boundaries a(x), as one may see from 

Fig. 5.6, converge not to the edge of the flame-holder, but in the region of the 

stagnant wake after the flame-holder. For flame-holders with diameter d = ?5 mm 

and angle at the vertex of the cone of 50°, the distance from the edge of the 

flame-holder to the point of intersection of the average boundary with the stagnant 

wake is approximately equal to 150 mm. For a stabilizer with diameter of 5^ mm and 

angle of 60°, and for a stabilizer with a diameter of 70 ram and angle of 30°, this 

distance is noticeably shorter, and is equal approximately to 100 mm. At this tiis- 

tance, according to our concept, there is formed a turbulent flame front. Conditions 

for the existence of a burning front in the vortex sheet on the boundary between the 

stagnant wake and the incident flow of fresh mixture, which is continuously malntalnei 

by heat from the combustion products of the stagnant wake, and which is motionless 

relative to the Incident J.ow, are replaced by conditions for existence of a burning 

front moving Independently toward the Incident flow of fresh mixture. At this dis- 

tance there Is answered the question about independent existence of a turbulent 

flame after a given flame-holder. Therefore, the magnitude of this distance will 

depend on the mixture ratio, dimension and shape of the flame-holder, but will never 

exceed the length of the recirculatlon zone (stagnant wake) after the flame-holder. 

Values of u^/v calculated pccordlng to the average slope of the average 

boundaries will agree with values of the intensity of turbulence of the incident 

flow, with corresponding values of u.Vv measured behind flame-holders in an open 

flow and behind burners ( § 7).  This indicates the fact that the flow 

pattern of fresh mixture in the flame after a flame-holder turns out to be practically 

the same as in the case of a flame after a linear burner (in a pipe) (see § b), 

but both halves of the flame are spaced at the edges of the flame-holder. 

Mathematically this means that the transverse component of average velocity, averaged 

selectively only over the fresh mixture, is practically equal to zero at any point 

of the flame, since by imposing this condition on either of the halves of the 1'lame 

after the flame-holder, it is possible to arrive, just as in the case of a flame 

after a linear burner (§ 5), at the formula 
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Physically  this means that an arbitrary elementary volume of fresh mixture, 

for Instance,   passing along the edge of a flame-holder,  moves practically parallel 

to the axis of  the pipe without experiencing average deflections to  the axis of the 

turbulent  flame until fresh mixture in this volume starts to burn.     Elementary 

volumes of the  formed combustion products can then expand and laove  longitudinally, 

as well as transversely across the basic  flow,   thus filling the space after the 

flame-holder.     In practice such a picture of the flow 3s apparently obtained, 

because in the process  of formation the hydrodynamics of a turbulent flame after a 

flame-holder,   it  is easier for forces of pressure and Inertia to form a new flow of 

the light,  hot  gas which  is formed than to change the existing motion of the heavier 

(with greater inertia)   flow of fresh mixture. 

With such a consideration another experimental fact becomes more understandable: 

why dispersion of  the turbulent flame after a flame-holder turns out  to be practically 

equal to the root-mean-square turbulent  displacements of volumes of fresh mixture. 

If the turbulent  flame is located after a  single flame-holder in the pipe,  then 

there always appears the doubt:     is such a flame compressed by the walls of the pipe 

enough that flow In It  can be considered to be  the same as  in a closed flame.    For 

Instance,  in the experiments of Shcherbina  [2k],  the turbulent flame Is actually 

open,  tilthou-'.  it  stands  in a pipe,  but  the average boundaries of the flame do not 

a(*)i'rf*l 

without grid 

600 x IM/ 

Flf. v.33. The influence of a turbulence-generating 
grid before a rlame-holder on parameters of the 
turbulent flame. 
Grid »-lo <»,<yrA-u%-rS%, «-I.S. r.-vc, r.-iiarc. e-s» «'CM. 
t*-K MM, 

cover the entire cross sectia 

of the pipe.  Therefore, it 

is expediently to consider 

parameters of turbulent flames 

after a group of stabilizers 

in a pipe, when It Is surely 

possible to speak about a 

closed flame.  In Pig. b.7 

there are given graphs of 

functions of the mean a(x) 

and dispersion a(x), which were 

calculated over fields of 

average temperatures with 

rroup placement of flame-holders according to data of Solntsev. Comparing these 

data with the same data, but after a single flame-holders (presented In Fig. 5.7), 
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It is possible to see that values of v^/v and u /v calculated according to tne 

mean and the dispersion practically coincide;  i.e.,  the given data ar"ter a single 

stabilizer indeed pertain to the case of burning of r   flame in a pipe. 

Till now there have been presented cases when turbulence of the incident flow 

was practically equal to pipe turbulence:    the intensity of turbulence of the 

incident flow oscillated moreover In dependence on the accuracy of calculation and 

measurements, and also on small local contraction of the flow within the range of 

values »-J to 5J6..    In Fig.  5.33 and 5.31» there are given graphs  of functions of the 

mean and the dispersion of a flame In that case when before the flame-holder there 

is Installed a turbulence-generating grid.    The largest value of intensity of 

turbulence after the grids,  shown in Fig. 5.33 and 5.3^, were equal to 13 and 2ü:,'/. 

In the plane of location of the flame-holders,  values of intensity of turbulence 

were essentially smaller;  at the end of the flame they decreased to values of pipe 

turbulence ~5Sf.    Effective values of intensity of turbulence of the incident  flow 
i 

at the beginning of the flame can most accurately be Judged by values of u /v 

calculated according to dispersion of the flame. 

Prom Fig.  5.33 and 5,3^,   it is  seen that average values  of u_,/v at  the 

beginning of the flame correspond to values of the intensity of turbulence of the 

incident flow at the beginning of the flame (according to data of Soxntsev at 

e * 7 to 12$, uVv •» 0.07 to 0.1).     With decrease of the value  of e along the flame, 

the quantity uAr also decreases.     This is especially noticeable for a stronger 

tucbullzing grid,  for which the difference between values of  Intensity of turbulence 

at  the beginning and at the end of the flame is greater.     In Fig.  5.33 and ^.5JJ 

there is also seen a large difference between values of the mean and the dispersion 

or  the flame after a flame-holder with grid and without grid.     However,  this 

dii'i'erence,  as can be seen,   is fully explained by the difference between levels     ;' 

turbulence of the incident flow. 

Thus,  parameters of a turbulent  flame after a flame-holder are completely 

dei ermined by turbulence of the incident flow.     It is possible once again to be 

convinced of this by considering two other specific forms of the Influence of 

turbulence  of the Incident  flow.     This is the  influence  of  local increases and 

decreases  of turbulence of the fresh mixture on parameters  of a turbulent,  flame 

after a flame-holder.     In Fig.   5.27  there are given graphs of functions a(x)  and 

o(x)  after a flame-holder with prctrussions.    This flame-holder can be considered 

as a flame-holder with  diameter of  35 mm on which there   Is  set a small turbulizinr 
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grid with a height of 70 mm, which gives in the region of the flame-holder a local 

increase of turbulence of the incident flow. What is obtained after such a flame- 

holder may be seen from Fig. 5).27.  In the region of the flame-holder there is 

observed a noticeable Increase of magnitude u_ corresponding to the local raised 

vaüue of intensity of turbulence, calculated according to the dispersion. After the 

average boundary of the flame 

passes beyond the bouads of the 

re;lon -^ the •'-••»i raised value 

of intensity of ^      , '^e 

magnitude of u_/v takes a value 

corresponding to turbulence of 

the incident, undisturbed flow. 

The average boundary of the flame 

is obtained to be In the form of 

a broken line. 

In Fig. 5.35 there are given 

contours of the average boundaries 

of flames when there is considerable 

600 .t *■» 

1'lg. [J.34.  The influence of a turbullzlng 
grid before the flame-holder on parameters 
of a turbulent flame. 
Grid b = 15 (mm), ey  = ?0^ to 5^, a = 

= 1.5, Tj^ = 100oC, T2 = 1320
oC, v = 50 m/sec, 

2h = ?5 (mm). 

blockage of the  section of the chamber by  flame-holders.    With such blockage, average 

flow velocities of the fresh mixture between flame-holders turn out  to be much large.' 

than the average velocity before the 
 r 
BZECBST! 

J 
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Fig. 5.55.  Influence of blockage of the 
section of a chamber by flame-holders 
(flow contraction) on parameters of a 
turbulent flame. 

flame-holders. Due to contraction of 

the flow, the Intensity of turbulence 

between the flame-holders considerably 

decreases (approximately in the ratio 

of the average velocities in the narrow 

place and before it). Values of ^./v, 

as can be seen from Fig. 5.35» then 

turn out to be noticeably lower. Values of o(x) also turn out to be lower. The 

effect of bringing the two flame-holders closer together was Investigated In detail 

by Bespalov (see Chapter VII). According to his data, the dependence of decrease 

of the value of u.j, with decrease of the gap between flame-holders is still more 

noticeable.  However, this dependence may also be explained by deflection of the 

aerodynamic axes of the flame during their approach which was possible in the 

experimentc of Bespalov. 
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The two given examples suggest the possibility of obtaining much shorter 

chambers, with larger mean values of u , If we alternate grids of flame-holders 
T 

with combustion and without combustion. The grid of flame-holders without 

combustion must be set at a distance upstream somewhat larger than the length of 

zone of counter currents so that the flame will not Jump into the recirculatlon zones 

of these flame-holders, in such a manner that the wake of Increased turbulence after 

the flame-holder without combustion falls exactly within the space between the 

flame-holders without burning will be used to the full extent for the IntenGlficatlon 

of the burning process. All necessary rough engineering calculations can be 

performed using data given in this paragraph and in § 7. 

We will consider one more hydrodynamic peculiarity of burning after a flame- 

hoJder, The profile of average temperatures along the axis of a flame, as is 

known from may experimental data, including those data of Solntsev analyzed here, 

undergoes unique dip in values of 
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Fi^« '3.36, Physical and chemical combustion 
efficiencies along the axis of a flame after 
a single flame-holder in a pipe. 

1) theory; 2) - =■ 1.9; e « 

temperatures somewhere in region 

of the recirculatlon zone.  There 

appears the question:  is it 

possible to explain this dip by a 

simple relationship between value.: 

of a(x) and o(x) calculated 

according to turbulence of the 

incident flow, or la this dip 

explained by some Gpeclfic 

peculiarities of the hydrodynamics 

of large eddies in the recirculatlon zone Inherent only to the flame-holder? In 

Fig. 5.36 there is given an example of calculation of physical combustion efficlenc.y 

along the axis of a flame Po(x) and comparison of it with the theoretically 

calculated function Po(-f) according to assigned values of a(x) and a(x).  Chemical 

combustion efficiency was determined by the ratio of temperature at the end of the 

flame to the adlabatic temperature for the given mixture ratio. In experiments of 

Solntsev, this efficiency oscillated within the interval of values i)   (00) = 

= Ü.95 to O.96. Likewise, according to values of temperatures on the axis of the 

flame near the flame-holder (practically in the stagnant wake), t' ^re was determined 

chemical combustion efficiency in the beginning of the flame. It, as should have 
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been expected, v;as .jomewhat  lower  (~0.865).    Through these two points it  is possible 

to draw  a  rraph of +he monotonlc   function n (x),   which is   shown on Fig.   5.56 by 

the  doited  line.    According to the graph of average temperatures T(x)  and the graph 
of" %       (x)  there was calculated the function of physical combustion efficiency 

Pp(x);   the maximum dip of this function at x =  150 mm can be explained if we 

substitute values of a(x)  and  tf(x)  determined earlier by an  Independent method for 

the given value of x. 

In Fig.  5.56,  through experimental points of the function Po(x), there is 

drawn a theoretical curve with parameters a(x)  and a(x)  of the theoretical value 

of Pp(x)   which were given earlier.     It is possible to explain the dip by existing 

values  of functions a(x)  and a(x).     The value of the "dip" given in Fig.   5.36 was 

the  largest  in the experiments  of Solntsev.    All other values were less.     In 

general,   the magnitude of this  dip can be noticeably larger,   especially in pre- 

ceparatlon  regimes of burning,  when the average boundaries of  the flame converge at 

the  end  of  the  reclreulatlon  zone  [the magnitude of a(>:)   in  these cases may be 

noticeably  ^ess than the half-width  of the flame-holder,   and  comparable with the 

magnitude  of the dispersion o(s)]. 

§ 7.     EMPIRICAL DEPENDENCES OF THE SPEED  OF TURBULENT 
COMBUSTION ON  PARAMETERS OF TURBULENCE;   COMPOSITION 

OF THE MIXTURE AND  PRESSURE 

Earlier  It  was noted that  the  overwhelming majority of Soviet Investigators  of 

turbulent combustion determined not  the speed of turbulent combustion measured 

nccordlng to  the speed of growth of the mean-statistical boundary of the turbulent 

flame,   but   the  apeed of turbulent  propagation of the  flame measured according to 

1 he speed  of growth of the  "front"  boundary of the  flame.     This  error was a  logical 

result  of the erroneous opinion that width of the macrozone of a turbulent flame  Is 

stationary  since with stationary width of the zone  it maker, no  difference which 

1 oumiary  Is  used  to measure  the  velocity of propagation  of  the   flame into the fresh 

mixture:     any 01   these speeds will  determine the burning speed  of the fresh mixture. 

With  such a definition of burning speed,  experimenters  did not note a series of 

ther  remarkable properties of the speed of turbulent combustion u_!   its relatively 

:-nw 11   magnitude,  which is  fully explainable by turbulence of the  incident flow;   Us 

stationarity   for uniform turbulence when width of the macrozone   is non-stationary; 

the  "rapid  response" of  the magnitude u    during fast changes of turbulence  (see 

§ 6,   Chapter V);   the poccii le decrease  of the value  of u    by large-scflle 
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turbulence to values, noticeably smaller than the speed of laminar burning u ; the 
H 

universality of parameter uT;  and,  finally,   the existence of  limits  or propa^at 1 'n 

of a stationary turbulent flame front for a strongly developed local structure of 

turbulence.    Let us note, however,  that the last fact recently was reflected In a 

number of experimental works [58]»   [?9].     For determination of parameters  of a 

turbulent flame there were used experimental materials of Bespalov,  Vlasov, Lushp, 

Solntsev, Talantov and Khramtsova.      According to experimental functions  a(x) there 

were determined values of intensity of turbulence and diffusion coefficient;  in all 

cases they appeared to be equal to corresponding parameters of the  incident flow 

measured directly.    Therefore,  in all those cases when Independent measurements of 

turbulence were not conducted,  parameters  of turbulence calculated according to 

function a(x) were taken as parameters of turbulence of the Incident  flow.     Values 

of u /v and DT/v calculated according to profiles of average temperatures  measured 

by thermocouple may be somewhat understated due to errors from averaging by the 

thermocouple [41]. This error will be minimum during calculation of 'i(x)  according 

to the lower half of the profile of average temperatures.    Values of D /v calculated 

according to a(x)  of a flame in a pipe may be  somewhat understated due  to  possible 

decrease of growth of a(x)  during acceleration of flow in the pipe   (see  §  b) • 

Values of Dlr/v calculated according to o(x)   of the flame of a Funsen burner ma.v  be 

somewhat exaggerated due to increase of the level of turbulence at  the end  of the 

flame, when the latter goes beyond the limits of the core of constant  turbulent 

velocities.    However,  comparisons of values of u /v and l5T/v calculated according 

to a(x)  with values given by direct measurements  of u /v and DT/v under bliese 

i'onditions  indicate that  the magnitudes of the above mentioned  errors  are  small  In 

practice,   so that  these values,  with the  indicated  reservations,   can be  taken .'is 

parameters of turbulence of the Incident  flow in  the case when  direct measurements 

are absent,  or the accuracy of these measurements  is less reliable. 

The value of u /v was determined according to the function or the mean a(x). 

In all cases, without exception, when it was possible to guarantee homogeneity of 

turbulence across  (transverse to)  the flow,   the value of u /v remained constant alone 

♦K.  P.  Vlasov and Yu.  A.  Gncherbina participated in selection and analysis of 
the gathered material. 

**The highest accuracy Is given by calculation of n(x)  according  to fields of 
velocity head of the  flame in an open flow. 
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the   flame  [functions  a(x)   were  straight  lines].     Error  in  determination of u^/v and 

u,Tp/vT1   according  to  function a(x)J  and determination  of  function a(x)  according 

to profiles of average parameters turns cut  to be much smaller than corresponding' 

errors  during calculation of u /v;  DT/v and c(x)  by any methods of measurement  of 

the  distribution of average parameters.    The largest error in determination of 

u /v from u T^/vT.   for the  Inverted cone of flame turns  out to be during calculation 

of  the magnitude T0/T,,.     For a  flame in a pipe,   corrections for expansion do not 

have  to be introduced,  but   it  is necessary to be sure  that  the flame is  indeed 

Located within the pipe. 

In Table '3.3   there are given  results of processing of the data of VMasov,   Lushp, 

oolntsev and Scherbina.     Values  of intensity of turbulence E% calculated according 

to  c,   measured by a hot-wire anemometer  [HWA]   (YTA)   and by the optical-diffusion 

method   [ODM]   (QJ^)  ai'e  designated accordingly by es   EyTA*   e0JlM*    Values of measured 

temperatures T.   and Tp are also  entered  in the table with Indication of their method 

a' measurement.    Values of u_/v turn out to be of  the same order for burners and 

for  flame-holders;  they,  as a  ru.le,  are somewhat  lower than or equa]  to correspondlnr 

values  of the intensity of turbulence of the Incident  flow  (at u    > u  ),     Obtained 

values  of uT/v turn out  to be  two or three times  smaller  thean corresponding values 

for  völocity of propagation uT/v,   since,  according to   S  5»   we havo 1— =-H_ + 
i 

+  (2 to  f:) —,  and  so  forth. 

The value of uT noticeably increases with growth of turbulent velocity of the 
i 

incident  stream u ,  and apparently by the same  law for any method of change of 

magnitude u    (by increase  of average speed,   installation of turbullzlng grid or 

cont raction,  anil  so forth) .     During strong extinguishing of  turbulence by a 

contraction  (data of Lushp),   the  values of uT  turn  out   to be of the order of IL.  or 

even   less  than u  ,     Let us n> tv  that  going only the  data of Lushp,   It  is  impossible 

to  ar.i-.ert  that  u,_  is  less  than u   ,   inasmuch as  it  Is  possible to have douK   about 

the   i rue  value of u    due  to  the   fact  that  the   regime  of burning indicated by  the 

author with respect  to a and T.   was  inaccurate,  and also due  to the noticeable 

disagreement  between absolute  values of IL   in the data  of various authors.     In 

Table  '■.1  there are given  data   on uH according to Inozemtsev,  which  for the  regime 

Indicated   by  Lushp with   respect   to  a and T-   are   larger  than  values  of u    measured 

according to the magnitude  da/dx =  uTT0/T.v at  the minimum possible values of Tp/T-i • 

If,   however,   for determination  of uH we take  the  data  of other authors  (Dagger,   etc). 
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then u^,  turns out to be somewhat larger than v^.    It Is possible,  however,  to be sure 

that-for a still higher degree of extinguishing of small-scale  turbulence,  values of 

uT will become Iftss than the corresponding speed of laminar burning uH.    If we 

divide the experimental value of uT in the experiments of Lushp by the average 

relative magnitude of the burning surface, then we will obtain a value of the 

average normal valocity with respect to the burning surface uH T much smaller uH, 

which once again Indicates the inconstancy of the magnitude uH T with respect to 

the burning surface. 

Frequently in the literature there are given curves of combustion efficiency 

(temperature)  along the flow axis between two flames (axis of the flame of a Bunsen 

burner, axis of flow between edges of two flame-holders, and so forth).    By such 

experimental data it is also possible,  with accuracy sufficient  for practice,  to 

estimate all necessary parameters of turbulence and the magnitude uT/v.    Really, 

from geometric considerations and the scheme of statistical addition of turbulent 

flames between two ignition sources (Fig. 5.37)* it Is possible to write 

-Ä. A# + 2.59 (jg = a, «* 2,5» - Mn « ä «»tg « « 8r-^i-, (5.66) 

where a0 — half of the distance (transverse to the flow)  between ignition sources; 

IL — distance along the flow axis from ignition sources to  the beginning of 
the rise of the profile of average temperatures (height of the Inner 
cone of a Bunsen burner); 

6_ — distance along the flow axis  from the point of beginning of  the tempera Lure 
rise to the point of ending of the temperature rise. 

The value of coefficient 2.5 corresponds to a 5% deviation of the  "beglnnln." 

point" and  "end point" of rise of the profile of average temperatures from the 

temperatures T^ and Tg respectively. 

Substituting the second equation In the first, we will obtain 

hence 

ana 

" «.Si^ + At)    ^    2.5» 

(5.67) 
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The first equation gives a certain average value of uT/v over the length of the 

flame. Let us note that velocity of propagation then Is determined by the quantity 

u/v * SQ/L^. The accuracy of determination of u^v by this equation turns out to 

be higher« the less the influence of mixing of the flame with the surrounding air. 

During strong mixing (for instance, at low pressures in the stream), the measured 

value of 6T can be noticeably understated, and the value of uT due to this can be 

noticeably exaggerated. The second equation gives the value of a for a certain 

average value of x  between values of IJ^ and T. +  5T. For very short flames 

(u/v is large, 6 is small), according to the value of a  It is possible to give 

an estimate of the magnitude of intensity of turbulence of the incident flow, after 

writing according to Taylor's equation: 

";  X^TS^T' (5.68) 

and for sufficiently long flames {u^/v  Is small; and BT Is large). It Is possible 

to estimate the coefficient of turbulent diffusion, using the other limiting 

solution of Taylors equation: 

'    Ifcf)     .(.. + ^)("-'- <5-69) 

Data of Talantov and Bespalov processed with the help of the given relations 

are given in Tables 5.2 and 5-5. 

• 

Fig. 5.37. Determination of parameters of a flame 
according to the profile of combustion efficiency 
along the axis of a Bunsen burner. 

1) flame front; 2) average external boundary of 
combustion products. 
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From the given tables It  is clear that  values of u /v calculated according to 

c practically coincide with values of u /v measured by hot-wire anemometers.    The 

certain insignificant systematic understating of values of e     as compared to valuer. 

of eyjß can be explained by the above mentioned syctematlc errors  in the determination 

of quantity e     (by the large value of x).    The value of D /2a0v calculated according 

to o  from data of Talantov coincides with the corresponding value for pipe 

turbulence measured  directly by the optical-diffusion method  (see Chapter IV), 

Vnlues of VL/V for corresponding values of average speeds and mixture ratio 

coincide with the data of Flasov and Solntsev given earlier.     In Table 5.2 for 

comparison there are given values of uT/v and of L^ and 5T, according to which the 

ratios u^/v and tu/v were determined. 

From the given data one may also see that uT/v practically does not depend on 

the shape of the flame-holder (see Table 5.3)*  decreases with increase of average 

flow velocity and increases with increase of the magnitude uH.    The dependence of 

u /v on average flow velocity is represented in Fig.  5.58.    The character of the 

dependence of uT/v on average velocity v for e  = 3 to 5^ according to data of a] L 

authors is  identical;  for strictly identical values of parameters  of turbulence and 

identical properties  of the mixture,  all data can apparently be plotted on one curve. 

From the curves  shown in Fig.  5.38,   it  is clear that the exponent  of average flow 

velocity in the dependence of u_ on average flow velocity increases continuously 

from 0.6 to 0.7 and higher in accordance with the theory.    The character of the 

dependence of u /v on u    according to data of all authors  is qualitatively Identical, 
T H 

but the quantitative disagreement between date  of Talantov and that of the other 

authorr. is  quite pronounced.    According to data of Besaplov, Vlasov and Khramtsov 

(see Table 5.1*),   the value of u /v Increases with Increase of IL.  taken to a much 

smaller power than according to Talantov  (see Table 5.2).    Disagreement between the 

data of Talantov and that of other authors can first of all be explained,  in our 

opinion,  by the understated values of u„  indicated in the work of Talantov.    For all 

i r the other authors,   there were used data of Inozemtsev of u„ measured approximately 

under the same conditions;  if,  however,  these data have a certain absolute error, 

then the relative error arising during comparison of data of all of the authors 

turns out to be small.     The stronger dependence of u^v on u    and higher values of 

u /v according  to Talantov can be partially explained by  two other circumstances: 

by considerably  smaller values of average velocities and considerably smaller scales 

of turbulence.     Fir instance,  at an average flow velocity of '   m/sec,   t lie  value of 
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u /v changes ncsordlne to Tnlantov within the Interval of values 0,04 to 0,00, which 
H 

comprlaeo the overwheimlngly larger part  of the quantity v^/v.    If we subtract from 

all values of u /v the values of u /v corresponding to them,  then the data of 
T H 

Talantov will lie practically on the same curve of (u- - uH)/v versues uH, but 

thlD curve will nevertheless pass above the one given by the other authors.    Let us 

note that due to the large magnitude of u /v at small average velocities, curves 

of u /v versus v (see Pig.  5.38)  go steeply upwards with decrease of average 
T 

velocity.    Scales of turbulence in the experiments of Talantov were approximately 

five times  less than the corresponding scales In experiments of the other authors. 

Although the dependence of u /v on scale is relatively weak,  this could also lead 

to a certain noticeable Increase of values of u /v In the experiments of Talantov. 

Data of Bespalov are Interesting because of the wider Indicated range of change 

of properties of the fresh mixture.    If we consider the possible causes of 

disagreement of data of various authors,  including here the considerable errorn of 

the given approximate calculation of u /v, then it Is possible to plot the most 

probable curve of absolute values of u /v versus v and u j  this curve will pass 

somewhere in range of values of Solntsev, Vlasov and Khramtsov. 

The given graphic dependences can be transformed to an analytic dependence 

which is more convenient for engineering calculation: 

(5.70) 

where A « 1 (minimum value of A, according to data of Bespalov, equal to 0.7). 

Values of vi are taken according to data of Inozemtsev for ganollne-alr 

mixtures. Let us note that the given dependence is useful only for technical 

calculations of burning of lean mixtures. Inasmuch as It reflects the physical 

content of turbulent combustion only in approximate form. For instance, all of the 

complicated dependences on T^ and Tp in terms of the pa^^meters Tp/T,; D J u , etc, 

are expressed in this relationship only in terms of the parameter u . Formally 
H 

this can be done only because the given parameters are physically related with each 

other,  consequently they are analytically related.     Change of the value of Tp with 

mixture ratio turns out to be similar to the change of u ,  so that  it is still not 
H 

exactly known why the value of u changes with mixture ratio similarly to u : due 
T H 

to change'of the actual value of u or the value of T0, besides change of u . To 
H ^ H 

this question there was dedicated a special experimental investif.ation by Sokollk 

and Karpov [^9].  For technical calculations all these fine points turn out to be 

»f-i4«,r ■«!•». 
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Immaterial as long ac It la pouulHe to expreos them formally niath«n*tleally by a 

dependence on any one parameter T,} T- or uH. The dlfl'erence betwreri empirical 

coei'flclentB In relations of auch type can appear only with conolderable change of 

'he physico-chemical side of r.he processi with essential change of type of fuel, 

vnlue of D . a, v,  and so forth. 

Likewise with the help of the above obtained relatlonohlpn, there were 

pruoeaced the data of Khramtr.ov [^0], According to vaiuep. of T.  and f)_ given In 

woi-.k [40] we can determine the speed of turbulent burning u_ which Is of Interesting 

ar.d estimate by the calculated value of o the average values of the parameters of 

turbulence along the length of the flame. From the systematic errors of such 

r.-alcu Latlon, in our opinion only one error will be important In the determination 

of value of 6 . The fact la that due to strong agitation of the submerged stream 

In the limited volume of the pressure chamber, temperature along the axis of the 

flame in experiments of Khramtsov attained the greatest value (much smaller than 

the value of the temperature of combustion products) and further began to drop along 

the axis of the flame due to mixing with the surrounding air. Thus, values of F^ 

measured by Khramtsov from point of beginning of rise to the point of end of rir.e 

of the profile of average temperatures turn out to be too low as compared to the 

value.-, or & contained in relationships (5.66) and (5.67), which were derived taking 

into account mixing. This gives a certain exaggeration of the value of u_/v, which 

docs not exceed, however, according to our estimates 5 to 15$. This error will 

rhow up more in the determination of o op' Results of calculations of corresponding 

parameters nccording to data of Khramtsov are given in Table 5.4. 

Intensity of turbulence calculated according to a  Is not given, since It li 
cp 

obtained to be greatly understated for two reasons: from large values of x 

at which the first limiting equation of Taylor is inapplicable, and due to 

cp 

understated  values  of 6, For those values of L.   which were  observed In  the 

experiments of Khramtsova,   it   Is possible to estimate only  the  ratio D/v,  which  is 

; ne nverage  over the length of the  flame (see Table 5.4).     For comparison.   In  the 

same place there are given values  of D/v measured after the grid  in the beginning 

of  the   flame.     From their comparison   it  is clear that  L/v measured directly behind 

the grid at  distances smaller than  100 mm from the  beginning of the flame  turn out 

to be much  larger thnn D/v measured at  the end of  the  flame  aocordinc; to   ij   so much 

larger that   this difference cannot,  be  explained by the understated values  of 'w, 

obtained   due  to agitation at  the  end  of the  n.-'me.     This  can be explained  only by   the 
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Fig. 5.58. Dependence of -*■ on average flow velocity. 

a) dependence of u /v on uM(T1) 

Data of Bespalov: 

M. — v = 65 m/sec 
12 - v = 90 m/sec 
jj _ v a 92 m/sec 0 

Data of Talantov 

1 — v = 10 m/sec 
2 — v = 20 m/sec 
5 — v = 50 m/sec 

1 4 — v = 40 m/sec 
50 m/sec V5-V 

|4 — v = 96 m/sec 

^e * J to 4^ 

v = 50 m/sec a = 1,5 (Solntsev) D — e a 5^: v = 

- 45 m/sec; a = 0.9 ■• 1.1 (Vlasov); X-e = 15-15^J 
p " 0.6; v = 40 m/secj a » 1.4 — data of Khramtsov; 

4_ e ■ c$: v = 26 m/sec-,  a  ■ 1.48: a = 1.8 - data 
of Shcherbinaj 

b) dependence of u /v on average flow velocity; 

O - (Talantov) a = 1.5, t = 30oC; 
• - (Bespalov) a = 1.4, t = 400oC; 
X - (Solntsev) a = 1.5, t = 1000Cj 
A -(Vlasov)a - 1.1, t = 200oC; 
0 - (Bespalov) a = 1.4, t = 200oC; 
A - (Bespalov) a = 1.4, t = 3ü00C; 
D- (Khramtsov) a = 1.4, t = 100oC. 
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fact that at the end of the flnme, pftrametero of turbulence turn out to be much 

nimtller than directly after the grid; they apparently ore equal to, or even leas 

than the limiting level of pipe turbulence. The value of D/v calculated according 

to the value of BT coincides with the magnitude of pipe turbulence if we only 

crnaider B is understated by 1.5 to 2 timei? due to agitation (mixing). According 

to our eotlmatee, understatement of 5T in the experlmei 3 of Khramtsov Is obtained 

to be of such an order of magnitude. 

On the basis of these data, we can make the conclusion that effective (average 

over the length of the flame) parameters of turbulence are not equal to the 

arithmetic mean between the largest values at the beginning of the flame (directly 

after the grid) and the lowest limiting values at the end of the flame, but are 

located nearer to the limiting least values. The same result is also seen from 

comparicon of values uf u /v and limiting values of the intensity of turbulence 

j:lven in Table 5.^ with experimental data for turbulence homogeneous along the 

flame which are tfiven in the preceding tables.  The same result was noted accord Inc. 

to the data of Solntsev (see § 6, and Table 5.i): with fast decay of 

turbulence after the grid, the value of uVv is very regular with certain averaging,, 

but without uny delay follows after the Intensity of turbulence along the flow and 

rapidly after the Intensity takes the limiting least value corresponding the steady- 

;.;f.ate value of u /c. Thus the average value of u_/v along the length of the flame 

will apparently be described well by u /v., which Is defined us as the average 

over the length of the flame by the relationship 

•'-ff' w*. (5.73) 

In Table b.k there are presented also I-L/V and u /v for atmospheric preasure, 

which were obtained by extrapolation of da^a given  in work  [40].    As follows from 

Table  0.4, u    at  low pressures  can be noticeably less  than uH.    The dependence of 

parameter uT on pressure can be exprtcsed very approximately by the working formula 

«,-./»••«. (5.72) 

(Strictly speaking, the exponent noticeabiv changes with change of initial 

temperature of the mixture).  It coincides with the power dependence given by 
i 

himself for speed of propagation u . 
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From relutlorii.hips given In § 3, Chapter V, It is cle-ir that the basic 

(Jopendence of u on preasure Is determined by the dependence of u on prensure. 

Substituting the experimental dependence u ~ p    (see Chapter IV) In formulas for 

u,., we will obtain a dependence which Is close to the experimental dependence, but 

with somewhat smaller value of the exponent« u_ ^ p ü.?8 This Indicates that u 

decreases with fall of pressure not only due to decrease of turbulent velocity u . 

In order to eliminate the Influence of parameter u   on uT,  there were applied 

crldo [40], which gave approximately Identical values of u    at various pressures. 

(Let us remember that this parameter Is determined basically by the macrostructure 

of turbulence).    If the Influence of turbulence on u^ reduced only to the Influence 

of u   and IU,  then the value of u    would In this case only Increase with fall of 

pressure,  since uH grows with fall of pressure.     In reality,  u.j,.  In spite of  Increase 
0 12 of u ,  decreased proportionally to p  '     .    Decrease of uT can be explained only by 

the Increase of viscosity v.    Increase of viscosity leads to decrease of the 

Importance of the role of the mlcrostructure of turbulence (scale r\ Increases with 

increase of viscosity).     This effect,  as experiment  shows,  turns out to be stronger, 

than the positive effect of increase of D    and T.    The sum of the exponents in the 
i 

dependence of u    on u    and the mlcrostructure  function X exactly gives the total 

experimental dependence of parameter u    on pressure  (0.28 + 0.12 « 0,h),    Let us 

note that when turbulence Influences the burning front.  Increase of parameter T with 

fall of pressure must also be considered as a positive factor:     the more slowly the 

burning front passes through the vortices,  the larger the deformation of the burning 

front by these vortices,  the larger the scale a„ (see § 5) and the larger the 

quantity u-. 

The obtained empirical relationships permit us in the first approximation to 

er.tlmfite the  length of a straight-through-flow combustion chamber. 

Lei   un i'lve an example of such a calculation.     The distance between the nearer,! 

etlfec of two neighboring flame-holders is equal:     2a0 = 40 mm.    The length of the 

chamber according to  (5.67)   is equal to 

I«« (5.7?) 

In the most general case, in this relationship it is necessary to consider: 

1) increase of average flow velocity according to the relationship v(x) = 

I—U-j- (vj an.1 , j are velocity and density of the flow before the combustion 
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chamber) due to fall of pressure along the chamber; 

2) decrease of u. due to fall of pressure along the chamber. 

3) variation of parameters of turbulence along the chamber due to decay of 

turbulence (after the grid)« contraction (dlffuslvlty) of the flow In the conical 

chamber« contraction of ."low between the flame-holders, and so forth. 

However, usually these factors turn out to be not so essential, so that the 

value of r„ can with sufficient accuracy be determined according to the mean values 

of v and u of the Incident (on the flame) flow. 

At Pg - 1 atm (abs.), e - 5 to 6^; a « 1 to 1,4 v > JO m/sec, we have according 

to Pig. 5.38 Uj/v - 0.03 to 0.04; 

so that T tB 
•.a-oo.ot 

.700 to SCO MM 

^fc 

For a homogeneous mixture, combustion efficiency at the end of a chamber of 

length LJJ will not be below 0.95 to O.98 according to the determination of 

experimental values of uT/v in Fig. 5.38. For a two-phase mixture the given 

expressions remain valid if the composition of the homogeneous mixture is determined 

according to the vapor phase of the fuel. The total combustion efficiency will be 

thus determined by combustion efficiency of the vapor phase (TJ « 0.9-0.95) and the 

combustion efficiency of the liquid droplets which do not have time to be vaporized 

before the flame front. Calculation of physical incomplete burning due to 

unevaporated drops in the turbulent burning zone can be performed by the method 

given in Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER       VI 

VIBRATIONAL BURNING  REGIMES 

§  1.     GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC  OF VIBRATIONAL BURNING 

Not  infrequently In the development of combustion chambers,  burning ceases to 

be stable,  as a consequence of which there  are observed knocking,  flameout and other 

similar phenomena which must be overcome to improve organization of  the process of 

burning in accordance with the principles presented in the other chapters.     Sümetlmec 

instability acquires «mother character — burning enters the regime of steady-state 

oscillation,    Wc  do not  refer to those  random oscillations of pressure which always 

accompany the process of fuel combustion,  but to oscillations with large  amplitude 

and a pronounced  frequency.    Not Infrequently such oscillations damage elements of 

the combustion chamber.    They are always characterized by a sharp Increase of noise 

and,  as a rule,   are  impermissible.     In certain chemical industrial apparatus in 

furnaces of boilers and similar devices there are being made attempts  to use  such 

burning as a normal operating regime. 

Burning characterized by clearly expressed periodicity will be  called vibrationai 

burning.    This phenomenon has been the subject of many Investigations   (see  for 

Instance work [3]).    Vibrationai burning can be  characterized by different  frequencli>;;. 

In the hugh majority of cases,  the frequency of oscillations  Is determined by 

acoustical properties of the combustion chamber,   air conduits and the channel through 

which combustion products move.    This  is due  to the  fact that the material whose 

vibrations  are observed  Is made up of elastic  gad masses,   and vibrations  of  an 

elastic  gas are described by the equations  of acouctics. 

Depending upon how the masses of gas vibrate,   it is possible to  speak of "^ero- 

dlmensional"  or "one-dimensional"  oscillations.     The first are characterized  by the 
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fact that pressure in the whole volume is changed simultanoously and IdcntlL-nlly, 

Such oscillations are observed,   in particular.   In cumbustlon chambers of llquld-l'url 

rocket engines and ars described in detail in the literature [1],    These osclllationB 

usually have relatively low frequency and not infrequently are called therefore 

"low-frequency" oscillations.    In combustion chambers considered In the present hook 

as a rule there are realized "one-dimensional" oscillations, in which gas masses 

oscillate in the direction along the flow axis;  i.e.,  there occur longitudinal 

oscillations.    Moreover,  in different sections along the flow axis,  amplitudes of 

the oacillation'J are different,  although they occur with the same frequency  (standing 

waves).    The frequency of these oscillations depends on the extent of the gas flow 

and on boundary conditions.    Inasmuch as masses of gas oscillate not only In the 

region directly adjacent to the burning zone, but also,  for instance,  in f"ed pipes, 

we will consider the following idealized process:    gas moves through a sufriclently 

long pipe of constant cross section, and in a certain region of this pipe there 

occurs burning.    As it is known from acoustics,  the period of oscillation of the ga.s 

in such a pipe T^  (if both its ends are open or closed)  is equal to the  transit time 

of the acoustical pulse through the pipe along the flow and back again: 

1     Ju + a     Jii-a        .1 a«-«1 (••1) 

T 

fat 

whore x — coordinate along the flow axis; 

L — length of pipe; 

u — local velocity of  (one-dlmenslonal) flow; 

a — local speed of sound. 

If one end of the pipe  is open and the other is closed,   then the period   is 

doubled: 

L 
, = 4 f—2_ dx. 1      i •,-«, (<.?: 

It  is necessary to say that  frequencies cu found by these formulas, 

('^) 

will characterize the fundamental tone, or first harmonic  of the osclllatlons. 

However,   there can be excited higher harmonics,  having higher frequencies.    For Un 

first  case  these  frequencies  can be  obtained  from the   frequency of the  first  harmonic 
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by multiplication by 2,  3,  ^,  r'tc.,  and  for the second case - by multiplication by 

3,  5,  7, etc. 

It Is nncßssary to say that frequencies calculated In this way will give only 

ordors of magnitudes of the actually observed frequencies,   since the elementary 

acoustic calculation given above does not take Into account certain properties of 

the burning process.    However, usually such a rough estimate is  sufficient. 

The boundary conditions mentioned  above require a certain explanation.    The 

end is considered to he  "open" in the case when flow in it  is subsonic and the end 

section Is not blocked by structural elements, but it  la  "closed"  in the case when 

total flow arcaü are very small as compared to the cross section of the flow in the 

pipe or arv   xbf-nt altogether,  or If flow in the end section attains the speed of 

3üund  (critical contraction at the entrance to the pipe or Initial section of the 

Laval nozzle at  the exit from the pipe).     When at either one  or both ends of the pipe 

there exist transonic velocities,  the length of the pipe L is defined as the distance 

between the sections in which the  speed of sound is attained,  or between such a 

section and  the  other end of the pipe. 

Along with longitudinal occillations  there can also exist transverse oscillations. 

In this case masses of gas oscillate not  along the flow axis, but  in directions 

normal  to this  axis.    Here there can be  realized tangential oscillations,  in which 

the characteristic dimension will not be  the length of the pipe  L,   but its diameter 

D,  or radial oscillations,  possessing axial symmetry and characterized by the radiuy 

D/2.     Inasmuch as usually L » D,  tangential oscillations will be  characterised by 

higher frequencies than longitudinal oscillations,  and  radial — by higher frequencies 

than tangential.    This explains the fact  that transverse oscillations sometimes are 

called  "high-frnquency" oscillations. 

Upon the  appearance of vlbrational burning,  it  is necessary first of all to 

determine with what type of oscillations we  arc dealing.    As a rule,   this is detcrmlnerl 

by an OGC 111c'-ram.    Knowing the characteristic dimensions of the combustion chamber, 

it  is easy to estimate the  orders  of magnitude of the expected  frequencies of longi- 

tudinal acoustic  oscillations and  "high-frequency" oscillations.     If  the observed 

frequencies are  noticeably lower than those which are determined by formulas   (6.1), 

(6,2)  and   (( .5),   then we have   "low-frequency" oscillations.     In the  hugh majority of 

cases  there appear longitudinal oscillations,  which are  considered  below. 
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§ 2.     GENERATION OF ACOUSTIC ENERGY  BY THE PI'HNINO   PROCESS 

During the analysis of vibrational burning It Is necessary to imagine clearly 

the physical essence of this phenomenon.    It Is obvious that vlbrational burning Is 

a self-oscillatory process. Inasmuch as in combustion chambers there are absent 

devices capable of serving as a source of forced oscillations.    In those rare cases 

when there nevertheless appear forced oscillations  (for Instance,  in the case of a 

nonuniform,  fluctuating supply of fuel by the pump),  their suppression Is absolutely 

elementary. 

As already was Indicated, during vibrational burning elastic masses of gas 

oscillate.    These oscillations are associated with energy losses; therefore,   it la 

most Important to discover the source of energy supporting the oscillation,  and the 

mechanism ("value") which periodically communicates this energy to the masses of gas. 

Let us consider at first the energy side of the process of vibrational burning. 

In Fig. 6.1 there  is depicted a cylindrical pipe with length of L,  through which 

there  flows a gas in the positive  direction of 

the x-axls.     In a certain region a heat Is 

supplied to the gas.    The region a,  with volume 

equal to V,   Is the burning zone.     On the  left and 

the right of o there are located passlvo masses 

of flowing gas which oscillate.    These  oscillation: 

are accompanied by radiation losses of acoustic  energy from the ends of the pip-  into 

the external space.    Oscillations are  supported by processes occurring inside the 

burning zone, where  there  is generated acoustic  energy,  which then flows to  the  L^ft 

and to the right  from a and replenishes the losses. 

We will designate the total magnitude of acoustic energy flux "radiated"  by 

region o by As,  and by A'  and A" we will designate energy fluxes  intersecting tho 

left and right boundaries of the region a. 

Then 

At-A'-A'. ('.'0 

Signs of A' and A" are selected in such a manner that flux A, Is positiv1 If th< 

acoustic energy flows from zone o toward the ends of the pipe; then It is considered 

that A'  and A" are positive,  if energy flows  in the positive direction  of  the  x-axis. 

It is obvious that  the condition A^ > 0 signifies transmission of acoustic 

energy from the burning  zone n to masses of gas  located  In neighboring spctlona of 

Pig. 6,1,    Schematic diagram of 
a pipe with burning zone o 
located inside It. 

-   ■JSt! v, ■■' 
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the plpn.     In cauo of the  Ideal process,  when losses are absent,  thr- condition for 

excitation of the system (condition of instability) can be written in the form of 

inequality 

A2 >0. (6.5) 

Actually,  since  in the absence  of losses  (including radiation losses into the 

external  space) acoustic  energy will  remain in the pipe,   then  in accordance with 

inequality A.,, > 0 the quantity of it will constantly increase,  and, as a result, 

the  amplitude of the oscillations will increase.    This  increase of amplitudes we 

will call excitation of the system,   and we will call the system itself unstable. 

If there-  Is realiEed the  condition 

A2 < 0, (6.6) 

then the  oscillations will alternate.     It is possible to imagine this in the 

following way:    Let us assume  that  the  system builds up with the help of some externnl 

Influence,     Then the oscillating gas masses will contain a certain reserve of acoustic 

energy.     Condition A^ < 0 shows that  this acoustic  energy will flow toward the  j-.one 

a and be  absorbed in it.     In this case the burning process  in region a appears not 

as a generator of acoustic energy,  but as an absorber of it.     Such oscillations 

characterize a stable  system. 

The process differentiating the  two considered processes will be characterized 

by constancy of the amplitudes  of oscillations and be called the boundary of stabil] i.y 

(neutral oscillations),  and the  condition of its existence can be written in the 

form of the  equality 

A7 = 0, (6.7) 

If there exist losses and if they are equal to R > 0, then instead of conditions 

(u.1 >)-{<■'.7)   It is natural to write 

A,- > R - instability, 

Av < R - stability 

Av = 0 — boundary of stability 

(6.8; 

The  found oxpressions can  serve  as a basis for further investigation,   if we  civ 

expressions   for calculation of  fluxes  of acoustic  energy A.     As   it  is known,   the   totnl 

flux  of energy of the gas  flow  is  equal to 

3-=P«(-y- + ^)+/»«. (t.y) 
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where    p - density of gas; 

u - velocity of flow; 

p — pressure; 

T — temperature of gas; 

c   — Its heat capacity at constant volume. 

The first term (flux of kinetic and Internal energy) is not of Interest,  since 

it is connected with mass transfer, whereas the acoustic energy is the energy 

transmitted by pressure.    Therefore, we will be limited to consideration of only the 

last term of formula  (6.9).    Let us assume that in the gas flow are established 

harmonic oscillations 

« — tfi-ftai   8tt = |ft«|«ln(«« + f). 1 (6.10) 

The sign || here and below denotes amplitudes of the corresponding oscillatlcmF,. 

The term pu in formula (6.9) can be represented in the form 

pu~fitut+ pju -f- «08/» + mp. 

By integrating this equality over the period of oscillation 27r/a) and referring 

the obtained quantities to the period,  we will find the mean value of energy flux 

'W 
w 

(M*-A«« + ■ yluipd*. (6.11) 

Flux PQUQ is in no way connected with the oscillations,  and therefore will not In 

considered below.    The second term on the right side, however,  13 the  flux of 

acoustic energy.    Simple calculations give 

M --2-J «a ^* --1-18/»| IM cos?. (6.i?; 

Thus,   the  flux of acoustic energy A depends on amplitudes of oscillation of 

pressure and velocity and on the phase  shift cp between them. 

Let  us   return to  Fig.  6,1.     We  will consider the  flow on the   left   and  on the 

right  of zone  a  to be   one-dimensional.     Subscript  "l" will   I- note  valU"E  on the  left 

boundary of the  burning /one,  and  subscript  "2"  will denot"  values  on  its  rl/ht 

boundary.     Then   formulas   (6,4)  and   (6.12)  will   t.ake the  form 
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Quantities  6u2,  öu.,   bp    and bp   can have various amplitudes of oscillation and 

cnn bo shifted relative  to one another by certain phase angles  [similar to the shil't 

«V  in  formulas  (6.6)].    However,   their main property  is that they will oscillate  with 

the  same period   (identical frequency),  since all four of these quantities are 

connected with oscillations of  the mass of gas  in the pipe, which oscillates as n 

single elastic medium. 

Let us Introduce the  designations 

6ft-6p,-X, 

Atfj—AK, - E. 
(6.14) 

As it is known,   the  sums or differences between sine curves having identical 

period are also sine curves of the came period and have amplitudes and phases which 

depend on the amplitudes  and phases of the sine curves which were added or subtracted. 

Pases  on what has been said,   it   is possible to  state  that  quantities X and  E change 

in time  sinusoidally with the frequency tu. 

The quantities X and E formally here  introduced have a simple physical meaning. 

X  indicates oscillation of  the   resistance  of zone  a.     Actually,  the  static  pressure 

drop p0 - p.  appears due  to thermal resistance and hydraulic  resistance   (flow 

friction) of zone o.     if pressures Pp and p,  have harmonic components fip2 and Bpj , 

then oscillation of resistance p2 - p,  in time will be equal to öp    -  Bp.,   i.e.,   to X. 

Regarding the  quantity E,   it  indicates oscillation of the velocity of expansion 

of the volume of gas  inside  o.     Actually,  due  to heating of the gas inside  a It  Is 

expanded,  and this expansion is  characterized  by the  difference u? - u..    Therefore, 

»Ug  -   6u.   characterizes oscillation of this velocity of expansion. 

E  and X describe  certain general properties of  the  burning zone  rr:     during 

oscillatory burning it Is possible to expect oscillations  of both the  resistance  uf 

zone   o  and the velocity of expansion of gas within  this  zone. 

By expressing bp_ and   Bu0  in  terms of  Bp. ,   ou. ,   X and  E,  and placing those 

expressions  in  (o.l3).   we  will  obtain 

At--— \ {Ebpt + XäM, + EX)di. (^'•) 
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Inasmuch as X and E are  generalized characteristics of  the process of oselllalory 

burning,   it  is possible to state  that the obtained formula glvcts the value of the 

flux of acoustic energy  "radiated" by region o  In the  form of a function of the 

oscillation of pressure and velocity before the burning zone and properties of the 

actual burning process  (X and E),     It is interesting to note that of the groat number 

of possible characteristics of burning,  for finding Av it  Is sufficient to know only 

two - X and E. 

If we agree to designate phase  shifts between E and 6p1 by Vi,  between X and 

Bu^ by ^2»  *nd between E and X by ^,,  then by analogy with expression (6.12) It  Is 

possible to write 

At - i-flEIKNcost, + IXlKlcos-;., + |X||E1 cos+a). (6.16) 

Let us consider two particular cases.    Let us assume that,  for Instanco,  x      0. 

Then 

A*—j\E\m«**i 

The condition for excitation Az > 0 will be satisfied only for -n < ^ < g.    Vor alow 

flows it Is possible in the first  approximation to consider that the oscillatory 

component  of velocity of expansion E Is near In phase to the  oscillatory component 

of heat addition.    Then the most  favorable condition for excitation of the system 

(V^ ^ 0) will be the condition that the phase of pressure oscillation coincide with 

the phase  of heat addition (the maximum of heat addition should occur at the moment 

of the highest compression). 

Another particular case will be  the condition E = 0.     Then 

A—l-IXil«..!«»*,. 

Considerations analogous to those mentioned above will give the condition which 

Is the most favorable for excitation of the system fr 0.     It Ic necessary only to 

consider that Increase of heat addition corresponds, due to increase of thermal 

resistance, to decrease of p2 (and not to Increase of ur   as in the preceding example 

and therefore the maximum of heat addition (minimum of X) should be attained at the 

moment when velocity u. has Its minimum value (f)u, has its maximum negative value). 

The two elementary cases considored here correspond to borrowlne or energy from 

two different sources — the thermal and kinetic energy of the flow. Tills can be 

shown by moans of almple reasoning. 
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1. Whc-n üscillatioii of heat addition  is  In phase with OGclllatlon of pressure, 

t hi'n momcntt} or Increasod pressure corrnapond t"  Increased heat addition,  and moments 

ol' lowered pressure correspond to a dccr-a^ed quantity of added heat.     If we consider 

tdls process  relative  to a certain average  level of heat addition,   then It  is poeslMe 

to nay that during compression of the gas  there occurs extra heat addition,  and 

during rarefaction of the gas there occurs heat  removal.    As it  is known from 

thermodynajnics,   such a cycle gives positive work.   I.e.,  converts thermal energy into 

mechanical energy,   where this occurs periodically.     Consequently,   into the oscillatory 

system there will periodically enter mechanical energy,  building up oscillations of 

the  system. 

2. Oscillating heat addition will give  rise to oscillating thermal resistance, 

dust as any other oscillating resistance,   it can transform part  of the kinetic energy 

of s, flow of gas  incident  on it to oscillatory form. 

Thus,  an oscillatory system can acquire energy from the  two indicated sources. 

Under actual  conditions,   E and X are  different  from zero,   and  the  oscillatory 

system simultaneously interacts with the  two  sources  of energy.     Inasmuch as heat 

addition cannot  simultaneously be  in phase with pressure and  in antiphase with 

velocity,   in general the conditions for excitation are more complicated,  and will 

not be described here.     Formally they are expressed by formulas  (6.16)  and  (6.8). 

Thus,  for analysis of the process of excitation of vibrational burning,   it  is suffi- 

cient  to know  only two characteristics  of the burning zone — E and  X.     The elementary 

considerations  »^iven here  concerning the  relationship of E and X with oscillation 

of heat addition are  intiufficient,   and  their determination requires  special 

InvoGtigations. 

§  3.     IDEALIZATION  OF A   PERTURBED COMBUSTION  PROCESS 

In order to give  a method  for actual determination of E and  X,   we  will consider 

the process occurring in  the burning zone  in more  detail.     Let  u:; make  the  assumption 

that  the extent of the  intense burning zone  a is  small as compared  to  the total lenrth 

of the combustion chamber L  (see Fig.  6.1).     Speaking of smallness of a as compared 

to  L,   let  us agree  to understand by the   region of perturbed heat   addition only thai 

part  of the  burning  zone   In which there  occurs noticeable oscillation  of heat  addilion. 

As  a  rule,   this   zone  corresponds to  the   initial  section of the  region  of burning. 

Tills  is quite  natural,   inasmuch as   initial  sections  of the  region of turning,   where 

burning still has  not  completely developed,   are especially sensitive   to f erturbat.lons 
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of velocity, pressure, temperature and other parameters of the gas incident on the 

burning zone. With regard to sections located at a sufficient distance from the 

flame front, although there may be considerable heat release here, oscillation of 

heat addition Is less probable. 

We will define the boundaries of the region a.  We will call the volume V 

contained between two fixed planes normal to the axis of the pipe inside which the 

process of perturbed burning occurs the zone of perturbed burning. Thus the surfaces 

of the flame and of the region of perturbed burning must not intersect the boundaries 

of volume V when they are In their extreme forward and extreme rear positions, which 

they can take »»,3 a result of the oscillatory motion of the mass of gas in the burning 

zone. 

The burning zone o is schematically depicted in Fig. 6.2. It Is bounded by 

sections F. and Fp. Inasmuch as sections F. and Fp are removed from the surface of 

the flame S, we will consider flow In them to be one-dimensional. For relation of th. 

parameters of flow In sections F^ and Fp, we will write the laws of conservation of 

mass, momentum and energy; 

Fig. 6.2. Burning zone 
(S Is the flame front). 

PI«I-PI«|-7~1P^. 

{6.17 

V fc 

where F — area of cross section of the flow; 

u   - projection of Instantaneous value of velocity of the element  on 
the axis of the  flow (x-axis In Fig.  6.1); 

c    and cv - heat capacities  at constant pressure and constant volume; 

q - latent chemical energy of a unit mass of the fuel mixture   (the 
change of the flux of q at  Intersection of zone  a indicates  that 
part of this energy was converted to thermal energy as a  result 
of the process of combustion). 

In virtue of the Incompleteness of the process of combustion,  q0 / 0.     Intruduc 

ing the concept of Instantaneous net combustion efficiency 

v«AzJtf (6.18) 

it   is possible to eliminate  q? from the equations. 
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Equations   (6.17) relate parameters of flow In sections F^ and Fg.    From thr 

preceding paragraph it is known that excitation of acoustic oscillations is connected 

with differences between pressures in sections F^ and Fp and with dlfl'srences of 

velocities in the same sections.    In order to understand why these differsnecs can 

oscillate,  wc will for simplicity consider that p.  and u.   (section F^) are constant 

and examine what might cause oscillation of pp and u^ (section Fp). 

First,  this can be a result of oscillating heat addition.    Actually,  if heat 

addition oscillates,  then this means that  (p^iuq,   -  p2Upq_) has an oscillatory 

component.    Furthermore, partial derivatives of the integrals will also have such a 

component.     Lot  us  show this in the example of the first equation  (6,17).    Cue to 

oscillating heat addition,  density p behind the flame front S will oscillate,  and 

therefore  the  total amount of mass  in the volume V will have an oscillatory component. 

Consequently,   in the  right sides along with the constants  (p.,  u^,   p., etc.) there 

will be terms with oscillatory components;  this means that p2.  Up,  p2, etc.,  will 

oscillate. 

Secondly,   even with constant heat  addition,  oscillation of p- and \x„ can be 

caused by mobility of the flame front.     Let us assume,  for instance, that the flame 

front oscillates between positions S and S^ in Fig, 6.2.    Then,   in spite of the 

constancy of the density of combustion products,  the mass in volume V will fludust- , 

Analogous considerations can also be given for the two other integrals.    This Ic;; h 

to the appearance of oscillatory components of Pp and u». 

Consequently,  the appearance of oscillatory components of the differences p , - 

- p^ and Up - u., which were desioTiated as X and E,  is connected with the osc^lllal Lon 

of heat addition or oscillation of the position of the flame  front,  or witn both 

simultaneously.     It is possible to show that these two processes cannot be reduced 

to the  same process  (i.e.,  that they arc  äquivalent),  and therefore each of them has 

an independent  value. 

Oscillation of the flame front can be associated with two causes.    First,   It, can 

be a result  of oscillation of flow velocity 5u.;  the flow will,  as  it were,   "drag" 

the  flame  front  after itself.    This cause,   from the point of view of analysis of 

vlbratlonal burning.   Is only secondary,   since it   Is not connected with the burning 

process.    Secondly,   the  flame front can be  displaced due to change  o/ the local 

velocity of propagation of the flame  due   to the  influence of local oddy ?.ones on  Hie 

configuration of the  flame  front,  or other similar causes,  which are very slgnliMnnt 

for this nnalysls.     In order to characterize   them by one  quantity,   we  will   tnlr'   ■■ .', 
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change of the effective velocity of flame propagation Ätter.     This velocity can be 

defined as 

•«•-tei+7~K,(t). (6.19) 

Here V (T) is the volume of hot gases after the flame front S In zone o in Fig. 6.2 

(positive direction of u  Is taken to he opposite to the positive direction of the 

flow velocity vu« since the flame moves toward the cold gas). For a plane flame 

front normal to the axis or' the pipe, this formula will coincide with the usual 

definition of perturbation of the velocity of propagation of a flame. If, for 

Instance, such a flame front is motionless with respect to an observer, then V (?) = 

■ const and Bu  ■ Bu,, i.e., the velocity of propagation of the plane flame front 

strictly follows the flow velocity in magnitude. For a flame front of arbitrary 

configuration, 8u  is a certain effective averaged quantity, which is analogous to 

the perturbation of velocity of propagation of the plane flame front. Below we will 

everywhere use this averaged characteristic. 

Let us define the time rate of heat addition to the gas per unit cross sectional 

area: 

Then, using the first and last equalities (6.17) and also (6.18), it is possible 

to write 

Q'- Pl«|1I.rfl + (I - Tcr)?, f-^-JP^. 

By taking the variation of the written expression with respect to q.   and  rj    . 

i.e., with respect to quantities determining the combustion process,  and eliminating 

terms of higher order of smallness relative to the perturbations 6, we will find 

W - P,«,^«1er + Pi«|V«fc + (' - ^.r) ?l y -^- f P^- 

The last term is retained without change, since it from the very beginning had the 

same order as 5, Actually, differentiation with respect to time eliminated the 

constant tenn and left only perturbations of the written integral. 

Let us assume that density befor'; the flame front is equal to p., and after it 

Pp. Then In virtue of the fact that the fraction of change of volume of cold gases 

V    is equal and opposite in sign to the fraction of change of the volume of hot gas't; 
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V   ,   wc will  obtain 

v/^-f^+x^-h-h)^. 

Taking Into account equality  (6.19),  we will have 

ÄQ' — p,a,9,ft V + p,«,i|cAh + {l~r*,)tli (P2- Pi)(««er - *«i)- 

Thus,  the  last term Is connected with the perturbation ^u    ,  and consequently 

has already boon taken into account  above.     Perturbation of heat addition,  which  Is 

not connected with displacement of the flame front, will be expressed as: 

«Q- PjOtf iHr + P|«l1et«?l- (6. ?0) 

If we linearize system (6.17), then in the final result we can obtain 5p0) bu? 

and, for instance, &pg in term-, of values of 5p. , &u., 5p., 6u , and 6Q. Inasmuch 

as for the considered question, the differences 5p? - Bp. and fm^ - 5u. are of main 

interest,  then it  is better to write  immedißtely 

(6.21 

■ 

■ ; 

-1 

It  is Inexpedient here  to give methods of numerical determination of coefficients 

a^,   ,..,  a2[-   [2],   inasmuch as thoy will not be needed in our calculations.    It  Is- 

important only to note  that all these coefficients are constants,  depending only un 

the parameters of the  steady-state flow. 

In certain cases coefficients in formulas  (6.21) turn out to be  simple.    Let   un 

use this fact to point out certain Important aspects of the process of excl'-athn uf 

vlbrational burning in an elementary example.    Let us consider,   for instance,  a vory 

ulow flow,  and assume  that 5u      is equal to zero.    Then it is  simple  to show that 
cr 

XssO. 

where  k is the  adlabatic  exponent. 

Tliis will give  according to formula   (6.16)  the  following expression for A.: 

^-•—•lAp.llAQIcoslv (6.22 
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If losses of acoustic energy are equal to R > 0, then In accordance with the  firs; 

Inequality (6.8) the condition for excitation of the system will bo 

(6.23) 

Analysis of this inequality leads to the following conclusions: 

*j=±tom*»*i> *- 

1. Inasmuch as from acoustics it Is known that the quantity R Is proportional 

to squares of the amplitudes of the oscillations, i.e., to |öp | , and for the given 

(Bp-I can be considered to be a constant, then excitation Is Impossible If the 

amplitude of oscillation of heat addition BQ is insufficiently large. 

Here it is necessary to explain that we are speaking of the ratio of |5Q| to 

(8p1|, This becomes evident, if we divide both sides of the Inequality by l^p^l . 

2. For a given sufficiently large value of relative amplitude | oQ,|, excitation 

is possible only in the case when phase angle V* lies within the Interval -g < f± <■ 

< i, where the region of permissible phase shifts Tp,   Is smaller, the smaller |bQ| Is. 

Thus, for realization of conditions of self-excitation of the system, It is 

necessary that perturbation of the burning process be sufficiently strong compared to 

amplitudes of oscillation of the medium, and that the phase of this perturbation he 

properly coordinated with the phase of oscillation of the medium. In order to 

introduce definiteness to the idea of amplitude and phase of oscillation of the 

medium, we will take, for instance, oscillation öp. as the base and will compare all 

quantities with 6p.. 

We will use expression (6.20) and assume that mixture entering the zone o burns 

completely (n  =1). Then BQ = p.u.Bq.. Calorific value of the mixture Is related 

dq* 
to the air-fuel a, so that |BQl = p.u. —=■ |6a|.  Consequently, instead of {b,?3)  It 

■^  1    oa 

is possible  to write 

tf ^ V ITT > TTT - con8t > 0' 

where c is same constant. 

The left side of the inequality shows that for excitation of oscillations  th( 

quantity 
;6a| 

lop, 
should be sufficiently large; I.e., the air-fuel ratio sihould suffi- 

ciently strongly depend on pressure of the medium.  In principle, such a dependence 

is possible, since pressure oscillation of the medium theoretically chances the flow 

rate (duo to oscillation of counterprussure) through the fuel Injector's,  usually, 

however, for high-pressure Injectors this dependence is too weak, and such phenomenon 
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cannot, lead to the cxalt.aMon of oscillations. This is a typical example of non- 

satlsfaction of condition (6.2,3) due to violation of thp necessary amplitudo relatlon- 

ahipii. 

Let us assume, however, that the injectors are low-pressure, and therefore (-pr-l 

turns out to be a sufficiently large quantity.  It Is easy to comprehend that in this 

case, with Increase of pressure of the medium, the mixture will become leaner; i.e., 

at moments whon bp^ attains its maximum, 6Q will be at its minimum. Consequently, 

phase shift $.   between 5p. and 6Q will be about TT. For excitation, however, it is 

necessary that it be less than 7r/2. Consequently, excitation also turns out to be 

impossible in this case. However, actually excitation of such a system has been 

observed. The fact is that heat addition does not instantly follow change of mixture 

ratio, since combustion requires a certain time. This leads to a certain delay of 

heat release.  If this delay is close to half of the period of oscillation, then 

phases of 5p and 6Q will coincide (#, = 0), and self-excitation will become possible. 

The given elementary example has shown that during excitation of vibrational 

burning, a decisive role is played by the relative amplitudes of perturbation of the 

burning process and phase shifts of this perturbation relative to the phase of 

oscillation of the medium, where these phase shifts must be considered taking into 

account the time lags peculiar to the process of burning. These eonclusions are 

accurate not only for the considered simple example, but also for the most general 

eases, 

§ 4.  FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

Above it has already been said that during the study of a self-oscillatory 

system it is necessary to analyze the question concerning the source of energy 

supporting the oscillation and the question concerning the mechanism which regulates 

entry of this energy into the oscillatory system. The first of these questions 

ilroady has been considered.  It turned out that if heat addition öQ and velocity of 

prüpagation of the flame öu  oscillate with acoustic frequency, then this leads to 
cr 

tin- appearance of values of E and X different from zero.  The latter, if they have 

the necessary value and proper phase shif1 ■. relative to, for instance, bp. , will lead 

to generation of acoustic energy in the burning zone a,  where this energy Ay  will 

continuously be expended in build-up of oscillations of gas masses flowing on the 

left and on the right of o. 

If we ponder this conclusion, then we can definitely assert that In the case 

■ 
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when perturbations of heat addition or velocity of propagatioii uf the flame are 

different from zero and oscillate with acoustic frequency, then they are able to 

support mechanical oscillations of the medium (acoustic oscillations).  Hut so that 

such oscillations will be self-excited, there is necessary one more link - acoustic 

oscillations must in turn cause perturbation of the burning process (give 6Q and ')ucr 

•rw-> different from zero), where these perturbations must follow acoustic oscillations, 

be perturbed In the sane rhythm, and have the required phases and amplitudes.  In 

the presence of such "feedback" the system will be able to undergo self-excitation. 

Physical phenomena leading to this will for brevity be called "feedback mechanisms." 

In the given example there was considered the following mechanism: the dependence of 

flow rate of fuel through the injectors, and consequently also the calorific value 

of the mixture, i.e.. In the final result 5Q, on oscillation of pressure Bp.. Before 

we proceed to systematic consideration of specific feedback mechanisms, we will 

turn to a simple example which will allow us to clarify the role of feedback. 

Let us assume that organization of the burning process is such that 5Q and f'u c r 
are functions of oscillatory the component of the gas flow velocity before the burning 

zone  5u, ,    This can turn out  to be connected with the  fact for instance,  that with 

change of flow velocity there  is changed combustion efficiency,  and  there occurs 

deformation of the flame front.    Let us assume that corresponding theoretical or 

experimental dependences already have been found and can be represented In the  form 

of the equalities 

(o.?4) 

where k^ and kp are certain constants. 

Equalities (6,24) can be considered as an analytic representation of the fact of 

existence of feedback in the system. Actually, the given representation indicates 

that 6u  and 5Q "generated" by 5u,j i.e., by acoustic oscillations.  Inasmuch as 

k, and k- are constant, then the frequencies of oscillations 6ucr and 6Q will be the 

same as the frequency of oscillations 5u. (acoustic frequency). 

If in the system there appears feedback, then by using equality (6.21) and 

assuming that flow before the burning zone is isoentropic (i.e., ftp.   can be exprosced 

in terms of 6p,), we will write 

EambubPt + bfflUt. 
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Thus E and X essentially depend on feedback factors Jc^ and k?. Substitution of 

K and X In formula (6.15) permits us to find the flux of acoustic energy generated 

by region a: 

^ ' ir J (Ä,*p'+w*6"*+. BW)dx- (6.2b) 

Numerical constants B., B« and B, depend on b.., b^p, ^pi' ^22'  ^,e•, ^n ^c 

final result on feedback factors k. and k«. 

Let us assume that In the pipe there appear acoustic oscillations, for Instance, 

at the first harmonic. Then In the region of the pipe In which the burning zone is 

located, there will occur oscillations of flow velocity and pressure. Amplitudes of 

those oscillations can change in time, but ratio of (ou.| to \^PA\   in the considered 

«pctlon will remain constant; this is a well-known property of standing waves. 

By analogy with formula (6.12), we will give the last expression the following 

form: 

*-■iM* ""-t£h-*£f)- (6.27; 

where ip — phase  shift between 5p.   and  &U-. 

It  is easy to see that the expression in parentheses is constant.    Its sign 

depends,  other things being equal,  on k^ and kp.     Let us assume  that k,  and kp are 

such that the expression in parentheses is larger than zero;   then A^. > 0 and 

acoustic energy generated  in zone a Mill be transmitted  to the mass of gas.     If 

losses are absent,  then this will lead to increase of amplitudes of oscillations, 

i.e.,  to increase of (5p.|     in formula  (6.2/), which in turn will  increase A^. > 0, 

and  as a  result  there will appear a process of theoretically infinite increase of 

amplitudes of the oscillations,  no matter how small the  initial perturbation was. 

Certainly an  infinite  Increase  ox" amplitudes will not occur,   since  then at  some 

moment  of time  th.' burning processes will be disturbed,   acoustle  lawr, will cease  to 

be valid,   and   so forth,  but amplitudes  of  the oscillations  can attain great magnit LH' 
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At other values of k^ and k2,  the expression standing In parentheses  in formula 

(6.27) could be negative.    Then we would have Aj. < 0, and the Initial perturbatlun 

with passage of time would tend to zero. 

The considered example Indicates the essential role of feedback in self-excitation 

of vibratlonal burning.    Namely, feedback realizes tne phase and amplitude 

relationships necessary for self-excltatlon which were considered in more detail in 

the preceding paragraph.    Therefore,  feedback can strongly affect vibratlonal 

characteristics of a combustion chamber. 

There exist many different feedback mechanisms, which in the final result load 

to fluctuating heat release or to oscillations of the flame front  (or to both 

simultaneously),  and through them in turn lead to excitation and supporting of 

acoustic oscillations.    Below there will be briefly discussed the charactcristicu 

of basic feedback mechanisms.    Certainly the mechanisms enumerated below by nu 

means exhaust all probable causes of support ol  vibratlonal burning.    Here we will 

discuss only those phenomena wnlch are  sufficiently frequently observed and 

apparently play a fundamental role In the considered type of natural oscillatlonü. 

Inasmuch as the process of combustion in combustion chambers is connected with the 

process of carburetion,  eddy formation and the actual burning,  then the group of all 

mechanisms of feedback can be divided Into mechanisms connected with carburetiun, 

hydromechanics of flow and actual burning.    This classification,  Just as other 

conceivable classifications,  is of course very arbitrary. 

During the analysis of possible feedback mechanisms, we will everywhere assume 

that oscillations have already appeared,  and will describe the chain of phenomena 

loading to the supporting of these oscillations. 

Feedback Mechanisms Based on Carburetion 

Carburetion,  which occurs in the engine duct,  can be characterized by spatial 

nonunlformity In the distribution of fuel.    If this spatial nonuniformity moreover 

has a periodic character,  then into the burning zone there will arrive  a mixture 

with periodically varying air-fuel ratio or with periodically varying ratio of 

liquid fuel to vaporized fuel,  and so forth.    This can lead to both the appoaranci« 

of fluctuating heat release and mobility of the  flame front. 

The general considerations given here can be made more concrete  In the  followlnr 

feedback mechanisms. 
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Fig. 6.5. Formation of lean (a) and rich 
(b) sections of fuel mixture as a result 
of oscillation of the flow rate of air in 
the region where the injectors are located 
(section A — A). 

1.     Periodic change of air-fuol 

ratio is possible if in the zone 

where the ideally operating fuel 

manifold is located, which gives a 

constant flow rate of fuel uniformly 

mixed with air, the flow rate of air 

oscillates. As a result, flow after 

the manifold will alternately carry 

first a lean mixture and then rich mixture into the burning zone. It is obvious 

that In the burning zone the frequency of oscillations of air-fuel ratio a will 

coincide with the frequency of oscillations of the entire gas column in the combustion 

chamber and air-fuel line; i.e., it will occur with acoustic frequency. This may 

bo seen from the following simple calculation (Fig, 6.3). 

Let us assume that in the section A - A there is located a fuel manifold with 

injectors. Due to acoustic oscillations of the medium, velocity in section A - A Is 

not constant, but has a harmonic component. As a result, in this section there 

will bo formed first rich, then lean mixture alternately. This mixture will be 

carried to the right with average velocity u1; therefore the "wavelength" of the 

perturbation a, which is designated in Fig. 6.3 by X, will be equal to X = "^i* 

where T, is the period of acoustic oscillations. If we assume that in section I — I , 

which corresponds to the beginning of the burning zone a, the average flow of velocity 

the mixture is also u., then the period of oscillations a in this section will be 

X/u.j i.e.. It will also be T,. The mixture ratio, oscillating at the entrance Into 

the burning zone with acoustic frequency, will cause in zone a an oscillating 

combuotlon process, which is a result of both the oscillatory change of calorific 

value of the mixture and of combustion efficiency. 

2.  Oscillations of flight trajectories of droplets of fuel (which are visible 

as oscillations of the "mushroom" of the working injector) can occur as a result of 

üscillation of the velocity bead In the region of location of the injectors, which 

occurs due to oscillation of the mass of gas. Then after the injector .and further 

downstream there will be formed periodically varying local concent ratlone of fuel, 

and possible there will appear other periodic changes in the quality of the mixture 

(different coarseness of droplets, different degree of vaporization, and so forth). 

This phononu-non can give to burning an oscillatory character, which is courdlnati'd 

with oscillations of the medium inside the combustion chaml" v.    Hut inasmuch as 
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oscillations of medium in the region of the  Injectors which load to nonunlformlty 

of the quality of carburetion occur with acoustic frequency,  then,  when It enters 

zone a,  the fuel mixture carrying these nonunlformlties will also,  Just as In the 

preceding example,  disturb the process of combustion with acoustic frequency. 

Thus,  the mechanism of excitation in both of the considered cases can be 

conditionally described by the following:    acoustic oscillations of the medium it-ad 

to disturbance of carburetion;  such carburetion leads to oscillatory burning;  the 

latter leads to acoustic oscillations. 

3, During the use of low-pressure fuel-injection systems the flow rate of 

fuel may oscillate due to the oscillation of counterpressure.    This feedback 

mechanism was described in the preceding paragraph. 

4. Too close location of Injectors to walls of the chamber sometimes leads to 

the appearance of vibratlonal burning.    In all probability,  oscillations In this 

case are supported due to the fact that fuel periodically  (with acoustic frequency) 

hits the walls of the combustion chamber due to oscillatlcn of the air mass,   for 

Instance,  due to oscillations of the  "mushroom" of the working injector.    As a msult 

the process of combustion also becomes periodic. 

Feedback Mechanisms Based on Hydromechanlcal Phenomena 

The possibility of excitation of acoustic oscillations  during burning of 

pre-raixed,  homogeneous fuel-air mixtures  indicates that carburetion  is not the only 

process which makes  it possible  for the mechanism of feedback between acousti'1 

phenomena and burning to appear.    This completion of the  feedback loop enn be caused 

by hydromechanlcal phenomena In the engine  direct. 

1.    Eddy formation in a combustion chamber,  which always has periodic character, 

can be amplified and returned to the  frequency of acoustic oscillations of the gas 

column in the combustion chamber.     If eddy formation has a similar character,   then 

vortices which are  shed will be  carried  Into the burning zone  and will periodically 

disturb both the process of heat  release and  the  stationary position  of the  flame 

front  in it.    To overcome this phenomenon.   It is possible to take  a  number of measure; 

for Instance,   to  Improve the aerodynamic  contour of entrance  sections of the 

combustion chamber,  turning special attention to places where   it  is  possible  to 

expect a diffuser effect,   to bluff structural elements,   and  so  forth,     .".ometimea   Ll 

is useful to place  oefore the burning zone  straightening grids  and  other device;; 

which destroy large  eddies.     It  is  not  difficult  to see  that   these measur';-,   for 
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combatt-lnü vlbratlonal burning essentially lead  to disruption of feodback. 

In KIR.  6.;i  there  is  schematically 

A 

^ 

-\ 

&.■■• &■ 

A 

0)—&- 

Fig,   ('.h.     Formation of eddies,  which 
arc  carried into the burning zone,  as 
a  r   suit   of the existence  of a bluff 
'L-mont A.     In the  lower part  of 
figure we  see breaking up of eddies 
into  smaller vortexes by a wlnd- 
straightener B, 

I'    y^^^^*TSEf\ 

depleted  such a process.     In the upper 

part there Is  shown a chain of eddler 

following at  a distance of X from each 

other In the burning 7.one,  whore  X   - ^T.. 

In the  lower part there  Is given an example 

of destruction of these eddies  by a 

wlnd-straightenlng grid, 

2,    Eddy formation after flame-holderE 

should especially strongly affect  the 

burning process.    As it  is known,   the 

shedding frequency of vortices  from a flame-holder is determined under usual condltlomi 

by  a   series  of hydromechanlcal  rules.    Experiments havo   shown that  if the   flame- 

holder is located in a pipe  In which there are excited acoustic oscillations,  then 

the  process of eddy formation is  "retuned."    In particular,  vortex shedding »tart ■• 

to occur with the  frequency of acoustic  oscillations.     Apparently,   oscillation of 

the  gas column in the pipe,  which leads to pulsating flow aroutid 

the  flame-holder,  to a strong degree  alter the whol'1 proci i-.;-  of 

flow. 

Matching of acoustic  frequencies with shedding frequendi v 

of burning vortices from the  flame holder permits us  to assert 

that  in certain cases this matching can lead to the  appearance 

of effective feedback.     Actually,   powerful eddy formation after 

a flame-holder, which makes  the burning process pulsate,   Is 

equivalent  to the  appearance  of a large perturbation  of the 

effective  flame propagation velocity  Bu„_,   as  follows   from 
C V 

Sr-gSÖsTl formula  (6,19), which contains in this case a  strongly fluctuatlne 

quantity V-CT), 

This  type of burning after a conical flame-holder   (durin,'; 

ig.  0.5,    Eddy excitation of acoustic  oscillations   in the  pipe)  \v,   r •pr-ecnt d 
j'ennat.ion after 
a   flame-holder A ln FiS*   ö*t-)' 
during vibra- 
tlonal burning; 
I   is  cold mix- 
ture;   C  is the 
r i'lon  i if com- 
bust loo. 
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Feedback Mechanisms Based on Characteristics of the Hurnlnc Process 

Hydromechanlcal phenomena and carburetlon considered hero havo lod to an Indirect 

Influence of acoustic oscillations on the process of combustion.    There exists, 

however, a direct influence of oscillations of the gas column on burning, which can 

play the role of feedback. 

1. It is blown that the velcjity of normal propagation of a flame depends on 

temperature and pressure of the mixture; turbulent velocity of propagation is able, 

furthermore,  to change in dependence upon flow velocity. 

During oscillations of the gas column in an engine,   all three parameters of 

flow have a periodic component.    Consequently, velocity of propagation of the flame 

will change periodically; this can serve as a cause of vibratlonal burning.    Further- 

more,  combustion efficiency also can depend on the enumerated flow parameters;   In 

particular,  it can be a function of flow velocity. 

2. In the presence of an ignition source  (flame-holder,  precombustlon cliaml IT, 

and so forth),  the process of ignition of the mixture   can be periodically disturbed 

when average flow velocity Is added to an oscillatory component of velocity caused 

by acoustic processes. 

Actually, every ignition source after which the flams  is  "held" Is characterized. 

In particular,  by a critical flow velocity,  at which burning of the mixture  Incident 

un the  ignition source is still possible.    In those cases when  the  Instantaneouu 

value of flow velocity becomes  greater than this critical velocity,  the  flame   h: 

"detached" from the Ignition source.    When the  Instantaneous flow velocity again 

becomes comparatively low,  the  ignition source begins  Ignition of the mixture araln. 

The feedback mechanism described here plays an Important role. A;: a rule, Milü 

mechanism in a certain degree of development Is observed during burnlnp; of a mixture 

after a flame-holder in the regime of strongly developed oscillations, which Is 

characterized by throwing of the flame upstream. This phenomenon can be overcome by 

means of Increase of the power the "pilot flame" In the precombustlon chamber ami by 

other measures. 

5.     The  process of combustion is  Influenced by acceleration of the  flame  aurfac . 

Hurlng oscillations of the gas column In an engine and  displacements of the  flame 

surface  connected with It,   this   surface  Is subjected  to  the   Influence of very  lar^e 

accelerations. 

Considering the flame surface as  the boundary between two media of dlffermt 

density,   and  considering that   the position of the  flame   front   tr normal to Ui- pipi' 
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axis,  the changing accelerations will also be normal to the Interface between the 

media,  it is possible to consider "gravity" waves on such a surface,   i'imilar to 

waves on Ihe interface between a heavy liquid and a gas (wave formation on the sea). 

From the general theory of gravity waves it is known that they can be either 

stable or unstable,  depending upon the direction of the action of the acceleration: 

if acceleration acts toward the more dense  region (ordinary surface of the sea), 

the  Interface  is  stable;  if it acts toward  the less dense region,   the Interface  is 

unstable.    Instability of the Interface leads to Intense growth of the waves on it. 

Inasmuch as  in the burning zone acceleration periodically changes sign, the 

Interface will periodically be first stable,  then unstable.    This will lead to 

periodic change  of size  of the surface of the flame front due to periodic  increase 

and (.increase of the wave formation on It;   and this,  in turn,  will lead to perturba- 

tion of the effective velocity propagation of the flame in the rhythm of acoustic 

oscillations. 

§ 5.     CERTAIN  RECOMMENDATIONS  FOR  OVERCOMING VIBRATIONAL BURNING 

F'or self-excitation of oscillations there is necessary not Just any feedback, 

but a feedback mechanism which ensures proper amplitude and phase  relationships. 

Above there was presented a theoretical result  [for instance,  formula  (6.25)] 

according to which an oscillatory system is  able to undergo self-excitation only 

when the perturbation BQ is properly shifted  in phase  relative to Bp.   and has a 

sufficiently large  relative magnitude.    Absolutely analogous laws are peculiar t.u 

the process for self-excitation due to the perturbation 5u    ,    Thus,   vibrational cr 
burning can,  in general,  be countered in two ways — by changing the phase  of the 

oscillation GQ and 5u      or their relative amplitudes. 

The first way reduces to influencing the phase of the civlllatlon.     If,  for 

instance,   the   "feedback loop" was completed  as a result of oscllx^tlon of the 

alr-fucl ratio a,   then change of the phase  of arrival of rlched mixture  into the 

burning zone could bo obtained by means of displacement of the fuel manifold alonn tin 

flow axis   (displacement  of section A - A in Fig.  6.5).     In other eases  there  should 

be applied other measures,   sometimes just  as   simple.     However,   as operational 

experience with combustion chambers shows,   such methods do not givf  perceptible 

results.     Attempts   to Influence  the period  of  induction   (delay),   of  the  ignition 

process or "retuning" of the flame front also do not plve a noticeable  effect.     In 

i'eneral,   the  influencing of processes connected with the phase of the  oouIllation 
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extremely rarely gives a positive effect. 

An alternate path is the Influencing of relative amplitudes of 5Q and eucr. 

If we would somehow reduce |5Q(  and  |Buor| to very small magnitudes, then vlbrational 

burning would be ceased Independently of the realized phase relationships.    Conr.c- 

quently, counteraction of vibratlonal burning is more preferable conducted by means 

of decrease of relative amplitudes of the perturbations of effective heat addition 

and effective velocity of propagation of the flame,  and not by means of influencing 

phase relationships.    This experimental result  (the theoretical explanation is given 

in work [2]) indicates the most  rational methods of counteracting vibratlonal burning. 

It is necessary to influence the process of burning in such a manner that relative 

amplitudes  6Q and 5ucr are decreased  as much as possible,   independently of the acting 

feedback mechanism, which is frequently unknown.     Practice  shows that  the best 

methods of decrease of  |5Q|  and 5u      which have a sufficiently universal character 

are measures which lead to disperped burning.    We will explain what has been said 

by a simple example. 

Let us assume that the feedback mechanism is the same as that shown in Pig,   6.3. 

The wavelength of the perturbation a  (distance between neighboring regions of rich 

mixture)  is equal to X.    In the section 

B - B burning begins.     If we create two 

focuses of burning  (for instance,  by moans 

of location of"flame-holders  in two 

different sections),   where  these  focuses 

Hig,R6;nH  r^T^^J^fn^nSÄ'    "e located at a distance of X/2 apart,   as B — B and C — C are regions of location '       r 

of flame-holders  (a - lean mixture;  b -      „*,„,_  *„ -nt^    a. a.    ^-v,  +u     „„   -,<• rich mixture). shown in Fig.  6.6,   then the process ol 

burning will be  distinguished by the 

following characteristic.    Let us assume that the two focuses are located in sections 

I' - B and C — C.    At that moment when  the rich mixture  is located in the  first ol" 

them,   in the  second there will be lean mixture.    As a result,   if mixture having 

a > 1 bums,   the total heat release will be close  to undisturbed heat  release,  siner 

excess heat obtained in section B — B will be compensated by the deficiency of heat 

in section C — C.    After a time equal  to half of a period of oscillation,   the  lean 

mixture will be located in B — B,  and  in C - C there will bn mixture;  i.e.,   the 

process of smoothing out of amplitudes  of the perturbation of hert release will 

continue.     Thus,  this  sliiiple measure  can considerably decrease:   ("Q|. 
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Tlio  rlv'n  "XPJnpXr  has a Eppclall^.oci character;  howovr,   ^vrn  for a  number of 

cth' r rcoflback mnchanlsms it ia possltlc? to ^Ivc analo^ouü considerations.     F'lxpprl- 

iir ntr confirm  that  organization of dispcraed burning is a sufficiently unlvorsai 

m -if-ur    for countoractlon of vlbrational burning. 
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CHAPTER      VII 

FLAME  STABILIZATION IN A  FLOW  OF FUEL MIXTURE 

In combustion chambers of ramjet engines and afterburners of turbojpi-  englnca, 

the flow of fuel mixture moves with high velocities   [of the order of 100 m/sec), 

many times exceeding the velocity of propagation o'   a flame in a laminar flow.     In 

order that under these conditions the flame will not be carried away by the  flow,   it 

is necessary to stabilize  it,  i.e.,  to ensure continuous  ignition of fuel mixture 

at  fixed points of the combustion chamber.    Usually this  is done with help of a 

so-called "pilot" flame   (burner,  precombustion chamber,  etc.) and a syst,em of bluff 

bodlea of different geometric  forms, 

§ 1.     STRUCTURE  OF THE  FLOW AND MECHANISM  OF FLAME STABILIZATION 
IN THE WAKE AFTER A BLUFF BODY 

Investigation of real viscous flows around bodies  shows  [1J  that at moderate 

Incident flow velocity,  after the body there are formed two symmetric;  stable  eddies, 

which with increase of velocity start to be carried off by the flow,   forming a "path" 

of eddies.    With further increase of velocity the eddies  are  so rapidly dispersed 

after their formation that,   for Instance,  after a cylinder at Re      ?,5.10^ the 

vortex  paths are no longer observed.    However,   sufficiently lar(;e eddies continu' 

to be   ühed,  up to Re = 5*10-   [2],    Beyond this limit,   the boundary layer on the 

surface  of the body becomes turbulent,  and the wake becomes a continuous  region el' 

purely  turbulent flow,  retaining,  however,  two stable   (with  respect  to averaged 

velocities) symmetric  regions of circulating motion of the  liquid liJrectly aft'T 'tu 

stern. 

Appearance   of  circulatory motion of  the   liquid   in  the   wake  al't-r .-i   bluft'  bi   ly 

lii caused  by the  "ejecting"  action of the  turbulent   streams   flowinf? around   Lh"  body. 
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11.'.  7.1.     Diagram of flow in the wake 
after a bluff body. 

The flow in the  section of the wake 

directly adjacent  to  the  flame-holder 

is represented  in the  following form 

ield of      (Fig. 7.1).     Flowing around the 
flow ve- 
locities      obstacle,   the viscous   flow ejects 

wake gasaes from the  region behind the stern. 

Up to a certain moment  of time,  the 

mass of gas  in this  zone  is not 

replenished,   since the  zone is "isolated" 

from surrounding space  by the ejectlnp; 

flow and  the walls  of  the  flame-holder, 

and in the  region of  the  wake behind 

Ui.-  !;t' rn thfiv   Is  created decreased pressure with longitudinal and  transverse 

i'f i i."nts.     Under  the action of the  transverse  gradient  of static  prrrjures  stream 

fllamenta  of  the   flow around  the  flame-holder are deflected  toward  the  axis of tne 

w;>k. ;   under the  action of the  longitudinal  gradient  of static  pressures,   along the 

axlü of  tin1  wakiN   there appears  flow directed   toward the body,     simultaneously under 

tli.   action of   forces  of friction caused by  the  difference  of velocities,   in th« 

leiindary lay r  there appear eddies,   twisting toward the axis of the  weke,  which 

replenish  tin   mass   of gas ejected from the   region behind  the  stern. 

As  a reuult   In  this  region there  appears a recirculation  zone.     Inside  tin 

ivclrculation  /.one   there  is distinguished  a zone of counter currents bounded by .'i 

surface  of  zero  flow velocities  in projection on the  axis  of the wake.     After a 

reftaln  time   (In  absolute value  very small),   there  is established  dynamic  equilibrium, 

In  which tlur"  occurs continuous  exchange  of masses of gas between  the  turbulent 

I oHtiiKry layer and   the  zone of counter currents.    This equilibrium corresponds  to 

infinite dimonsious  of the  /.one  of counter currents,   and  also   tu  the  distribution 

i'  V' lucitl.'.•  .-Mid  pressures  in the1 wake. 

Durlur  isothermal flow around bodies  of  given geometric   form   (with   fixed point 

of  flow  separation),   flow In the wake   is  self-similar:    dlmensionlrü:'   profiles of 

v   Let'lty  and  preiiijure  and also  the width of  the wake  and  dimensions   cf  the  :oni   of 

count"r currents    io not depend on charucteristic dimensions of the bluff i-ody or th 

.'   bv]   y  ci'   I!.-   Incident   flow  (Fig.  7,2).     The  profile  of  dimcnsionler.s  v.loclll'r.  is 

lu'iVi i:cl   1'or  "11   '•:■■';■:•  s"(.;tlons  of  the main  section of  t h- wake.     I'.lmilarlt.y of  flow 

i.-  al.-e   |if ■■•■rvil   for t h'    lounda i-y layer in   the  initial  ;:■•.■' ion  : r  1|...  v/nK' , 
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Fig,  7.2.     Parameters of the wake behind a bluff body 
in a half-open flow,     a) dimensionless profile of 
velocity along the axis of the wake; b) width of the 
wake. 
besigna- "• » [Designa- •• A 
rtions m/sec mm    j tions m/sec mm     \ 

1       • so IS o so-so IS      j 
s •0 IS • 80-SO to o 60 to k SO-SO as 
A 70 so A so-so ■ SO S2 

1           A 70 32 

o 80 40 
0 70 40 • 

The geometric  form of the head part of the body determines the direction of tlr 

velocity vectors at points of flow separation;  the more the velocity vector dcvlatfc 

from the axial direction   (consecutively- cylinder,  wedge,  plate;  Fig.  7..3).   the 

greater the width of the wake,  the dimensions of the  zone of counter currents and,  ar. 

a  rule,   the   rarefaction  in  the region behind  the  stern. 

Flow after a body of  given geometric  form can be changed by meanr.  (if change of 

rarefaction in the   r^ion of the wake behind  the  stern,   for instance,   by   removal  from 

or add it Ion to the   ?;one  of  a definite  quantity of  gas.     In the   first  case,   due  to  tli" 
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Irvcnn    ul'   rnr Tact Ion,   Uicc will bo   Increased tho  transverse  and longitudinal 

^raf'ltmLs  of  static proßüuro  after the  stern of the body,   at;  a oonBequency of which 

utr'-am t'llaruontu of thi.' current upon separation from tho flame-holder will be 

■ I'ri'Hjti.'l more toward the  axis of the wake,  nnd the length of   -he zone of counter 

eurr nt will  decreasej   in the  second  easo,  conversely,   the  transverse gradient of 

static  pr^ssuroa will decrease,  and  the zone of counter currents will increase.     This 

1.- confirmed by experiment  (Fig. 7.^). 
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Mr..   l.t>.     The   influence  of geometric   shape   of bluff 
Indies on paramotor;; of their wakes,     a — velocity 
profile; • — plate,   h - 1*0 mm;   x — cylinder,   d 

Ju) mm;  A — V-shaped flame-holder,  h      'to mm;  ti — 
boundary of wake;   designations  are  the1  same. 
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Pig. T.^t    Cht-nge of pressures and veloci- 
ties along the axis of a wake during 
blowing rf air Into the zone of counter 
currents  (flow without burning;  q0 = 220 
mm Hg). 

Flow In the  zone of cuutiter currents 

is not steady in time.     This can ho 

seen by the strong pulsations of static 

pressure.    These pulsations do not hav^ 

strict periodicity;  they are a result 

of shedding of vortices  in the 

reclrculatlon zone,   and probably play 

an essential role  in the mechanism of 

blowoff. 

In work [3]   there  are given 

interesting experimental data showing 

that the degree of rarefaction after 

the flame-holder  (and consequently 

parameters of the entire wake) greatly depends on shedding frequency of vortices  in 

the reclrculatlon zone.    Decrease of shedding frequency of vortices by means of 

installation of a plate along the axis of the wake in the  region behind the stern 

leads to large decrease of rarefaction and  increase of the dimensions   (length) of th( 

zone of the counter currents. 

Parameters of the wake during combustion greatly differ from parameters of the 

isothermal wake:    during burning in a half-open flow,  rarefaction in the  region behin.t 

the  stem strongly docrear.rü. 

W fO 30   *-i 
*2h-l0.eC-t.S 

[/>'■• 
Ir^or-«' 
II '   ' 
Mi 

-0.7 

-<?♦ 

-« 
-'.0 

I'ig.  7.5.     Chango  of pressures and flow veloci- 
ties along the axis  of the wake  after a V-shaped 
flamo-holder both with a cold flow and during 
combustion  (ß  =- 60°;   q0 = 300 mm Hg). 

and due  to this  the  dimensions 

of the  zone of counter curn nts 

are Increased by 3-k tlimjs.    For 

instance,  during flow arouivl a 

V-shaped flame-holder with vertex 

angle of P  -  60°  in a half-open 

flow without  burning,  the length 

of the  zone  of counter currentn 

is equal  to ~1 .h times the height 

of the  flame-holder;  with burnln.-, 

f«?« 
i«^ 

however,  the  length of the zone of counter currents increases up to six-seven timer, 

the height  of  the   flame-holder  (Fig.  7.5). 

Increase  of static pressure  in the  region of the wake behln»'  the  stern and  the 

increase of dimensions of the  zone of counter currents connected with  this arc:  tin 
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i.ihan^n of static  pressure af'ti r 
a   I'l.-uii' -Imi i  !• durlnc cumbußtlon  In 
'!• ■!)■ ■!!'!'in;"   upon    ', 

r'vmlt  uf  tin rum]  r'xpanslon of gaßcß   In 

the circulation zone and in the turbulent 

boundary layer.    Prcsuurc  behind  the 

flame-holdor and dlBicnsions of the   zone 

of counter  current!; depend on the  amount 

of heat   r"leased.    Experiments  show 

that  if other conditions are equal,   as 

th"   i'U' 1 mixture  h' eumes   leaner,   ther    Is  increases  the   rarefaction after the  flame- 

holder  (i,'lir. 7.' )>  ami accordingly dimensions  of the  zone of counter currents 

'i"cr"ase.    However,   within quite  a wide  range  of chan/"^   of mixture  ratio,   static 

pr"Esure  in the  /.one  of counter currents changes  little. 

During burning  In n  pipe,   parameters of the wake  after the  flame-holder to a 

strong degree depend  on  the  degree of blockage  of  the  useful cross  section of the 

pipe.     With considerable  blockage   (with Installation of  flame-holders  in the  same 

plane  with small distance between them),   rarefaction  In  the wake during burning can 

!■■    even greater than without  burning.    Tills  is explained by the  fact  that due   to 

ihrmal expansion of gases   In  the  flame  there   is  increases  the  flow velocity of  the 

fresh mixture   In the  spao-    between  the  flajne-holdors,   qn  there   Is   increased  rarefaction 

after  the  flame-holder proportionally to increase  of impact pressure,   and,   accordingly, 

t!i   re   ar   -tecrensed   the  dimensions of the  zone  of counter currents.     With echeloned 

location of  I'lame-holders   In  the  pipe,   flow becomes more   similar to a half-op  n   flow. 

I'er establishment of the mechanism of flame sta.bllizatlon, and also for obtalnhu 

quantitativ' theoretical dependences, It Is necessary to have correct Ideas concern in,-■ 

mass and heat exchange between the zone of counter currents and the turbul nt boundarj1 

l-iy r surrounding It. Kor the first Ihn- these measurements were made quite 

i iiorem-iil.y hi • .-old flow an i during combustion by hovlna 14). In the Indicated work, 

iii re was nr asured the average stay time of particles of gas In the von'1 of counter' 

cuir  tit s  T,.: 

/^ — volume  of the   zone  of counter currents  in in   ; 

,' — surface  of  zoxxv  of  counter currents  In m' ; 

(7.1 ) 

BUX 
-    -yel-e •scape velocity of gar,  through  tlu    surfaci   of  the  zom   of counter 

•H rj'' lit s   in m/soc 

[■ii a, .u1'in ni.'  hav     cliown   'hat   iiurit, ■  I'lew  around   flaitii -he] ierr  of  given  \'yn\x\i t '-li 

■y->'(. 
1   •' ,. 
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shape under conditions close to those of an open flow: 

1) the  average stay time of particles of gas In the  zone of counter currents 

Is proportional to dimensions of the flame-holder and inversely proportional to the 

average approach flow velocity; 

2) during combustion,  stay time is approximately 2.8 times longer than durlnr 

cold flow around the flame holder,   and practically does not depend on change of 

mixture ratio a; 

3) time  of stay decreases with increase of the  Intensity of turbulence of the 

Incident flow. 

For calculation of stay time there is obtained the  following empirical formula: 

tt — * — cex, (7.?) 

where h — characteristic dimension of the flame-holder,   i.e..   Its height; 

w — approach flow velocity; 

k — proportionality factor,  depending on geometric  shape of the flame-holiior. 

For instance,  for V-fihaped flame-holders with angle ß = 30° during cold flow 

and with combustion, k is respectively equal to 37 and 104.     Knowing the average  stay 

time Tn  and the volume of the zone  of counter currents V3,  by  formula (7.1),  wo nan 

determine mass  transfer between the  zone of the counter currents and  the boundary 

layer surrounding it: 

Cofc-Bi —«MIIST- —T kg/sec. 

For known composition of the fuel mixture a (taking Into account almoüt complete 

combustion of the fuel In the zone of counter currents). It Is also easy to dctirmini1 

heat  transfer: 

Q - Go*,*» CpTt — — T-^r kcal/sec, 

where 7 and T     are  specific gravity  and temperature  of gases   in the   zone of counter 

currents. 

Numerous  experimental data show  that  in the whole  range  of stable combucilon 

with  respect   to  flow velocity and mixture  ratio,  even under conditions close  to 

critical   (flowoff),   temperature  and   chemical composition of  gases   in  the  '/one of 

counter currents   remain practically constant and correspond  either  to complete 

combustion at a   ?  1,0,   or to full depletion of oxygen at a  ^   1.0.     lloweVT,  with 

approach  to critical conditions  of burning,   for Instance,  ly moans  uf  Increase uf 
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Pig. 7.7. Distribution of concentrations of 
C0o in the reclrculation zone. Flame-holder 
is'a disk, d = 25 ram; a = l.J; a) flow 
velocity w = 85 m/sec; b) flow velocity w = 
-^150 m/sec. 

flow velocity, the region of constant 

temprratuivu corresponding to com- 

plete combuHtlon of fuel is 

noticeably reducvd:  the width and 

length of this zone ilncreaso 

(compare Pig, 7.7a and 7.7b). 

On the basis of what has been 

said above concerning the structure 

of flow in a wake, it is possible 

to formulate the physical esservi- 

(model) of I'lame stabilisation by n 

blufl' body in the following way. 

Durinp burning in the wake after 

a bluff body, there will be formed 

a circulation zone consist Inr of a 

zone of counter currents filled with 

combustion products and a turbulent 

vortex boundary layer surrounding It, in which gas from the rone of counter current« 

mixes with the fresh mixture and ignites it.  Flame stability is ensured by its 

continuous ignition at a definite point. A peculiarity of burning after a blufl' body 

is that the stay time of fuel mixture is increased due to circulation of gas in IK 

zone of counter currents, which leads to almost complete combustion of gas entorhu: 

this zone, and the intensity of ignition is Increased due to intnnse heat addition 

to the fresh mixture through the inner boundary of the turbulent boundary layr, 

which creates favorable conditions for Ignition of the mixture at high veloeltI".- M' 

the Incident flow. 

m- 

§  2.     EXPERIMENTAL DATA  ON FLAME  STABILIZATION BY   I MIFF   I ' DTEG 

Combustion stability after a bluff body depends  on many variables — dimonsion!; 

and geometric  form of the flame-holder,   temperature,   velocity,  pressure  and   int'nf.ity 

of turbulence of the  flow,   air-fuel ratio a and chemical natun   of  Lh"  fuel,  condi- 

tions of burning -■ in a free  flow or in a pipe,   etc. 

Blowoff from flame-holderc can have a double character.     During  burning  in n 

long pipe,  especially in rich mixtures,  whe.i  the flam^  touches  th- wall:-   there 

frequently appears vibrational burning accompanie 1 by pul^a'louu  of  pi-  n.ur    and 
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velocity of the gases and pulsations of t.  flame front.  Dlowoff under these condi- 

tions is determined mainly by the intensity of pulsations, and can occur at the most 

diverse values of velocity and mixture ratio. By changing the total length of the 

pipe and the length of its hot part in the appropriate way, it Is possible to observe 

blowoff at a given average flow velocity at the most diverse values of a. If, 

however, burning occurs inthe absence of sharp oscillations of velocity and pressure 

of the gases, which is the case during burning in em open flow, in short pipes or in 

long pipes in lean mixtures, then the blowoff mechanism is different. It is possible 

to arbitrarily call it kinetic blowoff. 

The majority of research in flame stabilization by bluff bodies was conducted 

in free flows or in short pipes. 

During calm, non-fluctuating combustion, enrichment of fuel mixtures to the 

limits which are of practical interest (to a « 1.0 to 1.1) usually leads to expansion 

of the range of stable combustion with respect to flow velocity. Therefore, blowoff 

in lean mixtures is of practical Interest. But, under these conditions, blowoff 

characteristics of flame-holders, even in long pipes, practically do not differ from 

characteristics of blowoff in an open flow. Therefore, we may assume that 

characteristics of the process of flame stabilization during burning in an open flow 

can also be extended to burning in a pipe — the simplest combustion chamber of 

straight-flow-through type. 

The limits of stable combustion in the wake behind a bluff body are usually 

characterized by the flow velocity at which blowoff occurs at a given mixture ratio. 

Maximum flow velocities at which blowoff occurs from a flame-holder of given dimension 

and geometric shape correspond to a region close to the stoichiometric mixture ratio. 

As the mixture is made richer or leaner, the blowoff velocity decreases.  Extreme 

values of a (at them there is possible stable combustion after the bluff body at 

flow velocity w ^ 0) correspond to the concentration limits of ignition of hot 

mixtures under stationary conditions (motionless mixture). Thus, the region of 

stable combustion (Fig. J.8)  lies inside the curve wCÜ = f(a) dimensions of which 

depend on a number of factors. 

Influence of dimension of the flame-holder. The limits of stable burning with 

respect to flow velocity and mixture ratio are widened with increase of the dimension 

of the stabilizer (see Fig. 7.8).  It has been experimentally established that, other 

conditions being equal, the following relationship holds: 
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«i   te       0       v* ^ 
Fig. 7,8, Blowoff characteris- 
tics of conical flame-holders 
(experiments of Khramtsov); w 
- flow velocity in the radial 
clearance at the flame-holder 
exit. 

where h is the characteristic dimension of th* 

flame-holder (diameter or width) in m. 

For flame-holders of relatively large dimension 

(at Re » 5'10 ), the exponent a * 1.0; at Re < 
4 

< 5*10 , the best agreement with experimental data 

is obtained at a = 0,45. During burning of petro- 

leum fuels (gasoline, kerosene, and so forth) behind 

V-shaped flame-holders with height h > 10 mm the 

influence of dimension of the flame-holder is 

satisfactorily taken into account by the formula 

(7.3) at a = 1.0 (Fig. 7.9). 

Influence of geometric form of the flame- 

holder. Well streamlined bodies (drop-shaped, and 

so forth) do not stabilize a flame in high-velocity 

flows. The flame is stabilized only after bodies 

with blunt rear edge, during flow around which there 

occurs flow separation. It was determined that for 

an identical characteristic dimension of a flame- 

holder (its middle section), the range of stable 

combustion is wider, the larger the drag coefficient of the streamlined body during 

burning c  (for axially symmetric bodies, successively — disk, cone, sphere; for flat 

bodies - plate, wedge, cylinder). Quantitative relations for calculation of the in- 

fluence of geometric form of the flame-holder (F-  7.10) on the limits of flame ata- 

bilization with respect to flow velocity and mixture ratio have not been established. 

In the first, very rough approximation, the Influence of geometric form of the flame- 

holder can be estimated (other conditions being identical) by the relationship [5] 

Ja-./W (7.4) 

The influence of the chemical nature of the fuel. The limits of stable combustion 

depend on the chemical nature of the fuel; the higher the velocity of normal propaga- 

tion of the flame uH, the wider the range of stable combustion with respect to a and 

flow velocity.  However, the value of uH does not determine the range of stable 

combustion uniquely; thus, at a = 1.3, temperature of the mixture 2930K and pressure 

of 1 atm (abs), the velocity of normal propagation of the flame in an acetylene air 

A O A a a 0 ■ • ♦ 

4 
InM 

n 4t •I.S M 70 M N II 
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Fig. 7.9.    clCT = f(-ip) for flame- 
holders of different geometric form. 
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mixture exceeds the velocity of normal 

propagation of the flame in a propane- 

propylene-alr mixture by approximately 

five times, but the blowoff velocity of the 

flame-holder (flameout) during burning of 

acetylene air mixtures turns out to be 15 

times higher than during burning of propane- 

propylene-alr mixtures (Figs. 7.11 and 

7.12). 

» m/sec 
no 

«       /y       i.f     tO      K*      *>* 
Fig. 7.10. Characteristics of 
stable combustion after flame- 
holders of different geometric 
form.    Homogeneous gasoline-air 
mixture,  tcu = 20oC.     0-cone, 
d = 40 mm; • - disk,  d = 40 nun; 
O — sphere,  d - 40 mm;  A - cylin- 
der,  0 = 40 mm;  A - plate, h = 
= 40 mm;  x - V-shaped flame- 
holder,  h = 40 mm. 

w m/sec 
too 

Fig. 7.11. Depen- 
dence of normal 
velocity of propa- 
gation of a flame 
on mixture ratio 
at t CM 20oC. 

Fig.  7.12.     Depen- 
dence of limits of 
stable combustion 
after a conical 
flame-holders on 
chemical nature of 
the  fuel at atmos- 
pheric pressure 
ani t0U 
•- ^ 

= 4.5. 

20OC. 

5.7; O - 

US 0.9 fß  1.7 2.1  VcC 
JCT 
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Influence of chemical 

nature of the fuel on the  range 

of  stable burning In the wake 

after a bluff body has been 

insufficiently studied,  nmi 

reliable quantitative  relations 

have not been established. 

Influence of temperature 

of  the mixture.     With increase 

of temperature of the mixture, 

the boundaries of stable com- 

bustion are widened   (Fig.  7.13). 

This is partially explained by 

the   increase of uH with  Increase 

of temperature of the mixture. 

However,   the  relative  increase 

of flow velocity up to blowoff 

with increase of uu by means  of 

heating of the mixture  is 

considerably less than in the 

case of increase of u    means  of 
H 

changing the chemical nature 

of  the fuel.    This  is explained, 

apparently,  by the  fact  that 

fuels with high u« have,   as  a 

rule,  lower activation energy 

and lower Ignition temperature. 

The  dependence  of blowoff 

velocity on the  Initial tempera- 

ture  of the  fuel mixture  during burning of hydrocarbon fuels   (gasoline,   kerosene,   and 

so  forth)  is  satisfactorily approximated by the  relationship 

I »Design No.1* 

V tfl 
Design No.2 

Fig. 7.14. Change of the range of stable combus- 
tion after a flame-holder depending upon pressure 
In the  flow. 

1 Desig- 
nations atm, 

[abs; in0C 
Design,   dimensions,  flame- 
holder,   fuel 

1        0 
• •04 to Design No.   1, 

Conical  flame-holder, 
d = 8.7 mm,  propane- 
propylene  [6] 1        # ' 0 9» to 

1        D 
•.S3S 10 

* 
Ml tio 

'   Design No.   2, 
V-shaped flame-holder, 
h = 40 mm,   gasoline 

1        A 0.4 210 

\        A 0.« tio 

1        + 0.0 110 

(T.'O 

where TQ K IS the  value  of temperature of the mixture at  which th^ value of  flow 

velocity wnöt5 at blow off from a  flame-holder of given dimensions at given value of 'ocp 
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a Is known. The exponent m, according to various authors, should be 1,5 to 1.65 [6], 

Influence of pressure In the flow. With decrease of pressure, the limits of 

stable combustion in the wake after a bluff body are narrowed (Fig. T.l'O« Tlle 

Influence of pressure on the limits of stable combustion Is different depending upon 

dimensions of the flame-holder: It Is stronger for small dimensions of the flame- 

holders and less for larger dimensions. This question has been studied Insufficiently, 

but the majority of researchers [8] arrive at the conclusion that the limits of 

stable combustion In dependence upon pressure changed according to the expression 

Ä~i. (7.6) 

where n = 0.95 to 0.6 and depends on dimension of the flame-holder: the higher 

values of n correspond to flame-holders of small dimensions, and conversely (for 

V-shaped flame-holders with height of h > 30 nun, the value of n Is close to 0.6). 

The Influence of turbulence of the Incident flow. With Increase of intensity of 

turbulence of the Incident flow, the limits of stable combustion decrease. Turbulence 

of given scale and Intensity affecte stability limits less when flame-holder dimen- 

sions are large. Quantitative relations have not been established. 

The influence of thermal losses. Experimental data on the influence of thermal 

losses from a flame on combustion stability in the wake after a bluff body are 

contradictory.  In works [9], [15] it is indicated that preheating of the flame- 

holder (a tube '..-li-n diameter of 0,8 mm fixed normal to the flow) to 925C,C expanded 

the range; and cooling to JO C narrowed the range of stable combustion as compared 

to the equilibrium temperature of the flame-holder (which had a rod without additional 

cooling or heating). At the same time it was noticed that cooling of walls of the 

flame-holder by running water practically did not change the range of stable combus- 

tion as compared that of an uncooled flame-holder. 

On the whole, one may assume that the influence of temperature of the flame- 

holder on the range of stable combustion is noticeable only for small dimensions of 

the flame-holder. At pressures close to or higher than atmospheric, thermal lor.ses 

from the flame by means of radiation and through the walls of the flame-holder during 

its cooling practically do not affect the range of stable combustion in the wake after 

the flame-holder. At low pressures (of the order of tenths to hundredths of an 

atmosphere), the Influence of thermal losses can be considerable; it depends on 

temperature and composition of the fuel mixture nd, as calculations show [8] for 

burning of propane with air (tCy = 16
0C), only ndlatlve thermal losses lead to the 
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Fig. 7.15. Limits of stable com 
bustion of a two-phase gasoline- 
air mixture at tcu = 150oC after 
a flame-holder. 

Imposaibility of flame stabilization by a bluff body:    for stolchiometrlc composltiun, 

at p * S'lO ^ atm (abs)}  for a mixture with a * 0.5 and 1.8 - at a pressure of 

p • 0.1 atm (abs). 

Influence of phase composition of the fuel mixture.    Above there was considered 

the influence of different factors on flame stabilization 'n a flow of horaogeneouü 

fuel mixtures.    In combustors of ramjet and turbojet engines,  fuel is usually injected 

in liquid-droplet state,  and it Is necessary to 

deal with the burning of two-phase mixtures. 

Experiments have  shown that during burning of 

two-phase mixtures,  blowoff from the flame- 

holders occurs at greater average leanness as 

compared to burning of a homogeneous mixture. 

Moreover,  stable combustion of two-phase 

mixtures after a flame-holder is possible 

with very lean mixtures,  beyond the ignition 

limits of homogeneous mixtures of hydrocarbon 

vapors with air.    The rich blowoff limits are 

actually on the lean side of stolchiometrlc composition [14].    This is explained by 

the fact that in a moving two-phase mixture,  a considerable part of the fuel droplets 

do not pass around the flame-holder along the flow lines of air,  but settle on  its 

surface.    Depending upon the temperature of the walls of the flame-holder,  the 

settled fuel is partially evaporated,  and partially flows from the trailing edges 

of the flame-holder in the  form of a liquid  sheet  is broken up by the  flow into 

droplets and  is evtporp.ted  1a the reclrculatlon zone.     As a result,  the fuel mixture 

in the blockage zone of the wake turns out to be  richer than a„ along the whole 

combustion chamber.    With Increase of flow velocity,   the fraction of drops settling 

on the flame-holder increases;  therefore,   in a two-phase mixture,  lean blowoff occurs 

at  large average coefficients of air-fuel ratio,  the  larger the flow velocity 1? 

(Fig.  7.15). 

Measurements have shown that during burning of two-phase mixtures,  the actual 

mixture ratio at the  trailing edges of the  flame-holder at blowoff is  in all cases 

close  to values of a of blowoff of homogeneous mixtures,   independently of average a 

calculated according to the  total flow rate  of air and  fuel through the  chamber.     The 

difference in the  limits  of stable combustion oi' homogeneous and  two-phase mixtures 

becomes  smaller,   the  further from the  flame-holder the   injectors are  Installed,   and 
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the finer the fuel droplets In the atomlzatlon spectrum. Blowoff characteristics 

in lean homogeneous mixtures can be taken as the lower limit of stable combustion 

of two-phase fuel mixtures. 

Influence of the ignition source.    For primary ignition of the mixture,  into the 

region of the wake behind the stern there should be introduced an ignition source - 

an electrical spark, a burner with 

independent feed,  and so forth.    Experiment 

shows that during ignition from an outside 

source,  the ignition limits after a flame- 

holder with respect to flow velocity and 

air-fuel ratio lie within the limits of 

stable combustion of the already ignited 

mixture  (Fig. 7,16),    In accordance with 

what has been presented in § 5,  Chapter 

IV,  ignition limits are widened with 

increase of thermal power of the ignition 

source.    If after ignition the ignition 

source is not turned off, but executes the 

function of a "pilot flame," then limits 

of stable combustion are widened more,  the 

greater the thermal power of the ignition source is. 

Peculiarities of flame stabilization by bluff bodies in a combustion chamber. 

Above it was indicated that blowoff characteristics of flame-holders during burning 

of lean mixtures in a pipe practically do not differ 

from characteristics of flame-holders during burning 

in a free flow.    However,   this is true only in the 

case of small blockage of the pipe by the flame- 

holders (for instance, with echeloned location of 

the flame-holders).    In the case of large blockage 

of the cross section of the flow by flame-holders 

or considerable increase of the area of a single 

flame-holder,  local flow velocities strongly increase, 

and there occurs interaction between the turbulent 

wakes appearing after each flame-holder.    This leads to decrease of the range of 

stable combustion with respect to approach flow velocity  (referred to the cross section 
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Fig. 7.16. Ignition limits and limits 
of stable combustion after a flame- 
holder in the combustor of a ramjet 
engine : Homogeneous mixture of 
propane and air. Flame-holder of 
plate type [9]. 1 - ignition limits; 
2 - stable combustion; 3 — unstable 
combustion. 

4 
** ^ ^ f > v 

> 

k \ i i % 
Fig. 7.17.    Influence of 
degree of blockage of the 
pipe on combustion stability 
after the  flame-holder. 
DTp = 150 mm, a = 1.0 [9]. 
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at the rear edge of the flame-holder). Experimente show [l^J that In the case ol' a 

single flame-holder, maximum blowoff velocities correspond approximately to jo ' 

blockage of the pipe by the flame-holder (Fig. 7.17). 

Comparison of numerous experimental data shows that the obtained results to a 

great degree depend on the conditions under which the experiment was carried out, 

and, as a rule, are not reproducible by different authors. Therefore, the above- 

stated results of experiments in the investigation of the influence of different 

factors on flame stabilization should be considered mainly from the qualitative side. 

§ 5.  THEORY OF FLAME STABILIZATION BY A BLUFF BODY 

A general theory of flame stabilization should take into account the structure 

of the flow and all of the above-mentioned factors which influence the limits of 

stable combustion in the wake after a bluff body.  In examining this question, we 

start with the following basic assumption: the flame in the flow is stationary if 

at one or several points of Its front there is ensured continuous ignition of the 

fuel mixture. From the point of view of the thermal theory of ignition, continuous 

ißnition of the mixture is possible only when to a unit volume of entering mixture 

there is supplied per unit time from the Ignition source the necessary quantity of 

heat. This is the general condition of stationarlty of a flame in a flow. 

The difficulty of solution of the problem consists of determination of the amount 

of this necessary heat. The quantity of heat supplied from the zone of counter 

currents to an element of volume of fuel mixture depends on the hydrodynamic and 

thermal state of the recirculation zone. Above it was shown that dimensions of the 

zone,  composition and temperature of the gas in it, and also the average stay time 

of particles of gas (and consequently mass transfer between the zone of counter 

currents mid the turbulent boundary layer surrounding it) depend on flow velocity, 

mixture ratio and geometric form and dimensions of the flame-holder. 

In turn, the quantity of heat necessary for ignition of the fresh mixture dependt; 

on temperature and initial intensity of turbulence of the flow, chemical nature of the 

fuel, and so forth.  Due to the extraordinary complexity of the phenomenon, rigorous 

analytic or direct experimental determination of the heat actually supplied to the 

fresh mixture which is necessary for ignition In the critical (near blowoff) regime 

of burning still turns out to be Impossible in practice. Therefore, in examining of 

flame stabilization of a bluff body in a flow, it is inevitably necessary to resort 

to one or another simplifying assumption.  It is natural that the validity of such 

assumptions. 
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The theory of flame stabilization at present has been Insufficiently developed, 

and there Is no unified system of views concerning this question.    Let us consider 
briefly the most well-known works. 

Williams [9] assumes that the quantity of heat required per unit time for 

Ignition of the fresh mixture Is equal to 

^-•{««(p.^^-r.)!. (7<7) 

where     w - flow velocity In m/aec; 

Bt - thickness of preparation zone in m; 

T1 - T0 - difference between Ignition temperature and temperature of the flow; 

P'Cp - heat capacity of a unit of volume of the fuel mixture. 

From dimensional considerations It Is taken that 

where a - coefficient of theraal dlffuslvlty In m2/sec; 

uH - normal velocity of propagation of the flame In m/sec. 

Since a = -£--,  then 
P7g 

The quantity of heat transferred from the vortex zone to the cold gas 

(7.8) 

*-{R^)i(r.-r^{(^)'i.)rf(r.-r.K 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

where TB - T0 - JJJJj^^JJ temperature between the burned gas and the flow of 

d - characteristic dimension of flame-holder (its diameter); 

v - coefficient of kinematic viscosity in m2/8ec. 

The combustion process is stable if q2 » q^  for q2 < qi there occurs blowoff; 

critical conditions occur at q2 - q^    In this case 

'     * I fli-fy I 
!+• 

(7.11) 

where 
a*— I 

This equation takes into account the Influence of the dimension of the flame- 

holder, pressure in the flow (in teras of v) and initial temperature of the mixture, 

but does not consider the influence of geometric form of the flame-holder.    In the 
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solution there Is not considered change of the thermal state of the reclrculatlon 

zone:    It Is assumed that temperature of gases  In the reclrculatlon zone at a 

given value of a of the mixture does not change up to the moment of blowoff of the 

flame, and does not depend on dimension of the flame-holder or flow velocity. 

At constant pressure and temperature In the flow, type of fuel and geometric 

form of the flame-holder, the right side of equation (7.11) Is only a function of 

mixture ratio;  then this equation will be written as: 

-JT--♦(•). (7.12) 

In the derivation of these relations,  two basic assumptions are quite well- 

founded : 

1) proportionality of thickness of the preparation zone to the ratio a/uH; 

2) proportionality of the quantity of heat transferred from the vortex zone q2 

to the heat transfer coefficient a~Re This relationship is valid for the case 

of heat exchange between a solid body and a gas flow, but It Is not clear whether It 

Is possible to extend it to the case of heat exchange between two gas flows under the 

conditions of turbulent flow. 

During burning of homogeneous mixtures of petroleum fuels with air after flame- 

holders of given geometric form,  experimental data will agree well with data 

calculated by formula (7.12) for a = 1.0,  if temperature of the mixture remains 

constant  (see Fig. 7.9).    Formula (7,12),  as experiment shows,  takes into account 

the Influence of pressure quite well if we take a = 1.    Calculated data strongly 

disagree with experimental data if temperature of the fuel mixture Is changed. 

The idea of another approach to theoretical consideration of flame stabilization 

by a bluff body consists of the following.    The process of ignition of a fresh 

mixture by combustion products essentially does not differ from propagation of a 

flame in it if the conditions of cooling of combustion products are identical In 

both cases.    Therefore,  it may be concluded that If propagation of a flame Is 

possible  in the fresh mixture.  I.e.,   if the process occurs within the concentration 

limits of flame propagation,  then there  is ensured continuous  ignition of the mixture 

by the combustion products. 

Consequently,  while the  zone of counter currents Is filled with burned gr   , 

there Is provided continuous ignition of the mixture,  i.e.,  flame stability.    The 

process of continuous ignition will be disturbed in the case when the  zone of counter 

currents  Is with insufficiently filled hot,   i.e.,  with incompletely burned or 
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completely unturned gas. Consequently, the question concerning the mechanism of 

blowoff of a flame In the wake after a bluff body Is reduced to clarification of the 

conditions under which the zone of counter currents Is filled with Incompletely 

burned or completely unturned gas. 

Based on these qualitative physical concepts. It Is possible to proceed to 

quantitative relations In the following way: Boundaries of the region of stable 

combustion can be characterized In general form by an Inequality relating a certain 

effective value of "stay time" In the reaction zone Tn_ and "turbulent combustion time" 

T,,,, the flame Is stable If Tä_ « r . Quantitative relations between these quantities 
er cr  np 

are determined with help of similarity theory. According to this theory, for a defi- 

nite family of similar systems there should be fulfilled constancy of the ratios of the 

dimensional quantities. The author considers that in particular there should be 

satisfied the condition 

»const. (7.13) 

It Is assumed that the stay time 

(T.l'O 

where d — characteristic dimension of the flame-holder; 

w — flow velocity. 

Bum-up time of the mixture In the zone of counter currents Is taken to be 

proportional to the bum-up time In a laminar flame-front 

^^^^-r -J* 
(7.15) 

where    a - coefficient of thermal dlffuslvlty; 

'. flame ii 

.~—— Ml-cooit 

uH - speed of propagation of a flame in a laminar flow, whence we will obtain 

(7.16) 

As numerous comparisons have shown, satisfactory agreement of calculated with 

experimental data at Ml = 0.45 Is obtained only for conical flame-holders with 

diameter from 5 to 11 mm in the case of burning In em open flow (at the pipe exit) 

of homogeneous mixtures with a > 1.0. Calculated and experimental curves of wc_ = 

= f(a) diverge with Increase of the dimension of the flame-holder, with change of 

its geometric form and with change of temperature of the fuel mixture. 

The authors of work [10] consider that flame stabilization by a bluff body is 

provided until there exist certain mass transfer and heat release conditions in the 
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recirculatlon zone,  l.e.j  while  the chemical reaction occurs with a definite  rato, 

and combustion efficiency of fuel  In the recirculatlon zone  does not lie below a 

definite value.    Thus, qualitatively they also relate conditions of stable combustion 

with a definite thermal state of the recirculatlon zone.    However,  derivation of 

quantitative relations Is approached differently.    Proceeding from the fact that the 

roolrculatlon zone Is a zone of Intense mixing, the volume of the zone Is represented 

as a homogeneous reactor,  and peculiarities of flame stabilization by a bluff body 

are explained from considerations of combustion In this zone as a chemical reaction 

of the second order.    From the equation of material balancf for steady-state process 

In volume V at mass flow rate of air A and ratio of fuel mass to air mass f/a,  there 

Is obtained the relationship 

A B't (!-«) (!-«») 

t^J 
(7.17) 

where    e — fraction of fuel burning in the recirculatlon zone; 

p — static pressure; 

M. — molecular weight of the  fuel; 

E — activation energy; 

B1 — molecular collision coefficient in the kinetic equation; 

T — flame temperature during combustion of a fraction e of fuel; 

y — equivalence relationship for lean mixtures; 

actual  ratio f/a 
y = f . , 

stiochiometrlc ratio f/a 

For rich mixtures,  in equation {TtSfTT^f i8 assumed that y = 1,0. 

In Fig.  7«i8»  equation (7.1?)  is represented graphically for various equivalent 

coefficients y.    From the graph It  is clear that for every curve there exist throe 

values of ranges of e at which the  reactor can operate.    The  low range at e = 0 doeu 

not have practical significance,   since  in this case no flame  is observed,  and 

substance passes through the reactor at extremely low reaction rate.     Intermediato 

values  (shown by the dotted line)  do not have physical meaning because shortening 
p 

of the  stay time of gases in the  zone.   I.e.,  Increase of A/Vp  ,  must not cause 

Increase  of e. 
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Fig. 7.18.    Region of 
action of a homogen- 
eous reactor.    Calcu- 
lated for E = 40,000 
cal/mole,  B1   = 4'1012 

cnr'sec; fuel Is 
heptane, temperature 
of entering mixture 
Is 5660K [10], 

Of practical interest la only one curve - the upper 

curve.    According to tnls curve, with Increase of air 

velocity (Increase of A) e slowly decreases,  until there 

is attained the maximum abscissa of this curve.    With 

further increase of mass flow rate of air, there occurs 

blowoff.    For mixtures differing from stoichlometric, 

blowoff always appears at mass flow rates progressively 

decreasing with increase of deviation from stoichlometric 

proportion. 

Equation (7.1?) explains peculiarities of flame 

stabilization by bluff bodleo well qualitatively:    instan- 

taneous blowout of the flame with increase of flow velocity 

or change of a,  influence of mixture ratio,  pressure in 

the flow,  etc.    However,  its application for analysis of flame stabilization Is 

still not possible.    The use of the quantities V and A for calculation, measured 

during stationary burning or for cold flows.   Is impossible,  since the first case 

corresponds to stable combustion,  and the second corresponds to the impossibility 

of burning in the zone of counter currents.    At the time of blowoff,  ratio A/V should 

be larger than during a stationary burning process, but less than in the absence 

of turning.    Determination of change of quantities V and A in the Interval between 

these extreme values and finding of their dependence at the time  of flame blowoff 

on temperature, mixture ratio, etc..  Is a very difficult problem In view of non- 

stationarlty and short duration of the blowoff process.    Furthennore,  the kinetic 

constants of the combustion reaction E and B*  are unknown for the majority of fuel 

mixtures. 

Recently,   in a number of works,  for instance in [4], there was expressed the 

assumption that during stabilization of a flame in a flow with the help of bluff 

bodies, a controlling factor in the ignition process of fresh mixture is the time 

necessary for preparation of the mixture for burning.    This time,  arbitrarily 

called the induction time,  includes both the time necessary for heating of an clement 

of volume of fuel mixture to the ignition temperature by means of mixing and the time 

necessary for development of the reaction, which depends on kinetics of the reaction. 

These considerations, which are based on clear physical premises,  are confirmed 

by experimental data on flame stabilization in the boundary layers of heated plates. 

For instance,   it has been experimentally shown that the distance  from the leading 
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edge of a heated plate to the stabilized flame front at constant  flow velocity depends 

on mixture ratio and the temperature of the plate:    the less the temperature of the 

plate,  the bigger this distance.     It is also obvious that at constant wall temperature 

and mixture ratio a the distance to the  stabilized flame front will increase with 

increase of flow velocity. 

Thus, the time of contact of the combustible mixture with the Ignition source is 

one of the controlling factors of flame  stabilization.    However,   for the case of 

ignition of fresh mixture during its contact with heated gasses   (or combustion 

products) in the recirculation zone after a bluff body,  as this is considered in 

work [k],  theoretical concepts are insufficiently developed,  and cause serious objec- 

tions to a number of points. 

Analysis of the well-known theoretical works on flame  stabilization leads to the 

conclusion that this co^p,■, icated process can qualitatively be explained with the 

help of the thermal theory of Ignition.     However,  attempts to find  a quantitative 

relation for the heat balance equation in the chemical reaction zone have still not 

been crowned with success under these complicated conditions. 

§ 4.    ANALYSIS OF FLAME  STABILIZATION BY A BLUFF BODY 

In order to obtain empirical dependences, which would be useful for approximate 

engineering calculations of the dimension of a flame-holder which ensures reliable 

flame stabilization at known parameters  of the fuel mixture,  we processed experimental 

data known to us on "lean" blowoff during burning of homogeneous  gasollne-alr and 

kerosene air mixtures after bluff bodies:    cones,  through-shaped flame-holders with 

different heights and vertex angles ß,  plates and cylinders. 

From the graph shown in Fig.  7.9,   it is clear that for flame-holders of given 

geometric  form at constants temperature  and mixture  ratio,   the flow velocity* at 

which blowoff occurs is proportional to the dimension of the flame-holder.    At 

constant  ratio "^-/h,  the range of stable combustion with respect  to mixture ratio 

is wider,   the higher the temperature of the flow and the larger the flow friction 

coefficient of the flame-holder. 

In Fig.  7.19 there are plotted blowoff characteristics in  "lean" mixtures in 

dimensionless coordinates wc_/w0 ._ = f(a0 «j/0«-.)  for single  flame-holders and grida 

»Flow velocity was determined in the narrowest section of the pipe,  in the exit 
plane of the flame-holder. 
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of flame-holders of various geometric forms and dimensions,, for different relative 

locations of the flame-holders, various mixture temperatures and pressure close to 

atmocpheric.    For all of the considered cases,  experimental points are satisfactorily 

grouped around one straight line, which is approximated by the dependence 

.i2. - 0.844+ 0.I56-5L. (7.18) 

where w0 — ■ 40 m/sec - constant value of flow velocity at which there occurs 
blowoff from flame-holders at some value of aQer   dePendin8 
on the dimension and geometric form of the streamlined body, 
temperatu'-e of the combustible mixture,  etc.;* 

aO Cü - mix'ture ratio at which there occurs blowoff from a flame- 
'     holder at WQ  C_ • 40 m/sec; 

w      and a     - respectively the flow velocity mixture ratio at which blowoff 
CP CP     occurs,  if wCp > 40 m/sec. 

it        P V IS        '.I        V    S61 

Fig.  7.19.    The dependence wCp/w0 Cp = f(cx0 0p/aCp) in lean 
homogeneous mixtures after single flame-holders and after 
grids of flame-holders of different geometric form.     (Desig- 
nations are the same as in Fig. 7.13). 

As can be seen from the graph,  in the range of ratios w    /w«        = 1-6, the 
cp' u cp 

maximum spread of experimental points with respect to the ratio a« cc/a  (at a gl 

constant ratio wCp/w0 Cp) does not exceed ±5^. At constant value of a0 Cr/
acn» 

the spread with respect to flow velocity is somewhat higher, and  reaches to ±12'^, 

which from the technical point of view can be recognized as fully satisfactory. 

von 

♦The quantity w0 „, equal to 40 m/sec. Is selected as the limiting minimum flow 
velocity possible In combustors of straight-flow-through type.  It would be possible 
to select another value of w0 Cp, equal, for instance, to 50 or 60 m/sec, etc.; the 

structure of relationship (7.18) then would remain the same; only the coefficients 
would be changed, 
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Relationship (7.18) oem be used for analyaie of flame  stabilization if there is 

known the dependence of a»        on various factors which determine blowoff during 

burning of "lean" mixtures — geometric form and diraeneion of flame-holders,  temperature 

of the flow, etc. 

Analysis of available experimental data shows that there can be found satisfac- 

tory empirical dependences,   relating a0 0_ with the dimension and geometric form of 

the flame-holder and the temperature of the fuel mixture at pressure close to 

atmospheric. 

From Fig, 7,20a,  it is clear that for flame-holders of the given geometric form 

and dimensions, experimental points of the dependence lg a0  ,,_ = f(tCM) in the range 

to tCM = 500oC are fully satisfactorily 

group3d about  the straight lines 

approximated by the equation 

(7.19) 

on t Fig.  7.20.    Dependence of a0 

dimensions and geometric form of flame- 
hjlders.     Homogeneous mixture WQ 

■^ kO m/sec.     (Designations are the  same 
as  In Fig. 7.13). 

where t      is  the initial temperature 

of the fuel mixture. 

Coefficient A in this  relation- 

ship depends  on the geometric  form anrt 

dimension of the flrme-holder,  but 

coefficient B is Identical for groovnd 

and conical flsrne-holder and is 
-4 equal to 6.4•10" 

At constant temperature of the 

fuel mixture  in the same given 

geometric form of flame-holder,  experi- 

mental points of dependence a0  c_ = q)(h) are also satisfactorily grouped about  the 

straight  lines  (Fig.  7.20b)  approximated by the dependence 

•,v-Af + Ar.2Ä. (7.20) 

Where,  as  in the first case,  coefficient M depends on the geometric form of the 

flame-holder,  and coefficient N is  identical for flame-holders of all of the consid- 

ered geometric forms. 

By  substituting in equation  (7.19) the values of a0 „  calculated according to 

equation  (7.20)  (or taken from Fig.  7.20b),  we can find the  dependence of coefficient 

A on dimension of a flame-holder of given geometric form.     In Fig. 7.20c,  there  are 
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given such dependences for grooved flame-holders with vertex angles ß = 500 and 60°, 

and for a plate, a cylinder and cones with vertex angle ß = 300.     From the graph it 

Is clear that dependence of A on dimension of the flame-holder is approximated by 

the linear relationship 

A - a + c»2h (7.21) 

Coefficient a depends on the geometric fom of the flame-holder,  but coefficient c 

is Identical for flame-holders of all of the considered geometric forms, and is 

equal to 28.3«10"J*. 

For goorved flame-holders,  the dependence a = a(ß) is given in Fig. 7.20d (It 

Is arbitrarily accepted that a grooved flame-holder with ß = 0 is equivalent to a 

cylinder with d = h); for cones with diameter of base d > 20 mm and ß = JO0 a - O.05. 

The Influence of pressure on the limits of stable combustion with respect to 

flow velocity (other conditions being equal) can be approximately taken Into account 

by the relationship 

•SH*r (7.22) 
'Cp 1 — a certain flow 1   " 

at pressure p1j 

CP 2 " ^e„unknown flow velocity at which blowoff occurs from the flame-holder 
at pressure In the flow p0. 

During selection of the exponent n,  one should be guided by considerations 

presented in § 2 of the present chapter. 

According to formulas  (7.18)-(7.22), with the use of Pig.  7.20d, It is possible 

to calculate the dimension of the flame-holder which will ensure stable combustion of 

the fuel at the given parameters of the homogeneous fuel mixture.    Results of calcu- 

lation will agree satisfactorily with experiment (see Flg. 7.13). 

The empirical relationships given above for calculation of flame statilizatlon 

were obtained as a result of processing of much experimental material.    They do not 

contradict contemporary conceptions of the mechanism of flame stabilization by bluff 

bodies,  which are based on the thermal theory of Ignition.    But,   Just as any empirical 

relationships,   there are accurate only in the investigated range of change of 

controlling parameters.    It is obvious,   for Instance,  that the linear dependence of 

a0  cp on the dimension of the flame-holder is accurate within a limited range of 

change of dimensions h.    This limitation is connected with the concentration limits 

of Ignition of a fuel mixture:    with approach to this limit and Increase of the 

dimension of the flame-holder,  the relative increase of the  range  of stable combustion 
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with respect to a will tend to zero.    It is also probable that In the case when 

temperature of the mixture  is close to the ignition temperature,   its  Influence on 

lg a0 Cp will be different than in the cases considered by us at t      lower than the 

ignition temperature, 
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CHAPTER      VIII 

BURNING OF FUEL-AIR MIXTURES IN THE WAKE AFTER A BLUFF BODY 

§ 1.    BURNING OF A HOMOGENEOUS MIXTURE  IN THE WAKE AFTER A SINGLE 
STABILIZER IN A HALF-OPEN FLOW 

In combustors of ramjet engines  (IIBPÄ) and afterburners of gas-turbine engines 

(ITA),  burning of fuel occurs mainly In wakes after bluff bodies - flame holders. 

The process of turbulent burning depends on physlcochemical and hydrodynamlc parameters 

of the flow of hot mixture.    The Influence of these factors,  at least qualitatively, 

appears to be Identical In the cases of burning In flows with homogeneous and Isotropie 

turbulence and burning in combustion chambers of stralght-flow-through type. 

Specific peculiarities of burning in the wakes after bluff bodies consist of the 

following.    As measurements have shown, the intensity of turbulence in cm isothermal 

flow sharply changes over the length and In the 

cross sections of the wake, attaining 30$ and 

.^MrUtl— i\-—11^|  y| /\—[ ^    | more on the axis near the flame-holder,  and 

w decreasing to the intensity of turbulence in the 

incident flow with increase of distance from the 

flame-holder and on the boundaries of the wake 

(Fig. 8.1).    Turbulent characteristics of the 

wake depend on dimensions and geometric form of 

the bluff bodies.    For a grid of flame-holders, 

the intensity and scale of turbulence along the 

combustion chamber and over its cross sections 

will depend also on the number and relative location of the flame-holders.    During 

flow of gas through the grids, homogeneous and Isotropie turbulence appears at a 

distance of 20 to JO times the caliber of the cross piece of the grid downstream 
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Fig.  8.1.     Intensity of turbu- 
lence in the wake after a flame- 
holder in a pipe during cold 
flow around It (experiments of 
Solntsev), 
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(see Chapter III).    Consequently, homogeneous and laotroplc turbulence can be expected 

only at the end of the combustion chamber,  where the process of burning of the fuel 

should be practically completed.    It is also known that parameters of turbulence in 

the wakes after bluff bodies in a pipe are different during burning and in cold flows, 

and depend on the degree of preheating of the gases (see Chapter IV). 

Another peculiarity of burning after a bluff body is that combustion products 

with high temperatures, which fill the recirculatlon zone, not only stabilize the 

burning process, but also, while being continuously mixed in the turbulent boundary 

layer, apparently render an essential influence on burning velocity. 

Below there are expounded some results of experimental investigation of burning 

of homogeneous and two-phase mixtures in the wakes after single flame-holders and 

after grids of flame-holders fixed in a half-open flow and in a pipe. 

A typical distribution of time-averaged temperatures in a flame during burning 

of gas mixtures in a wake after a bluff body is shown In Fig. 8.2.    The temperature 

of the gases has a maximum on the axis of the wake and decreases to the temperature 

of the initial fresh mixture on the boundaries of the flame.    During stable burning, 

the maximum temperature depends on composition and initial temperature of the mixture, 

but does not depend on dimension and geometric form of the flame-holder,  or on flow 

velocity.    With approach to the boundaries of "lean" blowoff (by any means - Increase 

of flow velocity, making the mixture leaner or decrease of flame-holder dimension), 

the temperature of gases along the axis of the wake changes:    in the zone of counter 

currents it is close to maximum;  in the transition section it drops considerably 

(magnitude of this decrease depends on the degree of approach to the blowoff regime 

of the flame),  and then again increases in the main section of the wake,  attaining a 

maximum at a considerable distance from the flame-holder. 

Width of the flame in a fixed cross section depends on the dimension and geometric 

form of the flame-holder:    the greater the  "bluffness" of the bodies,   i.e., the greater 

their flow friction is, the wider the flame is.    Width of  the flame decreases with 

Increase of flow velocity and leanness of the mixture  (see Fig.  8.2),  and also 

depends on conditions of burning — whether in an open flow or In a pipe, with 

different degrees of blockage by flame-holders  (Fig. 8.5). 

Curves of temperature change of gases over cross sections of the flame from 

temperature of the fresh mixture tQ on the boundary of the flame to maximum tempera- 

ture at the axis t    are unlversaJ.:    independently of flow velocity,  composition and 

temperature of the mixture, temperature profiles In dimensionless coordinates reduce 

to one symmetric curve  (Fig.  8.^). 
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Fig.  8.2.    Temperature fields and flame widths 
during burning of a homogeneous mixture in the wake 
after a flame-holder in a half-open flow depending 
upon various factors,    a) field of temperatures 
after a flame-holder, w0 = 70 m/sec, a = 1.4, h = 
= 20 ram,  t = 2000c, b) influence of dimension of the 
flame-holder,  w0 = 70 m/sec,  a « 1.6, 
c) Influence of mixture ratio,  w = 70 m/sec, t 
= 200C,C, h = 40 mm; d) influence of flow velocity, 
tcu = 200oC,  a 

mm 

t0M = 200OC; 

1.35» h = 40 mm. 

got miSS.       1000      "oo no IB tow 

Fl(i. 8.5. Temperature fields in various cross sections of 
a wake during burning In a half-open flow and in a pipe after 
a single flame-holder and after a grid of flame-holders: # — 
burning after a single flame-holder in a half-open flow; O — 
burning after a single flame-holder in a pipe 155 x 550 x 800 
mm; A - burning after three flame-holders in a pipe 155 v 550 
x 800 mm (distance between flame-holders Is 78 mm); w = 80-90 
m/cec;  a =  1.6;   tCM = ?00oC;   h - 40 mm. 
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Fig. 8.4.  Dimensionless temperature fields 
in cross sections of the flame after a 
single flame-holder. 

On the basis of a large number 

of experimental data, it has been 

established that during burning of 

homogeneous mixtures in a wake after 

a bluff body, the quantity of heat 

released in the flame, other things 

being equal, practically does not 

depend on the dimension of the flame- 

holders (Fig. 8.5). 
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Fig. 8.5. Heat release in the 
flame after flame-holders of 
various dimensions. Burning of 
a homogeneous mixture in a half- 
open flow. w0 = 9° m/sec, a =* 

= 1.8.    •-h = lOimn;0-h = 
= 20 mm; O - h = 40 mm. 

PMM 

Heat  release in the wake does not depend on flame-holder dimension either during 

burning after a single flame-holder in a half-open flow or during burning In a pipe 

after a grid of flame-holders.    In Fig,  8.6 there are given temperature fields in 

various cross  sections of a pipe  during burning of a homogeneous gasoline-air mixture 

after three V-shaped flame-holders  of dimension h = 40 mm and after four flame-holders 

of dimension h = 10 mm.     In both cases,  distances between the wall of the pipe and 

edges of the flame-holders adjacent to it,  «md also between edges of adjacent flame- 

holders were identical (parameters of the flow were also identical).    In spite of 

the fact  that the degree of blockage of the cross section of the pipe by flame- 

holders in the first case was 545^,  and in the second — altogether 119S, the combustion 

efficiency of fuel in the chamber with four flame-holders h = 10 mm was even somewhat 

higher than in the chamber with three flame-holders h = 40 mm  (at the end of the 

pipe,  at  x = 760 mm,  in the first case TJZ = 0.95;  In the second — r^ = 0.92). 

Thus,   for the purpose of Intensification of the burning process with the same 

(or even  smaller) hydraulic  losses  in the combustion chamber,   it  is expedient to 
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increase the number of flame-holders with small dimensions, but not their dimension. 

The minimum dimension of a flame-holder thus should be chosen from the condition of 

guarantee of stable combustion within a given range of variation of parameters of the 

flow of fuel mixture. 
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Fig, 8.6.    Temperature fields over cross sections of a pipe during burning after grids 
of 3 flame-holders with h = 40 mm and k flame-holders with h = 10 mm.    Homogeneous 
mixture, a = 1.4,   tCS( = 2000C, w0 = 70 m/sec. 

§  2.     CERTAIN PECULIARITIES  OF BURNING OF HOMOGENEOUS 
GAS MIXTURES AFTER A GRID OF 

FLAME-HOLDERS   IN A PIPE 

In combustors of ramjet engines and afterburners of gas-turbine engines,  the 

process of burning of fuel occurs after a grid (group) of flame-holders.    In this 

case, dimensions and configuration of flames after each flame-holder depend on the 

number of flame-holders and their relative location in the combustion chamber.    With 

uniform location of the flame-holders in the  same plane  (when the distances S between 

edges of adjacent  flame-holders are identical,  and the distances between pipe walls 

and edges of the flame-holders adjacent to it are equal to S/2),  axes of the flames 

are parallel to the axis of the pipe,  and after every flame-holder of identical 

dimensions and geometric form the flames have  Identical dimensions.    In the case when 

flame-holders over the cross section of the combustion chamber are located in an 

echeloned manner,  or nonunlformly, with different distances S, under the action of 

aerodynamic forces and thermal expansion,  the dimensions, gas-dynamic and thermal 

characteristics  of  flames  after each flame-holder turn out to be  different   (Fig.  8,7). 
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Pig,  8.7.    The Influence of 
relative location of flame- 
holders on flame geometry 
during burning in a pipe. 

Especially strongly changed are the gas-dynamic and 

thermal parameters of flames after each flame-holder 

when there  is  applied echeloned location of  them 

in the combustion chamber.    Characteristic  in this 

case is the sharp decrease of temperature of the 

gas along the axis  of the  flame at a certain 

distance from the flame-holder (see below,   § 5 and 

Pig. 8.17). 

The mutual influence of the flames shows up not only in the fact that conditions 

of themal expansion are changed and their shape is deformed by the flow, but also 

in the fact that turbulence characteristics of the flow are changed along the length 

and over the cross sections of the combustion chamber.     It  is obvious that the  less 

the distance is between flame-holders,  the higher will be  (at the same length)  the 

general level of intensity of turbulence In the  Interval between the flame-holders, 

and the higher will be the burning rate of fuel in this interval.    During burning after 

a grid of flame-holders,  gradients of flow velocity increase over cross sections of 

the pipe.    This causes additional turbullzation of the  flow,   and this also leads tc 

increase of burning rate. 

At present it  is not possible to consider in advance the  Influence of each  of the 

enumerated factors on development of the burning process in combustion chambers.    At 

the same time,  the accumulation of empirical data and their statistical reduction 

for the purpose of obtaining dependences characterizing the burning process on the 

whole in the wake after a single flame-holder, are unsuitable for ur.e in examining of 

the process of burning of fuel after a grid of flame-holders. 

For study of processes  of burning,  it is apparently more expedient to use 

experimental data obtained during the investigation of burning not after one,  but 

after a group of flame-holders,  considering thereby the total effect of their mutual 

influence on the process of burning. 

Above it was indicated  that combustion efficiency of fuel along the axis of the 

flame  after a flame-holder remains practically  constant over the whole length of 

the wake.    In the Interval between flame-holders,  combustion efficiency is incrnased 

from zero to the given value  in a distance which is dependent  on many factors — 

physicochemical parameters of the  flow of fuel mixture,   dimensions and geometric  form 

of flame-holders,  distance between them, etc. 

If we consider a design of a combustion chamber inside which  there  are  installed 

flame-holders of identical shape and dimension in the  same plane,  then It will become 
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evident that  independently of the dlajneter of the chamber and the number of flame- 

holders iriEtalled in it,  the entire process of burning of fuel is essentially 

determined only by characteristics of burning in the plane of symmetry between the 

two adjacent flame-holders and between the wall and the flame-holders adjacent to it. 

Consequently,  a group of two flame-holders can be considered as a basic element of 

the combustion chamber, and characteristics of burning in the interval between these 

flame-holders can be extended to a combustion chamber of any dimensions with any 

number of flame-holders. 

This consideration, of course,   is valid only in the case when burning in the 

interval between two adjacent flame-holders indeed does not depend on the total number 

of flame-holders installed in the chamber,  or their mutual influence can be disre- 

garded.    The characteristic change of intensity of turbulence after each flame- 

holder,  with maximum of Intensity on the axis of the wake,  creates as  it were two 

barriers,  which hinder the penetration of velocity pulsations generated after the 

other flame-holders  into the space between the two considered adjacent  flame-holders, 

and consequently the  influence of the other flame-holders in this  relation should 

be Insignificant,    But increase of the number of flame-holders v.'ill lead to growth 

of heat release,  and at the same flow rate of air there will be  increased the average 

flow velocity along the length of the combustion chamber;  furthermore,  there will be 

changed conditions of thermal expansion of the flames.    This can  Influence the com- 

bustion process  in the interval between two adjacent flame-holders with change of 

the total number of flame-holders In the combustion chamber. 

For clarification of this question there were conducted  special experiments.     In 

a rectangular tube with the dimensions 350 x 135 mm,  there were consecutively 

installed in the same plane two, and then four identical flame-holders with the 

dimension h -■ kO mm, with distance between adjacent edges S = 40 ram.    At identical 

flow rate,   temperature and mixture ratio,  there were measured  temperature profiles 

in various cross sections of the combustion chamber;  there were determined boundaries 

of the flames and with the help of chemical analysis,  there was measured the depletion 

of fuel along the length of the chamber in the plane of symmetry between the flame- 

holders.     Results of measurements showed that  flame boundaries and fuel depletion in 

the plane  of symmetry  (along the axis of the chamber) between flame-holders in both 

cases turned out to be practically identical  (Fig.  8.8).    These experiments convinc- 

ingly confirmed  the above consideration about the fact that a group of two flame- 

holders can be  considered as a basic  element of a combustion chamber,  and 
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1'lg.  8.8.    Change of gas temperature 
and ri    in the plane of synunetry between 
two adjacent flame-holders.    Uniform 
I'uel mixture; a - 1.4,  tftu = 2000C, 

characteristics of burning in the Interval 

between these flame-holdors can be extended 

to a combustlün chamber of any dimonslutis 

»dth any number of flame-holders. 

The section of the length of the 

combustion chamber from the flame-hold-1:; 

to the nozzle, which we will subsequently 

call the "hot" part of the chamber L ,  can 

be considered to consist of two partst    the 

initial part  I   ,  In which flames between 

the flame-holders intersect each other,  and 

the section I   ,  in which combustion 

efficiency of the fuel in the piano of 

symmetry between the flame-holders is 

changed from zero to the given value. 

The Initial section I is convoniotitly 

estimated by the mean aigle of expansion of 

the flames if: 

on 
w 0 = 70 m/sec,   •- scheme No.   1, x — tgf 

S 
2/. 

scheme No.   2. 

§ 5.    DEPENDENCE OP ANGLE OF EXPANSION  OF FLAMES  ON VARIOUS FACTORS 

The length of the initial section of the hot part of the combustion chamber 

depends on many factors — temperature and air-fuel ratio,   velocity and initial 

turbulence of the flow,  geometric  forai of the flame-holders and the distance between 

them,  etc.    Change of some of these enunerated  factors  strongly affects the magnitude 

<p;   the influence of others affects  it insignificantly.     In Fig.  8.9 there  are given 

experimental data on the Influence of different  factors on the magnitude (p. 

The  angle of expansion of the  flame  greatly depends on flow velocity,   tomperaturf 

and mixture  ratio,  but depends little on the distance between flame-holders  (at G   ' 

s 10 nun)  and practically does not depend on dimensions of the  flame-holderc h.     Over 

the  length of the  initial  section,   the geometric  form of the bluff body has an 

Influence:    the greater the  "bluffnoss" of the bodies,   the  shorter the length I     le, 

other things being equal.     Increase of Intensity of turbulence of the incident  flow 

of fuel mixture also leads to  reduction of the  length of the  initial section. 
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Pig. 8.9.    Change of angle of expansion of 
flames qp In the Interval between two flame- 
holders depending upon various factors. 
Homogeneous fuel mixture;    V-shaped flame- 
holders with ß = 60°,    a) Influence of 
temperature of the mixture tCM; b) Influence 
of flow velocity rate WQJ C) Influence of 
mixture ratio a; d) Influence of distance 
S between flame-holders. 

On the whole, in the range of 

change of flow velocity of the fuel 

mixture (w0 - 40-160 m/sec, t01| ■ 

- 200-600oC and a - 1.1-2.0) at the 

usual pipe intensity of flow 

turbulence, the angle 9 changes 

within the limits 5-10°.    In rough 

approximate calculations,  it is 

possible to assume that on the 

average 9-7°; for a more accurate 

estimate of length of the initial 

section I»,  it is possible to use 

the graphs given in Fig. 8.9. 

§ 4.     INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS  FACTORS 
ON FUEL DEPLETION IN THE  PLANE 

OF SYMMETRY BETWEEN THE 
FLAME-H0Llji3RS 

Combustion efficiency of fuel 

over the length of the combustion 

chamber in the plane of symmetry 

between flame-holders changes accord- 

ing to the characteristic curves shown 

in Fig. 8.10.    Curves of n f(x) 

sharply, almost by a linear law, 

increase over the segment r\    = 0.2 

to 0.9, and then there occurs very 

slow burning.    During experimental 

determination of the length of the burning zone, one can with satisfactory accuracy 

determine points corresponding to n    « 0.0 and n   « 0.9.    As numerous experiments z z 
have shown,  for increase of r\z from 0.9 to 0.95,  It  is necessary to increase  length 

of the combustion chamber by an amount approximately equal to 0.5 I   .    Length of the 

burning zone  I    depends on many factors. 

The Influence of geometric form of the flame-holders.    The length of the hot 

part of the combustion chamber L ,  other things being equal,  depends on geometric form 

of the flame-holders.    In Fig. 8.10 there are given curves of change of combustion 

efficiency of fuel over the  length of the pipe during burning of a homogeneoua mixturo 

after flame-holders of various geometric  forms.    Parameters  of thr   flow,  characteristic 
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Fig. 8.10.    Change of r)z in 
the plane of synunetry between 
flame-holders depending upon 
their geometric form.    Homo- 
geneous combustible mixture, 
a - M# t0M - 300oC, w0 - 
= 70 m/sec, S - 40 mm.    O — 
two plates, h - 40 mm; 0 — 
two V-shaped flame-holders, 
ß = 60°, h - 40;  x - two 
cylinders with 0 40 mm. 

dimensions of flnme-holders and distanced between 

them were Identical,  but the length L .  as can be 

seen from the graph,  turned out to be different! 

it was least during burning after plates fixed 

perpendicularly to the flow, and largest during 

burning after cylinders.    Change of L   occurs with 

This is explained by the 

fact that with increase of drag of the bluff body, 

the width of the turbulent wake after it increaaes, 

and intensity of the  turbulent wake somewhat 

increases, which leada to increase of burning velocity, 

wylch corresponds to increase of angle of oxpanalon 

of the flame q) and to decrease of the length of the 

change of both I    and I   , 

burning zone I   . 

Influence of temperature of the fuel mixture tCM.     Change of temperature of the 

fuel mixture renders a very strong influence on length of the burning zone.    Thus,   Vor 

a) m r **<♦ 

fit \ 1 
1 v ,wr**'— 

AM s, 1 
1 

■^ 
^ N 

m \ \ 

\ \ 
WfUm/n'e \ \ too 1 1 1 

3i * * to * to « w tr 

instance, at a flow velocity of w 0 9u 

m/sec, a = 1,4 and 3 = 40 mm, cnange of 

tÄ . from 200° to 600oC led to decrease 
CM 

of lr by almost twice (Fig. 8.11a), 

Influence of mixture ratio a. The 

tooi. 

000 If 
Fig.   8.11.    Dependence of length of the 
burning zone lr in the plane  of symmetry 
between flame-holders on various factors. 
Homogeneous fuel mixture,     h  = 40 mm,  S = 
= 40 mm. 

length of the burning zone greatly 

depends also on mixture  ratio a.     Other 

things being equal,  with increase  of a 

as compared to stolchlometrlc  composi- 

tion,   length of the burning zone 

Increases   (Fig. 8.11b),    The least 

value  of Z     corresponds to a composition 

of the  fuel mixture  which Is close  to 

stolchlometrlc. 

The  Influence  of flow velocity w0. 

In Fig.   8.11c  there  are experimental 

data on the  influence of flow velocity 

on length of  the burning zone.     From 

the  graph  It  Is clear that  change  of 

velocity of  the  Incident   flow within 
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the range w0 « 60-70 m/sec noticeably affects length lr, and this influence if 

greater the ümaller the value of w0.    For WQ higher than 70 ra/sec, length of the 

burning zone very weakly depends on flux velocity. 

The influence of distance S between flame-holders.    Prom Pig. 8.lid one may see 

that the length of the burning zone greatly depends on distance between f lame-holde rst 

lr increases almost linearly with Increase of S.    This is explained by the fact that 

with Increase of distance between flame-holders, average level of Intensity of 

turbulence of the flow in the cpace between them decreases,  and this leads to decrease 

of burning velocity and increase of size of the zone of heat release lp. 

The influence of dimension of the flame-holder.    Other things being equal, length 

of the burning zone practically does not depend on the dimension of a flame-holder h 

of given geometric form (see Fig. 8.6 and 8.12). 

Influence of initial flow turbulence.    The 

influence of intensity of turbulence of the 

incident flow BQ on length of the hot part of the 

combustion chamber is different depending upon 

the dimension of the flame-holder;    the greater thn 

dimension of the flame-holder,  the less this 

influence is.    This means that the process of 

burning in the wake after a flame-holder Is 

Influenced not only by the  intensity,  but also 

by the scale of turbulence.     On the whole we may 

assume that Increase of Initial intensity,  as a 

rule, leads to decrease of L .    However,  if e0 is 

considerably less than the intensity of turbulence generated by the flame-holder 

itself,  then it has little effect on a change of L .    However,  if EQ is comparable 

with the  intensity of turbulence generated by the flame-holders,  then Lr decreases 

considerably.    This is graphically illustrated by Fig.  8.13,  where there  are givon 

experimental curves of burn-up in the plane of symmetry between two flame-holders at 

various intensities of turbulence of the  Incident flow, which is generated by gride 

fixed at  a distance of 185 mm in front of the flame-holders.     The grids had identical 

dimensions of their openings,  but  different widths of their crosspieces.     Consequ( ntly, 

it was possible to expect that the  scale of turbulence of the  flow after them would bo 

approximately identical,  and that  the  Intensity of turbulence would be different, 

increasing from grid No,  1 to grid No.  3.    In accordance with change of e0,  there war, 

changed the length of the burning zone L , 
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Fig.  8.12.     Change of TJZ in the 
plane of symmetry between flame 
holders of various dimensions. 
Homogeneous mixture,  a = 1.4, 

>o 
"-CM 200 C,  w0 = 70 m/sec, S 
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Flg. 8.13. Influence of Intensity of turbulence of the 
Incident flow EQ on bum-up In the plane of symmetry 

between the flame-holdera. Homogeneous mixture, a = l,j>, 
tau " ^oo0c'  w = 70 m/sec, x without a grid, •- grid 
No. 1, O - grid No. 2, A - grid No. 3. 

Influence of pressure In the flow. Decrease of pressure in the below atmospheric 

loads to deceleration of burning, and, as a result of this, to Increase of total 

length of the burning zone L in the plane of symmetry between the flame-holders 

(Fig. 8,14). Burning velocity drops mainly due to 

decrease of the intensity of turbulence because of 

Increasf; of the viscosity of the flow with decrease of 

pressure. But, furthermore, as It was shown by 

Khramtsov, even at constant intensity of turbulence of 

the flow, the decrease of pressure by Itself leads to 

a certain deceleration of burning. 

The universality of turning curves. Curves of 

change of combustion efficiency of fuel versus dimension- 

less length of the burning zone l_ in the plane of 

It« 
an 

(tbl. ) 

iy r J^ 
\ —r i 
-■N 

n't V 
03 S 

N k x 
h 

no VOOlfm 
Fig.  8.14.    Influence 
of pressure  in the flow 
on the length Lr. 
Homogeneous gasoline-air 
mixture,  a = 1.35,  t. cu 

225 C,  wn = 90 m/sec. 
symmetry between flame-holders are universal.     At 

different flow parameters of the fuel mixture,   different 

dimensions and geometric  form« of the flame-holders,  different distances between thorn, 

etc.,  experimental points  of the dependence  TJ    = f(l   ) fall on one curve  (Fig.  8,15). z p 
From the  graph it  is clear that  for increase of n    from 0.9 to 0.94-0,9!?,   it  is 

n^uessary to increase   length of the burning zone   lT by about  one  and  a half  tlmeü, 

IM»» 
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Fig. 8.15.    Change of n    In the pleuie of symmetry z 
between flame- holders • 
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§ 5.    BURNING AFTER A GRID ÜF FLAME-HOLDERS,   LOCATED IN THE SAME 
PLANE AND ECHELONED ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

Above it was indicated that during stable burning,  the temperature of gases on 

the axis along the entire length of the wake after each flame-holder remains 

practically constant.    Strictly speaking,  this Is true during burning after a single 

flame-holder in open and half-open flows,  and also during burning In a pipe after a 

grid of flame-holders located In the same plane, under the condition that distancf-a 

between them are sufficiently large  (not less than ^0 mm). 

During burning after a grid with a large number of flame-holders located close 

to one another,  change of hydrodynamic and thermal parameters in the wake after each 

flame-holder becomes more complicated.    In Fig.  8.16 there are given curves of th^ 
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Fig.  8.16,     Change  of compu.;ltlori and velocity of 
gaa over Lli"  length of the pipe durlnp; burning 
after a grid of flame-holders installed  in the 
same plane.     Homogeneoua mixture, a -  l.',,   tCM 

- 200"C,  w 0 o m/oec, 

I'ompoul t li'ti and  v^ \'.< • I ly ^ r 

gaa ove v v rnsti  IJI 'd Ii UM    ■''  ' I . 

fJpi   during I'umliK' of •■ 

homogern'ouB mlxturo aftrr n 

/'rid of five flatne-holdprr 

i'lx"'i   In  the  tiaiii''  pl.-nu'  II<   .-i 

rllst unec  frum ■ aeli ot lr r nf 

ö ' JO min,    Chametprißtlt'  for 

thilu case   is  th"  decivar.c of 

contt.'iit of i.'u,,   (ur,  whleti   1:' 

the  srajne,   of ti'mperaLu/^!  ol'  ih 

gases)  along tin'  axlu uf  ih' 

wake at a certain distanC'1  from the  flamo-holder.    For  lnstanci\,  over u diütanr'   id' 

x ■ 1)00 mm i!i" conti-nt of   ^ ., on axpa of  the waKea foil to ~7'.' (na cnmpni'ftl to   I'j'- 

in the cross  section x      IPO ram)  and  became  approximately  Identical with  Lhc et'tiun' 

of Cür, In  Mi'   plan''  of iiy.nw try between  flarae-hulders,    Thus,   over  i.h ■  i-ni.lrc  cv>'::r. 

section of the combustion chamber»   velocity profiles of the  flow wi re  ismoothni. 

With  further   Increase  of  the dirtanco   from th-  etabiliErrs,   ov>-r  Mi'   eutlr 

crous  section of the  pipe  then    is  uniformly incp-'ased combustion effl ■]• ncy  i-l'  ! h' 

fuel;   the  velocitji   pn flic  of  the   flow alüo  remains  uniform.     Such  B  eh.-inf,'-  •''■'  ■"'■' 

temperaiur    mi   i h"   a.-:i     of   ill     wak'.   is   caused  by 11n    i';"..".   thfit   WL1IJ   .l--r v ■;•::    df 

distance  betwei ri  flame-huld irw  th"r-.'   is   Increased  t-ti"  liii-ri'lty  ol' mixiiic "!' fr   :;i 

mixtur-    with eurabu.'itioii proMuct.-.,     Fresh mixture peni Irnler   Ititc    the   ,■' ,j'il  i'e, i< n  uf 

the wake  aft^r each   flarae-nolder,   '.mri  combustion ui-o(Juct3  from the  uxl'ij   i-. rl'.n 

penetrate   into  the  plane uf  .;ymiti'■; r.v   between tin    I'huii' -lielc) -IT,.      l'huji,   U;"   ' inii 

average  i-nr.  ti inperal ur"j ar    e(juall;,.ed  over  i h • cntlr" crosD  i'.eetlon of  Mr   t>rp  .   i  r 

do not   reach  Ui ■   theoretical  huminc temp', rat ui'e,  ülnce a coriKiit' rabln  pari   of  ••:■ 

fuel still <lu'':;  not   enter  Into the combustion  reaction.    At  the  cnmi    time,  :•:■.    i-nn^i-i 

son of ( xpt^rlm.-ntal  data shows,  even   In  this  ■■:.■:■■'■  the extent  of  tin    t urulnc    .":'   m-: 

change    '!' combustion i ft'lel.nc.v  of  fuel  in tip   plane  of symmetry  !■■ tw ' n  fi-'ime-hul I' r 

alon/:1;  th"   L'nr'-'i  '''.'  ' h"  burnliu'  . "ii"   i.     remairi  [iraetica lly   the  ;-,'i.tri'    :>.-   iirin,' t.-'i.-'iiln 

after  two  fluja -hull   r-.',  nth' r eiiuditJotui  b< LID'   1 (■ nt le.'i 1 . 

i!at"-dynaml j   rsi.H   Mi-'rmal  .iiruet ir'>  of  tti'    fie',,   In  i!..    hot   (jni't   (•:'   'hi    -emt u/t.lnij 

ch.ambei'  I'  .'i!;'      .-.till  mor"  ■■emi I ie-u ■   i   fur  ■•.•tii Leni  i   lo,"-t luii  uf   ■ li     f l.-'jri'-nuJ |i !■;;, 
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Fig. 8.17. CorapoBltion of gas and "flow lines" 
(curves of constant flow rates) over the length 
of a pipe during burning after a grid of flame- 
holders located In an echeloned manner. Homo- 
geneous mixture, a = 1.5, tou » 200

oC, WQ = 

= 60 m/sec. 

along the length of the chamber. 

The flow incident on the flame* 

holders is deflected in the 

direction of least resistance, 

flow lines are distorted, and 

there occurs redistribution of 

gas flow velocities over cross 

sections of the combustion 

chamber, accompanied by intense 

mixing of fresh mixture with 

combustion products and a sharp 

fall of maximum temperature 

(time average) in the wake after 

the flame-holders located further forward.    Thus,  for instance,  in the flame after the 

first upper flame-holder,   the content of C02 in one of the combustion regimes fell 

from "^ in the recirculatlon zone to »yl.O^ at a distance of 120 mm from the flame- 

holder, and only at a distance of 600 mm again increased to 10^ (Fig.  8.17).    An 

analogous picture is observed in wakes after other flame-holders.    Strong distortion 

of flow lines along the length and change of the field of velocities over cross 

sections of the combustion chamber is apparently accompanied by intense turbulizatlon 

of the flow. 

The above mentioned experimental data show how difficult it  Is to calculate  flow 

characteristics  in the  space behind a flame-holder ahead of time,  and  to give an exact 

analytic solution of the problem of bum-up along the length and over cross sections 

of a full-scale combustion chamber of straight-flow-through type. 

With echeloned location of flame-holders,  the character of bum-up in the  inter- 

vals between them will be different from the case of burning with location of flame- 

holders in the same plane.    However, experiments show that,  in spite of such a 

complicated gas-dynamic  and thermal structure of the  flow,  on the whole,   the  length 

of the burning zone in the plane of symmetry between two flame-holders located  In an 

echeloned manner turns out to be practically the  same as and during burning between 

two flame-holders Installed  in the same plane,   if the clearance between thorn and other 

conditions remain identical. 

In order that   with echeloned location of flame-holders,  combustion of fuel to a 

given combustion efficiency be  finished  in one  cross   section of the  combusilon chamber, 
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Flg. 8,18.    Bum-up over the length of a 
pipe,     a^  for uniform distance between 
flame-holders  S = var; b) for nonunlform 
distance between flame-holders S = const. 
Homogeneous mixture, a = 1,5,  wo = ^0 m/sec, 

Vu = 200oC.    O - scheme No.   1.    • — scheme 
N5T 2. 

radial dlstancoa between flame-hulcK'rs 

have to be varinble.    In Fig. B.lH 

there are given experimental dat* 

which show change of composition of 

combustion products over the length 

of the combustion chamber with 

echeloned location of flame-holders. 

In the first case,  the distance 

between flame-holders was identical 

and was equal to 30 mm.    Burn-up over 

the length of the combustion chamber 

was nonunlform,  and at the end of 

the pipe  average combustion efficiency 

was low.     In the second case,  the 

distance between flame-holiiers was 

variable;   It was changed from 4u to 

20 mm.     In this case burn-up over the 

length of the combustion chamber was 

more uniform,   and was finished  in th»- 

same cross  section and with higher 

average combustion efficiency for tiw 

stuiic combustion chamber length. 

With echeloned location of  flame- 

holders,   the  radial distance between 

them S  is chosen from simple gcomt'trle 

considerations  In such a manner that  for a given length of the hot part of the 

combustion chamber,  and given number and dimensions of flame-holders, burn-up in the 

interval between rll flame-holders to the assigned combustion efficiency is finished 

In the  sajne  section of the combustion chamber. 

§ 6.     CHARACTERISTICS  OP BURNING OF TWO-PHASE  MIXTURES 
IN A TURBULENT FLOW 

In combustion chambers of  straight-flow-through type,   fuel   Is  usually injected 

In the  liquid   state  into a flow of air;   thus  the process  of burning Itself precedes 

the process  of carburetlon — atomizatlon of the fuel,  motion of liquid droplet   in 

the  flow and  evaporation and mixing of the vapor with air.     As  n  result,  a   fuel 

mixture with some relative concentration of liquid-droplet phase to vapor phase of  th< 
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fuel approaches the name front. The proreBtt of carburetlon also continue« after 

the flame front. In the burning «one, where large dvoplete of fuel are evaporated 

which were net able to vaporize In the preparation zi'no of the fuel mixture - in the 

space between the fuel manifold and the rinrro holders. 

The two-phase fuel mix, ure Is characte? ised by the total weight ratio of vapor 

phase to liquid phase of the fuel, the spectrum of coarseness of droplets of the 

liquid phase and the distribution of concentrations of liquid and vapor pnises over 

the cross section of the chamber (see Chapter III). 

In contrast to homogeneous mixtures, in two-phase mixtures the local concentra- * 

tlons of fuel differ to a greater or lesser degree from the average total value«: 

the flow of fuel mixture possessea macro-and microheterogeneities in the content of 

both vapor and liquid phases of the fuel. The mass ratio of evaporated fuel to liquid 

phase, the spectrum of coarseness of droplets and micro-and macroheterogeneities of 

concentrations depend on the type and geometric parameters of injectors, distance 

between them on the fuel mainfold, feed pressure and direction of injection of the 

fuel (along the flow, against the flow, etc.), distance from the place of injection, 

physical constants of the fuel, pressure, speed and temperature of the air flow, etc. 

Characteristics of a two-phase mixture continuously change along the length of 

the combustion chamber. With Increase ;f distance from the manifold, there is Increased 

the quantity of evaporated fuel, and due to turbulent and molecular uiffusion its 

concentrations over the cross section of the pipe are equalized. During flow around 

oostables - the precombustlon chamber and flame-holders - flow of fuel mixture changes 

direction; thus the droplets are not completely entrained in the flow, and part of 

them settle on the surface of the obstacles, and as they accumulate are carried away 

by the flow into the zone after the flame-holder. A considerable part of the fuel 

can settle on t.'ie walls of the chamber. Further on, behavior of fuel which has 

settled on the solid surfaces depends on the temperatures of these surfaces. On 

heated surfaces fuel to a considerable degree Is evaporated; from cold surfaces It 

flows off In the form of a sheet, which is broken up in the flow of air into droplets 

of larger dimension than droplets produced during u.tomlzation by swirl injectors. 

Nonunlform distribution of total concentrations of fuel over the cross section 

of the combustion chamber can lead to overenrichment of the mixture in individual 

zones. In these zones, combistlon effeciency of fuel decreases due to the deficiency 

of oxygen. This explains the fact that, as a rule, the maximum combuation efficiency 

of the fuel In combustors of ramjet engines corresponds not to stolchiomntrlc air-fuel . 
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ratio« but lies In region of leaner mixtures, corresponding tu a ^ 1.2 to 1.3. 

The more uniformly the fuel spray nozzles are located  over the cross section of 

the burning path,  the smaller the diameters of droplets of atomized fuel, and tin' 

greater the distance from the fuel manifold to the flame-holder,  then the more  fuel 

1* evaporated on approach to the flame front, the more uniformly Its concentration 

is distributed over the cross section of the combustion chamber and the more homo- 

geneous the fuel mixture Is.    And,  conversely, with location of the fuel manifold 

close to the flame-holders, large dlmentlons of fuel droplets and low temperature of 

air, a large quantity of the fuel in the liquid-droplet state will pass through the 

flame front and burn according to laws which are different from those for burning of 

a homogeneous mixture. 

The process of burning of liquid atomized fuel in a turbulent flow approaches the 

actual process of burning of fuel In a combustion chamber to the highest degree. 

However,  this question up to now has been little  investigated.     Results of a large 

number of theoretical and experimental works on the study of burning of single droplets 

of fuel in a motionless medium or at small relative velocities  (falling droplets) are 

not very applicable to real conditions of burning of two-phase mixtures in a turbulent 

flow.    Thus,  for instance,  the  "classical"  diffusion theory of burning of a motionless 

drop Is based on the assumption that the  liquid drop is  surrounded by a vapor shell 

of uniform thickness with gradients of temperature and concentration of fuel vapor 

and atmospheric  oxygen identical in all radial directions.     Fuel  instantly burns   In 

an infinitely thin layer on the spherical surface, where the concentrations of oxygen 

and fuel vapor correspond to a = 1.0. 

It is  obvious that in a combustion chamber such a model of burning of droplets 

is not realized.     Due to heat  release,  flow velocity over the  length of the chamber 
p Increases.    Thus  acceleration reaches hundreds and even thousands of m/sec  .    With 

such accelerations, drops will lag behind  the flow and,  depending upon their dlmonslun, 

will have  larger or smaller blowing  velocities.    Depending upon the magnitude or 

relative velocity,   the vapor shell around  the drop is deformed   (stretched out along 

the flow,  blown off from the drop),   and under certain conditions the  flame breakr, 

off from the drop. 

Experiments  In the study of burning of drops of fu"! with an air 1 last show 

that flame breaks  off from the drop at blowing velocity of the  order to O.'j to 'j.u 

m/sec.    Its  value  depends on dimensions of the drop and  temperature of the medium: 

with increase of dimensions of the  drop and temperature  of the  medium,   there   Is 

Increased  the  flow velocity at  which blowoff occurs from the burning drop  (Mr.    '•,V)), 
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Furthermore, there has be^n experimentally established a considerable mutual Influence 

of burning drops on the  stability of their burning:    a group of drops bums more 

stably than a single dropj blowoff from a group of burning drops occurs at higher 

relative blowing velocities than during burning of a single drop  (Fig.  8.20),    This 

is explained by the fact  that during burning of a group of drops,   there  occurs mutual 

transmission of heat to the drops by means of thermal conduction and  radiation; 

tht-reby,  there  are  increased the speed of their evaporation,   the  temperature of the 

medium after thv burning drops,  and,  consequently,  there appear favorable conditions 

for stabler burning of each drop. 

»/tee 

Fig. 8.19.  Blow- 
off velocity of 
flame from a drop 
depending upon 
temperature of the 
flow. Fuel - 
gasoline; diameter 
of drop d0 = 1.5 to 

1.7 mm. 

■/••o 

m. 
Fig. 8.20. Blowoff veloc- 
ity of flame from a drop 
depending upon dlaiüeter of 
the drop. Fuel — gasoline; 
temperature of medium t 

870oC. 
cp 

1 - falling drops 
in a ceramic pipe;  i? — sus- 
pended drops in an open 
flow. 

According to contemporary ideas  (see  Chapter VI),  turbulent flame has a compli- 

cated structure,  which is nonunlform in temperature.    At e. given point of space with 

temperature  fixed  on the average with respect to time,  at different moments of timo 

there actually penetrate either products of almost complete combustion,  with 

temperature close  to the burning temperature at  the given value of a,  or fresh mixture 

with Initial temperature  t„lf. CM 

Consequently,   during burning of a two-phase mixture in a combustion chamber, 

droplets of fuel will lag behind the gas flow,  alternately be blown with high rolntfve 

velocity by gases with different temperatures,   the  flame will be blown off from them, 

and evaporation will occur under essentially non-steady conditions.     Vapor removed 

from the  fuel drop,  depending upon temperature of the medium and concentration of 

oxygen,  will be either preliminarily mixed with air,  and then burn as an approximately 

homogeneous mixture,   or  Immediately enter  into the burning reaction according to the 

diffusion .scheme. 
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Thus, the total burning time of 

a two-phase mixture Is composed of 

the "life time" of the largest drops 

(to their full evaporation) and the 

burning time of vapor after full 

evaporation of the drops. Reliable 

relationships for quantitative 

determination of these times have 

as yet not been obtained. 

Above It was indicated that the 

question of burning of two-phase 

mixtures in a flow has been little 

Investigated.  There are known only 

a small number of experimental works. 

The authors of work [5] came to the 

conclusion that In a laminar flow 

monodisperse fogs (with diameter of 

drops < 10 M.) behave during burning 

as homogeneous mixtures; In large- 

disperse fogs (with diameter of 

drops > 40 n) during burning of 

stationary or slowly moving mixtures 

the individual droplets burn. 

Tlkhomlrov [9], Investigating 

burning of two-phase kerosene air 

mixtures in a turbulent flow, 

established that at low temperatures 

of the mixture and low content of 

evaporated fuel in it, a continuous 

flame front is absent, and separate drops and clusters of drops of fuel burn. At 

high temperatures of the mixture and high contents of evaporated fuel, there is 

observed a continuous flame front, and also focuses of burning of separate drops of 

fuel after this front (Fig. 8.21). Based on these data and certain calculations, the 

author arrives at the following qualitative conclusions.  In two-phase mixtures, drops 

can ignite due to transmission of heat from burning drops or clusters of drops to the 

non-bumlnt drops. Thus it is not necessary (at low content of fuel in the vapor 
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Fig. 8.21.    Photographs of a flame in a 
turbulent flow of fuel mixture w0 = 
■ 20.5 m/sec; exposure is 1/1250 sec (ex- 
periments of Tlkhomlrov). a) homogeneous 
mixture,  z « 100$, t0 = J05oC,  a2 = 1.1. 
b) two-phase mixture,  z-50^, t0 ■ 310oC, 
otj, = 2.54, c) two-phase mixture,   z = 50^, 
t0 = 2000C,  a2 = 2.38,  d)  two-phase mixture, 
z  = 10^,  t0 = 100oC, az = 4.08. 
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phaue)  that  In the  spacü botweon drops there be realized chemical reaction.    In the 

conducted experiment,'!, the mean value of a with respect to the vapor phase reach 

values of po and mor ,  nnd with such compositions a homogeneous mixture Is not at all 

combustible,  which  indirectly conflrmc the  accuracy of the presented scheme of burning 

of two-phase mixtures. 

Durin/i burning of homogeneous mixtures,  the length of the burning zone,  other 

things being equal.   Increases with  Increase  of a.    In the case of burning of a "lean" 

two-phase mixture,  during evaporation of 

drops there are created macrovolumes with 

concentrations of fuel vapor which are more 

favorable for burning than  In a homogeneous 

mixture with the same mean value of a. 

Therefore,  the limits of flame propagation 

with respect to a for a two-phase mixture 

are wider than for a homogeneous mixture. 

For the same reason,   the burning rate of 

"lean" two-phase mixtures can be greater 

than the burning rate of a homogenepus 

mixture, but the length of the burning zone 

is accordingly less.    This  Is confirmed by 

experimental data,  which show that in a 

fixed section of a turbulent  flame during 

burning of polydisperse kerosene air mixtures 

Fig.  8.22.     Combustion efficiency of 
fuel in fixed  section of flame  during 
burning of hümogoneous and two-phase 
mixture  of gasoline  with air,   tCM = 
=  1üü0c,  w0 =  GO m/sec.      uni- 
form gasoline-air mixture,   
two-phase kerosene-air mixture  zCp = 
=  \>0i.    C0- a ■.   2.0,  AA - a = 1.0, 
•©- a--l.ii,  #x - a = 0.7. 

with a § 1.4, the combustion efficiency 

of the fuel is loss, and at a > 2.0 it is larger than for homogeneous mixtures of 

the  same compos It Ion   (Fig.   8.22). 

It  is  necessary   to note  that  for the purpose of decrease  of length of the 

chamber,  tha  process  of burning of fuel is  organized  in such a way that  in the burning 

zones the  true  value  of the  air-fuel  ratio does not exceed 1,5-1.7.     At  such values 

a,   the burning time  of two-phase mixtures will be longer than  the burning time of 

homogeneous mixtures.     It  is also obvious that  the greater the  diameter of the drops 

in the atomizatlon  spectrum of the liquid,   the longer will be  the burning time of the 

two-phase mixture,   and the  longer should be   the length of the  combustion chamber for 

the  given combustion efficiency of the  fuel. 

In combustion chambers of ramjet  engines and afterburners  of turbojet engines, 

burning of fuel usually occurs at high temperatures of air;   fuel  spray nozzles of 
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centrifugal type pre directed upstroam ami provide ^ood atomlzatlon of f'ut'i.    Under 

these conditions,  fuel mixture approaches flame holders with large content of vapur; 

large drops,  however,   which do not have  time  to be evaporated  In  "cold"  port of 

chamber,  succeed to be evaporated for the most  part after the  flame front,     Thnreforc, 

process of burning of such mixtures  is apparently closer to regularities of burning 

of uniform mixtures.    At the same time,  it should be borne in mind that  in aiomivn- 

tlon spectrum there are drops of quite large dimensions  (to 200 \i and larger),  and 

part of them can not be evaporated in the whole extent of the combustion chamber. 

In this case,  for estimation of physical incompleteness of combustion,   it  is necessary 

to calculate volatility of drops over the  length of the combustion chamber.     Method 

of calculation is discussed In Chapter III. 

§ 7.     EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON BURNING  OF TWO-PHASE MIXTURES 
AFTER AN ARRAY  OF FLAME-HOLDERS   IN A  PIPE 

In combustion chambers  of air-breathing Jet engines,  liquid fuel is usually 

injected through a manifold of swirlers. 

In a number of cases,   along the trajectory of flight,  fuel flow rate   through 

chamber can be changed by 5-8 times,  which it  Is  impossible to attain by changing only 

fuel feed pressure.    Therefore,  fuel manifold  is  frequently made to be multistage 

(more frequently — two-stage),  and during transition of fuel feed from two to one 

stage,  the step between injectors is considerably increased.    Thus distribution of 

concentrations of fuel over cross section of burning loop can be  impaired,   and due 

to appearance of local  zones  of overenrichment  of mixture fullness of combustion of 

fuel decreases.    For a more precise answer to this  question,  there was experimentally 

checked influence  of feed pressure of fuel and  change  of step  (distance)  between 

injectors on bum-up over the  length of the pipe. 

In Fig.  8.23 there  are  given curves of change  of  fullness of combustion of  i'uol 

in plane of symmetry between two flame holders during burning of two-phase  kerosene 

air mixtures,   depending upon feed pressure  of fuel and number  (ütep)  of  Injectors  on 

the manifold.     From graph  it   is clear that with  decrease of feed pressure  of  fuel   tu 

b atm  (gage),   length of  zone  of burnup starts  to   Increase  r-omewhat.     Increase of 

distance between  Injectors by  twice   (from 60 to  120 mm)  with  feed  pressure  of  fuel 

constant in both cases  Ap    =  19 atm  (gage)  practically did not  Influence  length of 

burnup zone.     Obtained   results,  naturally,  have  a  specific character,   and  are  accun'- 

in a limited  range of change  of the  Indicated magnitudes. 
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Fig.  8.1!}.     Influence of number of 5n,iectors   (step) 
cuid  fuel feed pressure on change of T]     In plane of 
symmetry between flame holders.     w0 =. 75 m/sec,  t- = 
= 300-c, t- 150C. 
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Comparison of experimental data obtained under identical conditions shows that at 

a temperature  of air at entrance  to combustion chamber which is  variable within limitt3 

5ü0-800oc,  speed of combustion and length of burnup zone 

in interval between flame-holders  differ from the same 

magnitudes during burning of uniform mixtures.     If,   how- 

ever,   feed pressure of fuel is  sufficiently high  (more 

than 10 atm (gage)),   then,   as can be seen from Fig.  Q.2k, 

at  Identical values of flow velocity,  temperature and 
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Fig.  8.2^.    Burnup in plane      mixture,   ratio,  burnup curves in plane of symmetry be- 
of symmetry between two 
iirofhhomog6lneoSsnindUtwö-      tWOCn flajne-holders during burning of uniform and two- 
phase mixtures. ^ ., . 

phase mixtures turn out to be practically identical. 

This  result Is not expected.     Calculations show 

(see  §   L8,  Chapter II)  that  for the parameters  of flow 

and geometric characteristics of injectors  shown in  Fig. 

Ö.23»   the  fuel mixture with approach to flame-holders 

(at distance of 200-300 mm from the manifold downstream) 

has 75-90^ fuel in vapor phase,   but at distance of 

200-300 nun after flame  front,   tiegree  of  evaporation  Is  Increased   to 97-98%.    At 
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atmospheric pressure In flow, average median diameter of drops d    ■  Jü-'jü (i   ami 

air-full ratio a - 1,1,  number of drops in 1 en? of mixture n = U.OOtMüUü,   and 

average distance between them docs not exceed 1 mm.    With such  small  distance lietwrcn 

drops and high Intensity of turbulence of flow fuel vp.pors are well mixed with air, 

and with approach to flane-holders form a fuel mixture close to homogeneous.    It is 

natural that In considered cases, burning of such "two-phase" mixtures practically 

does not differ from burning of a technically uniform mixture. 

In case of lower temperatures of flow and worse atomlzatlon of liquid,   fuel 

mixture will have considerable amount of fuel in liquid-droplet phase,  and necessary 

length of hot part of combustion chamber will be determined by time of evaporation 

of drops plus time of burning of vapor after full evaporation of drops.    Length of 

bumup zone thus will be larger than during burning of uniform mixtures with the sainr 

mean values of a. 

At a temperature of flow of air exceeding 95O-1000oC,  fuel in combustion chamber 

Ignites Itself practically Immediately after leaving injector,  and burning occurs 

not In flame front,  as occurs at lower temperatures, but in all volumes where there 

are combustible concentrations of fuel vapor and oxygen.    In this case,   it  is possible 

to estimate approximately the necessary minimum length of hot part of combustion 

chamber according to time of evaporation (burning)  of drops, assuming that  fuel 

evaporated from burns Instantly. 

§ 8.     BURNING IN TURBULENT  FLOW  NEAR WALL OF  PIPE 

During Investigation of working process  in combustion chambers of air-breathtng 

Jet engine,  of practical Interest is burning of fuel-air mixture near metallic wall. 

However,  for systematic  investigations of turbulent burning at the wall under 

conditions close to those  of burning in chambers of a ramjet engine have been conducted, 

A number of experimentors have expressed  the  assumption that burning at wnll of 

chamber of ramjet engine  is impaired as compared to burning in flow core,  and  total 

decrease of fullness of combustion of fuel to a considerable degree  is a result  of 

low combustion efficiency layers of flow near the  wall.    Such assumptions  are mainly 

based on the following considerations.    .Tirst,   it  l"s assumed that due  to Intense heat 

exchange,   temperature  in zone of burning in layer near wall etui  sharply drop,   and, 

as a result of this,   effective rate of combustion  in this layer  Is decreased.     Secondly, 

directly at the wall  intensity of turbulence  drops,   and this also should  load  to 

decrease of effective burning rate  in layer near the wall. 

These  assumptions  to  some degree  find experimental confirmation.     Tn a number of 
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cases, measurements of tempora.urv and chemical composition of combustion products 

In various sections of chamber show that  In layers  at  the wall temperature  of gases 

and fullness of combustion of fuel are lower than  in flow coro.    Compositive test 

of certain models of combustion chambers of ramjet engine during cooling of walls by 

water and air showed that,  other things being equal,  mean values of combustion 

efficiencies of fuel In first case were 10-12% lower than during cooling of walls of 

chamber by air. 

However,   In most cases,   lower values of temperature  of gases and  fullness of 

combustion of fuel In layers at  the wall can be explained not by impairment of 

combustion Itself at the wall,  but by other causes — loss of heat from gas flow to 

cooling water,  nonunlform distribution of concentrations  of fuel over cross  section 

of combustion chamber with Impoverishment of mixture at  the wall,  etc.     Lower com- 

bustion efficiency of fuel at  the wall as compared  to its value in the flow coro may 

also be a result of incorrect   (nonunlform) location of flame-holders In combustion 

chamber:    if distance between wall and the nearest  flame-holder to it  is considerably 

larger than half of distance between adjacent  flame-holders, burnup at the wall will 

be finished later (at larger distance from flame-holders)  than In the Interval 

between flajne-holders.     Conversely, by decreasing distance between flame-holder 

and wall and increasing It between :ielghborlng flame-holders, we obviously can 

obtain in fixed section of combustion chamber high combustion e/'ficlency at  the wall 

and low efficiency in Interval between flame-holders.    For the purpose of more 

detailed clarification of this  question,  there was conducted experimental  Investigation 

of burning of uniform fuel-air mixtures near a metallic -./all. 

In Fig. 8.25 there are given diagrams of experiment  and curves of change of 

chemical composition of gases   (C02) over length of  flame  In layer at the wall. 

Burning of uniform kerosene-air mixture occurred after flame-holder in an open flow, 

bounded above by a metallic wall made of steel.     In one  case the wall on the  outside 

was heat-insulated by a layer of asbestos,   and  temperature  of surface  along the  length 

changed  from temperature  of fresh mixture at root  of  flame  to 1000-J?00oC at  the  end; 

in the  other case,  being cooled by running water,   temperature of its  surface  did  not 

exceed 60-80oC.    As seen from Fig.  8.25.  under the  same conditions of burning,   in 

both cases chemical composition of combustion products,   and consequently also combus- 

tion efficiency of fuel in corresponding sections of torch were practically identical. 

Consequently, even much different losses of heat from gases  into wall fiid not 

noticeably influence burning in  the layer of homogeneous mixture at  the wall. 
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In fig.  8.26  there arc given 

experimental data  on chemical 

compoiiltlun of combustion producta 

in various  sections of chamber 

during burning of uniform 

mixtures after an array of  r'laine- 

holders In a  rectangular pipe, 

walls  of which were  cooled with 

water.     Flame-holders were 

establiahed   In one  section of 

the pipe.     Distance between wall 

and edge of the nearest flame- 

holder to it was  two times  less 

than distance between edges of 

adjacent  flame-holders.    Burnup:; 

directly at wall and In plane o!' 

symmetry between flame-holders 

in this case were also practically 

Identical. 

Given experimental data show that  in the combustion chamber,  wall practically 

does not render any essential influence on combustion efficiency of uniform mixtures. 

In combustion chambers,  burning occurs 

Fig, 8.25.    Change of composition of combustion 
products during burning of uniform mixture at 
cooled and heat-insulated walls.    w0 = 7° m/sec, 
a = 1.06,  t      = 200oC.    1 - heat-insulated or 
water-cooled wall.     2 - temperature of heat- 
insulated wall.    • — heat-insulated wall, O — 
water-cooled wall. 

9 a u a tfi jyccn 
Ukttr-ooolcd 
nt4l mil 

Flg.  Ö.26.     Change  of composition of 
combustion products at the wall and in 
the  interval between flame-holders 
during burning in a pipe.    Uniform 
mixture;  w0 = 7° m/sec, a = l.Jid^, 
tCM - 30ÜOC. 

either at  the walls  of heat Jackets 

(during air cooling of walls of combus- 

tion chamber),   or at  the  strongly heated, 

uncooled  (covered with heat-protecting 

insulation) wall of a  short-term working 

motor.    At high temperatures of 1'luw,   as-. 

was shown above,  fuel mixture approocheu 

flame front with almost  completely 

evaporated  fuel.     Therefore,   It  is 

possible  to assume  that  influence of 

wall also will practically not noticeably  affect combustion efficiency of usual two- 

phase fuel mixtures. 

During low temperatures of flow  of air,   when large  quantity  of fuel will be   In 

liquid-droplet   state,   dropn  of fu"i can  settle  on cold  surface  of  wnll  and  flow in 
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the form of a liquid sheet,  which will not have time to DO evaporated during Its 

time of stay In the chamber.    This can lead,   on the one hand,  to Impairment of 

stability of burning  (appearance of vibration, pulsatlonal burning),  and on the other 

hand, to lowering of overall combustion efficiency due to Incomplete burning caused 

by removal of liquid fuel. 

§ 9.     OENERALIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON INVESTIGATION OF BURNING 
IN THE WAKE AFTER BLUFF BODIES 

The above experimental data show that burning rate of a uniform mixture In the 

wake after flame-holders depends on physicochemlcal and gas-dynamic characteristics 

of the mixture: air-fuel ratio a, temperature t, pressure p, speed w and Intensity 

of turbulence of flow e, and also on geometric parameters of combustion chamber: 

dimensions h, geometric form * and distance between flame-holders S, coordinates of 

considered point x, y,   z. 

Burning rate u.j,,   on the basis of thermal theory,  should in principle depend also 

on kind of fuel.  Its calorific value IT,   time of induction THH_,  activation energy E, 

reaction rate constant k, coefficient of molecular diffusion and other quantities 

determining kinetics of chemical reaction of process of burning.    However,  for 

hydrocarbon fuels of the type of gasoline — kerosene,  which are usually applied in 

combustion chambers of air-breathing Jet engines,  quantities determining kinetics of 

process of burning turn out to be approximately Identical; moreover,  experience shows 

that the role of chemical kinetics in process of burning in a turbulent flow is 

small as compared to influence of physical factors   (In the first place, mixing 

processes) and in the first approximation it is possible to disregard it. 

Thus,  for a given fuel it is possible to write 

«,->«,(•• '• P. •• •• *. ♦. S, x, y, z). {8.1) 

It is easy to note that part of these parameters characterize Intensity of 

turbulence of flow of fuel mixture in the  space  after the flame-holders,   which 

depends on E0,  p, h,  *,   S and changes along the length and over cross sections of 

the combustion chamber: 

»-•(«•, P, h, ♦, S, x, y, «). (8.2) 

where e0 - intensity of turbulence of flow of fuel mixture before flame-holders  (In 

incident flow). 

Other parameters detemlne normal (fundamental) spped of propagation of flamo In 

laminar flow 

a.-U.im, t, p). (8.3) 
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W    Fundamental experimental results were obtained In work of Kokuahkln [6], who, 

by using low-Inertia methods of measurement of temperature  in flame,  showed that at 

flow velocities up to 100 m/sec and intensity of turbulence  e - 6-7/. in a turbulent 

flame Jet of uniform fuel mixture,   separate volumes of gas chiefly have temperatures 

close to adlabatlc temperature of burning Tj,, or temperature equal to temperature of 

the initial, cold mixture T01|.    Temperature changes from T0M to T- over a depth not 

exceeding 1-2 nun.  I.e., comparable with width of laminar flame front.    In this layer 

most of the fuel bums.    Thereby,  there were experimentally confirmed the basic 

physical Ideas expressed by Shchelkln [7]  and Damkohler [8]  about the fact that in 

a turbulent flame burning occurs chiefly In a thin flame front by a mechanism close 

to that of burning In a laminar flow,  speed of which is determined by the magnitude 

a., and mass rate of burning is increased in comparison with burning in a laminar 

flow mainly due to Increase of the burning surface caused by turbulent pulsations of 

velocity. 

Thus,  It is possible to consider that in the first rough approximation for fuel 

of given kind,  burning speed 

«,-«,(*„ t, w) (8.4) 

or 

«.-Ma,.!»'). (8.5) 

where u' = e'W — normal component of pulsational velocity flow. 

According to the ir-theorem of the theory of similarity, from three physical 

quantities of identical dimension, which determine the flow of the considered process 

of burning. It is possible to compose two Simplexes Up/Ujj and u'/Ufj. and by experi- 

mental data find a functional relation between them: 

ir-'(f)- (8.6) 

Experimental magnitude u_, by analogy with uH, can be determined by using the 

known principle of Michelson: 

«.— »•Una. (8.7) 

where w — flow velocity of fuel mixture before flame frontj 

a — angle between velocity vector of flow w and a certain burning surfpce. 

As  is  known,  Michelson1s principle will apply to burning of gas mixtures  In a 

laminar flow,  when thickness of flame  front can be  disregarded and  relationship 

(8.7)  in physical meaning expresses  the volume rate  of burning of the r'xture.    The 

time average width of burning zone  in turbulent  flame attains  tens and hundreds of 
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mllllffleters; therefore, during use of the principle of Mlchelson for determination 

of u,,, It is neoessary to take angle a not according to the visible, tine average 

boundary of the flame, but between w and the surface passing through points 

corresponding to T^ - 0,5 in every cross section of the flame (detailed proof is 

seen in Chapter V). 

During burning after a grid or a single flame-holder, magnitude uT la changed 

along length and over cross sections of pipe, since intensity of turbulence of flow 

continuously changes (see Pig. 8.1). To determine true value of uT at every point of 

chamber is practically impossible) 

therefore, it is expedient to consider 

some average value of u., over the 

whole length of the burning zone. This 

magnitude is calculated in the following 

manner. As the average burning surfece 

is taken the surface lying on a 

straight line drawn from edge of flame- 

holder to point in plane of synmetry 

between flame-holders, where time 

average combustion efficiency of fuel 

Fig. 8.27. Diagram and time-averaged 
parameters of a flame in the wake after 
two flame-holders. 1 - change of n in 

plane of symmetry between flame-holders, 
2 - averaged burning surface, 3 - 
visually observed boundaries of flame, 
4 - change of TJ over cross section of Z 
flame. 

nz  - 0.9 (Fig. 8.27). Then, using 

Mlchelson's principle, we will obtain 

«t-»-^-.       (8.8) 

where   w - average flow velocity over the length L_ (taking into account change of 
speed due to heat emission); r 

S - distance between adjacent edges of flame-holders; 

Lr — length of section of burning from edge of flame-holder to point in plane 
of symmetry between flame-holders, where combustion efficiency of fuel is 
Increased to T|    = 0.90, z 

In Fig. 8.28 there is given a graph of the dependence üT/uH = f(ü'/uH).    During 

construction of this graph there were usea known values of uH (see § 2, Chapter V) 

•and mean values of Intensity of turbulence of flow along averaged burning surfaco. 

In a wide range of change of flow velocity, temperature and mixture rat'o, and 

dimensions and geometric form of flame-holders, at various distances between them, 

experimental points fit satisfactorily on one curve. This indicates the fact that 

burning speed of a homogeneous mixture in the wake after bluff bodies depends basi- 

cally on normal velocity of propagation of flame uH and intensity of turbulence of 
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flow In burning zone e; the higher the 

level ¥ and the larger the magnitude uu, n 

the higher the burning rate  uT and the  Iras 

the necessary length of the combustion 

chamber will be. 

However,  the great  Influence of iiu n 

on burning rate  in a tui'bulent flow appears 

only at relatively low intensity of 

turbulence of flow  (at  e « 4  to 5^).    During 

burning In the wake after bluff bodies 

under the conditions of a straight-through- 

flow combustion chamber,  burning speed u 

depends mainly on pulsational component 

of flow velocity u1,   i.e.,   on Intensity of 

turbulence "e.    Average level of Intensity 

of turbulence along averaged burning surface 

(see Fig.  8.27)  little depends on geometric 

form of bluff body,  and practically does 

not depend on dimension of  flame-holders h 

(in Investigated range of change,  h = 

= 10-40 nun), but very strongly depends on 

distance to the  flame-holdors:    at distance 

I   = 200 nun downstream,   e  = 18-20$!,  and  at 

distance  I  = 700-800 mm e  decreases to 

8-9%,     Consequently,   the   shorter the 

distance between flame-holders G,   the  less 

will be the length L    and the higher will 

be the burning speed u  . 
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CHAPTER IX 

COOLINQ OF WALLS OF THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND THE NOZZLE 

§ 1,  DIFFERENT METHODS OF AIR COOLING OF A RAMJET ENGINE 

Due to high temperatures of combustion products in ramjet engines and high 

stagnation temperatures of the incident flow at supersonic speeds of flight, the 

problem of cooling and heat protection of engines is one of the basic problems of 

Jet engineering. Combustion chambers and nozzle prepared from usual heat-resistant 

materials need Intense cooling at present-day speeds of flight. The design of a 

ramjet engine, Its characteristics and performance considerably depend on the 

simplicity, reliability and economy of the cooling system. The selected coolinf 

system should ensure reliable operation of the engine with minimum cooling losses 

of specific Impulse. 

The necessary high-temperature strength and thermal stability of the structure 

of a ramjet engine can be obtained either by means of cooling, or by means of use 

of special heat-resistant materials and heat-shielding coatings. For engines with 
a 
maximum economy, designed for comparatively prolonged operation, depending upon the 

speed of flight there can be used air or liquid methods of cooling. For engines with 

maximum thrust, designed for short-term operation, for protection of the chamber 

and nozzle from the action of the high temperatures of the combustion products it is 

expedient, apparently, to use special heat-shielding coatings and platings. 

For Increase of thermal stability, in the ccntemporary state of the technology 

of heat-resistant materials it is most expedient to use cooling in combustion with 

the new structural materials. 

Of possible methods of cooling of a ramjet engine, the simplest is air cooling, 

which does not require a supply of special coolant and does not limit thereby the 
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duration of flight.    Therefore main attention has been turned to development of 

methods of calculation and investigation of different schemes of air cooling, taking 

into account data concerning certain new structural materials.    There exist four 

basic methods of air cooling of the combustion chamber and nozzle of a .-amjet engine: 

1.    External cooling, when the wall of the engine is cooled by the external 

incident flow without application of special cooling devices. 

2. Convection cooling 

(Fig. 9.1a), when air coolant 

passes from the diffuser into a 

special annular opening formed by 

the wall of the engine and a 

special housing. 

3. Boundary cooling (Fig. 

9.1b), when air coolant passes 

from the" diffuser through a 

^EQ 
Fig. 9.1.    Different schemes of air cooling of 
a ramjet engine. 

special annular slot onto the inner wall of the combustion chamber and the nozzle. 

4.    Combined cooling (Fig.  9.1c), when the air coolant passes through several 

echeloned annular openings.    Combined cooling includes elements of convection and 

boundary cooling. 

If the stagnation temperature of the Incident flow approaches maximum permissible 

temperature for the selected structural material,  then air cooling of a ramjet engine 

can be carried out with perliminary injection of liquid Into the cooling flow. 

Liquid cooling presents practically unlimited possibilities from the point of 

view of heat withdrawal from the construction.    It is possible to present two basic 

methods of liquid cooling: 

1.    Film cooling (Fig. 9.2a), when liquid coolant passes through a series of 

annular slots to the Inner wall of the combustion chamber and nozzle. 

2.    Transpiration cooling 
Introduction of liquid    Porous elements 

Fig. 9.2.    Different schemes of liquid cooling 
of a ramjet engine. 

(Fig,  9.2b),  when the combustion 

chamber and nozzle  (or separate 

elements of them) are made of 

porous material,   and liquid coolant 

is forced through the porous wall 

onto the inner surface of the 

combustion chamber and nozzle. 
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The problems of air cooling of a maximum-economy engine and of a maxlmum-thruüt 

engine are formulated and solved differently. A maxlmum-econumy engine works at an 

air-fuel ratio considerably larger than unity, so that a considerable part of the 

flow rate of air through the engine (up to ^0 to 50^) does not participate in burning, 

and can be used for cooling. In this case the problem Is not only organization of 

reliable cooling, but also creation of good mixing of hot and cold flows in such a 

manner that losses In thrust and specific Impulse caused by cooling and mixing are 

minimum, A maximum-thrust engine works at a = 1.0, so that in the process of burning 

there participates practically the whole flow rate of air through the engine. In 

this case, the flow rate of air used In cooling should be minimum. It Is important 

to organize reliable cooling with minimum flow rate of air coolant, and to create good 

mixing of hot and cold flows, so that losses in thrust caused by cooling and mixing 

will be minimum. 

The least flow rate of air coolant is obttlned In that case when temperature of 

the wall of the engine preserves a constant value, equal to the maximum permlssitlp 

temperature for the given material. Then it Is possible to show that the cooling 

channel should be convergent. Consequently, In engines working in the regine of 

maximum thrust, the height of the cooling channel should decrease along the engine. 

The simplest from the structural point of view are cooling channels of constant 

height.  In this case the temperature of the wall along the engine changes, attaining 

maximum value either In the throat, or at the exit of the nozzle. Overcooling of 

walls of the engine when the height of the channel is constant leads to additional 

expenditures of air In cooling as compared to the case when T = const. In the 

maximum-economy engine, flow rate of air coolant does not restrict the cooling 

system; therefore, there can be used cooling channels with constant height. 

In this work there is proposed a method of calculation of different schemes of 

air cooling. Calculation of air cooling of a ramjet engine for given conditions of 

its operation consists of determination of dimensions of the channel and necessary 

flow rates of air coolant, at which there is ensured satisfactory heat resistance 

of the structure, determined by maximum temperature of the engine wall.  Along with 

calculation of the cooling system, there have to be determined losses of thrust and 

specific impulse caused by cooling of the motor. If dimensions of the cooling 

channel have already been selected, for instance from structural considoretions, 

then there is performed a control calculation of the cooling system, as a result of 

which there is determined the flow rate of air coolant and temperature of the wall 
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of the motor. 

Conditions of heat exchange in the combustion chamber and nozzle are essentially 

different;  therefore.   In certain cases,  cooling of these elements Is considered 

separately.    The presence of bluff bodies  (precombustlon chamber,  flame holders, 

manifold).  Increased turbulence of the Incident flow and heat emission (burning) 

complicate the process of heat exchange In the motor so much that up to now there are 

lacking sufficiently reliable data on heat flux from the hot flow to the wall. 

Therefore,   for calculation of the coefficient of convection heat transfer from the 

gas to the wall of the combustion chamber of the motor,  there are usua.My applied 

crlterlal formulas (9.8) and (9.9).    We should consider that due to nonumlformlty 

of temperature fields,  calculated heat flows from gas tS wall can differ from the 

true heat flows. 

§ 2.     BASIC  INFORMATION FROM HEAT EXCHANGE 

Theoretical investigation of heat transfer under turbulent conditions of flow 

runs into considerable difficulties,  which are connected with the absence of a 

closed system of differential equations  [2].    Therefore,  along with the use of the 

analogy of Reynolds and Prandtl, experimental investigation and processing of 

experimental data In crlterlal form Is one of the basic trends  in the investigation 

of heat exchange for turbulent conditions of flow.    For a compressible liquid (M / 0) 
_        T 

with large temperature gradients between the flow and the body  (T    = wr- t 1), the w  ie 

crlterlal formula has quite complicated form: 

No-/(Re. ft.-J..M, r.). (9.1) 

Here Tw ■ Ty/^e denotes the temperature factor, which is equal to the ratio of the 

wall temperature to equilibrium temperature. 

On the basis of experimental investigation of local and average coefficients of 

heat transfer In pipes,  it has been established that the local value of the Nusselt 

number Nu changes approximately as x •0.1 
[1]: 

Nu -(ff (y.?; 

The form of the crlterlal formulas essentially depends on selection of the 

determining temperature, i.e., tnat temperature at which physical parameters of the 

liquid contained in the numbers Re and Pr (Reynolds and Prandtl) are taken. As thp 

determining temperature there is chosen either the thermodynamic temperature on the 

boundary of the thermal boundary layer (T0), the temperature of the wall (T ), or 
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the temperature of the boundary layer, which Is conditionally equal to (TQ + Tw)/i.
J. 

In many cases the expediency of selection of the determining temperature depends 

on the formulation of the ineat engineering problem.  If, for instance, the wall 

temperature Is specified (from considerations of strength), then it is necessary to 

take as the determining temperature T . If the temperature of the flow is known 

(for instance, during calculation of cooling), then it is expedient to choose as Hi 

determining temperature TQ. Eckert showed that there can be found a determining 

temperature T* such that when physical parameters are refined to this temperature, 

the influence of Mach number on coefficient of friction disappears, and for calculation 

of c- there can formally be used the formulas of an Incompressible fluid. For 

instance, under turbulent conditions of flow, such a temperature is determined by 

formula [J], 

r*-rt+0.6(f,-Tj +022(7.-^. (9.3) 

where TQ - thermodynamic temperature on the boundary of the boundary layer; 

T   - wall temperature; 

T   - equilibrium temperature,  i.e.,  temperaturt-   of the thermally insulated  wall. 

Equilibrium temperature  is determined by the known formula 

I>Tt(l-f^lrM«). (9.4) 

where k - adiabatic exponent; 

M — Mach number on the boundary of the boundary layer; 

r - coefficient of restitution, which depends on the flow regime (laminar or 
turbulent), Prandtl number Pr (see below) and Reynolds number Re.  During 
turbulent flow around a flat plate with sufficiently large Reynolds numbers 

(Rej- > 10 ), the recovery factor has the value r « 0.9. 

Thus, calculation of local or average coefficient of friction on a flat plate 

surrounded by a turbulent flow of compressible fluid in the presence of heat exchange, 

can be carried out according to the formulas for an incompressible fluid under the 

condition that density and viscosity u, which are included in the corresponding 

Reynolds number, are determined at the characteristic temperature T* [see formula 

(9.5)]. The result of calculation of the coefficient of friction In dependence upon 

Mach number by the method of Eckert is represented in Fig. 9.3 by the solid curve \J>]. 

For calculation of the coefficient of friction on a flat plate for a turbulent flow 

regime without heat exchange (^/T =1)» it is possible to use the approximate t'onnulfi 

^   ,/i+±lJLrMi ' (9-5) 
/ 
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Fig. 9.5. Dependence of 
coefficient of friction on a 
flat plate in the turbulent 
flow regime on Mach number. 
A - according to data of 
Wilson, O — according to data 
of Chapman and Kester;   
according to the formula of 
Eckert,   according to 
formula (9.5). 

which agrees satisfactorily with the dependence of 

Eckert and approximates the experimental points well 

(dotted curve in Fig.  9.5    at k = 1.4 and r - 0.9). 

If we take as the determining temperature the 

temperature T*  [see formula (9.3)],  then the 

coefficient of heat transfer during turbulent flow 

of compressible fluid around a flat plate can be 

calculated Just as for an incompressible fluid  [J], 

Thus, for instance,  for the local Nusselt number 

we have 

Nu-0.029ReM. (9.6) 

For the mean value of Nu on a plate of length L, 

taking into account Prandtl number Pr, we will obtain 

Na-0.036.Re•J•Pr,/,. (9.7) 

For comparatively small temperature gradients {T^/TQ  * 1.0) and large change of 

Prandtl number (0.6 s Pr s 100), the mean value of Nusselt number Nu for pipes (in 

the turbulent flow reglne) is satisfactorily approximated by the empirical dependence 

m 
Na->0.023-Pr'Re   , (9.8) 

where physical parameters of the liquid are determined at the average thermodynamlc 

temperature of the flow: 

Nu = --*¥■ — Nusselt number,   referred to diameter of the pipe; 
X 

~        M-'g'C 
Pr =  *- - Prandtl number,  calculated according to the average thermodynamlc 

^ temperature of the flow; 

Re = ■£— - Reynolds number,  calculated according to the average thermodynamlc 
M-        temperature of the flow. 

For these conditions of flow, Mikheyev recommends the following formula  [5]: 

Nu -0.021-Pr-Re   . (9.(J) 

Results of calculation of coefficients of heat transfer by formulas   (9.8) and 

(9.9) practically coincide. 

In Fig.  9.4 there are compared calculated  [see formula  (9.8)]  and experimental 

values of Nusselt number Nu during turbulent motion of different gases in smooth 

cylindrical pipes.    Calculated values of Nu in the whole  investigated  range of Pe 
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Fig,  9.i*.    Heat transfer during turbulent 
flow of different gases in round 
cylindrical pipes  [4J. 

taking Into account the temperature factor, 

the following dependences: 

4 6 numbers  (10    « He  s S'lO   ) agree woll 

with experimental data, and the spread 

of the experimental points lies within 

the llmltö of possible error. 

For large temperature  gradients 

between the gas and the pipe wall,  we 

should consider the  influenc»? of tho 

temperature factor  (T    -   ^u/^rO on the 

coefficient of heat  transfer.    On the 

basis of theoretical considerations, 

in work  [4]  there are obtained approxi- 

mate formulas for calculation of the 

coefficient of heat  transfer in a pice. 

These formulas are well approximated by 

for 

for 

(q.i.O) 

(9.il) 

where Q^, — average coefficient of heat transfer,  with consideration of the temperature 

factor. 

In Fig.  9.5 results of calculation by the formulas  (9.10) and   (9.11) are compared 

with experimental data of Il'yin [6],     Calculated and experimental values of a /a 

satisfactorily agree with each other. 

Experiment shows that formulas 

(9.8) and  (9.9) are valid for pipes 

of sufficient length  (l/D > 50). 

When Z/D < 50 these  formulas give 

values of average  coefficient of h^at 

transfer along the  length which arc 

too low  [5].     The   true magnitude of 

the average coefficient  of heat 

transfer at  l/D < 50  is determined 

by the relationships   (9.8) or (9.9), 

taking into account correction e,, 

^fsc::::: 
^«4*,^ 2Stw ■^l L« 

OS                                               ' 
^ k. 

^"-Ä 

Flg. 9.5.    The  influence  of temperature 
factor on heat exchange  in a round cylindrical 
pipe  [4]. 
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Fig.  8.6.    Correction e, 
to the coefficient of 
heat transfer of short 
pipes  [5]. 

which dependfl on Reynolds number Re  (Re) and the ratio 

i/D [**]'   [5].    The dependence 

«1-/(5« -jf), (9.12) 

which is determined by experimental means, Is represented 

graphically In Fig. 9.6. 

If we take Into account the temperature factor and 

correction e^, formula (9.8) for calculation of average 

coefficient of heat transfer takes the following form: 

for 
••.4 

for 

0.5 < T. < 1,0  Nu—0,023-PrX 

XRe(1.27—O.OTJi,, 

1.0<r.<3.5 Nu 

(9.13) 

•t.« -ffj -9M 
Qjm-Pt- Re- (f,)  i, (9.lJf 

Using the relation between the local and mean values of the Nusselt number, on 

the basis of (9.2), (9.1?) and (9.1^) we will obtain the local coefficients of heat 

transfer in a round pipe for the turbulent flow regime 

;-■ 

■ 

for 

0.5<fa< 1.0   Nu—^-0.02|.PrM •ReM(l.27- 

~0.27fJ.((I.),,,. 
(9.1r.)) 

for 

•0 M 
M><f;<3.5  Nu-^--0.021.Pr*'.Re   X 

-irr- (9.16) 

where physical parameters of the fluid are determined according to the local 

thermodynamlc temperature of the flow T0 ■ T0(x), and Nusselt number Nu and Reynolds 

number Re are calculated according to the diameter of the pipe. 

In order to take into account the influence of compressibility on the coefficient 

of heat transfer approximately for a flat plate, we use a formula obtained on the 

basis of the analogy of Reynolds and Prandtl at Pr = 1.0: 

Nu—2.-1*, Re» 

where the local coefficient of friction is equal to 

I ^-COBrS/Re'-'. 
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The average coefficient of friction on a plate of length L is equal to 

«yt-0.07?/Re^^ 

Replacing in this formula cf on c^^ (9.5) and uaing values of cf and c , 

we will obtain formulaa for the local euid average Nu en a flat plate for the 

turbulent flow regime [16]: 

Na-0.029.Re 
M 

/-¥ rM* 
Nu-0.036.Rer «j V^¥ rM« 

(9.1H) 

(9.19) 

where r denotes the recovery factor. 

At high subsonic speeds of flow (M = 1.0), compresBlblllty practically does not 

render an influence on heat exchange in the pipe. In this case, for calculation of 

coefficients of heat transfer it is possible to use the usual relationships (9.15) to 

(9.16) under the condition that the temperature factor is determined by the formula 

T.. 
T = w V 

where Te denotes the equilibrium temperature  [see expression  (9.4)]. 

On the basis of generalization of a sufficiently large number of experimental 

data on heat exchange in pipes with irregular or complicated cross section, it has 

JL been established that  in criterial formulas of 

*, the  form of  (9.8),   in plase of diameter of the 

pipe D it is expedient  to introduce the 

equivalent diameter DgKB.    Thus formulas  (9.8), 

(9.9).   (9.15) and  (9.16) will be retained  for 

the case of heat exchange  in pipes with 

irregular or complicated cross  section.    The 

dependence of the coefficient   of heat transfer 

on Reynolds number Re  in the turbulent flow 

regime in smooth pipes with cross  sections of 

different  shapes  is  represented  In Fig.  9.7. 

From this graph  it  is  clear that processing of 

experimental data  In dimenslonless crltoria 
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Fig. 9.7. Heat transfer during 
turbulent flow of fluid in smooth 
pipes with cross sections of dif- 
ferent form [5]. D- square, V - 
triangle, A - trapezoid, + - rec- 
tangle, O — circle. 
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where 
p? I1 

Ho-^t. 

gives a universal law of heat transfer [see expression (9.8) or (9.9)] for pipes with 

cross sections of different shape. 

During Ldtermination of local and average coefficients of heat transfer In a 

supersonic nozzle, there are encountered considerable difficulties, which are 

explained, on the one hand, by the absence of a regorous theory of heat exchange In 

turbulent flows,  and,  on the other, by the very limited number of experimental data 

on heat transfer In a supersonic nozzle.    Available methods of calculation for 

determination of coefficients of heat transfer In a nozzle, which are based on 

boundary layer theory [7],  [9], essentially depend on the Initial assumptions.    In 

work [8], experimental data on coefficients of heat transfer In a supersonic nozzle 

are used to obtain a crlterlal dependence.     In the work of Bartz [9] there Is given 

a method of calculation of the coefficient of heat transfer along the nozzle which is 

based on turbulent boundary layer theory.    The formula of Bratz has the form for 

calculation of local coefficients of heat transfer in supersonic nozzles 

^itmmmr- (9.20) 

where     a - local coefficient of heat transfer In kcal/m'hr*degree; 

Cp - heat capacity of gas flow in kcal/kg*degree; 

Pr — Prandtl number; 
o 

M. - viscosity of gas flow in kg«sec/m ; 

g - acceleration due to gravity in m/sec  ; 

Djjp - throat diameter of nozzle in m; 

0- flow rate of gas through the nozzle in kg/sec; 
p 

F - area of cross section of nozzle  at a given x in m ; 
o 

FVT. - throat area of nozzle in m ; 

r0 - radius of curvature in the nozzle throat in m; 

a - dlmenslonless parameter, which takes into account the influence of Mach 
number and temperature factor on the coefficient of heat transfers 

tmt- I 

[.*f.(,+i=i.w)+„p.(H.t=i.M.)-' 
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Physical parameters of the gas  flow which are contalneJ  In  I'ormula  (9.20)  am 

calculated according to the  stagnation temperature T  .    Change  of Mach number  Is; 

simply related to the geometry of the nozzle F'KrA [-10]. 

The distribution of local coefficients of heat transfer along a supersonic nozzle 

calculated by formula (9,20) is represented in Fig. 9.8.    The local coefficient of 

heat  transfer attains  the largest valu'    In 
(f kMl/m^rtdte 

«NO 

-ZitX no IX ^ --i   3^ 
"L       s 

^ ^ '•» 

<»      9»       W 

the nozzle throat  (at  F F     ).    This  Is 

*~<.        0 

rt 

c^ 

explained by the fact  that when F = FKr 

the density of the flow  (pu) has a maximum. 

In Fig.  9.8 experimental values of local 

coefficients of heat  transfeT in a super- 

sonic nozzle are compared with the 

theoretical dependence   (9.20)   [9],    Consid- 

ering the complexity of heat exchange  in a 

supersonic nozzle and  the difficulty of 

experimental determination of local 

coefficients  of heat  transfer,  we should 

recognize that theoretical and experimental 

data agree satisfactorily with each other. 

Fig. 9.8.    Distribution of local 
coefficients of heat transfer 
along a supersonic nozzle [9]. 
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§ 5. EXTERNAL COOLING 

Let us assume that walls of the combus- 

tion cliamber of a ramjet engine are 

washed on the inside by combustion products, 

but on the outside — by an air flow with 

specified parameters.  The problem consists 

of determination of the wall temperature of 

the combustion chamber of a ramjet engine 

Tir = Tw(x) for given conditions of flight and fixed operating conditions of the 
W      W 

engine. The method of calculation of external cooling of a combustion chamber of a 

ramjet engine was developed under a whole series of assumptions, for a considerable 

number of which there Is given corresponding substantiation: 

1. It is assumed that the cooling system practically does not affect the 

temperature of combustion products. Corresponding calculations show that decrease of 

temperature in the combustion chamber caused by the cooling in im i ;iiLficantly small. 

For specified conditions of operation of the ramjet enrlne, equilibrium temperature 

2. 
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in the hot part of the combustion chamber Is a composite function of the coordinates 

of a point: 

^i-t,^. y). 

In Fig. 9.9 there is schematically represented the change of equilibrium 

temperature of combustion products near the wall  (dotted curve) and change of average- 

mass equilibrium temperature along the combustlcn 

chamber (solid curve).    Since the field of 

temperatures in the combustion chamber has consider- 

able irregularity, then convection heat flow from 

the combustion products to the wall Is determined 

by the temperature drop between the layer of gas 

next to the wall and the wall  (see Fig.  9.9): 

Since the  radiant heat flux depends on the 

average-mass thermodynamic temperature of the com- 

bustion products,  then 
Fig. 9-9.    Change of tempera- 
ture of combustion products 
along the chamber. »j-rj-Ti. 

The use of different temperatures of combustion products  (Tf ,   and T, ) complicates 

calculation of heat exchange; furthermore,   at present there are no sufficiently 

complete and reliable data on the temperature fields In combustion che/nbers of 

different types.    Therefore, In calculation of cooling there is used a single curve 

of burn-up of fuel  (Tel « T1).    Thus,  convection heat flows are obtained to be 

somewhat too high.    We will assume that the bum-up curve is approximately determined 

by a linear function 

rrt-^+u^iU-ntj—. (9.21) 

where Te2 - equilibrium temperature of the incident flowj 

(Tel)   - maximum combustion temperature of fuel for a given air-fuel ratio a 
and given combustion completeness <p; 

x — instantaneous coordinate, measured from the beginning of the hot part 
of the chamber; 

L - length of the hot part of the combustion chamber. 

2. It is assumed that the flow regime in cold and hot flows is everywhere 

turbulent. The accuracy of this assumption is supported by the comparatively large 

Reynolds numbers for the considered flows, and also by the relatively high level of 
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turbulence and the presence of bluff bodies in the combustion chamber. 

J. The combustion chamber Is made of heat-roslstant material, for which the 

maximum permissible wall temperature for specified mechanical strength is T . 

4. It is assumed that flow of heat along the wall is practically absent. 

Elementary calculations show that heat flow along the wall is proportional to the 

parameter A 6 , where X is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of the wall and 

6 is the wall thickness [11], Consequently, the smaller the thickness of the wall 

of the combustion chamber, made of the given material, the less the longitudinal flow 

of heat is. 

5, It Is assumed that the thermal resistance of the wall of the combustion 
5w chamber, made of the given material is small, -r— -* 0. 
\ 

6, Local coefficients of convection heat transfer are considered to be known 

functions of the longitudinal coordinate x, and the influence of the temperature 

factor In the first approximation is not considered. During construction of the second 

approximation, coefficients of convection heat transfer are determined by more e^ r>t 

formulas — taking into account the temperature factor. 

7, Viscosity of air as a function of temperature is calculated by the formula 

of Saterland. The function n = ^(T) is represented graphically in Fig. 9.10. The 

change of heat capacity of 

^•V-Mo/b2 il jp'kcal/m'hr-de 

40 

V 

V 

IP 

r~     ^^          -f "j "■                  ^,/ 
"j      Oj-          ^^^-■/ 
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Fig. 9.10. Coefficients of viscosity and thermal 
conductivity as functions of temperature. 1 and 
3 — air; 2 and 4 — combustion products. 

combustion products as a 

function of temperature is 

shovm in Fig. 1.7. 

During change of tempera- 

ture within quite a wide 

range, Prandtl number for air 

retains practically a constant 

value [5]. 

Assuming that for air Pr 

= 0,7, we will obtain a formula 

for calculation of the (.'oeffl- 

cient of thermal conductivity 

of air 

X- 
0.7 

The dependence of X on temperature for air is represented graphisally In Fig. 

9.10 by a solid line, and the dotted line shows the dependences n = M-(T) and X = X(T) 

for combustion products at ex > 1.  From comparison of the dotted and solid curves, it 
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follows that coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity of combustion products 

at a > 1 Insignificantly differ from the corresponding magnitudes for air.    Therefore, 

the dependence of physical parameters of combustion products on temperature are taken 

to be approximately the same as for air. 

Local temperature of the wall Is determined on the basis of the equations of 

heat balance composed for an element of the surface.    According to these equations, 

for stationary conditions of heat exchange,  the heat flux from the gas to the wall 

is equal to the heat flux, passing through the wall and the heat flux, passing from 

the wall to air coolant: 

(9.22) 

where a, — local coefficient of convection heat transfer from the gas to the Inner 
surface of the wall; 

T , — equilibrium temperature of the hot flow; 

T - — temperature of inner surface of the wall; 

ep — effective degree of blackness of combustion products; 

e  — effective degree of blackness of the wall; 

T1 — thermodynamic temperature of the hot flow; 

T p — temperature of the outer surface of the wall; 

a2 — local coefficient of convection heat transfer from wall to air coolant. 

When thermal resistance of the wall is small (assumption 5), we have 

In this case the system of equations (9.22) takes the form 

^(r.-rj+.;..;.c.[(i.)--(i-)]-S(r.-rrt). (9.2?) 

Disregarding in the first approximation the influence of the temperature factor 

on coefficients of heat transfer QL, a    and on the effective degree of blackness of 

the combustion products e'    (assumption 6), we will obtain for determination of wall 

temperature an algebraic equation of fourth order.    If,  furthermore,   radiant heat 

flow is small as compared to convection heat flow, then solution of equation (9.23) 

is given by the formula 

I 

l + 

.1)35- 

(9.24) 
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Usually Mach number In the combustion chamber Is small as compared to the Mach 

number of the external flow.    Thus,  on the basis of (9.6) and (9.18),  local 

coefflcierts of heat transfer a,   and a2 In the turbulent flow regime are determined 

by the formulas 

,,« 0.029-S-li; (9.25) 

^,0.029^1 .X,—      ' (926) 

where physical constants of the hot and cold flows are taken at corresponding local 

thermodynamic temperatures,   since local conditions of heat exchange are determined 

by local parameters.    On the basis of (9.25) and  (9.26) we will obtain 

Of the greatest interest  is the dependence of maximum temperature of the wall 

on speed of flight  (on Mach number Mp).    Using the equation of state and the 

definition of Mach number, we will obtain 

A.^JSLAA.M/*;;*-
7

'*. (9.28) 

where  the  ratio of static pressure  of the incident  flow to static pressure  in the 

combustion chamber  (p^ ^ PQI )  ^B determined by the known formula 

-a-^-L L 
A   ..  .~r^   ZET' (9.29) 

(■^•«J) 
.TT 

Here  a_ denotes the pressure  recovery factor in the  diffuser.    An approximate 

dependence of pressure  recovery factor on flight Mach number for supersonic diffusers 

is given in Fig. 9.11.    Equilibrium temperature  of a cold  flov In a turbulent  flow 

regime is given by formula (9.^): 

^-r.fi+w^-Mi). (9.30) 
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Fig.  9,11.     Pressure recovery factor as 
a function of Mach number. 

In Fig.  9.12 there Is represented the 

dependence of maximum wall temperature 

(T ) of the combustion chamber on Mach v w max/ 

number of the Incident flow (Mg) for 

different maximum tc nperatures of the 

combustion products  (Tel max).    Calcula- 

tions are carried out for an engine 

flying at a height of H = 30,000 m (T2 « 251.30K, p2 = 120 kg/m2) with flow velocity 

in the combustion chamber IL  = 100 m/sec.    Change of wall temperature along the 

combustion chamber while maximum 

temperature of the combustion products 

are fixed,  at different speeds of 

flight,   is represented in Fig.  9.15 

(by the  solid lines).    Here the dotted 

straight lines represent laws of bum- 

up [see formula (9.21)] at different 

values of Mp.    With Increase of Mp, 

the average temperature level of the 

wall increases,  and the temperature 

gradient along the wall decreases. 

From Fig.  9.12 it follows that the 

maximum wall temperature at the end of 

the chamber  (x/Lr = 1) considerably 

increases with increase of flight Mach number.    Even without taking into account 

radiation from the flame,  external cooling turns 

out to be not very effective. 

In Fig. 9.14 there is given the dependence of 

maximum flight Mach number on maximum temperaturo 

of combustion products for different maximum 

permissible wall temperatures.     From this graph 

one may see, for instance,  that for a metal wall 

_   : z:::^^" -                         ^^   I 

V    ^           7**1-- 
S ^ ^^""X. —  ^Z^ZI^J^L- 

^■^^^'"—e^"^^- ^M00*K //,'.'''   *£sfr~~ 
7tt^-~^ ZZ>^*' Z7 ^ 
>' 
rL   ■■        l         '      i                i*. 

Fig. 9.12. Dependence of maximum wall 
temperature of a combustion chamber on 
speed of flight with external cooling. 

vr- 

Fig.  9.15.     Change of tempera- 
ture of the wall along a combus- 
tion chamber during external 
cooling [(Tel) max 2200oK]. 

T. w' 
 T 

having a maximum permissible temperature of about 

1500oK,  the limiting velocity of flight at an 

altitude of 50 km corresponds  to M- » 5.0 when  the 

temperature of the combustion products  Is about 

1950oK. 
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We will consider external cooling of the wall of a 

4».  I   i   I    I    i    I ■ i    I combustion chamber of a ramjet engine  In the presence of 

radiation from the combustion products.    The effective 

degree of blackness of the combustion products  e'     Is 

determined by the emlsslvlty of the flame of the ramjet 

engine. 

It has been established experimentally that 

radiation from the flame of stralght-through-flow chambers 

operating on hydrocarbon fuels with air-fuel ratio from 

1.0 to 1.7 is basically gas radiation.    The degree  of 

blackness of the  flame,  with accuracy sufficient  for 

practical purposes,   is  determined by the  degree  of black- 

ness of the triatomln gases HgO and C02 contained in the combustion products. 

For a mixture of carbon dioxide with steam,   the degree of blackness  is  determined 

by formula [5] 

where ß - Is a correction factor for the partial pressure of water vapor  (Fig.   9.15). 

\ 
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Fig. 9.^,    Limiting 
flight Mach number Mg 
during external cooling. 
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Fig.  9.15.    Partial pressure correction fac- 
tor ß for water vapor  [5]. 

fOOQ '■'*>       2000 30Q0CC 
Fig.   9.16.    Degree of blackness  of 
carbon dioxide  as a function of t  and 
Pi [5]. 

Dependences of eco    and  e» 0 on basic parameters  of the gas  flow are  represented 

in Fig. 9.16 and 9.17   [5]. 
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Since   gases   absorb selectively,  then 

for them emlsslvlty er (degree of blackness) 

is not equal to the absorptivity A  ;   thus 

the absorptivity of the gas is calculated 

by the formula 

where 

2000 JOOOtt 

^•"^OOk + ^W' 

The degree of blackness of the wall 

Fig. 9.17.    Degree of blackness of water    al80 depends on pi and the composition of 
vapor as a function of t and pi [51. 

the gas.    In order to take this circumstance 

into account, there is usually introduced the effective degree of blackness of the 

shell e'^ which is related with the degree of blackness of the wall by formula [5]: 

•:ä0.5(I + ..). (9.51) 

If we take into account the relationship (9.51),  the final formula for calcula- 

tion of the radiant heat flux from gas to wall takes the form [5] 

'-''■*-"m-m\~» hr 

where effective degree of blackness of gas is determined by formula 

m . *-*frr 

Here T denotes the thermodynamlc temperature of the gas flow. 

We will determine the partial pressures of C02 and HpO in the combustion products, 

For simplicity we will assume the following weight composition of the fuel  (gasoline): 

C = 0.85;  H = 0.15.    Considering that water is not contained in either the air or the 

gasoline,  we will find the volume of the combustion products  [12], 

Vnfi- 1.244.9-H -1.68m3/kg. I 
Voo.-1.855.C-I.578mVkg.   J 

The vomume of dry gas is determined by the formula [12] 

K,.r.,.-8.879C + 20.903(H—2-). (9.32) 
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The total volume of dry gases Is given by the relationship 

V.M. - Vnfi 4- ^ r i. + (« - Di,,.. 

where 

£^-8.890.0 + 26,456(H - y) - > 1.52 Ji'/Kf; 

(9.53) 

(9.34) 

a — air-fuel ratio. 

Then for a given air-fuel ratio a,  the  relative partial pressures of the combus- 

tion products will have the values 

p      m*00*   — 1'S78 

(9.35) 

The effective degree of blackness e'    is determined as a function of thermodynamic 

temperature In the motor T.,    Thus the air-fuel ratio a, ctatic pressure in the com- 

bustion chamber p^ and average length of a ray I  are taken to be constant.    The 

average length of a ray is related to the diameter of the combustion chamber by the 

approximate dependence  [3] 

fasO.5.0,. (9.36) 

From calculation of partial pressures of carbon dioxide and water vapor,  it 

follows that the  ratios 

(9.37) 

are practically identical for given a; i.e., aCQ = a-, 0 = a (Fig. 9.18). Thus, a 

change of the air-fuel ratio a which is exactly the same as the change of pressure. 

a 
iß 

V 

Fig. 9.18.    Coefficient a as a function 
of a. 

in the motor p.   is accompanied by a 

proportional change  of partial pressures, 

Consequently,  the  influence of a on 

degree of blackness  e'     can be taken 

into account through pressure p,,  if we 

introduce in its place  the quantity p.a. 

In Fig.  9.19 there  is  represented the 

dependence of e'     on temperature  in the 
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combuBtlon chamber for different values of parameter 

p^la, at r. temperature of the wall equal to T - 1300oK. 

The fundamental equation (9.2?) will be represented 

In the form 

where there are Introduced the designations 

•r •• 

Fig, 9.19.    Effective degree 
of blackness of combustion 
products at Tw = IJOCTK. 

c --^-(r,, + i rJ + 4.9. io-8 TJ 
•r '••   * H.I 

(9.38) 

(9.39) 

(9.^) 

Here a., determined by formula (9.25). Is an explicit function of longitudinal 

coordinate x. Strictly speaking, every element of the wall exchanges radiant energy 

with the whole volume of gas located in the combustion chamber. In this case, during 

calculation of radiant heat flow. It was necessary to use local thermodynamic 

temperature of combustion products and variable value of length of the path of the 

ray. However, is we consider that gas with higher temperature radiates more intensely, 

then it is possible to consider approximately that radiant heat exchange is carried 

out only between a shell of gas with maximum temperature (T^L x and the wall with 

temperature T (x). With the assumptions which have been made, formula (9.^°) takes 

the form 

(9.^1) 
"r •• 

where the effective degree of blackness of combustion products (e'   ) Is determined 

according to the maximum thermodynamic temperature in the combustion chamber (T, )mov, 

static pressure in the chamber p^ and composition of the combustion products a 

(Pig.  9.19).    With the use of Fig. 9.19, it is assumed that  (Tu)Tnciv = 13000K.    If 

the true wall temperature is different from 1300oK,  then for detemlnation of Ep    we 

should use graphs analogous to those in Fig. 9,19, tut for other values of T  .* 

*It has been established that ep   is a weak function of T ; therefore,   for 
approximate calculations it Is possible to be limited to Fig. 9.19. 

U-. 
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Equation (9.38) 1B solved graphically with the help of the nomograph In (Fig. 

9»SO). The scale of graduated J.lne B 1B found In the following way: we compare 

segment b with graduated line C and obtain 

Mr 
fr- aooo 5000. 

Consequently,  to a segment equal to 10'   on graduated line C there corresponds on 

graduated line B the  segment  5000. 

/• 

flf 

s 
r ** 

— "~ ■*" "^ "" i 
mm ^m ^^ ^^ 

V L 
s t 

K ^ 
s i / 's ** / 

^ 
i ? 

/ 
K 

f *•* T 
m « b 

M W li r M pf Tm K 
Fig. 9.20.    Graphical solution of the heat 
transfer equation.     Scale  of graduated 
line B:    1 cm = 1000. 

Assuming that  on line  C,  to the segmpnt 
7 

10' there corresponds 5 cm, we find 

that on line B every centimeter 

corresponds to 1000 units. The graph 

shown in Fig. 9.20 should be used in 

the following way:  Let us assume that 

by formulas (9.39) and (9.41) we have 

found C = 2'107 and B = 5000.  We plot 

on scale G the value 2«10' - point 1. 

This point Is taken parallel to the axt-s 

of T to scale B — point 2. From point 2 were measured downwards the segment B = 
W 

= 5000 and obtain point J. Connecting points 1 and 5 by a straight line, we will 

continue the straight line up to Intersection with the curve at point 4. Along the 

horizontal scale we find the corresponding value of T, — point 5. w 

Change of wall temperature along the combustion chamber, taking into account 

radiation during external cooling, is represented on Fig. 9.21. Calculation is 

carried out for an engine flying at an altitude 

of 30 km with speed corresponding to M2 = 4.0, 

with maximum temperature of combustion products 

(TQlLQV = 2200
oK.  From Fig. 9.21 it follows 

that consideration of radiation from the flame 

leads to a considerable temperature increase of 

'-he  wall of the combustion chamber (by approxi- 

mately 20^) as compared to the case when e'  = 0. 

Thus, even without that, the low effectiveness 

of external cooling (see Fig. 9,1?)  is lowered still 

more In the'prencnc" or' radiation (see Fig. 9.21). 

~T** 
^ ^ 

s ̂  ** **' 

ISM ^ —' ** 
*^ 

y S *•' 

^ ** — mw 
■^ 

i j—
1 

. \ i V 
Fig. 9.21.  Distribution of 
temperature of the wall along 
the combustion chamber, taking 
into account radiation during 
external cooling.   tempera- 
ture of the wall at e / 0.   

temperature of the wall at 
e„ = 0. 
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§ 4.  CONVECTION COOLING 

The problem coneists of determination of the wall temperature of a ramjet engine 

Tw " Tw^ and the flow rate of alr coolant  G2 flowing through an annular channel of 

given height h. There are given 

the total pressure of the flow at 

the Inlet to the cooling channel, 

the geometry of the Internal path, 

gas-dynamic parameters and flow 

rate of the hot flow Co. The hot 

part of the motor, which is made 

of heat-resistant material with 

maximum permissible wall temperature 

Fig. 9.22. Schematic diagram of convection 
cooling. 

Twm' w111 be subJect to cooling. Air coolant is withdrawn from the diffuser and flows 

in an external annular channel with height h (Fig. 9.22). 

Calculation of cdhvection cooling of a ramjet engine is performed under a whole 

series of assumptions, a considerable number of which are given above (see § 3 of the 

present chapter). Furthermore, it is possible to make the following statements: 

1. Air for cooling is withdrawn at the end of the diffuser.  Such a diagram ie 

the simplest structurally. Furthermore, the higher density of the flow of air during 

external cooling increases the efficiency of convection heat transfer. 

2. At the outlet from the cooling channel there is established the stalling 

speed of outflow 

This assumption is Justified by the fact that In operating regimes of a ramjet engine 

there practically always exists a supersonic pressure irop. If the pressure drop is 

nevertheless subcrltlcal, then should be given the static outlet pressure from the 

cooling channel. 

3. For intensification of heat exchange, the cooling channel has longitudinal 

fins. There is given the fin coefficient V (in most cases f  is chosen from structural 

considerations), which is equal to the ratio of the area of the heat-emitting surface 

to the area of heat-absorbing surface. 

k.    The wall of the housing is thermally Insulated on the outside; thus, all 

heat flowing from the wall of the motor toward the cooling flow Increases the 

enthalpy of this flow. Such an assumption corresponds to more difficult operating 

regimes of the wall of the motor and the housing. 

«Subscript "a" indicates the cross section of the motor (Fig. 9.22), and sub- 
script "2 pertains to the cooling channel. 
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During solution of the problem of convection coollnKi   there  are used differential 

equations of heat transfer and heat balance written for an element cf length dx,   nnd 

also continuity equations and momentum equations for the flow In the cooling channel. 

As a result of solution of the system of equations,  It  1B  required  to find the 

change of wall temperature T    and the temperature of the air coolant T „ as a 

function of x,   and also the  reduced velocity of flow at the  Inlet   into tho cooiing 

channel X _ and the flow rate of air coolant CL. 

The  formulated problem will be broken up Into two parts.     At  first,   using 

equations of heat exchange and heat balance, we will solve  the  thermal problem. 

Thus the flow rate of the air coolant  G2  Is considered to be  a parameter,   and 

calculation of temperature of the wall T    and temperature of the  cooling flow T 2 is 

carried out for several values of Op.    Then, using the equations of flow rate and 

momentum,  we will solve the hydraulic problem.    As a result of this solution there 

is determined the true value of 02,  at which there Is realized flow in a cooling 

channel of given height h at a fixed value of stagnation pressure  at the outlet. 

From the family of curves T    = T  (x;  a0)  and T.0 = T 0(xj   G0)  there are chosen those 

which correspond to the true flow rate Gp. 

Let us turn to solution of the thermal problem.    Let us assume that the quantity 

of heat transferred from the hot flow to an element of surface of the motor (dF = 

= irD^dx)  is equal to the quantity of heat  transferred from the element of surface 

of the motor to the cooling flow.    Then the differential equation of heat  transfer 

for element dx will take the form 

(M2) 

Hence we will obtain a formula for the equilibrium temperature  of  the cooling flow 

r..-r.-^(r„-r.)-iii[(i|r)'- 

( «03, 
(9.43) 

The quantity of heat transferred from an element of surface  of the motor to the 

cooling flow increases the enthalpy of this flow: 

«D^fl^r, -T«) = 3600.f/t C, dTrt. (9.^0 

where c 2 Is  the heat capacity  of the  air coolant. 

•—ir? 

ä      V='.?5 "'■.■ 

■..■•V'.-v .■;V.;  .^ii»,, 
. >■■ t,-!-..K ■j^^-ufttiA^--' ••■••-•'-irhniV' ^■■-■^ -■■■ 
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where there are Introduced the  symbols 

ir£-+kÜTtt~kÜTt,. (9.^) 

^«fjtetjr. ■_-!-_. (9.46) 
3600.^.0.    I + 4i' 

'-t 
Considering that when x = 0, T p = T  , we will represent the solution of 

equation (9.45) in the form 

(9.^7) 

thus the wall temperature is determined by the formula 

T .
T'+**T°  ■ (9.1«) 

If the gas flows through a cylindrical pipe (combustion chamber), then D1 - 

= const, and coefficients of heat transfer a. and a    are determined by formulas 

(9.15) and (9.16),  Disregarding the influence of temperature factor in the first 

approximation and taking Prandtl number Pr for the combustion products to be equal 

to 0.625i and for air - 0.70, we will represent local coefficients of heat transfer 

(9.15) and (9.16) in the form 
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Thus, for determination of T and T „ as a function of x, there are obtained 

two equations, (9.4]5) and (cj.44), in which Qp is a parameter.  In general, the 

diameter of the motor (D1), coefficient of heat transfer from combustion products 

to the wall (a.) and the equilibrium temperature of the combustion products are 

known functions of the longitudinal coordinate x. If the heating of air in the 

cooling channel is comparatively small, then the coefficient of heat transfer from 

wall to cooling flow (ou) can also be considered to be a known function of x in the 

first approximation. 

If radiant heat flow is small as compared to convection heat flow, then on 

the basis of (9.43) and (9.44) we will obtain a linear differential equation for 

determination of T, 

" '-■'••"wiig 
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where equivalent diameter D^  gKB will be determined by the  formula 

(9.>i'.>) 

(9.M') 

DI«-4A. 
14- 

i+Ha- (9.51) 
O. 

Reynolds numbers Re.   and Re2,   if we take  into account  the equations  of flow 

rate, will be represented In the  form 

R iL£LDs..0l3^L.; (9.''?) 

(9.53) 

Using relationships   (9.^9),   (9.50),   (9.51),   (9.52) and   (9.55),  we will obtain 

final formulas for calculation of  local coefficients of heat  transfer In  the 

cylindrical pipe and in the annular space 

(9.5^0 

(9.55) 

0.8 In these formulas,   only the complex \/\i '     depends on local thermodynamlc 

temperature  (Fig. 9.23). 
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Fig.  9.23.    The parameter 
o  H 

X/n,   *     as a function of temper- 
ature. 
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Using formulas (9.^6), (9.^7), (9.48), (9.5^) and (9.55), we will calculate 

change of temperature of the air coolant and temperature of the wall along the 

combustion chamber. In Fig. 9.24a, there is shown the change of air temperature 

along a cooling channel with height h = 20 mm for dirferent relative flow rates of 

air coolant G^/G^. Wall temperature of the combustion chamber as a function of 

longitudinal coordinate x is shown in Fir;. 9.24b.  h example of calculation is 

given for a hypothetical engine with ^l^jno'.er of the Internal circuit of the 
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Fig. 9.24.    Change of temperature of air (a) 
and wall (b,  c,  d) along the cooling 
channel of a motor during convection 
cooling,    c)   first approximation; 
  second approximation,    d)   
with respecjt to average a; with 
respect to the local a. 
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combustion chanber D^^ = 1.0 m, flying at an altitude of H = JO,000 m (TV, = 2?1.^0K, 

P2 - 120 kg/m ) with a speed corresponding to M2 = 4.0 (T „  697 K), with maximum 

temperature In the combustion chamber (T , )B1_V 

according to formula (9.21) has the form 

?2üOuK.  Thus the burn-up ci rvo 

^-897 +(MOO-»7)* (9.^) 

Prom Fig, 9«24a and b. It follows that along the combustion chamber temperature 

of the air coolant and wall temperature Increase practically linearly. Increase 

of relative flow rate of air coolant (Gg/ü^) (at a fixed value of x) Is accompanied 

by decrease of wall temperature and temperature of the air coolant. Consequently, 

with increase of G^/G^, the efficiency of convection cooling Increases. On the 

basis of Fig. 9.24b, we conclude that Increase of relative flow rate of air coolant 

over a certain limiting value becomes disadvantageous, since even with conslderablp 

increase of QVG^, the wall temperature Is lowered insignificantly. 

Dependences represented In Fig. 9.24a and b, are approximate, since there is 

not considered in them the Influence of the temperature factor on local coefficients 

of heat transfer and the Influence of variable thermodynaralc temperature of the 

air coolant. If we take into account the temperature factor, formulas (9.54) and 

(9.55) for calculation of local heat transfer coefficients take the form (see § 2, 

Chapter IX) 

■^(^(tr-i-'«"'^ 
X (1.27-0.27-I^-); (9.57) 

—.-0.1 
V 

-«.85 

x(t) (9.58) 

• Calculation of temperature  of the air coolant and temperature of the wall of 

the combustion chamber is carried out in the  second approximation according to 

formulas  (9.46),   (9.47).   (9.48),   (9.57) and  (9.58).    Thus,   local values of tempera- 

ture  factors T -AT .   and I'y/Tpp are determined by  the  first approximation  (Fig.  9.24c), 
0 8 Strictly speaking,  parameter \^/v.'   ,  which is contained  In formula  (9.58).   should 

be determined by local values of  thermodynamlc  temperature.    However,   in the cooling 
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channel flow is subsonic (X2 s 1.0), and the difference between thermodynamic 

temperature and stagnation temperature is not so great. Therefore, for determination 

of this parameter, it is possible to use stagnation temperature Te0 found in the 

first approximation. 

In Fig, 9.24c there are compared the first (solid curves) and second (dotted 

curves) approximations for wall temperature of the combustion chamber during convec- 

tion cooling. From this graph it follows that consideration of temperature factors 
Tv/yrel and Tv/tI'e2 leads to a certain temperature increase of the wall. However, 

this increase in the majority of practical cases is very insignificant. Still less 

is the influence of temperature factors on temperature of the air coolant. Therefore, 

in calculations it is possible to disregard the influence of temperature factor, and 

to be limited to only the first approximation. 

Local coefficients of heat transfer in the pipe a (9.5^) and in the annular 

channel a2 (9.55) are weak functions of the longitudinal coordinate. This is 
0 8 ~ explalned by the fact that the complex \/\\. '    Increases with increase of x, and the 

— —0 1 parameter (x) " decreases. Considering this circumstance, we will replace the 

local coefficients of heat transfer in formulas (9.^2) and (9.44) by averaged 

coefficients (9.13) and (9.14): 

(9.59) 

(9.6o; 

m 

■ ■  ■; 

Let us calculate temperatures T and T „ according to the average coefficients 

of heat transfer (9.59) and (9.60). For mean values a. and ou, dimensionless 

parameter k (9.46) takes the constant value 

frv t«A*-^r 1 

«o.^ 
^1 

(9.61) 

In the case when k = const,  and with linear change of the burn-up curve  (9.21), 

nt-T^+KTrtU-TjJ (9.62) 

formula (9.47) takes the form 
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or 

-at 

(9.63) 

(9.64) 

Calculation of the temperature of the air coolant and temperature of the wall 

of the combustion chamber for averaged heat transfer coefficients is performed 

according to formulas (9.^8),  (9.59)*  (9.60),   (9.61) and (9.6?).    In this case, 

calculation turns out to be the simplest.    Comparison of wall temperatures of the 

combustion chamber calculated according to local  (dotted curves) and averaged 

(solid curves) coefficients of heat transfer is presented in Fig. 9,24d.    From this 

graph it follows that results of calculation of convection cooling of combustion 

chambers according to local and averaged coefficients of heat transfer are practically 

Identical.    Therefore,  for approximate calculation of convection cooling of combustion 

chambers,  it is possible to use the simpler formulas obtained for the case of the 

averaged coefficients of heat transfer. 

Let us turn to a checking calculation of convection cooling in the presence of 

radiation from the flame in a ramjet engine.    Replacing local coefficients of heat 

transfer by the averaged coefficients, on the basis of expressions  (9.^2) and  (9.44) 

we will obtain 

-(-Ss-)!-360^.0^ (9.65) 

Differentiating (9.45)  for constant values of coefficients a^ and ou,  we will 

find 

a7'rt-dr.--?-(rfr.I-d7'.)+ 

■f 100 &)■"•• (9.66) 

Eliminating dT 2 from equations  (9.65) and  (9.66),  we will obtain a differential 

equation for determination of wall temperature T    = T   (x) in the presence  of radiation w w 
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(9.67) 

Thus, for determination of wall temperature of the combustion chamber during 

convection cooling,  taking Into account radiation,  we obtain a nonlinear flrat order 

differential equation.    Initial wall temperature at x = 0,   (T )      ,  Is determined 

from the nomograph In (Fig.  9.20) with the help of coefficients B (9.39) and C  (9.Jtl) 

B r^fl-O+ ♦■?■]; 

•r-^ V n      / 

(9.68) 

(9.69) 

Solution of equation (9.67) in general encounters large difficulties. Therefore, 

it is usually solved approximately. Partitioning the length Lr into a series of 

equal intervals £«, we will assume that In every such Interval the wall temperature 

changes linearly. Then Tv 

obviously, by the formula 

changes linearly. Then T at the end of the n-th Interval will be determined. 

>-!) 
7r-7i;-,»+(^-)     AT. 

where on the basis of (9.67) we have 

(9.70) 

m «-•> X" * 
♦;   ♦;  I« i loo / 

(9.7^ 

where 

"- {i('--''.-,)+^4(-J^-),-(iv)11 
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The corresponding value of temperature of the cooling flow 1B determined by 

the formula (g.1*?). 

In Fig.  9.25a and b there are given values of the equilibrium temperature of 

the air coolant and the temperature of the wall of the combustion chamber calculated 

taking Into accou.it radiation (dotted curves) 

and without taking Into account  radiation 

(solid curves).    From these  graphs  It follows 

that consideration of radiation leads to a 

considerable Increase of wall temperature of 

the combustion chamber (by approximately 

10 to 20%,  depending upon the relative flow 

rate of air coolant).    Thus,  during calcula- 

tion of cooling of the combustion chamber of 

a ramjet engine,  we should consider not only 

convection,  but also radiant heat  flow. 

The above discussed examples pertain to 

the case of convection cooling of cylindrical 

combustion chambers.    For convection cooling 

of the entire ramjet engine,  we  should 

consider heat exchange between the combustion 

products and the wall not  only in the section 

L    (hot part of the combustion chamber),  but 

also in the section I    + L    (nozzle).    Above c   c *•     ' 
it was shown that calculation of convection 

cooling of the combustion chamber can be carried out with a sufficient degree of 

accuracy according to the averaged coefficients of heat transfer a^ (9.59) and a,_, 

(9.60). Then in the section of the combustion chamber (for 0 s x S 1), equilibrium 

temperature of the air coolant is determined by relationships (9.61) and (9.6?). Due 

to the considerable change of the coefficient of heat transfer a. along the nozzle 

(see Fig. 9.8), calculation formulas (9.^6) and (9.^7) under the condition that 

b) 

r^ 
«•*1 

^* .«" 
V 

-' 

-»- '" 
f^ 

> 

^. ^ 
^ 

— -H 
— **" s 

V IP* 
Fig. 9.25. The influence of radia- 
tion on the temperature of the air 
(a) and the wall (b) along the cool- 
ing channel of an engine during con- 
vection cooling. 
(»Vl^-MOOTtj  «-SO km:  M,-«.0:  «-1,2; 

J)i«l.0mi A»M m: £,,»1.$ m, 
«.      .-.       .     0, I- -=1--0.0S&: 

0. 
.0.01; 

V-O; 
 1^.0.0«. 

L, If 
(9.7^) 

take the form 

fcfi-'frflwifc L_^ 
*»'V^    >+♦ 

(9.73) 
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(9.74) 

where ^(x) Is given by formula (9.20).  Thus the temperature of the wall is 

determined by relationship (9.^8). Formulas (9.48), (9.73) and (9.74) cam be used 

for calculation of convection cooling under the condition that radiant heat transfer 

is amall as compared to convection heat transfer (e1 • 0). 

Change of equilibrium temperature of combustion products along a ramjet engine 

and a simplified schematic diagram of the flow area are presented in Fig, 9.26. The 

solid lines in Fig. 9.27a, shows change of equilibrium temperature of air along a 

cooling channel with height h = 20 mm at two values of relative flow rate of air 

coolant an/G. r/0 1- Temperature of the wall of a reunjet engine as a function of longl- 

& 

t£tm   ***** tftttn 

tudinal coordinate x is given for e' « 0 in Fig,  9.27b (solid lines).    An example of 

calculation is given for an engine with diameter of the Internal circuit of the com- 

bustion chamber D,,   = 1.0 m,  with f„_ = 0.8 and f_  = 2,  flying at an altitude  of H = 

= 30,000 m (T2 = 231,30K,  p2 = 120 kg/m2) with speed corresponding to M2 = 4.0 

(Te    = Ö970K), and maximum temperature in the combustion chamber (Tgi )raax = 22000K. 

From Fig. 9.27 it follows that for the 

considered example,  equilibrium temperature 

of the cooling flow (To) Increases along 

the entire  cooling channel,  whereas tempera- 

ture of the wall of the ramjet engine,  start- 

ing at the nozzle throat, practically does 

not change.    Such shapes of the curves are 

explained by the fact that along the nozzle, 

the equilibrium temperature of combustion 

products T ^ and function k(x),  which is 

determined by formulas  (9.20) and (9.73), 

weakly depend on coordinate x,  and the local 

■ 

Fig. 9.26. Change of equilibrium 
temperature of combustion products 
along the engine and geometry of 
the nozzle. 

♦With increase of equilibrium temperature in the combustion chamber, adlabatic 
exponent k = kp decreases. Therefore, the dimensionless parameter a [see equation 

(9.20)], which takes into account the influence of Mach number and temperature factor 
on the coefficient of heat transfer OL, changes very weakly along the nozzle.  In the 

example considered below, it is possible to assume approximately that a = 0.9 to 1.0. 
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Fig. 9.27.    Change of air tempera- 
ture  (a) and wall temperature  (t) 
along the cooling channel of an 
engine during convection cooling. 

(rt|)rT.-IHO*K: N-30 km; M^-*,0: *-IO mm; 

1- .&—e.n8; 1- -2t_ .e.te: 

-;-* 
 --«1-0.0«. 

coefiicient of heat transfer a.(x) changes 

considerably in the divergent section of the 

nozzle. Thus, for a rough estimate of wall 

temperature of a ramjet engine during con- 

vection cooling, it is possible to be limited 

to thennal calculation only for the combus- 

tion chamber and the convergent part of the 

nozzle. 

Let us consider calculation of convection 

of the entire engine in the presence of 

radiation for the combustion products. Above 

it was assumed that radiant heat exchange 

in the combustion chamber Is determined 

mainly by radiation from a layer of gas with 

characteristic temperature T1 Inax = Tel max. 

This assumption, with good grounds, can be 

extended to the convergent part cf the nozzle, 

since in this case on the wall there falls 

mainly radiant energy from the layer of gas 

located in the wider part of the channel. 

In the divergent section of the nozzle, the 

process of radiation is determined mainly by 

the average thermodynamic temperature 

'€91 2 
(9.75) 

This  is explained by two facts:    1)  the layer of gas  in the nozzle throat has 

maximum thermodynamic temperature,   and therefore radiates the most intensely;  2) 

onto the walls of the divergent  section of the nozzle there  falls mainly radipnt 

energy from the  layer of gas located in the wider part of the channel  (cross section 

a)  and having thermodynamic temperature T *. 

In accordance with the assumed scheme of radiant heat  exchange  in a ramjet 

engine,  we will divide the entire  length  of the engine  into three characteristic 

sections: 

1.     Combustion chamber  (0 s x  s L  ),  where radiation is  calculated according to 

the characteristic temperature   (T  . )       ,   and coefficients a. ,  a0 are practically 

constant,   and equal to their averaged values. 
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2.    The convergent part of the nozzle (L    s x « L   +1   ), where radiation Is v r re' 
determined as before according to the characteristic temperature 

tfVi).., ^j «i — «!(*),«,—aj(7). 

5,    The divergent section of the nozzle  (1^, + lc  « x « L, + l- + L.), where 

radiant heat exchange is approximately characterized by theraocynajnic temperature 

Tcp 1, and o^ - ^(x) and a2 » a2(x). 

In the section of the combustion chamber (0 J x $ Lj,), calculation of convection 

cooling of the ramjet engine in the presence of radiation (er ^0) Is carried out 

with the formulas (9.70) and (9.71).    In the section of the convergent part of the 

nozzle (L    * x * lu + I   ),  if we take into account the dependence   (9.20), approximate 

formulas for calculation of wall temperature and equilibrium temperature of the air 

coolant take the form 

^»7rM+(4ff"V (9.76) 

where 

(^r- 
tn K        100 \    100   / 

100 '-Hr--c-'')+.;^[(^-( 

(9.77) 

(9.78) 

It is not difficult to see that analogous relationships for the divergent 

section of the nozzle (Lj, + lc s x S L- + l. + L ) can be written In the followlnp; way; 

I»-1) m - 
♦•• ♦»•       100 V    100 / 

where 

(9.79) 

(9.80) 

On the basis of  (9.20),  the derivative da./dx Is given by the   relatlonehip 
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>, 

dt 

(9.81) 

Usually parameter a 1B a weak function of coordinate x  (see note on p. h5l ); 

therefore,   it Is possible to consider approximately that 

da 
«0. 

Temperaturn To:L, which Is contained In relationship  (9.75),   Is calculated 

according to the evident formula 

rrf- 
i + 

(9.8?) 

and M ^ denotes Mach number at the nozzle exit. 

The obtained relationships make It possible to completely calculate convection 

cooling the entire engine In the presence of radiation from the flame.    Results of 

such a calculation for the considered example at two values  of flow  rate of air 

coolant are represented by the dotted lines  (e1  ^ 0) in Fig.  9.27,    From Fig. 9.27b, 

It follows  that consideration of radiation from the flame leads to a noticeable 

Increase of wall temperature of a ramjet engine.    For the considered example,  this 

Increase  Is 10 to ±3%,  depending upon the  relative flow rate  of the  air coolant. 

Let us turn to solution of the  second part of the problem of convection cooling 

of a ramjet engine.    Using the equations of flow rate and momentum,  we will find 

true value  of G2 at which there Is  realized flow in a cooling channel of given 

height h at a fixed value of stagnation pressure at the end of the diffuser  (Pon)« 

The equation of flow rate written for cross section p, has the  form 

^-Ts-M-^r- 
where    k2 — adiabatic exponent for air in the cooling channel;* 

reduced velocity at the  Inlet to the cooling channel; 

stagnation pressure after the  diffuser; 

stalling speed,  determined by the formula 

P0fl- 
« 

a^ 

(9.Ö5; 
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f/^ g«r4 M 
(9.84) 

Formula (9.85) contains two unknown quantities 0« and X 2,    The second relation- 

ship relating these quantities is the momentum equation.    If we take into account 

the varying area of the annular channel,  heat supply and friction,  this equation has 

the form [13] 

(9.85) 

'3^ 

where Co denotes the drag coefficient of the annular channel. 

For each of the Relected values of GU,  equation (9.85) is solved by the method 

of successive approximations.    In the first approximation we will assume that air 

flows through a cylindrical (dFp = 0) thermally insulated (dT 2 = 0) annular channel; 

then equation  (9.85)  is consideraoly simplified.    After separating variables, v/e 

will obtain 

mÄl (9.86) 

-Let as note that when x changes from L = L    + lc + Lc to -L    (see Fig. 9.26), 

reduced velocity in the cooling channel  (X2) changes from X _ = 1.0 to X_2. 

Integrating equation (9.86) from cross section a to an 

arbitrary cross section with coordinate x, we find the 

value of X^   ^(x)  In the first approximation 

x, rr ■ 
w^*m* mam 

m ^^ ^^m 

10 

\ 

i \ 
' 

\ 
■ 

\ ~1 
V > •v. 

0 
1 -i i Ifl 

r^' (9.87) 
'»:%• 

Fig. 9.28.    The parameter 
Xo as a function of re- 
duced velocity X- 

The dependence of function Xo on ^p  ls rePresented in 

Fig. 9.28. 

During approximate calculation of convection cool- 

ing,   It is possible to consider that  the  local drag 
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coefficient depends only on Reynolds number Re: 

We will replace C2 ty its mean value; then formula (9.^7) takes the form 

where C«» *-n dependence upon the range of change of Reynolds number Re, is determined 

by the formulas 

i-2.|fReKT-0.8; Re<3.4.10«. 
(8.89; 

When x ■ -L , on the basis of (9.88) we will obtain the reduced velocity at the 

inlet to the cooling channel 

(9.90) 

Taking several values of x in the interval (-Lx;  L), we will obtain,  on the 

basis of formula (9.88),  the  change  of reduced velocity along the cooling channel. 

Integrating differential equation (9.85) and substituting in the right side in 

place of Xp the first approximation of this variable,  we will obtain a formula for 

calculation of the second approximation X^ (2) 

+2 (9.('1) 

During calculation of the first integral contained in formula (9.91), we should 

consider the dependence Y^ = Fg^),   and during calculation of the second integral - 

the  dependence T p ■ '^e2^x)'   whlc^  ^s found during thermal calculation of the cooling 

system. 

Substituting the second approximation X^   '(x)  into the  integrals  standing In the 

right  side  of equation (9.91).  we will obtain the  third approximation Xy'.    This 

process is continued until the dependence X    = X2(x)  does not  depend on the number 

of the approximation.    Calculations  show that for practical purposes,   it  is suffi- 

cient to be  limited to the  second  approximation.     Usinr,  (9.91).  we will obtain the 
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Fig. 9.29.  Graphic determination 
of the true flow rate of air cool- 
ant. 1 - el - 0,04, 2 - e » 0. 

• 

— 
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a/ 

»J» 

IS 
_ _ •. __ i_   -r 

b) 
m 3 S 

= ^JJ 
i 

Fig. 9.30. Change of air temper- 
ature (a) and wall temperature 
(b) along the cooling channel of 
an engine during convection cool- 
ing.     l—'t~9M:   »-/-0; 
(r^^-tmMC W-JOiui; M,-4.0: *-IOjur. 

0,-1.0 JI: tr-l,0«. 
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reduced velocity at the inlet to the cooling channel 

»1+1 D, 

J    <      '• ,)   'i r- 
(9.92) 

After reduced velocity X      Is  found  for a glvpn value  of G2  =  (G2)    on the basis 

of equation (9.Ö3) we will obtain the flow rate of ti... 

assigning a series of values of a2 = (G2)g, we will find a corresponding series of 

values Gp =  (GoU»  and construct a dependence between obtained and  given flow rates: 

«y.-KOa).. (9.93) 

The true flow rate of the cooling flow is realized when 

(O^-CO,).. (5.^) 

Consequently,  the true flow rate G2 = (GpL^,.  is determined by the point of 

intersection of the curve  (9.93) with the bisector of the right angle (Fig. 9.29). 

is graphically found, 

Results of 

such a calculation for the considered example are presented in Fig. S.'liO. From Pig. 

9.30b, it follows that for the considered example the maximum value of wall tempera- 

ture, even in the presence of radiation,   is (T„Lov. 

After the true value of flow rate of air coolant  (GpL«™ 

there is performed calculation of convection cooling at G2 =  (G2)HCT. 

1130oK. 

I 
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§ 5.     CALCULATION  OF FLOW IN A TWO-LOOP  CYLINDRICAL COMBUSTION  CHAMBER 
WITH CONSIDERATION OF HEAT  RELEASE  AND HEAT TRANSFER 

THROUGH THE WALL OF THE   FL/WE TUBE 

In a ramjet engine there are used two-clrcult combustion chambers   (Fig.  9.31). 

In these chambers the optimum air-fuel ratio at which there Is realized the regime 

of maximum economy is larger than the air- 

fuel  ratio at which the process  of burnirif? 

occurs  the most intensely,   I.e..  with the 

greatest completeness.     In order to ensure 

in the  combustion chamber Itself a highly 

efficient working process and  to maintain the 

given total air-fuel ratio,   part  of  the air 

directly from the diffuser is passed  through 

a secondary  (annular) circuit.     Starting 

from the cross section k  (Fig.  9.31). 

secondary air Is mixed with combustion pro- 

ducts. 

During calculation of characteristics 

of a two-circuit ramjet engine and  the 

cooling system of the engine,   it  is necessary 

to Know the distribution of total flow rate  of air through the circuits.     It  is 

obvious that the given total flow rate of air through the motor is redistributed 

with respect to the circuits of the combustion chamber depending upon hydraulic and 

thermal losses. 

Let us assume that for a two-circuit engine with air cooling there are given: 

1) conditions of flight   (speed and altitude);   2)  regime of operation  (overall air- 

fuel ratio a_,  fuel burn-up curve and air-fuel  ratio through the  inner circuit a  ); 

3) mid-section of the combustion chamber.     Using the given parameters,   we are 

required to determine:     1)  diameter of the actual combustion chamber D.;   2)  all 

gas-dynamic parameters along the combustion chamber and along the annular channel; 

3) wall temperature of the flame tube. 

The considered problem is reduced to simultaneous solution of the equations of 

heat transfer and the gas-dynamic equations for a two-circuit combustion chamber. 

The method of calculation of flow in a two-circuit combustion chamber is based on a 

series of assumptions.    Let us enumerate the basic assumptions: 

1.    The fuel burn-up curve is determined by a linear function  (Fig.  9.31). 

Fig. 9.31.    Diagram of a two-loop 
combustion chamber and change of 
temperature of the combustion pro- 
ducts depending upon x. 
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This assumption does not limit the generality of the solution of the problem, 

since any function Tel = f(x) can be taken as the fuel burn-up curve. 

2. The flow regime in cold and hot flows is everywhere turbulent, 

3. Calculation of heat exchange is performed with average heat transfer 

coefficients.    The correctness of this assumption Is substantiated In the preceding 

paragraph. 

4. In accordance with the method of calculation of characteristics of a 

ramjet engine,  It is assumed that local hydraulic losses in the Inner circuit are 

concentrated In the section fll-xi and thermal losses are realized In the hot part 

of the combustion chamber in the section xi-Ki  (9.31).     In the annular channel in 

section K2-X2 there occur only hydraulic frlctlonal losses,  and in the section X2-K2, 

besides hydraulic frlctlonal losses there also appear thermal losses,  caused by 

heat flow through the flame tube. 

5. Static pressures pK:,   and p^ at ^e end of the  flame  tube  (section K)  are 

equal to each other: 

Ai-Pu- (9.95) 

This assumption is confirmed by experimental data. 

Let us turn to solution of the problem at hand.    The main losses in the annular 

channel are frlctlonal losses.    Then the momentum equation during flow of gas in a 

cylindrical annular channel with friction and heat supply has the form [12],   [13], 

[14] 

o-^-o+^+i^-«.^ (9.96) 

where        X — reduced velocity; 

TQ — stagnation temperature; 

Co — coefficient of frlctlonal resistance; 

8XB - equivalent diameter of the annular channel; 

k — adiabatlc exponent. 

The coefficient of frlctlonal resistance  Cg is calculated by the empirical 

formula (9.89).    In the particular case of a flow without hydraulic losses  (?2 - 0), 

equation (9.96) Is integrated and takes the form [14] 

Z(W /S •Z(X)t (9.97) 
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where Z(X) - x + jj 

^l»y ~ reduced velocity In Initial section; 

T0 JJJ^ - stagnation temperature In Initial section. 

In the absence of heat supply (dT0 - 0), equation (9.96) Is Integrated and 

takes the form [Ik] 

where 

xW-TT + 'n^- (9.99) I* 

Since the coefficient of frlctional resistance  Co practically does not depend 

on the longitudinal coordinate x, then equation (9.98) will be simplified still more: 

The main losses in the Inner channel are local losses.    Hydraulic frlctional 

losses can be disregarded during calculation of flow in the burning circuit.     Local 

flow friction are usually related to velocity head in the Initial section.    Then the 

resisting force is determined in the following way: 

/-Cj?,.,^ (9.101) 

where      ?_ — local drag coefficient referred to velocity head In the  initial cross 
section; 

q       — velocity head in the initial cross section: HHa«i 
F — cross sectional area of the combustion chamber. 

Applying the momentum equation to the mass of gas contained between the  initial 

and current sections,  and considering the resisting force f,  we will obtain  [14] 

p + pa'-p^+fl |-jp«„ai,. (9.102) 

Using the usual gas-dynamic relationships,  we  represent the momentum equation 

for the inner channel in the form 

(9.103) 

Let us assume  that there is given the total  flow rate of air through the motor 

G,  the overall air-fuel ratio a and the air-fuel ratio for the actual combustion 

chamber a>.    Then the flow rate of air through the  inner shell and the annular 
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channel will be determined by the evident formulas 

0,-C-l; (9.104) 
•i 

Ca-0-0,. (9.105) 

Taking a series of values of reduced velocity at the inlet to the annular 

channel (^112)» we wil1 calculate by the relative diameter of the shell flow rate 

equation: 

(9.106) 

where q_2 - reduced flow rate in cross section fl2; 

(9.107) 

In formula (9.107) PQ_ denotes the total pressure at the end of the diffuser. 

From the flow rate equation for the Inner circuit, there is found the reduced 

flow rate q-^ in cross section JL: 

-iftr- (9.108) 

Using the momentum equation (9.103) for the cold part of the actual combustion 

chamber, we will obtain 

Ai-^u—£j^t-l«i- (9.109) 

The momentum equation (9.97) for the hot part of the combustion chamber,   taklnp; 

into account addition of fuel,  takes the form 

(9.110) 

where  relative preheating T^  is determined by the  formula 
^"^T* 

. ^JSnfag (9.111) 

On the basis of the definition of function Z,   reduced velocity in uross section 

k is given by the relationship 

K.-^/WR- (9.112) 

For each of the selected values of Xp-, the momentum equation for the cooling 

channel (9.96) is solved by the method of successive approximations.  In the first 
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approximation we will assume that cooling (secondary) air flows through a thermally 

insulated channel (dT.0 - 0).    Then equation  (9.96) is considerably simplified,  and 

as a result of Integration Is reduced to the form (9.98).    Applying this equation to 

the annular channel and considering that when x fty - -Lx, XHftM - X 2, we will obtain 

XM at«    i+L. (9.1135) 

At the end of the shell,  for the cross section K2,   relationship  (9.113) takes 

the form 

■1T •      Um* 
(9.114) 

Reynolds number Re, contained In formula (9.89) for the coefficient of frictional 

resistance Is equal to 

Re.-O.W-Si I 

^ 1+«4- 

where h is the height of the cooling channel; 

According to the definition of equivalent diameter we have 

D...-2A. 

(9.115) 

(9.116) 

(9.117) 

If radiant heat flow from the combustion products to the wall of the flame 

chamber is small as compared to the convection heat flow, then change of equilibrium 

temperature of the air along the annular channel is determined by relationships 

(9.59), (9.60), (9.61) and (9.63). 

Incidentally there can be calculated the temperature of the flame chamber: 

T. 

Tt+^T« 

1 + ^- 

(9.118) 

Calculation of radiant heat exchange between combustion products and the wall 

of the flame chamber does not present difficulties, and leads only to a certain 

complication of the formulas for calculation. 

By integrating the differential equation  (9.96) for the annular channel and 

substituting in the right side in place of Xg the first approximation of this 
2 

variable, we will obtain a formula for calculation of the second approximation X2: 
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"W-^-Tfr^-l tlf.%: (9.119) 

During calculation of the Integral contained in formula (9.119), it is necessary 

to consider the dependence Te2 - Te2(x), which is found from relationship (9.63). 

Substituting the second approximation Xf* (x) in the Integral standing in the 

right side of equation (9.119), we will obtain the third approximation X^), This 
2 

process is continued until the dependence X2 = X2(x) does not depend on the number 

of the approximation. Calculations show that for practical purposes it is sufficient 

to be limited to the second approximation. Using (9.119), we will obtain the reduced 

velocity at the exit section of the flame chamber taking into account heat addition 

to the air coolant: 

^(u-xcy-^.-^ <«- 

-f (9.120) 

■ 

' Pf 

Using the condition of equality bf static pressures In section K,  we will obtain 

M-irf^-'wO-^f*)' (9.121; 

Applying the flow rate equation to cross sections fll and Kl, we will obtain 

AL — JSL^^. (9.122) 
ßm       *a 

From the flow rate equation for the annular channel on section ä2 to K2, we 

will find 

where T2 is the relative preheating of air in the cooling channel; 

,- Vffr" ♦ 

Using the formula for reduced flow rate 

(9.12^) 

and considering the relationships  (9.121),   (9.122) and  (9.123), we will obtain 
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^■K, 
*k+l 

The true values of X_2 and q_2 at which the considered flow is realized are 

found by means of graphical solution of the equations 

frt-Wi 

After the true value of X_2 is found, determination of true values of the 

remaining parameters (^^i X^g, h and others) can be carried out either graphically 

or analytically. 

§ 6.  BOUNDARY COOLING 

The problem consists of determination of the wall temperature of a ramjet engine 

T = ^w^^ ftn<* ^ie ^ow rate 0^ a^r coolant Gp flowing through an annular channel of 

given height h which is formed by the outer wall of the motor and the cylindrical 

shell. There are considered to be given the following: total pressure of the flow 

at the inlet to the annular channel, geometry of the engine, gas-dynamic parameters 

and total flow rate of air passing through the engine: 

G = G^ + Gp, (9.127) 

where 0^ is the flow rate of the hot flow. 

The hot part of the motor of length L, made of heat resistant material with 

maximum permissible wall temperature of T  will be subject to cooling. Air coolant 

is withdrawn! from the diffuser and 

flows in an annular channel with 

hnght h (Fig, 9.32). 

Calculation of boundary coolinp 

of the engine Is based on a series 

of assumptions, part of which are 

substantiated above (see assumptions 

given In § J, Chapter IX, except 

for Paragraph 6), Let us enumerate 

I* * 1 I • 
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1 
Fig. 9.32.  Schematic diagram of boundary 
cooling. 

a series of additional assumptions with their corresponding substantiations: 
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1. Static pressures pKl and pK2 In the beginning of the mixing region (section 

K In Fig. 9.52) are equal to each other: 

Pal " Par 

This assumption Is confirmed with a sufficient degree of accuracy by experimental 

data. 

2. It Is considered that regularities established for temperature profiles at 

moderate flow velocities are approximately satisfied for stagnation temperature 

profiles at elevated flow velocities. 

3. The problem of air-boundary cooling Is solved for a flat thermally Insulated 

wall without taking Into account radiation.    Therefore,  in the present Investigation 

It is assumed that all heat transmitted from the gas to the wall by radiation is 

removed by a conveotlve cooling flow. 

4. The cooled part of the engine  of length L during calculation of temperature 

of the wall and the external boundary of the mixing region Is taken to be approxi- 

mately cylindrical.    Below there are given experimental data on air-boundary cooling 

of a supersonic nozzle. 

5. Heat transfer through the  internal shell is absent; moreover In the annular 

channel in the  section fl2-K2 there occur only hydraulic losses.     Such an assumption 

is strictly fulfilled for a thermally Insulated shell,  and approximately for a 

shell for which section fl2-K2 is considerably less than section Ä2-X2 (Fig. 9.?2). 

During solution of the problem about boundary cooling there  Is used the equation 

of heat balance, and also the continuity and momentum equations for flow in an 

annular channel.    As a result of solution of the system of equations it is required 

to find change of temperature of the wall T    depending upon x,  the reduced velocity 

of the cooling flow at the Inlet to the annular channel X-^ and the flow rate of 

air coolant Gp. 

We will break the formulated problem up Into the thermal problem and the 

hydraulic problem.     In distinction from convection cooling,  the hydraulic problem 

under the assumptions which have been made  (see Paragraph 5)  is  solved independently 

of the thermal problem.    Therefore during solution of the thermal problem,  flow rate 

of the air coolant a„ (or velocity of the cooling flow at the outlet from the 

annular u«« = Up) is considered to be known.    During solution of the hydraulic pro- 

blem,  on the basis of the momentum equation and the flow rate equation there is 

determined the true value of Gp (or uK2) at which flow in an annular channel of 

given height h Is realized. 

K.$ 

: 
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Holding to the accepted sequence of account, let us turn to eolution of the 

thermal problem. Cn the busis of the equation of the heat balance and regularities 

of turbulent mixing of nonlsothermal flows near a solid wall« we will find the law 

of temperature rise of the wall along the engine. Let us give the basic results 

of Investigation of boundary cooling of a flat wall. For the purpose of simplifica- 

tion, boundary cooling Is considered at constant temperature of the hot flow: 

T* = T^ = const. This assimptlon Is not too strong, and later It will be possible 

to disregard it. 

Theoretical and experimental Investigation of boundary cooling has been carried 

out for any ratio of velocities of boundary (u^ = u«) and main (uK1 = u.) flows 

and for sufficiently large distances from the nozzle exit <~ < 150. Theoretical 

conclusions are based on the use of the Integral relationship of momentum and the 

Integral relationship of enthalpy. All reasonings are bajed mainly on the experi- 

mental fact of self-similarity of velocity profiles and temperature profiles (Figs. 

9.53 and 9.5^). 

On the basis of experimental data there has been estiblished the physical 

picture of mixing of nonlsothermal flows (Fig. 9.35). With accuracy sufficient for 

practical purposes we may assume that 

«,<«, 

Fig. 9.35. Diagram of mixing of non- 
lsothermal flows. 

the boundaries of dynamic and thermal 

boundary layers coincide. 

The entire region of flow can be 

divided Into two characteristic sections: 

initial and basic. The Initial section 

(Fig. 9.35) directly adjoins the 

dividing wall and is characterized by 

the presence of a core of constant 

velocity u„ and constant temperature 

Te2.  In the initial section the 

boundary layer adjacent to the wall 

practically does not interact with the 

free turbulent boundary layer. With 

increase of distance from the dividing 

wall, the transverse dimension of the 

core of constant parameters gradually 

decreases, and in the transition section 

(x = x*) becomes zero,  it is assumed that directly after the transition section 
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there follows the main section,  In which the boundary layer adjacent to the wnll 

interacts with the free turbulent boundary layer  (x > x*). 

Volocity profiles consist of two characteristic  sections   {Fig,  9,y)).    Near 

the wall the velocity profile has the usual form of a turbulent profile during 

flowing around a flat plate.    Directly to this section of the velocity profile there 

adjoins a second section, which corresponds to the region of Jet mixing of floviu 

(soe Pig. 9.53). 

Geometry of the flow in the initial section  (x < x*)  is completely determined 

by the thickness of the boundary layer b and boundaries y^   and y,, of the  region of 

turbulent mixing.    The transition section is characterlz^J by the following evident 

condition:     when x - x#,  yp ■  6.    The geometry of the main section Is determined by 

the thickness of the boundary layer  B and the external boundary y^ of the region of 

Jet mixing^ 

In the main section there occurs transformation of velocity and temperature 

profiles.    Velocity u0 (at y =  6) within the limits of the main section is  a variable 

magnitude:    with increase of x from x* to oo,  velocity u0 changes  from u„ to u. , 

Furthermore,  with change of x from x*  to CD,  wall temperature  increases from T ^ to 

Tel- 
Use of boundary conditions of the fourth kind along with the condition of 

thermal insulation of the wall 

(-^-O (9.128) 

gives us grounds to consider that the wall temperature is equal to the temperature 

of the flow at y « 0: 

T,-T(^)^,. (9.129) 

Characteristic temperatures in each section are the temperature of the hot 

flow T . and the wall temperature T  (see Fig. 9.35). At any velocities of the 

boundary flow, velocity and temperature profiles are self-similar, and are 

satisfactorily approximated by simple analytic dependences. 

Let us give a brief account of the theoretical results.  The problem of boundary 

cooling of a flat wall is formulated in the following way: there are given velocity 

and temperature of the main (u., T  ) and boundary (u^, T „) flows In the initial 

cross section (x = 0).  Furthermore, there is given the length L of the cooled wall 

(for unit width) and height h of the cooling slot. 

It is required to detennine the maximum wall temperature T _ at x = L, 
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r.w-r., (9.1>0) 

on the assumption that for any x there is satlefled the condition of thermal Infiuln- 

tlon of the wall 
Wy-o 

0.      The proposed formulation of the thermal problem la 

not unique.    Thus,  for Instance,  If there Is given the maximum permisslble wall 

temperature T      and the height of the slot,  then solution of the problem conslatr; 

of determination of the cooled length L, 

Along with the method of determination of the temperatur" of a thermally 

insulated wall depending upon coordinate x; 

r.-r,(x), (9.131) 

below there are given formulas for calculation of fields of velocity and temperature. 

True fields of velocity and temperature In the engine must be known for determination 
4 

of the economy of a ramjet engine with air-boundary coollnd sind for detailed study 

of the working process. 

Basic dlmenslonless parameters determining the temperature of the thermally 

Insulated wall,  and also tne fields of velocities and  temperatures  are: 

1) the ratio of outflow velocity of the boundary flow  (u2)  to the velocity of 

the main flow (u.) 

(9.132) 

2) the ratio of temperature of the boundary flow at the outlet from the slot 

(Te2) to the temperature of the main flow (T .,) 

T-.»-^: (9.133) -JA.. 

3) turbulence constant c (at m ^ 1) or turbulent diffusion coefficient 
p 

DTm /sec (at m «= 1.0); 

4) Reynolds number Re calculated according to parameters of the hot flow end 

according to the height of the slot h  (or the length of the hot wall L): 

Re,--A*, /or   Re--^). (9.134) 

For determination of external  (y.) ami  Internal  (y0) boundaries of the region 

of Jet mixing  (m ^ 1 and x < x*),   there Is used the Integral momentum relationship, 

applied once for the entire  region of fr^e turbulence and a second  time only for 

half of it.    Thus,   there are obtained two equations, with solution  of which turbulent. 

friction Is determined according to the known formula of Prandtl  [15],     It has been 

experimentally established that during boundary and combined  cooling  of a   ramjet 
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engine the velocity of the cold flow 1B leas thnn the velocity of the main flow or, 

In the limiting case, in equal to It, Therefore, aubsoquently there are given 

results pertaining only to the moat interesting case from the practical point of 

view, m t  1.0. 

In Fig. 9.^6 there are presented rcaLilta of calculation of boundaries of the 

region of turbulent mixing of nonisoth   <. flows at m < 1 and at valuen of T ,, ■ 

= 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0. Ordlnates y^, y0 arm q ani thus measured from the edge 

separating main and boundary flows. From the presented graph it follows that the 

positions of the boundaries of the mixing flows essentially depends on the parameter 

m. 

During derivation of the working formulas there are used the basic regularitleo 

of the theory of free streams [15]. These regularitiej have received experimenta] 

confirmation only when there exists a 

considerable difference in the speeds u. 

and u? of the mlxinc flows. Theoretical 
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boundaries of the region of turbulent mixing 

(Fig, 9,36) will satisfactorily agree with 

experimental data only at m < 0,6, Diver- 

gence of theoretical and experimental data 

during change of parameter m in the interval 

(0,6, 1.0) is apparently explained by the 

fact that in this region of the ratio of 

speeds, there exists a more complicated 

mechanism of mass transfer, which is 

determined not only by the difference of 

speeds of the mixing flows, but also by 

turbulent diffusion. It is not excluded 

that with accumulation of experimental datn, 

the field of sppllcation of the obtained 

solution will be more precisely defined. 

On the basis of theoretical and experimental data, it Is possible to show that 

the formula for calculation of thickness of the boundary layer adjacent to the wall 

Fig, 9.36. Boundaries of the 
region of mixing. 

during mixing of nonisothermal flows has the form 

'A • «.0.37 p-f'L S—A\ (9.15r>) 
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where parameter p    la determined by the formula 

N—?—TT (9.136) 

Thus,  during mixing of nonisothermsl flows,  the thlcknesfl 6 depends on tho 

ratio of temperatures on the boundary B and on the wall.    It has been experimentally 

established that along the wall temperatures T. and T    are changed practically 

proportionally, so that with an accuracy to 10^, the quantity "p   preserves a constant 

value.    Thus,  for Instance, when Te2 • 0.3 to 0.4,  the numerical value of parameter 

pw is 1.2-1.3. 

Subsequently all linear dimensions will be referred to the height of tne slot, 

h.    Let us Introduce parameter K,  which characterizes the boundary layer adjacent 

to the wall: 

»•Y*   le«|p; + 0.3(l-P.)|) 

On the basis of (9.1?3) and (9.137)» we will obtain 

(9.137) 

(9.138) 

where c    — turbulence constant, 

6 e T- and x x 
P 

Re. — Reynolds number, calculated by the formula (9.13^). 

From the flow diagram (see Fig. 9.35), it follows that the Internal boundary 

of the mixing zone is determined by the relationship 

Ä-I + f-Ä-W (9.139) 
o 

The quantity yVc x characterizes the slope of the Inner boundary yp, and at 

given m and Te2 Is found by the graph shown In Fig. 9.36. 

The length of the initial section is determined by the equation (see Flg. 9.3r)). 

•(**)-*i(«*). (9.1'to) 

Using (9.138) and (9.139), we will represent relationship (9.140) in the form 

*t^-1+(-£•)£*). (9.1'n) 

~ / 2. The result of solution of this equation for different values of K and y^/c x 

is presented in Fig. 9.37.  Parameter K is changed within quite wide limits and 

practically encompasses the whole possible range of Reynolds numbers Re. and turbulent 

constants c From Fig. 9.37 It  follows  that  the  thickness  of the boundary  layer 
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Flg. 9.37. Length of the initial section at m < 1. 

on the wall greatly affects 

the lenpith of the Inll In L 

section (differentlot,Ion 

of the curves according 

to values of parameter K). 

With decrease of the 

difference between speeds 

of the mixing flows (m -* 

-•1), the length of the 

initial section considerably 

increases. 

It Is not difficult 

to see that the external 

boundary of the region of 

(9.1'^) 

turbulent mixing (for m < 1.0) is calculated by the formula 

where parameter y./c x is determined by the graph shown  in Fig.  9.^6,  for corres- 

ponding values of m and T p.     For the transition section relationship  (9.142) 

takes the form 

^+(■£-) ^ (9.1^) 

The given formulas completely determine the geometry of the flow in the initial 

section and are applied for m < 0.6. 

Referring all velocities  to the characteristic  velocity u.(ü = —),   and all 

temperatures to the characteristic temperature T ..IT = Z—), we will give a  formula 

for calculation of profiles of u and T in the initial  section (ex s  ex* I at m < 

< 0,6.     The velocity profile  in the initial section  is  determined by relationships 

"•&' t 
Ummm 

Ü 

for0<y<8, 

for r<y <y,. 
«m+(I-m)|I_^|z|:JTj,   Kry^-y^ 

(9.1't'i) 

Under these same conditions   (m < 0,6;   c'x % c'x.   ),   for calciilation of the 

temperature profile  there  are  obtained  the following   formulas: 
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'••^l rorO<y<yt, 
(9.^5) 

Let us turn to determination of parameters of the flow In the main section for 

the case when velocity of the cold flow Is less than the velocity of the hot flow 

(m < 1). On the basis of (9.13B) and (9.142), we conclude that 6 and y. are known 

functions of c x also within the limits of the main section (ex > ex ). 

On the basis of the Integral relationship of mementum 

(9.146) 

we will obtain an equation for determination of velocity on the boundary of the 

boundary layer adjacent to the wall co = "F/UI* during mixing of nonlsothermal flows 

F (-; F. J - P («; Pi J (•^■).. (9. in) 

The dependence of auxiliary function F on cu for different values of  pb      is 

represented In Fig. 9.38.    In formula (9.147), "p&      denotes the average Integral 

(over the length of the cooled section) value of 

density on the boundary of the boundary layer 

adjacent to the wall: 

d&Zi. (9.148) 

Fig.  9.38.    Graph for deter- 
mination of velocity during 
air-boundary cooling. 

Velocity a) = u6/u1 as  a function of ex  is 

determined by Fig,  9.58 and  formula  (9.147)  by the 

method of successive approximations.    The average 

magnitude of density p5      in the first approxima- 

tion is taken equal  to unity,  after which,  accord- 

ing to formula  (9.147).   for every value of y1 

•Subsequently,  velocity UQ on the boundary of the boundary layer adjacent  to tho 
wall   (see  Fig.  9.35)  will be designated by u.. 
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thero la determiriäd P(a);  p.     \ and from the graph In (Mg,  9.38)   there la  found the 

coiresponding value of <u.    Using the found velocity In calculation of the  temperature 

field (see below), we will obtain the distribution of pö - l/T,  with respect to c*"/. 

By formula (9.148)  there is found the refined value of pB    , after which there is 

again performed calculation of velocity for Pg Cp / 1.    It has been established that 

the third approximation practically coincides with the second.    Therefore,  during 

calculations of cu we should be limited only to the first two approximations, 

The temperature of the thermally insulated wall in the main section is determined 

from the Integral relationship of enthalpy, which at Tel - const has  the form 

i pü (l—Tidy—const (9.1^9) 

Using the self-similarity of velocity and temperature profiles,  we will reduce 

equation (9.149)  to the form 

T(«: «»; 7J-T(/n; ft; f J f^-j. (9.150) 

Determination of temperature of the wall Tw by formula (9.150)   is performed In 

the following way:    according to y.  there  is calculated the magnitude 7,  and 

according to 7,  CD and z6,  from the graphs   (Fig.  9.39)  there is found the corresponding 

value of Tw. 

The dependence of function 7 on parameters a>,  »g and T    Is  represented In 

fig.  9.39.    Parameters  z6 and z6 are found by the  formulas 

.-7 

'*       =;—• 
»1 

(9.151) 

(9.15^) 

Temperature T5, which is necessary for calculation of PB ct, (9.1^8), Is given by 

the relationship 

Ti-f:+(l-f.)(I-2?)^ (g.^) 

Profiles of velocity and temperature in the main section at m ^ 1.0 are 

calculated by the formulas 

T 

a —• forO<y<Ä, (t r 
(9.154) 
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V» 
Fig. 9.39.  Graph for determination of wall temperature during 
air-boundary cooling. 

We use the above method for determination of temperature of the thermally 

insulated wall at m < 1.0. Analysis of the obtained formulas shows that diinensionless 

temperature of the vrall is a function of the following basic parameters: 

T,-/(^ «, T^ K). (9.156) 

Calculations carried out for a quite wide range; of changes of these parameters 

encompass operating regimes of the combustion char.her of e ramjet engine having the 

highest heat-releast rates.    Length of the cooled wall is within the limits from 

0 i ex s 2.0.    During theoretical calculations,  the ratio of velocities of the mixing 

flows changed from 0.2 to 0.9:    0,2 s m * 0.9.    Let us remember that results of 

calculation of the boundaries of mixing by the jet method will satisfactorily agree 

with experimental data at m s 0.6-0.1.    In Fig.  9.40a and b, there are represented 

results of calculation of wall temperature  (T )   at  K = 0 and at T « = 0.2 and 0.6. 
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Analogous data for K • 4 at the same temperatures Te2 are shown In Fig. 9.^00 and d. 

Using linear Interpolation with respect to parameters K and Te2, we will determine 

the temperature of the thermally insulated wall Tw for any specific conditions of 

cooling at m < 1.0. 

• 
% 

a) 

iSEEIil 
Y t/Lr L Pi   1   L 

UL>CL b^L (Pi   1   ' iilsl mtttu&tu 
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Fig. 9.40.  Vemperature of the wall during air-boundary 
cooling. 

a) •<I* ">«-•.»: «r-0: 
b) ■<IA 7«|-«.«: «-0: 
c) •<!* Tn-OJ; Jr-4: 
<i) «<IA TM-O.S; X-4; 
• ■•!* «-0: 
r) a-Mi «-«. 

The basic mechanism of mass transfer in the transverse direction at m « 1.0 is 

the mechanism of turbulent diffusion, which Is determined by the turbulent diffusion 

coefficient 

DT a bit! — const. (9.157) 

where \  — scale of turbulence; 

e — degree of turbulence of the incident flow, 
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This mechanism will also be the basic mechanism for a certain interval of values 

of m in the neighborhood of unity.    At present it is impossible to indicate this 

interval strictly.    Let us assume conditionally that the solution of the problem 

obtained on the basis of turbulent diffusion at m - 1.0,  is applicable for values of 

m in a certain interval 0.9 * m * 1.1. 

Introducing the nondimenslonal turbulent diffusion coefficient 

(9.158) 

we will represent the thickness of the boundary layer adjacent to the wall in the form 

(9.159) 

15 5t_ 

• -iC,(K)T. 

where 

K m 0.S7 f I JT 
(9.160) 

Due to the different temperatures of the cold and hot flows, there appears a 

thermal boundary layer with boundaries y^ and y2.    Use of the integral anthalpy 

relationship once for the entire 

-irL ^H ' '               y t~' » 0.S   •   T„ 
7* 

**A. .:z:i ^ 
1 

# w   i    , 
Fig.   9.41.    Boundary of the mixing region 
(m - 1.0). 

region of the thermal boundary layer 

and a second time for half of It makes 

it possible to determine the change 

of boundaries y^ and y« depending 

upon coordinate x and parameter T «. 

In the case of turbulent diffusion, 

boundaries y., y2 and the width of 

the thermal boundary layer q are 

changed proportionally to Vx.    The dependence of geometric characteristics of flow 

on the parameter T g  (at m - 1.0)  is represented in Fig.  9.41.    Thus the inner 

boundary of the thermal boundary layer is calculated by the formula 

^^(-j^-)^- 
(9.161) 

'^k. 

Using (9.159)  and  (9.161),  we will obtain an equation for determination of the 

length of the initial section Dx* in the case of turbulent diffusion 

fifDi»)*]''- I +f _|_ W)i . 
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Fig. 9.^2. Length of the initial 
section (m « 1.0). 

In Fig, 9.^2 there is given the result of 

calculation of the length of the Initial 

section Dx* for dii'ferent values of parameters 

T 2 and K*,    Parameter K^ is contained within 

the limits [0-8] and covers practically the 

whole possible range of change of Reynolds 

number Re^ and coefficient D.  Increase of 

thickness of the boundary layer adjacent to 

the wall (growth of K^) leads to considerable 

decrease of the length of the initial section 

(see Fig. 9.42). 

The outer boundary of the region of turbu- 

lent diffusion is determined by the relationship 

Fl",+(-?%-)/K- 
For the transition section this equation gives 

(9.16?) 

(9.164) 

Let us give formulas for calculation of velocity profiles and temperature 

profiles  in the initial section  (Dx s  Dx*)   in the presence of turbulent diffusion 

- » » 

Hi)T at O<0<3", 

ü-lfi 
r-T. 

at   ö<y<yu 

at   0<7<Ä. 

f.^+o-T^i-^-l^i-jT at *,<*<*;. 

(9.165) 

(9.1C6) 

Temperature of the thermally insulated wall in the main section is  determined 

from the  integral enthalpy relationship   (9.149),  which when m •> 1.0  is  reduced  to 

the  form 

♦(v^)-{^)*(*;^. (9.167) 

a 
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The dependence of function Q on parameters 

z6 and T    is represented In Fig. 9.^3.    For 

determination of the geometric characteristics 

z^ and zB#  there are used formulas   (9.151) and 

(9.152).    With the help of Fig. 9.^5 and 

relationship  (9.167),  calculation of tempera- 

ture of the wall is carried out in the follow- 

ing way;     from the known (in the given cross 

section x)   velue of y», on the basis of (9.167), 

there is found the magnitude of <t>;  then from 

the graph  (for known z6)  there is determined the 

corresponding value of T  . 

Profiles of velocity and temperature in 

the main section at m « 1.0 are determined by 

the  following relationships: 

i 
Fig. 9.43.    Graph for determination 
of wall temperature during air- 
boundary cooling. 

«-WT    for0<y<3; 

iT« U) for3<jr<y,, 

(9.168) 

(9.169) 

Analyzing the obtained results, we conclude that in the case of turbulent 

diffusion, dimenslonless wall temperature is a function of the following basic 

parameters: 

r.-fCDi-.r^if,). (9.170) 

By the given method there is calculated the wall temperature in the neighborhood 

of m « 1.0 for a comparatively large range of change of basic parameters.  Thus, for 

Instance, in the calculations it is assumed that the length of the cooled section 

changes within the limits 

o<z)jr<2,o> 

and the ratio of temperatures of the mixing flows  satisfies the inequality 

0^<T#,<0.6. 

In Fig.  g.^Oe,   for different values of parameter T „ there  is given change of 

dimenslonless temperature  along the flat wall in the absence of a boundary  layer 

adjacent  to the wall  (JO   = 0).    Analogous  dependences  in the presence  of a boundary 
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layer (K^ - 8)   are' shown in Fig.  g.^Of.    Thus,  for m ■» 1.0 and given parameters K^ 

and T p#  temperature of the wall Is dotemlned by linear  Interpolation of the 

dependences represented In Fig.  9A0e and f. 

In Fig,   9tM»  the points represent experimental  values of temperature of the 

thermally Insulated wall during boundary cooling.     In the same place the solid lines 

represent theoretical dependences obtained by the proposed method.    Satisfactory 

coincidence of theoretical and experimental data with selection of only one experi- 
o 

mental constant  (c    or D)   indicates  that the obtained theoretical solution correctly 

reflects the physical essence of the phenomenon. 

't     ■   m        Tiw m MOO    tu- 
Fig.  9.44.    Wall temperature during air-boundary 
cooling. 
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3.2« 

+ A+0 — 
experiment     1 

•Urje valii« of B convspcwiis to smnller ne i.»it   if   Hie    lot h  ls>e 
formula {j.l5a)]. 

We will present results of  the experimental  investigation of air-boundary cooling 

in a simple model of a supersonic  nozzle.     Experiments were  conducted with an axially 

symmetric conical nozzle designed for M = 3,0.    The angles  of opening of the  supei— 

sonic parts  of the nozzles were 20 and 30  ,  and the  throat  diameter was equal  to 

6.25 mm. 

Air coolant was  fed through  the  annular slot   in the  subsonic  part of the  nozzle- 

near thl throat. 

In  the process of experiment  there was measured  the  temperature of the  thermally 

Insulated wall of the  supersonic  nozzle   in the presence  of boundary cooling. 

In Fig.   9.45,   for several  flow  rates of air coolant,   there   are given experiment-i I 

values  of temperature of  the  thermally  Insulated wa1.l of a  supersonic nozzle  during 

boundary cooling.    As a result  of  the  conducted experimental   Investigation,   it wan 

established  that air-boundary cooling  of a supersonic  nozzle,   in  spite of a series   of 
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specific peculiarities, has much In common 

with the process of boundary cooling of a flat 

plate.    For instance.  Just as  in case of cool- 

ing of a flat plate,  increase of speed of 

boundary flow leads,  other things being equal, 

to decrease of wall temperature of the nozzle. 

Increase of height of the slot, with other 

parameters retained constant,   is accompanied 

by a corresponding lowering of wall temperature 

of the thermally insulated nozzle.    From 

Fig.   9.^5 it follows that at  small flow rates 

of air coolant,  the wall temperature of the 

thermally insulated nozzle has a weakly pro- 

nounced maximum.    On the basis of experimental 

investigation,   it has been established that 

with change of the angle of opening of the 

supersonic part of the nozzle from 20 to 50 , 

temperature of the wall is changed insignifi- 

cantly. 

After processing experimental data in dlmensionless parameters,  we will obtain 

for calculation of the maximum wall temperature of the nozzle  (during boundary cooling) 

the empirical formula 

Fig. 9.'t5. Wall temperature of a 
supersonic nozzle during boundary 
cooling (h - 5.5 mm, a =. 20°). 

S.vmboli o a A X 0 

•jm 
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•.MM 
MM 
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•.tin 
0.110 
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0.15*S 
o.m 
0.IUS 

-ff 
— — th«ory 

QO O * X— «xptrlMnt 

1 

(9.171) 

In Fig, 9.^6 there are compared results of calculation of the maximum temperature 

of the wall of the nozzle by formula (9.171) with experimental data.  From this figure 

it follows that formula (9.171) can be used for rough estimation of the maximum 

temperature of the wall of the supersonic nozzle during boundary cooling. It is 

natural that the region of application of the obtained formula is limited to the range 

of change of dlmensionless parameters in which the experimental investigation is 

conducted. 
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Fig.  9.'*6.     Temperature of the wall during air-boundary 
cooling. 
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The method given here makes it possible, with given Initial parameters m,  T g 

and K,  to determine temperature Tw ■ Tv/Tgi  of the thermally Insulated wall without 

taking into account  radiation.     Due to radiation from the  flame,  the  true  temperature 

of the wall will be higher than the  found value by same magnitude AT  .     In accordance 

with assumption 3, we will compose  the equation of heat balance, assuming that  all 

heat transmitted from the gas  to the wall by radiation.   Is  removed by the convectlve 

cooling flow 

hence we will obtain 

(9.172) 

(9.175) 

Disregarding the second  term on the right,  we will  somewhat overstate the 

correction.    Passing over to dlmenslonless temperatures,  we will find the  final 

formula x-or the Increase of wall temperature due  to radiation: 

"■^(-^TitF-^l- (9.174) 

Equation  (9.147)   is  solved for ATW by graphic means  or by the method of successive 

approximations.    The  coefficient of heat transfer a.  ,   contained  1'.  i ormula  (9.174) 

may be determined approximately by  formula (9.60) .    Then the  maximum wall  temperature 
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during boundary cooling,  taking into account  rudlutlon from the  flame.   Is determined 

by the evident  relationship 

^«.-^Jr-l + A^ (9.175) 

The obtained method of calculation of boundary cooling of a flat wall can be 

used for calculation of boundary cooling of walls of an engine  (axlally aymmetric 

problem)  only in the case when the transverse dimension of the mixing  region is small 

us compared to the diameter of the engine.     Otherwise,  it  is necessary to consider 

the axial symmetry of the flow. 

The above  investigation of air-boundary cooling relates to the  case when the 

equilibrium temperature of the hot  flow retains a constant  value   (T <   = const).     In 

reality,  due to burnup of fuel,  the temperature T ,   increases along the combustion 

chamber,  and is  approximately determined by the dependence  (9.21) .     Let us generalize 

the method of calculation of air-boundary cooling to the case of variable temperature 

ol' the hot flow T ^ = T ^(x),    For this we will divide the whole  length of the 

combustion chamber into several sections and replace function T j(x)   by a step curve 

in such a manner that on each of these  sections  the equilibrium temperature has a 

constant value.    Let ua assume that a hot  flow of constant temperature and speed flows 

around each of the obtained sections.     As  the height of the equivalent  slot  in the 

beginning of every section we take the ordinate of the outer boundary y^ at the end 

of the preceding section.    For the following section, parameters m and T - are 

calculated according to averaged profllea of velocity and stagnation temperature at 

the end of the preceding section. 

Using relationships (9.154),   (9.155)   and  (.169), we will obtain a formula for 

calculation of the averaged parameters: 

for m < 1, 
=•__•_! . S-rr_..,   „v »i. (9.176) 

and for m * 1.0, 

^-fi+o-fj-J-. 

(9.177) 

(9.178) 

Let us  Illustrate the application of the obtained formulas  in the  following 

example.     Let us assume that it  is  required to calculate the temperacure of the wall 

of the combustion chamber of a ramjet  engine  of length L    = 1 m rturlnp  'ilr-boundary 

cooling.    We will assume that velocities  of the cold and hot  flows  are practically 

k 

*:.;! 

&■ 
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equal (Just each a flow Is realized In the majority of cases in practice); then m * 

■> 1.0.    The air coolant has a stagnation temperature T - ■ 8970K flows from a slot 

with height of h - 20 mm.    Calculation of the wall temperature is carried out with two 

assumptions:    1) equilibrium temperature of the hot flow is constant over the entire 

length L and is equal to (Tel)max - 22000K; 2) equilibrium temperature of the hot nnw 

it changed according to the step curve. 

Results of calculation of wall temperature (for D ■' 2 and Re1 - 10^)  with differ- 

ent laws of change of equilibrium temperature of the hot flow are  represented in 

Fig.  9.^7a.    From this graph it follows that 

calculation of air-boundary cooling at constant 

temperature T ,,  ■ (Tej)max gives a somewhat higher 

value of wall temperature as compared to the 

case of step approximation of the burnup curve. 

Averaging of temperatures by the formulas  (9.177) 

or  (9.178) leads to Increase  of the  temperature 

of the cooling flow in the considered eectlon 

(T      > T );  consequently,  the true  dependence 

MV 
m — 

7 (£ 7 
s s 

4 f 0 

ItS 191 
Fig. 9«47.    Wall temperature of 
engine combustion chamber with 
air-boundary cooling. T    ■ T  (x)  will fall somewhat  lower. 

•) 
_fl-Tll-lTtWm. 

f'~ft*p »pproiclri»tlon of 
I      burnup eurv*| 

b)-«fffot of radiation 

Let us give the solution of the second 

part of the problem of air-boundary cooling of 

a ramjet engine. On the basis of the flow rate 

equation and the momentum equation, we will find the true value of 0« (or m) at which 

there is realized flow in an annular channel of height h for given velocity head at 

the end of the diffuser (PQJ • Using the flow rate equation (9.85) for an annular 

channel in the section fl-K (see Fig. 9.32) and considering assumption 5, we will obtain 

^('-trf-^-^O-tTf^r- <9•179, 

The momentum equation (9.78) for an annular channel, in accordance with 

assumption 1, will take the form 

\ 

f 

w,+i.hl:t+_L.+_Ä.(^M=.x (9.180) 

where drag coefficient Cp in dependence upon the range of change of Reynolds number 

Re is determined by formulas (9.89). For x ■ -Lx, by formula (9.180) we will obtain 

the reduced velocity at the inlet to the cooling channel 

(9.1B1) 
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or,  introducing function x  (9.87), we will find 

Xi(U-Xi(U+-^7-5^Cl. (9.182) 

Using the condition of equality of static pressures  in cross section x, we will find 

Ä.-^-^--^^)1^. 
(9.183) 

On the basis of (9.179)   and  (9.185), we will obtain 

I 

••M'-t*-*r-n&- (9.184) 

Equations (9.182) and (9.18U) constitute a system of two equations with two 

unknowns X - and X 2. Taking a number of values of X^, on the basis of (9.182) we 

find the corresponding values of X -. After constructing the right and left sides of 

equation (9.184) in dependence upon X p 

fr ßv^t 

 I 

(9.185) 

(9.186) 

we will find the true value of reduced velocity X « at the point of intersection of 

these curves 

lfi(U-yf(W. (9.187) 

Using the definitions of reduced and critical velocities, we will find the 

value of parameter m: 

(9.188) 

where    k^ — adiabatic exponent for the combustion products; 

X  . — reduced velocity of combustion products  In section    , 

We will apply the method of calculation presented in the present chapter for 

determination of wall temperature of the combustion chamber of a ramjet engine during 

air-boundary cooling.    Let us assume that it is  required to calculate cooling of the 

combustion chamber of an engine with mid-section D^ - 1.0 m flying at an altitude 

H - 50,000 m (T2 - 251.50K),   (p2 = 120 kg/m2),  with  velocity corresponding to Mg = ' 

(T - - 8970K), for maximum temperature in the combustion chamber (T ,) = 22000K. 
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In Flg. 9,48 there Is given a graphical solution of equation (9.187). From this 

solution we have X^ • 0.465. Considering that X^ * 0.30 and that Te2 * 0.4, on the 

basis of (9.188) we will obtain m ■< 1.0. Assuming 

that D « 2, Re. - 10^ and using (9.160), we will 

find the value of the parameter K^ - 2.0,  which 

takes Into account the Influence of the boundary 

layer next to the wall. Using the curves presented 

In Fig. 9.40e and f, we will find for the considered 

example the change of temperature of the wall 

along the combustion chamber (Fig. 9.47b). Con- 

sideration radiation from the flame by formula 

(9.174) leads to a certain increase of wall 

temperature. 

In conclusion let us remember that the 

proposed method of calculation of air-boundary 

cooling makes it possible to find not only tempera- 

ture of the wall of a straight-through-flow 
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Fig. 9*48. Graphical solution 
of equation (9.187). 

combustion chamber, but also all gas-dynamic parameters in the mixing region. 

§ 7.  COMBINED COOLING 

Sometimes It is expedient to carry out cooling of a ramjet engine by a combined 

method. In this case, air coolant proceeds from the diffuser partially into the 

annular channel (between the wall of the combustion chamber and the outer shell), 

and partially onto the Inner surface of the wall of the combustion chamber (through 

a system of annular slots). This form of cooling contains elements of both convection 

and boundary cooling. 

In a rigorous solution of the thermal and hydraulic problems for combined 

cooling, there appear great mathematical difficulties. This is explained by the fact 

that distribution of air coolant over the loops depends on the flow friction and 

thermal resistance of each loop, which are unknown beforehand. Therefore, during 

calculation of combined cooling we are usually limited to solution only of the 

thermal problem. Thus we assume that both flow friction and thermal resistances 

of all loops are approximately identical. Then the flow rate of air through the 

loops is distributed proportionally to areas of the annular cross sections. 

Let us give results of investigation of the wall temperature during combined 

cooling of a flat plate and expound briefly a simplified method of calculation. 
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Knowing the parameters m, Tgg,  c    and h (or h8(j,),    we find by the method presented In 

§ 6, Chapter IX, the distribution of temperature along the thermally Insulated wall 

during boundary cooling 

r.-/(-i.T.v^L). (9.189) 

where T. 
-  T, w 

71 - relative temperature of the system during purely boundary cooling; 

x - longitudinal coordinate, measured from the slot along the plate. 

During boundary cooling of a thermally insulated wall, the temperature of the 

flow in the boundary layer adjacent to the wall is very close to the temperature of 

the wall T . Therefore, as the temperature oC  the hot flow during calculation of 
—» 

convection cooling, we should take the temperature Tw. 

Let us now consider convection cooling of a plate of length L- and width I, 

We assume that around the plate there flows from one direction a hot flow with 

temperature T (x) = Tei(
x)» and f'rom the opposite direction there flows a cold flow 

with temperature T *o(x) . Introducing average coefficients of heat transfer a. and 

a« and disregarcilng radiation, on the basis of (9.47) and (9.48) we will obtain a 

formula for calculation of the equilibrium temperature of the cooling flow and the wall 

temperature during combined cooling; 

.^-t47!*!?:.«^7^^]. 

where 

m           «i 
• 

! + ■?- 
•i 

» 

14*               1 

(9.190) 

(9.191) 

(9.192) 

*If there is considerable nonuniformlty of the field of velocities an'J the field 
of temperatures at the outlet from the slot (x > 0), then instead of h there is usually 
used the effective height of the slot, which is determined from the following integrt 1 
condition: 

|f(r-rj#.^f(n- T)#. 

where u(y) and T(y) are experimental profiles of velocity and temperature at x = 0, 
h,. and h- are values of the transverse coordinate y at which there are satisfied tne 
conditions 1^ = T(h1) and Tg = T(h2). 
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The average coefficient of heat transfer from combustion products to a flaL wall 

on the basis of (9.7)  for Pr - 0.623 (see § 1)  has the form 

■010308 H^T)'"- 
Considering the aquation of state, we will obtain 

•,-04308-3- 

(9.193) 

(9.194) 

where physical parameters of the gas flow (X.  and (i.)  are determined according to 

the average thermodynamlc temperature 

r.-rt.-^L^L. (9.195) 

where 1^(0)  - T^. 

On the basis of (9*14)# for Pr - 0.7 (see § 1), the average coefficient of heat 

transfer from the wall to the cooling flow Is determined by the formula 

•,-0.0199 (9.196) 

Heating of air in the cooling channel is comparatively small;  therefore, we 

can use the thermodynamlc temperature T„ « Te_ as the determining temperature In the 

first approximation. 

On the basis of (9.194) and (9.196), we will obtain 

(9.197) 

Very frequently in practical calculations, the heating of the air In the cooling 

channel turns out to be small.  In this case '•.he determining temperature of the air 

coolant Is practically equal to the temperature 

^-^W-^» const 

and the fundamental working formulas  (9.191)  and   (9.197)   are considerably simplified: 

7.« ?— 

—     -.     ~ \M 

where  X0 and ii0 are determined according to  the  temperature T    , c c efl 
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The ratio of characterletlc velocities of the cold and hot flows is a certain 

function of the parameter m; 

-I--/(«). (9.200) 

Let us take for this function the exponential expression 

■ mmem*. (9.201) 

Choosing constants c and e from the condition of best agreement between theoreti- 

cal and experimental values of the wall temperature during combined cooling, we will 

obtain 

Ja-mmOfiim    . (9.202) 
«i 

On the basis of (9.199) and (9.202), we will find the final formula for the 

ratio of averaged heat transfer coefficients: 

i . 0.45 i«-(-t-)0V^. i ^-V m0". (9.203) 

Pig.  9.^9.    Wall temperature dur- 
ing combined cooling, 

■      theory 
D O x — experiment. 

—• ^ o 2 
iJ^^'" 

Let us give results of comparison of experimental and calculated values of 

temperature of the plate during combined cooling  (Fig.  9.^9).    From this graph it 

follows that results of calculation satisfacto- 

rily agree with experimental data in the whole 

investigated range of the parameter m (O.U76 s 

i m i 1.052)  and during change of longitudinal 

coordinate x from 0 to 255 mm.     Comparison of 

theoretical and experimental data indicates 

that the proposed method of calculation of the 

temperature of the wall during combined cooling 

can be used for calculations. 

§ 8.     THE LIMITS OF APPLICABILITY OF AIR 
COOLING  OF COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

AND NOZZLE 

On the basis of the proposed methods of 

calculation,  it has been established that dur- 

ing the use of heat-resistant materials, air cooling ensures the necessary thermal 

stab51ity and high-temperature  strength of straight-through-flow combustion chambers 

to speeds corresponding to quite large Mach numbers.     This rtsult has been confirmed 

by experimental data on thermal  stability of high-temperature  combustion chambers. 

Symbols D O X 

M 0.476 0.67» I.0SI 

^ 
e.m 0.301 o.sor 
0.011 0.010 — 

9 M _ i.« 
k^mm 4.0 4.1 4.S 
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Further Increase of speeds of flight leads to a case in which t j stagnation 

temperature of the Incident flow becomes higher than the maximum permissible tempera- 

ture of present-day structural materials, and air cooling without preliminary lowering 

of temperature of the air becomes Imposslbls. 

The most promising methods of cooling and thermal protection of ramjet engines 

In this case are considered to be: 

1) air cooling with preliminary lowering the the air temperature In some 

thermodynamlc cycle; 

2) liquid cooling; 

3) thermal-protective coatings; 

4) various combined methods. 
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